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My Story: A Blogger's Book

My Story (Edited)
Thursday, December 29, 2011
[02/28/2012 Update]: I have decided to revise my testimony in order to avoid mentioning
specific educational institutions (out of fear of a possible lawsuit). However, I still retain
copies of the unedited testimony. Further, this post would regularly appear throughout the
blog as I add more excerpts from my journal.

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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My Story
My story begins in the United States. It is May of 2009 , and I wear a robe befitting a
recent high school graduate. I am a 16-year-old boy of African descent so blessed with
gifts that I  managed to finish high school as 5th in my graduating class of over 400
students.  I  feel  ecstasy,  standing  here,  on  sun-beaten  concrete  and  with  fellow
graduates. I begin to imagine a beautiful future at D***** College, a prestigious school;
and for  a  while,  I  believe  that  my life  would  be  perfect  henceforth.  I  am wrong for
believing  so...but  I  am callow so  I  am right.

Now, the scene morphs into that of a boy alighting a big, green bus and stepping on the
D.G. for the first time. Teeming with ambition and exceitement, I am convinced that I will
succeed in this place resplendent with powerful intellectuals and a long, rich history of
excellence. I am wrong for this conviction, but I am callow so I am right. The terror begins
soon after  orientation.  I  feel  as if  my reality  is  not  quite  right.  Fellow students  who
previously supported me mock and spitefully laugh at me. I walk to my place of student
employment, and I am aware of a particular group of people following me and laughing at
me from nooks. Sometimes, I  hear laughter apparently from nowhere but always at
particular places. I am harassed daily, especially while reading in B***** library and using
library computers. Being of a solitary nature, I make few friends. Yet, somehow, it seems
as if the entire school is acutely aware of my person. Sometimes, I imagine that I am
punished for wearing certain clothing articles, such as the "non-hip-hop" ones. Yet, I
would see a student with black skin and my type of clothing walking camly in front of me
and apparently not harking the loud guffaws of which I hear. I am confused and subtly
enraged by this inequality; and I am even more confused because I think that I piecemeal
venture into insanity since I hear sounds apparently from "nowhere." Moreover, I would
see people performing incongruous acts: one minute, they are perfectly supportive and
affable,  and the next,  they spitefully  and spontaneously  laugh and mock me.  What
happens to me? Am I crazy? Sometimes, I would almost collide into someone while
walking,  but  there would be something peculiar  about the near-collision:  something
orchestrated. At first, I dismissed these feelings, but the "near-collisions" became more
frequent and often occured at particular locations. Am I crazy? Then, groups of people
began waiting for me and laughing at me upon my approach. Yet, there was something
mysteriously systematic about their laughter: it appeared to be very well-timed. I would
hear the loud guffaws, and when I would try to confirm them by looking at the group, its
members would start speaking in hushed tones. I began to doubt that they laughed at
me, regardless of the sometimes sorrowful countenances of passersby. I began to doubt
myself.

It is midnight of March 30, 2010, and I lie on a bed in hospital attire. My heart beats fast
and incessantly, and I panic at the slightest chuckle. I hear people walking towards my
room and laughing, sometimes asking : "Is he in there?" Yet, I was apprised of the near-
vacancy  of  the  infirmary.  Further,  the  sounds of  approaching  feet  seem unnatural,
somehow.  The sounds seem mechanically  repeated.  I  think:  I  am crazy.

I leave D******, and I swear never to return. It is May of 2010, and I begin to take classes
at a nearby institution. Yet, I continue to believe that my reality remains disturbed. I would
sit in a class, and I would hear laughter from another room. Yet, it would seem as if the
laughter were paired with my actions. I would raise my hand, and a familiar auscultation
of loud guffaws would commence. I would walk past a certain room, and I would hear
laughter, regardless of the ostensible absence of people. Again, I think: I am crazy. But
how is it that I feel- in spite of an apparent distortion of reality-sane? How is it that I
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continue to receive excellent grades in my classes? How is it that I continue to function
well?

It is the Summer of 2011, and I read an online article pertaining to gas-lighting and David
Lawson's book Terrorist Stalking in America. I read about the plight of a Latino student in
the University of Texas-Austin who was systematically mobbed, discredited, and gas-
lighted. The student provides profuse details to which I can relate. The more that I read
about organized stalking and gas-lighting, the clearer my reality becomes.

It is November of 2011, and I sit behind an H***** University computer reading about
audio spotlight technology and subliminal acoustic manipulation of nervous systems. I
recall that for a very long while-at least, since my arrival at C**** Hall in October-I have
felt arcane "pin -pricks" and somatic vibrations coupled with my intellectual acts, be they
turning a page of a book or lifting a dictionary. Then, I begin to research the more general
topic of remote electronic harassment at this public computer as I have had to buy three
eventually compromised computers in two years. I read of directed sound, and I recall the
wild, inexplicable pounding that would follow me anywhere that I would venture at C****
Hall. This sound would become most acute when I would try to read. I recall this, and I
begin to record the inexplicable oddities of my reality. Once, at the I****, I felt as if the
girls sitting at adjacent computer terminals were privy to the words that I would type. I
would  hear  chuckles  and  subtle  guffaws  when I  would  polish  my  diction  or  create
citations. I  recorded the paired laughter with my phone, and I recorded much, much
more.

It is the evening of November 13, 2011, and I return to my room after showering. I enter,
wear my clothes, and search for my phone in order to create another audio log. I locate
the phone, hit the "record" button, and read the message: "Can't record without an S.D.
card." I frantically search for this card, which contains over 100 items of evidence of
organized stalking, and I cannot find it. While searching, I notice that the bottom of one of
my briefs had been ripped. Nevertheless, I panic, having lost virtually all of my evidence.
In despondency, fear, and overwhelming perplexity, I write this note:

11/13/2011 I feel as if my heart's screaming. I am tired. I am very tired. Somebody wants
me to have a mental breakdown or to kill myself. Even as I write, I hear the pounding and
other unlikely noises. I do not know how many people I can trust. Somebody entered my
room today and took my phone's S.D. card. That card had picutres and videos that could
prove malicious intent. And now, not only do I not have these, I cannot capture or record
with my phone. It would appear that I have been beaten. And an average man might
simply  acquiesce.  But  I  have begun to  realize  that  I  am not  average.  and with  the
strength of truth and spirituality to support me, I am very determined to find justice. God,
save me.

Upon completion, I take the note to B.H. for his signature. Unbeknownst to me, however,
H**** interprets this note as evidence of a suicide-in-the-making. The next day, I find
myself participating in a psychiatric evaluation, diagnosed with a mental illness, and
confined to a psychiatric ward. I am 18 years old.

It  is  November  21,  2011,  and  I  hold  in  my  hand  a  prescription  of  anti-psychotic
medications appertaining to my "delusions" of organized stalking and remote electronic
harassment. I call my mother, and she is worried. What went wrong? The devil's after
you. I leave H***** University for Thanksgiving and never return.
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It  is  November  25,  2011,  and  my  uncle,  my  brother,  and  myself  are  subjected  to
"brightening" (the systematic activation of vehicular high-beams in daylight; for a further
explanation of  the significance of  this  activation and my previous conditioning,  see
edmundlogs.blogspot.com) and directed sound for the preponderance of our journey from
W******, D**** to C******, C*****. I see anger and perplexity on the faces of my relatives,
but I am forced by my oppression into silence. I am terrified, tortured, and massively
uncertain. Thus, I pray, and I pray well. God, please, save us.

It is December 26, 2011, and I write this document with zest. I am not crazy, regardless of
what the members of my family covertly think. I have kept a journal ever since 2010, and
in  this  journal,  I  have  sought  to  comprehend  my  beleaguered  reality.  I  have  also
contacted fellow targeted individuals in the Denver area. I  am now a victim of daily
microwave assaults and gas-lighting, and sometimes, I would feel an engulfing heat
apparently from "nowhere." Brightening occurs daily, and financial constraints are more
prominent than ever. Still, I pray. I pray for my salvation, the salvation of all TIs, and the
salvation of humanity in this new, state-sponsored terrorism encompassing all N.A.T.O.
nations. In addition, I continue to record. Somebody must know what happened to us.
Somebody must know the truth.
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An Appeal to Reason (Edited)
Thursday, December 29, 2011
[03/12/2012 UPDATE]:  I  have decided to  omit  the  names of  some institutions  and
buildings out of fear of a potential lawsuit; however, I stilll retain my unedited appeal.

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

An Appeal to Reason
Part I I write to inform you of a very grave matter. Men are afraid. They are shackled-
shackled by fear, humiliation, and torture. Fear floats freely in sickly air. It  has been
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released from cages deep, dark, and deranged. How did it begin? To what exactly do I
refer? Laughter. It is laughter that I speak of. A laughter that kills. I speak of a debilitating,
paralyzing laughter that has spread like wildfire throughout the populace. Now, I do not
expect  you to  grasp fully  the severity  of  this  laughter.  But  consider,  if  you will,  the
implications  of  this  laughter.  For  this  laughter  is  nothing  short  of  a  mean-spirited,
vituperative mockery.  It  is  a laughter  that  forces men into cages.  By its  nature,  the
laugher assaults intelligence. This assault is subtle, but it completes its task: distortion.
Now, I come to the specifics of my case. It has become commonplace to laugh at a black
man doing anything “white.” It is now normal to laugh at a black man wearing “white”
clothes, visiting “white” restaurants,  and doing anything “academic.”  Now, I  wish-so
desperately wish-that you would consider the implications of this laughter: I wish that you
would see what I see. In implying, “academics is not part of black culture,” one effectively
reduces blacks to a subhuman level. After all, the academic field is foremost a human
matter. The sciences-political, social, and scientific-are not and cannot be the property of
one group of human beings, because they are above us. For what is science but the
study of reality? Now, if you imply, “black men don’t do science,” you effectively suggest:
“black men don’t study reality.” Yet, history-and even the present day-teems with black
men doing just that. Conditioning and enculturation would be impossible without the study
of reality. A child-be him black or white-learns not to place his hand on a hot stove after
doing so and being burned. Is this not evidence of intelligence? Has the child not learned
to differentiate between “hot” and “cold”? Did the child not study reality? To take an
example  from  the  social  sciences,  I  expect  that  nearly  every  adult  human  being,
regardless of education, is somewhat cognizant of the Asch effect: the group’s thrall over
the  individual.  After  all,  a  man-be  him  black  or  white-modulates  his  behavior  in
accordance with society’s social norms. The expression, “when in Rome, dress like the
Romans,” applies to all human beings, as we are social creatures. Lastly, to take an
example from political science, I must ask: does not every human group maintain some
awareness of a leader or of leaders? Is not every human group capable of distinguishing
between a leader and his followers? If there has always been this dichotomy-and the
variety of human cultures, from Uganda’s Buganda kingdom to Chinese dynasties, attest
to this fact-can one honestly assert that some human beings are not “political”? By now, I
hope that I have convinced you that science-the academic field-has not been the sole
property of any human group. But of course, a scholar with an evil mind could suggest
that although all human groups study reality, only whites study it most and best. Yet,
notice what this statement means: the statement creates “thought-chains” (Dubois’s term;
see full quote in source 1-1). In uttering the statement in question, one effectively permits
only the black student with sub-average grades, because, as the aforementioned scholar
would attest, “it is not part of black culture to study reality well.” Now, I hope that the
gravity of this statement is clear; in suggesting it, one has placed thought-chains on an
entire group. One has effectively proclaimed: “you cannot think this because you are not
white.”  One has stealthily  but  assuredly  stripped an entire  group of  humans of  the
fundamental freedom of thought. This is a freedom often understated by tremendously
significant, for without it, all other freedoms are rendered effete. Without the freedom of
thought, there is no freedom of speech, because speech is completely dependent upon
thought. If I am not allowed to think it, I am not allowed to say it. Similarly, without the
freedom of thought, there is no freedom of religion. If I am not allowed to think it, how can
I be allowed to believe it? Yet, as severe as the loss of the fundamental freedom of
thought would be, one observes it happening now; and the most potent method being
used to rid men of  this freedom is an act  so old,  so entrenched, and so terrifyingly
common and mysterious that I often question its true purpose: laughter. For there exist
different forms of laughter. There is the chuckle, the guffaw, and the average ha-ha-ha,
among others. Yet, laughter about something, regardless of its form, as Theodore Adorno
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and Max Horkheimer have professed (Source 1-2), is always laugher at it. Now, imagine
the most mean-spirited,  spiteful  laughter imaginable,  and imagine it  being aimed at
certain people for doing certain things. The laughter essentially becomes a whip, as it is
repeatedly  paired with certain acts.  These acts  are those previously  stated:  blacks
wearing “white” clothes and thinking “white” things. Thus, people are being classically
conditioned to shrink from anything “progressive,” and the dreams of Martin Luther King,
Jr., Mahatma Gandhi, and Mother Theresa, among others, are being beaten-whipped into
conformity. But of course, an opponent would highlight that there does exist a basis for
this laughter: a fundamental, societal platform upon which the laughter thrives. One need
hardly cite the achievements of Van Gogh, DaVinci, Machiavelli, and Oppenheimer to
attest to the fact that there exists a “Western” tradition. Yet, were these people not human
beings? Were they, too, not students of reality? Ultimately, is it the people that matter, or
is it the ideas of these people? Are these ideas not the fodder for human advancement?
If we allow that these great “white” human beings are, in fact, human beings, must we not
conclude that other, “non-white” human beings are, in fact, human beings as well and
subsequently, as natural students of reality, can be “great,” too? Of course, the evidence
for  a  positive response to  this  question remains abundant:  the Egyptians and their
majestic principles and scriptures; the Benin and their artful manipulation of clay and
water; the ancient Africans and their mathematical fractals so representative of universal
geometry; the Chinese, the Cambodians, and other East Asians and their masterful
classics and scientific achievements so pertinent to the human condition; Sojourner
Truth, Frederick Douglass, and other African Americans and their writings and scientific
achievements understated but especially significant; Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, Pablo
Neruda, Juan Rulfo, and other Latin Americans with insightful descriptions of the human
condition, the Native Americans and their often unique conceptions of time (the Hopi’s
belief in a past without a present) that remain so pertinent to our world; and of course,
Arabia with its scientific achievements during the Age of Islam (640AD to 1600AD).
Obviously, non-white students of reality can be great, too, if permitted the freedom of
thought. But it is this fundamental, human freedom that is now most besieged. Laugher
has become a disease not unlike paralysis simply by its spiteful nature. I have seen
young black men pick up a book and try to read it; but the minute that they glance at the
words, they shake out of fear of being laughed at. I even see some of them revolt at the
very prospect of ready by forcefully pulling back their chairs from tables simply because
they have been “mis-educated” (Dr. Carter Woodson’s words) to believe: “reading is a
white affair.” In essence, psychological chains have been placed on black scholars, and
these chains are tightened with every laugh at black intelligence. Dr. Carter G. Woodson
described best this phenomenon:
“When you control a man’s thinking, you do not have to worry about his actions. You do
not have to tell him to stand here or go yonder. He will find his ‘proper place’ and will stay
in it. You do not need to send him to go back door. He will go without being told. In fact, if
there is no back door, he will cut one for his special benefit. His education [mis-education]
makes it necessary.”
It has become “proper” for a black man to be daft, ugly, and beastly. This is the new
“proper place,” and like Woodson suggested, many former black scholars have found it
and are staying in  it.  They have been whipped by laughter  into  vacuity.  And like a
merciless  beast,  the  laughter  continues.  With  every  laugh,  the  thought-chains  are
tightened.  We are  black  scholars,  and we are  in  thought-chains,  chains  subtle  but
devastatingly  efficient.  This  concludes the first  part  of  my case.

Part II
I urge you now to imagine something even worse than the scenario described in Part I. I
urge you to imagine the use of  modern technology to strip men of  their  freedom of
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thought. I speak of remote behavioral influence, and there is nothing “crazy” or “false”
about it. The evidence for the presence of this technology abounds. In 2001, Dennis
Kucinich introduced the Space Preservation Act in the U.S. House of Representatives,
and this act sought to restrain the use of electromagnetic technology, such as directed
sound and microwave technology. For a full briefing of the capabilities of these, please,
visit edmundosreh.blogspot.com. Further, in 1970, Zbigniew Brzezinski demonstrated the
potential use of these technologies in creating a more tightly controlled society in his
treatise Between Two Ages: America’s Role in the Tectonic Era. If you find yourself still
doubtful of the existence of these technologies, I invite you to play a game with me: a
mental game in which you imagine certain events, and I reveal the evidence for the
reality of these events. Imagine, if  you will,  that these technologies are available for
purchase by anyone wealthy enough to purchase them. Now, consider the issue of
organized stalking, in which a group relentlessly follows and harasses a target for a
variety of reasons. Again, if you doubt that organized stalking exists, consult the attached
documents or continue to play the aforementioned game. Consider the possibility that
organized stalkers contracted by more wealthy individuals have access to technologies
capable of remote behavioral influence. Now, imagine something even more terrifying:
imagine that organized stalkers have targeted not only single individuals but also small
populations  within  a  dense  geographical  area.  Imagine  that  individuals  within  this
population are being harassed electronically. Imagine a bright person walking casually
and hearing a blaring horn or laughter apparently from “nowhere.” Imagine that entire
populations are  being harassed out  of  their  buildings and institutions.  Are  you still
playing? Now, I present the evidence. On my first day at H***** University, a...school in
the United States, I saw black Americans as I had virtually never seen them before: I saw
black boys with books,  black girls  reciting poems,  black teachers fluently  speaking
French, and an overall zest for learning. Yet, having lived off-campus for the first two
months of my stay in [the area] I moved into my on-campus residence in late October,
and I  immediately felt  that the society had changed. I  smelled evil.  I  smelled fear.  I
smelled fear as I walked into C**** Hall. I smelled fear as I climbed steps and walked
along the hallway of my floor. I felt as if I had entered a ghost town, one with a small
“hub” of activity amidst a vast desert. Over time, I realized that virtually no one used the
wellness facilities. I have seen only one person in a basement wider than any living area
in which I  had ever lived.  There is  fear,  here.  There is  the paralyzing fear  of  being
laughed at. Ha-ha-ha. Welcome to the Killing Fields. Out of fear of “acting white,” some
black men have simply ceased to leave C**** Hall, to leave their floor, or even to leave
their rooms. There is the fear of being a black student. I am reminded of the words of
Adorno and Horkheimer: “The collective of those who laugh parodies humanity, each
getting ready to shrink from nothing (Source 1-2).” Everybody wants to belong; but a
black man cannot belong, if he acts “white.” Even as I write, I feel the anxiety of my
oppression: the very act of a black man writing evokes images of scorn and derision-
mean-spirited laughter.  But I  must write because this oppression must be exposed.
People must recognize and confront it as oppression and nothing less. After all, how
does one fight an oppression of which one is not aware? The chains abound. This is my
evidence. Of course, you have only the introspective ramblings of a poor black student
attuned to human feelings, but this-along with the attached documents-are all that I can
give. Further, I can speak of organized stalking because I a victim of organized stalking;
and I have license plate numbers and months of computer logs to validate this claim.
Please,  do not  simply  dismiss  my case.  I  have no money and virtually  no material
resource, but I have my words: the gift bestowed upon me by God. I hope-so fervently
hope-that this is enough.
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Sources
Devon Lougheed and Bruce Baum’s Black Skin, White Laughter: W.E.B. DuBois, Richard
Pryor, and Comedic Double-Consciousness. 2008. (p. 8/27)
“And now in strange, inexplicable transposition the rising blacks laugh at themselves in
nervous, blatant, furtive merriment. They laugh because they think they are expected to
laugh – because all their poor hunted lives they have heard ‘black’ things laughed at.” Yet
this situation is not hopeless: a mighty and swelling human consciousness is leading us
joyously to embrace the darker world, but we are afraid of black pictures because they
are cruel reminders of the crimes of Sunday ‘comics’ and ‘Nigger’ minstrels. Off with
these thought-chains and inchoate soul-shrinkings, and let us train ourselves to see
beauty in black.

(p15/27). There is laughter because there is nothing to laugh about… Laughter about
something is always laughter at it… The collective of those who laugh parodies humanity.
They are monads, each abandoning himself to the pleasure – at the expense of all others
and with the majority in support – of being ready to shrink from nothing. Their harmony
presents a caricature of solidarity
2 - 1 .  R e m o t e  B e h a v i o r a l  I n f l u e n c e :
h t t p : / / w w w . d e e p b l a c k l i e s . c o . u k / r e m o t e _ b e h a v i o r a l _ t e c h o l o g y _ p r . h t m
2 - 2 .  S u b l i m i n a l  A c o u s t i c  M a n i p u l a t i o n  o f  N e r v o u s  S y s t e m s :
h t t p : / / w w w . t a r g e t e d i n d i v i d u a l s . c o m / F o r u m / s h o w t h r e a d . p h p ? t i d = 1 5 3

3-1. Organized Stalking: stopos.info/osatv.pdf
3-2. “Gaslighting”/Gang-stalking: http://gangstalking.wordpress.com/tag/gaslighting/
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Notables-2011
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Notables-2011
01/24/2011
Domodedovo in Flames: The detonation of a bomb in Moscow’s Domodedovo Airport
leaves scores of people dead. A middle-aged white Chechen, Vitaly Rozdobudko, was
initially blamed for the attack, but authorities have now posited 20-year old Mohamed
Yevloyev, an Ingusheti, to be the true suicide bomber.

March 2011
Fragile  Earth:  Massive  cracks  and  sinkholes  have  been  observed  in  such  widely
dispersed places as Peru, Guatemala, Michigan, and Ethiopia; and these cracks have left
sc ien t i s ts  be fudd led ,  as  the re  has  been  no  an teceden t  ear thquake
(http://thewatchers.adorraeli.com/2011/03/07/scientists-are-sounding-the-alarm-the-
mysterious-cracks-appear-across-the-planet/).

03/11/2011
An 8.9-magnitude earthquake hits the Japanese coast and damages the Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant, prompting the Japanese government's declaration of a state of
nuclear emergency and the ejection of copious radiation into the Pacific.
· TEPCO has suggested that the Fukushima disaster remains the worst nuclear disaster
in human history. According to Arnold Gunderson,

TEPCO announced they had a melt through. A melt down is when the fuel collapses to
the bottom of the reactor, and a melt through means it has melted through some layers.
That blob is incredibly radioactive, and now you have water on top of it. The water picks
up enormous amounts of  radiation,  so you add more water and you are generating
hundreds of thousands of tons of highly radioactive water (endoftheamericandream.com,
2011).

Early 2011
· Flooding in China’s Zheijang province has forced the evacuation of 2 million people.
· The Arab Spring: Mass protests have ensued against Arab authoritarian regimes in
Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and other places, leading to the resignation of Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak and others. It deserves noting that most of the aforementioned countries
are rich in oil.
o Follow the Oil:  Versailles (WWI) Suez Crisis (October 1956) Gulf  War (1991) Iraq
(2004)
o In a cable revealed by WikiLeaks (08/2011), a senior Russian diplomat suggested that
the 21st century will see the greatest struggle for resources in human history.
o  As  a  side  note,  I  recently  read  of  “Project  FunVax,”  an  allegedly  U.S.  Defense
Department program that artificially altered the nominal “God gene” in members of certain
Arab ethnic groups and supposedly stimulated-if not caused-the Arab Spring. I believe
this piece of information to be false.

05/01/2011
Osama Bin Laden was apparently murdered in a US raid on his Pakistani abode.
Recent  reports  (08/2011)  suggest  that  the fingerprint  of  the murdered man did  not
dovetail  with  Bin  Laden's  fingerprints,  and  I  once  read  a  Time  Magazine  article
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suggesting that Bin Laden had been dead since 2002.
The marine unit responsible for the raid died in a bombed helicopter in August 2011.

Summer of 2011

• ·Burgeoning U.S. Dependency on China: The Chinese government plans to
purchase large tracts of land in Texas and Idaho and create “Specialized Economic
Zones,” in which U.S. national law would be rendered effete. The governor of Idaho
sees such Chinese intentions as crucial to economic growth and favors support for
Chinese investments, such as the EB-5 program that grants U.S. residency to
foreigners creating jobs in the United States
(http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/the-chinese-government-is-buying-up-
economic-assets-and-huge-tracts-of-land-all-over-the-united-states).

• ·Murdoch Hacking Scandal: Murdoch’s News of the World media corporation has
become embroiled in a phone-hacking scandal. The company allegedly hacked into
the phones of UK VIPs, and one of Murdoch’s American news corporations may
have hacked into the phones of 9/11 victims.

06/07/2011
A fire at the Fort Calhoun Nuclear Facility in Nebraska prompts fears of radiation leakage,
as rising floodwaters have been observed near the site.

July 2011
· Some companies maintain that, due to the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act, over-the-
counter trading of gold and silver would be illegal after July 14, 2011.
· The largest wildfire in Arizona state history has now engulfed more than 500,000 acres
of land.
· North Korea has apparently tested a “Super-EMP” weapon capable of destabilizing
most of the U.S. power grid.
· NASA has launched a major preparedness initiative for all NASA personnel. According
to the NASA website:

A  major  initiative  has  been placed on  Family/Personal  Preparedness  for  all  NASA
personnel. The NASA Family/Personal Preparedness Program is designed to provide
awareness, resources, and tools to the NASA Family (civil servants and contractors) to
prepare  for  an  emergency  situation.  The  most  important  assets  in  the  successful
completion of NASA’s mission are our employees’ and their families. We are taking the
steps to prepare our workforce, but it is your personal obligation to prepare yourself and
your families for emergencies.

· Over 40 temporary “no-fly” zones were declared by the FAA in a week (faa.gov).

07/18/2011
News of the World phone-hacking whistleblower Sean Hoare was found dead in his
London apartment. Although admitting that the cause of death remains unexplained,
author i t ies  assert  that  the  death  is  not  being  t reated  as  “suspic ious”
(http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2011/jul/18/news-of-the-world-sean-hoare).

07/21/2011
A 6.3-magnitude earthquake strikes Christchurch, New Zealand, leaving more than 180
people dead. Among them may have been a member of an alleged Mossad spy team,
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Ofer Mizrahi, who carried two passports. His three colleagues left New Zealand within
three hours after the earthquake, and the group was suspected of attempting to hack into
the New Zealand police computer system. However, Shemi Tzur, the Israeli ambassador
to New Zealand, dismissed this claim as “science fiction.” Nevertheless, it  deserves
noting that Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel called Prime Minister John Key,
the  New  Zealand  Prime  Minister,  four  times  on  the  day  of  the  earthquake
(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2017071/Christchurch-earthquake-unmasked-
team-Israeli-spies-New-Zealand.html).

• ·New Zealand, although typically neutral, is markedly pro-Palestine.
• ·In 2004, Mossad agents were caught and convicted of identity theft for illegally

obtaining New Zealand passports (Guardian.co.uk).

07/22/2011
Terror from the Right: Anders Behring Breivik, a white, Norwegian nationalist, purportedly
bombs both a youth camp and a federal building in Oslo, killing over 93 people.

• ·The Norwegian police initiated a disaster drill on the day before the attack.
• ·The youth camp was supposed to host Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg’s pro-

Palestine speech.
• ·Breivik’s Facebook page, opened a few days before the attack and closed shortly

after it, implied that he had ties to the freemasons (possible disinformation).
• ·Most of Breivik’s victims at the youth camp were white liberals.

07/23/2011
Famous  biracial  Jazz  singer  Amy Winehouse  purportedly  dies  of  a  drug  overdose
( h t t p : / / w w w . h u f f i n g t o n p o s t . c o m / 2 0 1 1 / 0 7 / 2 3 / a m y - w i n e h o u s e - d e a d -
s i n g e r _ n _ 9 0 7 7 5 3 . h t m l # s 3 1 4 5 5 7 & t i t l e = R e h a b ) .

• As of 12/2011, Winehouse's Cause of Death remains arcane, and some theorists
postulate that she was a victim of organized stalking.

08/08-15/2011
London’s  Burning:  Violent  protests  occur  in  London against  parliament’s  “austerity
measures”  and  in  response  to  the  shooting  of  Mark  Duggan,  a  black  Briton,  by
policemen. It deserves noting that on March 26, 2011, approximately 500,000 people
marched in protest of the same austerity measures in the March for the Alternative, which
went virtually uncovered by the UK’s mainstream media.

08/19/2011
A  Scotland  Yard  Detective  was  detained  for  leaking  information  pertaining  to  his
department's  inquiry  into  the  News  of  the  World  hacking  scandal.

08/25-31/2011
Hurricane Irene damages the US East Coast, transitioning from a category-3 storm to a
category-1 storm.
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08/26/2011
The total  number of  earthquakes observed in El  Hierro,  the smallest  of  the Canary
Islands (Spain), has now exceeded 4,200; and on August 22, more than 431 earthquakes
were denoted. Most of these earthquakes range between 1 and 3 magnitude on the
Richter scale.

09/02/2011

• ·The US executive branch requests $5.2billion in disaster relief funds. According to a
provision included in the August debt-limit deal, Congress can now surpass the self-
imposed spending cap by almost $11billion for disaster relief. It deserves noting that
no portion of the $5.2billion amount would be used to assuage the damage created
by Hurricane Irene, which left over 40 people dead.

• ·Libyan rebels aided by NATO during the Arab Spring of early-mid 2011 have
detained black Africans for apparently no substantial reason.

09/11/2011
The Knesset's Prawar report sanctions the ethnic cleansing of approximately 30,000
Palestinians from the Beer-Sheba region of  the West  Bank within  five years ("21st
Century  Ethnic  Cleansing in  Beer-Sheba,"  2011).

09/17-18/2011

• Project #OccupyWallStreet continues, as thousands of protesters have set up camps
on the streets of New York.

• A 6.8-magnitude earthquake occurs near Sikkim, India. This is the 17th earthquake
of September.

09/23/2011

• Israeli expansion into the West Bank severely threatens Palestinian sovereignty, as
Palestine seeks UN membership (abovetopsecret.com).

• President Barack Obama initiates Operation Mountain Guardian, a major terrorism
drill, in Denver, CO. Residents of the Denver metro area have been told to expect
loud noises, smoke, and other disturbances (theintelhub.com).

09/24/2011
CERN physicists apparently observe a neutrino moving faster than a photon.

09/30/2011
The American government orders the assassination of American-born cleric Anwar Al-
Awlaki in Yemen.

10/02/2011
New  York  Police  officers  arrested  approximately  700  protesters  participating  in
#OccupyWallStreet.

10/20/2011

• ·There exists a covert arm of the U.S. executive branch’s National Security Council
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retaining the ability to authorize the assassination of any American-born citizen
(Reuters).

• ·The Federal Bureau of Investigation apparently selects "potential" terror suspects,
entraps them in frivolous terror schemes, and ultimately convicts them of complicity
in such schemes (Alternet.org).

10/21/2011
Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi is murdered (Reuters).

10-11 2011
·Senior Israeli  ministers advocate for an attack on Iran in order to curtail  its nuclear
capabilities (abovetopsecret.com).

2010-2011
·Icelanders evicted corrupt bankers and drafted a new, more democratic constitution
http://sacsis.org.za/site/article/728.1).

11/05/2011
·Tens of thousands of Americans pledged to transfer their wealth from Wall Street banks
to local, community-based banks (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/van-jones/move-your-
money-day_b_1076437.html).

12/2011

• Nearly 400,000 immigrants have been deported by the Obama administration this
year, a number unprecedented in American history, and the American children of
many of these immigrants are often sent to foster homes (alternet.org).

• This year, drone strikes in Pakistan have murdered approximately 780 civillians,
including 175 children (alternet.org).

12/01/2011
The U.S. Senate passes the National Defense Authorization Act, which posits the entire
United States to  be a battlefield  and permits  the indefinite  detention and torture of
American citizens without  trial.
12/05/2011
·The Durban, South Africa Climate Change Conference reveals China’s ambivalence
towards a legally binding climate change agreement concerning carbon emissions, which
globally increased by nearly 6 percent in 2010 (firedoglake.com).

12/06/2011

• ·The U.S. Federal Government activates FEMA camps across the country.
• One of the CIA’s more advanced drones mysteriously hovering over Iranian airspace

is captured by the Iranian military. This incident further reveals the depth of the U.S.’
covert war with Iran, a war that has seen the assassinations of Iranian nuclear
scientists on the streets of Tehran and multiple explosions at key Iranian missile
sites (firedoglake.com).

• Since the Canberra, Australia conference of November 17, 2011, President Obama’s
foreign policy has shifted emphasis from the War on Terror towards strengthening
the U.S. military presence in Asia. Further, the Manila Declaration of November 18,
2011 ensured closer ties between the U.S. and the Philippines
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Julianne McKinney's Research on Organized
Stalking and Remote, Elec...
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Julianne  McKinney's  Research  On  Organized  Stalking  and  Remote,  Electronic
Harassment

From: http://sm4csi.home.xs4all.nl/nwo/MindControl/Microwave.Harassment.And.Mind-
Control.Experimentation.htm
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By Julianne McKinney, Director
Electronic Surveillance Project
Association of National Security Alumni
Silver Spring, Maryland
(301) 608-0143

 The prospect of domination of the nation’s scholars by federal employment, project
allocations, and the power of money is ever present—and is gravely to be regarded. Yet,
in holding scientific research and discovery in respect, as we should, we must also be
alert to the equal and opposite danger that public policy could itself become the captive of
a scientific-technological elite.

 [President Dwight D. Eisenhower, January 17, 1961]

 Covert actions are counterproductive and damaging to the national interest of the United
States. They are inimical to the operation of an effective national intelligence system, and
corruptive of civil liberties, including the functioning of the judiciary and a free press. Most
importantly, they contradict the principles of democracy, national self-determination and
international law to which the United States is publicly committed.

 [Credo of the Association of National Security Alumni]

 MICROWAVE HARASSMENT AND MIND-CONTROL EXPERIMENTATION
 by Julianne McKinney
Director, Electronic Surveillance Project
Association of National Security Alumni

December 1992

Whither the KGB?

 In February 1974, Georgetown University’s Center for Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS) hosted discussions on the plight of dissenters in the Soviet Union, and on the
means by which the U.S. Government might most effectively intervene. Highlights of
these discussions are reported in Understanding the Solzhenitzyn Affair: Dissent and its
Control in the USSR (CSIS, 1974).

 KGB strategies were addressed in some detail during these discussions. It was noted
that the KGB’s success depended on the extensive use of informant networks and agents
provocateurs;  and,  following  Brezhnev’s  rise  to  power,  on  the  use  of  drugs  and
psychiatrists for  further purposes of  manipulation and control.  Shadowing,  bugging,
slandering,  blacklisting  and  other  related  tactics  were  also  cited  as  serving  KGB
purposes. Participants in the conference agreed that the KGB’s obvious intent was to
divide and isolate the populace, to spread fear, and to silence dissenters.

 Agencies of our own government are on record as having employed precisely these
same tactics on a recurrent basis. The Church and Rockefeller Committee Hearings in
the mid-1970’s purportedly put an end to these practices. Based on recent developments,
it  would  appear  that  the  CIA’s  and  FBI’s  Operations  MKULTRA,  MHCHAOS  and
COINTELPRO  (the  focus  of  these  Senate  Committee  and  Vice-Presidential-level
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Hearings) were instead merely driven underground. We are now in contact with a total of
25* individuals, scattered throughout the United States, who firmly believe they are being
harassed  by  agencies  of  the  U.S.  Government.  Others  have  been  brought  to  our
attention whom we will be contacting in the future. The majority of these individuals claim
that their harassment and surveillance began in 1989.

 The methods reportedly  employed in  these harassment  campaigns bear  a striking
resemblance  to  those  attributed  to  the  CIA  and  FBI  during  Operations  MKULTRA,
MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO. The only difference now is that electronic harassment
and experimentation also appear to be (more blatantly) involved.

 The Berlin Wall is down, Communism is in the midst of a death rattle, and the KGB no
longer poses the threat which purportedly served to justify the U.S. Government’s resort
to such operations as MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO. The KGB, since 1989,
has been reduced to an increasingly distant memory.

 Reactivation of surveillance/harassment/mind-control operations in this country suggests
that the KGB, as an institution, was never the real threat. A KGB “mentality,” with its
underlying pragmatic contempt for civil  liberties, appears, instead, to have been the
driving force behind MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO, and the operations now
being reported to us.

 The KGB “mentality” is a matter of personal predilection, not ideology. Its objective is
power and control, regardless of human cost. It is a corrupting, cancerous influence,
which feeds on fear, conformity and government funding.

 Four months ago, when this Project commenced, we approached these complaints of
government harassment and experimentation with an admitted “high degree of caution.”
We are no longer skeptical. The growing numbers of independent complaints and the
similarities between those complaints cannot be ignored. Under the circumstances, the
KGB should be proud of itself. As a “mentality,” the KGB appears to be accomplishing
more in “burying this country” from within, than it could ever have hoped to have achieved
as an institution. It would appear that this country has a serious problem on its hands
which needs to be resolved.

 Part  I  of  this  report,  which  is  reprinted  from  the  June-July  1992  edition  of  the
Association’s publication, Unclassified, preliminarily addresses the complaints brought to
our attention as of July 1992. Our objective, as noted, was to weigh the legitimacy of
those complaints in terms of the directed-energy technologies reportedly involved. Part II
discusses the overt  and covert  patterns of  harassment  identified as a result  of  our
investigations,  to date.  A part  of  our objective,  here,  is  to limit  the success of  such
operations in the future,  by according them widespread publicity.

 In Part II, we do not identify individuals by name, both to honor their privacy and because
our investigations have not been completed. Part II, like Part I, is a preliminary finding.
Our focus is on the similarities of  the complaints being received—similarities which
Federal and State legislators, the courts, the FBI, local law enforcement agencies, the
medical and psychiatric professions, and organizations such as the ACLU and Amnesty
International have so far chosen to ignore.

 We frankly find it curious that more attention and credibility is being accorded purported
victims of UFO experiences and spectral visitations, than to persons who complain of
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systematic  harassment  and  experimentation  by  the  U.S.  Government,  involving
technologies which the U.S. Government is only now grudgingly admitting to possess.
These complaints require investigation. In due course (and provided financial support is
obtained), we hope to be able to acquire the technology and supportive medical expertise
to substantiate the claims being made. We also hope to alter the institutional mindset that
U.S. Intelligence can be trusted. History, repeatedly, has proven otherwise.

PART I - THE PROBLEM SURFACES

[Reprinted from the June-July 1992 edition of UNCLASSIFIED (Vol. IV, No. 3),

 published by The Association of National Security Alumni, Washington, D.C.]

 The August-September 1991 issue of UNCLASSIFIED reviewed Hamline University’s
Public Administration report on the resolution of MKULTRA cases in 1988. Although the
shocking details of medical ethics abuses by the U.S. and Canadian governments were
amply  detailed,  Washington  and  Ottawa—citing  national  security  and  government
privilege—stalled for so long that the cases never came to trial. The surviving victims
settled for a pittance in an out-of-court settlement.

 Since no individuals or agencies were held legally accountable, the door was left open
for possible resumption of similar “mind-control” activities.

 In the context of that article, we mentioned briefly that some half-dozen people had
contacted us with appeals for assistance in ending what they believe to be electronic
harassment and mind-control experimentation, possibly involving the CIA. We decided to
take a closer look at this situation.

 We are now in touch with approximately a dozen individuals located throughout the
United States who appear to be targets of harassment and mind-control experimentation
involving  directed-energy  technologies.  [By  mid-November  1992,  that  number  had
increased  to  25.]

 Typically, persons who complain of being “zapped by radio waves” and of “hearing
voices” are stigmatized as psychotic, delusional or schizophrenic. Being mindful of this,
as well as aware of the treatment accorded UFO and psychic phenomena “freaks,” we
approach  this  subject  with  a  high  degree  of  caution.  Based  on  our  preliminary
investigation, including interviews with the affected individuals, we conclude that the
matter is serious and should be pursued further.

The Existing Directed-Energy Arsenal

 Our first step was to determine what, if any technology exists which might be used for
electronic harassment. That information was found in a “white paper” published in 1991
by the U.S.  Global  Strategy Council—a Washington-based organization,  under  the
chairmanship of Ray Cline, former Deputy Director of the CIA, who maintains very close
ties with the U.S. Intelligence community. The “white paper” describes the foreign and
domestic uses foreseen for laser weapons, isotropic radiators, infrasound, non-nuclear
electromagnetic pulse generators, and high-power microwave emitters.
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 The term, “non-lethal,”  used to describe this technology is misleading. The energy
emitted from all of these weapons can kill when appropriately amplified. At lower levels of
amplification, they can cause extreme forms of physical discomfort and debilitation.

 The Department of Army (DA) identifies these same weapons as “non-conventional.”
They were so identified in an exhibit at a DA-sponsored symposium on “The Soldier As A
System,” in Crystal City, VA, on June 30, 1992. Beta wave incapacitators were separately
mentioned during the symposium as being of particular interest to the U.S. Marine Corps.

 We discussed these “non-conventional”  directed-energy weapons with Mr.  Vernon
Shisler, manager of the exhibit and the Army’s delegate to NATO in matters pertaining to
“The Soldier As A System.” Mr. Shisler acknowledged not only that directed-energy
weapons are in DoD’s arsenal, but also that the American soldier will remain vulnerable
to their effects, should they be employed in the battlefield.

 The U.S. Global Strategy Council recognizes the issue of vulnerability, as well, and
urges ongoing research into effective countermeasures.

 Interested readers may want to send for the U.S. Global Strategy Council’s complete
project proposal on this subject: (Title: Nonlethality: Development of a National Policy and
Employing Nonlethal Means in a New Strategic Era, prepared by Janet Morris). A number
of references in this Proposal to unidentified, elusive “enemies” of the U.S. Government
and to the potential domestic applications of this “non-lethal” technology invite serious
consideration by the public at large.

 The Council’s address is 1800 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, (202) 466-6029.

Bioeffects of Microwave Radiation

 Research  into  the  biological  and  psychological  effects  of  exposure  to  microwave
radiation is voluminous. The U.S. public has been led to believe that the former Soviet
Union leads in this research. The fact is, the CIA and DoD [Department of Defense] have
jointly pursued precisely the same research since commencement of Project Pandora in
the 1950’s. The current primary users of this research appear to be the CIA, DoD, the
National Security Agency (NSA) and the Department of Energy (DoE).

 The Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) has participated in this research
since Project Pandora. In 1973, WRAIR discovered that externally-induced auditory input
could be achieved by means of pulsed microwave audiograms, or analogs of spoken
words’  sounds.  The effect  on the receiving end is  the (schizophrenic)  sensation of
“hearing voices”  which are not  part  of  the recipients’  own thought  processes.

 The  experiment  prompted  the  fol lowing  comment  in  The  Body  Electr ic:
Electromagnetism and the Foundation of Life, by Robert O. Becker, M.D., and Gary
Selden (Wm. Morrow & Company, NY, 1985): “Such a device has obvious applications in
covert operations designed to drive a target crazy with ‘voices’ or deliver undetectable
instructions to a programmed assassin.”

 This research has continued, and the results are published in various publicly available
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scientific  and technical  journals.  Interested readers might consult,  for  example:  Lin,
James C.,  Electromagnetic Interaction With Biological  Systems (Plenum Press, NY,
1989). Professor Lin, then with the Department of Bioengineering, University of Illinois,
Chicago, has published a number of books and articles on this subject. [He has more
recently  informed us that  he had designed the experiment  referenced above in  Dr.
Becker’s  book.]

 WRAIR has more recently been studying the biological effects of exposure to high-power
microwave radiation. WRAIR presented a paper on this subject to a DoD-sponsored
symposium  on  “MW  [microwave]  Weapons”  at  the  Naval  Postgraduate  School  in
Monterey,  CA,  in  mid-1989.

 A matter of interest to us is why WRAIR should be experimenting with auditory effects of
pulsed microwave audiograms. Also, recent statements by an Army psychiatrist assigned
to  the  Walter  Reed  Army  Medical  Center  (WRAMC)  suggest  that  WRAIR  may  be
experimenting upon select psychiatric inpatients with microwaves. This, too, is a matter of
interest to us.

Congressional Oversight

 The Government’s past record of abuses in the area of civil rights is well documented.
Within the past 30 years alone, we have witnessed the effects of Operations MKULTRA,
MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO.

 Primarily because of MKULTRA, MHCHAOS and COINTELPRO, Executive Orders and
implementing regulations were published which prohibited military and CIA domestic
covert  intelligence operations. Experiments on involuntary human subjects,  and the
surveillance of/collection of personal information on U.S. citizens, except under strictly
regulated conditions were also prohibited.

 Congressional committees were created to oversee compliance with these (quasi‑) legal
prohibitions. We have evidence that this is not being done. Moreover, where there are
laws and, in this case, no laws enacted, there are loopholes, as well as individual and
institutions who deliberately capitalize upon the existence of loopholes. Iran-Contra is one
of the more blatant recent examples. Loopholes are also found in government resort to
“black” intelligence and weapons programs, in the use of contractors, and in the absence
of clear definitions of such terms as “national security” and “national security risk.”

 Executive Orders and regulations which currently limit official U.S. Intelligence activities
do not extend to non-intelligence government agencies or to their contractors. In fact,
Executive Order 12333 specifies that government contractors do not need to know that
their services support U.S. Intelligence objectives.

 In its report of July 8, 1992, the Senate Subcommittee on Oversight of Government
Management addresses the problem of tracking funds granted to government-contracted
research  and  development  (R&D)  centers.  The  report  notes  that  the  problem  is
compounded by DoD’s penchant  for  creating hard-to-monitor  “shell”  contractors as
disbursement  centers for  funding programs.
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 Neither shell contractors nor their subcontractors are directly accountable to Congress.
Being beyond Congressional oversight, they have the license to operate as Government
surrogates in intelligence operations about which, “officially” they know nothing.

 In  this  context,  a  publication  disseminated  at  DA’s  “The  Soldier  As  A  System”
symposium noted that  the Army’s Research and Technology Program sponsors 42
laboratories and R&D centers, employing approximately 10,000 scientists and engineers.
The annual budget of $1.3 billion is only a small part of overall DoD research spending.

 Weapons research, which includes the development and testing of “non-lethal” weapons,
is not governed by laws restricting the activities of U.S. Intelligence agencies, though it
may be presumed that these agencies contribute to and benefit from such research.

Preliminary Findings

1. The technology exists for the types of harassment and experimentation reported to us.

2. About a dozen U.S. citizens have informed us of continuing experiences with effects
which directed-energy weapons are designed to produce.

3. U.S. Government-sponsored research into the bioeffects of exposure to microwave
radiation is extensive and continuing.

4.  The  U.S.  Government  has  a  past  record  of  having  engaged  in  mind-control
experimentation;  and  various  agencies  of  the  Government  have  a  record  of
circumventing  legal  restrictions  upon  their  activities.

5. Neither Congress nor the courts appear willing to look closely into “black” intelligence
and weapons procurement programs.

6. A number of U.S. Government agencies might have interest in testing directed-energy
technologies on U.S. citizens under non-clinical/non-controlled circumstances—DoD, to
test ranges and degrees of “non-lethality”; DoE, to explore “safety” limits; CIA, to test
“mind-control” capabilities, and NSA, for technological refinement.

PART II - OVERT AND COVERT HARASSMENT

 Since publication of the preceding article less than four months ago, the association of
National Security Alumni/Electronic Surveillance Project has heard from an additional 13*
individuals who report both overt harassment and a range of symptoms which coincide
with the known effects of exposure to microwaves, electromagnetic/radio frequency (RF)
radiation and/or infrasound.
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 The similarity of these symptoms will be addressed in greater detail in future Project
reports. Suffice it to say, at this point, that the physical and psychological symptoms
being reported to us are consistent with the effects which directed-energy weapons are
designed to produce. Indeed, the numerous afflictions (or “inflictions”) being reported
appear to parallel standard torture “sequelae,”[1] (aftereffects).

Overt Harassment

 Overt Harassment—which obviously is meant to be observed—may be intended to
“precondition” individuals for eventual long-term electronic harassment. Persons terrified
by  unexplained  overt  harassment  are  not  likely  to  cope  with  the  sudden  onset  of
electronic harassment in any more reasoned fashion. This phased pattern of harassment
is apparent in all of the cases now being investigated. The fact that the overt harassment
continues in these cases even after the electronic targeting commences suggests that
the objective is to maintain long-term extremes of stress.

 Many of the overt harassment tactics discussed below are surfacing in cases which (so
far)  have not involved discernible forms of  electronic harassment.  These are cases
involving so-called “whistleblowers” who, because of their inside knowledge of certain
potentially  newsworthy  events,  pose  particular  threats  of  embarrassment  to  the
Government or to government-affiliated employers. We have noticed that electronic
harassment is beginning to surface as a form of retaliation against persons who try to
assist  electronic  “harassees.”  Retaliation  suggests  loss  of  control.  Under  the
circumstances, we are not entirely confident that “whistleblowers” will continue to be
exempted from this type of harassment in the long term.

 The individuals now in touch with the Project describe their circumstances as involving
most, if not all, of the following overt forms of harassment:

· Sudden, bizarrely-rude treatment, isolation and acts of harassment and vandalism by
formerly friendly neighbors.

· Harassing telephone calls, which continue even after the targeted individual obtains
new, unlisted telephone numbers.

· Mail interception, theft and tampering.

· Noise campaigns.

 While unrelenting harassing telephone calls might be considered in this context, other
tactics are employed. Blaring horns, whistles, sirens, garbage disposal (run concurrently
in  apartment  settings,  for  excessively  prolonged  periods  of  time),  and  amplified
transmissions of recorded “general racket” have been used on a recurrent basis under
circumstances intended to persuade the individual that he or she is under surveillance.

 In all of these cases, the individuals’ neighbors apparently pretend to be oblivious and/or
indifferent to these sudden, continuous explosions of noise.

 Door slamming is  also a popular  pastime,  particularly  in  apartment  buildings.  One
individual reported that, during a peak period of harassment, the neighbor across the hall
began entering and leaving his apartment every 10 minutes, slamming his door loudly on
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each occasion. This was a daily occurrence, encompassing periods of several hours,
over a period of several months. It apparently served to trigger a door-slamming “chain
reaction” on the part of neighbors both on that floor and on the floors immediately above
and below. When our contact politely asked her immediate neighbor to close his door
more  quietly,  he  slammed  the  door  in  her  face.  Prior  to  commencement  of  this
harassment,  that  neighbor  had  apparently  been  quite  friendly  and  courteous.

 In another case, the primary door-slammer is an employee of Radix Systems, Inc.,
Rockville,  MD,  a  DoD  contractor  engaged  in  the  “super-secret”  research  and
development  of  some  type  of  electronic  equipment.

 Several individuals reported recurrent, loud, strange noises in their ventilation systems
during the preliminary stages of their harassment. One individual complained of being
recurrently awakened in the middle of the night by the sound of wires being fed into his
(independent)  ventilation  system.  On  checking  further,  he  found  that  a  tubular
construction had been built into his vent system which appears to lead to the apartment
upstairs. His upstairs neighbor is employed by the Department of Justice.

 A number of individuals report that occupants of upstairs and downstairs apartments
appear to follow them from room to room, tapping on the floor or engaging in other
activities which appear intended to advertise an ongoing surveillance.

 The  Justice  Department  employee  mentioned  above  went  so  far  as  to  offer  an
unsolicited apology to her downstairs neighbor for the all-night “pacing about” in her
bedroom (in the event he had happened to notice it). She claimed to be an insomniac.
That pacing-about continued during her recent 36-hour absence from the area. When our
contact politely alerted her to the fact that her apartment had apparently been entered
during  her  absence,  she  told  him,  in  effect,  to  mind  his  own  business  and  then
immediately  complained  to  the  building  manager  that  he  was  stalking  her.

 She  conveniently  forgot  to  inform the  building  manager  that  she  had  assiduously
“courted” this individual for several months, without success; and that she had been
stealing his newspapers on a regular basis. (On one occasion, she handed him a week’s
accumulation of  those papers,  claiming that  they had been left  outside the door  of
another apartment. Her reason for collecting and saving newspapers which had not been
delivered to her directly is unknown.)

· Recurrent confrontations by unusually hostile strangers; and comments by strangers
which appear intended to evoke “paranoid” reactions.

 In  this  context,  we note  that  several  individuals  have reported confrontations with
“homeless” people who, on closer examination, were found to be fastidiously clean,
though garbed in offbeat fashion (wigs included). The same “eccentric” confronted two of
the individuals in contact with us, at separate distant locations. He is reported as having
feigned mental illness on both occasions, and as having apparently enjoyed creating a
public scene.

· Entries into the individual’s residence, during late-night hours while he/she is sleeping,
and/or during the day when the individual is elsewhere.

 In  virtually  all  such  cases,  the  burglars  leave  evidence  of  their  visits,  such  as  by
relocating objects, or by committing petty and not-so-petty acts of vandalism. In two
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cases, the burglar’s “calling card” was to slaughter caged pets, leaving the mangled
carcasses inside their locked cages.

 In one case, the burglar stole several pieces of correspondence and left a packet of
crack cocaine behind as a “calling card.” Our contact in this case—an individual who has
no criminal record and no history of experimentation with drugs—is also being harassed
(stalked) by a police officer in her community. One of his recent acts was to “frame” her
with a drug possession charge. After pulling her off the road (a frequent pastime) and
subjecting her to an illegal search (done, twice, so far), he conveniently managed to find
a glassine packet of cocaine eight feet away, in front of his squad car. He retrieved the
packet with his fingers and then charged her with Possession. Our contact found the
packet of crack cocaine in her apartment shortly after this investigator reminded the
attorney handling her case that the police officer had smudged his only piece of evidence
with his own fingerprints. It would appear that someone is interested in correcting that
police officer’s oversight.

 In another case, the individual reports that a tremendous amount of money had been
stolen from a hiding place in her apartment, within hours after she had withdrawn the
money from her bank. There were no obvious signs of entry into her apartment. The
police conducted a cursory inquiry which failed to produce evidence of a crime worthy of
investigation. (This case is an anomaly. Money is not usually stolen. Documents appear
to be the preferred objects of theft, when thefts occur.)

 In another case, the burglars replaced installed lightbulbs with “exploding” bulbs, many
of which were Made in Hungary. The lightbulbs are now in our possession.

· Rapidly deteriorating health, generally of a digestive nature.

 In two cases of the cases reported, massive rectal bleeding accompanied the sudden
onset  of  severe  gastrointestinal  disturbances.  One  of  these  individuals  abruptly
terminated  the  deteriorative  process  simply  by  changing  the  locks  on  her  door.

· Sleep disruption/deprivation.

 This is achieved by means of both overt and electronic harassment. Sleep deprivation,
as a tactic, invariably surfaces when the targeted individual begins exhibiting a strong
emotional and irrational response to the other forms of harassment.

· Vandalism of privately-owned vehicles.

 Vehicles invite peculiarly ferocious attacks in these harassment campaigns—slashed
tires,  smashed  windows,  oil  drainage,  oil  contamination,  destruction  of  electronic
components and batteries (frequently involving wildly fluctuating, grounded fuel gages,
often within range of weapons research facilities and/or other microwave emitters); and
suddenly failed brakes and clutches (possibly involving anti-traction polymers, which are
also in  DoD’s “non-lethal”  weapons arsenal).  Recurrent  auto thefts  have also been
reported.

 Two individuals reported finding their oil contaminated immediately after having the oil
changed by reputable mechanics. In one of these cases, the oil viscosified (thickened)
while the individual was driving through a remote rural area. Her car ground to a halt.
Getting  the  “gunk”  cleaned  out  of  her  engine  proved  to  be  an  expensive  ordeal.
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(Viscosification agents are also lauded by the U.S. Global Strategy Council as serving
“non-lethal” strategic purposes—a topic discussed in Part I of this publication. Had this
woman been assaulted while awaiting help in the said isolated area, the “non-lethal”
attributes of viscosification agents might have required redefinition.)

 Most of those who have experienced these attacks on a recurring basis have abandoned
driving all together—an objective apparently sought by their tormentors as a means of
increasing their isolation.

· Staged accidents.

 The majority of those in touch with us have reported these types of experiences. One
individual,  for example, was tailgated at a high rate of speed by two vehicles, while
concurrently being threatened with a gun by one of the vehicles’ occupants. Two others
narrowly avoided what appeared to be deliberately attempted collisions by drivers who
quickly sped away from the scene. One avoided three attempts in four days at being run
off the road. One survived being run off the road in two incidents within a one-week
period, which resulted in “totaling” of her two vehicles. Another narrowly avoided being
crushed into an expressway retaining wall, on four occasions, by an off-duty metro bus,
as well  as, within the same time frame, being “fried” by two suddenly-malfunctioned
household appliances which subsequently repaired themselves.

 It  should be noted that, in some of these cases, “accidental” deaths do occur. One
individual in contact with us reported that his mother drove off a cliff to her death, during a
period  when  he  was  researching  evidence  that  a  still-respected,  high  level  State
Department official had passed A-bomb secrets to the Soviet Government during World
War II. The accident occurred shortly after her car had undergone routine maintenance.
She was returning from a dental appointment when the accident occurred. Witnesses
state that it appeared that she had suddenly stepped on the accelerator before running
off the road. The accident served to terminate this person’s research project.

 We are also currently looking into the recent death of a woman in Lexington, MO, who
was killed when the brakes on her tractor failed. We are informed that she had been
collecting  affidavits  from persons  who  believe  they  are  the  targets  of  government
harassment and experimentation when her “accident” occurred. We are also informed
that those affidavits have disappeared.

 Suicides might also qualify as “staged accidents,” particularly where “plausibly deniable”
government involvement has been surfaced. We are currently looking into the recent
suicide of a man in Trappe, PA, who, as early as 1981, had asked the FBI and CIA to
intervene in his case. We have copies of that early correspondence. The man, a former
U.S.  Army  radar  technician,  had  a  highly  technical  and—given  the  date  of  his
correspondence—“precocious” grasp of the experimental objectives apparently being
sought in his case. It is apparent from his correspondence that he had wanted to believe
that the Soviets were conducting these experiments. The FBI and CIA, of course, did not
intervene. We are informed that members of his family have also been targets of this
experimentation.

· Isolation of the individual from members of his/her immediate family—virtually assured
when highly focused forms of electronic harassment commence.

 The exception to this is when elderly parents and young children in the family become
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targets for apparent purposes of intimidation. This situation has been reported in eight of
our cases, to date.

 One individual (driven to extremes of stress by ongoing electronic harassment focusing
on her children) killed one child in an effort to protect her from further pain.[2] It appears
that lasers were being used in this individual’s case. The targeting intensified after she
called the Soviet Embassy to report  the harassment,  which she believed to be U.S.
Government-sponsored.  It  became  even  more  deadly  when,  in  a  further  show  of
defiance, she then called the representative of the Iraqi Government to portray the U.S.
Government’s war in the Middle East as “hypocritical.”  She is now hospitalized in a
midwestern psychiatric facility, where, apparently, the experimentation is now continuing.

 (That psychiatric facility is in a State where a disproportionate number of complaints of
electronic harassment are beginning to surface. It is also within range of a U.S. Air Force
base which houses a “super secret”  research facility.  We are currently  looking into
information that spouses and children of persons employed on that USAF base may be
the  targets  of  involuntary  experimentation  involving  directed-energy  weapons
technologies.)

 Another individual, during a telephone conversation, was told by an employee of a local
power company that, if she valued the lives of her children, she would drop her public
opposition to the company’s installation of high power lines. Since receiving that threat,
the individual’s 11-year-old daughter has been reduced to extremes of pain, resulting in
her recurrent hospitalization for treatment of illnesses which cannot be diagnosed. It is
now also apparent to this individual that her three-year-old son is on the receiving end of
externally-induced auditory input. (DoE figures prominently in this case.)

· Progressive financial impoverishment, brought on by termination of the individual’s
employment, and compounded by expenses associated with the harassment.

 The  majority  of  those  now  in  contact  with  the  Project—educated,  white-collar
professionals—have lost their jobs. Termination of employment in many of these cases
involved prefatory harassment by the employer and co-workers, which coincided with the
other overt forms of harassment discussed above.

 The overt harassment tactics are being described as recurrent, non-sequential and
overlapping. As noted above, the overt harassment continues even after the electronic
harassment commences.

Failure of “Establishment” Support Systems

 Those individuals who have tried to resolve their respective situations through resort to
“establishment” channels have invariably encountered the following:

· Apathy, indifference and/or professed helplessness on the part of members of Congress
and state legislators.

· Dismissal and/or attempted discrediting by psychiatrists who refuse to include the terms,
“government  harassment,”  “mind-control  experimentation”  and  “torture”  in  their
vocabulary.
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 Several individuals, thinking that psychiatrists might help to alleviate the extreme stress
associated with their harassment, were accorded “treatment” which clearly pointed to
cooperation between their psychiatrists and members of the U.S. Intelligence community.
One such psychiatrist, in fact, bragged about being a member of the U.S. Intelligence
“inner circle,” informing our contact that her harassment was a “Pavlovian Experiment,”
intended to “break” her.

· Lack of interest, courage and/or competency in legal circles.

 Few of those in contact with us have been able to acquire legal assistance—not helped
by their straitened financial circumstances. Most have found that few attorneys are willing
to risk their careers by pursuing cases involving what is believed to be government-
sponsored harassment and experimentation.

 A few attorneys reportedly engaged in egregious violations of codes of professional
conduct,  in what appear to have been deliberate efforts at sabotaging our contacts’
cases. Subsequent attempts by two individuals at obtaining legal redress were met with
stonewalling, obstruction, and high-level denials of wrongdoing.

· Refusal of the mass media to address this topic, except in those cases where suspected
experimentees have been driven to the point of committing murder or suicide.

 Such cases (particularly where an individual has claimed to be the victim of CIA-directed
mind-control  involving  auditory  input)  are  treated  by  the  press  as  “curiosities.”  An
example of this is the individual who shot a Navy officer outside the Pentagon in mid-
1991.[3] He claimed to be a victim of CIA mind control, involving auditory input. According
to the press, “he worried ‘about being run over by trains’...” (ref. incident described in
following paragraph). He is now permanently residing in a psychiatric facility. He, being
institutionalized, and others in the preliminary stages of his predicament are no longer of
interest to the media.

 Another recent case which received short-lived press attention[4] involved a woman
diagnosed as having “suffered from periods of confusion” who climbed over a fence onto
a railroad track and walked into an oncoming train. Because the incident occurred in a
community in which an unusually large number of these mind-control experiments have
been reported, we are looking into the situation. The woman was reportedly “under a
physician’s care” because of her “periods of confusion.” A family member described the
physician to this investigator as “a psychiatrist.” We find that the alleged “psychiatrist” is a
General Practitioner, otherwise non-accredited, practicing out of his home. We find also
that the suicide may have been witnessed under peculiarly-timed circumstances by an
alleged “homeless” person who has since disappeared. Needless to say, our interest has
been whetted.

· Refusal and/or inability of local police to intervene.

 The tendency of local police is to dismiss an individual’s complaints of government
harassment as the ravings of a “fruitcake.” In one case, discussed above, it is apparent
that one police officer is actively cooperating in the harassment. Some police agencies,
while acknowledging the reality of the situation, hesitate to intervene in cases involving
what they believe to be U.S. Intelligence. On a few occasions, certain police officials did
attempt to intervene, based on what they perceived to be evidence of  a systematic
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harassment/illegal surveillance campaign. Absent a clear mandate to prosecute “stalkers”
acting under the aegis of U.S. Intelligence, the police obviously had their hands tied.

· Refusal of the FBI to intervene in any of the cases brought to our attention thus far.

 FBI spokesmen do acknowledge that they have received a large number of requests for
assistance from “mentally disturbed persons” who believe that they are being “zapped by
radio waves” and/or “are hearing voices...” “from Mars, that is.”

 In one case, an FBI spokesman reacted in an angry, defensive and bizarre fashion when
our contact briefly alluded to PROJECT SLAMMER as possibly being related to her
surveillance. (PROJECT SLAMMER is a CIA-funded study, managed by CIA and FBI
behavioral scientist, which explores the “mental make-up” of alleged security risks, along
with their family members and close associates. Participants in PROJECT SLAMMER
include NSA, DIA, and Army, Navy and Air Force Intelligence.)

 Until PROJECT SLAMMER was mentioned, the FBI spokesman’s approach in this case
was to politely and redundantly explain that the law, as currently constructed, prevents
the FBI’s intervening in this individual’s case. When she briefly pointed out that the
surveillance  activities  might  fall  under  the  purview  of  PROJECT  SLAMMER,  the
spokesman’s response was to abruptly and angrily declaim, “You don’t know who is
conducting that surveillance! You don’t know if that is a state police surveillance! ...or a
local police surveillance! It could be a totally unrelated operation! You don’t know who is
conducting that surveillance! [etc., etc.]!”

 It  was  apparent  from  this  response  that  the  FBI  was  at  least  acknowledging  the
existence of a surveillance, if in somewhat emotional fashion. The individual in question
subsequently furnished acquired evidence to the local police, who made it clear that they
are not participants in the surveillance which, based on the evidence, pointedly suggest
that our contact is the target.

· Refusal or inability of the ACLU and Amnesty International to intervene.

 Both organizations acknowledge receiving many complaints from persons claiming to be
the  targets  of  some  type  of  electronic  harassment.  An  ACLU  spokes-woman
characterized the complaints as appearing to be rational, except in a few cases. The
complaints are not being investigated, she said, because of “limited resources.” We have
to wonder, of course, why the ACLU could recently find resources to defend the rights of
prostitutes and the Ku Klux Klan, yet remains incapable of intervening in cases such as
we are now pursuing.

 Amnesty International recently informed one of our contacts that they could not intervene
in her case because their focus is on the U.S. Government’s treatment of prison inmates.
While incarceration does appear to be one sought-for objective in these harassment/mind
control experiments, we would like to think that protections by such organizations as
Amnesty International can be achieved beforehand.

Related Covert Methodologies

 The persons engaged in this harassment tend to become careless, possibly the result of
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arrogance born of an assumption that nobody can stop them. “Harassees” who have
noted this carelessness have furnished us with the following insights into the covert side
of these harassment activities.

· Impersonation of military officers.

 One individual found that her next-door neighbor had claimed to be a military intelligence
officer, assigned to a space technology unit in California, on year-long “TDY” (temporary
duty) in the individual’s apartment building. It was subsequently determined that this
alleged officer is not in fact a member of the U.S. Armed Forces; and that he had used
this bogus status to acquire information from a major defense contractor. Our contact is
certain that this person’s apartment was used as a base of harassment operations.

· Use of concealment devices, and emitters detected to date.

 Several individuals and supportive associates report having seen some of the electronic
devices being used in these harassment campaigns.

 One saw electronic equipment concealed inside a false-front upright piano being moved
out  of  her  apartment  building.  She had previously noted that  all  of  her  surrounding
neighbors had identical upright pianos in their apartments, not one of which was ever
played.

 Other suspected participants in the harassment may be concealing devices in oversized
stereo speakers, measuring approximately 5' in height x 3' x 3'. Several of our contacts
have noted the presence of such speakers in adjacent dwellings.

 One individual was told by a resident of her building that her upstairs neighbor has
“microwave ovens” in his bedroom and livingroom, but none in the kitchen.

 Another individual, while standing outside, looked into her neighbor’s window to find that
her bedroom appeared to be the target of a gray-colored, elongated box-like device,
measuring approximately 1' in length x 5" in height (side view). A large, black-framed lens
protruded from the end facing her window. The electrical cord, if any, was not visible from
that vantage point. The equipment was being operated by a stranger in a three-piece suit,
who appeared to be quite startled to find that he was being observed.

 Another was given strong reason to believe that portable emitters are being concealed in
oversized, extremely heavy, sometimes expandable “briefcases” for use in places of
public assembly, such as meeting halls, auditoriums and restaurants. Smaller varieties
are apparently being used on aircraft.

 On one 3-hour  flight,  our  contact  noticed that  the  man sitting  next  to  her  seemed
peculiarly intent on keeping the attaché case on his lap propped open with his fingertips,
while he gazed “blankly” into the distance during the entire flight. She believed that she
was being electronically harassed while on the flight (a common complaint, in most of the
cases now being investigated).

 Our contact reports that, when they prepared to land, the man opened his attaché case
to  hastily  check  its  contents,  thus  disclosing  the  presence  of  a  raised,  built-in
“concealment device” covering the entire bottom surface of the attaché case. The low-
slung, lift-off cover did not appear to be capable of concealing a laptop computer. At one
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point during the flight —apparently aware that his “reverie” was inviting attention, —the
man devoted approximately ten minutes to scribbling assorted entries on a sheet of lined
paper, which he had placed on top of his briefcase two hours previously. He devoted
roughly ten minutes to the effort (obviously preferring a pen to a laptop computer). His
attaché case remained ajar during this process.[5]

 One individual reports that mobile emitters may be installed in certain oversized, non-
attributable medical emergency vehicles, possibly for eventual use in civil disturbances.
Her unsuccessful  attempts at  following the “medical  emergency” vehicle which had
surfaced in her case ended with a high-speed chase.

 The  phony  military  intelligence  officer,  when recently  moving  out  of  our  contact’s
apartment  building,  was found to  possess  a  device  which  resembles  an  oversized
microwave oven, measuring approximately 4' in width x 2' in height x 2 1/2' in depth. A
subsequent  examination  of  his  apartment  revealed  that  he  had  tapped  numerous
additional lines into existing, in-house telephone and TV cables; and that he had gone to
great  pains  to  conceal  a  major  excavation  into  one wall  abutting  the  “harassee’s.”
Judging from photographs taken immediately after this person’s departure, the wiring
suggests that he was hooked by modem into a computer network, and that at least some
of his electronic equipment was situated in a large walk-in closet, again abutting the
“harassee’s.”

 When the alleged officer moved out, his equipment (except for the oversized “microwave
oven”)  was packaged in boxes identifying the contents only as stereo components.
During his year-long residency in this building, no sounds emanated from his apartment
to indicate use of this “stereo” equipment.

· Use of modified license plates and vehicle look-alikes.

 Some individuals have noted that their neighbors’ vehicles are periodically replaced
(during peak periods of harassment) by others which qualify as “rough look-alikes.” The
tags  on  these  latter  closely  resemble  those  on  the  homeowners’  vehicles,  with  a
difference being noted in only one digit or one letter. These modified plates appear to
have  been  acqu i red  th rough  S ta te  DMV  channe ls ,  thus  sugges t ing
government / in te l l i gence  agency  invo lvement .

 In one case, where the individual has obtained police assistance, tracking of one plate
surfaced evidence of a drug connection. That plate rapidly disappeared from the vehicle
in question, to be replaced by another, again bearing a one-letter modification.

· Use of neighbors’ residences as bases of operation and training.

 One  individual  recently  saw a  team of  “technicians”  in  the  house  behind  hers—a
consequence of the team’s failure to close the curtains and/or dim lighting when puttering
around in the kitchen at 5:00 in the morning. The three men (strangers to this individual,
all stripped down to their T-shirts) behaved as if they were unaware that they were being
watched. Their observer had long suspected that this house was being used as a base of
electronic harassment operations. The harassment had been ongoing throughout the
night.

 To provoke a response from these men, the individual eventually commented aloud on
their activities. They responded immediately by turning the lights off and switching to the
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use of flashlights. Why they failed to close the curtains is unknown.

 This individual is working with the police in an effort at ending this surveillance and
harassment, with mixed results.

* * *

 Another individual, paying a surprise visit to the apartment upstairs, overheard one of her
own telephone conversations being played on a tape recorder inside that apartment.
Lacking both a legitimate pretext to enter the apartment and the support of the building’s
management personnel and/or the police, she was prevented from pursuing this further.
Her  upstairs  neighbor  is  purportedly  employed  by  Stanford  University  Hospital,  in
Stanford,  CA.

 The target of surveillance and harassment in this case is still also trying to recover from
the effects of exposure to potentially lethal doses of radiation, administered in the 1970’s
by a dangerously “incompetent” dentist. This might explain the involvement of alleged
Stanford University Hospital personnel in her situation.

 The government is on record as having experimented on unwitting U.S. citizens with
radioactive materials during the 1970’s (and earlier).[6] The House Subcommittee on
Energy  and  Commerce  based  their  investigation  into  this  matter  on  a  30-year
accumulation  of  documents  maintained  by  the  Department  of  Energy.  Under  the
circumstances, it will  come as no surprise if it is ultimately found that DoE has been
involved in this woman’s surveillance and harassment.

* * *

 Another individual paid a surprise visit to the apartment immediately beneath hers, in an
attempt to identify the source of a tremendous racket in her ventilation system. Standing
outside the door, she could hear an individual moving around, a short distance from the
door. She also heard the sound of rustling paper and the steady, sonar-like “pinging” of
some type of electronic device. In response to her repeated knockings on the door, the
person inside simply stopped moving about. The sound of rustling paper (perhaps a
printout  of  some  type)  and  the  steady  “...pin-ng!  ...pin-ng!”  sound  continued.  The
occupant of this apartment resumed moving about only after it was (incorrectly) believed
that our contact had departed the area. Typically, this situation could not be pursued
further.

* * *

 All of those who live in apartment buildings report unusual patterns of occupancy in the
apartments surrounding their own; i.e., upstairs, downstairs and on all sides. They have
become quite convinced—if only because of the highly focused nature of the symptoms
being experienced—that these surrounding apartments are being used as bases of
operation. Perhaps this encirclement facilitates studies of holographic human telemetries;
or perhaps it  is intended to increase the prospect of brain entrainment by electronic
means  (“entrainment”  being  one  published  objective  sought  in  mind  control
experiments).[7]

 In  examining  this  situation  more  closely,  a  number  of  individuals  have  found that
surrounding apartments are either permanently vacant, for unknown reasons, or that they
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have been “sub-let” by the original occupants to persons who are purportedly unknown to
the buildings’ management personnel. In one case, the surrounding renters all list two
residences  in  the  local  telephone book.  Not  one  lives  in  the  apartment  building  in
question, though the address is identified as one of the renters’ places of residence. One
individual suspects that the original occupants of apartments surrounding hers have
simply been relocated to other apartments in the same (large) building. Another suspects
that an adjacent apartment, which has been permanently rented to the U.S. Government
for use by “visitors” is also being used as a base of operations.

 One individual found that an immediate neighbor’s housemate has the same (unusual)
name of a university professor who has engaged in extensive research on behalf of the
government, studying the bioeffects of exposure to microwave radiation.

· Use of informants/agents provocateurs, frequently members of the opposite sex.

 As noted in the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Interior and Insular Affair’s
draft  report,  Alyeska  Pipeline  Service  Company Covert  Operation  (July  1992),  the
Wackenhut  Corporation’s  Special  Investigations  Division  adopted  this  tactic  when
pursuing  Alyeska’s  critics.

 A number of individuals in touch with us report a range of experiences with new “friends”
who—apparently posing as confidants—used acquired personalia to abruptly end these
“friendships” under deliberately degrading and humiliating circumstances. When taken in
the  context  of  the  ongoing  surveillances  and  harassment,  these  exercises  appear
intended to heighten emotional trauma, perhaps to provoke an uncontrolled response
and/or to enforce isolation.

· Misuse of covert intelligence personnel (possible former case officers).

 One individual, while under contract to the U.S. Government, properly reported what he
believed to be an approach by a hostile intelligence service. Within a few weeks, alleged
U.S. Intelligence officers contacted this individual. In addition to questioning him about his
background, these alleged intelligence officers asked that he keep in constant touch with
them, particularly when planning to travel.

 It soon became apparent that the alleged intelligence officers were intent only on forcing
this individual to report to them as directed, and to account for his activities. He was not
asked to assist the U.S. Government in any form of intelligence operation; he was not
asked to execute any form of secrecy affirmation statement acknowledging the classified
nature of these meetings; nor was he told why these meetings—involving a total of seven
alleged case officers—were necessary.

 When he began to balk at a continuation of this process, one of his “handlers” conveyed
a threat, suggesting that his continued compliance might be “enforced.” Finally, when this
individual  adamantly  refused  to  cooperate  further,  massive  overt  harassment
commenced  and  is  currently  ongoing.

 The operation (clearly intended to bully this individual into submissive compliance for
purposes which are still unknown) involved crude tactics formerly prized by the KGB.

 Whether or not legitimate U.S. Intelligence case officers were involved in this activity
remains to be determined. Some private firms retain former U.S. Intelligence case officers
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for contracting out as “security specialist.” The founder and CEO of one such firm (Gerald
P. Burke, The Parvus Company, Silver Spring, MD) has informed us that the activities of
contract case officers are neither monitored nor subject to formal restraint.

· Use of psychotropic drugs by cooperative physicians.

 Shortly  after  resigning  from  the  CIA,  one  of  our  contacts  underwent  a  range  of
experiences which suggested that she had been massively drugged. One of the alleged
perpetrators, whom we have met, alternately claims to be employed by NASA and/or by a
firm in Miami, handling, “microwave equipment.” NASA has no record of this person
under the name furnished.

 The “experimentee” ultimately sought the assistance of a psychiatrist, whom her parents
had  located  as  a  referral.  The  psychiatrist  treated  her  reported  “flashbacks”  by
immediately  placing  her  on  a  regimen  of  Stelazine,  which  quickly  aggravated  her
condition. He also made comments to this individual which suggested that he had a
foreknowledge of her situation, and that he was cooperating with U.S. Intelligence. On
one occasion the psychiatrist  intimated that our contact might be employable as an
assassin; and he repeatedly urged her to move to Great Britain where, he said, she
would be put in touch with an unidentified Member of Parliament.

 Interestingly,  he  had a  tremendous computer  system in  his  office  suite,  which  he
explained as being connected by modem into a national level system which, in turn,
connected into private residences. When showing her this equipment, this psychiatrist
informed our contact that she had been “CAT scanned,” pointing out that she was the
subject of the vast series of “A’s” and “B’s” being printed out by one of the many terminals
at his disposal.

 Our contact also found that this psychiatrist kept a military uniform in his closet which
bore the rank and insignia of a three-star general.

 The individual ultimately sought psychiatric support elsewhere. Her new psychiatrist,
formerly employed by DoD, immediately put her on a regimen of Haldol Decanoate,
Klonopin and Benzatropine. The combined effect of these drugs was loss of memory and
a  state  of  mind  which,  under  other  circumstances,  might  be  diagnosed  as
Depersonalization or Dissociative Disorder. All three drugs proved to be highly addictive.
Our contact, since severing contact with this psychiatrist as well, has finally successfully
overcome the addiction.

* * *

 Another  individual—the  one  whose  psychiatrist  had  informed  her  of  her  role  in  a
“Pavlovian Experiment”—was subjected to attempted drugging by Trazodone, one of the
strongest sedatives on the market. The psychiatrist in question kept no record of the
individual’s outpatient visits, nor of her Trazodone prescriptions. Being unaware that the
individual was not adhering to his regimen, the psychiatrist urged her to rapidly increase
her dosage, renewing her 30-day prescription after a period of only 11 days.

 Though aware of her heart condition, he failed to monitor her condition, dismissing her
complaints of (electronically-induced) pains in her heart as inconsequential. Trazodone is
known to aggravate heart conditions. Perhaps the intent was to have this individual
succumb to a “heart attack” as the result of “imagined” government harassment. Neither
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the appropriate psychiatric society nor the FBI would touch this case.

* * *

 Another individual (a clear target of retaliation) sought medical assistance to counter
sudden massive headaches and recurrent attacks of vomiting—effects which can be
produced by infrasound. The physician to whom she was referred (an alleged specialist
in Internal Medicine) placed her on a combination of Compazine and Xanax, prescribing
dosages which the Physicians’ Desk Reference warns against.

 Compazine, in addition to being an anti-emetic, is used in the treatment of psychotic
disorders. It can also cause tardive dyskinesia, an irreversible syndrome involving loss of
motor control. Xanax is known to induce vomiting. Both drugs can lead to dependency
and a worsening of the patient’s condition. The effects of all such drugs, in fact, can be
mutated in high-energy fields, thus increasing the likelihood of adverse reactions.

 We have recently found that this prescribing “physician” is not licensed to practice
medicine in the State in which she has been practicing since at  least 1989.

 Our contact, being concerned about the long-term effects of Xanax and Compazine,
consulted another physician in that same office. This physician immediately prescribed
Prozac, failing to concurrently recommend that her patient discontinue the Xanax and
Compazine prescriptions. When our contact refused to take any psychotropic drugs, the
doctor became upset and asked, “Don’t you want to get well?”

 This second physician is a licensed practitioner in Internal Medicine, with no background
in Psychiatry. We have also found that she apparently refers her patients to yet a third
physician in the office who claims to be a psychiatrist. She, too, is licensed to practice
Internal  Medicine,  only.  Her  receptionist  described this  third  physician as having a
psychiatric “sub-specialty,” ... “as an internist.” The receptionist also informed us that this
internist “is treating a number of psychiatric patients.”

 On pursuing this further, we find that these physicians are in a small “medical group”
which is not listed by specialty in standard regional telephone directories. The group
bears the same name as one of the CIA’s most infamous recruited physicians (perhaps
best described as “the Mengele of MKULTRA”).

 The doctor’s offices are located in a bank building, which, we have found, is a favored
hiding place for security-oriented businesses and government agencies. Two computer
firms, co-located with an attorney who represents “Island Resort Development, Ltd.,” are
situated immediately beneath the doctors’ offices. The prospect of our finding island
resort developments within 500 miles of this attorney’s office is limited.

 Our contact, being apprised of these findings, is seeking medical help elsewhere.

* * *

 In two of our cases, urologists took it upon themselves to play the role of “psychiatrist”;
i.e., they rendered psychiatric diagnoses and prescribed psychotropic drugs. One of
these urologists, employed by The Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN, prescribed Haldol,
informing our contact that he perceived her to be “psychotic.” His efforts at getting a Clinic
psychiatrist to confirm this diagnosis were unsuccessful. The psychiatrist, apparently a
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rare individual who subscribes to codes of medical ethics, found nothing wrong with this
woman, even given the nature of her complaints. The urologist’s response to this was to
issue his own Haldol prescription. Sensing that something was amiss, the woman refused
to have the prescription filled.

* * *

 Yet another individual ended up in the hands of a psychiatrist  who, as a purported
means of ending the stress associated with her harassment, offered to put her under
hypnosis. She described the hypnotic state as “equivalent to floating” and (based on her
overall experiences with this physician) has not ruled out the possibility that drugs may
have been surreptitiously administered. The psychiatrist  claimed to be interested in
psychic phenomena and demonstrated an apparently remarkable ability to read this
individual’s mind.

 While in her “hypnotic state, the individual felt a sharp, painful pressure inside her nose,
as if something were being shoved up her nostrils to the sinus cavities. She awoke to find
blood pouring out of her nostrils. The psychiatrist casually dismissed this as owing to a
probable cold.

 Shortly  after  that  experience,  the individual  began to hear  loud tones in  her  head,
followed in due coarse by auditory input. Brain scans have failed to yield evidence of an
implanted device. (We have recommended that she undergo a scan by means of  a
suitably adapted non-linear junction detector, as a preliminary.) Suffice it to say, this
individual  has  severed contact  with  the  psychiatrist  and is  continuing  to  cope with
ongoing  overt  and electronic  harassment  by  other  non-medical  means.

· Use of medical implant devices.

 The situation just described is not our first encounter with the apparent use of medical
implant devices in these harassment/mind-control cases. Another of our contacts began
receiving auditory input roughly 15 years after she had 4 mm. cochlear implants placed in
her ears. The “voices” claimed to be affiliated with the CIA and, among other things,
expressed  intentions  of  running  this  woman  as  an  agent  in  denied  areas  by
“piggybacking”  their  audio  transmissions  onto  standard  FM  frequencies  to  avoid
detection.

 We have been unable to locate the surgeon who implanted these devices, though we do
have a copy of  his  operative reports.  A recent  CAT scan of  this  individual  failed to
disclose the presence of  the cochlear  implants.

 Several years ago, the individual (now a psychologist) applied for a position with the CIA.
She was interviewed by four  Langley-based,  purported psychologist,  who allegedly
informed her that her job would involve the assessment of certain criminals for purposes
of weighing their prospects for loyalty to this agency.

 During these interviews, she was told to read several books by such persons as Philip
Agee, Stansfield Turner and Ralph McGehee, all of whom were unknown to her. The
alleged psychologist claimed that these authors had described the CIA “as it really is.”
Our contact was not asked to execute a secrecy affirmation statement acknowledging the
classified nature of these proceedings.
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 The unconventional manner of this interview process suggests that this individual was
being toyed with, for reasons which remain to be determined. She did not get the job and
in  fact  more  recently  lost  her  job  with  a  state  penitentiary.  She  was  fired  on  the
recommendation  of  the  prison’s  psychiatrist,  because of  her  insistence that  she is
receiving  auditory  input  from  CIA  personnel  who  persist  in  feeding  her  classified
information.

 Interestingly, though this individual was deemed unfit to function as a psychologist in the
penitentiary system, the State has rehired her, assigning her to a mental health facility
where, apparently, she is to develop a behavioral modification program for retarded
adults with diagnosed mental illnesses.

 This individual claimed to be receiving and responding to externally-induced auditory
“advice” while working with prison inmates. It may be presumed that the process will
continue.  Under  the  circumstances,  we  have  to  wonder  if  this  case  qualifies  as  a
benchmark  in  mind-control  experimentation;  i.e.,  employment  of  a  mind-controlled
psychologist to run the equivalent of mind-control experiments on mentally-ill retarded
adults. We will continue to monitor the situation.

* * *

 The individual  whom we previously  identified  as  having  challenged a  local  power
company also appears to have been “tagged” by some type of implant device. During a
recent symposium, she was approached by a man whose business card identifies him as
“Program Manager, Electromagnetic Radiation Division,” DoE. His approach was suitably
sympathetic. Our contact ultimately accepted the man’s invitation to continue discussing
their common ranges of interest in his hotel room. During this meeting, she accepted the
offer of a drink, blacked out after consuming it, and awoke four hours later, still in this
man’s hotel room, to find that the back of her ear had been punctured and was bleeding.
There  was  no  evidence  of  a  sexual  assault.  The  man  glibly  evaded  this  woman’s
requests for an explanation. She has since found two adjacent puncture marks behind
her ear, which are not healing properly, and between which she can feel the presence of
a “wire” measuring approximately 1/4" in length. We are pursuing this further.

 The said DoE Project Manager has more recently initiated contact with yet another
activist in touch with this Association. His call was unsolicited. He apparently wanted to
know if this woman would be attending an upcoming conference. We have warned the
individual to avoid any form of private meeting with the said Project Manager.

* * *

 To date, we are aware of three cases involving clandestine behavior on the part of
alleged DoE employees. The CIA figures prominently (if peculiarly) in the majority of our
other cases. Two of those have been discussed above.

 In another, also involving auditory input, the individual is certain that the current Director
of Central Intelligence (DCI) participated in the “voice transmission” process on at least
one occasion. She claims to have recognized his voice. When she commented aloud on
the DCI’s perceived involvement in this experimentation, the “voice” responded with
stuttered and stammered denials. We are told that this particular “voice” has not been
heard from since.
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* * *

 In yet another case involving auditory input, the individual has allegedly been informed
by her “voices” that the technologies being used against her were stolen from the CIA by
a maverick employee, whose group is now targeting her from a distance of 2,000 miles.
She reported this to the DCI’s office and was allegedly informed by the Deputy DCI that
she will be awarded millions of dollars if she can produce the equipment and any of the
personnel involved in her harassment.

 One unusually-candid CIA spokesman also allegedly informed this individual that, “while
the CIA does not  deny having this  equipment,”  they “do not  use it  in  this  country.”
Perhaps this  explains  why a  number  of  our  contacts  have also  been electronically
harassed while  traveling  overseas.

 This woman has also been repeatedly assured by CIA DDS (security) personnel of the
Agency’s sincere concern for her welfare. During a recent telephone conversation with
that Office, we confirmed that she is indeed known to the CIA. Based on this, we asked
that the Agency “put its money where its mouth is,” so to speak, by conducting a long-
term electronic sweep of this individual’s premises. That was two months ago. No sweep
has  been  conducted,  though  CIA  spokesmen  continue  to  “sympathize”  with  her
predicament.

* * *

 Another individual, a target of harassment and experimentation since 1952 (apparently
singled out because of his student activism while at Penn State University) began hearing
“voices” after having most of his teeth capped. He has more recently been informed by
his  “handlers”  that  implanted  devices  are  no  longer  used for  purposes  of  inducing
auditory input. No explanation was offered. He was quite visibly surprised when informed
by this  investigator  that  auditory  input  can be achieved solely  by  means of  pulsed
microwave audiograms (discussed in  Part  I  of  this  report).

 This individual’s “handlers” allegedly have also stated that their experiments on U.S.
citizens are in pursuit of a variety of objectives; viz.,

 (1) develop an effective means for creating a perfect, “robotized” soldier;

 (2)  alter  individual  sexual  preferences,  such  as  by  turning  heterosexuals  into
homosexuals (they allegedly claim to be having “difficulties” reversing the process): and

 (3) enhance or destroy levels of academic achievement, at will, such as by degrading the
performance of otherwise brilliant students, and by drastically improving the performance
of poor students.

 Given the technology at the government’s disposal and a predisposition on the part of
certain governmental agencies to “play God” in experimental fashion with citizens’ lives,
these purported projects do not come across as being totally far-fetched.

* * *

 Another  case  involves  a  woman  whose  experiences  suggest  that  she,  too,  is  an
MKULTRA experimentee being kept on the books, so to speak. The woman, apparently a
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“pet”  experimentee,  found  herself  being  introduced  to  a  wide  array  of  prominent
individuals whose connections with the CIA she believed to be quite apparent. One of
those  she  states,  was  Robert  Jay  Lifton,  a  well-known  author  and  expert  on
brainwashing,  whose  books  include  The  Nazi  Doctors:  Medical  Killing  and  the
Psychology  of  Genocide  (Basic  Books,  1986).

 Her  experiences included a voluntary (“referral”)  admission to Hollywood Hospital,
Vancouver,  British  Columbia,  Canada,  in  1973,  during  an  era  when  MKULTRA
experiments at the Alan Memorial Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, were
only beginning to capture the attention of the U.S. Senate.[8]

 More recently, in 1990, she was transported to New York University’s Cameron Medical
Center, in Westchester, NY (under circumstances which qualify as an abduction), where
she was forcibly wrestled to the ground by approximately six Center staffers and forcibly
confined for a period of approximately three weeks. She was neither psychiatrically
counseled nor formally tested while in that facility. The psychiatrists assigned to her case
appeared more intent on forcing her to take a combination of neuroleptic drugs, to include
Haldol, Navane, and Cogentin. (Haldol and Navane can cause tardive dyskinesia.) She
resisted those attempts.

 A court ultimately ordered this woman released from the Center, stipulating that she was
not to be administered drugs. On subsequently acquiring her medical records, under
conditions which prevented censoring or doctoring of those records, she found that her
psychiatrists had planned to inject her with drugs (in defiance of the court order) on the
day of her release. As luck would have it, she was released a day early.

 This woman states also that she has met Budd Hopkins, of the Intruders Foundation,
and that she had a long-term, confiding relationship with John E. Mack, Professor of
Psychiatry,  Harvard  Medical  School,  and  founding  Director  of  the  Center  for
Psychological Studies in the Nuclear Age (previously named, Research Program for the
Study of Human Continuity; and, still previously, rumored to have cooperated with the
CIA in studies of “human ecology”).

 At one point in their relationship, Professor Mack apparently accompanied this woman to
a “support group” meeting of UFO abductees, who, she observed bemusedly, “spent their
time comparing [extraterrestrially] implanted devices.” Professor Mack is on record as
promoting the perception that UFO abductions are legitimate.[9]

 We frankly doubt that extraterrestrials who have a means to commute intergalactically
would stoop to implanting comparatively primitive devices in human beings. However,
should it be proved that the psychiatrist, surgeon and DoE Project Manager discussed
above are extraterrestrials posing as humans, we will be happy to weigh that information.
If it is similarly established that the vehicular “abduction” of the woman discussed above
was the work of an extraterrestrial named Kaplan, who is posing as a human with Cornell
Medical Center connections, we will be happy to ponder that as well.

 In the meantime, it would seem reasonable that the government would want the public to
believe that extraterrestrial visitations are on the upswing. Mind-altering drugs, externally-
induced auditory input, holographic projections (also a DoD capability),[10] appropriately
focused directed-energy targeting, device implantations, special effects and abductions
are all within this government’s capabilities and can be used for purposes of creating
illusions of UFO experiences. Persons not cognizant of this might be more inclined to fall
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for the UFO mythologies now being officially “legitimized.”

* * *

 Other cases, possibly involving U.S. Navy Intelligence, NSA, the Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) and, peripherally, members of former Soviet Bloc intelligence services will
be discussed in future reports.

Harassment Objectives

 In his book, Psychiatry and the CIA: Victims of Mind Control,  Dr. Harvey Weinstein
quotes the following passage from a book entitled, Battle for the Mind: A Physiology of
Conversion and Brainwashing, by William Sargant (Greenwood Press, Westport, CT,
1957):

 “By increasing or prolonging stresses in various ways, or inducing physical debilitation, a
more thorough alteration of the person’s thinking processes may be achieved. ...If the
stress or the physical debilitation, or both, are carried one stage further, it may happen
that patterns of thought and behavior, especially those of recent acquisition, become
disrupted. New patterns can then be substituted, or suppressed patterns allowed to
reassert themselves; or the subject may begin to think or act in ways that precisely
contradict his former ones.

 “‘...If  a  complete  sudden  collapse  can  be  produced  by  prolonging  or  intensifying
emotional stress, the cortical slate may be wiped clean temporarily of its more recently
implanted patterns of behavior, perhaps allowing others to be substituted more easily.’”

 Dr.  Weinstein  then  comments:  “The  parallel  with  [Dr.  Ewen]  Cameron’s  theory  of
differential  amnesia  is  striking,  and  the  relationship  to  brainwashing  is  abundantly
clear.”[11] Dr. Cameron, employed by McGill  University’s Allan Memorial Institute in
Montreal,  Quebec,  Canada,  between  1943  and  1964,  conducted  brainwashing
experiments upon select, non-volunteer psychiatric patients on behalf of the CIA. Dr.
Weinstein’s father was one of Cameron’s victims.

 Sargant’s theorems and Cameron’s associated experimental findings appear to be the
driving force behind the harassment and experimentation now being reported to this
Association.  All  of  these individuals  are being subjected to  a  series of  overlapping
circumstances which apparently are meant to induce and sustain long-term extremes of
stress. All of these individuals have been effectively isolated. Unethical psychiatrists and
physicians are involved in the majority of these cases. Mind-altering prescription drugs
are  being  used for  clearly  non-therapeutic  purposes.  Evidence of  LSD use  is  also
beginning to surface (one of Cameron’s favored mind-altering substances). And “psychic
driving” techniques—Cameron’s pet brainwashing method—are involved in all  these
cases, to a much greater and more potentially effective degree where auditory input is
involved.

 The long-term objectives of these harassment and experimentation campaigns appear to
be quite fundamental; viz.,

 (1)  induce a sense of  perverted “loyalty”  toward the very agencies engaged in the
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individual’s harassment, to confuse his or her priorities where the possibility of obtaining
legal redress might be concerned;

 (2) redirect the targeted individual’s feelings of hopelessness, anger and frustration
toward racial and ethnic groups, and toward select, prominent political figures, to include
the President of the United States; and

 (3) force the individual to commit an act of violence, whether suicide or murder, under
conditions which can be plausibly denied by the government.

 An operation’s ultimate success apparently hangs on this latter objective. We have
successfully obstructed this process in a number of cases now being investigated.

The “Stalker” Phenomenon

 In recent weeks, considerable publicity has been given the trauma suffered by victims of
“stalkers” (persons who obsessively surveil, harass and, in some cases, kill targeted
individuals for assorted, unfathomable reasons). Movie stars who have been stalked
recurrently make the news. Stalking, as a problem, is in fact becoming widespread, to the
point where, in some States, the activity has finally been specifically proscribed by law.

 The individuals in contact with our Association are reporting the same terrifying ranges of
experiences as are now being reported in the press on behalf of other victims of stalkers.
The only difference in the cases reported to us is that the stalkers operate in groups over
extremely prolong periods of time, and (it  would appear) with the blessing of certain
agencies of the U.S. Government. The laws being passed to protect victims of stalkers
are clearly being selectively applied. We hope to put an end to this situation; that is, in
addition to achieving the objectives discussed above.

 It should be noted that the FBI, though unwilling to intervene in the cases described
above  recently  intervened  on  a  massive  scale  to  protect  Joy  Silverman,  a  Bush-
appointed trustee of the J.F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, from the ardent
“stalkings” of her estranged paramour, Sol Wachtler, Chief Justice, Court of Appeals for
the State of New York.[12]

 Wachtler had apparently threatened to kidnap Silverman’s daughter if not paid $20,000.
Since no kidnapping had occurred,  and the case qualified merely  as an attempted
extortion, a question arises as to why the New York State Police could not have handled
this investigation. Mrs. Silverman resides in New York.

 It would appear that the FBI devoted more than 100 agents and technicians to the effort,
resolving the case within approximately 30 days. On November 7, 1992, the day of his
arrest, Wachtler ran a gauntlet of 80 FBI special agents on the Long Island Expressway.
Apparently the FBI does not have enough to do, if staking out a lone stalker is their top
priority. We have to wonder, of course, if the FBI’s massive response was prompted by
what was perceived to be Wachtler’s usurpation of governmental stalking prerogatives.

 Mrs. Silverman’s $300,000 donations to Republican Party causes could be considered a
basis  for  the  FBI’s  solicitous  concern  for  her  welfare.  It  would  appear,  under  the
circumstances, that the “stalking victims” discussed above—being by now quite poverty-
stricken—should abandon all hope of FBI intervention in their respective situations. FBI
protection appears to have a price tag, which not one of our contacts can afford.
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There can never be any justification for torture. It creates an escalation of violence in the
internal affairs of states. It spreads like a contagious disease from country to country. It
has lasting effects on the mental and physical health of the victim and brutalizes the
torturer.  It  is  our  fundamental  duty  as  human beings to  express what  is  surely  the
conscience of  humanity  and to  eradicate  this  evil.

 [Amnesty  International,  February  1990,  in  the  context  of  the  U.S.  Government’s
continuing failure to ratify the U.N. Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, dated December 10, 1984]
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British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report
From: lesdove.blogspot.com

THE TORTURE REPORT
( c ) By Dr Les Dove C.P.H.
Updated Mexico. November 2011. ( c ) United Kingdom. 1995
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___________________________
Secrecy is the keystone of all tyranny. Not force, but secrecy … censorship. When any
government, or any church for that matter, undertakes to say to its subjects, "This you
may not read, this you must not see, this you are forbidden to know," the end result is
tyranny and oppression, no matter how holy the motives … Mighty little force is needed to
control a man whose mind has been hood-winked; contrariwise, no amount of force can
control a freeman, a whose mind is free. No, not the rack, not fission bombs, not anything
- you can't conquer a free man; the most you can do is kill him.
Robert A Heinlein

Aims and objectives of the report
The main objectives of this report are to explore the basic elements of psychological
torture in order to try and reach conclusions as to why psychological torture is now being
used so widely and to examine why it is being used in many countries that purport to be
free democracies.
This will build upon the writers own research in various countries, plus his own wide
personal experience of psychological torture, which leaves no doubt that such methods
are being used far more often than many people would suspect. In turn, this leads to the
following specific aims:
(a) To explore the question why, by whom, and with what authority psychological and
other methods of torture is being carried out.
(b) To identify relevant information and evidence concerning psychological torture.
(c) To examine reasons for the lack of public information on the subject.

Background to the report
There are references in various books concerning the activities of internal security forces
who employ torture in one form or another, (Even in some so-called 'democracies') yet
psychological torture and its use in the West seems not to have been probed to any great
depth at all. Indeed, people in the West have become used to hearing about 'torture in
other countries", but what of their own standards? Are those people living in the West
really so blameless as they would have others believe? Is it always "others" who torture
and never themselves?
Experience  in  investigating  this  subject  leads  to  the  realization  that  a  number  of
'charitable  organizations'  in  the  United  Kingdom,  supposedly  set  up  to  investigate
breaches of human rights (including torture), appear to be more concerned in keeping the
'national image' rather than exposing torture within their own country. In other words, it
appears that some human rights organizations are avoiding their real responsibilities in
some areas, simply because they feel that they may incur the wrath of their own state
security service, namely MI5 (Military Intelligence) and the police Special Branch (Secret
Police), if they probe into areas the British establishment does not wish them to.
Indeed, according to the National Council  for Civil  Liberties (UK), now simply called
Liberty, their organization was targeted by the British security services. They suffered
much  harassment  as  a  result.  This  kind  of  harassment,  plus  the  certain  loss  of
government funding, is intended to keep British human rights organizations 'in line' and
the British public ignorant of what is happening within their own country.
When the real implications of psychological torture are examined, it can be appreciated
why some British human rights groups are reluctant to become involved in exposing
repression and torture in their country. That is not to suggest that anyone working for the
Liberty organization has been tortured by MI5, although some people working in other
British human rights organizations certainly have been. Early 'pressure' from MI-5 does
indeed appear to act as a 'deterrent' should some organizations decide to probe into the
area of psychological torture.
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Whatever, there are some human rights organizations who do doubt the legitimacy of
their government. But if a government does indeed have a true and proper democratic
constitution then there should be no reason for  it  to  deny any investigation into  its
activities by anyone. Indeed, it  could be argued that such inquiries should be made
welcome by any legitimate government.
However, many governments quite apparently do have much to hide, in spite of their
claims of being free democracies. Writers daring to probe into the internal affairs of some
governments are particularly at risk, as governments inevitably let their security forces
loose  in  attempts  to  prevent  the  exposure  of  any  information  they  feel  may  be
embarrassing  or  damaging  to  them.
Rarely are writers accused of breaking any law. For in most cases they do not. They are
simply conducting legitimate research. However, what does happen in many instances is
that these researchers find themselves being targeted, persecuted, tortured and even
murdered for simply daring to ask questions that officials of any true democracy would be
proud to answer.
For  instance;  the  information  department  of  the  UK newspaper  'The  Independent'
reported that on average at least forty writers are killed somewhere in the world every
year. Furthermore, according to the details presented in the British television program
'Africa Express', in 1983 twenty-eight writer/researchers were murdered in Africa alone. In
1994, one hundred and fifteen writers were killed throughout the world. From 1995, the
figure’s are; Iraq - 97 dead, Philippines - 60 dead, Russia - 13 dead, China - 31 in jail,
Zimbabwe -  61 exiled,  Turkey -  15 prosecuted.  According to an international  press
freedom watchdog a record number of 70 journalists were killed in 2009 with at least 136
other writers, editors and photojournalists being harassed and imprisoned. According to
the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), 887 journalists have been killed since 1992.
At least 40 journalists have killed this year alone, 2011. By now, these figures may well
be very much higher. Due to the strict censorship in place, British and U.S. writers and
researchers that  have,  or  are being persecuted,  exiled and /  or  killed there are not
available but their numbers are expected to be considerable. Trying to report the truth is
a very dangerous occupation.
It should be made clear that such writers are not necessarily probing into any apparent
so-called state secrets in these searches after truth. Their efforts may simply be to probe
into the everyday workings of governments. Yet such seems to be the paranoia of some
governments, such as that of the United Kingdom for instance, that it so very often treats
such inquiry's as a form of direct attack against its authority. This inevitably leads to ‘an
action' against the writer by the British security services, Namely MI5 and the police
Special Branch.
At least such actions are being taken against researchers in the name of government.
Whether such actions are indeed instigated by government, or simply ordered by their
security services without proper legal authority, should that be needed by them, is open
to question?
That these actions do take place is in no doubt. According to the available literature, far
too many political activists in countries around the world, including Britain and the United
States, have suffered greatly in one way or another for that to be reasonably disputed by
anyone.
The real problem for some governments today is that such actions cannot be so easily
hidden as they might have been before the 'electronic age and the Internet.' With that
realization, some governments now seek to hide the action itself rather than the victim.
That is why psychological torture, rather than obvious physical torture, now seems to
have become almost mandatory with numerous security forces all over the world.
The reasons for the latter statement are quite apparent. Foremost there is the 'deny-
ability' factor that has become associated with psychological torture. (No obvious marks
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or wounds, as with physical torture.) In fact, by using modern methods of repression the
torture action itself can be carried out without ant real physical contact with the victim at
all. Many writers are presently describing this, as ‘no touch torture’.
For that reason alone psychological torture has become an attractive accessory to the
usual forms of government repression. Psychological torture makes it far easier for a
government to rule by force rather than consent.
The growing use of torture, in particular psychological torture, as reported by Ackroyd,
also raises the question of whether or not there is a 'third force' or influence involved in its
use. Namely big business, in the form of multinational corporations.'
For example; it is no longer a matter of speculation that some multinational companies
were involved in the overthrow of some South American governments that had been
legally  elected  with  large  majorities.  For  instance  in  1970  a  board  member  of  a
multinational company (I.T.T.), suggested a joint Central Intelligence Agency ITT/US
telecommunications operation to ensure the election of a candidate it wanted in Chile.
These kinds of shady 'deals' involving multinationals have taken place not only in South
America but also in many other countries. These illegal actions were, more often than
not, 'justified' by untruthful and exaggerated claims of 'communist infiltration'. Indeed,
former CIA Director Richard Helms was fined and given a suspended prison sentence for
lying to the United States Congress about the CIA's involvement in overthrowing at least
one South American government.

(1) 'The Shock Doctrine' - Full Length Film
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS6391Sdf7s

Those 'lies and deceptions' resulted in CIA and NSA backed death squads being set up.
Over the coming years, these death squads tortured and murdered tens of thousands,
indeed millions of people worldwide. The goodwill  that had previously been directed
towards the United States by some nations then quickly evaporated. A bitter lasting
hatred  of  all  things  American,  particularly  their  government,  then  replaced  it.
Unfortunately, a large section of the American public still remains totally ignorant of these
events,  and  of  the  atrocities  committed  in  their  name.  Consequently,  they  cannot
understand the hatred that is sometimes directed towards the United States and some
American citizens when they travel abroad.
In the light of such information there is much room for speculation concerning the number
of  such arrangements,  which  may have taken place  over  the  years,  and for  who's
benefit? It also raises the question of why some governments appear to be so eager to
engage in such undemocratic practices in the first place. This raises a further question,
namely, for whom is such a government working in these instances. The entire American
population it is supposedly representing - or just the multinational corporations?
It should be noted that not one notable American citizen has so far been charged with
complicity  in  the  genocide  that  took  place  under  CIA  backed  death  squads.  The
International Criminal court, set up to bring human rights abusers to justice - irrespective
of their nationality, was bitterly opposed by the American Bush administration on the
grounds that some American's may be indited for crimes against humanity. So, whilst
'foreign'  terrorists  can be hunted down worldwide and punished for  their  crimes by
American administrations 'American government terrorists' are claiming exemption from
prosecution.  Indeed,  the  Bush  administration  threatened  to  withdraw  military  aid,
including education and training as well as help financing the purchase of equipment and
weaponry,  to almost every nation that has relations with the United States,  if  these
nations do support the International Criminal court. A sad reflection on a government,
which constantly claims to 'uphold democracy and human rights' when in fact it does
exactly the opposite.
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Personally, I have always been amazed at how many American's believe that the CIA -
which has dishonored its country more than any other government organization, and who
has overturned democratic governments worldwide, and been deeply involved in mass
murder and death squads while doing so 'protects American democracy.' Surely, the
exact opposite is true. For most of its existence, if not all of it, the CIA can clearly be seen
as having protected fascists and fascism. Can the American public be so stupid as to
really believe that a security organization, which has overthrown democracy worldwide,
actually protects democracy at home?

The CIA. Beyond Redemption and Should Be Terminated
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/the-cia-beyond-redemption-and-should-
be-terminated-2

Note:  A  recent  report  states  that  the  American  Central  Intelligence  Agency  has
overthrown or  tried  to  overthrow functioning  constitutional  democracies  in  over  52
countries since the end of the Second World War. Source: The Praetorian Guard - The
U.S. Role in the New World Order.

B y  J o h n  S t o c k w e l l ,  a n d  R a l p h  M c g e e ,  p l u s  B l u m  i n  h i s  r e p o r t s :
h t t p : / / k i l l i n g h o p e . o r g / b b l u m 6 / o v e r t h r o w . h t m  b y  W i l l i a m  B l u m
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Report.  Copenhagen.  Denmark.  1984.  P.4  (5)  D.  Malcolm.  The  Guardian,  Society
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Police States

A police state posing as a democracy is a very dangerous state indeed. Not only to its
own, people but also to the world at large.
Any government that is controlled by its hidden elites, corporations and their security
forces, rather than by representatives freely chosen by the people is not only a fraud, in
the age of nuclear weapons it is a direct threat to world peace and stability.
Progress cannot be prevented, nor indeed should it be. When those who reject change
and deny the free will of the people, unrest and war will surely follow. Yet, all over the
world a few highly privileged elites are repressing millions of people whilst torturing and
murdering many millions more under the banner of false democracies. It would be very
foolish to believe that such states can continue without a global catastrophe ensuing at
some future date, quite possibly in the very near future. The terrible New York 9/11 and
the London 7/7 bombing disasters, who many eminent researchers firmly believe to be
‘false flag' inside jobs, may well be only a brief taste of what may befall us all in the years
ahead.
Today, atomic or other highly lethal devices can be installed in a small briefcase and
carried around the world with ease. Indeed, some 'terrorists' have both the knowledge
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and the capacity to obtain such weapons, and, if pushed far enough - also to use them
against any government they choose. No matter how powerful that government may be.
Huge quantities of  drugs are smuggled across international  borders every year.  To
believe that  small  suitcases carrying atomic weapons couldn’t  be is  simply foolish.
Never the less, many people do have faith in their 'leaders', in spite of the terrible mess
some of them have made of their countries. It is however pure folly to allow the use of
torture, under the pretext of 'defending democracy', without expecting the very worst kind
of retribution at some point. Therefore, before this happens, people and governments
must stop fooling themselves and face reality. That reality being that some governments
are now using torture on a vast scale in order to force their populations into accepting lies
as truth and truth as lies.
This kind of repression and manipulation has to be recognized for what it is – the wost
kind of torture, brainwashing and psycho-control.

Torture of Political Dissidents

Torture  as  defined  by  the  World  Medical  Association  (WMA)  is:  "The  deliberate,
systematic or wanton infliction of physical or mental suffering by one or more persons
acting  alone  or  on  the  orders  of  any  authority,  to  force  another  person  to  yield
information,  to  make  a  confession  or  for  any  other  reason."
In the view of Jacobsen and Vesti: "Torture is the worst possible kind of suppression you
can inflict  on a human being.  The society that  finds it  necessary to use torture has
reduced itself  to a regime of  terror.  It  must be called inhuman."
Put simply, the term "psychological torture" means torture of the mind. However, as will
be explained, this is a very limited description, for instance, as defined by the World
Medical Association.
Some of the following exploration into physical / psychological torture and social control is
based on the author's own research and observations in various countries around the
world. These countries are Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), South Africa, United Kingdom,
Germany, United States, Salvador, Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Guatemala, Peru,
Columbia, Panama, and Costa Rica amongst many others.
Some dissidents using computers to provide on-line community groups with information
about human rights abuses are gradually breaking down censorship by governments,
under which abuses such as psycho-control take place. Through this, much is being done
to try to combat the suppression many political dissidents face.
A major purpose of torture is to break a person's resistance and cause both physical and
mental anguish. The Rehabilitation Center for Torture Victims in Denmark describes
psychological torture as the worst form of torture a person can suffer. They report:
"Systematic torture methods destroy a person's personality. It creates great suffering and
the torturers know it. No means are spared in this respect. It can be described as the
killing of the psyche. Within the past twenty-five years, torture methods have become
more subtle and sophisticated. The deliberate development of subtle torture techniques
clearly demonstrates that today torture has an entirely different aim. The methods are
used very systematically and based on the results of modern scientific progress, e.g.
within psychology and psychiatry. The goal today is the destruction of the identity and
individuality of people; a goal that is achieved by direct attacks on the structure and
behavior patterns of the personality. These attacks on the personality aim to destroy the
core of a person who will eventually change his view of himself and alter his behavior
patters to such a degree that he will be unable to recognize his / herself physically or
mentally."
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The psychological torture of political dissidents

Simple political dissent appears to be the main reason for torture, and this method of
repression is now being used in over eighty countries, which, of course means of that
those countries are police states. In true democracies, people are allowed to openly
disagree with what their government says or does without fear of persecution, arrest, or
torture. In police states, they are not. Indeed anyone who freely speaks their mind in a
police state may well be termed a troublesome dissident, subversive or now, even a
'terrorist', which will lead to them being 'targeted' by that countries security forces. This
means that some form of 'action' will be carried out against them. This action may well
result in the arrest, torture and indeed the death of the dissident.
The British have long boasted that “You can say anything you want to here!” Indeed, you
can do the same in  any other  police  state,  because that  is  not  the real  issue.  The
question should be “What happens after you have said what you want?” And in that
respect Britain proves to be no different from any other police state, in that if what you
have said displeases their secret police you will most certainly be targeted for having
dissenting political views.
Today many so-called democracies practice torture.  Although,  the use of  the word
'torture' is - at the insistence of some governments, now being replaced by the words
'cruel  and  inhuman treatment.'  This  play-on-words  does  not  fool  the  tortured,  nor,
hopefully,  will  it  fool  anyone  else.
The psychological torture and continued harassment of dissidents has been a fact for
many years in some countries (Well over 30 years in the USA and the UK.) Governments
from both the East and West have used these cruel methods and they continue to be
widely used today. Indeed, their use has now become highly sophisticated, and modern
microwave  technology  allows  security  forces  to  torture  and  murder  people  at  will,
apparently  with  all  but  total  impunity.
As already stated; psychological torture is favored by many governments for the simple
reason that such methods show no obvious scars. It is, therefore, very easy for such
governments to claim that they do not use torture against their dissidents. As torture is
still  often  thought  of  by  the  general  public  as  being  purely  physical  in  nature,
governments  may  well  have  their  denials  accepted.
Ignorance of psychological torture methods and techniques was compounded by the real
lack of public information about the subject. There is much to suggest that this kind of
information has been censored or hidden wherever possible by almost all governments. It
has also cast grave doubts about the 'free press' and 'human rights organizations' that
many Western governments claim to have in  their  countries.  Indeed,  new laws are
already being drawn up that may make public exposure of such information by writers
and researchers a criminal  offense. That however,  does not excuse the British and
American media which has remained silent about state repression and torture in their
country going back over the last thirty years at least?
Of course, it has to be accepted that this type of information in the wrong hands could
easily be misused. However, this fact alone does not explain the paranoia shown by
some governments when they are questioned on the subject. Such behavior may give
the impression that some governments have far more to hide than just information.
Indeed, many governments have been so successful in using psychological torture to
silence  their  dissidents  they  are  now refining  their  methods  further  still  and  using
psychological  torture  techniques  as  a  form of  'social  engineering.'
This particular form of social control may appear to be unbelievable to some people, but
to an expert on the subject it is a perfectly natural step for most governments to take - if
they believe they can avoid public outcry. Which unfortunately, many governments do.
The exact methods of psychological control, and torture, have over the years become so
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refined that they have almost been turned into an art form.
It  is  highly  desirable  for  any  government  to  have  a  good  international  image.  No
government is now as isolated as it used to be. Computers and information technology
have encircled the globe in an enormous communications network.  Accordingly the
image a government gives to the world at large is all-important. It is not just a question of
ethics or morality but also a question of profits, and the growth of big business.
There is  probably  a  degree of  corruption in  all  governments.  Self-interest,  and the
maintenance of the 'status quo' often come first. Those who seek real change may do so
at great personal risk. When considering the millions, and sometimes many billions of
dollars and pounds in profits made by many governments and their supporters, the lives
of some human beings are often not considered at all. However, openly killing dissenters
is no longer fashionable with governments who wish the rest of the world to consider their
country  as being civilized and their  people educated.  For  one thing,  the number of
political dissenters has now risen into the many millions and murder on that scale can no
longer be hidden as it once was. Yet, the dissenter, so far as some governments are
concerned, must still be silenced. Of course, if the 'democracy' in question was indeed a
true one then dialogue, rather than repression and violence, would ensue. The problem is
though, that false democracies are not interested in dialogue, only political dogma.
Educated people realize this and speak out with the hope that violence can be avoided.
Unfortunately, these are the very people who soon become known as 'troublemakers'.
This  is  brought  about  through  government-sponsored  smears  and  character
assassination  in  attempts  to  silence  the  dissenter.
These so-called 'troublemakers'  are then quickly classified by that  government and
denigrated as being 'subversives or communists', and therefore a danger to society. That
is why so many outspoken men and women have suddenly found themselves being
described as 'terrorists.' The transition from one label to another is just a matter of time. It
is far easier for governments to deceive and manipulate public opinion by saying they are
dealing with terrorists or communists than it is for them to admit that they have removed
the right of free speech.
Freedom of thought, inquiry and expression is the very basis of any true democracy.
Without those virtues, there can be no real democracy, yet many governments all over
the world proclaim themselves to be democracies while at the same time they continue to
deprive their citizens of almost any democratic rights. This sad state of affairs is made
even worse when other democracies appear to tolerate the charade, but many do so.
And by doing so, they undermine not only their own credibility but also give the go-ahead
to other authoritarian governments, who in turn use further repressive measures against
their own dissidents. They do so under the guise of protecting 'state interests' or 'our
democracy.'  The  outcome  of  this  type  of  deception  is  that  there  are  now  more
governments than ever calling their countries democracies when in fact they are 'police
states.'

(2) MKULTRA Documentary: CIA Mind Control Research - Human Experiments in the
United States
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nucsSUTpnY

Subversives

The description 'subversive' means anything that the security services wish it to mean. In
reality, what this label does when applied to a dissenter is to give security an excuse to
begin any action they desire against any form of dissent whatsoever.
As confirmed by Hollingsworth and Norton-Taylor, the former Chief Constable of Devon
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and Cornwall, John Alderson, told one inquiry into the police Special Branch:
"The terms of reference of the Special Branch leave much to their discretion. To some, all
activists maybe 'subversive' and both individuals and groups critical of the established
order are marked out for surveillance and recording."
So,  quite  obviously  the  label  'subversive'  is  all  that  is  required  for  MI5's  torture
departments and Britain's secret police (Special Branch) to 'target' anyone they wish.
And, so far as Special Branch is concerned, they will probably classify anyone who is not
a fascist as being subversive.

Brainwashing

Brainwashing,  or  psycho  control,  is  now  the  preferred  method  used  by  many
governments to prevent true democracy being gained by their populations. Such methods
must be brought out into the open and exposed for what they are. In addition other
governments who have either directly or indirectly supported such methods should be
revealed for  what  they are  -  the worst  kind of  hypocrites.  Only  then,  will  the  world
progress fully  into  real  peace and prosperity  most  people  desire.
No one, under any pretext whatsoever, should be denied freedom of thought, inquiry or
expression. Should the people be denied those rights then they have the human right to
dissent and obtain them by any and all means possible.
So-called 'forms' of democracy are nothing more than shams and charades. They should
be rejected outright. Countries that use 'forms' of democracy are nothing more than police
states and should be recognized as such.
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Why governments prefer psychological torture

Scenes of brutality quickly outrage any truly democratic population. Most people regard
torture as being the most repulsive of all punishments. Torture has however become so
addictive to some governments, or rulers; they are loath to rid themselves of its use. They
wish  at  all  costs  to  silence  the  dissent  of  their  people  yet  they  do  not  wish  their
government  being  openly  portrayed  as  being  abusive  or  one  that  employs  torture,
especially one that tortures their writers and artists. It appears far better in the United
Nations if  the government of  a country seems to be benevolent  towards those who
disagree with its  policies.
However, the private face of governments is all too often very different from the one
shown to the United Nations. Governments can, and may well  commit  any act  they
consider necessary,  legal  or not,  to silence any form of political  dissent.
Psychological torture is, for some governments, an ideal solution to dissent. Today the
actual techniques of psychological torture have become so refined and the results so
effective that its use has been readily sanctioned by corrupt governments worldwide,
particularly so by the United States and the United Kingdom.
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Psychological Torture Techniques

Once learned, the techniques of psychological torture are very easy for government
security services to apply. They have the power to quickly gain the resources and control
they need to put psychological torture techniques into practice, thereby bringing about the
silence or 'neutralization' of many political dissidents.
Usually a very special government 'Psyops' department is created and kept very secret,
known only to those who organize and staff it. Even elected high government officials
often remain ignorant of this department's existence (or pretend to be). Whatever, only
those who hold the true reigns of power usually know of this specialized department.
Such departments are also sometimes known as 'Political-Action Operations' or simply
Psyops.
These  political  action  departments  are  often  hidden  under  the  guise  of  protecting
'National Security'. What that really means is that it is protecting the elites and other
people who grossly abuse state power. And all government torturers do exactly that.
Reports  suggest  that  only  very  experienced  operatives  staff  this  type  of  secret
government department.  By necessity,  some of  them will  be doctors,  others will  be
psychologists, psychiatrists, and so on, while others will be experienced in related fields
of expertise. There will also be the so-called 'heavies' outside the department, plus other
operatives and 'goon-squads' whose work it is to implement orders from above to the
letter.
Those on the 'inside' of this secret government department know exactly what they are
doing and also what the results of their work will be. Those on the 'outside' of the torture
department need to know very little of what is really happening to their 'target' and their
work is carried out on a strictly 'need to know' basis. They simply carry out any given
orders to the letter. These people are usually gullible political degenerates who are led to
believe that they are serving their country by doing whatever is asked of them without
question.
This kind of undercover covert organization is ideal for any government security service
as it can be kept very low key. Few people need to know about it, fewer people still will
know of the 'whole picture.' The cost of running such a department, in relation to other
areas of suppressing dissent, may be minimal. This kind of department can be located
within any government building and it would appear to be just another suite of offices.
Few people would actually suspect that such a department is in all  reality a 'torture
chamber'  -  yet that is exactly what its purpose would be.
This type of government department usually has very special powers and 'clearance'
facilities plus all the appropriate documents to go with it. When shown evidence of their
identity by the personnel of this department any other branch of government will usually
comply with whatever 'assistance' is requested. That includes the armed forces, the
police and the 'intelligence community' in general. Experience has shown that members
of the public will also comply with whatever is required of them. Indeed, I have yet to
meet an exception to this, as members of the public are never told the real reason for
what is being asked of them. They are simply deceived and misled into believing that
they are being 'patriotic' by doing so. Lying and deception, however, is the business of
the security forces and it is amazing just how far some members of the public will go in
helping government torturers go about their work. Even when they do suspect what is
happening to a dissident 'target', as they surely must.
The above then is all that is required during the first stages of suppressing dissidents
without the general public being aware of what is happening right under their noses.

(3) Brian Gerrish: The Truth About The Common Purpose Group in The UK
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkqhvBxgMOk&feature=player_embedded

Social control by psychological torture

Not all the various techniques of psychological torture can be readily used for social
control.  Though,  with  modification,  some  important  features  can  be  used  very
successfully. For instance, when a dissident 'target' is constantly smeared, harassed and
intimidated and so on the public will very quickly realize that 'stepping out of line' would
also mean that they too would receive the same kind of treatment should they be tempted
to dissent in any way.
Through censorship, populations are usually kept in ignorance of the widespread use of
torture within their country. However, when many such cases do become apparent the
people are lied to by their politicians and led to believe that what they are seeing are
simply a few isolated (and deserving) cases. And under gross media censorship how can
the public know otherwise?
The failure to understand how these control torture techniques are actually used could
well mean an end to the democratic process as it is understood today. Indeed, that state
may already have been reached?
The view that it is only a country's dissident writers, artists and teachers who will suffer
torture arises from a gross misunderstanding of  the true situation. Such people are
usually targeted first because of their skills in communicating with people and because
warnings of government corruption, more often than not, come from them in the first
place.  That  is  why many outspoken writers,  teachers,  etc  are  considered as being
potentially 'dangerous' by governments. It is why so many of them have been murdered
over the years. It was to prevent them informing the population of the true situation in
their country, which quite often is very different from what governments would have their
populations believe.
When such warnings are disbelieved, or not given, then the general population of a
country becomes the secondary target for psy-control. In support of this view, there are
many examples in the world where such situations were readily brought about. Columbia,
Guatemala,  Salvador,  Nicaragua, Argentina,  Burma, Chile,  Rhodesia,  Mozambique,
Angola, Nigeria, South West Africa and the former Yugoslavia were once all thriving
countries that suffered terribly under psy-control.  Its Afrikaner rulers also turned the
former South African junta into a terrible police state, afterword's spreading their terror
and destabilization tactics into surrounding countries that all but destroyed them too. But
eventually the torture and murder that had long been employed by the South African
Bureau of  State Security (B.O.S.S.)  succeeded only in ensuring its  own failure and
downfall.
There are many other examples, and what they all point to is that when both its people
and world opinion turns against a government then that government must inevitably not
only admit to the repression of its own citizens it must also set the people free – or face
open revolution.
A country, which has a desire to uphold true and honest democratic traditions, provides
against  the  misuse  of  power  by  having  a  true  'Bill  of  Rights’  and  a  ‘Freedom  of
Information Act.' Laws that are particularly intended to protect the ordinary citizen from
government domination and repression. Freedom of thought, inquiry and expression
should be guaranteed to all citizens. Without those virtues, a country can only be viewed
as a police state.

Manipulation by the state
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A police state as such can easily manipulate a population into doing whatever 'the state'
requires. Top positions in government, the media, the arts, industry and especially the
police  and  security  services,  are  always  held  by  those  loyal  to  'the  state'.  These
individuals are then 'honored' by 'the state' for their support of it. Ordinary people, who
support the population as a whole, rather than 'puppets' of the state, are rarely allowed to
gain  positions  of  real  authority.  Thus,  heads  of  government  (even  a  government
supposedly in opposition) are allowed into positions of real power only after their loyalty
to 'the state' has first been clearly demonstrated. This kind of state can always be seen
for exactly what it is by the way it operates. The 'rules' are rarely changed. People remain
in  the  same positions  long  after  more  capable  people  should  have replaced them.
Promotion and often 'honors' may reward even sheer inefficiency and corruption if the
person has been loyal and supportive of the government. As a result, corruption from
government leaders downward becomes the norm in almost every field of endeavor, and
as the country sinks slowly forever downwards into apathy, mediocrity and ruin, it  is
hailed by its government as being 'highly successful', whilst in reality its peoples are
falling into an abyss of unemployment, depression and poverty. However, because of
'state loyalty' the latter is frequently obscured by the 'state controlled media' which is then
viewed as parroting the 'official line'. It continues to declare that all is well, and suggests
that  any  social  or  political  'problems'  are  caused  by  trade  unions,  black  people,
communists, socialists, so-called terrorists, people who refuse to work for nothing, and a
world recession, particularly the latter.
The 'state' it seems is rarely ever wrong. Or so, the state media would have ordinary
people  believe.  And  in  a  police  state  where  the  population  is  psychologically
brainwashed, repressed and psycho-controlled a great many people do believe exactly
that.

As Walter Bowart said:
"Since World War II the cryptocracy (secret government) has used electronic technology
to manipulate foreign people, as well as the American people, through a campaign of
carefully planned misinformation, disinformation, and propaganda."
Any dissenter may quickly be silenced by 'the state.'

(4) David Icke - Freedom or Fascism:The Time to Choose – video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oz_6fmISw0

The motive for repression and torture

Whilst  most  governments  deny  that  they  actually  use  torture  against  their  political
dissidents, some of them grudgingly admit to using some form of repression. However,
when asked if  they consider themselves to be 'true democracies'  most  government
spokesmen claim that they are so. They contradictory then try and justify their repression
of dissidents by accusing them of being communists, subversives and so on, without
realizing that true democracy allows anyone to follow any kind of political belief they wish.
Some people are considered 'subversives' by their government simply for trying to use
any of their so-called 'democratic rights.' Indeed, new laws being passed in the European
Union are designed to make any political dissent of any kind a 'terrorist' crime. As have
the new laws now being passed in the United States.

Democracy or charade?

The real  problem is  that  few people seem to know just  what  true democracy really
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means. Most people believe that if there is 'one man one vote' then that is democracy, yet
there are police states all over the world whose populations have the vote, but by no
stretch  of  the  imagination  could  those  countries  reach  the  expectations  of  a  true
democracy. Of what use is a 'vote' when the ballot box and / or politicians in a country are
totally 'controlled by security.'  Any security service that is not under true democratic
control will usually only let into the 'official government' people it alone favors. Which
does of course mean that this supposed 'government of the people' is in all reality one
which is 'elected and controlled by the security services.' As such, it can hardly be called
democratic. Indeed, as already outlined in the case of the British security services, they
openly admit that the British government has no control over them. They see themselves
as being 'above the law.' Therefore, it seems that the British security services can only be
controlled by the Crown, the monarchy and other mysterious elite 'third forces', much
talked about in South Africa over the years, and which seemingly is also in evidence in
many other countries.
This 'third force' can only be 'big business' as no other organization has the sheer wealth
and power that is necessary to wield such influence on a global scale. No government
elected through any 'third force' can ever be described as being a democracy because
the population at large did not choose that government. It was chosen by big business
and then ‘placed’ into office by a 'security force' over which nobody but big business had
control. As stated already, 'security' appears to be nothing more than an extension of big
business rather than the true arm of any government.  Therefore,  how could such a
government possibly be called democratic? The true test of democracy is the provision
for freedom of thought, inquiry and expression. Without those virtues, there can be no
true democracy. Yet there are governments all over the world that prohibits all of them,
yet continue to insist that they are democracies.

The technology of control

Information technology provision and the expansion of computer networks, and so on,
are  already seriously  under  much scrutiny  by  governments  who wish  to  control  all
information between citizens, no matter where in the world they are. Indeed, heavy
censorship of the Internet has already begun with many highly informative Web sites
having been taken down. (Over 50 to this date.)
The British Government Communications Headquarters Cheltenham (GCHQ), and the
American National Security Agency (NSA) base at Menwith Hill, near Harrogate, north
Yorkshire, (plus other bases at Edzell, Chicksands, Feltwell, Molesworth, and Bude) are
trying to promote controversial encryption technology, which allows the security services
to read all personal computer files (and alter or delete them). And eventually, one way or
another, they may well succeed. As things are, the British security services are censoring
the Internet with the forced cooperation of on-line service providers and hosts. Future
legislation will force all British Internet service providers to cooperate whether they wish
to or not. Indeed, the security services in Britain are trying to totally control the Internet
there  and  they  may  well  succeed  in  doing  so.  After  which  no  real  criticism of  the
government  or  themselves  will  be  allowed  at  all.
The British media as such is already censored to an unbelievable degree with MI5 agents
or informers being on the staff of every newspaper in the country. Many British breweries,
long time supporters of fascism, have willingly allowed their pubs, clubs and hotels to be
secretly wired for sound and vision so that 'Big Brother' in the form of MI5 and the police
Special Branch (secret police) can see and listen to everything said inside them. So
much so that many foreign businessmen have been warned by their governments against
using 'careless talk' when visiting Britain, whilst others have been told not to do any
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business there at all. Even the prestigious American magazine 'Smart Business' featured
an article that suggested American business leaders think twice before starting any
operation in the UK.
So far as the Internet is concerned, Britain's MI5 is (and has been for quite some time)
monitoring all  computer on-line services under various pretexts, such as preventing
computer hacking, terrorism, child pornography and the misuse of drugs. It should be
added that MI5 is shielded from public scrutiny and accountability and it is also exempt
from the British governments so-called 'open government code of practice', which at best,
can only be described as a total sham.
Such actions against citizens are easily hidden from view and can always be disguised
under a variety of persuasive 'measures' or 'laws' that are designed to both 'reassure and
fool' the population at the same time.
Why any fair-minded government would not welcome criticism as an indication of its
proclaimed fairness and democracy is beyond me. However, some governments have
repeatedly set up secret departments that oppose the very standards society rightly
expects. Is there any wonder that populations may then see their supposed 'democracy'
as nothing more than a joke? Indeed, writing about the American 'Security Forces' and
their protection of 'democracy' Bowart states:
"The cryptocracy (secret government) invades the privacy of citizens and businesses. It
meddles in the internal politics of foreign nations, often violently; hires trained killers to
assassinate heads of state and may control key figures in the U.S. and world press. It
may also have attempted to control U.S. elections."
Could the latter be a mirror image of Britain's MI5, MI6, and its secret police, the Special
Branch?
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Gareth Peirce on Torture, Secrecy and the British State
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/2009/05/gareth-peirce-on-torture-secrecy-
and-the-british-state.html

Social Isolation and exile

The exact methods of repression as used by security services against dissenters may
vary from country to country. In Britain, however, the first steps taken by MI5 are to both
isolate and 'neutralize'  a dissident target as quickly as possible. Rarely are political
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dissenters charged with any crimes, simply because they haven't committed any, so the
secret police try to entrap and criminalize dissidents in various ways, after which that
'crime' is then used as an excuse to persecute and terrorize the dissident.
The 'frame-up' or 'set-up' has long been used to neutralize dissidents and may well be
tried along with some of the other drastic measures mentioned earlier. For instance, a
targeted dissident may by various means be introduced to 'Agents Provocateurs'. These
could  be  male  or  female.  MI5  uses  both  sexes  in  their  efforts  to  both  'entrap'  and
'criminalize' dissidents. Whatever, these provocateurs will attempt to integrate themselves
into the dissidents company and gain their confidence, after which the dissident will then
be introduced to other undercover agents who will in their turn invite the dissident to a
'party.'  During  this  'party'  -  and  unknown  to  the  dissident,  drugs  will  be  used  and
photographs will be taken that shows the dissident 'in the close company of drug dealers.'
The dissident will thereafter be entered into police files as a 'known associate of drug
dealers and users.' The Agents Provocateurs then try to maneuver the dissident into
actually taking drugs. Should the dissident do so these police provocateurs will then get
the dissident to engage in a 'drug dealing' situation?
Of course, should the dissident allow any of the latter to happen these provocateurs will
quickly place their 'target' in an 'arrest situation.' Afterward the dissident target will be
offered 'a deal' by the security services. This deal will, of course, mean not just an end to
any dissent by the target, it will mean that from that time onwards the dissident will be
'owned' body and soul by MI5 and the police Special Branch, who will from then use him /
or her, to entrap other dissidents using the same methods.
Should the dissident refuse 'the deal' he or she will then be charged with drug dealing
and quickly sent to prison.  Once there the security services can do anything to the
dissident that they may wish to do. According to Benn and Worpole: "Every year an
average of fifty men die in British prisons, from 'suicides, misadventure, ghosting*' and
other so-called accidents."
During 1997 alone 83 prisoners died inside British prisons. This is a far higher figure than
in the former police state of South Africa whose high prison death rate was well noted by
the writer Donald Woods. Note: ‘Ghosting’ is a term used when a prisoner is constantly
moved from prison to prison until he effectively becomes 'lost within the system.' Such
treatment can be very stressful indeed. One British prisoner aged thirty-seven, died after
being moved from one prison to another 24 times in two and a half years. In another
case, a prisoner was moved 51 times in three years. The security services also use
‘ghosting’ on dissidents in that they try to keep them constantly moving on from one place
to another as the dissident tries to find a ‘safe heaven’.
Should the above measures fail to bring the dissident 'into line' he or she will be further
persecuted into isolation and internal exile. Security will then use its smear teams to
spread false rumors to the effect that the dissident is 'afraid to leave his / or her home,'
which implies some form of 'guilt'.  Security is then able to deny that they exiled the
dissidents, thus supposedly exonerating themselves of any crime whilst at the same time
encouraging further persecution of the dissident by the general populace.

(5) The War On The Mind : Microwaves As A Weapon -Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen Kilde
– MUST SEE videos
http://www.youtube.com/watchv=BVXPotKlhQE&feature=PlayList&p=479B833C0B969C
B9&playnext_from=PL&index=5

Bugging Devices

Having  been  physically  isolated  and  exiled  internally,  the  dissident's  sole  lines  of
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communication will then come under attack. For instance, if the dissident needs and
relies on their telephone, fax machine, computer and the mail to earn a living, British
security will do everything possible to disrupt those lines of communication in order to try
and prevent the dissident from making a living. (Driving dissidents into poverty and
destitution is one method that has long been used by MI5 and their torture departments.)
That being the case the dissident's phone, fax, etc, will be tapped and monitored 24
hours a day, consequently many important messages will  fail  to reach the dissident,
though many 'unwanted calls' (most of which are made by MI5 stooges) will always get
through. Dissidents using computers will also suffer from numerous 'Internet connection
problems' to say the very least.
Note: New laws introduced into Britain under the guise of  'preventing terrorism' are
designed to prevent dissidents from having any communication devices whatsoever.
Indeed, the secret police force has recently been doubled, added to which they now have
vast powers to ruin a person's life simply on the suspicion of them becoming a political
dissenter. Vote for us – or else?
According to Fitzgerald, Leopold and Mills; other bugs used by MI5 include a 'carrier-
current device.' Both the police and the intelligence services use this and it works by
sending the conversations from all of the rooms inside a building by radio signal along the
electrical mains wiring. In Britain, many people pay for their gas supply by using a coin
pay slot that is fitted directly onto the gas meter inside their house. MI5 agents often plant
a bug inside the meter money tray so that it can be removed and recharged by one of
their 'meter men.' There is also the cavity mike, activated by radio signals, the wall spike,
which is usually planted by drilling into a wall from the house next door, and the phone
'hot mike', which constantly monitors conversations even when the phone is on the hook.
Cell phones too can be monitored from anywhere, even when turned off, and are also
used to keep track of any dissident that uses them. And, of course, there are the modern
laser bugging devices. The list of bugging devices is almost endless and today it includes
highly  miniaturized  color  cameras,  which  can  be  hidden  in  television  sets,  video
recorders, radios, clocks and almost anything else. Indeed, MI5 has had these devices
installed throughout the entire country in hotels, pubs, restaurants, conference halls and
anywhere else where the public may gather. Indeed, these miniature bugging devices are
now even being installed in the homes of anyone considered to be ‘troublesome.’ Today
the United Kingdom is almost totally 'wired' and surveillance of the entire population by
over 5 million CCTV cameras is all but complete. Most of these surveillance devices are
controlled remotely from the local police stations. But the most insidious of these devices
is, as already mentioned, the military microwave machine. It is this device, more than any
other is, which is being used against political dissenters. No true democracy would allow
the use of such a terrible weapon to stifle free speech, or to injure and kill people, but in
Britain, these microwave devices are being used more widely than ever before.
Dissident 'targets' would be hard put to find and remove any of the above miniature
devices planted inside their homes. Even if they could, 'security' would simply plant more
of them.
According to Fitzgerald and Leopold; "The level of sophisticated bugging used against a
target may depend entirely on their classification by the security services, MI5, police
Special Branch, and so on."
People considered by security to be 'potential subversives', such as dissident writers,
union organizers, human rights activists, investigative journalists and so on, tend to rate a
high classification so any form of surveillance used against them will relate to that.
MI5 has total control over the United Kingdoms telephone and mail services and there is
nothing a dissident can do to prevent MI5's misuse of those services. So, dissidents will
of course have to put up with much 'lost mail' and 'dropped phone lines'. As a matter of
interest, many 'votes' may also be 'misplaced' during UK elections.
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Complaints by dissidents to The Interception of Communications Tribunal have been
found to be a total waste of time. Their address is: PO Box 44, London, SE1 0TX, Phone
0171-273-4096. I must add, however, that to date all complaints made to the Security
Services Tribunal by the British public (including myself) has been rejected. (Source: The
Guardian. 21-4-95. and The New Statesman & Society. 2-6-1994, P.10.)

Isolation and torture in the United Kingdom

The whole point of torture is that it should break down the victim's resistance and alter
their personality to the extent that they will have no self - esteem whatsoever. Victims are
slowly but surely depersonalized and dehumanized in every known way until they may no
longer consider themselves human beings at all. Indeed, over time the victims of this
oppression may then develop such a feeling of  self-loathing that  suicide will,  quite
naturally,  become one of  the options they may choose to  end their  misery.
British security services and their Psyop's torture departments know the above to be true.
They have had great many years to perfect their techniques. Research carried out in
Britain and other countries, as detailed by Ackroyd, Margolis, Rosenhead, Challice and
Ramsay plus many other researchers confirms it.
The average person is  simply not  equipped to cope with the modern psychological
deprivation and torture methods in use today. Only a very small percentage of people
could be expected to survive these torture methods and lead a normal life afterward.

Psychological torture action groups

Without any personal experience of the subject, it is extremely difficult for anyone to
understand how a supposedly democratic country can use psychological torture, nor fully
comprehend  the  kind  of  trauma  that  the  people  ‘targeted’  for  such  actions  suffer.
However, using the writers own experience as a torture victim plus information gained
from other sources and survivors, the following information will serve as a good indication
of how such 'action groups' are organized and used in the United Kingdom and some
other countries.
Psyop's actions are usually directed against a particular target. This may be political
dissident, a writer, artist, union activist or a human rights worker. Or indeed it could be
anyone who is in a position that allows them to gather and distribute information which
exposes the hidden agenda of the government in power, and who may be capable of
organizing much opposition to it.
I am not writing about any kind of illegal opposition to government, simply opposition that
has not passed through 'the usual channels'. That is where the political police (Special
Branch) 'filter out' those people who refuse to accept a political system they believe or
know to be corrupt. For instance; if a political system is organized to favor a particular
party or group it  cannot be considered democratic.  It  will  resist change at all  levels.
Indeed, when people see that elected representatives cannot or will  not bring about
meaningful  change then  the  option  to  organize  outside  of  the  present  system is  a
perfectly  natural  thing  to  do.
The acceptance of  an obvious deeply  corrupted political  system would be seen as
pointless. Therefore it may be seen as necessary to organize outside of 'the established
system' to gain true democracy, even if one should be viewed as a political dissident for
doing so.
In the United Kingdom, this kind of political action is supposed to be perfectly legal, yet,
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when this kind of 'opposition' is attempted by dissidents the security services, MI5 and the
police Special Branch (secret police), and other secret fascist forces may immediately
target such opposition as being 'subversive' and therefore 'dangerous to the state.'
Indeed, in spite of what many people in Britain may believe, any outspoken opposition to
the so-called 'accepted political establishment' may place the speaker in grave danger of
being 'targeted' and listed as 'the enemy within.' This will almost certainly result in some
form of action being taken against the dissident, as many political activists have found to
their cost.
To counter  this  aggressive  state  activity,  some British  politicians  eagerly  point  out
'speakers corner' in London, and the absurd figures of some screaming political idiots as
examples of Britain's so-called democratic freedoms. These 'freedoms' are, however,
nothing more than myths, as anyone inside the country can prove simply by trying to use
true democracy. Indeed, the following factual account details what may really happen to
those who do so.

Typical action plan

According to one source: Psyop's (Psyop's for short is used by both British and American
security  forces  rather  than  using  the  long  description  of  'Psychological  Warfare
Operations.) training in the use of torture methods in the United Kingdom is undertaken at
the Joint Warfare Establishment, which is located at the National Defense College in
Latimer. Indeed, by 1976 almost two thousand British army officers had been trained to
use psychological torture techniques purely for internal security purposes. And, in Britain,
SAS (Special  Air  Service)  undercover  operatives now work  with  the police  Special
Branch in all major cities helping them to carry out gross civil and human rights crimes
against British citizens.
When security forces do order ‘an action' against a political dissident, it will be put into
effect almost immediately. The action will be carried out in stages and overseen by the
relevant experts as each stage of the operation progresses with a view to quickly bringing
about disorientation (a dramatic change in one's circumstances), a personality change
within the dissident and also a neurotic defense. This will  almost inevitably lead the
dissident into maladaptive ways of dealing with his, or her surroundings, and probably
into psychotic depression (Severe depression in which the individual loses contact with
reality and suffers from an array of impairments of normal functioning).
In using psychological torture, the dissident's body is not (initially) to be broken - only the
mind. Therefore, a plan of action is called for that will accomplish exactly that.
To prevent the dissident from doing what he or she would do in any normal situation it is
necessary to interfere with the usual  functioning of  their  mind. In other words, their
personality has to be broken down and altered until  they become 'disorientated' and
ready for 're-programming.' This will simply be the beginning of a personality change that
can be continued in almost any direction the Psyops torture teams desire.
Just how far this process is taken will depend upon the agreed action plan and upon the
'classification' of the dissidents themselves. Often it will depend on just how 'dangerous'
the dissidents are considered to be by those who want them silenced and 'neutralized.'
Whatever, once the latter question has been decided by Psyop's their torture department
will, by the extensive use of their combined knowledge, plus a fully documented personal
history of the dissident, begin to put their plan into action.
When this plan is put into action, it will begin the effective, and sometimes permanent,
personality  change  in  the  dissident.  This  may  well  result  in  a  state  of  mind  called
'situational  neurosis.'  (A neurotic  syndrome produced by a particular  environmental
situation, usually one, which caused a great deal of stress, anxiety or other trauma.)
How effective this 'personality change' will be depends entirely on the intelligence of the
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dissidents in question, Such as their knowledge of psychology, psychiatry and so on, plus
other factors. It is difficult to determine in advance exactly how any particular individual
will react to psychological torture and psycho-control. Whatever, for the process to work
satisfactorily  a  constant  feedback  of  information  is  required  so  that  Psyop's  can
constantly  modify  the  action  as  the  plan  proceeds  to  its  conclusion?
This requires that the 'targeted' dissident be both isolated as an individual and 'monitored'
at will as the action progresses. This 'monitoring' is carefully carried out by the 'inside'
team experts.
As reported by Fitzgerald and Wright; 'bugging' by both sound and vision devices is easy
for any government intelligence service. These bugging devices can be installed in wall
cavities, television sets video recorders, telephones and so on and today they may be
monitored from almost anywhere on earth. It is the job of these electronics experts to
make sure that these bugs and video devices are installed and working properly. Cell
phones are excellent bugging devices and conversations can be heard through them by
‘security forces’ even when they are turned off.  Personal tracking devices now also
include chips in passports,  credit  cards and driving licenses.
Some of these devices are usually secretly installed inside the dissident’s home and
some others very close to it. Often in a house or apartment next door, or even a van
parked across the street from where the dissident lives. One of these devices is the
military microwave machine. Frighteningly effective this device is too. Developed by the
American Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and now used by Psyop's teams throughout
the world, this device is used by psychological torture teams to produce what is known as
'Synthetic Telepathy.' It is also known as 'Psychic Driving' or 'Voice Synthesis.' The latter
means the remote beaming of audio (voices or other audible signals) directly into the
brain of  any selected human target.  This particular  weapon was demonstrated at  a
classified conference on so-called non-lethal defense, and held at the Kossiakoff Center,
Applied Physics Laboratory, at Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Maryland, on the 16th
and the 17th November 1993. This device was however in use by government security
forces long before then. The Bureau of State Security (BOSS) used one version of this
microwave device against me in South Africa during the late seventies.
This military microwave device has at least two purposes. One, it can beam sounds or
any human voice directly into the human brain so that the recipient can clearly hear them.
And two, the microwave beams coming from it can also be used to destroy human tissue.
As can be imagined, security services the world over quickly began to use this microwave
device against their dissidents as they can do so with impunity. Indeed, these devices
have been used for many years by both British and American security forces against their
own and foreign dissident’s. The German and the Australian security forces (amongst
many others) are also known to be widely using them on their dissidents. Damage from
using these military microwave devices may include:
Mild  to  severe  headaches;  disorientation,  fear  and  anxiety,  sleep  deprivation;
nervousness and irritability; lethargy and fatigue; stress; nausea; insomnia; eye damage;
paralysis; aggression and rage; paranoia and panic attacks; hysteria; schizophrenia;
hallucinations; memory loss; disordered thought; uncharacteristic emotions; obsessive
behavior; confusion; hopelessness; brain and nervous system damage; heart attacks;
fast-acting cancers and severe depression leading to suicide, to name only a few.
When the military microwave device is directed or 'aimed' at the inside of a dissidents
home the dissident is unlikely to become aware of it until (a) the torture team wants him /
her to become aware of them. By (Hearing 'voices' in the head) or (b) when the dissidents
become ill or begin to die from the damaging after effects of the microwave 'beams' being
directed at them.
After being 'planted' inside the homes of dissidents, various bugging devices will  be
almost impossible to detect,  and the average 'target'  cannot prevent their  use. This
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means that security forces can - through the use of ultra miniature motion cameras and
other listening devices, both see and hear their 'target' whenever the dissident is inside
his/or her property. Through this kind of electronic feedback and co-operation between
the various members of the torture team, the plan of action is almost ready to be put into
operation. However, according to Philip Agee, who was once a top CIA operative, first let
us examine the role of the Psyop's heavies or 'Goon Squads.'
These goon-squad members are by stature insignificant in comparison to the rest of the
torture team. They rarely know more than a little of what is really happening, (need to
know) and they are not real team 'insiders'. They are however still very essential to the
success of an action being taken against a dissident. Members of goon-squads need not
have any kind of military background nor even be particularly intelligent. They are used
not because they are clever but because they are gullible fools, who will do anything
asked of them if they are led to believe that their actions are in the interests of 'The State.'
These 'goons'  can come from anywhere. They may even be professional criminals'.
Indeed, from the writer’s own personal experience, he knows that some of them are just
that. In the United Kingdom and the United States, they may even be directly 'recruited'
from prisons by Psyop's agents.
The task of these goon-squads is to integrate themselves into the community surrounding
the dissident. They then pass on to Psyop's any information concerning the 'target'. They
also use 'smear tactics' against the dissident to bring about a 'character assassination'
that will eventually result in the dissident’s social isolation. This is only the beginning of
what will lead to the target's total internal or external exile. In addition to this, these goons
will also stalk, harass, provoke or try to intimidate the dissident in many other ways.

(6)  Microwave  Warfare  -  Barrie  Trower.  British  military  expert  exposes  criminal
conspiracy by UK and USA to torture and brainwash populations worldwide – video Part
1 / 11 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SjZZ29TtkJI
Part 1: Dr. John Hall Discusses Gang Stalking With Zeph Daniel – video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58Qkc-r2P5U&feature=related

Assessing the plan
Once a particular plan of action has been finalized and is ready to be put into action
nothing is  left  to  chance by the action group.  Governments simply cannot  afford to
engage themselves in repression and torture unless they are very sure they will get away
with it.  However,  as reported by Hollingsworth and Norton-Taylor,  "The intelligence
services will  do whatever they can get away with."
The writer's own experience in these matters is that when mistakes are made by the
security forces and their goon squads, it is nearly always due to their over-confidence.
These people are often extremely arrogant and self - assured in manner, as fascist Nazi
types often are. They believe they own the world and everyone in it. Whatever, these first
actions against a dissident are then all that is required before a full ongoing torture action
against him / or her, can begin. The only other consideration would be whether the full
operational action against the dissident should be set in motion. This must be given
serious thought by those directing the Psyop's team, for once the 'orders' have been
given the dissident has in reality all but been sentenced to death.

Implementing the action
Once Britain's MI5 torture department has sanctioned a torture order, a complete action
against the dissident begins.
Note: In the United Kingdom no official sanction by a government minister is necessary
for the security services to begin a torture action against a dissident. The British security
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services are, unfortunately, a law unto themselves. In any case, British politicians in
particular are easily deceived by the security services and are thought to be all but totally
ignorant  -  or  pretend  to  be,  of  cases  concerning  'security  torture  actions  against
dissidents.'
Whatever the case may be, after being sanctioned by MI5 or Special Branch and their
military SAS supporters the action against a dissident will then be carried out in stages to
a carefully set pattern. Every detail of the operation will have been well prepared and
nothing will have been overlooked. Whether the dissident lives alone, or with others,
makes little difference at this stage of the operation. Though, by this time, it is probable
that  the  dissidents  who  have  been  targeted  by  Psyop's  are  already  living  alone.
Dissidents are by nature usually very determined people. They have a strong will power
and are strong psychologically. Their families, however, are not always so, by the time
dissidents have been targeted for total ‘neutralization’ by Psyop's they are usually living
alone.
Many writers also tend to live alone because of their work. However, some dissidents do,
of course, live with family, friends or lovers. Nevertheless, because of the psychological
pressures  put  upon  them  by  the  security  forces  -  and  their  goon-squads,  these
relationships may soon quickly break down as the torture team begins to repress and
torture the dissident. Thus, the breaking up of personal or family relationships is simply
the first part of the Psyop's 'softening up' process.

The action against the dissident is now developing as follows:
1. The dissident is denigrated, smeared and discredited wherever possible.
2. This will bring about social isolation, ridicule and provocation by security 'stooges' on a
daily basis.
3.  This  will  lead to  'internal  exile'  the  effects  of  which  are  well  documented by  the
Rehabilitation  and Research Center  for  Torture  Victims (RCT)  in  Denmark.
4. Security forces will  inform anyone who may come into contact with a dissident to
denigrate and abuse him in any way possible. They will  also be told to use the term
'communist' and 'subversive' when referring to the dissident in any way.
5. Security 'goons' will in public use much verbal abuse against the dissident. They will
also try to provoke him in physical confrontations in attempts to harm or criminalize him.
6. If the dissident has a job his / her employer will be contacted by security and he will
either lose that job or their work will be made much more difficult. If the dissident is self-
employed his / her customers will be contacted by security and ‘persuaded’ to take their
business elsewhere.
7. The dissidents phone, fax, mail and e-mail, will be 'bugged' and monitored around the
clock.  Messages  will  fail  to  get  through and their  phone line  will  suffer  from many
disruptions.
8. The dissident will suffer much abuse from his ‘neighbors’. There will be many 'noise'
problems and 'sleep deprivation' will  undoubtedly become a daily part of the actions
being taken against him.
9. The dissident's property will be entered and damaged on a regular basis whenever the
dissident leaves it. His personal property, documents, electronic devices, etc, will be
stolen or damaged. Money will also be taken and the dissident’s car will be damaged and
sabotaged.
10. No matter what locks are installed on a dissident’s apartment, or house, the security
services are always able to get inside. Having done so, one of the many things they often
do is  to get  into a dissidents computer and alter  or  delete any files there.  This has
happened to me many times. They also damage computers and other equipment in
various ways.
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NOTE: If you are a dissident philosopher / writer / researcher, all the above repressive
techniques, plus many more, might well be used against you. Possibly your family may
also suffer abuses of one kind or another as the security services and their agents try to
drive you apart.

As time progresses, just a few days - or weeks at the most, the dissident will be under no
illusion that the pattern of their life is rapidly changing. They will quickly notice that the
attitude of people who were once friendly towards them has changed dramatically. There
will be much hostility directed at them, sometimes even from people they considered to
be their close friends. As a result, the dissident will, naturally enough, become confused
and upset. More so as nobody will have told the dissident the real reason for this change
in attitude towards him. The dissident will then be left with a constant anxiety he cannot
alleviate.  Gradually  this  in  turn  will  result  in  chronic  stress.  He  will  be  unable  to
concentrate properly and through sleep deprivation, proper rest will evade him. His work
suffers and he will begin to get severe headaches and other disorders.
In effect, the dissident's personality has already begun to change in response to the new
environment surrounding them. Soon they will be totally stressed out as they become
upset, more restless and angry at a situation that is totally beyond their control. This
process of change within the dissidents will now also begin to alter their daily habits and
their personalities to a degree they could never before have imagined.
The Psyop's torture team will note every single detail of these personality changes and
they will be exacerbated wherever possible. For most people their home is their refuge.
When friends, work and so on, get them down they can return home and relax. Home is
where people unwind from the day's stresses, where their mind can be eased into a
restful state and where they can just be themselves away from the cares of the world.
Home is a refuge where all animals, human or otherwise, can recuperate in order to face
another day. Home is not a luxury. Home is a necessity for peace of mind, and the
recuperation of the body.
However, in a police state, and during an action against them, dissidents are totally
denied the benefits their homes should allow them. Indeed, the Psyop's torture team
makes very sure that dissidents receive no peace of mind whatsoever. For their job is to
make sure that the dissident cannot recover from the actions being taken against him.
They do this by turning the dissident's own home into what can only be called a torture
chamber.
Sleep deprivation has long been used as a weapon by the security forces. Keeping
prisoners constantly awake for long periods of time soon reduces them to a very pitiful
state of mind. Continual sleep deprivation also breaks down the immune system, which
may well lead to all kinds of physical and mental problems. This particular method of
torture is fully used against dissidents inside their homes as they discover they suddenly
have 'new neighbors'  -  and these really are the neighbors from hell.  For these new
neighbors are an essential part of the torture team, and they will fit neatly into whatever
neighborhood the dissident lives in. The difference being that these 'goons' will become
very troublesome indeed, particularly so if the dissident lives in an apartment. Banging
doors and loud music being played throughout the day and night will simply be a prelude
to the ‘goons’ actions against their target.  Other actions against him / or her will  be
committed on a daily basis and they will include; stalking, harassment, damage to cars
and property, burglary, theft of all kinds, and various petty assaults against them. These
assaults are attempts to provoke dissidents into making some kind of physical retaliatory
action against  their  persecutors.  These attempts at  provoking and criminalizing the
dissident  are a common feature during actions against  targets.
Any efforts on the part of the dissident to counter these violations against them and their
property will be met with hostility and derision by those to whom they complain. Indeed, it
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is the dissident 'targets' themselves whom will be labeled as 'troublemakers.' They will
also be constantly vilified as being 'admitted communists' in attempts to justify the actions
being taken against them.

(7) Barrie Zwicker with Former MI5 Whistleblower Annie Machon Pt 1-5
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Juxe_53I60

Dissidents trying to 'move away' from their present location to live somewhere else -
anywhere else in the same country, would be pointless. Psyop's and their goon squads
would simply follow the dissident wherever he / or she went. So moving house is also no
solution to the dissident's problems. Accordingly the dissident will be forced to remain
where they are in a constantly disturbed frame of mind twenty-four hours a day, which of
course is the intention of security. The continuous harassment and provocation is simply
an integral part of the action being taken against dissidents. Who may then quite naturally
develop a paranoid state of mind. (An acute form of paranoid disorder brought about by
an abrupt shift in occupation or in living conditions.)
Being outside their homes also offers no relief to dissidents. For again 'goon squads' will
follow them, stalking them wherever they may go, constantly trying to provoke them as
they also try to incite other people to do the same. Wherever the dissident goes he / she
will be under constant pressure to defend themselves. In so doing, a constant flow of
adrenaline is  being pumped into their  bloodstream, for  the dissident  quite naturally
believes that he, or she, may be attacked and injured at any moment. Adrenaline is
nature's  way  of  preparing  the  body  to  defend  itself  against  any  possible  attack.
Adrenaline in small amounts is the body's own natural stimulant and in small doses it is
quite harmless. However, large amounts of adrenaline induced into the human system on
a daily basis become a poison which can also bring on severe headaches and other
trauma.
Note: The overproduction of Adrenaline, also called Epinephrine, may also 'turn off' the
digestive system, the reproductive system and indeed lead to a breakdown of the entire
human system.
The social isolation of torture victims may also lead to a twofold increase in probable
heart attack.
The latter is simply one of the reasons why Psyop's torture teams make very sure that
dissidents  will  continually  be  subjected  to  all  kinds  of  vindictive  pressures  that
undoubtedly will introduce very large amounts of adrenaline into the bloodstream. Indeed,
this kind of 'pressure' will be applied against the dissident every single time that he or she
leaves their 'home.'
In addition to this type of harassment, persecution and assault from MI5 and Special
Branch  agent’s  the  targeted  dissidents  will  also  be  subjected  to  the  same kind  of
'treatment'  from local  political  stooges,  the  intention  being  to  increase  the  already
tremendous pressure on the dissident to either fight or flee. These measures also act as
a 'visible warning' should any other local people be tempted to dissent in any way.
However, even if the dissidents could physically retaliate in order to defend themselves
against that kind of persecution, neither they, nor anyone else, could do so every single
day without sustaining grievous bodily injury. It  is simply not possible. So again, the
dissidents will  find themselves in  a no win desperate situation.  And,  of  course,  the
dissident has nobody to complain to. Should anyone try to describe the kind of actions
that have just been described to the police, they will, of course deny all responsibility, and
simply  say that  the dissident  is  suffering from paranoia or  a  'persecution complex'.
Special  Branch is the British secret  police in any case so any complaints of  torture
directed at  them are pointless and of  no use whatsoever.
Accusations of  a dissident suffering from paranoia is,  of  course, exactly the kind of
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condition security would want believed. For afterward anything that the dissident says
has happened to him / or her would simply be put down to a 'persecution complex.'
‘Security’ can then change or label that purported condition into anything they want it to
mean, which can then result in British dissidents being railroaded into mental institutions
by their secret police. This happened to George Farquhar, who then ran the excellent
Internet Freedom Network Web site that widely exposed torture and political corruption in
Britain, just as I had so many years before.
This kind of repression is now happening to many British dissidents just as it did to many
other Russian political dissidents years ago. During those dark times the British media
was  quick  to  show it’s  outrage  at  what  the  Soviet  Union  was  doing  to  its  political
dissidents, yet while successive hypocritical British governments have been doing exactly
the same, and worse, to its own dissidents during the last thirty years at least, the media
there has remained totally silent on the subject of wide political dissent and repression in
the UK.

Note: Dissidents in the UK will  in any case almost certainly be accused of having a
'persecution complex or suffering from paranoia as a part of the actions taken against
them by the security services. Researchers on this particular subject may also have
similar charges leveled against them.

As the action taking place against the dissident moves steadily along, it is then increased
as  the  process  of  breaking  the  dissident  continues  unabated  until  a  'personality
disintegration',  which means changing the dissident's  thoughts and personality  into
whatever the Psyop's department would like them to be, has been accomplished. Yes,
'Manchurian Candidates' are a reality in Britain.
Security has more than enough time until this eventual 'breakdown' is brought about, for
the dissident is by this time 'locked in.' He or she has been totally isolated. The dissident
has no one to turn to for help, and they have nowhere to go. There is no safe heaven for
him / her, not even inside their own home. Slowly but surely, the dissident is being worn
down as their entire system begins to disintegrate under all the pressures that have been
carefully built up around them and applied for twenty-four hours a day. Indeed, most
people would already be on the verge of a severe nervous breakdown, and undoubtedly
many of them would breakdown completely. Many dissident ‘targets’ are thought to have
been driven into  committing ‘suicide’  by British security  forces.  Those that  had not
become broken human beings would probably be placed in ‘accident’ situations and killed
by ‘security’ therefore becoming permanently ‘neutralized’.
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(8) London 7/7 Bomb Witness - Inside Job PROOF
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0y9nvj70xc&feature=related

Brainwashing (Psychic Driving)

Developed by the CIA and now being used by fascist Psyop's teams around the world is
the psychological torture technique known as 'Psychic Driving' or 'Synthetic Telepathy.'
In the proceeding sections, it has been indicated that a dissident, close to a nervous
breakdown and in fear of his or her life, is already on the verge of total mental collapse.
But worse is to come. The horrors the dissident has already suffered are added to by the
security services using 'Synthetic Telepathy' to directly destroy the dissident's mind. The
military microwave machine brings this about. This device shows a kind of x-ray picture of
the inside of a property and the people within it. It can also beam sounds towards the
dissident's head, causing him, or her,  to 'hear'  whatever sounds or 'voices'  security
wishes the dissident to hear. However, the prime intent of this particular operation is to
make dissidents believe that the 'voices' they will begin to hear originate inside their own
heads. But they do not.  The voices that  are heard belong to highly trained security
experts,  who have specifically  formulated  a  psychological  'program'  that  has  been
designed to  'drive'  the  dissident  into  total  mental  submission.
Using microwave devices, these security experts might begin their first 'Psychic Driving'
action against the dissident by describing the dissidents every physical movement. For
instance,  if  the dissident  has just  arrived home and is  going to the toilet,  he would
suddenly hear the words "He is going to the bathroom" or "He is washing his hands", and
so on, and those words would be clearly heard and 'understood' inside the dissidents
mind.
We do  of  course  all  hear  voices,  from people  who  speak  to  us,  from the  radio  or
television, etc, but psychic driving is different in that we can’t see where the sounds are
coming from? That is what makes psychic driving so terrifying to some people. Suddenly
'hearing voices' inside an apparently empty house or an apartment could be a shocking
experience for anyone at anytime. But for a Psyop's target, it would be far worse. For
after already suffering a prolonged period of persecution and harassment by the security
forces the sudden 'hearing of voices' immediately instills within the dissident target's mind
the feeling that they have been 'driven over the edge' and into madness. And indeed, that
mental condition is precisely what security is trying to achieve.
This type of mental 'torture and brainwashing' would continue non-stop for as long as the
dissident  remained  in  that  particular  location.  Throughout  the  day  and  night  're-
programming'  of  the  dissident's  mind  would  continue.  Sleep  deprivation  would  be
inevitable, though eventually the dissident would fall into unconsciousness through sheer
exhaustion.  It  would  be  during  this  period  when  further  and  continuous  deep  're-
programming'  would  take  place.
However, the main purpose of that very first 'voice' session would be to enable security to
judge the reactions of the dissident when they suddenly found them self 'hearing voices.'
There are various emotional 'catch words' which any person will immediately respond to,
words of praise, for instance, profanity, and so on. By using those types of 'word trigger’s'
the Psyop's torture team can gradually fix the ideal 'response level' of any particular
dissident target as they react to those triggers. Once that level is established, any kind of
message can be relayed to the target without anyone else nearby being consciously
aware  of  what  is  actually  taking  place.  Psychic  driving  is  the  perfect  device  for
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'brainwashing' dissidents and one that is being increasingly used by British security and
other Psyop's torture teams around the world, particularly against writers and researchers
who seek to expose the widespread use of such methods and devices within Britain,
Australia,  New Zealand the United States and elsewhere.  (It  is  believed that  some
supermarket chains are now also using a similar device to entice shoppers to buy certain
goods.)
The workings of the human mind are, even today, far from being fully understood. There
are, however,  certain aspects of  mind control  that are understood very well  indeed.
Suggestions of  many kinds can quite  easily  be introduced into  the human mind by
various techniques. Experts in these psychological techniques can produce (under the
right control) almost any psychological result they require, particularly so if the 'subjects'
themselvesve these torture techniques against its population.
In  the  United  States  between  1950  and  1973,  the  American  CIA  had  carried  out
extensive mind-control experiments at universities, prisons, and hospitals. A released US
government document informs us that directed-energy weapons currently being deployed
in covert operations by the CIA include a microwave weapon manufactured by Lockheed-
Sanders.
This weapon is used for a process also known as 'Voice Synthesis' - which again is the
remote beaming of audio signals directly into the brain of any selected human target. This
is also known as V2S – voice to skull.

Note: Microwave weapons have now advanced to a remarkable degree. They are even
being used against populations from satellites high above the earth. Watch the enclosed
video by Barrie Trower, a British military expert on microwave warfare.

MKULTRA was the code name for the research and development of psycho-control
weapons. These experiments however, were not the end of the Central  Intelligence
Agency's interest in controlling populations through mind control.
As Walter Bowart states in his book, Operation Mind Control:
"The CIA and the National Security Agency (NSA) had developed psycho-control to such
a degree that no further experiments were necessary. They had found what they were
looking for. After 1973, these American Security Agencies simply used the results of their
research to con the American public into believing whatever they wanted them to believe.
And they still do."
Much of  the above research was passed along to  other  authoritarian governments
including Britain, Germany and Australia. This technology is being used by all of these
governments against their citizens today.
The microwave devices produced as a result of the above research and used by Britain's
MI5 / MI6, as referred to by Bloch and Fitzgerald, was also reportedly used against some
of the protesting Greenham Common women in 1984 and 1985, who developed some
very  unusual  physical  effects  as  a  result,  such  as  severe  headaches,  earache,
nosebleeds,  nausea,  vertigo,  fatigue,  severe  depression  and  confusion.  All  these
symptoms  point  to  microwave  poisoning.
An expert view was that anti-personnel microwave devices might well have been used
against  the  Greenham Common women.  A  retired  playwright  also  suffered  similar
symptoms to these women in 1983. Indeed, today there are a huge number of dissidents
throughout the world who are now reporting 'microwave poisoning' as well as hearing
'voices' in the 'head.' They are also showing other symptoms, such as those documented
by Bowart, Krawczyk, and other writer / researchers.
Anyone without a very strong personality and a thorough knowledge of exactly how these
techniques work, and how they are used could soon develop a very severe personality
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disorder,  even more so, if  they are low on psychological intelligence. Anyone being
tortured by such methods could very quickly begin to doubt their own sanity from that
moment onwards.
The only respite any targeted dissident would have is when they moved away from the
building or area where these devices were being used against them. However, Psyop's
would have anticipated some kind of recovery when their 'target' did move away from the
psycho-device source, and they would have planned against any improvement in the
dissident's plight by having the dissident stalked and harassed the moment they left the
location where the devices were being used against them. The dissidents would then
simply not have time to try and begin to rationalize their situation because they would
already have been confronted by another situation specifically designed not to give them
time to think or recover their proper senses.
Inside their 'homes', the targeted dissidents would continue to be psychologically battered
from all sides. Being isolated, alone, and without proper training in such matters the
dissidents would last  for  only a short  time before they collapsed both mentally  and
physically. In short, they would in all probability soon become 'broken human beings.'
Through continuous character assassination, gang-stalking, harassment, verbal abuse,
intimidation, provocation, psycho-abuse, damage to their property and continuous sleep
deprivation, the addition of sustained brainwashing through 'Psychic driving techniques'
might well push the dissident over the edge of reason into total insanity. However, should
the dissident have survived so far, they must be made to believe that the Psyop's control
and observation' of them is 'absolute.'
For instance, some dissidents travel a great deal, possibly to other countries as well as
their own, and they have to 'be convinced' that the security services are still 'keeping
them under surveillance'. The following passages detail how MI5 / MI6 instills that belief
in their target.

MICROWAVE WARFARE - Slow Kill Assassination by Government - video
http://www.torturedinamerica.org
Dr. Michael Parenti: "Terrorism, Globalization and Conspiracy” - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article11635.htm
House of Horrors
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29089.htm
911 Experts Speak Out - Video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29088.htm
911, 10 years on - Is the World a Safer Place?
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29095.htm
Jordan Maxwell - Queen of England Exposed 4/4 - video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5567904676216660825&q=illuminat
(9)  United  States  of  America  and  UK are  leading  terrorist  states.  Noam Chomsky
interview HQ -  video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcDNCkVmXQM

Torture - Reinforcement techniques as used by MI5 / MI6

This technique is called 'the reinforcement effect (PRE). The generalization that behavior
maintained with partial or intermittent reinforcement has greater resistance to extinction.
This 'psycho-control' is at first brought about by using Psyop's goons who have previously
been used to intimidate the dissidents and whom dissidents know because of that. These
goons will, when being close to the dissident, use a particular 'hand signal' which will
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immediately  alert  the dissident  as to  exactly  who these goons are working for.  For
instance, in Britain, directly or indirectly 'political stooges and goons' are widely used by
MI5 and the police Special Branch to persecute dissidents. It follows then that certain
'particular hand signals' used by known MI5 goons identify them as being 'agents or
stooges' of MI5. Therefore, any such a signal seen by a 'target'  will  make the target
believe that anyone giving that hand signal does indeed work for MI5, and that the person
giving that signal is 'keeping him or her under surveillance.'
These 'hand signals' are in fact 'psychological triggers'. The purpose of them is not only
to make a dissident believe security is 'keeping them under surveillance' they also remind
the dissident 'by association and suggestion' of the highly unpleasant events, and / or
experiences of his 'torture sessions.' So, anyone who knows the particular signal, for any
given target, can give that hand signal anywhere in the world where the dissident might
be, and the dissident will immediately be reminded of what he, or she, is trying to forget,
which is their torture at the hands of the British Security Service MI5.
For it to work properly, however, the 'signal' or 'trigger' must be one the dissident instantly
recognizes, otherwise the person giving it will simply look like a fool waving their hands
about. I say this because MI5 security stooges often encourage other people to use these
'hand signals' against dissidents after misinforming them that these 'hand signals' are not
only harmless but are in themselves 'the only torture' that the dissident has endured in
Britain. That is simply untrue, but it is a lie that unfortunately is believed by many people
inside and out of Britain, who, because of widespread censorship, know almost nothing of
psychological  torture  or  what  is  happening  to  political  dissidents  today  or  of  the
repressive  methods  being  used  against  them.
Whatever, these kinds of psychological 'triggers' can be used in many other ways by MI5
torture teams, some of which could very easily bring about a heart attack in their victim?
Such methods as I have described in this report have taken place in the United Kingdom
over a great many years and they continue to be widely used today. The many victims of
such abuses have as yet failed to bring the perpetrators (MI5 and MI6) to any kind of
justice, and British human rights groups totally refuse to act in such cases. As already
stated, Britain's security services are a law unto themselves, so in spite of the growing
number of claims of political repression and torture that are cropping up year after year it
appears that nothing can be done to prevent such abuses taking place in Britain. The
district I chose for my main research in the United Kingdom (North Yorkshire) is well
known by the British media. Indeed, the media was well aware not only of my repression
and torture there but also of the torture of many other people. However, the press did
nothing whatsoever to try and prevent it, nor to expose the people involved.

Much more information on torture in Britain can be found at: Http://www.mindcontrol-
victims.eu and on the Internet Web site: www.pro-freedom.co.uk along with a long list of
British torture survivors. http://www.freedrive.com/folder/177784
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Dr. Nick Begich: Electronic, Psychotronic Mind Control 1/4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JItAaKedjhw
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Torture in the United Kingdom

Many people in the United Kingdom still  believe that torture is limited to Third World
countries. However, as reported by Ackroyd, Margolis, Rosenhead and Shallice
"Britain, France and the United States have all carried out torture in their colonial wars in
Aden, Africa, Algeria, Vietnam, Salvador, Columbia, Chile, Guatemala and many other
countries elsewhere,"
Nevertheless, Vitaliev informs us that in Australia, Britain used psychological torture even
as far back as the 1850's. (In Port Arthur against its prison population there.) However,
after a hundred prisoners or more had been driven insane the prison had to close down,
as there was nobody left inside the prison who was sane.
In the early nineteenth century, Ackroyd, Margolis, Rosenhead and Shallice relate in their
book that;
"Prisoners were twenty times more likely to be diagnosed insane in Britain's Pentonville
prison where solitary confinement was used, than at other prisons where it was not."
Even today, it is claimed by the same authors that 'psychological control' is being used
inside British prisons in order to 'break' so-called 'subverters' and that Britain the USA
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and Germany have been devising new methods of psychological torture to use on people
simply suspected of being political dissidents.
Some of these methods are explained by Ristow. Bloch and Fizgerald also state that: "By
1976 the British Ministry of Defense confirmed that 1.858 army officers and 262 senior
civil  servants  had been trained to  use psychological  torture  techniques for  internal
security purposes." And furthermore that "Psyop's have acquired the ability to launch
political  campaigns in pursuit  of  military objectives without reference to the political
regime."
Note:  If  we assume for  one moment  that  these army officers  alone had each been
responsible for only one case of torture per year since 1976 then it is fair to say that at
least 35.000 persons in Britain may have been tortured by them. However, if the civil
servants in question have also used their training to organize torture, (why train them in
such methods if they were not going to use them) and they in their turn were responsible
for only one tortured person each year since 1976, that would add on another 4.978
victims, which when added together would make a total of well over 40.000 British torture
victims. The latter is still one of Britain's dirtiest secrets. Hopefully it will be revealed for all
to see when the people of that country finally do get an honest government!
Whatever, it is highly unlikely that the British Ministry of Defense would go to such great
expense in training their soldiers and other agents to torture dissidents without expecting
a far higher return than that. Indeed, the stated officials, whether military or civilian, were
senior in rank and were quite obviously trained as instructors. They would have been
expected to form torture teams and departments of their own amongst the lower ranks,
whose business it would be to actually carry out these vile actions against the population.
From the writers own experience in various parts of  the world,  including the United
Kingdom, it  is  known that  torture team departments may contain anything from five
people upwards, half of them being specialists of one kind or another. Thousands of
these specialists  practice their  barbarous trade in  various locations all  over  Britain
wherever they are 'needed.' Therefore it may be assumed that a large number of 'target
dissidents' are attended to every year by each department. As stated already, due to their
ignorance on the subject of psychological torture, a normal dissident target would be
'taken out' in a matter of weeks, or a few months at the most. It therefore follows that the
latter suggested figure of 40.000 targets may well be vastly underestimated. As all these
torture teams work on a 'need to know' basis, the true figure could be twice as high, or
indeed ten times as high. Nobody outside of the security services could be expected to
know. And, of course, many of the dissident 'victims' will be dead. Torture has never been
carried out in any country, without many resulting fatalities. Death hides the crimes of the
'security forces' and their 'death squads' just as it has always done.
As I have stated, the above figures are an assumption. They may be incorrect. However,
would any genuine human rights organization not want to make sure. Would they take
that chance? Would they not want to try and check for themselves? In the light of new
British torture victims, appearing almost on a weekly basis one could certainly be forgiven
for thinking so. Genuine human rights researchers are not fools. They know the history of
the security services worldwide. They know just how powerful those organizations are.
They know of their lies and deceptions. So why do these human rights organizations not
act. Have we learned nothing from the holocausts of the Second World War and other
grave tragedies that have constantly taken place since then? Don't they know that they
too might be the next victims of these modern day Nazis?
That British Human Rights organizations have done nothing whatsoever to protest the
horrors being committed by MI5, MI6 and their agents - nor done anything to help the
many British torture victims, is an insult to anyone who ever supported them. Amnesty
International, Liberty and Redress have all  been severely criticized for not daring to
confront and expose psychological torture and repression in the UK - yet their inaction
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has remained constant for many years now. So much so, that one can't help but wonder
just what is it they do with the many millions of pounds they collect in donations from the
public each year. They certainly don't use it to protect the British citizens it came from.
Amnesty International in particular should be ashamed at their inaction. In 1993 Pierre
Sane the secretary-general of Amnesty said:

"Governments are prepared to go to great lengths to cover up their crimes. They know
that a bloodstained human rights record will damage their international image. So, they
set up phony human rights institutions to cover up crimes. They use sophisticated public
relations techniques, lies behind lies. Governments use death squads and undercover
agents so that they can deny involvement. Everything has become much more subtle
since  Amnesty  International  was  founded.  To  make  people  disappear  you  need
sophisticated security arrangements, and secret departments. Human rights abuses have
not gone away. They have just gone further into the dark."

Is that the answer - are British human rights organizations 'phony' too. Have they simply
become another arm of the government?

Much more research is  needed.  In view of  the past  sordid history of  action against
dissidents  by  Britain's  secret  security  services,  dare  any  genuine  human  rights
organization continue to ignore such a situation? In Britain - quite apparently so. The
silence of so-called human rights organizations in the UK gives cause for great concern.
Particularly since the writers Ackroyd, Margolis, Rosenhead and Shallice report that the
British security services MI5, MI6 and the military SAS, are (along with their German
counterparts) also designing psychological torture methods to make them appear as
being relatively harmless. In other words, British security is attempting to ‘make torture
politically acceptable as well as making it technically effective.’

The actions of the Special Air Service (SAS) in aiding the security services to persecute
and torture British political dissidents over the last thirty years at least are despicable.
There is nothing elite at all about the SAS. We should now simply start calling them the
SS - which is a far more truthful and fitting description of them considering their fascist
crimes against British and citizens of other countries. These defenders of British royalty
are nothing more than international terrorists and they should be regarded as such. They
are the worst kinds of criminals who bring shame upon themselves and the country that
breeds and tolerates them.
It is said that the real quality of a soldier is judged by the quality of his enemy. In Britain
and Columbia, where the British SAS operates extensively, they are faced with little more
than poor people who are simply trying to gain a better life for themselves and their
families by trying to build a fairer society. Yet Colombian Paramilitaries, with British and
American help, have admitted to murdering at least 150 Thousand Colombian political
dissidents. People who are totally defenseless against the unaccountable ruthless state
power exercised by the SAS and the fascists that control them. The crushing of freedom
and democracy is  the hallmark of  fascism. Can anyone seriously doubt  that  British
politicians, who are willingly supporting these vast human rights crimes abroad are not
covering up similar gross atrocities inside Britain?
Undercover armed SAS soldiers will  soon be seen on British streets. Supposedly to
combat 'terrorism', but in reality they will be used against protesters and other groups
who desire true democracy. These dissident groups are now conveniently being labeled
as terrorists by fascist governments who see their existence as a threat to them – just as
Herr Hitler did back in the thirties.
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(11) The Secret History of the American Empire – John Perkins
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z43f0F97HDM
Solving the Mystery of WTC 7 Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth - video
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/the-911-files/solving-the-mystery-of-wtc-7.html
Quiet Martial Law Coming To UK?
http://wideshut.co.uk/quiet-martial-law-coming-to-uk/
Corporate media silent on Colombian paramilitaries' confession to more than 30,000
murders
http://axisoflogic.com/artman/publish/Article_58654.shtml
Colombian Paramilitaries Admit to 30 Thousand Murders
h t t p : / / e n g l i s h . p r a v d a . r u / h o t s p o t s / c r i m e s / 1 9 - 0 2 - 2 0 1 0 / 1 1 2 3 0 9 -
c o l o m b i a n _ p a r a m i l i t a r i e s _ a d m i t _ - 0
What Have We Done?
http://wideshut.co.uk/editorial-what-have-we-done

The writers own personal experiences as a dissident and British torture victim leaves him
in no doubt whatsoever that these sophisticated torture techniques are also being tested
by the security services in attempts to ensure not only social acceptability but also social
participation. Indeed, a great many people in at least one British town (Harrogate. North
Yorkshire) have fully participated in these tests for over twenty years. Can it be just a
coincidence that America’s National Security Agency’s (NSA) huge SIGINT spy base is
also located at Menwith Hill which is near Harrogate?
Note: At the present time British torture teams are known to be terrorizing and torturing a
large number  of  political  dissidents.  We know of  at  least  70 people  who are  being
terrorized and tortured in Britain right now as I write this report. We have all the victim’s
names  and  full  details  of  the  repression  being  carried  out  against  them.  This  is
undoubtedly the mere tip of a very large iceberg as more British victims are constantly
coming forward to expose what is and has been happening to them inside the United
Kingdom over many years. There is undoubtedly a huge number of many more victims
who have been internally exiled and are without access to a computer. Yet the British
media has failed to publish anything about these terrible state crimes. Indeed, they have
fully  colluded with governments in suppressing any information that  highlights their
human rights abuses against  the British population.

"No-one concerned about civil liberties can ignore Menwith Hill. Despite many attempts to
get answers to questions, it is quite clear that Menwith Hill is not accountable to MPs and
therefore not to the British people"

Alice Mahon MP.

Public Ignorance

It  could  be  argued  that  a  government’s  use  of  torture  would  soon  become  public
knowledge, no matter what precautions had been taken by the security services of that
country. However, this view does not take into account the vast amount of power held
and ruthlessly used by some governments and their agents.
Many people wrongly believe that any form of torture would quickly become apparent and
that a nation's newspapers and television stations would expose such a situation to wide
public scrutiny at very short notice. Sadly, however, that is certainly not the case today. It
may once have been,  but  the  kind  of  insidious  censorship  now practiced by  many
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governments prevents much 'real news' from ever reaching the public at all, as the recent
Wiki-leaks have documented. Indeed, 'the media' has become as corrupted as most
governments. It panders mainly to the trivial and true investigative reporters have all but
vanished from the mainstream media.
Honest reporters and writers quickly find that 'big business' now decides what will be
published or not. Going against 'the system' - particularly in matters of so-called 'state
security',  very  rarely  pays off.  Indeed,  many editors  were 'allowed'  to  take up their
positions through supporting corruption in the first place. In the United Kingdom, for
instance, newspaper editors often retire 'with royal honors' for not upsetting the system.
Not because they were outstanding editors, as might be imagined, (As the very poor
state of many British 'newspapers' readily shows!) but simply because they failed to tell
their readers the truth.
No British newspaper editors received a Knighthood after  exposing my 1995 report
'Torture in Britain' to the public gaze. The same can be said of British television, where
hundreds, if not thousands, of programs have been censored for simply daring to attempt
to tell the truth about all kinds of subjects.
However, should British newspaper editors decide to chance their luck there is always
the covert censorship of the 'D' Notice system and the notorious 'Official Secrets Act.'
It is thus to be expected that the British media in particular, have a feeble record on these
issues,  either  through  observance  of  the  above  Acts,  managerial  censorship  or
reporter/producer self-censorship. Indeed, the American human rights monitoring group
'Freedom House', ranked Britain's press as being on a level with that of Gambia. The late
British Prime Minister, Sir Edward Heath, also stated in a New Statesman article that
Britain's press; "Has now got the lowest standards of any press in the world.”
Hugo Young, the late British columnist, also wrote; "The media and politicians face a
crisis of mistrust." He called it; "The kingdom of systemic lies" and he asked; "For how
long will these two interests, purporting to educate the voters, in fact conspire against
them?" Indeed, as John Pilger's many excellent articles amply prove. In 1991, Richard
Norton-Taylor also informed us through an article in the Guardian that 500 prominent
Britain's, including 90 media representatives, also in prominent positions, were paid
operatives of the American Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), which again illuminates the
British media as being essentially nothing more than an extension of 'the state'. It's main
purpose being simply that of conning the public into believing whatever their crooked
politicians want them to believe.

John Swinton, former Chief of Staff, The New York Times, comments on the American
media:
"There is no such thing in America, at this date of the world's history, as an independent
press. You know it and I know it. The business of the Journalist is to destroy truth; to lie
outright; to pervert, to vilify; to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to sell his country and his
race for his daily bread. You know it, and I know it and what folly is this toasting of an
independent press? We are the tools and vassals for rich men behind the scenes. We
are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, our possibilities
and or lives are all the property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes."

United States of America and UK are leading terrorist states. Noam Chomsky interview
HQ - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcDNCkVmXQM
MI5 officer Annie Machon attacks toothless British media
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=b93_1282142706
“U.S. mainstream media isn’t interested in finding the truth”
http://rt.com/usa/news/us-mainstream-media-isn-t-interested-in-finding-the-truth
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Normon Solomon: "You Can't Really Trust the Media" -video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27858.htm
Murdoch The Mogul Who Screwed the News. Video - Dispatches Channel 4
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28714.htm
Why Nobody Trusts the Mainstream Media - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WolO3w2Fr60&feature=player_embedded

The very same sad state of affairs also applies to the media in many other countries.
Such enterprises are more often than not controlled by the very people, who in one way
or another, 'belong' to government. They are therefore hardly likely to seriously criticize
their government. (Let alone accuse it of torture and murder.)
It stands to reason that any researcher investigating allegations as serious as torture and
murder by government agents can quickly get into much trouble. Indeed, it will quickly
become apparent to them that their lives count for very little when compared to high
finance and the comfort of those in power. The callous indifference to suffering of any
kind by some governments can only be described as nauseating.
Some writers, however, are not willing to ignore the torture and murder of dissidents. As
the deaths of many of these journalists in all parts of the world has clearly shown. Yet,
many of  these writers died in vain because a public,  both unaware and ignorant  of
modern torture techniques, failed to grasp what was happening to these brave people or
they simply did not want to know. Indeed, the very mention of psychological torture is
frowned on and discouraged by governments simply because it is used by them as a
form of social engineering and control. That being the case they prefer the knowledge of
such technology and the methods of its use be kept secret from the public.
When casual tourists from overseas visit the cities of Britain and America they see only
the sights before their eyes. They see what governments want them to see and nothing
more. The horrors that both countries subject their outspoken dissidents to on a daily
basis remain hidden below the surface away from prying eyes, least the visitors return
home to reveal the truth of state repression to their own populations.

(12) Dimitri Khalezov 911 video - the most prohibited item on the web -video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_UsC6GvKf0
BRITAINS SECRET DEATH SQUADS
http://ciaandbritainssecretdeathsquads.blogspot.com/
UK. Riots – Big Brother
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfzwmNJmY44&feature=related
Why you should conceal your face at pros - tests and demonstrations
http://www.bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/home/2011/04/why-you-should-conceal-your-face-at-
protests-and-demonstrations.html
'NATO bombed Libya back into Stone Age' - video
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/the-middle-east/nato-bombed-libya-back-into-stone-
age-.html

However, some governments openly use torture to create a climate of fear in the general
population so as to discourage it from providing support to the victims of it, and also to
intimidate potential political activists. To set torture as the price of dissent is to be assured
that only a small minority of people will dare to do so.

Public intimidation
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Sophisticated torture techniques are also quite purposely designed to intimidate the
general  population in attempts to prevent them from supporting any kind of internal
political  dissent.
As reported by Jacobsen and Vesti in their book: "The purpose of torture is solely to
destroy the individual and then use the broken person to spread terror throughout the rest
of the community."
The message is clear - become "one of us", as suggested by Peter Wright, and Margaret
Thatcher,  a  former  fascist  Prime  Minister,  or  suffer  the  consequences.  When
consideration is given to the suggestion that extremists within the police Special Branch
and MI5, the prime organizer of torture in the United Kingdom, were illegally plotting to
overthrow a legally elected Prime Minister. As they did with Harold Wilson. That warning
should  be  taken  seriously.  MI5  and  the  security  establishment  in  general  are  so
extremely right wing, according to Wright (and other sources), they cannot be seen as
anything other than fascists. So much so, as was admitted to by a former intelligence
officer in an interview with the Irish Times; "High officials in British Intelligence, MI5 and
MI6, consider their organizations to be above the law."
In other words, British security can persecute, torture, murder, rig elections, commit
industrial spying on behalf of other fascists or indeed do anything else that they wish –
and they are accountable to no one but the Crown and the Monarchy. They are indeed
above the law. Had the British public known about the widespread repression and torture
in the UK, which has allowed the monarchy to continue through the 'protection' of a
deeply corrupted MI5/MI6, plus a heavily censored and compliant media, the monarchy in
Britain would have been overthrown and abolished many years ago. Heads of state who
use repression and torture to remain in power shouldn't be there, period! They are the
worst  kinds  of  criminals  and they  should  be  in  prison  along with  anyone else  who
supports  their  tyranny.
So much for British 'democracy, free speech and accountability' through the so-called
'elected representatives' of the British people, who, if they really do desire freedom and
true democracy, have no other option but to become political dissidents. As John Pilger
recently suggested in one of his articles, “Stand up and Fight!”

Britain’s Nazi King
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/britain%E2%80%99s-nazi-king

The Fall of The House of Winsor - video
http://www.youtube.com/embed/tqm0L3tBLK0

Are the security services accountable?

The late British Labour MP Robin Cook said: "It does not matter very much whether the
Security Services are answerable to a Minister when that Minister is not answerable to
the house.”
It  gets  even  worse.  It  was  reported  by  the  researchers  Bloch  and  Fitzgerald,  in  a
statement  given  by  a  former  British  Intelligence  officer,  the  man  said:
"From an intelligence point of view, politicians can be manipulated quite easily. Be clear
on one point above all else. The British intelligence world is accountable to nobody - not
the Prime Minister, not Parliament and not the courts. An intelligence department decides
what information politicians should be given, and they're rarely, if ever, given the full
facts."
Now we know why the British intelligence services can get away with torture, murder, or
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any other crime that they may wish to inflict  on the population. Indeed, they can do
anything they wish to do and there is nobody but the Crown who can stop them from
doing so, because they are indeed a law unto themselves. So, is it the British government
and our so-called 'representatives' who run Britain, or is it the hidden elites and their
'security services' ?

The Danger of ‘Corporate Governments’

For whatever reason, some people believe that ‘corporate’ governments are good for a
country. They appear to think that if ‘big business’ and government is the same thing then
everyone in the country will prosper under such an arrangement. The reality of living
under  such governments  is,  however,  very  different  to  what  these people  imagine.
Businesses  of  all  kinds  are  used mainly  to  benefit  their  owners  and investors,  not
everybody. Big business’s regards everyone outside of those businesses as being simply
employees or consumers. They aren’t interested in anyone’s welfare other than their
own. They are there to make a profit, the maximum profit for the owners or shareholders
of their business. Which does of course mean that they will cut overheads to the bone
and situate  their  business in  whatever  country  allows them to  do that  to  their  best
advantage? International corporations couldn’t care less about their country of origin.
They aren’t ‘patriots’ in any sense of the word. They care only about money and profits,
not people, no matter whom, or where they are.

When governments are mainly comprised of corporate insiders, they can do almost
anything they want to do without hindrance of any kind. If any corporation desires to close
down their business in their own country and move it to another where wages are far
lower then that is exactly what they will do? They aren’t paternalistic. If that means putting
hundreds, thousands or even millions of people in their own country out of work they
couldn’t care less. Corporations are out to pay the lowest wages possible. Whether or not
the people in Britain or the United States could live properly on such a low wage means
nothing to the multinationals, yet when their product is made in another country and then
imported back into their own they still expect their previous employees and other people
to buy it. Should they not do so, they can always give themselves a few perks, like tax
breaks and ‘bail outs’ that compensate themselves for their incompetence and lack of
foresight. In fact, being the government, corporations can under various pretexts give
themselves pretty much anything that they wish to. They don’t really have to account for
anything, because being a ‘corporate government’ they can simply ‘classify’ and make
secret anything that might in any way embarrass them. Even worse, they can – and
indeed do, make the taxpayer responsible for their ‘business mistakes’ so that taxpayers
end up paying for them, no matter what the cost. Which we are now discovering runs into
many billions of pounds and dollars every single year!

When corporations own government’s they indulge themselves in all kinds of scams,
legal or not. Like huge no-bid multimillion dollar contracts to huge companies they have a
personal interest in. They do whatever they like and make laws to suit themselves, then
they have their  government  bully-boy's,  such as the police,  armed forces and their
‘intelligence services’ enforce whatever scam they have devised, which will make them
even more money. Should any of these scams involve a huge loss of life, as it has in
many instances, they are glossed over by the pretext of it being ‘in the national interest’
or that old favorite ‘national security’ or indeed anything else that suits their purpose. To
get away with these various scams and devious deceptions these ‘government insiders’
bond together in various clubs and associations where behind closed doors they can
organize their future plans uninterrupted by anyone but their own kind.
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'World fears US as a war-hungry drunk' - ex-Senator - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29795.htm

As Paul Craig Roberts comented in one of his articles:
“Increasingly, the rest of the world views America as the single source of its financial and
political woes. While the superpower massacres Muslims in the Middle East and Central
Asia,  people  in  the  rest  of  the  world  have  learned  from  WikiLeaks  that  the  U.S.
government manipulates, bribes, threatens, and deceives many other governments in
order to have those governments serve the U.S. government’s interest at the expense of
the interests of their own peoples.”

(13) Former CIA Agent Spills All -video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=US&v=mkV8IX-7qHA
And this is how they consistently get away with it:
The fourth method of news suppression
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/1001.html
American Corporatocracy
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24481.htm

Oil, armaments and banking used to finance these government scams have all featured
prominently over the years. The huge profits that are brought in to those involved in these
‘business’ undertakings are hard to resist. The prices of these commodities can be set at
whatever level those concerned wish them to be. So, any ‘profits’ made can be shared by
the insiders involved both in and out of government. As these businesses are in reality a
part of ‘government’ all and any costs of providing them can again simply be passed
along to the taxpayer to pay for. That is why our governments just love starting wars. Any
war, just so long as it needs plenty of armaments, oil and other commodities to keep it
running along smoothly for as long as possible. Forget about all the lives lost, on any side
of a war, they don’t count so far as corporate governments are concerned. The dead
bodies resulting from wars are simply used for propaganda purposes in any way that
‘justifies’ the war having been started in the first place.

When populations ask their government for money to improve education facilities, build or
repair hospitals, bridges, or roads etc, politicians throw up their hands in despair saying
that no money, or not enough is available, but when it comes to wars hundreds of billions
of pounds and dollars suddenly appear out of thin air as though by magic - as the money
is spent seemingly without end on armaments, and costly new weapons, without any
thought of where it is all coming from, and who in the end is going to foot the bill, because
the government knows that you are – the taxpayer, each and every time. They have you
by the throat because they are the ‘government’ and you are going to do anything they
tell you to without question or any choice in the matter, because the government is ‘their
business’.

Almost  immediately  after  9/11  and  7/7  attacks  in  America  and  London,  many
investigators began to doubt the 'official government versions' detailing the attacks. Since
that time many witnesses and experts have proved without a doubt that both attacks
were in fact 'inside jobs' in that the 'security services' of both countries did at the very
least know that the attacks were going to take place, and that in all  probability they
carried out those attacks themselves. The motive being that these so-called 'terrorist
attacks' could be used as a pretext to instil fear and so totally control their populations
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and countries, turning them into fascist police states, which they now have. After which
under the phony 'war on terror' their governments could attack other countries to control
and steal their oil and other resources. They could also make many billions of dollars
through worldwide arms sales, again under the pretext of the war on terror.

The enclosed videos and articles on the 9/11attack are the final nails in the coffin of the
'Official Government Report' of the tragedy.

The third truth about eleventh of September
http://southeastasianews.org/dimitri_article_nexus_2010.html

That  people  in  general  actually  believe  what  politicians  tell  them  is  of  constant
amazement to me. They actually do believe that their government is going to act in the
best interests of everybody. Even when government ‘leaders’ tell lie after lie almost on a
daily basis most of these people still continue to trust them for some strange reason.
However, when some of them don’t - and then start to inquire more deeply into what their
governments are doing,  they soon do come to doubt  much of  which government is
supposed to be doing - but obviously isn’t, so they then graduate into being ‘troublesome’
to  their  government.  A  recent  example  is  an  accountant  in  the  United  States  that
discovered a  scam in  the government’s  book keeping.  He found that  almost  every
taxpayer in the country was paying 45% more tax than they needed to. Other researchers
have discovered many other huge state frauds over the years. But on orders from the
government,  most  of  these scams have been quickly  covered up by their  so-called
‘intelligence agencies’  through using whatever means they found necessary,  which
includes the smearing and persecution of whistle-blowers, harassment, stalking, torture
and even murder, which is the whole point of this report. Politics is indeed a very dirty
business, and any government dominated by huge corporations, is the dirtiest business
of all. If the government of George W. Bush hasn’t proven that fact to you, nothing else
will.

(14)  Vatican:  Owner  of  world's  biggest  banks and top companies [Catholic  Church
Exposed]
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYseI73FjQM
Catherine Austin Fitts exposes the "tapeworm economy" – Must see video!
http://www.realecontv.com/videos/post-collapse/re-wiring-the-financial-system.html
Where all the money goes: Two sets of books (video).
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/512.html
Systemic Wall Street fraud
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/824.html
Michael Lewis: Wall Street Collapse A Story Of 'Mass Delusion' (VIDEO)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/03/14/michael-lewis-wall-street_n_498690.html
A few trillion here, a trillion few there. The bailout, the frauds,and the war on terror.
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/531.html
The Police State Road Map
www.policestateplanning.com

Here is a comment by the writer Ed Lewis.
Live in Shame or Freedom - you choose the path. By Ed Lewis

“I  as an American patriot  am concerned by what  appears to  be an extremely short
attention span of the American people. The concern is derived mainly from even the
informed seeming to have forgotten certain events of recent history. The uninformed on
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with their lives never knowing the extent of corruption in government even though it steals
from them 50 percent of their earnings annually - but the informed should not fall into the
same abyss.
The FBI made a statement that there was not one shred of evidence that Al Qaeda was
involved in the September 11 attacks on WTC. But, instead of evidence mounting and
being conveyed on to the American pubic, even some Internet publications speak of Al
Qaeda's involvement but not of the lack of evidence.
The attacks by the US Government in other countries are not backed by a declaration of
war against the countries, or even a Letter of Reprisal, the only two lawful means of
attacking another country. The world does not say this - the US Constitution does.
Without a declaration of war, there should be no American military in other countries
killing innocent people and being killed.
And, yet, opposition to the US Government and its military and organizations, such as the
CIA, seems to have gone by the wayside. The military, CIA, NSA, DEA, FBI, and who
knows what other black ops of the US Government, are still operating in other countries
as terrorists. Yes, terrorists since the same actions committed by Middle Eastern groups -
or American citizens against the government -  would be labeled terroristic,  with the
current warmongering administration demanding the innocent people in other countries
be bombed back to the Stone Age. This, or course, doesn’t include Israel, which has
become one of worst terrorist states in the world.

THERE IS NO WAR AGAINST TERRORISM. In fact, the pseudo war against terrorism is
being used to inflict terrorism not only on the people of other nations but also on the
American and British people. For a while, it seemed that this was going to remain in the
forefront.
Anyway, it is no wonder that in the past 5 decades, America has rapidly devolved into a
country paralleling Nazi Germany, Mao's China and Stalin's Russia. With people who
cannot keep in mind the atrocious acts against liberty by their governments, it  is no
wonder that the American people have so few freedoms left.
When the people believe the lies put out by the Bushes, Ashcroft, judges, attorneys,
Rumsfeld, Zionist leaders, and members of the many legislators of governments, and
then support these treasonous people and organizations, we should no longer wonder
why court rulings such as the one by the 9th Circuit court are made.
They make them because they know they can. They know that the majority of American
people are a bunch of couch potato’s who will not go to any trouble whatsoever to re-
instate the freedoms of man by going against government’s intent on removing them.
Damn it all, People, why can you not see what is occurring? Why do you not take action
instead  of  sitting  back  on  your  laurels  believing  that  the  swine  in  government  are
protecting freedom and you? Why do you leave it up to a few people who understand and
who are willing to take action for the good of all to become the targets of governments
completely out of control?"

Today  many other  governments  also  use  untrue  claims of  'communist  infiltration  -
terrorism’  or  both  to  smear  their  political  opponents  and  to  scare  the  public  into
supporting  internal  repression.
I give details of the above writer simply because the mainstream American press usually
won't. Like the British press, it appears to have been reduced to printing government
handouts and propaganda rather than allowing the full voice of internal dissent to be
heard.

Monarchies and torture
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Torture was used against heretics in Europe as far back as the 12th century and it has
used by British monarchies against political dissidents ever since. The practice of torture
was supposed to have been outlawed in the 19th century but like many other ‘human
rights laws’ this too was ignored, with torture and other vile forms of repression being
continually  used by  the  British  establishment  against  anyone who in  any  way was
considered to be a threat to its royal institutions. This has been well documented by
Simon Schama in his brilliant Internet documentary 'A History of Britain', and also by
Ruxandra Cesereanu in her excellent report 'An Overview of Political Torture in The
Twentieth Century'.

The British Monarchy Has Its Roots in Nazism
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/may2007/090507monarchy.htm
Elizabeth II's Achilles' Heel
http://www.henrymakow.com/queen_elizabeth_bloodline.html
All the Queen’s forces and all the Queen’s men
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/biggestsecret/biggestsecretbook/biggestsecret18.htm
What is the British Crown?
http://www.lifeinthemix2.co.uk/the_house_of_windsor.html
Abolish the Monarchy
http://www.abolishthemonarchy.co.uk/
Jordan Maxwell - Queen of England Exposed 4/4 - video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5567904676216660825&q=illuminat
Craig Murray ex-British ambassador on Karimov's Dictatorship - video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7693222691527229959#
UK CRUSADER CHALLENGES ELITE TYRANNY - video
http://www.intmensorg.info/hermajesty.htm
A State Crime Against Democracy - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25365.htm
Spies, Lies and Whistleblowers. MI5 and the David Shayler Affair - video
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/Spies_Lies_and_Whistleblowers.html
Designed to fail: Systemic flaws in electronic voting machines - video
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/66.html
(15) John Loftus America's Nazi Secret - FULL LENGTH - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KG8-LIefwhI

The  vast  power  held  by  monarchies  and  their  secret  security  services,  plus  other
insidious institutions, allows them to commit vast crimes against their populations whilst
their puppet governments deny any such activities. The British monarchy in particular is
very adept at denying any such involvement. Their denials are backed up by the state
controlled  media  owned  by  corporations,  many  of  which  are  supported  by  royal
‘investments’  running into the many billions of  British pounds.  Indeed,  according to
researcher Louren Moret, the present British queen is the richest woman in the world
worth at least 35 TRILLION us dollars, yet the British taxpayer still has to contribute at
least 200 million pounds annually to fund the lavish lifestyle of this despot. As in the
United States the British media is little more than a propaganda outlet that is used to fool
the population into believing they live in a free and democratic country. Views to the
contrary are studiously ignored or covered up by Official Secrets Acts, as are the pleas of
the  many  thousands  of  British  victims  who are  denigrated,  constantly  abused and
tortured  by  the  security  services  whose  main  task  is  to  ensure  that  the  monarchy
continues no matter what the cost. If the bodies of torture victims were all strung out on
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the iron railings surrounding Buckingham Palace the naive British public might finally
have their eyes opened as to the true cost of their monarchy.

The ‘law’ is whatever the government says it is, so ‘going to the law’ is no option at all for
British torture victims. Indeed, the law will be used against them at every opportunity.
Victims will be classified in any way the security services desire, they may well be treated
as ‘terrorists’ and interned in ‘mental hospitals’ where they will be ‘drugged’ with any kind
of drug the security services order to be used by their tame psychologists and other
‘doctors’. Should those measures fail to bring the dissident ‘into line’ then even more fatal
measures will be used against them.

The modern British police state will stop at nothing to protect its royal masters. It has by
far surpassed anything that even George Orwell might have dreamed up. It is a total
affront to any kind of decency or humanity. Indeed, it is a blot on the face of the entire
civilized world. Along with the United States I must add, which is now rated 6th in the
worlds electronic police states. (Britain is rated at being the 5th).
The political parties, which once stood up for human rights and common decency in
Britain, no longer exist. They were infiltrated by the secret police and taken over by their
fascist stooges, one of who was Tony Blair,  according to an ex-MI5 agent. That the
British  people  fought  two world  wars  against  fascism seems to  have been entirely
forgotten by them, as has the word itself as British newspapers quite apparently rarely
use  it  even  when  referring  to  brazen  fascist  acts  of  war  and  terror  committed  by
politicians  and  the  troops  under  their  command.  That  the  last  six  puppet  British
governments have allowed MI5, MI6 and their secret police to torture and terrorize British
subjects inside and outside their own country is considered to be just another ‘state
secret’ and therefore unmentionable, let alone allowed to be exposed in Britain’s so-
called newspapers, which at best are now outlets for little more than state propaganda
and drivel.

The Murdoch Exposure

According to British journalist, Nick Davies, only 4 members of parliament out of 630 had
the courage to stand up and speak out against Rupert Murdoch's rotten and corrupt
press. So much for the spineless syncopates who are supposed to be protecting the
rights of the British people. However, now that Murdoch, along with other despicable
journalists and the slime covered police have been exposed for what they are, perhaps
more  truthful  journalists  like  Davies  will  continue  the  exposure  of  their  corrupted
governments and further expose the outright corruption of Britain's fascist secret police
and MI5,  who together  are responsible for  the mass torture and murder  of  political
dissidents in their country? If and when that does happen, as it eventually will at some
point in time, the Murdoch scandal will be completely overshadowed in every aspect and
the ignorant British public will get get the shock of their entire lives!

Murdoch. This scandal has exposed the scale of UK elite corruption
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2011/jul/20/scandal-exposed-scale-elite-
corruption
What Are We Capable Of? Message from Anonymous
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/activism/what-are-we-capable-of-1.html
COMPILACION DE TESTIMONIOS EN ESPAÑOL:- http://rudy2.wordpress.com/
Fears of something rotten in Scotland Yard
http://rt.com/news/yard-police-secretary-doherty/
Uncle Sam’s and John Bull’s Crimes Dwarf Murdoch’s Eavesdropping
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http:/ording/www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28636.htm
The Fall of The House of Winsor – video
http://www.youtube.com/embed/tqm0L3tBLK0
1200 + VICTIMS’ CASE SUMMARIES – ASSAULT, TORTURE AND MUTILATION by
SATELLITE AND BRAIN WEAPONS - see
http://www.mydrive.ch USERNAME: johnfinch PASSWORD: TORTURECASES
or http://www.4shared.com/dir/21674443/75538860/sharing.html

The NEW WORLD ORDER in action. What human rights researchers have known for
many years has finally been openly acknowledged. The United States is now a corporate
fascist dominated police state. In a recent landmark 5-4 decision, the U.S. Supreme
Court's  'conservative'  bloc has stated that  corporations have the same right  to free
speech as individuals, and for that reason the government cannot stop corporations from
using money to put their  favored candidates in office. So bribing politicians through
political lobbying is no longer necessary. Corporations can simply buy any politician they
want to quite openly, and afterward have them carry out any agenda they wish, which
means that from now on the owners of just a few huge corporations – less than 1% of the
entire population, will in effect own the American congress outright, implementing any law
they desire through their bought politicians, irrespective of what the general public might
want or need. The pretense that ordinary citizens have anything to do with how their
country is really managed can finally be dropped, they don't. They will have no option
other that to do whatever they are ordered to do by bought corporate puppets - or leave
the country. Americans in general appear not to have grasped the above facts. They still
line up at voting booths with the absurd idea that their vote is somehow going to 'make a
difference'  when  in  fact  it  will  make  no  difference  whatsoever  as  to  what  'their
government'  is  going  to  do?
Indeed, their  phony 'democracies'  might soon be outed by the complete removal  of
elections in Britain and America, for when all is said and done, of what use are they? We
all know that their elections are rigged in favor of 'special interests' and today they are
little more than absurd rituals. Corporate elites have finally achieved their objectives of
total fascist control over the American and British governments so why on earth would
they need to keep having elections, other than to maintain a farcical pretense?
These vast corporate interests have private mercenary armies to protect them whilst they
have passed laws, and various Official Secrets Acts, that can criminalize the rest of us at
the drop of a hat, simply for telling the truth. Even criticizing their extreme fascist acts
against humanity can result in charges of 'terrorism' being brought against writers or
anyone else who dares to speak out against government tyranny. Indeed under a bogus
claim of  'protecting democracy'  anyone who is  opposed to  government-  sponsored
criminal acts can be classified as being "enemies of the state." Indeed, the truth is that
corporate fascists consider true democracy to be nothing less than communism, so for
them to pretend they are 'defending democracy' is nothing more than an outright blatant
lie.
When and if the North American Union comes into play, the present situation will get
much worse. As with the European Union, the rights of ordinary people, or what is left of
them, could well be lost forever. In effect the people of Canada, America and Mexico may
become micro chipped slaves with their every movement being tracked twenty-four hours
a day. Since the second world war the United States, with British help, has overthrown
more than fifty democracies all over the world and replaced them with vicious police-state
dictatorships that have tortured and murdered millions of men, women and children, and
they are still doing so.
Had  the  American  and  British  populations,  among  many  others,  not  been  lied  to,
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deceived and manipulated by their puppet politicians and their state media, as they still
are, most of the above gross human rights crimes would not have happened. The above
war crimes do not include at least 1300 Palestinians killed and the many thousands of
severely  wounded  in  Gaza  by  the  criminal  Israeli  forces.  Nor  do  they  include  the
1.366.350 Iraqis slaughtered and the 4 million more who have fled their country so far
during its occupation by the Americans and their foreign supporters. Indeed, the the
fascist governments of the United States, Great Britain and any country that supports
them have now become a direct threat to true democracy and freedom anywhere in the
world.

PT1 Satellite Terrorism in America - Dr.John Hall - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb1wvNguz2U&NR=1
Soldiers on Sale... Who’s In Charge of These Hired Killers?
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25043.htm
Press for Truth interviews ex MI5 intelligence officer Annie Machon – video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=--pnogBeV2Y#at=635
An Overview of Political Torture in the Twentieth Century
http://www.metabasis.it/2/frammenti/ricercaCesereanu.pdf
(16) Dr. Nick Begich: Electronic, Psychotronic Mind Control 1/4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JItAaKedjhw

Eva Golinger, winner of the International Award for Journalism in Mexico (2009), stated in
her article 'War on the Horizon in Latin America' “Latin America has suffered constant
aggressions executed by Washington and London during the past two hundred years.
Strategies and tactics of covert and overt warfare have been applied against different
nations in the region, ranging from coup d’etats, assassinations, disappearances, torture,
brutal dictatorships, atrocities, political persecution, economic sabotage, psychological
operations,  media  warfare,  biological  warfare,  subversion,  counterinsurgency,
paramilitary infiltration, diplomatic terrorism, blockades, electoral intervention to military
invasions. Regardless of who’s in the White House or Downing Street – democrat or
republican – when it comes to Latin America, the Empire’s policies remain the same.”
Indeed. The new brave leaders of  Brazil,  Venezuela,  Ecuador and Bolivia – among
others, have done more for their populations than any other so-called leaders ever did,
yet they are constantly denigrated by Britain and the United States who have never
stopped trying to overthrow them.
When you allow The United States or Britain to interfere in the management of your
country real freedom of any kind is quickly extinguished. Don't simply take my word on
this, do your own research. The evidence of British and American torture and aggression
worldwide is all over the Internet. You won't find it in the mainstream 'newspapers' they
are all owned and controlled by corporate fascists and their security services. The very
last thing they want is for you to read the truth about their vast criminal activities. Nor do
they want you to know that the the United States has always been and still is a British
Crown colony. So all  the boasting by Americas about being a free and independent
nation is is pure rubbish. The United States it  is just another corporation that is still
controlled by the British Empire. That is why the British state has the power to veto any
act passed by the American Congress.

In trying to expose the vast cover-up of UFO's and the technology that is associated with
the subject, Dr. Stephen M. Greer has himself often run into a wall of official silence and
deception brought about by the same elite forces mentioned above. He states: “To be
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specific, this secret group has usurped power and rights not legally granted to it. It is
extra-constitutional, both in the US, the UK and other countries around the world. It is,
therefore, a criminal enterprise and a conspiracy of the first order. Additionally, it has
committed crimes which include assassinations, murder, kidnapping, theft of technology
and so forth.”

References:

The Hidden Empire
http://jubilee2012.50webs.com/the_hidden_empire.htm
Ring of Power
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/ring-of-power/
Fighting the Subversion of Our People's Sovereignty
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24858.htm
War on the Horizon in Latin America
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24978.htm
Why America Should Apologize
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24969.htm
Decoding The Language Of Social Control
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24966.htm
Friendly Dictators
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Dictators/Friendly_Dictators.html
The danse macabre of US-style democracy
http://www.newstatesman.com/north-america/2008/01/pilger-presidential-webb
A Timeline of CIA Atrocities
http://www.huppi.com/kangaroo/CIAtimeline.html
A Brief History of U.S. Interventions: 1945 to the Present
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Blum/US_Interventions_WBlumZ.html
North American Union, RFID, CFR & Amero EXPOSED
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TH9VwxIPD6k&feature=related
Police sabotage North American Union protestors
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6aMBAU86MA
SPREAD THE WORD this is a must see, about the CFR
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxMayaeHd6I
This Corruption in Washington is Smothering America's Future
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24533.htm
D e m o c r a c y  i n  A m e r i c a  I s  a  U s e f u l  F i c t i o n
h t t p : / / w w w . i n f o r m a t i o n c l e a r i n g h o u s e . i n f o / a r t i c l e 2 4 4 9 1 . h t m
America, Inc. Is Here. Get With The Program!
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24587.htm
Designed to fail: Systemic flaws in electronic voting machines
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/66.html
Constitution in Flames
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24473.htm
American Corporatocracy
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24481.htm

Writers and Dirty Tricks

No writer  should be misled into thinking that  because they are writing the truth the
security services will leave them alone. Indeed, it is because they are writing the truth that
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writers  and  researchers  may  be  placed  in  great  danger.  Writers  who  simply  copy
government 'official' press hand-out's are considered by the powerful to be 'good boys'
who don't cause any 'trouble' whereas the rest of us are regarded as being nothing but
trouble. Whatever, some of the aforementioned 'good boys', according to Seumas Milne,
may even work for the security services. Indeed, in his book The Enemy Within, Milne
states that:
"Three out of four labor correspondents on the British national press are probable MI5
agents."
Whatever, if the security forces, police Special Branch, MI5, SIS, SAS, the American
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the National Security Agency (NSA), all of whom
operate within Britain, do decide to target the truthful writer and researcher, rarely will
they do so openly. It is not their style. According to the evidence presented by many of
the  writers  already  mentioned,  plus  my  own  personal  experience  in  Britain  and
elsewhere, 'security' may well use measures that fall well below the standards expected
in any 'form' of democracy, let alone a true one. And there will be no point in dissidents
appealing to the 'fair play' of the press. British fair play is unfortunately just another myth,
as its state press does in almost every respect simply play along with whatever 'the
establishment' and its security services require of it. Corporations, the very organizations
that  have through various insidious means become our  governments,  and who are
responsible for torture in the first place, own the mainstream press in Britain and the
United States.
The role of the British media has quite apparently become one of fooling the population
into believing whatever the government and its security services want it to believe. And
that media will willingly play along with any false allegations the security services makes
against dissident writers no matter who they are.
Circulating false smears and denigrating political dissidents in the worst possible way has
become an essential part of MI5's actions against those who dare tell the truth about the
British governments unlawful and disgraceful actions, both at home and abroad. Indeed
there is nothing at all that MI5 will not do to ruin the careers and lives of anyone who
disputes their version of events on almost any subject. People who find themselves being
smeared and denigrated by the security services are in most cases unable to dispute the
allegations being made against them, no matter how blatantly false those smears may
be.
So once again the public gets only one side of the story, and the untrue smears against a
dissidents character and reputation are often believed. When Craig Murray, ex-British
ambassador insisted on telling the truth about the British governments involvement in
accepting evidence that was obtained through the worst kinds of torture, even he was
subjected to false smears and character assassination techniques that quickly ended his
long and distinguished career in the foreign office.
I have had all kinds of false allegations made against me because of my human rights
activities and this Torture Report, yet not one single British newspaper has ever offered
me the opportunity  to defend myself  against  these vile smears,  nor have they ever
printed one word about the repression and torture taking place inside Britain. Not one!
And this situation has now been going on for over thirty years. When I was finally given
the chance to appear on an American nationwide television network to talk about torture,
and the British involvement in it, just as I began to speak to the interviewer all seven
phone lines  in  the  TV studio  were  immediately  cut  off,  and the program had to  be
canceled! Yet as the interviewer went on with another 'stand in' program all the studio
phones were suddenly activated again?

Susan Lindauer, ex-us secret agent, found herself in the same situation as myself when
she tried to expose warmongering mass murderers in the US government, who were
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deeply involved in the world trade center bombings on 9/11. The phones in the TV studio,
where she was about to speak out, were also cut off. Ms. Lindauer had intended to state
that mini-nuke devices were used to bring down the Twin Towers in New York, turning
them into dust as they did so. Information that is fully backed up in her new book. Listen
to the show below for further details.

US secret agent states that mini-nukes brought down twin towers on 9/11.
Susan Lindauer Imprisoned for One Year Through the Patriot Act. Author of "Extreme
Prejudice" on Rense Radio
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/911/susan-lindauer-imprisoned-forone-
year-through-the-patriot-act.html
9 1 1  E x p e r t s  S p e a k  O u t  -  V i d e o
h t t p : / / w w w . i n f o r m a t i o n c l e a r i n g h o u s e . i n f o / a r t i c l e 2 9 0 8 8 . h t m

Dr. Judy Wood has also claimed that some kind of high-tech weapon was used on 9/11
as she asked; “Where did the Twin Towers go?” As she explained in her book, there
should have been huge piles of rubble from the two large buildings, when in fact there
was very little rubble indeed. Only the use of an advanced weapon could account for all
of  the  missing  rubble  that  was  turned  into  dust.  A  fact  that  points  directly  to  US
governments  total  involvement  in  the  atrocity.  Research  her  Web  site  below:

Where did the Twin Towers go?
http://www.drjudywood.com
9/11: A Conspiracy Theory
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yuC_4mGTs98
"War promises" full lenghth documentary
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mAQVQtLSK8&feature=player_embedded#!

Here is another clever documentary that demonstrates how images of  aircraft  were
inserted into the newsreel documentaries and still images of the burning Twin Tower
buildings before they were shown to the public.

1/2 Breaking NEW DEVELOPMENTS - 9/11 3D Analysis of the Twin Towers (Media
Manipulation?)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R41kiEq0sBw&feature=related
Israel did 9/11 - All the Proof in the World - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUbTe50UUgM&NR=1
Wikileaks interview - RTTV, 6th December 2010 - video
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/wikileaks-interview-rttv-6th-december-
2010.html
Talking about totalitarianism at ETH-0, January 2010 - video
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/talking-about-totalitarianism-at-eth0-
january-2010.html
RTTV interview on the royal wedding and arrest of UK activists – video
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/rttv-interview-on-the-royal-wedding-and-
arrest-of-uk-activists.html
Spies, Lies and Whistleblowers. MI5 and the David Shayler Affair - video
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/Spies_Lies_and_Whistleblowers.html
(16) Dr. Nick Begich: Electronic, Psychotronic Mind Control 1/4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JItAaKedjhw
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Vicious security actions against people who dare to expose corruption in governments
are not  unusual  at  all.  People like Tony Blair,  Jack Straw, David Cameron,  William
Hague, and many other politicians can obviously tell blatant lies on a daily basis and get
away with it, but the moment anyone steps up to refute those lies they are silenced by all
and any means possible. Yet these puppet politicians dare to tell the British people that
they live in a democracy and have free speech?
The few people who are in a position to bypass government censorship to a large extent
are in show business. The most famous of them travel all over the world and are capable
of being seen and heard by millions if not billions of people, yet most of of them have in
one way or another been silenced by bribes - either by being given lucrative business
contracts or 'royal honors' that all but guarantee their support and silence on any subject
that may expose the British police state to the entire world. Now however, many brave
singers and playwrights are again banding together in a broad sense to use their art to
expose government corruption and help prevent torture, as they did during their crusade
against apartheid in South Africa.

Craig Murray ex-British ambassador on Karimov's Dictatorship - video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7693222691527229959#
Systemic Wall Street fraud - video
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/824.html
Michael Lewis: Wall Street Collapse A Story Of 'Mass Delusion' (VIDEO)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/03/14/michael-lewis-wall-street_n_498690.html
THIS IS ANONYMOUS! - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP9q61Fjlqo&feature=related

Freedom of thought

Freedom of thought means that an individual can see, read and question whatever he or
she wishes, which may mean that an individual holds an opposing view to that taken by
the government. In other words, an individual may wish to examine both sides of any
question or issue before making a decision. Without freedom of thought, an individual can
examine one side of the question only. Which is usually the side favored by government.
The  United  Kingdom with  it's  notorious  'Official  Secrets  Acts'  will  not  freely  allow
publication  of  much  information  which  disputes  it's  own  'official'  viewpoint.

Freedom of inquiry

Again, there is the problem of censorship. Much information that would allow a citizen to
gain  a  true insight  into  exactly  what  their  government  is  doing is  considered to  be
'classified information' which means that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, for the
citizen to check exactly what their government is doing.

Freedom of expression

Without freedom of expression, (which means access to a free media, and so on) an
individual is not allowed to openly criticize the government when it  mismanages the
country, which again means that the citizen has virtually no control over government.
Put simply, true democracy means that the people who elected a government to manage
the country on their  behalf,  control  that  government.  As true representatives of  the
people,  a government must  be responsive to the will  of  all  the people,
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No government owns any country. A government is there simply in order to manage the
country on behalf of the citizens who elected it. Anything less is a police state.
There is what might be termed 'benevolent' police states. Probably the best known of
those is Singapore. However, that does not change the fact that such countries are police
states, and being so means that they can, if they so wish, repress the people at any time.
And unfortunately, in almost all cases the dictators of these countries do indeed suppress
their populations.
True democracy will prevent a government from abusing both its power and its people. A
police state may, and usually does, abuse both. Some governments such as Turkey,
Iran,  Iraq  the  United  Kingdom  and  the  United  States  amongst  many  others  use
censorship, repression and torture not only to prevent true democracy but also to reduce
the citizen's awareness that their country is a police state.
It is believed that most people would automatically know whether or not their country was
a police state. However, that is not an easy judgment to make when misinformation,
disinformation and censorship are widespread within a country, particularly so when that
country's media also connives in the censorship of citizens. For instance, only a very few
people in Britain appear to realize that they have a 'secret police'. Yet that is exactly what
the police Special Branch is. And it vastly abuses its powers just as all other secret police
forces do everywhere else.
Almost from birth, entire populations are brought up to believe that they live in 'free
societies.' They are told so by 'the media' and by their politicians. The feeling of 'being
free' then eventually becomes just another conditioned reflex. No more than another
psychological 'trigger' that convinces them that they are free.
People obviously prefer to believe that they live in a free and a democratic society. Such
feelings make them feel both happy and comfortable within their environment. People are
then further 'conditioned' to believe almost anything 'the government' declares to be 'true'
is true.
However, should their politicians grossly mismanage the country people may then quite
rightly begin to disbelieve and question their government? It is this 'questioning' that really
determines what kind of a government is in power.

Open government?

It  is the attitude and the response of government, which informs the populace as to
exactly what kind of country they really live in. For instance, if a government acts both
aggressively  and  repressively  in  response to  any  criticism of  its  conduct  then  any
individual can be forgiven for thinking that the government has something to hide. A
government that is truly 'open' to criticism will be taken as being constructive and fair.
Indeed that government will  have a written constitution that guarantees the full  and
proper 'rights'  of  its citizens.

As Harry Cohn, the late film producer, once jokingly remarked: "A verbal guarantee isn't
worth the paper it's written on!"

Unfortunately, that is exactly what the United Kingdom's version of their so-called 'open
government' is worth. Nothing. Indeed, some open police states have more real freedom
than does the population of Britain.
Whatever, the real problem with any government is finding out whom its politicians are
working for? The general view may of course be that they are working for themselves. In
spite of what they may have promised the electorate before they were elected. (If they
are an elected government?)  But  the crucial  question is  -  taking the poor  voter  for
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granted, whom are the politicians really representing?

Big Business

It  has  been  suggested  before,  but  more  recently,  Kidron  and  Segal  have  also
documented the fact that big business and government are in all reality 'one and the
same thing.' If that is true, then who shall the politicians represent first, the people or big
business? Meaning the multinational corporations.
Many countries in  the world are so poor  that  any large multinational  company who
chooses to 'invest' there is richer than that country's government. It being so means that
the multinational usually pretty well gets much of what it asks for, including the significant
co-operation of the said government. That will usually mean, for the locally hired workers,
no unions, no strikes, long working days, no representation of any kind and very low
wages. The company, however, will in most cases, get free or very cheap land to build
on, plus some terrific tax concessions. The negotiations that bring this about are usually
conducted at the highest government level.
The question then,  of  who will  be  best  represented by a  politician working for  that
government,  the company or  the local  worker,  is  an important  one.
"Standing up for trade union rights remains a very dangerous occupation",  said the
Brussels  based  International  Confederation  of  Free  Trade  Unions.  Indeed,  an
international  survey on the victimization and repression of  workers representatives
throughout the world has recorded that there were at least 92 murders and over 2.300
arrests of those representatives in at least 90 countries in 1993 alone. The first Annual
Survey of Violations of Trade Union Rights to be published by the year-old International
Trade Union Confederation documents enormous challenges to workers' rights around
the world. The 2007 edition of the survey, covering 138 countries, shows an alarming rise
in the number of people killed as a result of their trade union activities, from 115 in 2005
to  144  in  2006.  Many  more  trade  unionists  around  the  world  were  abducted  or
"disappeared."  In  Columbia  during  2007  at  least  72  leaders  of  labor  unions  were
murdered bringing the total amount of killings since 1991 up to 2300. Indeed, Colombian
paramilitary forces have recently admitted to 150.000 murders of political dissidents in
their country. http://axisoflogic.com/artman/publish/Article_58654.shtml

Of course, it comes as no surprise to human rights researchers that the main supporters
of the Colombian terror regime are the United States and Britain.
This writer has not been able to find a single instance of 'mistreatment' towards anyone
representing big business corporations. Government security forces quite obviously place
these people in an entirely different category.
In its struggle to gain full union rights for its members at Britain's GCHQ (Rights removed
by a so-called 'conservative' government headed by Margaret Thatcher) the International
Labor  Organization  (ILO)  threatened  to  name  Britain  under  a  procedure  normally
reserved  for  military  dictatorships.
Many previous and current politicians in the United States, Japan, Germany and Britain
did - and still do, work for the largest multinational companies in the world. The salaries of
these politicians may only be a tiny fraction of what they might earn privately in business.
So the question has to be asked, why do they do it?
They could of course be interested in representing the millions of poor people, or it could
be to ensure that the multinational companies remain a powerful world force, which
afterward reward those politicians for their co-operation?
One company belonging to an organization called 'The Bohemian Club' had business
contracts worth over 13 billion dollars in one year alone. Poor farm workers struggling to
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better their working conditions can hardly compete with such vast resources as those.
The groups of people who call themselves 'The Bohemian Club' represent very powerful
business interests indeed. This 'club' is comprised of some of the most powerful people in
the entire world. Some of its members are ex-Presidents of the United States. Others are
members  of  Congress  and the  Central  Intelligence Agency.  Many other  prominent
members come from huge multinational corporations. These people, in many respects,
almost run the entire world. They control at least 42% of world trade. Indeed, a survey
conducted in 1992 showed that 76% of the US voting public believed that just a few big
business interests ran their government. A recent US Gallup Poll went so far as to say
that 27% of the American population would even be prepared to take up arms against
their own government (in defense of true democracy) if it became necessary. Which,
quite apparently, it now is.
Krawczyk believes that the opening moves of such a revolution may already have been
played. He asks: "Is the American national security establishment already at war with its
own citizens (and those of other civilized nations) in order to coerce them to accept the
formerly unacceptable by means of 'the manipulation of images, beliefs, attitudes, and
perceptions that is psychological warfare?"
There seems to be little doubt amongst researchers that the answer is yes.
So, it does appear that 'big business' and government in some countries is indeed the
same thing. Is that, however, a bad thing?
Many politicians throughout the world may say that what is good for business must be
good for  the country.  But  how that  works  out  in  practice  does depend on how any
particular  business  is  conducted  since  there  are  both  good  and  bad  business
organizations.
If a business is well run, its staff taken care of in regard to good wages and benefits and
so on then it could be admitted that it can only be good for the country. If however, a
business  is  harming  people  who  staff  it,  (with  toxic  chemicals,  bad  products,
unsatisfactory working conditions, poor wages and so forth) then perhaps it does not
benefit  that  country.  If  a business is  well  run and properly managed, it  may benefit
everybody. If however, a business organization exploits both bad government and the
people then standards inevitably fall in every direction, which means that business is then
good only for those who control it.
In trying to understand why governments use repression and torture, we must look at
who gains from such abuse. It certainly does not appear to be the population in general.
The ordinary people as such gain nothing, and indeed lose almost everything worth
having when their human and civil  rights are overridden.
Authoritarian governments who impose strict censorship and deny their people the very
basic right of free speech - to say the very least, would find it difficult to claim that doing
so is in anyone's interest other than their  own self-interest.  How then can any such
government really claim to be representing the people when its repression of the people
is so obvious?

Note: In his book 'Operation Mind Control', Bowart states that:
“The cryptocracy (secret government) serves big business and supplies corporations with
industrial intelligence. Such things as political campaign contributions may repay these
favors to candidates sympathetic to the cryptocracy. Both foreign and domestic politicians
have been supported with these 'contributions.”

The Association of National Security Alumni is an organization mainly composed of
former US security employees who openly oppose the use of covert operations against
US citizens who resist corporate control.
They state that such actions are both counterproductive and damaging to the national
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interests  of  the  United  States.  In  1992,  a  sub-group  named  as  The  Electronic
Surveillance Project also published a report detailing Harassment and Mind-Control
Experimentation.  This  report  detailed  how the  US government  had  used  behavior
modifying direct-energy technologies on its own citizens. By 1993, this association had
been contacted by over 200 people (the tip of another iceberg?), all of who alleged that
they had been the victims of government harassment and mind-control experimentation.
A supplement to this report also published in 1993 stated that "While the majority of these
experiments reside in the United States, a number of virtually identical complaints have
also  been  received  from  England,  Germany,  Canada,  Australia  and  many  other
countries.
Multinational corporations, particularly those involved in the development of directed-
energy and surveillance technologies are also believed to be installing these devices in
public establishments, educational centers and on the streets and highways. Much of this
technology  has  already  been  installed  in  the  United  Kingdom.  At  least  five  million
surveillance devices are known to be monitoring the British public. That figure does not
include the many thousands of covert devices planted by the British security services in
businesses, pubs, hotels and even private homes.
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RenseRadio-America's Nazi Secret- John Loftus - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhHgEBdPwkE
(17) Julianne McKinney on Microwave Harassment and Mind Control Experimentation
[youtube=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9IFVPxIfNU]

British Human Rights Organizations

Torture victims within the United Kingdom will  continue to find themselves in a very
perilous state indeed. Contrary to popular belief  there is quite apparently no British
human rights organization to which they can turn for help.
All the British human rights and civil liberties organizations that have been contacted over
many years have been found lacking, if not completely worthless, so far as British victims
of torture are concerned. As have direct group complaints and personal appeals to the
United Nations by many thousands of victims worldwide.
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Amnesty international & Press Self Censorship
http://zerzetzen.wikispaces.com/Amnesty+international+%26+Press+Self+Censorship

British human rights organizations all have long lists of eminent sponsors. The literature
they send out  in response to inquiries invariably gives the impression that  they will
attempt to deal with any form of repression. But that does not apparently include the
United Kingdom itself. Their presence in Britain appears to be solely to collect public
donations and promote the myth of a torture free Britain. It is open to question whether
the sponsors of these so-called human rights organizations are aware of their limitations
and failure to protect British citizens. The shortcomings of these organizations to carry out
their obligations within Britain soon become glaringly obvious to anyone who cares to
research them.
Considering  that  these  organizations  receive  many  millions  of  pounds  annually  in
donations from British subjects they should be the first to be protected from an abusive
government. Charity, after all, should begin at home. However, my own research into
British human rights organizations leads me to an entirely different conclusion from what
might be expected. In response to the many allegations of torture within the UK mainland,
not one of the above organizations offered any kind of direct help whatsoever. Indeed,
British organizations seemingly refuse even to openly acknowledge allegations of torture
within the UK mainland, in spite of the fact that many such allegations have already been
accepted by foreign human rights organizations, even though they have done little to
expose or prevent them.
To repeat what Pierre Sane, the secretary-general of Amnesty International, said in 1993:
"Governments are prepared to go to great lengths to cover up their crimes. They know
that a bloodstained human rights record will damage their international image. So, they
set up phony human rights institutions to cover up crimes. They use sophisticated public
relations techniques, lies behind lies. Governments use death squads and undercover
agents so that they can deny involvement. Everything has become much more subtle
since  Amnesty  International  was  founded.  To  make  people  disappear  you  need
sophisticated security arrangements, and secret departments. Human rights abuses have
not gone away. They have just gone further into the dark."
Brave and true words. In Britain it has become so dark people simply cannot see what is
happening there. In Northern Ireland Amnesty International did report cases of torture
carried out by British security forces. These cases are now well documented. But on
torture today within the British mainland, Amnesty remains strangely silent.  There it
seems that Amnesty has already forgotten the words of Pierre Sane, let alone having
learned anything from them.
I suggest that that the totally inept people now running the British section of Amnesty
International  should  read  the  above  again  -  then  expose  the  deplorable  situation
prevalent in Britain. Otherwise they will not only become totally discredited in the UK they
will also fall under the category of being called phony throughout the rest of the world. If
you are a supporter of Amnesty, think again – you may not be supporting what you may
think you are?
However, Amnesty is not alone in its neglect of psychological torture victims within Britain
and elsewhere. Almost all so-called 'human rights' organizations appear to know little, if
anything at all  – or pretend to, about the hi-tech psychological torture techniques as
practiced on British subjects by MI-5 and the police Special Branch.
However, when such insidious torture techniques are used by foreign dictators against
their own people it is quite apparently a very different matter altogether. British 'human
rights' organizations simply can't wait to utter their hypocritical cry's of outrage as they
rush to inform the public  and the media of  such terrible acts before beginning vast
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advertising campaigns calling for yet more donations to stop torture and prevent future
abuses. But not against British victims, only silence ensues when torture is exposed
within the British mainland. Even when exposed by British writers and researchers who
have them selves been subjected to such cruel methods of repression within Britain. As
some have already stated on television.
Roderick Russell gives an excellent and chilling account of both his, and his family's
persecution and torture in Canada and the United Kingdom by MI5/MI6 and the Canadian
secret service (CSIS) through a process called Zerzetsen.
He says, quote: 'Zerzetsen is not the bloodier old fashioned medieval type of torture that
leaves marks, but a more modern “Orwellian 1984” form of torture that was developed by
the former East German secret police "The STASI" to persecute dissidents. Zerzetsen is
a very sophisticated torture technique and is sometimes called no touch torture since it
causes “severe and prolonged suffering” to its victims without leaving physical marks. It
combines character assassination and defamation, with criminal threats and intimidation
– both different sides of the same Zerzetsen coin.'

The above methods of repression are exactly the same as that suffered by thousands of
British,  American and torture victims in  other  countries.  They appear  to  have been
standardized by security forces worldwide and they bring on the self-same effects that
MI5/6 & CSIS try to induce in all their victims wherever they live, which is ‘prolonged and
severe suffering at the very least'.  As many of us have already found out ourselves.
When these crimes were reported to the authorities by Mr. Russell, they were covered-up
at the highest levels of government in Canada and the UK. Simply because politicians
are scared of their own intelligence services - along with the press and their human rights
organizations.
I  u rge  you  to  read  Mr .  Russe l l ' s  accoun t  o f  t o r tu re  i n  B r i t a in  a t :
h t tp : / / ze rze tzen .w ik i spaces .com

False Flag Operations

(A false flag operation is simply an action in which the perpetrator intends for the blame
to be placed on a different party. False flag terrorism - terror by states, organizations, and
agencies which is  meant to be pinned on others in order to influence policy,  public
opinion, or military aggression. Governments attacking people and then blaming others in
order to create animosity towards those blamed – has been used throughout history.)
False Flag Operations have directly resulted in the repression, torture and death of tens
of millions of people all over the world. They have become an essential part of the New
World Order. To fully implement that Order the United States and Britain are devising one
False Flag Operation after another. As each one of these home grown terrorist acts are
committed, their Security Services have demanded, and received, all but unlimited power
over their respective populations under the pretext of The War On Terror. These secret
agencies have in fact become more powerful  than governments and are a law unto
themselves. They have and use their power to prevent or severely hinder criticism of
themselves, corporations, and government by the media, human rights organizations and
individuals. They answer only to vast corporations whose power over governments both
at home and abroad has become absolute.

Power of Nightmares. Best 22 minutes of the revealing BBC documentary 'Power of
Nightmares'
http://personalgrowthcourses.net/video/power_of_nightmares_bbc
The Death Penalty for Murderous 'Corporate Persons'
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http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25309.htm
Six Banks Control 60% of Gross National Product
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25308.htm
"War promises" full lenghth documentary
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mAQVQtLSK8&feature=player_embedded#!

In addition to their vast human rights abuses worldwide, huge multinational corporations
have completely taken over many domestic markets and are fostering bad and unsafe
products on their populations who are totally unaware of what they are consuming. Only
a very few corporations also control the media so the public is largely uninformed about
what they are consuming. Many products that are highly profitable to those corporations,
but highly detrimental to the public,  continue to be sold and used, due solely to the
immense resources that their security services can bring to bear on any company or
person  who  offers  better,  and  safer,  products  than  those  offered  by  many  huge
corporations. False Flag Operations brought about by the U.S.A and Britain have led to
endless foreign wars and the repression of their own people. The U.S. Also currently
boasts the highest rate of incarceration of any country at any time in history - a full 25
percent  of  the  world’s  prison  population,  which  is  being  used  as  cheap  labor  to
manufacture  all  kinds  of  products.  This  has  brought  the  U.S.  into  total  disrepute
worldwide.
Multinational Corporations now have the power to prohibit fair competition and indeed
secretize or criminalize any competitive products that might in any way interfere with their
own products and profits. A whole range of items including cars, food, fuel, medicines,
housing plus many more products could all be made better, cheaper, cleaner, safer and
more friendly  to  the  environment  than those on sale  and in  use today.  That  better
products aren't  being made amounts to nothing less than a crime against humanity.
Populations the world over could all benefit from what could be made available to them in
a truly free market, but they aren't because powerful corporations who care for nothing
other than their own selfish greed and personal prosperity keep these new products from
being produced.

The Oklahoma City Bombing, the World Trade Center bombings, the Korean War, the
Vietnam War, First Gulf War, the Grenada Invasion, World War 2, Panama Invasion, the
Desert Storm, Iraq War, the Afghanistan Invasion, the London Bombings, the War on
Drugs and finally the so-called War on Terror have been carefully dissected by the best
investigators  available.  They  now  believe  that  all  these  actions  were  False  Flag
Operations brought  about  by government  Security  Services and afterward used as
excuses to promote previous 'wars' and now the 'War on Terror', which allows them to
take over foreign countries, their resources and industries. These operations allow US
and British manufactures to sell vast amounts of arms and other products while giving
themselves  unlimited  power  over  entire  populations;  just  as  the  phony  War  on
Communism provided those same security  organizations with an excuse to torture,
disable  and  murder  millions  of  people  who  refused  to  believe  any  of  the  lies  and
deceptions that were featured daily on 'state' radio and television services, that were and
still are firmly in the control of American and British security services. The elite and their
corrupt bankers have made untold billions out of these phony wars, while their pliant
puppet politicians have often made millions in kickbacks. As usual Joe public pays for it
all under the pretext of 'saving democracy' .
These vicious and unscrupulous practices have brought us nothing but tyrannical puppet
politicians, mass unemployment, homelessness, sickness and wholesale repression on a
scale never seen before. And it is getting worse by the day. Our future, if there is one,
grows dimmer and dimmer. Our children have nothing to look forward to but more and
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more of what we are all facing and suffering under today.

False Flag Operations
http://911review.com/articles/anon/false_flag_perations.html
The full movie: "Murder in the Heartland" – video
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/407.html
The Hemp Revolution - video
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/hemp-revolution
D r a w i n g  B a c k  t h e  V e i l  o n  t h e  ' D e a t h  S t a t e '
h t t p : / / w w w . i n f o r m a t i o n c l e a r i n g h o u s e . i n f o / a r t i c l e 2 5 2 9 7 . h t m
Lindsey Williams – The Energy Non-Crisis. Video, Part 1of 8
http://www.liveleak.com/browse?all&user=apfnorg&page=3
Suppressed Technologies
http://befreetech.com/suppressed_invention
Suppression of Energy Technologies
http://befreetech.com/energysuppression.htm
Suppressed Inventions
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/supressed_inventions/suppressed_inventions.h
tm
The Cancer Therapy
http://www.curenaturalicancro.com/therapy-simoncini-short.html
Run  From  The  Cure:  Engl ish  and  Spanish  versions  at:  http:/ /www.phoe
nixtears.ca/art ic le/r ick-simpson/videos/run-from-the-cure-series.html
Orion Project Videos - Introduction
http://www.theorionproject.org/en/video_intro.html
( 1 8 )  T h e  C o n f e s s i o n s  o f  a n  E c o n o m i c  H i t  M a n .  -  v i d e o
h t t p : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v = i K R K Z q d g B X g

Conclusions

Modern British and American political tyrants are prime examples of fascism at its worst.
They use radio, television, newspapers and a multitude of professional liars to fool and
manipulate their populations into believing their deceptions, after which tyranny and terror
inevitably becomes a part of their misrule. Even today in the year 2011 their slaughter of
millions of innocents around the world continue to mount. Today's fascist degenerates
are are in no way different from other dictators and mass murderers who have risen
throughout history to terrify populations into supporting their evil aspirations and desires.
They are just  cleverer at  covering up their  crimes. They do so by forming so-called
'governments' with the political factions simply being different sides of the same phony
coin. This they dare call 'democracy', which is then used as a further excuse to justify
their  terror  and  repression  against  anyone  who  dares  to  appose  them,  while  they
continue to secretly plot the annihilation of many millions of more innocent victims well
into the foreseeable future.
What  political  parties  call  themselves today is  meaningless.  Names like  Democrat,
Republican,  Labor  or  Conservative  are  just  that,  names  and  nothing  more.  These
'governments' are all totally fascist controlled and their party names are simply used to
fool  people into  believing that  support  of  them will  bring about  the political  change
ordinary people desire. In reality nothing could be further from the truth. The main political
parties today are in fact all owned by the ruling wealthy elites and are simply used by
them as a device to bring about whatever political change is good for themselves alone.
They couldn't care less about the general public as such, their welfare always comes
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secondary to whatever the elites and their puppet governments desire.
Real  democracy,  as  against  so-called  'forms'  or  'versions'  of  democracy  is  in  all
probability practiced by only a handful of nations throughout the entire world. The writer
can think of  no true democracy at  all  in the East,  whilst  in the West most countries
continue to use what are termed 'forms' or 'versions' of democracy. As stated earlier in
the report a 'form of democracy' is no more than a sham. It allows people to believe that
they are free whilst it  offers none of the real freedoms that are essential for the true
growth of human potential.
Under 'forms of democracy', it is necessary to fit into 'the establishment' which will restrict
ideas that do not fit neatly into the 'imposed order' of the time. The 'establishment' within
any country tends to allow only those ideas and developments that fit into the narrow
viewpoint established by the wealthy few, whilst the many are used as fodder to feed it.
Elections under the present totally corrupt political systems in the USA and the UK simply
replace rotten politicians with more of the same.
As Emma Goldman said: "If voting changed anything, they'd make it illegal" Indeed, and
as another renowned writer recently wrote, "The British and American populations have
been lied to, deceived and manipulated for so long their collective wisdom resembles that
of a chicken!" This enforced ignorance all but guarantees that people in general can be
led into believing almost anything politicians want them to believe, no matter how stupid
or ridiculous their political lies are.
The establishments, which may mean powerful business interests or 'ruling families',
whether  royal  or  otherwise,  have  rarely  benefited  mankind  as  a  whole.  However,
populations worldwide are manipulated into believing that these 'established institutions'
are essential and are good for all. That is simply not true. Usually they are good only for
those who control them. These institutions are often little more than parasites that feed off
the fruits of others whilst giving nothing of real value in return.
The 'secret control' that allows 'truly democratic' governments to be subverted by the
'third force' of international business conglomerates should also be recognized for the evil
it is. Indeed, all citizens should partake in freely deciding the true direction of government
policy. It should not be directed by some anonymous elitist 'business club' or 'security
service' simply because it may be a profitable venture for their interests alone. As is now
the case in most if not all instances.
Present day politicians are rarely more than disinformation managers. They represent the
wishes  of  their  elite  masters  and  little  else.  Their  daily  lies  are  repeated  by  'state
newspapers' and the media in general, which purports to uphold 'truth and honesty' when
in fact it does neither.
The fascist police states of Britain and the United States with their phony democracies
allow no real opposition to their regimes. Both countries have notorious 'Official Secrets
Acts'  that  are used to maintain a firm control  over their  populations and the media,
ensuring that a strong overwhelming bias in favor of a small powerful elite remains in
force. Over the last fifteen years over 80% of investigative reporters have been fired.
Other writers who insist on reporting the truth soon find themselves out of a job and
unable to find another. But that may be the least of their worries. Indeed, as Alex Jones
recently revealed on his TV show, alternative dissident writers in Britain and the USA
might soon all be labeled 'terrorists' whereby they can be arrested, tortured, and quite
possibly murdered. Anyone who may doubt this possibility should remember that the
above sinister  forces have already been using these repressive techniques against
dissident writers in many other countries for well over 40 years. During the Iraq war alone
over 90 honest reporters have been killed simply for trying to report the truth of what is
really happening there. Brazen liars, war criminals and political gangsters like George W.
Bush and Tony Blair are paid millions for writing lies and rubbish, while many novelists
and other writers must often flee for their lives from one country to another seeking
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refuge from persecution and worse if their work comes even close to revealing the real
truth of our times, which will expose the vast human and civil rights crimes of America
and Britain, inevitably turning them into common knowledge.

Monarch: The New Phoenix Program
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/monarch-the-new-phoenix-program
Noam Chomsky - America is NOT a Democracy - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBdk5n68gdM
Electronic Voting Machines Whistle Blower - video
http://www.truestoriesvideoblog.info

Sending tens of thousands of young people abroad to fight endless wars under the
pretext  of  defending  'freedom  and  democracy'  no  longer  works  when  they  face
censorship and widespread repression at home. Trying to convince an informed public to
give up their lives, when they know they have been totally manipulated and deceived by
their politicians, becomes much more difficult when official censorship gets worse by the
week and government lies become more blatant than ever before. Its hard to be patriotic
when faced with wholesale political corruption and paramilitary police forces who mace
and club political protesters to the ground without a second thought.
The deeply corrupted unaccountable criminal elements of the 'secret governments' that
are  embedded within  the  political  structures  of  Britain,  the  United  States,  Canada,
Australia, Israel and many other countries, are undoubtedly a part of a huge worldwide
criminal organization with drugs being a large part of it. This has been well documented
by ex-security agents from these countries, just two of them being James Casbolt and
Gene 'Chip' Tatum (Tatum was apparently tortured and murdered in 2007 for exposing
his part in drug running for the CIA). The so-called 'War on Drugs' is in fact no more than
a war on 'the competition' which has itself become just as ruthless, and almost as wealthy
as  the  government-sponsored  drug  barons  overseen  by  their  numerous  Security
Services. The thought of anyone other than the elites taking a share of the multi-billion
dollar  drug  rackets  (Worth  at  least  $100.000.000.000.00  every  year)  is  hard  for
governments to take. As usual they want it all kept in the family. This farcical 'war on
drugs' could be ended tomorrow by simply legalizing or decriminalizing drug use, as
Portugal did in 2001. However, these drug wars supports a huge and highly profitable
military industrial complex and the American prison system, plus many other 'security'
industries  which  have  allowed  the  United  States  and  its  allies  to  use  monstrous
surveillance techniques and criminalize millions of people through their possession of a
product most medical doctors consider to be far less harmless than tobacco or alcohol.
This descent by governments into tyranny with the total repression of their populations
has become glaringly obvious through their wholesale removal of human and civil rights.
This criminality has continued unabated by the absence of almost any political honesty by
politicians  and  the  public  has  now  been  rendered  all  but  voiceless  through  mass
censorship  and the  passing  of  hundreds of  unjust  laws designed to  render  people
powerless  to  help  themselves.

Interview with Former CIA Operative Chip Tatum -video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_6dOsAZfZI
The weird war on weed And why it's time to end it -video
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/1107.html
Infowars  Special  Report  with  Alex  Jones:  US Government  Protected  Sinaloa  Drug
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"Cartel"
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24_nRBb4cOY
Immigrants For Sale - Video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28085.htm
Catherine Austin Fitts exposes the "tapeworm economy" – Must see video!
http://www.realecontv.com/videos/post-collapse/re-wiring-the-financial-system.html
The Pegasus File
http://www.deepblacklies.co.uk/the_pegasus_file-part2.htm
James Casbolt Project Mannequin Interview
http://www.scribd.com/doc/7476175/James-Casbolt-MI6Agent-Buried-Alive-Chaptgers-17
American Drug War: The Last White Hope http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/american-
drug-war
(19) John Lear Tells All - Part 1 of 4 – video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-1904583671241989001

For whatever reasons, almost all modern governments tell blatant untruths about what
they may have done in the past, what they are doing today and what they intend doing in
the future. What politicians say they are doing – and what they really are doing, are two
very different things. Their untruths are often covered-up by political claims of them being
in the 'National Interest', in the 'Public Interest' - or that old standby 'National Security'.
But in most cases, all this really means is 'Self-Interests'. That self-interest may be a
deep involvement  with  the multinationals,  the gaining of  more power  or  the simple
maintenance of the 'status quo'. Whatever, there seems little doubt that the interests of
the public at large takes a very poor second place, if indeed it is considered at all?
The populations of many countries can quite apparently be easily manipulated and fooled
into supporting governments who torture and murder millions to stay in power. Are these
people so stupid and blind as to really believe that such atrocities can never happen to
themselves or their own families?
As for the so-called 'intelligence communities' there is no doubt as to who they are really
working for. As Walter Bowart states:
“It is the cryptocracy, or secret shadow governments, over which the populations of both
the United States and the United Kingdom have no control whatsoever. Indeed, these
secret 'governments' and 'their security services' can only be viewed as a grave threat to
true democracy in any country.”
Having already been partners in crime and in lockstep politically for many years, the
United Kingdom and the United States have finally joined hands in trying to create their
own Forth Reich. Unless people finally wake up to the deceptions being played upon
them by these two insidious fascist police states, and band together in firm opposition to
them, they may well succeed. Inevitably this will mean that real freedom of any kind for
people living in these countries will soon become no more than a distant memory, if it
hasn't already?
The 'security services' of many countries secure not the public as such but big business
and their serving puppets in 'their governments.' British security MI5 projects itself as an
organization  that  'protects'  the  entire  population.  It  does not.  It  is  a  ruthless  state-
sponsored terrorist organization that protects only the Crown, the 'royal establishment'
and its vested interests, thereby maintaining the Monarchy and other so-called elites,
which in Britain means about one percent of the entire population at most? The British
public at large is not protected by the security service, it  is repressed, tortured, and
whenever desired,  murdered by it.  More so now then ever before as the sham that
passes for democracy in Britain is now being exposed worldwide for all to see. Indeed,
recent polls strongly suggest that 85% of British and German people are close to open
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rebellion with France and Spain being close behind with at least 60% of their populations
ready to take to the streets in open revolution against their corrupt governments. 73% of
people surveyed in Greece, Italy and the United States are already in rebellion against
their puppet governments. Indeed the recent riots that have taken place, and are still in
progress throughout many countries, will undoubtedly grow and get worse. Maybe very
much worse unless their governments are drastically reformed?

The Fall of The House of Winsor - video
http://www.youtube.com/embed/tqm0L3tBLK0
The British Monarchy Has Its Roots in Nazism
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/may2007/090507monarchy.htm
Riots, Rebellion and Revolution
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25229.htm
UK Intelligence Forces and Microwave Mind Control
http://www.oliverkunkel.com/sound/text_by_TR_english.pdf
RUXANDRA CESEREANU / An Overview of Political Torture in the Twentieth Century
http://www.metabasis.it/2/frammenti/ricercaCesereanu.pdf
Secret Societies(1-5) Conspiracy Theory w/ Jesse Ventura-Bilderberg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImLzpsFCYlA&NR=1
Superb Video - When False Flags Don't Fly
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread580106/pg1
7/7 Ludicrous Diversions - video
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/77-ludicrous-diversion

Freedom and democracy are words much abused the world over. Surely now is the time
to  use  those  words  in  their  proper  perspective  and  make  real  freedom  and  true
democracy available to all. Perhaps the reason for wide political dissent might then be
removed.
In one of their documents, the civil rights group CHARTER 88 stated: "We have had less
freedom than we believed. That which we have enjoyed has been too dependent on the
benevolence of our rulers. Our freedoms have remained their possession, rationed out as
subjects rather than being our own inalienable possession as citizens. To make real the
freedoms we once took for granted means for the first time to take them for ourselves.
The time has come to demand political, civil and human rights in the United Kingdom.”
After decades of resisting such a move, Britain has finally incorporated a human rights
charter into law. However, the British 'version' of The European Charter of Human Rights
is no more than another 'form' of the charter. It has been so well watered down it is all but
useless. The British security services have made very sure that the UK charter will in no
way interfere with their despicable and inhuman activities. These degenerate police state
thugs  and  terrorists  are  nothing  more  than  legalized  gangsters  that  stalk,  harass,
persecute, torture and murder political dissidents at will in order to maintain the Crown
and the phony puppet governments that continually support it. The UK charter offers
nothing whatsoever which would prevent gross abuses of state power. The so-called
'terrorist  threat'  now in  force is  no more than just  another  pretext  for  a  fully  armed
paramilitary police force whose real intention is to protect the monarchy and its puppet
governments from being overthrown by an outraged British public, excluding the brain
dead,  that  is  finally  coming  to  understand  how  it  has  been  deceived  by  being
systematically used and abused by arrogant fascists posing as their 'betters and leaders'
when in fact these people don't have the brains, or even common decency, to be either.
As things are today in 2011 the middle classes are rapidly disappearing as their life
savings are quickly vanishing from inflation, or are being stolen from them by corrupt
criminal politicians and bankers who have made billions through devising huge criminal
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scams that  has rendered tens of  millions of  people bankrupt and homeless with no
chance of them ever getting back on their feet again. Indeed, over 43 million American's
are now living on food stamps and tent  cities are springing up all  over  the country.
Political protest has been made into a crime. The police and military, who should be
protecting their populations, are instead being used to repress them. 99% of politicians
are corrupt and represent little more than corporations and a rotten perverted fascism not
seen since Hitler. While greedy uncaring bankers sail away to foreign shores in their
mega-yachts to their swollen offshore secret bank accounts, Joe public is left to pick up
the pieces and remain as corporate slaves with no other choice other than to work for
whatever pittance is offered to them, or starve. The children of today face a very bleak
future indeed, that  is  if  there is going to be any future at  all  for  much of  the worlds
population? Elite plans to cull entire populations are well underway and are progressing
rapidly.

The US is a Police State
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29671.htm
The American surveillance state puts Orwell to shame
http://EndtheLie.com/2011/11/09/the-american-surveillance-state-puts-orwell-to-
shame/#ixzz1dJBkqMwQ
The Financial Elite In America - Same As Dictators Elsewhere
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27316.htm

As Webster Griffin Tarpley stated: “The world of secret intelligence agencies is a realm of
falsehood,  camouflage,  deception,  violence,  unspeakable  cruelty,  treachery,  and
betrayal. It is the most desolate and grim sector of human endeavor, where no human
values can subsist. It knows neither hope nor mercy nor redemption. It is the one area of
human life where Hobbes’s maxim holds true – it is the war of all against all. But not as
chaos – as an ultimately controlled phenomenon which serves the goal of preserving the
state power that the intelligence agencies serve. During the Cold War, the conflict of CIA,
MI6, MI5, SDECE, KGB, BND, Stasi and the rest was called the wilderness of mirrors, a
desert  populated  by  agents,  double  agents,  triple  agents,  their  case  officers,  their
counterintelligence opponents, and the omnipresent specialists in mokrie dela - wetwork,
or assassinations, as the KGB described them.”

Webster  Griffin  Tarpley  –  From his  book  “Synthetic  Terrorism –  Made in  the  USA’
http://www.indymedia.org.uk/media/2005/07/317436.pdf
Britain: The Depth of Corruption
http://dissidentvoice.org/2009/05/britain-the-depth-of-corruption
Truth Has Fallen and Has Taken Liberty With It
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25066.htm
MICROWAVE WARFARE - Slow Kill Assassination by Government - video
http://www.torturedinamerica.org
Libya, MI6, and torture - interview on Press TV video
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/2011/09/libya-mi6-and-torture-interview-on-
press-tv.html
Infowars Special Report with Alex Jones: US Government Protected Sinaloa Drug Cartel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24_nRBb4cOY

Anyone who knows anything at all about the so-called 'intelligence agencies' of Britain
and the United States knows just how true the above statement is. The sad fact is that
both Tony Blair, ex-prime minister of the United Kingdom, and Barack Obama, current
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president  of  the United States,  have both now been outed as being agents of  their
respective security agencies MI5 and the CIA. A fact that paints both men as being
psychoneurotic liars and fascists at the very least! And under our present corrupted
political systems those who follow them will  be no different.

OBAMA FORMER CIA AGENT
http://www.intmensorg.info/cia.htm
David Shayler says: 'Blair was an MI5 agent'
http://www.bilderberg.org/sis.htm#agent
Power of Nightmares. Best 22 minutes of the revealing BBC documentary 'Power of
Nightmares'
http://personalgrowthcourses.net/video/power_of_nightmares_bbc
Hon.  James  David  Manning  says  Barack  Hussein  Obama  was  a  C.I.A  operative
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WedxY61d60
Former CIA Asset Allawi Touted as Next Iraqi Prime Minister
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25097.htm
OPERATION MIND CONTROL by Walter Bowart
http://d.scribd.com/docs/2aldagk0d36ql3hbr80m.pdf
Operation Sarkozy. how the CIA placed one of its agents at the presidency of the French
Republic
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/operation-sarkozy-how-the-cia-placed-
one-of-its-agents-at-the-presidency-of-the-french-republic
(20) Interview with Former CIA Operative Chip Tatum -video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8UkawrX18U

How the security services continually get away with violating the ‘rights’ of citizens by
torture and other means?

The powers held by government security services worldwide are well known by almost all
journalists and writers. The average individual citizen is almost totally helpless when
trying to combat actions taken against him, or her, by a government security service.
These rogue agencies have almost unlimited resources they can call upon at any time.
As we have seen, they are in every respect a law unto themselves. Dissidents, inside
their own countries, appear to have no access to any law that will protect them. They are
quickly isolated and tortured at will until they break down, are driven to suicide or are
murdered. Once upon a time the media would have exposed these government outrages,
but today ‘the media’ is owned or controlled by corporations and their governments, the
very people who are responsible for the dissident’s plight in the first place.
We the tortured know this to be true because of own personal experiences. Former
government security agents, who have not only refused to continue their previous work
but who have fully  exposed their  own part  in the repression of  citizens,  have come
forward to back up our research.
Only dissidents with a wide knowledge of security techniques, plus experience in such
matters,  are  likely  to  survive  today’s  state  torturers.  Therefore,  dissidents  should,
wherever possible, try to get away from the country where they are being persecuted and
suppressed. Doing so offers no guarantee that ‘security’ and their ‘agents’ will not follow
them, as British and US agents often do, but the dissident will at least have some respite
to gather his / or her wits and try to form some kind of defense, perhaps even a new I.D.
and life for themselves.
The degenerate tormentors and perverted torturers employed by governments are, as a
rule,  only  confident  in  themselves when surrounded by their  own kind in  their  own
environment. Inside their own countries, these criminal torturers portray themselves as
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saviors of  the people,  but they rarely dare to show their  true faces out of  their  own
protected element. They are no more than modern-day Nazis and Gestapo agents who
hide in the dark hoping that none of their victims will recognize them and seek a just
revenge.
However, local security stooges are often known to their victims. In cases where they are,
details of them - with photos if possible, and their actions against dissidents should be
written down (not kept on your computer) and retained for future reference, when some
form of justice against government tyranny does become available, as it must eventually.
Political  dissidents  outnumber  the  Security  Services,  the  Secret  Police  and  their
degenerate 'stooges' by at least 500 to 1. Dissidents can't all be tortured and murdered
indefinitely without a huge public backlash taking place at some point. Which is almost
certain to happen now. That being the reason why Britain and the United States have
armed their police to the teeth.
The fascist elite, with their phony 'democratic' governments, their Security Services and
the police are expecting their populations to revolt against their repression, as they now
are doing in ever increasing numbers. Indeed, as the 'occupy' and 'protest' movements
have shown, the true faces of the British and America police states are being clearly
revealed for all  the world to see. In Columbia, over 150.000 political  dissident have
already been tortured and murdered with the full co-operation of the British and American
governments. This deadly force may now be used against their own people as we too
demand real democracy and accountability from our so-called representatives. So be
prepared to resist that force through any and all means available to you. Good writers
have been resisting this rotten fascism for many years and its high time that the public
woke up and fully supported them.

The UK Spies: Ineffective, Unethical and Unaccountable
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/the-uk-spies-ineffective-.html
Colombia's "Genocidal Democracy" May Have Claimed Over 150,000 Lives
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dan-kovalik/colombias-genocidal-democ_b_551847.html

Security services know exactly what kind of evidence is needed to bring them to justice
and they make very sure that no such evidence becomes available to any lawyer who
just might try to bring them to trial. I say might, because so far the vast majority of lawyers
have avoided getting involved in torture trials at all, let alone when such a trial might
directly involve government security agencies. There are very few lawyers who do dare to
face up to governments and their torturers. Attempts to form an International Criminal
Court by the United Nations where torturers from any country can be brought to trial have
been strongly resisted by Britain, Germany and the United States. They know that they
have been responsible for vast crimes against humanity and they seek to exempt any of
their agents from being held or arrested for such crimes in the future.
The United States still does have a small measure of free speech (though it is not often
apparent in the national mainstream press), and many surviving victims there have held
conferences to publicized their repression.
More details of which can be found on Web sites all over the Internet along with many
documents.
The  http://www.raven1.net/mcf/restofsite.htm  also  has  a  torture  victims  page:
http://www.raven1.net/mcf/victm-hm.htm
The  same  applies  in  Europe  where  much  information  can  still  be  found  at:
http://www.netti.fi/~makako/mind/index.html and www.huntergatheress.com as well as:
http://www.raven1.net/mcf/pro-freedom.co.uk/index.html
Some other excellent Web sites have been listed at the end of this report. Many other
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sites exposing government repression in Britain and Europe have already been taken
down as covert censorship gets worse by the week.
The above web sites offer extensive links to a great many other web sites scattered
around the world, all of which detail the repression and torture that is being carried out in
countries that hypocritically portray themselves as being ‘free and open democracies.’
Sadly, most free speech is pretty much confined to Internet on-line reporting these days.
That is where you will find the majority of good honest writers who still retain the ability to
call  a spade a spade. Writers and researchers like John Pilger, Naomi Klein, Noam
Chomsky,  Robert  Fisk,  Chris  Hedges,  James Corbett,  Annie Machon,  Greg Palast,
Leuren Moret, Max Keiser, and the late Chalmers Johnson along with Howard Zinn plus a
few others, are rare birds to say the least, whilst outspoken Politicians like Alan Grayson,
and Ron Paul are even rarer still.
The vast mainstream newspaper publishing industry is little more than an embarrassment
to anyone with a mind of their own. It offers plenty of advertising but little else other than
political propaganda. That is the reason why so many people in the United Kingdom and
the United States are totally ignorant of what is and has been happening right inside their
own countries for so many years. The newspapers that most people read and rely on for
information are in reality no more than propaganda sheets for corporations and their
governments and they are a total  disgrace to my mind.  They often ignore the truth
completely  and are  biased in  favor  of  the  elites  to  a  remarkable  degree.  The long
departed Nazi propagandist Joseph Goebbels would, I am quite sure, feel very proud
indeed of today’s mainstream media. That is why public political ignorance in Britain and
America is so astounding.
It’s true that a great many people now have computers and are on-line, but many of these
computers are used as playthings more than anything else. They do little to educate their
users in the politics of the real world. Censorship, both online and off, is still progressing
at a rapid rate. In trying to hide information that should freely be available to all people,
governments – under the guise of ‘preventing terrorism’ and other pretexts, are forcing
Internet service providers and hosts to reveal all kind of information about their clients.
Particularly  in  the United Kingdom where covert  surveillance of  all  kinds,  added to
overbearing authoritarian governments, have turned Britain into the most insidious police
state in Europe, let alone the world.
Hiding under a deceptive cloak of ‘democracy’ fascism has gained a large foothold in
many countries around the world. So much so, it’s doubtful that the situation could be
reversed anywhere without an open revolution by the populace. Indeed, like it or not the
multinational  corporations  do  now run  the  world.  They  secretly  control  politicians,
governments, their armed forces, and the media. They are indeed the ‘shadow world
governments.’ Soon they may also have total control over the Internet so making free
speech of any kind totally obsolete. Laws to this effect are already being enacted in
Britain and truth-telling Web sites like this one may soon vanish forever.
For as long as we can remember, politicians have started wars through outright lies,
deceptions and propaganda.  Exactly  the same methods are being used to  prevent
populations from gaining the true democracy and the freedom most people desire. Many
people in the United States believe that because they are armed they are in a good
position to protect their assumed freedoms. That, however, is a false hope at present.
Their ‘secret government’ will simply label them as ‘internal terrorists’ and order them to
be ‘neutralized’ as such by the security services, the military and the police. As indeed
many people in other countries worldwide already have been.
That American or British forces will never enforce such tyranny on their own citizens is
misguided to say the least, as the 9/11 and 7/7 attacks have proven. I'm not saying that
at  some  point  an  armed  revolution  won't  arise.  Indeed,  my  own  experiences  with
government forces leads me to believe that such a confrontation is inevitable. Fascism
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brings out the very worst in people. The past has clearly shown us that in one country
after  another  millions  of  citizens  have easily  been duped into  supporting  the  most
repressive measures imaginable against their own people. Only a fool would believe that
it  couldn’t  happen  everywhere  else.  It  can,  and  it  is  already  happening  right  now
throughout Europe, Canada, the United States and other countries. Most people just
don’t know about it yet. But they soon will. It’s just a matter of time. Maybe a very short
time?  The  hugely  wealthy  people  who  at  present  control  most  of  the  world  are
undoubtedly psychopathic, vindictive and cruel to a fault. They are the personification of
evil in every sense of the word. If their actions against humanity continue as they are now
most of the worlds populations will in time become tortured slaves in every respect.

The World Is Waking Up - This Is Why
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/69549/The_World_is_Waking_Up___This_is_Why
(21) John Stockwell: The Third World War – video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9VxnCBD9W4&eurl

What politicians say

Speech writers for British and American politicians often put together wonderful and
sometimes  breathtaking  documents  about  'freedom  and  democracy',  which  when
delivered by politicians to worldwide audiences through the press and television often
give people the false impression that these politicians are something of a blessing to
mankind. Unfortunately these inspiring speeches are just that, speeches, and nothing
more. Anyone who actually believes their implied intent is going to be well and truly
fooled. If you really want to know what any politician is going to do in the future, then look
at what they have already done in the past. In almost all instances they will do the same,
and worse, in the future. Rarely, if ever, do the politicians making these fine speeches
actually believe what they are saying, let alone the thought of them ever living up to their
statements. True information is the lifeblood of democracy. The British and American
governments, however, are consistent liars of the worst kind. Anybody who believes a
word they say need to have their heads examined.
The  USA  and  the  UK  governments  are  covertly  trying  to  force  fascism  on  their
populations. Under the guise of 'protecting their people from terrorism' they have enacted
the most  repressive laws ever  known,  and in  doing so have become vile  terrorists
themselves. Voting for any of the present corrupted political parties in Britain or the USA
does no more than lend legitimacy to the blatant fraud they dare to call democracy. It
allows them to pass unjust laws that serve their interests alone. It allows the security
services to intimidate, repress, torture and murder people at will  and it  allows entire
populations to be kept forever repressed, ignorant and powerless. Damming though it is,
this report is far from being complete. That will only happen if and when we do get honest
governments, but that day is sadly still a long way off.

“U.S. mainstream media isn’t interested in finding the truth”
http://rt.com/usa/news/us-mainstream-media-isn-t-interested-in-finding-the-truth

That the British people have been lied to, fooled and manipulated for many decades by
'the crown',  their  so-called queen and her many puppet governments,  all  who been
supported by a compliant and conniving state media, is not a subject to be taken lightly.
The wide ramifications of such a disclosure could effect the entire planet!
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The British elites, who have long regarded much of the worlds population, including their
own, as being little more than 'uneducated serfs', have little to brag about. Their own
'democracy' has proven to be no more than a blatant scam and their system of 'justice' an
outright  fraud.  That  the  British  public  has  been  brainwashed  into  idiocy  and  state
compliance by continually acting against their own self-interest is hard for them to face.
But now that they have, they are finally beginning to resist and act against their police
state.

The British 'queen' - who is the richest woman in the world, rules over her serfs just as
other dictators and tyrants do elsewhere in the world. The only difference is that her
'security services' disappear political dissidents very quietly, and with great skill. There
are no battered bodies laying all  over the ground as in the Middle East,  Africa and
elsewhere  when  the  people  revolt  against  tyranny.  British  dissidents  are  simply
disappeared  from  view,  rarely  to  be  seen  or  heard  from  again.

The many thousands of 'secret police' scattered throughout Britain, all working on a 'need
to know' basis, target any form of political dissent, quickly isolating dissidents, thereby
insulating the rest of the populations from receiving any alternative information dissenters
may have. Only the state 'official' view of Britain is allowed. Informers are everywhere.
Pubs, clubs and hotels along with many private houses have hidden police cameras and
'bugs' that quickly reveal anyone who dares to 'step out of line'. Over five million CCTV
cameras constantly watch the public and any kind of writer is closely scrutinized to make
sure they don't criticize 'the state' or its institutions. The peasants must be 'kept in their
place'.  Yes indeed, George Orwell  certainly saw it  all  coming down on us,  though I
sometimes wonder if even he could have foreseen the scope of the fascist evil that has
now descended upon us?

Alan Johnson UK Home Secretary conspires with MI5 over Torture
http://www.intmensorg.info/cia.htm
MI5 and MI6 smear opponents of the British Establishment
http://www.intmensorg.info/cia.htm
How Murdoch Ran Britain
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28715.htm
Murdoch The Mogul Who Screwed the News. Video Documentary - Dispatches Channel
4
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28714.htm
Quiet Martial Law Coming To UK?
http://wideshut.co.uk/quiet-martial-law-coming-to-uk/
What Have We Done?
http://wideshut.co.uk/editorial-what-have-we-done/

The American's have finally taken to the streets against their fascist overlords with a
brave  determination  to  fight  for  their  rights  and  true  democracy,  inspiring  many
American's in other states to do the same. Just as I discovered the terrible truth about my
own country, Britain, in 1980, American's are now finally discovering the awful truth about
their own land. That is the real message coming out of the 'occupy' demonstrations. In
the  'United  Kingdom'  the  British  too  have  also  taken  to  the  streets  by  continually
demonstrating in London and outside the queens main residence, Buckingham palace, to
protest against royal secrecy, suppression and injustice. Its high time that Buck house
was turned into a museum and the royal scroungers inside it consigned to the scrapheap
of history! These long overdue demonstrations against royal corruption have all been
ignored  or  downplayed  by  the  Britain's  highly  censored  state  media,  including  the
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Guardian. A so-called liberal newspaper that has over the last thirty years at least, never
printed a single word exposing the widespread repression and torture of British political
dissidents. The Guardian has become little more than a government propaganda outlet
that  quickly  exposes  the  terrible  crimes  of  foreign  governments  but  never  those
committed  by  the  British  government.

The Dangerous Cult of the Guardian
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29251.htm
MI5 officer Annie Machon attacks toothless British media
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=b93_1282142706
(22) Monarch: The New Phoenix Program
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nT15aCMfF4

The Guardian, along with the western media in general, showed its true colors by totally
demonize Libya's leader, Muammar Gaddafi. One reasont being that he had done more
than any other leader in history to aid liberation movements all over the world.
Whatever your own viewpoint is about Gaddafi, the fact is that he had done far less harm
to the world  in  general  than has Britain's  Cameron,  France's  Sarkosy or  America's
Obama, who together are conspiring to destroy more countries all over the globe and
who now have all but destroyed Libya, murdering tens of thousands of innocent civilians
in the process.
Few people in other countries have lived in such social comfort,  as the Libyans did.
Muammar Gaddafi''s Libya had the highest standard of living in Africa. He invested in his
people; he did not slash education funding, he increased literacy rates from 10 to around
85%. His people had a free health care systema and treatment. Their hospitals were
provided with the best medical equipment in the world. Education in Libya was free of
charge and talented youths had an opportunity to study abroad at the expense of Libya.
After getting married, a couple could get more than 60 thousands dinar (50 thousand
dollars) of financial help. State credits were non-interest-bearing, and the principal was
written off as well.  Automobile's prices were considerably lower, than in Europe and
affordable for everyone. Petrol costs 18 cents, and bread 4 cents. Libyans have were
provided a very good environment as regards social and job-security, and their general
educational  level.  (Both males and females could be seen pursuing all  branches of
university education) Far better than that in some other very affluent Arab countries, like
Saudi Arabia for only one instance.
Indeed, if truth be known, Libya under Muammar Gaddafi had a far better human rights
record than does Britain or the United States, whose real aim in overthrowing the Gaddafi
government was that they desperately wanted to replace him with their own tame dictator
who will help them exploit Libya's oil and water supplies to their own advantage. Another
reason was that Gaddafi was going to ditch the American dollar and set up a fair banking
system, which more than anything else, infuriated the USA. The UN reports that prove
Libya's Gaddafi was nothing like the tyrant the US, France and the UK claimed him to be,
have been censored and covered-up by these rogue states, as have their own gross
human rights violations in supporting other vicious torturing police states over the last fifty
years.
The crazy politicians who destroyed Libya are nothing more than lying warmongers, war
criminals and mass murderers. Following closely in the footsteps of Hitler they appear
determined to rule the world. Unless their vast crimes against humanity are stopped and
they are brought to account, these lying psychopathtic fascists will destroy us all. They
are nothing more than gangster puppet politicians, resonsible for the torture and murder
of over 50.000 men, women and children in Liyba, and they intend doing exactly the
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same to Iran, and worse to other Middle East countries!
Obama, Sarkosy and Cameron have proven themselves to be the worst kind of tyrants.
They should have beeen charged by the Internation Criminal Court and arrested for their
crimes against Lybya and their own people! If  they aren't brought to justice they will
continue to inflict death and genocide throughout the entire world, and they will eventually
do the same to their own populations, because that is what fascists do. It is what they
have always done. Indeed, rogue politicians are already covertly attacking their own
people with directed energy weapons and have been doing so for over thirty years! If
their respective media outlets hadn't been so effectively censored and silenced you would
have known that long before now. That you do now know what these political monsters
are doing, is due soley to the Internet, not because some politician decided to tell you the
truth for a change. They answer only to their elite masters, not the people who voted
them into office. So stop supporting them. Otherwise you are voting for your own self-
destruction. Stop being fooled. The elites have plans to cull entire populations all over the
globe, and unless you have a few million dollars or pounds in your bank account you may
well be among their targets.

The Truth Is Viral - Libya: The Real Story
http://video.abovetopsecret.com/video7955/The_Truth_Is_Viral_-_Libya_The_Real_Story
The Amazing Things Moammar Gadhafi Did For Libya
http://www.rense.com/general95/theam.htm
'NATO bombed Libya back into Stone Age' - video
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/the-middle-east/nato-bombed-libya-back-into-stone-
age-.html
UN Member States Must Demand Action Against NATO War Crimes
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29389.htm
Libya, MI6, and torture - interview on Press TV
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/2011/09/libya-mi6-and-torture-interview-on-
press-tv.html
David Icke - The Perfect Storm of Hypocricy, Lies and Bullshit – video
http://www.davidicke.com./headlines/53979-david-icke-the-perfect-storm-of-hypocricy-
lies-and-bullshit

In a TV speech about Libya, the UK prime minister, David Cameron, stated that a nations
military should not be used against its people. He didn't mention the fact that in Britain the
Special Air Service (SAS) has been used to persecute and torture British people since
1976 and that they are now being used against Colombian citizens who are trying to rid
themselves of their own rotten police state! Nor did he tell you that the British military is
totally unaccountable for any actions they take against British subjects. Cameron's sheer
lying hypocrisy is breathtaking. British politicians lied about Iraq, they lied about 9/11 and
7/7 and now they are lying about Libya and Iran. These fascist royalist politicians can't
open their mouths without lying!

Libya and Universal Human Rights
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28780.htm
Rense & Maxwell - Most Americans Brainless And Obedient
http://www.youtube.coideom/watch?v=bNGOli7_dYc
Bailouts Serve the Creditors. Enslave the Debtors
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28779.htm
Arsenal  of  Hypocrisy.  Documentary Feature FilmThe Space Program & the Military
Industrial  Complex -  video
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http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/war/arsenal-of-hypocrisy-documentary-
feature-film.html
NATO Destroys Yet Another Country
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28952.htm

The Real Terrorists

If  the  American  and  British  people,  amongst  many  other  populations,  want  true
democracy, they should stop voting for corporate puppets. Their so-called 'official political
parties' are all fakes and none of them truly represent the voting public. Find your own
representatives  and insist  that  only  they  represent  you,  rather  than having  puppet
politicians forced upon you by state 'security services', whose main task is to continue the
repression of citizens by wealthy elites who insist they 'know best'. They don't. They have
proved that time after time by organizing wars and manipulating currencies which benefit
them alone. Stand up for your rights. Insist that your 'government' open its books to
reveal what they are really doing with your taxes. Black budgets are no more than a
cover for hiding dirty secrets that our governments don't want you to know about. The
worst of them being the repression and torture of THOUSANDS of British and Ammerican
people who have always desired a true democratic government instead of the fascists
that the Crown keep fostering upon us. Most terrorist organizations are formed and are
directed  by  our  own  governments  who  then  use  that  terrorism  as  an  excuse  for
suppressing their populations through censorship, repression and the denial of human
rights. Your 'vote' today gives them a mandate for that suppression - so stop voting for
them NOW!
The  same  goes  for  the  corporate  media,  who  do  little  more  than  manipulate  and
brainwash people into believing lying state politicians – stop buying, reading and listening
to their lies and deceptions NOW! Resist against corporate police states. Your lives and
those of your children will be vastly improved. Take back your countries! They belong to
you, not the 1% of selfish wealthy elites who now rule over them. Get online for the real
news about what is happening in the world today, because that is one of the very few
places left where some truthful writers and journalists still exist.

The arms scam, which has also been perpetrated on us for many years, ranks alongside
the banking scam, with huge amounts of taxpayers money being stolen and wasted every
single year. Make no mistake, the continual aggression by the United States and Britain
towards other countries worldwide will unless prevented eventually lead to a nuclear
conflict. When that happens, both the USA and the UK, along with some other nuclear
power countries and all their populations, will be wiped off the world map. The continual
arms race taking place under the pretext of having a 'first strike capability' is simply an
excuse  for  allowing  American  and  British  arms  manufacturers  to  continue  making
massive obscene profits from the death of millions of innocent civilians. A 'first strike' is
akin to saying that in a boxing match the first boxer who lands a punch has already won
the fight, which as we all know is ridiculous!

The many thousands of  nuclear  weapons now possessed by the three major  world
powers, both on land and at sea, ensures that a 'first strike' will  make absolutely no
difference whatsoever as to the outcome of a nuclear war. Just a few of today's nuclear
weapons – probably only a couple of dozen or so, exploding over the USA and the UK
will instantly obliterate the the mass of the populations of both countries. The few people
who do survive those first atomic blasts will in all probability die shortly afterward from
radiation poisoning. As will many more millions of people in other countries around the
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world as the radiation 'fall out' from the blasts is spread by the wind around the entire
globe.

The people who are trying to prevent a nuclear catastrophe by warning uninformed
citizens of the terrible danger of nuclear weapons, are among many millions of other
political dissidents targeted for surveillance and torture by government 'security services'
who  serve  only  the  self-interests  of  a  few wealthy  bankers  and  industrialists,  who
somehow stupily  believe  that  they  will  survive  and  prosper  after  a  nuclear  war?

For the above reasons alone, we must at any cost rid ourselves of our present totally
corrupted political leaders and their fraudulent governments, further ensuring that all
future governments are truly democratic and representative of their entire populations. If
we do not succeed in bringing these changes about, then we will most certainly ensure
our own destruction at the hands of the madmen who now rule over us.

The Truth Game
http://johnpilger.com/videos/the-truth-game
War profiteering: a cancer upon America
http://www.activistpost.com/2011/10/war-profiteering-cancer-upon-america.html
Leuren Moret | Fukushima tectonic nuclear warfare monitored by world HAARP partners
ht tp : / / in format ion-machine.b logspot .com/search?updated-max=2011-05-
24T11%3A00%3A00%2B02%3A00&max-resu l ts=50
The UK Freedom Swindle
http://www.monbiot.com/2011/03/29/the-freedom-swindle/
UK's Secret Policy on Torture (partially) Revealed
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28745.htm
US Secret Agent says 2 mini-nukes brought down twin towers on 9/11
Susan Lindauer Imprisoned for One Year Through the Patriot Act. Author of "Extreme
Prejudice" on RenseRadio
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/911/susan-lindauer-imprisoned-forone-
year-through-the-patriot-act.html
Normon Solomon: "You Can't Really Trust the Media" -video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27858.htm
(23) Organized Stalking Electronic Harassment - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TC4zDW7VVPY&feature=related

What has become glaringly apparent to everyone is that getting out onto the streets to
protest in force is the only way to make governments listen to the demands of their
citizens, otherwise those demands are totally ignored by puppet politicians who do no
more than reinforce the corrupt regimes that employ them.
Unfortunately, what present day protesters seem to have forgotten – or never knew in the
first place, is that America, along with the United Kingdom, has already murdered millions
of  people  all  over  the  world  simply  because they  desired  exactly  what  the  occupy
protesters of today also desire, which is true democracy. And the chance of them getting
that without a real revolution is next to zero, as they are undoubtedly going to find out,
just as other protesters in the Middle East already have; which is that half a revolution is
no revolution at all. Expecting hugely wealthy degenerate psychopaths to have sympathy
for the millions of desperate unemployed protesters is no more than a pipe dream. They
don't. Fascists care only for themselves and their own kind. What protesters can be sure
of is massive retaliation for having dared to confront their fascist overlords in the first
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place.  Maybe  then,  protesters  will  go  the  whole  hog?  After  all,  they  have  perfect
examples from their  own governments of  how to get  what  they want.  Following the
ongoing actions of the USA and the UK, who obviously believe that the end justifies the
means, its okay for them to ignore the laws, its okay for them to lie, cheat, steal, betray,
torture and commit mass murder, or any other crime to get what they want – so go for it!
Do whatever it takes to get real democracy. Its your human right.

"Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable."
John F. Kennedy

Nothing has changed in post-revolutionary Egypt
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/the-middle-east/nothing-has-changed-in-post-
revolutionary-egypt.html
A World United for Human Rights
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29489.htm
Truth about the Federal Reserve & World War I
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/occupywallstreet/truth-about-the-federal-
reserve--world-war-i-.html
A Manifesto for the Impending Second American Revolution
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29457.htm
THIS IS ANONYMOUS!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gP9q61Fjlqo&feature=related

The above should provide a lesson to the many thousands of British torture victims
whose cries for help or assistance from successive British governments and its state
media have gone unanswered. The message is now very clear. Victims of British state
repression should start to prepare their banners and get themselves ready to join all
future political demonstrations within Britain. News reporters from abroad will be waiting
and ready to film their message to governments and people throughout the entire world,
thus putting an end to the fiction that Britain is a democracy which does not persecute or
torture its citizens. It does, and has been doing so for many, many years. It has been that
repression alone which has kept the British monarchy in power. Once that knowledge
becomes clear the monarchy will eventually fall and true democracy will at last have a
chance to flourish within Britain. This is an opportunity which cannot and should not be
ignored. Take it people, while you still have the chance.

From reading this document you have probably reached the conclusion that I am solely
concerned with tortured political dissidents, but no. The truth is that the greedy selfish
people who now control our world have declared war on all forms of dissent. Scientists,
doctors, researchers, healers, inventors, archeologists, among many other professions,
are all being suppressed if their discoveries are not 'officially' accepted by the powers that
be.
In their search for knowledge and improvements that would make all of our lives so much
freer and better, many wonderful people are putting their very lives at risk. Without the
widespread censorship and suppression now taking place, we could quickly advance our
living standards by leaps and bounds. We could have unlimited almost free energy, do
away with oil dependence, cure cancer and other terrible diseases, and also prevent the
endless unnecessary wars that we are being forced to endure and pay for. Present day
governments see ignorance as being a virtue, and they heavily persecute anyone who
exposes  their  deceptions.  Our  world  is  becoming  a  horrifying  nightmare  that  may
eventually kill us all unless we come to our senses and rise up against the fascist evil
now smothering us all.
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Our  vast  criminal  government  crimes  and  conspiracies  must  be  fully  exposed and
prevented from happening in the future. The perpetrators of these horrific crimes must be
brought to justice. If they are not, an open final revolution may well become the only way
to end their abuses of power. The present leaders of Britain, France, Israel and the
United States are nothing more than lying war criminals and murderers. They should all
be slated for arrest by the International Criminal Court and brought to trial for gross
human rights abuses. WAKE UP PEOPLE – RESIST or become slaves!

MICROWAVE WARFARE - Slow Kill Assassination by Government - video
http://www.torturedinamerica.org /
“A few years ago, at a meeting in Birmingham, I said “I believe that this Industry, this UK
Government and its (then) scientists, would be responsible for more civilian deaths in
peace-time than all of the terrorist organizations in the World, put together”. I still believe
this to be true – please listen to my evidence.”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=US&v=kvn-8ITy0oc
Press  for  Truth  interviews  ex  MI5  intel l igence  of f icer  Annie  Machon  –
videohttp://www.thoughtmedia.org/pressfortruth/news_dtls.php?rid=96&catid=1 The
Mother  Of  All  Black  Ops http://9-11themotherofallblackoperations.blogspot.com
T h e  O r w e l l i a n  N i g h t m a r e  C o m e  T r u e  -  C o a s t  t o  C o a s t
h t t p : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ? v = k I x 4 H _ R 8 - 0 E & f e a t u r e = r e l a t e  d
The British descent into total tyranny
http://endthelie.com/2011/08/27/the-british-descent-into-total-tyranny-takes-another-step-
forward/#axzz1WuIsuibK
London Student Demo / Riot / Protest
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUzKh5bX0tg&feature=related
Anarchy in UK: Video of angry London riots as students fight cuts
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhmF5p2Z7Ec&NR=1
The First Great War of the 21st Century - Must watch 4 minute video.
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27828.htm
Yemen’s Useful Tyranny – The Forgotten History of Britain’s ‘Dirty War’
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27826.htm
Goodies and Baddies. A History of 'Humanitarian Intervention'
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27818.htm
How The So-Called Guardians Of Free Speech Are Silencing The Messenger
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27649.htm
Dr. Niels Harrit on Discovery of Nano-Thermite in WTC Dust – Must see interview
http://www.911truth.org/index.php?topic=resources
“U.S. mainstream media isn’t interested in finding the truth”
http://rt.com/usa/news/us-mainstream-media-isn-t-interested-in-finding-the-truth
UK. Republic TV
http://www.republic.org.uk/What%20we%20want/Video/index.php
The Israeli Mossad & 9-11
http://www.henrymakow.com/the_israeli_mossad_9-11.html
The Real Rogue Nuclear State - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLSlmLx4Fls
WikiLeaks' Most Terrifying Revelation. Just How Much Our Government Lies to Us
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27191.htm
Why Washington Hates Hugo Chavez
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27170.htm
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America Has Gone Away
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27158.htm
How The So-Called Guardians Of Free Speech Are Silencing The Messenger
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27649.htm
Secrets, Lies and this Dirty War. Letters to the Guardian re Wikileaks & the Afghan
Debacle
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/secrets-lies-and-this-dirty-war-letters-to-
the-guardian-re-wikileaks-the-afghan-debacle
Who Taught America to Torture?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLAfSIm62Jc
Israeli Terrorism Against America
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvItZ2GS88A
UK. Republic TV
http://www.republic.org.uk/What%20we%20want/Video/index.php
British democracy: no better than Uzbekistan's
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2010/apr/08/craig-murray-general-election
How WikiLeaks Enlightened in 2010
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-503543_162-20026591-503543.html
T a r g e t e d  I n d i v i d u a l s  E u r o p e
http://targetedindividualseurope.wordpress.com/category/experimentation-without-
consent
(24)  Solving  the  Mystery  of  WTC 7  Architects  &  Engineers  for  9/11  Truth  –  video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zi887OFzsx8

"You do not become a ‘dissident' just because you decide one day to take up this most
unusual  career,"  Vaclav  Havel  said,  when  he  battled  the  communist  regime  in
Czechoslovakia.  "You  are  thrown  into  it  by  your  personal  sense  of  responsibility,
combined with a complex set of external circumstances. You are cast out of the existing
structures and placed in a position of conflict with them. It begins as an attempt to do your
work well, and ends with being branded an enemy of society. The dissident does not
operate in the realm of genuine power at all. He is not seeking power. He has no desire
for office and does not gather votes. He does not attempt to charm the public. He offers
nothing and promises nothing. He can offer, if anything, only his own skin-and he offers it
solely because he has no other way of affirming the truth he stands for. His actions
simply articulate his dignity as a citizen, regardless of the cost."

Power and the Tiny Acts of Rebellion

By Chris Hedges
November 23, 2010 "Truthdig" -- There is no hope left for achieving significant reform or
restoring  our  democracy  through established  mechanisms of  power.  The  electoral
process  has  been hijacked by  corporations.  The judiciary  has  been corrupted  and
bought. The press shuts out the most important voices in the country and feeds us the
banal and the absurd. Universities prostitute themselves for corporate dollars. Labor
unions are marginal and ineffectual forces. The economy is in the hands of corporate
swindlers  and  speculators.  And the  public,  enchanted  by  electronic  hallucinations,
remains passive and supine. We have no tools left within the power structure in our fight
to halt unchecked corporate pillage.

The Stench of American Hypocrisy, Part 2
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November 22, 2010 "Information Clearing House" -- In a recent column, "The Stench of
American Hypocrisy," I noted that US public officials and media are on their high horse
about the rule of law in Burma while the rule of law collapses unremarked in the US.
Americans enjoy beating up other peoples for American sins. Indeed, hypocrisy has
become the defining characteristic of the United States.

Chalmers Johnson on American Hegemony – Must see video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26897.htm

"The British public by now should be sick of our governments' hypocritical approach to
torture and unlawful killings. It  pretends to condemn both, but in practice it  aids and
assists states that they know are violating these basic rights. This represents a serious
violation of international law."
Phil Shiner of Public Interest Lawyers

Almost  immediately  after  9/11  and  7/7  attacks  in  America  and  London,  many
investigators began to doubt the 'official government versions' detailing the attacks. Since
that time many witnesses and experts have proved without a doubt that both attacks
were in fact 'inside jobs' in that the 'security services' of both countries did at the very
least know that the attacks were going to take place, and that in all  probability they
carried out those attacks themselves. The motive being that these so-called 'terrorist
attacks' could be used as a pretext to terrify and totally dominate their populations and
countries turning them into full-blown fascist police states, which they now have. After
which under the 'war on terror' their governments can attack other countries to control or
steal their oil resources. They could also make many billions of dollars through worldwide
arms sales, again under the pretext of the war on terror.

"It can't happen here is number one on the list of famous last words."
David Crosby.

(25) 7/7: Crime and Prejudice
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFllLvhgYm8

(26) 'Esoteric Agenda' - Full Documentary
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRdNNQYQZmE

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
(And how the British government abuses them.)

Under  the  Universal  Declaration  of  Human Rights,  adopted  by  the  United  Nations
General  Assembly  Resolution  217  A  (111)  of  10th  December  1948,  the  British
government  has,  in  allowing  psychological  torture  to  be  used  against  its  citizens,
breached  the  following  sections  of  the  Charter:
Sections 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 19, 12, 18, 19, 20-1, 23-1, 24, 27-1, 27-2 28, 29-1, 29-3.
Section 3 states: Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person.
(Anyone undergoing  psychological  torture  has  very  limited  liberty  and certainly  no
personal  security  at  all.)
Section 5 states: No one shall be subject to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
(Psychological torture has been defined by the Rehabilitation Center for Torture Victims
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(IRCT) in Denmark, as being the very worst form of torture possible. Psychological torture
is without doubt cruel, inhuman and degrading.)
Section 7 states: All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination
to  equal  protection  of  the  law.  All  are  entitled  to  equal  protection  against  any
discrimination  in  violation  of  the  Declaration  and  against  any  incitement  to  such
discrimination.
(Torture  in  Britain  is  carried  out  without  any  formal  charges being  brought  against
dissidents. Therefore, they are denied the right to refute any allegations made against
them by the security services. Also, the British security services incite acts of violence
and  discrimination  against  dissidents  by  alleging  they  are  ‘communists,  agitators,
subversives,  etc.’  Security  also  attempts  to  criminalize  dissidents.)
Section 8 states: Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national
tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by
law.
(The British security services carry out psychological torture against dissidents without
bringing any charges against them, and so completely avoid the law.)
Section 9 states: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest detention or exile.
(In the United Kingdom dissidents are forced into internal or external exile.)
Section 10 states: Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an
independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and
of any criminal charge against him.
(The British security services avoid this section completely by not bringing any formal
charges against dissidents. They therefore deny dissidents the right of a public hearing.
British security has simply appointed itself as judge, jury and executioner.)
Section 12 states: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy,
home or correspondence, or to attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the
right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.
(The British security services and the police consistently use sleep deprivation against
dissidents, tap the telephones, faxes and computers of dissidents, use bugging devices
inside the homes of dissidents, censor the mail of dissidents, interfere with dissidents
families And continually impinge upon the honor and reputation of dissidents.)
Section 18 states: Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion;
this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in
community  with  others  and  in  public  or  private  to  manifest  his  religion  or  belief  in
teaching,  practice,  worship  and  observance.
(Rigid  censorship  in  Britain  prevents  true  freedom of  thought  or  expression.  And,
because of a climate of fear created by the security services around a dissident; in that
the same may happen to potential supporters, and others, as it does to the dissident, the
dissident may effectively be prevented from carrying out his beliefs.)
Section 19 states: Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
(Dissidents in the United Kingdom may be continually hounded and harassed by British
security  when  voicing  their  opinions  and  they  are  denied  the  means  to  express
themselves through any media because of the rigid censorship imposed in Britain, even
the dissident’s e-mail  is read by the police and security services. The media is also
reluctant to accept work from some dissidents because of the fear of retaliation by the
security services if they do so.)
Section  20-1  states:  Everyone  has  the  right  to  freedom of  peaceful  assembly  and
association.
(The British security services continually invoke hostility towards dissidents so preventing
free association of almost any kind.)
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Section 23-1 states: Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just
and favorable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment.
(The British security services do everything within their considerable power to invoke
hostility and harassment against the dissident whilst he is at work. Should the dissident
work from home or from his own office, security will continually tap his telephone, fax,
computer, e-mail, etc, in direct attempts at preventing the dissident from making a living.)
Section 24 states:  Everyone has the right  to  rest  and leisure,  including reasonable
limitation of  working hours and periodic  holidays with pay.
(British security uses sleep deprivation as an integral part of their psychological torture
techniques against dissidents, and so proper rest for the dissident is impossible.)
Section 27-1 states: Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the
community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancements and its benefits.
(As a part of their actions against some dissident’s British security invokes continual
hostility against the dissident so preventing his free association within the cultural life of
the community and depriving him or her of any benefits from it.)
Section 27-2 states: Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material
interests resulting from and scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the
author.
(A dissident writer in Britain may be prevented from carrying out his work properly by the
continual  harassment  and psychological  torture  inflicted on him by British  security.
Because the writer may be continually censored in various ways, his work will be denied
publication with the resulting loss of income.)
Section 28 states: Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the
rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration can be fully realized.
(The dissident in the United Kingdom may well be driven into internal or external exile
and so denied almost any rights at all. Indeed, the dissidents home may well become his
prison.)
Section 29-1 states: Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and
full development of his personality is possible.
(Psychological torture techniques, to which a dissident may be subjected, are expressly
designed to degrade and destroy the normal human personality.)
Section 29-2 states: In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject
only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of securing due
recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just
requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society.
(The dissident in the United Kingdom is, in effect, deprived of almost all his rights.)
Section 29-3 states: These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to
the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
(The dissident in the United Kingdom is deprived of almost all of his rights.)

“The first fundamental liberty of an Englishman is that all courts of justice always ought to
be free and open for all sorts of peaceable people to see, behold and hear, and have free
access unto; and no man whatsoever ought to be tried in holes or corners, or in any
place where the gates are shut and barred.”
John Lilburne

The Nuremberg Principles
Principle I. Any person who commits an act which constitutes a crime under international
law is responsible therefore and liable to punishment.
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Principle  II.  The fact  that  internal  law does not  impose a  penalty  for  an  act  which,
constitutes a crime under international law, does not relieve the person who committed
the act from responsibility under international law.

Principle III. The fact that a person who committed an act which constitutes a crime under
international law, acted as Head of State or responsible government official does not
relieve him from responsibility under international law.

You can prove the truth of this report yourself by researching the mass of evidence within
it. Then spread it far and wide. Since I began writing this report over 50 sites similar to
this one have already been taken down and censorship is getting worse every week!
There are now well over 400 'gagging' orders in Britain that prevents British people from
finding out the truth about their own country. For an updated PDF copy of this report
contact me at: lesdove@inbox.com

www.lesdove.blogspot.com
http://drlesdove.wordpress.com

If you would like to add your name to the following UK victims list now, please contact Dr.
Les Dove with details: lesdove@inbox.com

There  is  evidence  that  the  e-mail  of  many  UK  torture  victims  is  being  blocked  or
censored. Check to make sure that your own e-mail address is working correctly. If you
don't get a reply to any mail sent to us – its because we didn't get it!

BELOW  IS  ONLY  A  VERY  PARTIAL  LIST  OF  BRITISH  VICTIMS  OF  TORTURE
CARRIED  OUT  BY  BRITISH  SECURITY  SERVICES  INSIDE  BRITAIN

For reason of space I cannot list all  of the many European victims but a huge list of
Microwave Torture victims from all over the world is available at:
http://johnfinch.wordpress.com http://johnfinch.wordpress.com/2009/10/

1.  NAME: DENNIS ARNOLD & YASMIN JEREMY -  2.  NAME: NAMAN ASGHAR &
FAMILY -  3.  NAME:  STEPHEN BAKER -  4.  NAME:  “CHICKEN”  -  5.  NAME:  CARL
CLARK -  6.  NAME:  JOHN CLIFTOZ -
7. NAME: ANDREW COLE - 8. NAME: DAVID COULSON - 9. NAME: STAN CUMANS -
10. AME: DANIELA - 11. NAME: DARRIM & FAMILY
- 12. NAME: BEN DEMPSEY - 13. NAME: DR LES DOVE - 14. NAME: LINDA DREW -
15. NAME: CAROL DUKE - 16. NAME: DEVON FOWLER - 17. NAME: SIMON HAYES -
18. NAME: REGINALD HODGES - 19. NAME: HUGGLES - 20. NAME: MERV HUGHES
-
21. NAME: LINDA JANE INCE - 22. NAME: MICHAEL IRVING -
23.  NAME:  JULIAN  JACKSON  -  24.  NAME:  DANIELA  K  -  25.  NAME:  MAURICE
KELLETT - 26. NAME: DEREK KINMOND - 27. NAME: LINDA - 28. NAME: FRANCES
ANN LUFF - 29. NAME: A M - 30. NAME: CATHERINE MILLS & FAMILY - 31. NAME:
JEAN MULLAN -
32. NAME: MAUREEN NORMAN - 33. NAME: DEBBIE PARTRIDGE -
34. NAME: CAROL RAE - 35. NAME: WILLIAM RAE - 36. NAME: RONALD - 37. NAME:
PAUL SAUNDERSON -  38.  NAME:  CAROL SMITH -  39.  NAME:  KIM STIRLING &
FAMILY -  40.  NAME:  TI29187 -
41.  NAME:  MO  TAHANI  -  42.  NAME:  FRANCIS  TAILOKA  -  43.  NAME:  NATALIE
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TEULON  -  44.  NAME:  TRACIE  WALKER  -  45.  NAME:  WATERFALL  -  46.  NAME:
CHRISTINA WYATT - 47. NAME: ANDY FLYNN - 48. NAME: RODERICK RUSSELL -
49. GEORGE FARQUAR -
50.  NAME:  MAUREEN  AGNEW  -  51.  NAME:  VIV  -  IANE,  BEN  AND  RACHAEL
ANAMUAH -  52.  NAME:  ANN & FAMILY -  53.  NAME:  DENIZ  BESIM -  54.  NAME:
STEVEN CALVE -  55.  PETER W MARTIN -
56. NAME: JOANNA IATRIDOU - 57. NAME: FALLON LIPSCOMB -
58. NAME: FRANCES ANN LUFF - 59. NAME: IMELDA O' CONNOR -
60. NAME: BARBARA RICHARDS - 61. NAME: PAUL RONALDS -
62. NAME: RENDT VIRAY - 63. NAME: ALAN KENT - 64 NAME: BARRY DEWHURST -
65 NAME: UN JEUNE INGENIEUR -  66.  NAME: EMILIA MARIA VAZ-MARCH - 67.
NAME: VERONIQUE - 68. NAME: JEAN VERSTRAETEN - 69. NAME: JADA DOE - 70.
NAME:  JULIAN JACKSON -  71.  SHEILA PHILLIPS -  72.  GALINA ROBERTS -  73.
TERESA - 74. LINDA DREW - 75. CHARLES SEVEN – 76. NAME: HDRJMRS – 77.
NAME: UK - 78. NAME: NATALIE MOORE

"The media class don’t know anything. And they know they don’t know."
Adam Curtis, Documentary Maker

It is our responsibility to record and alert the world to these horrendous crimes - and the
extreme danger that these technologies, powers and tendencies pose to human rights,
liberty, democracy, privacy and the mental and physical freedom, individuality, integrity,
health and growth of all people.

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:-
John Finch
MAIL: 5/8 Kemp St, Thornbury, Vic 3071, Australia, TEL: 0424009627
EMAIL: tijohnfinch@gmail.com , MCmailteam@gmail.com

______________________________
PLEASE NOTE: If a reference link anywhere on this document has expired - try googling
the heading as the information may be listed and available elsewhere on the Internet.
Instructions For Finding Missing Articles Where You Have a Quote or Excerpt: There is
an easy way to find a free copy of most news articles or other important webpages which
have disappeared when you have some text or a quote from the article or web page.
Copy and paste seven to ten words quoted from the article or web page into your favorite
search engine. Put quotation marks at the beginning and end of this phrase or sentence,
and then press search. The results will very likely show that the article has been posted
on several other websites.
Instructions for Non-functioning Links: For any link that does not function, you may be
able to use the Internet archive to find the original article or video. To do this, first right
click on the non-functioning link and select "copy shortcut" or its equivalent. Now, go to
http://www.archive.org. If there is anything in the "Way back Machine" box, delete it.
Paste what you've copied into the box and click the "Take Me Back" button. Finally, click
on any date for the original article as it was posted on the date listed.
The above method will show you exactly how the webpage looked one the date it was
copied into the archive. Please note, however, that any website can request not to be
listed on the Internet archive. Unfortunately, many major media websites have done this.
If this is the case, you can try to find the article on another website using a quote from the
original article, as mentioned above.
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DIRECTED ENERGY & NEUROLOGICAL WEAPONS VICTIMS ORGANISATIONS &
FURTHER RESEARCH INFORMATION

FREEDOM FROM COVERT HARASSMENT AND SURVEILLANCE
MR DERRICK ROBINSON
WEB: http://freedomfchs.com
EMAIL: info@freedomfchs.com, derrickrobinson@gmail.com,

Related InformationINTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE AGAINST COVERT ELECTRONIC
ABUSE
http://www.IAACEA.org : http://www.iaacea.org/
MIND JUSTICE
MS CHERYL WELSH
WEB: http://www.mindjustice.org
EMAIL: welsh@dcn.davis.ca.us
Barrie Zwicker interviews MI5 whistleblower Annie Machon at University of Waterloo
http://911blogger.com/topics/annie-machon
Microwave Warfare - Barrie Trower. British military expert exposes criminal conspiracy by
UK and USA to torture and brainwash populations worldwide – video Part 1 / 11
http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=US&v=kvn-8ITy0oc

Lessons From Iceland. The People Can Have The Power
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29722.htm

Money Has Been Privatised By Stealth
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29728.htm

Fear. American Style
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29723.htm
Occupy Wall Street. Police Violence Reveals a Corrupt System
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29721.htm

'World fears US as a war-hungry drunk' - ex-Senator - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29795.htm

10 Reasons America Will Be Judged as the Most Brutal Empire in History
http://www.activistpost.com/2011/11/10-reasons-america-will-be-judged-as.html

Psychopaths Rule The World
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/war-crimes/psychopaths-rule-the-world-.html

The Police State Makes Its Move
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29719.htm

Who Said Gaddafi Had To Go?
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29718.htm
Genocidal Cynicism
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29717.htm
This Is What Revolution Looks Like
http://www.truth-out.org/what-revolution-looks/1321384587
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Stasi USA
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29697.htm

Electronic Pickpocketing- Drawbacks to a cashless society.flv
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUwOtc3kZ-8

England Shall Rise Again
http://www.rense.com/general95/eng.htm

David Icke: Who Controls The Web? - video
http://www.davidicke.com/headlines/36970-david-icke-who-controls-the-web

THE FIRST STREETWISE REVOLUTION?
http://www.davidicke.com/headlines/54623-the-first-streetwise-revolution-or-another-
flase-and-manipulated-dawn

'Invisible Empire: A New World Order Defined' Full Documentary - video
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/independent-film/invisible-empire-a-new-
world-order-definedfull-documentary.html

Outrage at UK plan to put audio recorders in taxis
Read more: http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2011/11/14/2270786/outrage-at-uk-plan-
to-put-audio.html#ixzz1dyimqW5b

“Snatch Squads” and agents provocateur caught on camera at London student protest
http://EndtheLie.com/2011/11/16/%e2%80%9csnatch-squads%e2%80%9d-and-agents-
provocateur-caught-on-camera-at-london-student-protest/#ixzz1dyI2ay00

9/11 Masterminds - Explosive Connections (Updated Version)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=iv&v=YEQOh2NVVLo&annotation_id=annotation
_946688&src_vid=c3jnFtSElH4
Fascist America, in 10 easy steps - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article18570.htm

Police Repression, Official Mendacity and Why OWS Has Already Overcome
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29539.htm
THE PLAN: http://www.whatis-theplan.org

F i g h t  t h e  N e w  W o r l d  O r d e r  w i t h  G l o b a l  N o n  C o m p l i a n c e
h t t p : / / w w w . t h e c r o w h o u s e . c o m / f t n w o . h t m l

Julian Assange’s guide to whistleblowing
http://www.tcij.org/whistleblower-guidelines/julian-assanges-guide-to-whistleblowing

9/11 Provable Lies
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/911/911-provable-lies.html

'The Battle of Chernobyl' - Documentary
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/radiation-poisoning/the-battle-of-chernobyl-
--documentary.html
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What They Won't Show You On Television
http://www.sprword.com/B.html#burmasecret

The One Killing Civilians is NATO
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29064.htm
Hail to the True Victors of Rupert's Revolution. By John Pilger
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article29066.htm

International Mens Organisation Terrific Web site with loads of good info!
http://www.intmensorg.info/

The House of Winsor
http://lifeinthemix2.co.uk/the_house_of_windsor.html

Love for Life
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/10/10/29/free-eco-power-free-eco-power-generators

UK Government recruits doctors to become thought police
http://endthelie.com/2011/06/08/government-recruits-doctors-to-become-thought-police-
pinpoint-potential-terrorists-among-their-patients/#axzz1XSKQ6uOo

Noam Chomsky - Pirates & Emperors
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5GqdM35z1Y

Activists - Activate Now! - video
http://english.aljazeera.net/Programmes/activate/episodes.html

Has The UK Become a Police State?
http://endthelie.com/2011/07/23/has-the-uk-become-a-police-state-the-wrongful-killings-
of-jean-charles-de-menezes-and-ian-tomlinson-tell-us-that-it-has/#axzz1XSKQ6uOo

David Cameron declares war on his own people, promises a British police state
http://endthelie.com/2011/08/15/david-cameron-declares-war-on-his-own-people-
promises-a-british-police-state/#axzz1XSKQ6uOo
A Publisher Of Last Resort - Must see video
Wikileaks editor interview on censorship.
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25799.htm

John Loftus America's Nazi Secret - FULL LENGTH
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=unLZX7_8Jdk&feature=related

An Unpalatable Truth The Martha Gellhorn Prize for Journalism
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28238.htm

The Imperialist Crime Cover-Up
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28241.htm

'Beyond Treason' – Award-Winning Documentary Feature Film
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/endless-war/beyond-treason---award-
winningdocumentary-feature-film.html

Breaking Australia's Silence: WikiLeaks and Freedom - video
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http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27721.htm

George Carlin - Who Really Controls America
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article14837.htm

Who Taught America to Torture?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLAfSIm62Jc

FULFORD VS. HAARP -Did the USA cause Japan's earthquake?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InV0cVH6KZc

Libya, Hypocrisy and Betrayal by the United Nations
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27727.htm

Mind Games
http: / /wm34. inbox.com/index.aspx?_cu=4lq2BhY7rghCF-oLUVYt65fkpHM-
LmuViC5GWuts7osch672VCoU@#m_em

THE UNACKNOWLEDGED TERROR
http://www.disclosureproject.org/unacknowledgedterror.htm

Catherine Austin Fitts exposes the "tapeworm economy"
http://www.realecontv.com/videos/post-collapse/re-wiring-the-financial-system.html

33 Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True
http://www.newworldorderreport.com/Articles/tabid/266/ID/980/33-Conspiracy-Theories-
That-Turned-Out-To-Be-True-Why-Do-So-Many-People-Not-Know-These.aspx

The Top 50 US War Criminals
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23303.htm

EVA GOLINGER
http://www.chavezcode.com

Postcards from the Revolution
http://www.chavezcode.com/2010/03/correo-del-orinoco-international.html

2011: A Brave New Dystopia
http://www.truth-out.org/2011-a-brave-new-dystopia66307

Brian Gerrish on Alex Jones Tv 1/3:The Truth About The Common Purpose Group in The
UK
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkqhvBxgMOk&feature=player_embedded

Amazing Speech By War Veteran.
http://vodpod.com/watch/2738558-amazing-speech-by-war-veteran

Beyond Elections: Redefining Democracy in the Americas
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/beyond-elections

Participatory budgeting in the UK
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26gvAS5eDA0&feature=related
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War on the World. Obama’s Surge in State Terror
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/war-on-the-world-obamas-surge-in-state-
terror

Orwellian Ireland
http://oireland.tripod.com/oireland2.pdf

Racism and War: The Dehumanization of the Enemy (Must see video)
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24249.htm

Organized Stalking Electronic Harassment
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TC4zDW7VVPY&feature=related

A State Crime Against Democracy.
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25365.htm

Targeted Individuals
http://www.targetedindividuals.com/Techniques.html

COVERT ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT
http://www.stopcovertwar.com/enter2.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYHo2cgIWRQ&feature=related

Monarch – The Suppression of Domestic Dissent
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/monarch-the-new-phoenix-program

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE ON OFFENSIVE MICROWAVE WEAPONS
MR HARLAN GIRARD
WEB: http://www.icomw.org
EMAIL: http://www.icomw.org/contact.asp

Torture Reporting Handbook
http://www.essex.ac.uk/torturehandbook

ILLEGAL HUMAN EXPERIMENTING & ELECTROMAGNETIC MINDCONTROL
http://www.netti.fi/~makako/mind/index.html

THE ASSOCIATION AGAINST THE ABUSE OF PSYCHOPHYSICAL WEAPONS
PRESIDENT SWETLANA SCHUNIN
EMAIL: DimitriSchunin@gmx.de, ka4143-896@online.de,
WEB: http://psychophysischer-terror.de.tl

THE AMERICAN COGNITIVE LIBERTIES ASSOCIATION
 WEB: http://americancognitivelibertiesassoc.org/default.aspx
E M A I L :  e m a i l u s @ a m e r i c a n c o g n i t i v e l i b e r t i e s a s s o c . o r g ,
A C L A @ a m e r i c a n c o g n i t i v e l i b e r t i e s a s s o c . o r g

The War On The Mind : Microwaves As A Weapon -Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen Kilde –
MUST SEE videos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVXPotKlhQE&feature=PlayList&p=479B833C0B969C
B9&playnext_from=PL&index=5
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Brian Gerrish on Alex Jones Tv 1/3:The Truth About The Common Purpose Group in The
UK
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkqhvBxgMOk&feature=player_embedded

Mind Control : America's Secret War
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article13845.htm

Gang stalkers and people cookers are murderers, the crimes they commit belong to the
worst crimes in history
http://www.stopeg.com/gangstalkersaremurderers.html

Biophysical Warfare - The Mind Has No Firewalls
http://a-albionic.com/topic/167/t/Biophysical-Warfare--Mind---Firewalls--Tim-
Rifat.html?page=-1
Fighting for the Family of Man
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24272.htm

Beyond Orwell: The Electronic Police State, 2010
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25029.htm

North American Union, RFID, CFR & Amero EXPOSED
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TH9VwxIPD6k&feature=related

Be nice to America. Or we'll bring democracy to your country!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ee6SdmmCN5Y

American War Crimes in Korea – Kill Them All - video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8206016488051266280&hl=en#

Dead in the Water – The Israeli attack on the USS Liberty - video
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-3319663041501647311#

9/11 - The US Military Knows Israel Did It - “The Dark Face Of Jewish Nationalism”
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25028.htm

Chalmers Johnson on American Hegemony – Must see video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26897.htm
The Police State Road Map: www.policestateplanning.com

The American Idiot - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24326.htm

Abolish the Monarchy
http://www.abolishthemonarchy.co.uk

Synthetic Telepathy: MICROWAVE MIND CONTROL by UK INTELLIGENCE FORCES.
http://www.pdfone.com/download/2_keyword-synthetic-telepathy/microwave-mind-
control-by-tim-rifat-uk-intelligence-forces.pdf

The War Against Free Thought
http://therearenosunglasses.wordpress.com/2009/09/28/the-war-against-free-thought
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkqhvBxgMOk&feature=player_embedded
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article13845.htm
http://www.stopeg.com/gangstalkersaremurderers.html
http://a-albionic.com/topic/167/t/Biophysical-Warfare--Mind---Firewalls--Tim-Rifat.html?page=-1
http://a-albionic.com/topic/167/t/Biophysical-Warfare--Mind---Firewalls--Tim-Rifat.html?page=-1
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24272.htm
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25029.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TH9VwxIPD6k&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ee6SdmmCN5Y
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8206016488051266280&hl=en
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-3319663041501647311
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25028.htm
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26897.htm
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24326.htm
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http://www.pdfone.com/download/2_keyword-synthetic-telepathy/microwave-mind-control-by-tim-rifat-uk-intelligence-forces.pdf
http://www.pdfone.com/download/2_keyword-synthetic-telepathy/microwave-mind-control-by-tim-rifat-uk-intelligence-forces.pdf
http://therearenosunglasses.wordpress.com/2009/09/28/the-war-against-free-thought
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9/11 Cover Is Blown - The New Evidence – UK connection
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread484473/pg1

The United States of Terror
http://www.documentarywire.com/the-united-states-of-terror

SUBURBAN SPIES by Anthony Brina (& co-author)
http://www.anthonybrina.blogspot.com/2007/01/suburban-spies-is-true-story-about.html

Gang Stalking World
http://gangstalkingworld.com

John Finch – Torture Cases
http://johnfinch.wordpress.com

Mind Control Victims Friends Around the World
http://mcvictimsworld.ning.com/profile/AnneCatherineTennant

Alex Jones - terrorstorm - special edition
http://documentaries.bz/movies/alex-jones-terrorstorm-final-cut-special-edition

UNWRITTEN FUTURE – Police State USA - UK
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/category/activism_non_profit/q/documentaries/sort/m
ost%20relevant#watch%3Dv16104387a2QKnx3f

WAKE UP TO THE NWO DOCUMENTARY II - Judas Goats and the NeocoNazi Agenda
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/documentaries/category/news/offset/40/searchId/1
e21aa7f4f8b801e47ecd4d258bba5c1#watch%3Dv15335602yj5PmYhn

The 9/11 Chronicles: Truth Rising
http://www.sprword.com/videos/911chronicles

Confronting the 9/11 Evidence
h t t p : / / v i d e o . g o o g l e . c o m / v i d e o p l a y ? d o c i d = -
7 8 7 8 8 9 3 2 3 3 0 7 3 7 0 6 0 8 1 # d o c i d = 7 8 7 1 9 1 7 3 3 0 8 0 6 3 3 8 6 9 3

The End of America (Must see video)
http://www.sprword.com/videos/endofamerica

Systems of Surveillance
http://www.well.com/user/jmalloy/gunterandgwen/resources.html#refs4b

Black Box UFO Secrets
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/documentaries/offset/900/searchId/c3c77867ab2c9
054983778f25cecf258#watch%3Dv15233868dCYRm6e9

Synthetic Terror: There Is No "War On Terror" The Art of False Flag Operations
http://www.sprword.com/videos/syntheticterror

WAKE UP TO THE NWO - DOCUMENTARY
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/documentaries/offset/880/searchId/c3c77867ab2c9
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http://www.sprword.com/videos/911chronicles
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-7878893233073706081#docid=7871917330806338693
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http://www.sprword.com/videos/endofamerica
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http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/documentaries/offset/900/searchId/c3c77867ab2c9054983778f25cecf258#watch
http://www.sprword.com/videos/syntheticterror
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/documentaries/offset/880/searchId/c3c77867ab2c9054983778f25cecf258#watch
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054983778f25cecf258#watch%3Dv8007150yFegkaEd

New World Order & World Leaders
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8I5_PAZEtEg&feature=related

Fight the New World Order with Global Non Compliance
http://www.thecrowhouse.com/ftnwo.html

USA Revolution Is Near
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/36383/USA_Revolution_Is_Near

Your Disappointment In Obama Is Your Teaching Moment
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24535.htm

The Rise of the New Global Elite
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27194.htm

Torture Inc. Americas Brutal Prisons
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article8451.htm

US Justice On Trial
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27186.htm

Psychologists Protest ‘Inhumane, Harmful’ Treatment of Bradley Manning
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27192.htm

War Is A Drug
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27193.htm

This Corruption in Washington is Smothering America's Future
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24533.htm

A broken society, yes. But broken by Thatcher
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2010/jan/29/social-mobility-inequality-
conservative-thatcher

Dr. Michael Parenti: "Terrorism, Globalization and Conspiracy"
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article11635.htm

'Capitalism is evil … you have to eliminate it'
http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian/2010/jan/30/michael-moore-capitalism-a-love-
story

Who's the Enemy?
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24445.htm

The Rule of Law Has Been Lost
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24444.htm

FASCISM - "9-11" - MIND CONTROL
MR JAMES MARINO
WEB: http://www.9-11themotherofallblackoperations.blogspot.com
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EMAIL: peaceseeker12@hotmail.com

Death Squads and US Democracy
http://informationclearinghouse.info/article23059.htm

The Secret Use Of Microwaves By British Police And Army
http://www.rense.com/general11/mm.htm

PT1 Satellite Terrorism in America - Dr.John Hall talks satellite used to harass and gang
stalking
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb1wvNguz2U&NR=1
Part 1: Dr. John Hall Discusses Gang Stalking With Zeph Daniel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58Qkc-r2P5U&feature=related
Microwave Harrassment: Dr. John Hall talks with George Noory Pt. 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0GQza1Vzt3M&feature=related
Microwave Harrassment: Dr. John Hall talks with George Noory Pt. 3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQ7N8Zy6P18&NR=1

Noam Chomsky - The Emerging Framework of World Power
http://www.mefeedia.com/watch/27231596

When Corporations Dominate, Bad Happens
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25691.htm

Wiki-Leaks founder an assassination target?
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/862.html

Electronic Harassment
http://www.bugsweeps.com/info/electronic_harassment.html

Gareth Peirce on Torture, Secrecy and the British State
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/2009/05/gareth-peirce-on-torture-secrecy-
and-the-british-state.html

Mind Control P1 Electronic Harassment – Radio Talk Show
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwoVwbGEw3g&feature=PlayList&p=9155254C145A3
1AA&index=0&playnext=1

Spy Chiefs attack UK Police State
http://www.anniemachon.com/annie_machon/2009/06/sir-richard-dearlove-ex-head-of-
mi6-and-current-master-of-pembroke-college-cambridge-has-been-much-in-the-news-
recently-af.html

UK Indymedia - Police State UK for Pakistani students
http://angryindian.blogspot.com/2009/04/uk-indymedia-police-state-uk-for.html

Police State: Liberty groups unite to defend UK rights
http://www.creative-i.info/2009/03/03/the-government-and-the-courts-are-collaborating-in-
slicing-away-freedoms-and-pushing-britain-to-the-brink-of-becoming-a-database-police-
state

Ex-MI5 Chief Says UK Has Become A Police State
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http://clipmarks.com/clipmark/BB6DA2D0-B9C9-4D53-BADE-6CF974B32A29

Blair lays down framework for police state in Britain
http://www.wsws.org/articles/2005/aug2005/brit-a10.shtml

The Danger of Invisible Corporate Power
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25681.htm
Bangladesh 'death squad' trained by UK police resumes extrajudicial killing
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/jan/26/bangladesh-death-squad-killings-britain

Police State Britain
http://www.tfa.net/the_freedom_association/police-state-britain

7/7 Ludicrous Diversions
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/77-ludicrous-diversion

Suppressing Evidence: UK Complicity in Torture
http://dissidentvoice.org/2010/03/suppressing-evidence-uk-complicity-in-torture

POLICE STATE UK
http://www.lifeinthemix2.co.uk/police_state_uk.html

Electronic Police States
http://helenduffett.blogspot.com/2009/05/uks-electronic-police-state-ranks.html

Operation FALCON - The USA is turning into a Police State
http://www.marketoracle.co.uk/Article431.html

Police State Study Ranks U.S. As 6th Worst In The World
http://www.prisonplanet.com/police-state-study-ranks-us-as-6th-worst-in-the-world.html

Do you know the truth about the EU?
http://eutruth.org.uk

A History of Britain / Simon Schama
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vv-ckMLdRsA

WAKE UP TO THE NWO DOCUMENTARY II - Judas Goats and the NeocoNazi Agenda
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/documentaries/category/news/offset/40/searchId/1
e21aa7f4f8b801e47ecd4d258bba5c1#watch%3Dv15335602yj5PmYhn

FRANCE - INFORMATION DOSSIER
W E B :  h t t p : / / w w w . l a c o c t e l e r a . c o m / p r e s e n t a t i o n - d e - l a - s i t u a t i o n
h t t p : / / i n f o r m a t i o n d o s s i e r . w o r d p r e s s . c o m /
EMAIL: rudyrud2004@gmail.com

Trading Freedom For The Illusion Of Safety
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24462.htm

Superb Video - When False Flags Don't Fly
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread580106/pg1
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A Warning From Noam Chomsky on the Threat of Elites
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25663.htm

The Obama Deception HQ Full length version
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAaQNACwaLw&feature=fvw

“America has exported Freedom all over the World?”
Ken Burns – US documentary film maker in a recent TV interview.
M r .  B u r n s  n e e d s  t o  s e e  t h e  v i d e o  b e l o w :
h t t p : / / w w w . i n f o r m a t i o n c l e a r i n g h o u s e . i n f o / a r t i c l e 2 4 4 4 1 . h t m

A World without Nazism. Anti-Fascist Organization to be Created Soon by Council of
Europe
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/a-world-without-nazism-anti-fascist-
organization-to-be-created-soon-by-council-of-europe

MIND CONTROL HAARP WEAPON OF MASS DECEPTION
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/20717/MIND_CONTROL_HAARP_WEAPON_OF
_MASS_DECEPTION

More Torture Info - Help
http://emhdf.com/koski.html

The International Alliance Against Covert Electronic Abuse
http://www.iaacea.org/

Microwave radiation dangers in your home
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAnrmJ3un1g&feature=youtu.be

Core Of Corruption Volume 1: In The Shadows {Full Film}
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9uB64ghcq8&feature=related

Angels Still Don't Play This HAARP - FULL LENGTH VIDEO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ul7Q5Wcu0g&feature=related

Dr. Nick Begich: Electronic, Psychotronic Mind Control 1/4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JItAaKedjhw

Covert War Against Political Musicians
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/category/covert-war-against-political-
musiciansert

Torture, American style
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/torture-american-style

The Long and Sadistic History Behind the CIA’s Torture Techniques
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/the-long-and-sadistic-history-behind-the-
cias-torture-techniques

Children Sodomized at Abu Ghraib don’t Suffer Permanent Organ Failure – Must not be
Torture
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/children-sodomized-at-abu-ghraib-dont-
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suffer-permanent-organ-failure-must-not-be-torture

U.S. has 45-Year History of Torture
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/u-s-has-a-45-year-history-of-torture

The Suppressed Fact. 100 Deaths by U.S. Torture
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/the-suppressed-fact-100-deaths-by-u-s-
torture-2

Computerized election fraud
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/465.html

Revealed – the Secret Torture Evidence MI5 Tried to Suppress
http://informationclearinghouse.info/article23003.htm

JAPAN - STOP MIND CONTROL のサイトは、兵器技術や心理学等を悪用した、マイン
ドコントロールの強制人体実験に反対します
WEB:  http://www5f.biglobe.ne.jp/~terre/index.html  ,  http://www.mirai1.com/  ,  (in
JAPANESE  and  ENGLISH)
 http://www.geocities.jp/techhanzainetinfo/ (in JAPANESE)
JAPAN
WEB: http://gangstalkinginde.blog59.fc2.com/

Information Clearing House Publisher Threatened
http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/article.asp?ID=9111

BAN ELECTRONIC WARFARE ON CIVILIANS PETITION
370 + SIGNATURES AND MESSAGES OF VICTIMS & SUPPORTERS
WEB: http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/synergy/?e
EMAIL: ti.petition@gmail.com, ti.synergy@gmail.com

MIND CONTROL FORUM VICTIMS' ACCOUNTS
600 + VICTIMS' ACCOUNTS
WEB: http://www.raven1.net/mcf/victm-hm.htm - http://www.raven1.net/mcf/restofsite.htm

NAFF - ADVOCATING FOR VICTIMS OF MIND CONTROL, TORTURE, SLAVERY &
RELATED TERROR
MS KATHLEEN SULLIVAN
WEB: http://naffoundation.org
EMAIL: mail@naffoundation.org

Understanding UFO Secrecy
h t t p : / / w w w . d i s c l o s u r e p r o j e c t . o r g  -
h t t p : / / v i d e o . g o o g l e . c o m / v i d e o p l a y ? d o c i d = 8 2 8 5 7 0 9 9 3 9 7 4 5 6 3 1 5 8 4 #
ht tp: / /www.disc losureproject .org/docs/pdf /UnderstandingUFOSecrecy.pdf

Stop The North American Union Documentary
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/documentaries/via/youtube#watch%3Dyapi-
B9kDO2s1bm0

Making the World Safe for Hypocrisy
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28423.htm
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http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/children-sodomized-at-abu-ghraib-dont-suffer-permanent-organ-failure-must-not-be-torture
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/u-s-has-a-45-year-history-of-torture
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/the-suppressed-fact-100-deaths-by-u-s-torture-2
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/the-suppressed-fact-100-deaths-by-u-s-torture-2
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/465.html
http://informationclearinghouse.info/article23003.htm
http://www5f.biglobe.ne.jp/~terre/index.html
http://www.mirai1.com
http://www.geocities.jp/techhanzainetinfo
http://gangstalkinginde.blog59.fc2.com
http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/article.asp?ID=9111
http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/synergy/?e
http://www.raven1.net/mcf/victm-hm.htm
http://www.raven1.net/mcf/restofsite.htm
http://naffoundation.org
http://www.disclosureproject.org
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8285709939745631584
http://www.disclosureproject.org/docs/pdf/UnderstandingUFOSecrecy.pdf
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/documentaries/via/youtube#watch
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28423.htm
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Gone With the Papers
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28416.htm

The Militarization Of The US Police Force - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28426.htm

'Athens police worse than anything we've seen before'
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zoxxmGpp6HI&feature=player_embedded

Why Democracy Is “The Biggest Scam in the World”
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25052.htm

Rogue Superpower and World Domination
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25055.htm

State Terror in the Name of Peace
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25391.htm
BRAINWASHING: How The British Use The Media for Mass Psychological Warfare
http://www.raven1.net/mcf/news/british-media-psychologicalwarfare.htm

Wikileaks, The United States, Sweden, And Devil's Island
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27166.htm

Tortured  Until  Proven  Guilty.  Bradley  Manning  and  the  Case  Against  Solitary
Confinement
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27164.htm

Honor the WikiLeakers
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27165.htm

Why Washington Hates Hugo Chavez
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27170.htm

Electronic Harassment, Surveillance, & the Police State -- Roger Tolces 2009, 1 of 6
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iQfAhdwuyU

Soon To-Be Ex-Congressman John Hall Warns Against Creeping Fascism
http://www.observer.com/2010/politics/soon-be-ex-congressman-john-hall-warns-against-
creeping-fascism

UK Police demand new powers to stop and search terror suspects
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2010/dec/29/police-stop-and-search-powers

Assange Alerts His Hostages
http://emptywheel.firedoglake.com/2010/12/29/assange-alerts-his-hostages

US murdered up to 4000 civilians in Panama invasion
http://crowdleak.net/1989-coup-in-panama

Freedom Force International
http://www.freedom-force.org/
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alternative news website WideShut.co.uk
http://www.youtube.com/wideshutuk

The Panama Deception – video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4078.htm

Political Essay by 93-year-old Tops Christmas Bestseller List in France
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27171.htm

The TSA's State-mandated Molestation
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27169.htm

America Has Gone Away
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27158.htm

How WikiLeaks Enlightened Us in 2010
http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-503543_162-20026591-503543.html

War Crimes of General Stanley McChrystal
http://www.projectcensored.org/top-stories/articles/24-war-crimes-of-general-stanley-
mcchrystal

US Presidents Charged with Crimes Against Humanity as Universal Jurisdiction Dies in
Spain
http://www.projectcensored.org/top-stories/articles/16-us-presidents-charged-with-crimes-
against-humanity-as-universal-jurisdiction-dies-in-spain/

Bilderberg - Tony Gosling’s Home Page
http://www.bilderberg-mirror.org.uk/index.htm

Serendipipity http://www.serendipity.li/index.html

The Truth Seeker http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk

CANADA: Torture Info - Psychotronic Weapons - help & advice: CAHRA Membership
Cards. A booklet on organized stalking can be downloaded or viewed free from this site.
http://www.raven1.net

Government Mind Control
http://www.angelfire.com/or/mctrl/index.html

Mind Control P6 Electronic Harassment
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pglfp6oHuC0&playnext_from=PL&feature=PlayList&p=
9155254C145A31AA&index=5

War against dissent. monarchthree45minutes.wmv (video)
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=3106090846619588331

British Monarchy is a corporation / US is a Corporation not a Country
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0Itvml2mgQ&feature=player_embedded
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IF  YOU  ARE  A  VICTIM  OF  BRITISH  REPRESSION  you  should  contact:
http://www.raven1.net/mcf/restofsite.htm sending  full  details  plus  a  current  contact
address,  mail  and  e-mail,  as  soon  as  possible.  They  maintain  a  list  of  British  and
American  torture  victims  and  it  is  in  your  interest  to  be  included.
Willing  to  file  lawsuit  against  perpetrators  of  human  rights  Violations.  E-mail:
center4justice@cja,org  Survivors  International:  Torture  treatment  center

Best Interview: Confessions of an Economic Hit Man Part I Video
http://www.tvduck.com/video-4882-Confessions-of-an-Economic-Hit-Man-Part-I.html

Organized Crime Waves http://www.organizedcrimewaves.com
Survivors International - Torture Treatment Center: http://www.survivorsintl.org

Federation of American Scientists http://www.fas.org
Designed to fail: Systemic flaws in electronic voting machines
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/66.html

Pilots For 9/11 Truth.org
http://pilotsfor911truth.org/forum/index.php?showtopic=5301

Dr. Niels Harrit on Discovery of Nano-Thermite in WTC Dust – Must see interview
http://www.911truth.org/index.php?topic=resources

University of Minnesota Human Rights Library - vast resources.
Freedom From Covert Harassment and Surveillance
http://www.freedomfchs.com

Global Internet Liberty Campaign. Fights censorship worldwide.
Big Brother Awards International Gives Big Brother award to those who abuse power
Lobster Magazine Info on UK and US intelligence services.

Ring of Power
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/ring-of-power

Conspiracy Planet Great articles by many writers.
The Home Page of Wade Frazier (Good Info – Read it all)
http://www.ahealedplanet.net/home.htm

Constitution in Flames
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24473.htm

How I Fought to Survive Guantánamo
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24468.htm

Mass UK Mind Control Technology Now A Reality
 http://www.whale.to/b/rifat1.html

 We Are Change (UK Web sites may be censored)
http://www.wearechange.org

Jordan Maxwell - Queen of England Exposed 4/4
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5567904676216660825&q=illuminati%20durati
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on:long&hl=en

Psychological Torture – 129 Videos
http://youtube.com/results?search_query=psychological+torture&search_type

7/7 Bombings Final Word: Her Majesty's Terrorist Network
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/august2005/070805finalword.htm

The Secret Uses Of Microwave Mind Control By The British
http://www.whale.to/b/rifat6.html

Top Journalists Expose Major Cover-ups in Mass Media
http://www.wanttoknow.info/massmedia#palast

You Can Handle The Truth – Mind Control Goes Public - 4of5
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ni3bXYA_v_8&feature=related

David Icke - Freedom or Fascism:The Time to Choose
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oz_6fmISw0

The Military Industrial Complex
http://www.policestateplanning.com/chapter_2_.htm

UK forces taught torture methods
http://www.guardian.co.uk/Iraq/Story/0,2763,1212197,00.html

Mind-Control: The Ultimate Terror
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mindcon01.htm

Microwave Mind-Control by UK Intelligence Forces
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mindcon10.htm

Microwave Mind Control: by Dr. Rauni Leena Kilde, MD
http://www.raven1.net/kilde1.htm

UK 2017: under surveillance
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article18517.htm

Voices of the New Paradigm | Dr. Steven Greer
http://www.information-machine.blogspot.com/search?updated-max=2010-07-
17T02%3A55%3A00%2B02%3A00&max-results=20#PageNo=10

UFO Disclosure | Paul Hellyer August 4, 2010
http://www.information-machine.blogspot.com/search?updated-max=2010-08-
13T11%3A29%3A00%2B02%3A00&max-results=20#PageNo=6

The Stench of American Hypocrisy
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26822.htm
Psywar The real battlefield is your mind
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26430.htm

Subverting the Media
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http://www.deepblacklies.co.uk/subverting_the_media.htm

The Golden State, not so golden
http://www.realecontv.com/page/572.html

Group 13
http://www.deepblacklies.co.uk/group_13.htm

MI5 and Torture in the UK
http://mediafilter.org/guest/Pages/April.4.2000.18.52.58

Leaked documents the UK is trying to block under Secrets Act - published here
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article11407.htm

77 Mind The Gap (Video)
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2001897549763616199&q=mind+the+gap

How Britain created Ulster's murder gangs
http://www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=va&aid=4615

Torture in the United Kingdom
http://mediafilter.org/guest/Pages/March.21.2000.22.55.46

We Have met The Nazis, And They Are Us
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23424.htm

What is the CIA Still Hiding about Interrogations?
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23427.htm

The British Monarchy Has Its Roots in Nazism
http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/may2007/090507monarchy.htm

The Hidden Face of Terrorism
http://www.nexusmagazine.com/articles/hiddenterror.html

Mind-Control Torture in the UK
http://www.five.org.uk/evidence/mc/mc.htm

Mind Control By The British
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/mcmwmindcontrolbybritish10jul01.shtml

Alex Jones - terrorstorm - special edition
http://documentaries.bz/movies/alex-jones-terrorstorm-final-cut-special-edition

Interview with Former CIA Operative Chip Tatum-1 of 8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_6dOsAZfZI

The Pegasus File
http://www.deepblacklies.co.uk/the_pegasus_file-part2.htm

The CIA's Covert Operations
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8N7cEobn2UA&feature=related
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James Casbolt Project Mannequin Interview
http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=11969

MIND CONTROL HAARP WEAPON OF MASS DECEPTION
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdlcYLszr-k

This Is How They Will Kill Us
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNJTiUhZxaY

Mind Control and The New World Order
http://www.whale.to/b/krawczyk.html
http://www.mindjustice.org

Naomi Klein - Give Me Liberty – A Handbook for American Revolutionaries
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XgkeTanCGI

Curbing Social Protest in America: Microwave ‘Non-Lethal’ Weapons used for ‘Crowd
Control’
http://www.republicbroadcasting.org/index.php?cmd=news.article&articleID=1985

I n  y o u r  h e a d :  E x p e r i m e n t s  i n t o  r e m o t e  m i n d  c o n t r o l  t e c h n o l o g y
http://web.archive.org/web/20000817160052/www.isleofavalon.co.uk/local/h-pages/pro-
freedom/in_your_head.html

Microwave Mind Control
http://www.ivanfraser.com/articles/conspiracies/mw_mindcontrol.html

Entire video: 9/11: Press for Truth can be viewed in its entirety at the link below (84
minutes):
http://www.personalgrowthcourses.net/video/9-11_video

State-Sponsored Terror in the Western World
http://www.nexusmagazine.com/articles/StateTerror.html

Covert Terrorism in the UK
http://web.archive.org/web/20000817155235/www.isleofavalon.co.uk/local/h-pages/pro-
freedom/ct_uk.html

Terrorstorm: A History of Government-Sponsored Terrorism
http://freedocumentaries.org/film.php?id=132

Web site exposing Mind-Control around the world.
http://www.mindcontrol-victims.eu

Concentration Camps For American Citizens
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/camps.htm
http://filmtalks.net/post/2008/01/25/concentration-camps-for-american-citizens/#a

Masters Of Terror – Alex Jones
http://filmtalks.net/post/2007/11/25/masters-of-terror-alex-jones/#a
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The CIA & Drugs
http://ciadrugs.homestead.com/files/outline.html#intro

Dr. Michael Parenti: “Terrorism, Globalism and Conspiracy “
http://filmtalks.net/post/2007/12/11/dr-michael-parenti-terrorism-globalism-and-
conspiracy/#a
Illiminazi
h t tp : / / v i deo .goog le .com/v ideosearch?num=10&so=3&q=documen ta ry+ -
r o s e + d u r a t i o n % 3 A l o n g & s t a r t = 0 # n u m = 1 0 & s o = 3 & q = d o c u m e n t a r y % 2 0 -
r o s e % 2 0 d u r a t i o n % 3 A l o n g & s t a r t = 3 5 0

State – Sponsored Terror in the Western World
http://www.nexusmagazine.com/index.php?option=com_docman&task=cat_view&gid=31
&Itemid=71

On Her Majesty's Secret Service – Uncensored
http://www.totse.com/en/politics/foreign_military_intelligence_agencies/162008.html

All the Queen’s forces and all the Queen’s men
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/biggestsecret/biggestsecretbook/biggestsecret18.htm

America the Illiterate
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article21239.htm

Fabled Enemies (Super High Quality, full movie
h t tp : / / v i deo .goog le .com/v ideosearch?num=10&so=3&q=documen ta ry+ -
rose+dura t i on%3Along&s ta r t=0

Secrets Of The CIA
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article21282.htm

State Sponsored Terrorists: Secrets of the CIA Part 1 (Video)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eGFyEo33eI&feature=related

WikiLeaks cables. Bangladeshi 'death squad' trained by UK government
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/dec/21/wikileaks-cables-british-police-bangladesh-
death -squad

United States of America and UK are leading terrorist states. Noam Chomsky interview
HQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcDNCkVmXQM

The Secret Government: CIA Operations Part 1 (Video)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ja6hblM2rlo&feature=related

Electronic Voting Machines Whistle Blower
http://www.truestoriesvideoblog.info

Dr Michael Parenti -- Functions of Fascism (Real History) 1 of4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0Bc4KJx2Ao&feature=related

Masons are the UK’s Nazi Party
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http://video.google.com/videosearch?num=10&so=3&q=documentary+-rose+duration
http://video.google.com/videosearch?num=10&so=3&q=documentary+-rose+duration
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article21282.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eGFyEo33eI&feature=related
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/dec/21/wikileaks-cables-british-police-bangladesh-death
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/dec/21/wikileaks-cables-british-police-bangladesh-death
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcDNCkVmXQM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ja6hblM2rlo&feature=related
http://www.truestoriesvideoblog.info
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0Bc4KJx2Ao&feature=related
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http://www.ljpr.info

Noam Chomsky - America is not a Democracy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmJv_wf91W8&feature=related

John Stockwell: The Third World War
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9VxnCBD9W4&eurl

The Secret History of the American Empire – John Perkins - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKVVlVnTo3M

America Bombings Date Page
http://www.prisonplanet.com/911.html

London Bombings Data Page
http://www.prisonplanet.com/archives/london/index.htm

The Secret Use Of Microwaves By British Police And Army
http://www.rense.com/general11/mm.htm

Symptoms of a targeted individual in the UK
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=si1bHa45u18&feature=related

Top Journalists Expose Major Cover-ups in Mass Media
http://www.wanttoknow.info/massmedia#palast

Bio-electromagnetic Weapons: The ultimate weapon
http://www.opednews.com/maxwrite/linkframe.php?linkid=36263

David Icke - Freedom or Fascism: The Time to Choose
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oz_6fmISw0

Thomas Paine v. the Right's Torture Defenders
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23364.htm

The CIA's Willing Torturers
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23369.htm

From the Wilderness - Michael Ruppert http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/261.html

The Secret Government: The Constitution in Crisis, by Bill Moyers
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=3505348655137118430

Bringing the 'Bush Six' to Justice
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27215.htm

Why Bradley Manning is Fighting for his Sanity
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27218.htm

How the spooks took over the news
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article19328.htm
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Innocents Betrayed
h t t p : / / t o p d o c u m e n t a r y f i l m s . c o m / i n n o c e n t s -
betrayed/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Top
D o c u m e n t a r y F i l m s + % 2 8 T o p + D o c u m e n t a r y + F i l m s + -
+ W a t c h + F r e e + D o c u m e n t a r i e s + O n l i n e % 2 9
\
Torture in the United Kingdom
http://mediafilter.org/guest/Pages/March.21.2000.22.55.46
John Kaminski – Great Writer on the Internet
http://www.rense.com/Datapages/kaminski.htm

“The Confessions of an Economic Hit Man.”
http://www.economichitman.com

Loose Change: Final Cut (2007) - video
http://www.moviesfoundonline.com/loose_change_final_cut.php

Torture in the United States
http://www.raven1.net/tousomct.htm

America: Rogue State: William Blum
http://www.nw0.info

Lindsey Williams – The Energy Non-Crisis. Video, Part 1of 8
http://www.liveleak.com/browse?all&user=apfnorg&page=3

News you won’t find on CNN or FOX News!
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info

Manufacturing Consent: Noam Chomsky and the Media (1992)
http://www.moviesfoundonline.com/manufacturing_consent.php

MI6 Are The Lords of the Global Drug Trade
http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/print.asp?ID=4540

Cameras in Digital Convert Boxes! BEWARE!
http://www.consciousmedianetwork.com/video/021909.htm

This Economic Disaster Video - Lecture By William K. Black
http://informationclearinghouse.info/article23243.htm

David Wise: “The CIA, Licensed to Kill”
http://informationclearinghouse.info/article23247.htm

Danish scientist on nano-thermite from WTC
http://www.consciousmedianetwork.com/video/042409.htm

The Evil Scourge of Terrorism. Reality, Construction, Remedy
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25131.htm

Drawing Back the Veil on the 'Death State'
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25297.htm
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Targeting Journalists
http://www.prisonplanet.com/archives.html

Tony Blair Stands Accused
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25290.htm

What Did Eisenhower Mean When He Warned of a Military Industrial Complex? Take a
Look at the Carlyle Group.
http://www.buzzflash.com/interviews/03/06/23_briody.html

'Ex-presidents club' gets fat on conflict
http://observer.guardian.co.uk/iraq/story/0,,919897,00.html

The Hour Of Our Time: The Legacy of William Cooper
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/the-hour-of-our-time

Carlyle Group: Anatomy of a Scam
http://www.conspiracydigest.com/carlyle_group.html

How the European Commission deals with irregularities & fraud
http://www.sdnl.nl/fraude.htm

Global Internet Liberty Campaign http://www.gilc.org

United Nations Home Page http://www.un.org

Noam Chomsky - America is NOT a Democracy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBdk5n68gdM

Press Censorship
http://www.wanttoknow.info/mass_media/media_news/2008_press_censorship

Weaponizing Psychology Treating People Like Dogs
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article23355.htm

The Secret History of the American Empire The Truth About Global Corruption Video -
John Perkins, author of Confessions of An Economic Hit Man.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z43f0F97HDM

Shadow Secrets
http://informationclearinghouse.info/article22979.htm
John Pilger on Honduras, Iran, Gaza, the Corporate Media, Obama’s Wars and Resisting
the American Empire
http://informationclearinghouse.info/article22986.htm

Americas Third World War How 6 million People Were killed in CIA secret wars against
third world countries
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4068.htm

At Obama's request the Supreme Court has put the final nail in the coffin of the founding
father's constitution
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http://humods.com/2009/12/supreme-court-at-obamas-request-puts.html

America’s Secret Prisons for Undocumented Immigrants
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24548.htm

James Casbolt Project Mannequin Interview
http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=11969

 The US Game in Latin America
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24551.htm

The Creed of Objectivity Killed the News
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24550.htm

Blair the British Neo-con
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24559.htm

9/11, Deep Events, and the Curtailment of U.S. Freedoms
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24544.htm

Fear is the Key to Obedience
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24539.htm

Shock, Horror, Drama That You Won't Read In The New York Times
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24566.htm

Orphaned, Raped and Ignored
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24562.htm

US Army Imprisons Iraq War Veteran Over Song
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24573.htm

Citizen's Arrest of War Criminals Tony Blair and George W. Bush
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24565.htm

Who Runs the World. 5/5
http://www.veoh.com/search/videos/q/ww2/offset/460/via/youtube/searchId/345e3b52404
548cc4e6a51c824ae2cc6#watch%3Dyapi-aV9I_S4LCpU

UN accuses Britain of complicity in torture
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/active/7083081/UN-accuses-Britain-of-complicity-in-
torture.html

Columbia’s Mass Graves
http://english.pravda.ru/world/americas/111971-columbia_mass_graves-0

I Call It Murder
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24564.htm

"We Should Not Give Up the Game Before All the Cards Have Been Played"
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24568.htm
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Conspiracy Theory with Jesse Ventura - Manchurian Candidate (Part 1/6) Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dVGt-JC8a-A&feature=related

Project Camelot interviews Aaron McCollum – Black Ops - vdeoi
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22S2TNMf8v4

US Government Death Lists for USA Citizens
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24635.htm

It Is Now Official: The U.S. Is A Police State
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24634.htm

Covert Operations - CIA Insider Tells All: (1)
http://media.abovetopsecret.com/media/3502/Covert_Operations_CIA_Insider_Tells_All_
Vintage_Conspiracy_Video_Part_1 /

Britain 'complicit in mistreatment and possible torture' says UN
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/jan/27/britain-complicit-possible-torture-un

Top judge: Binyam Mohamed case shows MI5 to be devious, dishonest and complicit in
torture
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/feb/10/binyam-mohamed-torture-mi5

US Government Death Lists for USA Citizens
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24635.htm

Noam Chomsky on Modern-Day American Imperialism: Middle East and Beyond
http://video.tiscali.it/canali/truveo/61605062.html

The Economic Elite Have Engineered an Extraordinary Coup
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24692.htm

America, the Land of Inequality
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24685.htm

The Art of Corporate Mind Control
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24682.htm

Grounds for Hope and Despair
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24745.htm

Friendly Dictators
http://thirdworldtraveler.com/US_ThirdWorld/dictators.html

UNDERSTANDING UFO SECRECY
http://www.disclosureproject.org/ufosecrecy.htm

THE UNACKNOWLEDGED TERROR
http://www.disclosureproject.org/unacknowledgedterror.htm

DEAFENING SILENCE: Media Response to the May 9th Event
and its Implications Regarding the Truth of Disclosure
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http://www.disclosureproject.org/May9response.htm

COSMIC DECEPTION: LET THE CITIZEN BEWARE
http://disclosureproject.org/cosmicdeception.htm

Fighting the Subversion of Our People's Sovereignty
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24858.htm

The History Of The House Of Rothschild
http://www.rense.com/general88/hist.htm

CIA Columbia Obama Cover Up
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WedxY61d60

Thatcher 'threatened to nuke Argentina'
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2005/nov/22/books.france

Revealed: British Premier Gordon Brown Is A Paedophile
http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/article.asp?ID=12246

The Art of Corporate Mind Control
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article24682.htm

The Disclosure Project
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/category/mystery/page/5/

Former Spy Tells The Truth!
http://www.disclose.tv/action/viewvideo/41988/Former_spy_tells_the_truth_/

Secrets of the CIA
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/secrets-of-the-cia/

Who’s Afraid of 9/11 Conspiracy Theories?
http://dissidentvoice.org/2010/04/who%E2%80%99s-afraid-of-911-conspiracy-theories/

What’s New in the British Police State?
http://dissidentvoice.org/2010/01/whats-new-in-the-british-police-state/

The British State Bares its Fangs (Again)
http://dissidentvoice.org/2009/11/the-british-state-bares-its-fangs-again /

Britain’s Digital Surveillance: Hiding from Her Majesty’s “Black Boxes”
http://dissidentvoice.org/2008/11/britain%E2%80%99s-digital-surveillance-hiding-from-
her-majesty%E2%80%99s-black-boxes /

Tracking Your Every Move: ‘Enhancing’ Driver’s Licenses at the Cost of Privacy
h t t p : / / d i s s i d e n t v o i c e . o r g / 2 0 0 8 / 1 0 / t r a c k i n g - y o u r - e v e r y - m o v e -
%E2%80%98enhancing%E2%80%99-driver%E2%80%99s-licenses-at-the-cost-of-
privacy/

America: The Grim Truth
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25166.htm
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Torturing Women Prisoners
http://dissidentvoice.org/2009/10/torturing-women-prisoners/

Becoming Gods Ethnically Cleansing Palestinians - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25167.htm

Common Purpose Awareness
http://www.dwpcorruption.co.uk/commonpurpose.html

Synthetic Telepathy: Microwave Mind Control. UK Security Forces
http://www.pdfone.com/download/2_keyword-synthetic-telepathy/microwave-mind-
control-by-tim-rifat-uk-intelligence-forces.pdf

The War Against Free Thought
http://therearenosunglasses.wordpress.com/2009/09/28/the-war-against-free-thought

Iraq Slaughter Not An Aberration
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25150.htm

Run From The Cure
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/run-from-the-cure

NEW EU GESTAPO SPIES ON BRITONS
http://express.co.uk/posts/view/165256/New-EU-gestapo-spies-on-Britons

Death Of The Internet: Unprecedented Censorship Bill Passes in UK
http://www.davidicke.com/headlines/32630-death-of-the-internet-unprecedented-
censorship-bill-passes-in-uk-

Orion Project Videos - Introduction
http://www.theorionproject.org/en/video_intro.html

Now we know the truth. The financial meltdown wasn't a mistake – it was a con
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2010/apr/18/goldman-sachs-regulators-civil-charges

Goldman Sachs set to pay £3.5bn in bonuses
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/industry_sectors/banking_and_finance/articl
e7100961.ece

The image Microsoft doesn't want you to see
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1266643/Microsofts-Chinese-workforce-tired-stay-
awake.html#ixzz0lPbhc8Uh

Corporations Aren't Persons
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25245.htm

The End of Prisons? – Alternatives to Incarceration
http://www.impactlab.com/2010/03/18/the-end-of-prisons-alternatives-to-incarceration/

You can’t handle the truth - Drugs
http://www.boston.com/bostonglobe/ideas/articles/2009/12/13/you_cant_handle_the_truth
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The Death Penalty for Murderous 'Corporate Persons'
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25309.htm

Six Banks Control 60% of Gross National Product
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25308.htm

Big Liars and the Voters Who Love Them
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25300.htm

Lies and Wars
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25301.htm

Britain ‘four meals away from anarchy
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/article492642.ece#

Your Help Needed - Reveal Torture to Stop It
http://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2009/03/your_help_neede.html

The Canadian Government's Human Rights Abuse Exposed!
http://valerieguillaume.blogspot.com

WikiLeaks - Blow The Whistle
http://wikileaks.org

UK complicity in torture in Pakistan
http://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/ali-dayan-hasan/uk-complicity-in-torture-in-
pakistan

Canada’s Moral Dilemma: Torture by CSIS – a crisis in democracy
http://www.nowpublic.com/strange/canada-s-moral-dilemma-torture-csis-crisis-
democracy

MIND CONTROL -- The Mother Of All Black Operations
http://www.fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/religion_cults/news.php?q=1244747864

ELECTRO MAGNETIC MURDERS & SUICIDES & HOW THEY'RE DONE
http://miami.indymedia.org/news/2005/05/1347.php

Targeted Individuals - One system to rule them all
http://www.targetedindividuals.com/System.html

The Gallery - slideshow of American Torture
http://www.exoticwarfare.com/links.html

18 veterans commit suicide each day
http://www.armytimes.com/news/2010/04/military_veterans_suicide_042210w /

Is the CIA behind Mexico's Bloody Drug War?
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25319.htm
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article4078.htm
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http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/article492642.ece
http://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2009/03/your_help_neede.html
http://valerieguillaume.blogspot.com
http://wikileaks.org
http://www.opendemocracy.net/ourkingdom/ali-dayan-hasan/uk-complicity-in-torture-in-pakistan
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More American Expatriates Give Up Citizenship
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/26/us/26expat.html?hp

Welcome to the New Honduras, Where Right-Wing Death Squads Proliferate
http://www.alternet.org/economy/146608/welcome_to_the_new_honduras,_where_right-
wing_death_squads_proliferate

Coca Cola's Role in the Assassinations of Union Leaders Explored in Powerful New
Documentary
http://www.alternet.org/media/146579/coca_cola%27s_role_in_the_assassinations_of_uni
on_leaders_explored_in_powerful_new_documentary/

Colombia's "Genocidal Democracy" May Have Claimed Over 150,000 Lives
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dan-kovalik/colombias-genocidal-democ_b_551847.html

Lies, Damn Lies and Medical Research
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dana-ullman/medical-research-lies-dam_b_555525.html

Torture, Rendition, Terror & Oil: A Primer on 'Deep Politics'
http://nafeez.blogspot.com/2009/02/torture-rendition-terror-oil-primer-on.html

Fastwalkers
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/fastwalkers

Dark Secrets: Inside Bohemian Grove
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/dark-secrets-inside-bohemian-grove

More tales from a wounded hidden Ireland
http://www.indymedia.ie/article/78167

MC Victims Friends London
Email: Paolo Firoa: paolo_bf@hotmail.com
http://mcvictimsworld.ning.com/profiles/blog/list

Electronic torture
http://www.electronictorture.com

International Alliance Against Covert Electronic Abuse
info@iaacea.org

Community Blog & Other Outreach Activities
http://www.freedomfchs.com/id27.html

MODERN TORTURE AND CONTROL MECHANISMS ELIMINATING HUMAN RIGHTS
AND PRIVACY
http://psiterror.ru/p/content/content.php?content.197

Global Protest - USA, Canada, UK
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnITSphBiIM&feature=related

The Project
http://a-albionic.com/topic/167
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Resisting the Mind Control State
https://xiandos.info/Part_II:_Resisting_the_Mind_Control_State

Modern forms of Mind Control
https://xiandos.info/Mind_control

Gang Stalking In The News
http://www.badexperiment.com/category/in-the-news

International Committee on Microwave Weapons
http://www.icomw.org/archives/index.asp

Fabricating Terrorism: Victims of UK Injustice
http://mostlywater.org/node/87831

A Tale of Lies, Deceit, and Terrorism
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25429.htm

One Third of the Holocaust
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/one-third-holocaust

'Arrest me, I'm a terrorist'
http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=291339

Terrorism. Made in the U.S.A.
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25700.htm

Noam Chomsky - Why The Elites Hate Democracy
http://www.videomeli.com/video/2Ux8Q3XC98U/noam-chomsky-why-the-elites-hate-
democracy.html

The Danger of Invisible Corporate Power
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25681.htm

The War Against Free Thought
http://therearenosunglasses.wordpress.com/2009/09/28/the-war-against-free-thought

WAR CRIMES, DIRTY WARS AND TORTURE PROGRAMS
http://enwl.bellona.ru/pipermail/enwl-eng/2009-November/002210.html

A Warning From Noam Chomsky on the Threat of Elites
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25663.htm

Conditioned For Slavery A New Period Of Financial Terrorism
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article25786.htm

Banks, drugs and US-sponsored terrorism
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/906.html

33 Conspiracy Theories That Turned Out To Be True, What Every Person Should Know...
http://www.newworldorderreport.com/Articles/tabid/266/ID/980/33-Conspiracy-Theories-
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That-Turned-Out-To-Be-True-Why-Do-So-Many-People-Not-Know-These.aspx

Murder, Spies & Voting Lies (the Clint Curtis story)
http://www.votinglies.com/

Core of Corruption: In the Shadows - video
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/core-corruption-shadows

Monarch: The New Phoenix Program
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/monarch-the-new-phoenix-program/

Dark Side of the Moon
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/dark-side-of-the-moon/

American Food Stamp Use Hit Record 40.8m in May
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26087.htm

Political Prisoners in America
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26120.htm

A Mutant Form of Capitalism
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26184.htm

Deceptive Economic Statistics
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26182.htm

Understanding America's Class System
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26177.htm

Dismantling America
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26179.htm

None Dare Call It Tyranny
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26180.htm

The Transformation of Latin America is a Global Advance
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26196.htm

Propaganda
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26193.htm

Enough of the Myth of American Morality. Awakening the Global Slave
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26234.htm

Free in our Time…
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article14649.htm

Obama Denial Displayed: Leading with Post-Racial Bi-Partisan Myopia
http://billnoxid.wordpress.com/2009/09/26/obama-denial-displayed/

'The War on Democracy'
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article18236.htm
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Overdose - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26264.htm

Make Sure the Bunker is Well Stocked
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26260.htm

Kill Them
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26262.htm

Our Bloody Valentine
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26261.htm

Psywar: The Real Battlefield is the Mind
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26259.htm

The Nazification of the United States
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26255.htm

CIA Perception Management - How the World Sees the United States
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26258.htm

Mass Assassinations Lie at the Heart of America's Military Strategy in the Muslim World
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26252.htm

The Bio Weapons Mafia
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/922.html

Jordan Maxwell on Rense August 16, 2010
http://www.information-machine.blogspot.com/search?updated-max=2010-08-
19T13%3A38%3A00%2B02%3A00&max-results=20#PageNo=5

Dodge Pickup Runs on 100% Water
http://www.information-machine.blogspot.com/search?updated-max=2010-08-
26T13%3A54%3A00%2B02%3A00&max-results=20#PageNo=4

Interesting Reading
www.surfingtheapocalypse.com

Conspiracy Theory Jesse Ventura S02E04 Police State 1/3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iVyCEwrcl9o&feature=player_embedded

Project Blue Beam
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml

British Government loses bid to keep 7/7 evidence secret
http://uk.news.yahoo.com/22/20101122/tuk-uk-britain-july7-mi5-fa6b408.html

Technology Addiction and Virtual Reality
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26892.htm

Small Acts of Resistance
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http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26899.htm

The Stench of American Hypocrisy, Part 2
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26893.htm

Power and the Tiny Acts of Rebellion
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26898.htm

Colombia's Bloody New President: 50 leaders killed
h t t p : / / e n g l i s h . p r a v d a . r u / h o t s p o t s / c o n f l i c t s / 1 7 - 1 1 - 2 0 1 0 / 1 1 5 8 3 1 -
c o l o m b i a _ b l o o d y _ n e w _ p r e s i d e n t - 0 /

C.I.A. Cocaine Import Agency
http://english.pravda.ru/hotspots/crimes/17-11-2010/115809-cia_cocaine_import_agency-
0/

A Practical Plan to Get Big Money Out of Politics
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26908.htm

WikiLeaks Release to Feature Corruption Among World Leaders, Governments
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26913.htm

Mossad Comes to America. Death Squads by Invitation
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/mossad-comes-to-america-death-
squads-by-invitation

911 Hijackers Not on Flight Manifests. A Review of Available Information
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/911-hijackers-not-on-flight-manifests-a-
review-of

Nigeria to Charge Dick Cheney in Pipeline Bribery Case
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26979.htm

The Moral Standards of WikiLeaks Critics – part one
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26977.htm

The moral standards of WikiLeaks critics – part two
http://www.salon.com/news/opinion/glenn_greenwald/2010/12/01/wikileaks/index.html

Amazon.com Stops Hosting WikiLeaks On Its Servers
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26974.htm

How the US media is dumping on WikiLeaks - and censoring the cable disclosures
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26970.htm
Interview with Prof. Chomsky Nov 16 2010 Part 1 to 3 – video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?annotation_id=annotation_999612&feature=iv&v=0aazP3
seKuk

Cancer is a Fungus
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/page/946.html

Namibia: Genocide and the Second Reich
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http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/namibia-genocide-second-reich/?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TopDocumenta
ryFilms+%28Top+Documentary+Films+-+Watch+Free+Documentaries+Online%29

Homeland Security's laptop seizures
http://www.salon.com/news/opinion/glenn_greenwald/2011/01/15/laptops/index.html

A Time to Break Silence
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article2564.htm

WikiLeaks is Holding US Global Power to Account
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article26978.htm

The United States of War Criminals
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27084.htm

Massacre in Thailand. America’s Bloody Hands
h t tp : / /www.an t i fasc is tencyc loped ia .com/a l lpos ts /massacre - in - tha i land-
amer i ca%E2%80%99s-b loody-hands-2

Capitalism, Market Fundamentalism, and the Duplicitous Meanings of Democracy
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27293.htm

The Media in America. Selling Views, Calling it News
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27299.htm

VIDEO:- MIND CONTROL AMERICAS SECRET WAR
*http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_jbogsIupE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1yVA00-WgM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJOvSh5cgzY
VIDEO:- MIND CONTROL & ELECTRONIC HARASSMENT
h t t p : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ?
v = Z w o V w b G E w 3 g & f e a t u r e = P l a y L i s t & p = 9 1 5 5 2 5 4 C 1 4 5 A 3 1 A A & i
ndex=0&playnext=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pglfp6oHuC0&playnext_from=PL&feature=PlayList&p=
9
155254C145A31AA&index=5

ABOUT GANG STALKING (aka ORGANISED STALKING)
www.freedomfchs.com

www.multistalkervictims.org
www.gangstalkingworld.com

Issues of MindControl - Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen Kilde - Nyhetsspeilet.no - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztDjYWK0k9A&feature=related

The Financial Elite In America - Same As Dictators Elsewhere
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27316.htm

Civil liberty campaigners fear 'control orders lite' regime
http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/2011/jan/25/control-order-reform-fears
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John Perkins: Why we are at War - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article15830.htm

The Doomsday Project, Deep Events, and the Shrinking of American Democracy
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article27339.htm

UK Government Linked to Bangladeshi ‘Death Squad’ Renowned for Use of Torture
http://www.antifascistencyclopedia.com/allposts/uk-government-linked-to-bangladeshi-
death-squad-renowned-for-use-of-torture
Bangladesh 'death squad' trained by UK police resumes extrajudicial killing
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/jan/26/bangladesh-death-squad-killings-britain

Mind Games
http: / /wm34. inbox.com/index.aspx?_cu=4lq2BhY7rghCF-oLUVYt65fkpHM-
LmuViC5GWuts7osch672VCoU@#m_em

RUXANDRA CESEREANU / An Overview of Political Torture in the Twentieth Century
http://www.metabasis.it/2/frammenti/ricercaCesereanu.pdf

The Real Rogue Nuclear State
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLSlmLx4Fls

Psy War. Wake up! - video
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/psywar/?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TopDocumenta
ryFilms+%28Top+Documentary+Films+-+Watch+Free+Documentaries+Online%29

Dr. Rauni Kilde (1 of 13): Life, Swineflu vaccination, microchip, FEAR, Illuminati -video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wgJTds1QUI&feature=related

Issues of MindControl - Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen Kilde - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztDjYWK0k9A
Bases 5 Part 1 Mind Control with Rauni Kilde - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztDjYWK0k9A&feature=related

Amazing Video Chipping Our Reality Part 1 of 4 - video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oUm31z3uOA&feature=related

Spanish Judge Baltasar Garzón on Bin Laden’s Killing, Holding Torturers Accountable,
Universal Jurisdiction.
http://www.democracynow.org/2011/5/12/spanish_judge_baltasar_garzn_on_bin

What the Farc files really reveal
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/may/10/farc-files-colombia-
venezuela

How a big US bank laundered billions from Mexico's murderous drug gangs
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28072.htm

Gasbag Hillary Blasts China on "Human Rights"
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28075.htm
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http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/jan/26/bangladesh-death-squad-killings-britain
http://wm34.inbox.com/index.aspx?_cu=4lq2BhY7rghCF-oLUVYt65fkpHM-LmuViC5GWuts7osch672VCoU
http://wm34.inbox.com/index.aspx?_cu=4lq2BhY7rghCF-oLUVYt65fkpHM-LmuViC5GWuts7osch672VCoU
http://www.metabasis.it/2/frammenti/ricercaCesereanu.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLSlmLx4Fls
http://topdocumentaryfilms.com/psywar
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wgJTds1QUI&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztDjYWK0k9A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztDjYWK0k9A&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oUm31z3uOA&feature=related
http://www.democracynow.org/2011/5/12/spanish_judge_baltasar_garzn_on_bin
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/may/10/farc-files-colombia-venezuela
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/may/10/farc-files-colombia-venezuela
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28072.htm
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28075.htm
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Canadian Targeted Individuals
https://targetedindividualscanada.wordpress.com/2011/05/10/canadian-targeted-
individuals/

Targeted Individuals Europe Human Rights are not Negotiable
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmaudmmMIdY&feature=related

Organized Stalking Survival--Part 2
http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=US&feature=player_embedded&v=mIuvG6eLfKU

Dr. John Hall - Satellite Surveillance (Project Camelot Radio) 1/11 - video
http://www.project.nsearch.com/video/dr-john-hall-satellite

The twin towers and Bldg 7 were taken down by Nuclear Demolition Charges - Dimitri
Khalezov
http://www.project.nsearch.com/forum/topics/the-twin-towers-and-bldg-7

The Shock Doctrine - video
h t t p : / / t o p d o c u m e n t a r y f i l m s . c o m / s h o c k -
doctrine/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TopD
o c u m e n t a r y F i l m s + % 2 8 T o p + D o c u m e n t a r y + F i l m s + -
+ W a t c h + F r e e + D o c u m e n t a r i e s + O n l i n e % 2 9

Noam Chomsky: WikiLeaks Cables Reveal 'Profound Hatred for Democracy' by U.S.
Govt Officials 1 of 3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWd-pgiU4Co&feature=related

America's Appalling Human Rights Record
http://www.rense.com/general94/appal.htm

America's Death Squads
http://www.rense.com/general94/betray.htm

The Magic of Mr. Rossi
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzL3RIlcwbY

Inside Job (2010) Video - Full Movie
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28189.htm

Global Financial Crisis
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28183.htm

US Secret Agent says 2 mini-nukes brought down twin towers on 9/11
Susan Lindauer Imprisoned for One Year Through the Patriot Act. Author of "Extreme
Prejudice" on RenseRadio
http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/911/susan-lindauer-imprisoned-forone-
year-through-the-patriot-act.html

Offshoring has destroyed the economy
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28212.htm
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Coming to America - The Pain In Spain
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28219.htm

We Are The Terrorists - By Dahlia Wasfi
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28213.htm

Press For Truth Presents Into The Fire.
h t t p : / / t o p d o c u m e n t a r y f i l m s . c o m / i n t o - t h e -
fire/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TopDocu
mentaryFilms+%28Top+Documentary+Films+-+Watch+Free+Documentaries+Online%29

'LEFT', 'RIGHT' AND 'CENTRE' ...... THE ILLUSION OF CHOICE
http://www.truedemocracy.net/hj35/03a.html

22 Jan 2011 ... THE TORTURE REPORT. THE TORTURE REPORT ( c ) By Dr Les
Dove C.P.H.. Updated. Mexico. May 2011. ( c ) United Kingdom 1995 ...
drlesdove.wordpress.com/2011/01/22/the-torture-report/ - En caché
Government Conspiracies - World of Lies - Award Winning Documentary
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lG3xH3LJbBg&feature=related

Queen Elizabeth Scared Empire Falling Apart
http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?22269-Queen-Elizabeth-Scared-Empire-
Falling-Apart

Targeted Individual 7/7
http://www.truedemocracy.net/hj35/14a.html

Treason in Greece - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28261.htm
Iceland aims to become an offshore haven for journalists and leakers
http://www.niemanlab.org/2010/02/iceland-aims-to-become-an-offshore-haven-for-
journalists-and-leakers/

Alex Jones: Bilderberg Club's plan
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGTScCy-do0&feature=related

Dancing on the Edge of Oblivion - video
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28750.htm

US Commando War in 120 Countries. Uncovering the Milideo-itary's Secret Operations In
the Obama Era
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article28747.htm

Aftermath: Population Zero
h t t p : / / t o p d o c u m e n t a r y f i l m s . c o m / a f t e r m a t h - p o p u l a t i o n -
zero/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TopDocu
mentaryFilms+%28Top+Documentary+Films+-+Watch+Free+Documentaries+Online%29
Posted by Dr Les Dove at 2:32 PM
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Ongoing Ethnic Cleansing in Beer Sheba,
Pakistan
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Introduction

Reader,

This century, like all centuries before it, cannot be seen as purely good. There is evil
here; there is much evil, indeed. Read, and read well.

From: Badil.org
21st Century Ethnic cleansing in Beer Sheba 28 Sept 2011

Page 1 of 7
21st  Century  Ethnic  Cleansing  in  Beer  Sheba  For  all  those  who  have  missed  the
comprehensive ethnic cleansing of Palestine in Al Nakba of 1948, they can see it today
performed in daylight  in  Beer Sheba district  (aka Naqab) by published order  of  the
Government of Israel. In implementation of Prawer report, Israel government has issued
an order to evict 30,000 Palestinian citizens of Israel living in14 villages, north, east and
south of Beer Sheba town. See Eviction map.
21st Century Ethnic cleansing in Beer Sheba 28 Sept 2011
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Israel’s contention in such blatant ethnic cleansing is the incredible assumption that these
lands are mawat, terra nullius, owned by no one and that Palestinians do not exist in
Beer Sheba district. The government’s official experts at Beer Sheba court solemnly
declared that this land is uninhabited. There had been some shepherds who came with
their sheep for pasture and now they returned to Saudi Arabia. Hence the government
confiscated the land and decreed that  the district  of  Beer  Sheba is  State Land.  All
Palestinians who live there now (200, 000 out of a total of 675,000, the district population,
mostly refugees) are trespassers who should be removed from the state property. This
incredible contention flies in the face of every conceivable historical and legal record.
British Mandate The Palestinians who remained in Israel and became citizens of Israel
are part of the Palestinian people who lived in the district for centuries and cultivated their
land. The evidence of their rights is overwhelming. The aerial survey of RAF in 1945
showed  that  all  the  inhabited  areas  in  Beer  Sheba  district  have  been  cultivated.
Palestinians owned their land, sold, purchased and inherited it according to Custom Law
which had been explicitly recognized by the British government through the Colonial
Secretary, Winston Churchill, when he visited Jerusalem in 1921. The Jerusalem High
Court had affirmed this decision and resolved disputes accordingly during the Mandate
period. The government of Palestine in its report to the Anglo American Committee on
Palestine in 1947 stated that Beer Sheba land is not State Land. Its State Land maps of
1931 and 1947 showed Beer Sheba privately owned Arab land where the Jews cannot
acquire land according to the Land Transfer Regulation of 1940. The Ottoman Period
Furthermore, Ottoman tax record, as far as back as 1596, clearly lists various localities in
Beer Sheba, their land areas, their cultivation and tax due to be paid. In 1891 the Turkish
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government sent a military commission to demarcate the properties in the district. The
Jerusalem Court records before WWI have many cases of powers of attorney given to
various people to buy, sell land in Beer Sheba. Neither the British nor Ottoman authorities
over several centuries had ever questioned the private land ownership in Beer Sheba.
21st Century Ethnic cleansing in Beer Sheba 28 Sept 2011
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Israeli Occupation Israel occupied the whole Beer Sheba district between 21st of October
1948 and 25th of December 1948. At this time there were 110,000 Palestinians living in
this district (and there were less than 200 Jewish soldiers in hastily erected sheds at the
end of the Mandate.) Ninety percent of Palestinians were expelled and became refugees
in Gaza and Jordan.  In  1998,  the refugee population from Beer Sheba district  was
550,000. Those who remained in Israel (10%) are now 200,000, half of them lives in 45
villages unrecognized by Israel. In 1948, Israel relocated those remaining into a reserve,
known as Siyag, ie Confined Fence (see map), north and east of Beer Sheba city. Within
Siyag lives the original Palestinian inhabitants of the area and those who were relocated
to it. On 2nd May 1971 the Israeli government started to register land in Beer Sheba as
Absentee Property in order to confiscate lands of the expelled refugees. The remaining
Palestinian citizens submitted applications for the registration of their property in one
million donums. (Donum = 1000 m2
As Israel government failed to convince Palestinians in Beer Sheba to give up their lands,
it created Goldberg Committee on 28 October 2007 which submitted its recommendation
on 11 November 2008. The Goldberg Committee did not accept the minimum demands
of the Beer Sheba Palestinians. = ¼ acre approx.) Israel approved none. In order to deny
Palestinian ownership registration, Israel did not recognize many Palestinian villages in
Naqab  including  those  which  had  been  in  existence  before  Israel  was  created  on
Palestine soil. Subsequently, Israel recognized seven urban centers. The aim was to
evacuate and relocate all Palestinians to these centers, to confiscate their land and to
transform them into cheap labour for Jewish factories. The Palestinians refused to do so
and insisted on staying on their land which they owned and cultivated for many centuries.
In response to continued protests and refusal to relocate, Israel introduced a plan by
which it, implicitly not officially, recognized this ownership. That is, by offering the owner
to give up 50% of this land to the government, to receive the value of 30% of his land at
very low cost and to be given an alternate land elsewhere equal to 20% of his land.
Obviously, the intention of course was to confiscate Palestinians land without recognizing
their ownership and to remove them from their land. Present Plans
21st Century Ethnic cleansing in Beer Sheba 28 Sept 2011
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Conversely, the government found Goldberg recommendations very generous. Israel
therefore set  up a new committee,  ostensibly  to  carry  out  the recommendations of
Goldberg Committee. In fact, this committee was headed by Ehud Prawer, who is a
member of the National Security Council of Israel and the head of the Strategic Planning
Division  in  the  office  of  the  Prime  Minister.  In  Prawer  committee,  there  are  no
representatives of the people whose fate was being decided. This committee did not
meet  or  listen  to  any  of  the  Arab  citizens.  Prawer  committee  submitted  its
recommendations  to  the  government  on  May  3,  2011,  to  the  head  of  the  National
Security Council (NSC), who is known as a right wing extremist. It is not surprising that
the matter of citizens’ land ownership is referred to the highest Security Council in the
country. This highlights the inherent racist policies of Israel. General Ya’kov Amidror, the
head of NSC, introduced additional “security” amendments to the report, which was then
issued  on  September  11,  2011.  This  report,  tagged  to  No.  3707,  can  be  properly
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described as the final solution of the Palestinians in Beer Sheba. Prawer report number
3707 is the harbinger of a new Nakba in Beer Sheba. Ethnic Cleansing Plan The main
recommendations of Prawer report are:
1.  Confiscation  of  half  a  million  donums owned by  Palestinians,  including 200,000
donums  in  the  southern  district  and  300,000  donums  in  western  district  where
Palestinians  were  forced  to  locate  in  1948.
2. Confiscation of property without compensation of an equivalent land of pasture land
and hilly  land in Siyag area. Siyag area is only 3% of the district  area of  12 million
donums. The Palestinian population of the district (200,000) makes up 32% of the district
total population.
3.  Confirmation  of  all  previous  judgments  issued  in  absentia  against  Palestinians,
amounting  to  80  cases  and  consequently  confiscation  of  70,000  donums,  and
confirmation  of  confiscation  decisions  taken  against  Palestinians  since  1948.
4. Prohibition of any Palestinian urban settlement west of road 40. This is a patently a
racist decision which aims to make Israel Arabrein.
5. Review by the Ministry of Justice for comments within 60 days before forwarding the
report to the Knesset to be issued as a law.
6. Transfer of the “Authority for Re-settlement” of Beer Sheba Palestinians from the
Ministry of Housing to the office of the Prime Minister directly.
7. Establishing a special police force in order to carry out the eviction, relocation and re
settlement orders.
21st Century Ethnic cleansing in Beer Sheba 28 Sept 2011
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8.  Preparation  by  the  Ministry  of  Interior  (not  Planning  Ministry)  of  a  plan  for  the
‘enclosure and confinement’ of all Palestinian citizens in Beer Sheba. This is another
racist decision to confine Palestinians to an enclosed camp.
9. Allocation by the Ministry of Finance of a relevant budget.
10. Implementation of Prawer plan to be within a maximum period of 5 years. During this
period all lands shall be registered as State Lands, unless the court issues a contrary
judgment. Meanwhile any Palestinian who lives on the so called “State Land” will be
punished.
11. Setting up special courts to examine all complaints. The majority of the members of
this court are to be appointed by the government. No discussion will be allowed during
the court sessions. The unrecognized Villages Beer Sheba Palestinians are, like any
other  Palestinians,  citizens  of  this  land  for  centuries.  In  1996  Rabin  government
recognized  7  Arab  villages.  After  constant  protestations  nine  other  villages  were
recognized and two others after that. An unrecognized village means that it does not
appear on Israeli maps, does not have roads or government buildings. It is not provided
with  education,  health  and  municipal  services.  It  is  considered  illegal,  subject  to
demolition of homes and expulsion of inhabitants. The new Prawer plan aims at the
ethnic cleansing of 14 villages and eviction of 30,000 Palestinian citizens from their
homes and lands. (See map).
1. Rejection of Goldberg, Prawer and Amidror plans and the government decisions taken
on  September  11,  2011  which  calls  for  confiscation  of  property,  expulsion,  ethnic
cleansing and transfer. Jewish Settlements Since 1948, Israel established tens of small
Jewish development towns, agricultural villages, Kibbutz and individual ranches spread
over the whole district.  Of these Jewish settlements,  113 have a population of  only
34,000. Some Jewish settlements have as little as 50 persons per settlement. This is
against 100,000 Palestinians living in 45 unrecognized villages. Israel concentrated the
Palestinians in the smallest possible area of land. For example, Rahat town’s population
of 52,000 people live on a land of 21,000 donums. By contrast, the Jewish Regional
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Council of Beni Sham’oun has a population of only 6,000 and the land allocated to them
is 440,000 donums. Our Stand :
21st Century Ethnic cleansing in Beer Sheba 28 Sept 2011
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2. Affirmation of the Palestinian absolute and complete right of ownership on their land on
which their forefathers lived and the illegality of any order for confiscation, resettlement or
eviction. These decisions are patently racist and should not be tolerated.
3. Call for recognition of all
4. Support of decisions of the local Arab authorities of not accepting any of the evicted
people to settle  within their  jurisdiction,  thus adding to concentration of  Palestinian
population and converting their towns into labour dormitories for Jewish factories as in
the well known South Africa Apartheid style. Palestinian villages, according to approved
urban planning and building laws, meeting the needs and the size of population, without
discrimination. Such laws shall not be formulated without our participation and consent.
A Call for Help: All NGOs and Human Rights Organizations around the world are called
upon to express their protest at this 21st century ethnic cleansing, by all possible means,
through demonstrations, writing to the media, MPs and to the Israeli embassies as well.
As a sign of solidarity, please hold demonstrations in your country to coincide with our
demonstrations in Beer Sheba and Jerusalem on October 6, 2011. We appeal to all those
who support human rights and reject racism and ethnic cleansing to join us and support
us. You may contact local Beer Sheba committee: High Guidance Committee for Naqab
Arabs in Beer Sheba District
tawjeh11@gmail.com Tel: 00972-8 623 5841
21st Century Ethnic cleansing in Beer Sheba 28 Sept 2011
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1. Al-Araqib- All of Palestine :
References:
http://www.plands.org/articles/029.html
2.  The Denied Inheritance:  Palestinian Land Ownership in Beer Sheba,  at  this  link:
http://www.plands.org/store/writing/BS_report_2009.pdf
3. Israel approves plan to relocate 30,000 Bedouin from unrecognized villages. (Date:
11.09.2011) .
http://www.haaretz.com/news/national/israel-approves-plan-to-relocate-30-000-bedouin-
from-unrecognized-villages-1.383772
4. Habitat  International  Coalition-Housing and Land Rights Network,  “The Goldberg
Opportunity”,  Cairo,  2010.
5. This subject of Beer Sheba Palestinian population in Israel was covered by several
authors. See for example, By All Means Possible: A Report on the Destruction by the
State of Crops of Bedouin Citizens in the Naqab by Aerial Spraying with Chemicals.
Naza re th :  A rab  Assoc ia t i on  o f  Human  R igh ts ,  Ju l y  2004 ,  webs i te :
www.arabhra.org/NaqabReport_English.pdf. [last visited]; Off the Map: Land and Housing
Rights Violations in Israel’s Unrecognized Bedouin Villages, Human Rights Watch March
2008, Vol. 20, No. 5 (E); Alexandre (Sandy) Kedar, the Legal Transformation of Ethnic
Geography: Israel; Law and the Palestinian Landholder 1948, 1967, International Law
and Politics, Vol. 33, pp. 923-1000; Ronen Shamir, Suspended in Space: Bedouins under
the Law of Israel, Law and Society Review, Vol. 30, Number 2 (1996), pp. 231-257; Sabri
Jiryis, The Arabs in Israel, New York and London: Monthly Review Press, 1976; David
Kretzmer, the Legal Status of the Arabs in Israel, Jerusalem: The Institute of Israeli –
Arab Studies, 2002 (in Arabic).
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The Institute of Science and Society's Report on
Bioelectromagnetic...
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

The Institute of Science and Society's Report on Bioelectromagnetic Weapons
 From: The Institute of Science and Society <http://www.i-sis.org.uk/BW.php>

Bio-electromagnetic WeaponsA weapon system that operates at the speed of light, that
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can kill, torture, enslave and escape detection
-Harlan Girard

The Ultimate Weapon
Electromagnetic weapons operate at the speed of light; they can kill, torture and enslave;
but the public are largely unaware that they exist, because these weapons operate by
stealth and leave no physical evidence. Electromagnetic weapons have been tested on
human beings since 1976. By widely dispersing the involuntary human test-subjects, and
vehemently  attacking their  credibility,  it  has been possible  for  the United States to
proceed with these human experiments unhindered by discussions or criticisms, let alone
opposition. This ultimate weapon system is currently being deployed in Iraq. The US Air
Force and the Marine Corps refer to it as “active denial technology”, as if it were used
purely for defense, but it is not.

Reading Brain Waves and Mind Control
In  1959,  Saul  B.  Sells,  a  professor  of  social  psychology  at  a  minor  US  university
submitted a proposal to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to build for them the most
sophisticated electroencephalography machine that would have an integral computational
capacity to analyze and, hopefully, make sense of the brain waves it recorded. In other
words, the professor proposed to make a machine that could tell the CIA what a person
was thinking, whether or not the person wished to disclose that information.

The CIA approved the project in 1960, adding some library research with five objectives.
The fifth objective of the research was, “Techniques for Activating the Human Organism
by  Remote  Electronic  Means”.  The  entire  assignment  was  thereafter  known  as
MKULTRA  subproject  119,  MKULTRA  being  the  CIA’s  notorious  mind  control
programme. It was based on the erroneous notion that the Soviets already possessed the
means to control minds and the US had to catch up as rapidly as possible.

The documents pertaining to MKULTRA subproject 119 are now held in the National
Security Archives (a non-governmental organization) at George Washington University in
Washington, D.C.

[1]. John Marks, author of The Search for the Manchurian Candidate: The CIA and Mind
Control,
(Times Books,  New York,  1979)  donated the  MKULTRA documents;  his  book  was
republished by
W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1991 and is still in print.

Project Bizarre followed MKULTRA subproject 119 in 1965. The purpose of Bizarre was
to record and analyze the complex microwave signal allegedly being beamed at the
American Embassy in Moscow by the Soviets from a building across the street. The
interesting thing about Project Bizarre is that while the United States has denied to this
very  day  that  there  could  be  adverse  health  effects  from  microwave  radiation,  it
immediately suspected that “the Moscow signal” was producing a variety of health effects
in Embassy personnel, particularly in the successive ambassadors at whose office it was
claimed the signal was being beamed. At the same time that the State Department was
testing  embassy  personnel  for  DNA breaks  produced by  the  Moscow signal,  it  felt
constrained from complaining to the Soviets because the power of their signal was a tiny
fraction of what the US said was a safe, human exposure level. Journalist Barton Reppert
has written the most authoritative account of the Moscow signal [2].
(Editor’s note: DNA breaks from exposure to mobile phones have been confirmed in
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recent lab
research.)

Converting Sound to Microwaves
In 1973, Joseph C. Sharp, an experimental psychologist at Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research
performed an experiment that was pivotal to the development of the torture equipment
being shipped to Iraq today. He had James Lin set up equipment in his laboratory which
converted the shape of sound waves into microwave radiation that enabled him to hear
himself vocalize the names of the numbers from one to ten in his head, by-passing the
mechanism of  his  own ears.  This  particular  experiment  was never  published but  is
mentioned in Lin’s book, Microwave Auditory Effects and Applications, published in 1978
[5]. The experiment has been confirmed in US Patent 6 587 729, “Apparatus for Audibly
Communicating Speech Using the Radio Frequency Hearing Effect” [6]. This patent is for
an improved version of the apparatus used in the 1973 laboratory experiment, issued on
July  1,  2003  and  assigned  to  the  Secretary  of  the  Air  Force.  It  provides  scientific
evidence  that  it  is  possible  to  hear  threatening  voices  in  one’s
head without suffering from paranoid schizophrenia.

Why has this  patent  been published openly  at  a  time when the US Government  is
practicing a degree of secrecy that rivals Stalin’s Kremlin? I have no satisfactory answer,
except  to  say  that  the  apparatus  in  the  patent  has  already  been  superseded  by
equipment that achieves the same effect by far more sophisticated means. It blocks the
normal processes of memory and thought by remote electronic means, while at the same
time supplying false, distorted and/or unpleasant memories and suggestions by means of
a process called “synthetic telepathy”. The equipment that produces synthetic telepathy is
sometimes referred to as “influence technology”.

While  voices  and  visions,  daydreams  and  nightmares  are  the  most  astonishing
manifestations of this weapon system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by
limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death, and interfering with normal functioning of any of the human
senses. In other words, any of the tortures with which the words Guantanamo Bay have
become synonymous can be achieved by remote, electronic means.

Instruments of Torture
Influence technology is also capable of persuading the subjects that their mind is being
read, that their intellectual property is being plundered, and can even motivate suicide or
the murder of family, friends, and co-workers. During the years of the so-called “War on
Drugs” (which preceded the “War on Terrorism”),  letters that the involuntary human
subjects had written or were about to receive regularly vanished from the mail, as though
the government had a huge covert operation through post offices across the country.
When  George  Herbert  Walker  Bush  became  president  (in1989),  the  incidence  of
coworker killings in the post offices became so great that the expression “going postal”
began to replace the commonly used expression of “going crazy”.  The killing of co-
workers in other workplaces began to command more media attention too [7].

I estimate that the cost of imprisoning a human being in his/her own body and applying
unremitting torture is US$5 000 000 to $10 000 000 a year (see below). By “unremitting
torture” I mean exactly that. Because there is no visible evidence left by this new torture
equipment such as damage to the skin, it is possible to torture the involuntary human
subjects
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for  24 hours a day,  365 days a year.  This can be done and is  being done even on
Christmas  and  Easter  [8].  I  arrived  at  my  estimate  on  the  cost  of  testing/using
electromagnetic  weapons  on  a  human subject  by  visiting  a  cable  TV channel  that
specializes in the sale of goods over the air 24 hours a day. I questioned the number of
technical staff required, their working hours and salary range; also the number of back-up
personnel required to prepare the programming for broadcast. I did not inquire about the
cost of electronics and the schedule by which it is depreciated. I have estimated a cost
for depreciation that is included in my estimate of the cost of torturing one involuntary
human subject for one year.

Torture is a labor-intensive business. What objective would justify this investment? Could
it be something as insane as to rule the world by enslaving the democratic governments
of the more populous countries? This objective is certainly consistent with the United
States’ disdain for, and hostility toward, the United Nations, the international conventions
and covenants it has ratified in the past and customary international law [9].

On 1 March 2001, the Marine Corps announced a new non-lethal weapon, “active denial
technology”. It produces enormous pain by allegedly boiling the molecules of water in the
human skin without damaging the skin itself. As described in an article published in New
Scientist, it employs pulsed electromagnetic radiation at a frequency of 95 GHz with a
range of about 600 meters [10]. There have been several new reports in the magazine in
2005, including one published in July [11], describing volunteers taking part in tests to
determine how safe the Active Denial System (ADS) weapon would be if used in real
crowd-control.  The  ADS weapon’s  beam was  reported  to  cause  pain  within  2  to  3
seconds,  and  becomes “intolerable  after  less  than  5  seconds”.

Active denial technology is the cornerstone of the system employed to torture 2 000
persons in the privacy of their own homes, not only in the United States but around the
world, wherever countries have signed Status of Forces Agreements with the United
States [12]. Allegations of torture were first received from countries with which the United
States has a special intelligence-sharing relationship i.e. the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand. Then reports began to arrive from the conquered countries
where the United States still has large numbers of troops stationed, i.e. Germany and
Japan. When France rejoined the military arm of NATO in the late 90s, we began to
receive  allegations  of  torture  in  France.  Very  recently  we  have  begun  to  receive
allegations of torture from India, where American companies have begun to outsource,
not only help lines, but also programming[13].

And then there is the case of Russia, where the involuntary, human subjects of torture
experiments appear to be both numerous and well organized. I have been told reliably
that  every Russian scientist  who could speak English has now found a home in an
American  university  or  government  laboratory.  This  is  plausible,  considering  the
frequently  voiced American worry  that  Soviet  era experts  in  nuclear  weaponry and
biological warfare might find employment in Iran. It is a fact that at the end of World War II
the US Army swept through Germany in an operation called Project Paperclip, recruiting,
in particular,  Nazi rocket scientists and experts in aerospace medicine. Some other
scientists were recruited simply to deprive the Soviet Union of this resource. So what has
become of the Soviet scientists who didn’t speak English? In time we will find out for
certain, but for now it is a safe guess that at least some of them have been employed to
study the Russian value system and decision making processes by  torturing  other
Russians with  American “influence technology”  [14].
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Two interesting and important articles on bioelectromagnetic weapons have recently
appeared in the New Scientist: “Maximum pain is aim of new U.S. weapon” and “Police
toy with ‘less lethal’
weapons”, both written by David Hambling [15]. See also US. Patent 6 536 440 of March
25, 2003
[16].

Since completing this article in mid-June 2005, it  has come to my attention that the
Israelis are deploying a device called “The Scream”, which sends out bursts of audible,
but not loud sound at intervals of about 10 seconds. A photographer at the scene of a
demonstration said that he continued to hear the sound ringing in his head even after he
covered his ears. This suggests to me that the active agent is electromagnetic rather than
acoustic. In other words, the Israelis have come up with a device that is far cleverer than
our “active denial  technology”.  It  not  only deters rioters,  but  also issues an audible
warning that it has been turned on, which the US device does not, leaving it entirely to
the enlisted men operating it  to determine how much burning pain their adversaries
receive. The margin for error with the US device is unconscionable. It may as well be
called a lethal weapon because in practice it very frequently will be [17].
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John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the
National Security Agency...
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the National  Security  Agency Regarding its
Remote Neural  Monitoring Program

From: freedomfchs.com
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How The NSA Harasses Thousands OfLaw Abiding Americans Daily By The Usage
OfRemote Neural Monitoring (RNM)
John St. Clair Akwei vs. NSA, Ft. Meade, MD, USA
Evidence for the Lawsuit filed at the US courthouse in Washington, D.C.(Civil Action 92-
0449)

John St.Clair Akwei vs. NSA Ft George G. Meade, MD
My knowledge of the National Security Agency's structure, national security activities,
proprietary technology,and covert operations to monitor individual citizens.

The NSA's mission and the NSA's domestic Intelligence operation

Communications Intelligence (COMINT)
Blanket coverage of all electronic communication in the U.S. and the world to ensure
national  security.  The  NSA  at  Ft.  Meade,  Maryland  has  had  the  most  advanced
computers  in  the  world  since  the  early  1960's.  NSA technology  is  developed  and
implemented in secret  from private corporations,  academia,  and the general  public.

Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
The Signals Intelligence mission of the NSA has evolved into a program of decoding EMF
waves in the environment for wirelessly tapping into computers and tracking persons with
the electrical  currents in their  bodies.  Signals Intelligence is  based on the fact  that
everything in the environment with an electric current in it has a magnetic flux around it
which gives off EMF waves. The NSA/DoD has developed proprietary advanced digital
equipment which can remotely analyze all objects whether man-made or organic that
have electrical activity.

Domestic Intelligence (DOMINT)
The NSA has records on all U.S. citizens. The NSA gathers information on U.S. citizens
who might be of interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents (HUMINT). These agents
are authorized by executive order to spy on anyone. The NSA has a permanent National
Security  Anti-Terrorist  surveillance  network  in  place.  This  surveillance  network  is
completely  disguised  and  hidden  from  the  public.

Tracking individuals in the U.S. is easily and cost-effectively implemented with the NSA's
electronic surveillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the entire U.S., involves
tens of thousands of NSA personnel, and tracks millions of persons simultaneously. Cost
effective implementation of operations is assured by NSA computer technology designed
to minimize operations costs.

NSA personnel  serve in  Quasi-public  positions in  their  communities  and run cover
businesses and legitimate businesses that can inform the intelligence community of
persons they would want to track. N.S.A. personnel in the community usually have cover
identities such as social workers, lawyers and business owners.

Individual citizens occasionally targeted for surveillance by independently operating NSA
personnel
NSA personnel can control the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals in the U.S.
by using the NSA's domestic intelligence network and cover businesses. The operations
independently run by them can sometimes go beyond the bounds of law. Long-term
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control and sabotage of tens of thousands of unwitting citizens by NSA operatives is
likely to happen. NSA Domint has the ability to covertly assassinate U.S. citizens or run
covert psychological control operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill mental
health.

NSA's domestic electronic surveillance network
As of the early 1960's the most advanced computers in the world were at the NSA, Ft.
Meade. Research
breakthroughs with these computers were kept for the NSA. At the present time the NSA
has nanotechnology computers that are 15 years ahead of present computer technology.
The  NSA  obtains  blanket  coverage  of  information  in  the  U.S.  by  using  advanced
computers that use artificial intelligence to screen all communications, irregardless of
medium,  for  key  words  that  should  be  brought  to  the  attent ion  of  NSA
agents/cryptologists. These computers monitor all communications at the transmitting
and receiving ends. This blanket coverage of the U.S. is a result of the NSA's Signals
Intelligence (SIGINT) mission.

The NSA's electronic surveillance network is based on a cellular arrangement of devices
that can monitor the entire EMF spectrum. This equipment was developed, implemented,
and kept secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs. With this
technology NSA personnel can non-obtrusively tap into any communication device in
existence. This includes computers, telephones, radio and video-based devices, printers,
car electronics, and even the minute electrical fields in humans (for tracking individuals).

Signals Intelligence Remote Computer Tampering
The NSA keeps track of all PCs and other computers sold in the U.S. This is an integral
part of the Domestic Intelligence network. The NSA's EMF equipment can tune in RF
emissions from personal  computer circuit  boards (while filtering out emissions from
monitors and power supplies). The RF emission from PC circuit boards contains digital
information in the PC. Coded RF waves from the NSA's equipment can resonate PC
circuits and change data in the PC's. Thus the NSA can gain wireless modem-style entry
into any computer in the country for surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic warfare.

Radio and Television signals can be substituted at the receiving end with special EMF
equipment. Replacing signals in Radios and Televisions is another outgrowth of the
NSA's Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) mission.

Detecting EMF Fields in Humans for Surveillance
A subject's bioelectric field can be remotely detected, so subjects can be monitored
anywhere they are. With special EMF equipment NSA cryptologists can remotely read
evoked potentials (from EEGs). These can be decoded into a person's brain-states and
thoughts. The subject is then perfectly monitored from a distance.
NSA personnel can dial up any individual in the country on the Signals lntelligence EMF
scanning network and the NSA's computers will then pinpoint and track that person 24
hours-a-day.  The  NSA  can  pick  out  and  track  anyone  in  the  U.S.  NSA  Signals
Intelligence Use of EMF Brain Stimulation NSA Signals Intelligence uses EMF Brain
Stimulation for Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and Electronic Brain Link (EBL). EMF
Brain Stimulation has been in development since the MKUltra program of  the early
1950's, which included neurological research into "radiation" (non-ionizing EMF) and
bioelectric research and development. The resulting secret technology is categorized at
the National Security Archives as "Radiation Intelligence," defined as "information from
unintentionally  emanated electromagnetic  waves in  the  environment,  not  including
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radioactivity  or  nuclear  detonation."  Signals Intelligence implemented and kept  this
technology secret in the same manner as other electronic warfare programs of the U.S.
government. The NSA monitors available information about this technology and withholds
scientific research from the public. There are also international
intelligence agency agreements to keep this technology secret.

The NSA has proprietary electronic equipment that analyzes electrical activity in humans
from a distance. NSA computer-generated brain mapping can continuously monitor all
the electrical activity in the brain continuously. The NSA records and decodes individual
brain maps (of hundreds of thousands of persons) for national security purposes. EMF
Brain Stimulation is also secretly used by the military for Brain-to-computer link. (In
military fighter aircraft,  for example.)

For electronic surveillance purposes electrical activity in the speech center of the brain
can be translated into the subject's verbal thoughts. RNM can send encoded signals to
the  brain's  auditory  cortex  thus  allowing  audio  communication  direct  to  the  brain
(bypassing the ears).  NSA operatives can use this to covertly debilitate subjects by
simulating auditory hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophrenia. Without any
contact with the subject, Remote Neural Monitoring can map out electrical activity from
the visual cortex of a subject's brain and show images from the subject's brain on a video
monitor. NSA operatives see what the surveillance subject's eyes are seeing. Visual
memory can also be seen. RNM can send images direct to the visual cortex. bypassing
the eyes and optic nerves. NSA operatives can use this to surreptitiously put images in a
surveillance  subject's  brain  while  they  are  in  R.E.M.  sleep  for  brain-programming
purposes.

Capabilities of NSA operatives using RNM
There has been a Signals Intelligence network in the U.S. since the 1940's. The NSA, Ft.
Meade has in place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is used to track subjects
and non-invasively monitor audio-visual information in their brain. This is all done with no
physical  contact  with  the  subject.  RNM is  the  ultimate  method of  surveillance  and
domestic intelligence. Speech and 3D sound, and subliminal audio can be sent to the
auditory cortex of the subject's brain (bypassing the ears) and images can be sent into
the visual cortex.

RNM can alter a subject's perceptions, moods, and motor control.
Speech cortex/auditory cortex link has become the ultimate communications system for
the intelligence community. RNM allows for a complete audio-visual brain-to-brain link or
brain-to-computer link.

National Security Agency Signals Intelligence: Electronic Brain Link Technology

NSA SigInt can remotely detect, identify and monitor a person's bioelectric fields.

The NSA's Signals Intelligence has the proprietary ability to remotely and non-invasively
monitor information in the human brain by digitally decoding the evoked potentials in the
30-50 hz, .5 milliwatt electro-magnetic emissions from the brain. Neuronal activity in the
brain creates a shifting electrical pattern that has a shifting magnetic flux. This magnetic
flux puts out a constant 30-50 hz, .5 milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave. Contained in
the electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and patterns called "evoked
potentials."
Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event, and visual image in the brain
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has a corresponding "evoked potential" or set of "evoked potentials." The EMF emission
from the brain can be decoded into the current thoughts, images and sounds in the
subject's brain. NSA SigInt uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a communications
system to transmit information (as well as nervous system messages) to intelligence
agents  and also  to  transmit  to  the  brains  of  covert  operations  subjects  (on  a  non-
perceptible  level).
EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a complexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic
signal to trigger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby forming sound and visual
images in the brain's neural circuits.

EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a person's brain-states and affect motor control.
Two-way  Electronic  Brain-Link  is  done  by  remotely  monitoring  neural  audio-visual
information while transmitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the ears) and
transmitting faint images to the visual cortex (bypassing the optic nerves and eyes, the
images appear as floating 2-D screens in the brain).

Two-Way Electronic Brain Link has become the ultimate communications system for
CIA/NSA personnel.
Remote Neural  Monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric  information in the
human brain)  has become the ultimate surveillance system.  It  is  used by a  limited
number  of  agents  in  the  U.S.  Intelligence Community.  RNM requires  decoding the
resonance frequency of each specific brain area. That frequency is then modulated in
order to impose information in That specific brain area. The f requency to which the
various brain areas respond varies from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. Only NSA Signals Intelligence
modulates signals in this frequency band.

Each person's brain has a unique set of bioelectric resonance/entrainment frequencies.
Sending audio
information to a person's brain at the frequency of another person's auditory cortex would
result in that
audio information not being perceived.

The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way RNM contact with the Kinnecome group
at the NSA, Ft.  Meade. They used RNM 3D sound direct  to the brain to harass the
Plaintiff from 10/90 to 5/91. As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM communications with
the Plaintiff and have used RNM to attempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the
Plaintiff from going to authorities about their activities against the Plaintiff in the last
twelve years. The Kinnecome group has about 100 persons working 24-hours-a-day at Ft
Meade. They have also brain-tapped persons the Plaintiff is in contact with to keep the
Plaintiff isolated. This is the first time ever that a private citizen has been harassed with
RNM  and  has  been  able  to  bring  a  lawsuit  against  NSA  personnel  misusing  this
intelligence  operations  method.

NSA Techniques and Resources
Remote  monitoring/tracking  of  individuals  in  any  location.  inside  any  building,
continuously,  anywhere
in the country. A system for inexpensive implementation of these operations allows for
thousands of persons in every community to be spied on constantly by the NSA.

Remote RNM Devices
a) NSA's RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked potentials (EEGs) of the human
brain for tracking individuals and can send messages through the nervous system to
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affect their performance.
b) [Information missing from original]
c) RNM can electronically identify individuals and track then anywhere in the U.S. This
equipment is on a network and is used for domestic intelligence operations, government
security, and military base security, and in case of bioelectric warfare.

Spotters and Walk-Bys in Metropolitan Areas
a)  Tens  of  thousands  of  persons  in  each  area  are  working  as  spotters  in
neighborhood/business place spies (sometimes unwittingly) following and checking on
subjects who have been identified for covert control by NSA personnel.
b) Agents working out of offices can be in constant communication with Spotters who are
keeping track of the NSA's thousands of subjects in public.
c) NSA Agents in remote offices can instantly identify (using RNM) any individual spotted
in public whom is in contact with surveillance subject.

Chemicals  and  Drugs  into  Residential  Buildings  with  hidden  NSA-lnstalled  and
maintained  plastic  plumbing  lines.
a) The NSA has kits for running lines into residential tap water and air ducts of subjects
for the delivery of drugs (such as sleeping gas or brainwashing aiding drugs). This is an
outgrowth of CIA pharmapsychology.
Brief Overview of Proprietary U.S. Intelligence/Anti-Terrorist Equipment Mentioned.

Fixed network of  special  EMF equipment that  can read EEGs in human brains and
identify/track individuals by using digital  computers.

ESB (Electrical Stimulation to the Brain) via EMF signal from the NSA Signals Intelligence
is used to control subjects. EMF equipment that gathers information from PC circuit
boards by deciphering RF emissions thereby gaining wireless modem-style entry into any
personal  computer  in  the  country.  All  equipment  hidden,  all  technology  secret,  all
scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare research). Not known to the public
at all, yet complete and thorough implementation of this method of domestic intelligence
has been in place since the early 1980's.

Resources
These publications have only been discovered since December 1991, after Plaintiff had
already notified authorities (Dept. of Justice, etc.) of Public Corruption by named NSA
employees. When no action was
taken against the NSA employees I researched the Intelligence Community electronic
surveillance technology involved and discovered the following publications: The Body
Electric  Electromagnetism  and  the  Foundrrtion  of  Life,  by  Robert  Becker,  M.D.  p.
265/313/318. Monitoringeuroelectric information in the brain. E-M wave E.S.B. Cross
Currents, by Robert Becker, M.D.
p.  70,  p.  78,  p.  105/210/216/220/242/299/303  E-M  ESB.  Simulating  auditory
hallucinations.  p.  274,
"Remote computer tampering using the RF emissions from the logic board."
Currents of Death by Paul Brodeur
p.  27/93.  Driving  brain  electrical  activity  with  external  E-M,  Magnetophosphenes,
Delgado.
The Zapping of America by Paul Brodeur
DoD E-M ESB Research, simulating auditory hallucinations.
Of Mice, Men and Molecules, by John H. Heller. 1963.
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p. 110, Bioelectricity. probing the brain with E-M waves.
The 3-Pound Universe, by Judith Hooper
p. 29/132/137. CIA EEG research. EEG's for surveillance.
In the Palaces or Memory, by George Johnson
E-M emissions from the brain,the brain as an open electromagnetic circuit.
The Puzzle Palace, by James Bamford
Signals intelligence, most advanced computers in the early Sixties
The U.S. Intelligence Community - Glossary terms at National Security Archives:
Radiation  intelligence -  information from unintentionally  emanated electromagnetic
energy,
excluding radioactive sources.
The Search for the "Manchurian Candidate," by John Marks
p. 327. Electrical or radio stimulation to the brain, CIA R&D in bioelectrics.
Secret Agenda, by Jim Hougan
National Security cult groups.
Crines of the Intelligence Commununity. by Morton Halperin
Surreptitious entries; intelligence agents running operations against government workers
War in the Age of Intelligent Machines
NSA computer supremacy, complete control of information
Alternate Computers, by Time-Life Books
Molecule Computers
The Mind, by Richard Restak, M.D.
p.  258, EEG Systems Inc.,  decoding brain E-M emanations,  tracking thoughts on a
computer.
MedTech, by Lawrence Gallon
Triggering events in the brain" direct to auditory cortex signals.
Cyborg, by D.S. Halacy, Jr. (1965)
Brain-to-computer link research contracts given out by the U.S. Govemment
Psychiatry and the C.I.A.: Victims of Mind Control by Harvey M. Weinstein. M.D.
Dr. Cameron, psychic driving. ultraconceptual communications.
Journey Into Madness: Ihe True Story of Secret CIA Mind Control and Medical Abuse, by
Gordon
Thomas
p.  127/276/116,  168-69.  Intelligence  R  &  D.  Delgado.  Psychic  driving  with  radio
telemetry.
Mind Manipulators, by Alan Scheflin and Edward M. Opton
MKULTRA brain research for information gathering
The Brain Changers, by Maya Pines.
p. 19. Listening to brain E-M emissions.
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The Damon Thompson Case Revisited
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

The Damon Thompson Case Revisited
A Black Beast from Belize Brutally Batters a White Female. This was the silent theme
conveyed by numerous news outlets covering the Damon Thompson case in 2009. Yes;
Damon Thompson, a dark-skinned student from Belize attending an American college,
did stab his lab partner Katherine Rosen, a white female, multiple times. However, what
most news outlets have magically failed to speak adequately of is the fact that Thompson
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had filed several harassment complaints against Rosen and some other students who he
claimed harassed him daily  on  campus.  Gangstalkingworld.com further  details  the
Thompson case and its  harmful  inclusion  of  a  psychiatric  reprisal:

Damon Thompson became violent and attacked a fellow student. He was arrested, and
will likely go to jail. The fellow student he attacked a Katherine Rosen who did recover,
but reports from an overseas paper report that he had made several complaints against
her in the past. When the U.S. media reported the same story, they reported it as an
unprovoked attack, and said that the student had just snapped for no apparent reason.
sources close to him and his family indicated that prior to this incident he had made
countless complaints against classmates and this specific lab partner but with no results.
Contrary to US media reports, Thompson did know Rosen who was his lab partner and
who has been very offensive to him on previous occasions and even the day in question.
Now UCLA in an attempt to shift  blame away from itself  has sought to discredit  the
mental stability of Thompson by using his many complaints by e-mail as an indication of
instability. But according to KTLA news, a professor who taught Thompson said he told a
university administrator he was worried about the student’s mental health 10 months ago.
UCLA history professor Stephen Frank, who taught him Western civilization late last year
admits  that  Thompson sent  him several  emails  complaining that  classmates sitting
around him had been disruptive and made offensive comments to him while he was
taking a written exam and even accused the Professor of taunting him.
8 What many individuals are unaware of is that the very act of  seeking out aid and
assistance for  workplace mobbing,  or  harassment,  can be used against  the person
complaining to make it  seem as if  they are mentally  unstable.
One e-mail stated “I believe I heard you, Professor Frank, say that I was ‘troubled’ and
‘crazy’ among other things,” Thompson wrote. “My outrage at this situation coupled with
the pressure of the very weighted examination dulled my concentration and detracted
from my performance.” Frank said he was present during the entire exam, that Thompson
sat in the front row and that he saw nothing to support the student’s complaints. Frank
said he was told that other professors had reported similar exchanges with Thompson,
who complained he was taunted by other students — in class, the dorms, dining areas
and the library. A university official told Frank that he could only suggest that Thompson
seek treatment, but they couldn’t require him to seek psychological help. “My concern
was in the context of other violent incidents on campuses around the country,” Frank
said. Sources close to his family explain that Thompson frequently spoke with his mother
and complained about the many things student had done to him and the names he was
called even by the female students. However, they explain that the problem had to be
extreme for Thompson to have reacted so violently
 http://gangstalkingworld.com/Media/2010/06/the-psychatric-reprisal/

In conclusion, Damon Thompson should not have injured his lab partner, but this injury is
only one part of a very complex issue significantly understated by the mainstream media.
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George Gavan, A Target from Bucharest,
Romania, Gives Words to His ...
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
George Gavan, A Target from Bucharest, Romania, Gives Words to His Oppression

From: lesdove.blogspot.com
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"My name is George Gavan from Bucharest ROMANIA I  bag apologize for my poor
English. I am one of the victims of many and continuos attacks of this criminals I need
one advice and any kind of help! Right in this moment they cook me with emf weapon in
my house.I was also iradiated with nuclear materials in one Turism agency named Uvet
viaggi turismo S.r.l. in Bucharest.They try to kill me because I didn't accept to transport
them drogs from Turkey and in this business is involved such many high level oficcers
from our ROMANIAN secret services.I think I will not survive very long time and I send it
my declaration with my story full of details outside of the country and after my death this
will be sended to many european newspapers and televisions, maybe will be only one to
put my video declaration on screen."
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An E-mail to the United Nations
Thursday, December 29, 2011
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
An E-mail to the United Nations

12/29/2011
U.N.,

My name is Edmund Igberaese, an 18-year -old [target] of African descent.Obviously, I
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do not expect much of you with regards to the pilght of [targets] as there appears to be a
mysterious silence on the part of major governing bodies regarding this plight, but I do
expect you to read My Story, and I expect you to read it well. Further, yesterday, my
torture heightened. I am shocked constantly while I am in the house, especially when I try
to perform my favorite acts, such as reading and praying; my heart beats much faster
than normal; I sometimes hear ringing in my ears; I constantly feel as if I am burning,
regardless  of  the  fact  that  I  maintain  a  humid  room;  and I  have no room shielding
because my mother, who does not believe that organized stalking and remote electronic
harassment exist, removed the aluminum foil covering my window . I fear for my life, and I
do not know what will happen in the near future. I am innocent, and I have been betrayed
by my state. Don't forget that.

Sincerely,

Edmund Igberaese
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Silent Sound Capabilities
Friday, December 30, 2011

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a
system  of  harassment  using  organized
stalking and other,  more subtle means,  I
u r g e  y o u  t o  v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of my
blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news
article highlighting this system in the United
States  (can  be  seen  on  this  blog),  and

conduct independent research. Further, if you are a researcher, the following blog posts
would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March
2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl
Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012 archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a
Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-09/2012" (September 2012
archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records"
(October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from  Victim  Robin  Webster's  Evidence  for  the
Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1
and  2;  January  2012  and  February  2012  archives),  "Nowpublic.com News  Report
Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012
archive),  "  John  St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the  National  Security  Agency"
(December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011
archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011 archive) and "The Institute of
Science  and  Society's  Report  on  Bio-electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December  2011
archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts: "Excerpts from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1 and 2;  January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012
archive),  "Key Points for an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January
2012 archive),  "Safe  Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"  (January  2012 archive),
"Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist
Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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Silent Sound Capabilities

 This image is derived from raven1.net
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Warning
Friday, December 30, 2011
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Warning Like former  Mayoral  Candidate  Connie  Marshall  justiceforallcitizens.com),
author Max Williams (mindovermonster@yahoo.com), and blogger James Marino and his
family (http://9-11themotherofallblackoperations.blogspot.com/), my communications are
intercepted  daily;  and  each  day,  I  am  electronically  harassed,  gas-lighted,
organizationally stalked, and psychologically tortured. Further, the font and format of
some posts on this blog are wrongfully edited without my consent. I am 18 years old.
Please, read "My Story."
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A Letter to Humanity
Monday, January 16, 2012
[04/11/2012 UPDATE]: See a revised edition of this letter in the April 2012 archive and on
scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese.

Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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A Letter to Humanity
Part I
I write to inform you, humanity, of a very grave matter. Some American citizens live in
personalized prisons implicitly sanctioned by a government that has largely forgotten the
basis of its constitution. These innocent citizens are psychologically tortured daily by
covert community-oriented policing and harassment programs akin to True Justice, in
which the secret, systematic torture of a person through "gas-lighting," mobbing, and
m a s s  d i s c r e d i t i n g  i s  n o t  o n l y  p e r m i t t e d  b u t  e m p h a s i z e d  ( v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/truejusticefomanual.pdf to see a sample True Justice field operations
manual prepared by a former perpetrator). Once "listed," the victims live in a "private
hell," in which the mere mention of one's oppression evokes images of insanity. Yet, I
implore you to consider the possibility that organized stalking not only exists but is being
adopted  by  extremist  groups  seeking  to  furtively  but  assuredly  eliminate  certain
individuals. We are the progressive activists, politically competent minorities, single white
females, brilliant, unconventional students, and the like who do not "fit" the world of the
now powerful American far-right. But how can I say this when we currently live under the
historic mantle of a black president? I am of the opinion that his mantle, coupled with
some other "liberal-progressive" themes in our media, serve-at least, inadvertently-to
further discredit the burgeoning complaints of a silent, state-sponsored terrorism aspiring
to stifle dissent, the very bastion of America. One need hardly cite Christine Harris's
interveiw with Myrna Lim on a San Francisco talk show (youtube.com), Connie Marshall's
lawsuit against the Louisville, Kentucky Police Department (justiceforallcitizens.com),
Elizabeth Adams's commentaries on youtube.com, John Finch's letter to the United
Nations  blogger  James  Marino's  account  of  the  torture  of  his  family  (9-
11themotherofallblackoperations.blogspot.com), and my case, the "soft  torture" of a
promising 18-year-old, naturalized American citizen of African descent that has attended
three U.S. colleges in two years (edmundigberaese.blogspot.com; "My Story") to highlight
this  surrept i t ious,  devastat ing  holocaust  ( freeedomfchs.com;  iaacea.org;
govsponsoredstalking.info). We, the victims, are subjected daily to classical conditioning
that attacks our very nature, be it in the form of electronic sounds paired with our actions
or common, human sounds, gestures, and activities too often repeated and paired with
our acts. Like Pavlovian dogs, we are conditioned to fear such common stimuli as the
color red, the hum of residential ventilation systems, car headlights, coughs, whistling,
laughter,  and  individuals  talking  on  cell  phones;  and  every  effort  to  better  our
predicament is seen by a largely ignorant society as a manifestation of mental illness.
Welcome to the new CoIntelPro. However, unlike the old one, which existed in a time
bereft of the internet, mass communication, and the potent effects of globalization, this
new  CoIntelPro  has  been  adopted  by  groups  not  necessarily  affiliated  with  the
government. Yet, the crime remains unrecognized as the government would rather not
reveal the extent of its venality. Thus, at every turn, the targeted individual is discredited,
marginalized, and coerced into a personal prison far more devastating than a real one,
for unlike the common prison, the prison of the targeted individual is his mind. In this
prison, the victim is presumably faced with three options: forced suicide (this may have
happened  to  Lashanda  Armstrong  and  has  happened  to  many  others  listed  on
wiseti.blogspot.com),  forced  admission  into  a  psychiatric  ward  (where  he  would
indubitably be further tortured), or induced violence and subsequent incarceration. In
short, the victim would presumably be "neutralized" by this crime, but I must add that not
only is the victim's person destroyed by the crime, his name-his story-is also destroyed
since unaware friends and family members would doubtless remember him as "mentally
ill" in his final days. We are not mentally ill, but we are forced by clever men with evil
intents to appear as such.
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Part II
Having introduced you to the plight of targeted individuals, I must now apprise you of
some seemingly incredulous but historically and scientifically accurate techniques being
used  to  torture  some  innocent  American  citizens.  I  begin  with  the  use  of
bioelectromagnetic weapons, ranging from the affordable microwave unit to the more
expensive electromagnetic devices, by oppressors to classically condition, monitor, and
covertly harass targets. These weapons are so devastating that they have been largely
prohibited by the states of Michigan (House Bill 4514) and Massachussetts, and Dennis
Kucinich's thwarted Space Preservation Act of 2001 sought to strictly regulate the use of
these weapons.  In  fact,  their  use  is  already  prohibited  by  the  United  Nations.  Yet,
thousands of victims throughout the world have reported electric shocks paired with their
acts,  tinnitus  (ringing in  the ears),  somatic  vibrations and jolts,  inexplicable,  highly
frequent  sexual  stimulation,  continuous  headaches,  burning  senations,  mysterious
stinging sensations, frequent bouts of disorientation and nausea, arrythmia, frequent
dhest pains, and other symptoms characteristic of exposure to directed, sustained, and
harmful electromagnetic radiation (I attached John Finch's extensive list of cases). Even
more damning is the fact that these symptoms typically occur while the victim is isolated,
further discrediting his account. However, some victims, such as Louisville, Kentucky
Mayoral  candidate  Connie  Marshall  (justiceforallcitizens.com)  and Jesus  Mendoza
(youtube.com: "the persecution of Jesus Mendoza") have reported "collateral damage" in
the form of  friends and relatives.  If  you still  do not  believe that  bioelectromagnetic
weapons  exist  and  are  being  used on  innocent  civilians,  I  urge  you  to  consult  the
attached articles and declassified documents, the "Documents and eBooks" page of
freedomfchs.com,  mikrowellenterror.de (can be viewed through ixquick  proxy;  visit
startpage.com, type "mikrowellenterror.de" in the search bar, and view the resulting,
appropriate  option  through  ixquick  proxy),  and  activists,  such  as  Lynn  Weed
(keepethicallightburning.org), Christopher Brunson (govsponsoredstalking.info, Julian
Mckinney, Eleanor White, Nick Begich, Michael Persinger, and Cheryl Walsh of Citizens
Against Human Rights Abuse (CAHRA). As a side not, under the 1994 Directive 5240I-R,
the U.S. Federal government was permitted to use unwitting American civilians for the
extrajudicial tests of bioelectromagnetic weapons. Unofrtunately, over the years, these
weapons have been made available to groups with enough resources and enough zeal,
so  much  so  that  the  number  of  targeted  individuals  publicly  giving  words  to  their
oppression  increases  vastly  each  year.

Part III
Many of these individuals, myself included, also report a credible feeling of their thoughts
being mysteriously revealed to others. Initially, when I began hearing strangers frequently
speaking about my private thoughts and innermost desires and fantasies, I truly believed
that I piecemeal ventured into insanity. However, having read former NSA employee
John St.  Clair  Akwei's  lawsuit  agains the National  Security  Agency concerning the
agency's illegal, extensive brain fingerprinting network and the agency's Remote Neural
Monitoring (RNM) program (downloadable from freedomfchs.com), whistleblower and
former  government  employee  and  contractor  Robert  Duncan's  accounts  of  EEG
heterodyning  and  psychic  warfare  in  his  eBook  The  Matrix  Deciphered  (also
downloadable from freedomfchs.com), numerous accounts of the availability of neural
decoding  software  to  private  entities,  and  after  conducting  solemn  introspection
appertaining  to  the  often  inexplicably  high  temperature  of  my  skull-especially,  my
forehead (always confirmed with the rapid heating of filled, plastic water bottles placed on
my head; only the head is so irradiated)-, I am of the opinion that my thoughts have not
been private for a long time. Moreover, neural decoding technology has become so
advanced that finely tuned, microwave pulses-as opposed to implanted chips-can be
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used to remotely read formerly private thoughts. In truth, neurologists have long since
discovered the secrets of the organic computer often termed, "the human brain," but their
discovery has been secretly removed from mainstream awareness. Even more terrifying
is the fact that through "brain entrainment" and "EEG cloning," the government and
private entities can induce certain emotional states and diseases, such as depression,
rage, brain aneurisms, cancers, and others, a capability confirmed by similar reports by
targeted  individuals  (myself  included)  of  bouts  of  unexplained,  pervasive  gloom,
inhabitual  impulsivity,  and  overwhelming  fatigue.  Torture  on  many  levels.

Conclusion
In summary, we, the targeted individuals, are routinely stripped of the most fundamental
freedom of  thought  (for  a  lengthy  explanation  of  this  concept,  visit  the  Center  for
Cognitive Liberties website cognitiveliberty.org)  and subjected daily  and covertly  to
grotesque abuses of human rights. We are the activists and grass-roots organizers that
rally the masses against gross injustice; we are the journalists and bloggers that inform
and inspire; we are the "unconventionals" and anomalies that ultimately propel humanity
forward through our advocacy for positive change; we are the politically competent,
disenfranchised groups supposedly protected by a now decadent American judiciary;and
we are  your  average "Joes"  and "Janes"  randomly  selected for  involunatry  human
experimentation or maliciously tortured by well-connected people whom we may have
offended. Above all, though, we are innocent civilians betrayed by our state. If you do not
fight for us, what America do you silently support? Remember: you, a friend, or a relative
could become a targeted individual...
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Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing
Organized Stalking and Remote,...
Monday, January 16, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment  From:  http://www.nowpublic.com/world/u-s-govt-runs-gang-stalking-
vigilantism-says-ex-fbi-official  ...A  former  senior  official  of  the  Federal  Bureau  of
Investigation says "rogue" military intelligence and law enforcement units of the federal
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government  oversee  a  nationwide  network  of  community-based  "gang  stalking"
harassment, intimidation and domestic terrorism directed at thousands of U.S. citizens
who have been extrajudicially targeted as "dissidents" or undesirables.
Ted Gunderson, 82, who has served as the special agent in charge of the FBI's Los
Angeles, Memphis and Dallas field offices, has stated in a series of public speaking
appearances that he is now targeted by these same elements, and fears for his life and
for the safety of his family. He reports that the windows of his home have been shot out,
and he believes he has been poisoned and physically sickened by those seeking to
silence him.

Since  his  retirement  from  the  FBI  in  the  1979,  Gunderson  has  been  a  Southern
California- based private investigator.  He is most noted for his defense work on the
murder case involving former Army physician Dr. Jeffrey MacDonald.

The  ex-FBI  official's  comments  represent  the  most  compelling  testimony  to  date
indicating that "black operations" of the federal government are dedicated to waging a
covert war of terror and persecution targeting American citizens.

"Based  on  my  thirty  years'  experience  and  research,  I  have  determined  there  are
thousands of  victims who have been targeted by an illegal  U.S.  government  rogue
criminal enterprise -- military intelligence, probably, tied into CIA and FBI and so forth --
that is active 24 hours a day throughout the United States," Gunderson stated in an
October 2008 speech posted last fall  on YouTube.

youtube.com/watch?v=o6MRciqml9I
NOTE:  It  appears  that  the  link  to  the  Ted  Gunderson  YouTube  video  has  been
sabotaged. Please search "Ted Gunderson" and "YouTube" and look for the link to his
speech at the Gulf  Symposium. I  believe this is more blatantly illegal and malicious
interference with telecommunications by operatives of Lockheed Martin, under contract to
U.S. Homeland-mil-intel, or another entity representing the agencies, commands and
corporations of the U.S. fusion center network.
"It is far too extensive to be controlled by private enterprise," Gunderson said. "I believe
this  well  organized  and  sophisticated  operation  has  a  central  command  located
somewhere in the United States, with multiple satellite offices scattered throughout the
country."

Said Gunderson:

"It appears those who administer the program can call any location in the United States
for surveillance, a telephone tap, or... harassment directed at a victim, and immediately
dispense manpower to the source... This well-greased, covert operation makes the old
FBI counterintelligence program (code-named "Cointelpro") look like a Sunday school
class."

This correspondent  has reported that  Lockheed Martin,  the world's  largest  defense
contractor and the prime cyber-security and information technology supplier to the federal
government,  coordinates  the  communications  and  trains  the  "team  leaders"  of  a
nationwide Gestapo-like apparatus, which has tentacles into every security and law
enforcement agency in the nation, including state and local police and 72 regional "fusion
centers"  administered by the U.S.  Department  of  Homeland Security.  According to
company literature,  Lockheed Martin  has operations in  46 of  the 50 states.
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nowpublic.com/world/rule-law-morality-die-usa-fusion-center-slow-kill-genocide

Lockheed Martin also has operational command and control over a U.S. government
microwave radio frequency weapon system, deployed on cell tower masts throughout the
U.S., that is being used to silently torture, impair, subjugate and electronically incarcerate
so-called "targeted individuals." The nexus of this American "torture matrix" appears to be
Lockheed Martin's Mission and Combat Support Solutions central command center in
Norristown, Montgomery County, PA., which employs several thousand workers. The
defense contractor's global headquarters is in Bethesda, MD, just outside the nation's
capital.

nowpublic.com/world/u-s-silently-tortures-americans-cell-tower-microwaves

Lockheed  Martin,  under  contract  to  U.S.  security  and  intelligence  agencies  and
commands, also conducts warrantless surveillance of the telecommunications of targeted
persons, and routinely censors and tampers with the content of their communications, as
this reporter has documented in a series of recent articles:

nowpublic.com/world/u-s-govt-uses-spoofed-web-pages-and-urls-censor-internet
nowpublic.com/world/more-blatant-ideological-net-censorship-u-s-intel-gestapo
nowpublic.com/world/phony-facebook-comment-block-lockheed-martin-cyber-censors
nowpublic.com/world/wash-post-blog-moderation-used-cover-u-s-govt-censorship

Thousands of Americans, including this veteran journalist, have publicly reported being
the victims of silent electromagnetic assault  and community-based home intrusions,
vandalism,  and  even  the  poisoning  of  food,  water  and  air.  Federal  and  local  law
enforcement routinely dismiss their reports as the product of delusions or mental illness,
and refuse to investigate their complaints.

nowpublic.com/world/put-under-microwave-weapon-mil-contractor-goons-terrorize
nowpublic.com/world/u-s-microwave-weapon-drops-body-temp-cold-blooded-torture
nowpublic.com/world/microwave-tortured-inside-lowes-superfresh-gestapo-usa
nowpublic.com/world/u-s-cellular-microwave-weapon-pierces-skull-sonic-torture
nowpublic.com/world/sadistic-web-ads-foreshadow-silent-u-s-microwave-weapon-attacks

These "targets" and their families have been physically harmed and financially destroyed
as a result of taxpayer-funded "psychological operations," police-protected community
"stalking" harassment and malicious vandalism, and other covert programs of personal
destruction, including government-assisted financial sabotage. Many appear to have
been targeted as a result of their politics; their activism or corporate whistle-blowing
activities; their ethnic background; or as a result of score-settling vendettas by persons in
positions of power -- in government and in the private sector.

The former FBI executive's remarks are only now attracting widespread exposure on this
and other web sites. This correspondent believes that recent revelations of government-
sponsored domestic terrorism against U.S. citizens have prompted some conscientious
insiders to call attention to Gunderson's public statements.

Gunderson has said that government-sponsored gang stalking terrorism is financed
"through illegal black operations," such as sales of illegal drug; gambling; prostitution; and
even sexual  exploitation of  children.  But  this  reporter  believes it  is  more likely  that
programs of government-sponsored domestic terrorism are funded from military and
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security  "black  ops"  budgets  that  have  been  illegally  diverted  to  covert  domestic
programs  administered  and  conducted  primarily  by  defense  contractors.

Late last year, The New York Times disclosed that an official of the U.S. Air Force had
set up an unauthorized military intelligence spy ring in Pakistan and Afghanistan, run by
Lockheed Martin and funded by defense appropriations.

nytimes.com/2010/10/29/world/asia/29intel.html

This correspondent suspects that a similar arrangement could be funding government-
sponsored "gang stalking" operations throughout the nation, and has urged Congress to
immediately hold public hearings as part of a comprehensive investigation of military-
style  "black ops"  targeting American citizens and their  families  --  a  silent,  slow-kill
genocide motivated by ideology and hate.
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Notables 2012
Tuesday, January 17, 2012
Notables 2012
January 2012

President Barack Obama signs a U.S. Strategic Partnership with Afghanistan permitting
the presence of American military bases in Afghanistan until 2024 (alternet.org).

Unprecedented  high  temperatures  have  engulfed  the  United  States  in  January
(ThinkProgress).

According to Dr. Christoff Lehmann of nsnbc.com,
"Neither Russia nor China can strategically,  economically,  or based on the security
related to resources tolerate the destabilization of Syria and Iran without suffering the
most serious long term consequences."

The Federal Reserve's secret loans to foreign corporations totaled approximately $26
trillion between 2007 and 2010, and most of this amount was pilfered from the finances of
American  citizens  (upintelligence.multiply.com;  www.divinecosmos.com/start-
here/davids-blog/1023-financial-tyranny). In fact, on November 23, 2011, a trillion-dollar
lawsuit was filed against the Federal Reserve (www.divinecosmos.com/start-here/davids-
blog/1023-financial-tyranny).On January 6, 2012, whistleblower David Hutzler and his
eight-year-old son mysteriously died in a fire at the former's residence.

The  passage  of  the  United  States  Stop  Online  Piracy  Act  (SOPA)  prohibits  the
incorporation of copyrighted information into a blog or online video (examiner.com).
According to Gabe Vogt of  examiner.com,

"Fused with the Patriot Act and the National Defense Authorization Act, the new law gives
the government nearly untouched power to triangulate, isolate, and execute citizens who
do not stand in line with its rules or decrees.
If Americans were ever to rebel, we would find ourselves outmaneuvered, outgunned,
and overpowered within mere hours, as the government's power has gotten so great that
it  easily goes beyond the wildest dreams of anything endorsed by the Nazi-Marxist-
Militarist axis (2012)."

January 04, 2012

The United States government deploys thousands of troops to Iran (presstv.com).

January 10, 2012
A large Russian naval flotilla docked in the Syrian port of Tartus in an apparent show of
solidarity between Russia and Syria (nsnbc.wordpress.com).

January 14, 2012

Iran announces that it retains overwhelming evidence of American involvement in the
January  11,  2012  assass inat ion  o f  I ran ian  nuc lear  sc ien t is t  Roshad
(abovetopsecre t .com) .
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January 15, 2012

According to nsnbc.wordpress.com, several reliable sources have warned of an imminent
"false flag" attack, which would be blamed on Iran, by the United States on the vessel
U.S.S. Vincenes, which was recently moved from Puget Sound (nsnbc.wordpress.com).

The CIA recently released memos illustrating that Israeli Mossad agents routinely pose
as CIA agents and conscript anti-Iranian terrorists (nsnbc.wordpress.com).

According to Cynthia Mckinney of NSNBC,

"Former Israeli intelligence officer, Avi Perry, startlingly wrote in a January 9th Jerusalem
Post article of a forthcoming “ ‘Pearl Harbor’ scenario, in which Iran [will]  launch…a
'surprise' attack on the US navy,” giving the US 'the perfect rationalization to finish them
[Iran] off.' Tellingly, Perry chose to put the word 'surprise' in quotation marks. Is Perry
telling us something? Perry asserts: '[an] Iranian attack on an American military vessel
will serve as a justification and a pretext for a retaliatory move by the US military against
the Iranian regime.' However, Perry identifies 'a US aircraft carrier' as the likely target of
this imagined Iranian attack."
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Computer Security Tips for Targets:
"Services.exe"
Friday, January 20, 2012

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of
harassment using organized stalking and other, more
s u b t l e  m e a n s ,  I  u r g e  y o u  t o  v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of my blog posts,
read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this
system in  the  United  States  (can  be  seen  on  this
blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if
you are a researcher, the following blog posts would
prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's
Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview
between British Secret Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower
Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July
2012 archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State
Prisoner"  (September  2012 archive),  "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American
Code" (September 2012 archive), "An Introduction to
Records"  (October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from
Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for
an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012 archive),
"Research  Quotes"  (1  and  2;  January  2012  and
February  2012  archives),  "Nowpublic.com  News
Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic  Harassment"  (January  2012  archive),  "
John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National
Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British
Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011
archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December
2011  archive)  and  "The  Institute  of  Science  and
Society's Report on Bio-electromagnetic Weapons"
(December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please,
view the following posts: "Excerpts from Victim Robin

Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1 and 2;  January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012
archive),  "Key Points for an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January
2012 archive),  "Safe  Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"  (January  2012 archive),
"Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist
Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
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multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews.  Also,  for  a
non-biased introduction  into  the  area of  organized
stalking,  view  the  following  pages:  stopos.info,
m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / s t a t s . h t m ,
multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
report),  mult istalkervictims.org/osatv.pdf,  and
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a
m o r e  p e r s o n a l  i n t r o d u c t i o n ,  v i e w
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention
that some individuals have found difficulty in posting
comments on this blog. If you become one of these
individuals, please, do not hesitate to contact me via
email (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Computer Security Tips for Targets: "Services.exe"
 I  have found that disabling certain services on my
computer reduces my risk of being compromised. The
following  images  are  images  of  my  "services.exe"
page, which can be located by typing "services" in the
Start Menu search bar:
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Computer Security Tips for Targets: Helpful Hints
for the Re-instal...
Saturday, January 21, 2012
[02/05/2012 UPDATE]:  After  re-installing  and configuring  my computer's  operating
system yesterday, I discovered that I could connect to the HotspotShield VPN server.
[02/03/2012 UPDATE]: I frequently experienced connectivity problems with ProjectLoki
so I now simply configure my Google Chrome browser for maximum privacy and use the
startpage.com proxy.
[01/23/2012 UPDATE]: After posting this article on Saturday, I have not been able to
connect to the HotspotShield VPN service. I currently use ProjectLoki.

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
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multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Computer Security Tips for Targets: Helpful Hints for the Re-installation of an Operating
System
 It would be wise to completely re-install your operating system to eliminate all viruses.
The re-installation tips in this article primarily pertain to an ACER ASPIRE ONE D255
model, but the tips can be applied to many other types of laptop. Moreover, although the
steps listed below would help to further secure your computer and your web browsing
experience, your computer's RF waves can still be used as a source of entry into your
computer (see "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit against the NSA"). Covering the computer
with chicken wire may solve this problem. Finally, avoid social networking sites, and use
the computer wisely.

1. On startup, repeatedly press the "F8" key. Then, on the ensuing "Recovery Options"
menu, select "Repair Computer." On the following menu, select "restore computer from
factory defaults." Then, wait for the re-installation process to finish.
2. Immediately after re-installation, disconnect from your wireless connection; block all
connections  from your  firewall  window (equivalent  to  placing  a  McAfee  firewall  on
"Lockdown"); and disable your wireless adapter from the "Network and Sharing Center"
page.
3. Then, click on the "Control Panel" option in the Start Menu; select "system"; select the
"allow remote access" option; and uncheck: "allow remote assistance" in the ensuing
menu. In the "System Properties" window, you should also select the "Advanced" tab;
select "Performance"; select "settings"; and "adjust for best performance."
4. Next, run "services.exe" (located by typing "services" in the Start Menu search bar);
take a photo of  the original  configuration of  all  services;  then,  stop and disable the
following services: ActiveX Installer, Application Layer Gateway Topology, Background
Intelligent  Transfer  Service,  Bluetooth  Support  Service,  DHCP Client,  DNS Client,
Extensible  Authentication  Protocol,  Function  Discovery  Provider  Host,  Function
Discovery Resource Publication, Homegroup Listener, Homegroup Provider, IKE and
AuthIP IPSec Keying Modules, Internet Connection Sharing, IP Helper, IPsec Policy
Agent,  Microsoft  .NET Framework,  Microsoft  ISCI  Initiator,  Net  .Tcp  Port  Sharing,
Parental Controls, Peer Name Resolution Protocol, Peer Networking Grouping, Peer
Networking Identity Manager, PNRP Machine Name Publication Service, Remote Access
Auto Connection Manager,  Remote Access Connection Manager,  Remote Desktop
Configuration,  Remote Desktop Services,  Remote Procedure Call  Locator,  Remote
Registry,  Routing  and  Remote  Access,  Secondary  Logon,  Server,  Shell  Hardware
Detection, SNMP Trap, SSDP Discovery, Superfetch, TCP/IP Netbios Helper, Telephony,
WebClient, Windows Audio, Windows Audio Endpoint Builder, Windows Connect Now
Configuration Registrar,  Windows Media Player Network Sharing Service, Windows
Remote Management, Windows Time, WinHTTP Web Proxy, Wired AutoConfig, WLAN
AutoConfig, Workstation, and WWAN AutoConfig.
5. Next, enter the control panel; select "programs"; and uninstall unnecessary programs,
including vendor firewalls and antivirus programs, such as McAfee Firewall and McAfee
Antivirus. If you uninstall a vendor firewall, be sure to block all connections in all profiles
in the "Windows Firewall Properties" window.
6. Then, visit the "Network and Sharing Center"; select "Change Adapter Settings"; right-
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click on the wireless adapter; select "Properties"; select "Internet Protocol Version 4 for
TCP/IP"; select "Properties"; in the "General" tab, select "Advanced"; select the "WINS"
tab; and choose "Disable Netbios over TCP/IP."
7. Start the following services with a "Manual" startup type in order to connect to the
internet  and  download  Windows  updates:  DHCP Client,  Extensible  Authentication
Protocol,  IPsec  Policy  Agent,  and  WLAN AutoConfig.
8. Open the Windows Firewall window, select "Windows Firewall Properties"; and return
the "Inbound Connections" settings and the "Outbound Connections" settings for all
profiles to their "default" settings. Then, enable your wireless adapter in the "Network and
Sharing Center."
9. Open "Windows Updates"; select "Check For Updates"; and choose and download all
of the possible updates.While connected to the internet for the update process, do not
open your web browser.
10. When the update process is finished and you are asked to restart your computer, first
disconnect from your wireless connection; disable your wireless network adapter in the
"Network and Sharing Center"; block all connections in all profiles from your "Windows
Firewall  Properties"  window;  and  using  the  photo  of  the  original  "services.exe"
configuration  taken  in  step  4,  return  the  "services.exe"  application  to  its  default
configuration.
11. Finally, restart your computer to finish the update process.
12. After restarting, stop and disable the services listed in Step 4; then, repeat Steps 7, 8,
and 9 to download further updates.
13. When this second update process is finished and you are asked to restart  your
computer,  disconnect  from your wireless connection;  disable your wireless network
adapter in the "Network and Sharing Center"; block all connections in all profiles from
your  "Windows  Firewall  Properties"  window;  and  stop  and  disable  the  "wireless
connection  services"  listed  in  step  7.
14. Restart the computer to finish the second update process.
15. After restarting your computer, check the "netstat" output in command prompt by
typing "cmd" in the Start Menu search bar, selecting the resulting option, and typing
"netstat -aon." This command reveals the active connections made by the computer, and
the netstat output of a clean computer disconnected from the internet should resemble
this output, in which all "Foreign Addresses" are "0s":

C:\Windows\system32>netstat -aon
Active Connections
 Proto Local Address Foreign Address State PID
 TCP 0.0.0.0:135 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 1020
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49152 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 700
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49153 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 1108
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49154 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 1152
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49155 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 812
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49156 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 804
 TCP [::]:135 [::]:0 LISTENING 1020
 TCP [::]:49152 [::]:0 LISTENING 700
 TCP [::]:49153 [::]:0 LISTENING 1108
 TCP [::]:49154 [::]:0 LISTENING 1152
 TCP [::]:49155 [::]:0 LISTENING 812
 TCP [::]:49156 [::]:0 LISTENING 804

Then, type "tasklist/svc" in the command prompt window to match the "PIDs" listed in the
netstat output with their corresponding services. For example, this is a "tasklist/svc"
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output for my computer while it is disconnected from the internet:

C:\Windows\system32>tasklist/svc
Image Name PID Services
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = =
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
System Idle Process 0 N/A
System 4 N/A
smss.exe 280 N/A
avgrsx.exe 392 N/A
avgcsrvx.exe 424 N/A
csrss.exe 648 N/A
csrss.exe 692 N/A
wininit.exe 700 N/A
winlogon.exe 752 N/A
services.exe 804 N/A
lsass.exe 812 KeyIso, SamSs
lsm.exe 820 N/A
svchost.exe 940 DcomLaunch, PlugPlay, Power
svchost.exe 1020 RpcEptMapper, RpcSs
svchost.exe 1108 eventlog, wscsvc
svchost.exe 1152 AeLookupSvc, Appinfo, gpsvc, ProfSvc,
 Schedule, SENS, Themes, Winmgmt, wuauserv
svchost.exe 1224 EventSystem, netprofm, nsi, WdiServiceHost
svchost.exe 1276 Netman, PcaSvc, TrkWks, UxSms, wudfsvc
svchost.exe 1352 BFE, DPS, MpsSvc
avgwdsvc.exe 1440 avgwd
svchost.exe 1488 CryptSvc, NlaSvc
dsiwmis.exe 1528 DsiWMIService
ePowerSvc.exe 1576 ePowerSvc
AVGIDSAgent.exe 1656 AVGIDSAgent
avgnsx.exe 1864 N/A
avgemcx.exe 1872 N/A
taskhost.exe 1408 N/A
dwm.exe 1624 N/A
explorer.exe 1640 N/A
LManager.exe 1012 N/A
IAStorIcon.exe 800 N/A
RtHDVCpl.exe 1048 N/A
igfxtray.exe 1296 N/A
hkcmd.exe 1860 N/A
igfxpers.exe 1896 N/A
SynTPEnh.exe 1780 N/A
ePowerTray.exe 1388 N/A
igfxsrvc.exe 1316 N/A
avgtray.exe 1096 N/A
LMworker.exe 2276 N/A
SynTPHelper.exe 2384 N/A
unsecapp.exe 2476 N/A
WmiPrvSE.exe 2532 N/A
SearchIndexer.exe 2556 WSearch
igfxext.exe 2564 N/A
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ePowerEvent.exe 2876 N/A
svchost.exe 3060 FontCache
IAStorDataMgrSvc.exe 3092 IAStorDataMgrSvc
mmc.exe 2340 N/A
cmd.exe 3416 N/A
conhost.exe 1248 N/A
openvpntray.exe 2896 N/A
wuauclt.exe 2200 N/A
mspaint.exe 3424 N/A
wordpad.exe 1704 N/A
mmc.exe 2408 N/A
taskhost.exe 4056 N/A
tasklist.exe 3536 N/A
WmiPrvSE.exe 1680 N/A
C:\Windows\system32>

The "netstat"  and "tasklist/svc"  outputs  can also be used to  track  a  hacker  and as
evidence of hacking. For example, after every web browsing session but before closing
my web browser and disconnecting from my wireless connection, I log these outputs:

01/01/2012 3:04pm site: facebook.com; the page continuously reloads.
C:\Windows\system32>netstat -aon
Active Connections
 Proto Local Address Foreign Address State PID
 TCP 0.0.0.0:135 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 1024
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49152 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 704
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49153 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 1116
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49154 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 1160
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49155 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 816
 TCP 0.0.0.0:49156 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 808
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49222 74.125.224.207:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49287 74.125.224.214:443 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49288 173.194.64.84:443 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49290 74.125.224.223:443 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49305 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49306 10.0.0.1:80 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49307 10.0.0.1:80 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49308 10.0.0.1:80 TIME_WAIT 0
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49309 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49310 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49311 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49312 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49313 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49314 10.0.0.1:80 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49315 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49316 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49317 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49318 10.0.0.1:80 CLOSE_WAIT 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49319 10.0.0.1:80 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49320 68.68.107.160:80 TIME_WAIT 0
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49321 68.68.107.161:80 TIME_WAIT 0
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49322 68.68.107.160:80 TIME_WAIT 0
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 TCP 10.3.24.22:49323 68.68.107.160:80 TIME_WAIT 0
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49324 74.115.4.112:80 TIME_WAIT 0
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49325 74.125.224.212:443 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49326 10.0.0.1:80 TIME_WAIT 0
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49327 10.0.0.1:80 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49328 10.0.0.1:80 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 10.3.24.22:49329 10.0.0.1:80 ESTABLISHED 3624
 TCP 127.0.0.1:895 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 2140
 TCP 127.0.0.1:895 127.0.0.1:49171 CLOSE_WAIT 2140
 TCP 127.0.0.1:895 127.0.0.1:49172 CLOSE_WAIT 2140
 TCP 127.0.0.1:895 127.0.0.1:49201 ESTABLISHED 2140
 TCP 127.0.0.1:896 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 2140
 TCP 127.0.0.1:896 127.0.0.1:49202 ESTABLISHED 2140
 TCP 127.0.0.1:49171 127.0.0.1:895 FIN_WAIT_2 3624
 TCP 127.0.0.1:49172 127.0.0.1:895 FIN_WAIT_2 3624
 TCP 127.0.0.1:49178 127.0.0.1:56700 ESTABLISHED 3248
 TCP 127.0.0.1:49201 127.0.0.1:895 ESTABLISHED 3644
 TCP 127.0.0.1:49202 127.0.0.1:896 ESTABLISHED 3000
 TCP 127.0.0.1:56700 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 2140
 TCP 127.0.0.1:56700 127.0.0.1:49178 ESTABLISHED 2140
 TCP [::]:135 [::]:0 LISTENING 1024
 TCP [::]:49152 [::]:0 LISTENING 704
 TCP [::]:49153 [::]:0 LISTENING 1116
 TCP [::]:49154 [::]:0 LISTENING 1160
 TCP [::]:49155 [::]:0 LISTENING 816
 TCP [::]:49156 [::]:0 LISTENING 808
 UDP 0.0.0.0:5355 *:* 1344
 UDP 0.0.0.0:60661 *:* 3248
 UDP [::]:5355 *:* 1344
C:\Windows\system32>tasklist/svc
Image Name PID Services
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = =
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
System Idle Process 0 N/A
System 4 N/A
smss.exe 280 N/A
avgrsx.exe 392 N/A
avgcsrvx.exe 424 N/A
csrss.exe 644 N/A
csrss.exe 696 N/A
wininit.exe 704 N/A
winlogon.exe 756 N/A
services.exe 808 N/A
lsass.exe 816 KeyIso, SamSs
lsm.exe 824 N/A
svchost.exe 944 DcomLaunch, PlugPlay, Power
svchost.exe 1024 RpcEptMapper, RpcSs
svchost.exe 1116 Dhcp, eventlog, wscsvc
svchost.exe 1160 Appinfo, EapHost, gpsvc, ProfSvc, Schedule,
 SENS, Themes, Winmgmt, wuauserv
svchost.exe 1224 EventSystem, netprofm, nsi, WdiServiceHost
svchost.exe 1284 Netman, PcaSvc, TrkWks, UxSms,
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 WdiSystemHost, Wlansvc, wudfsvc
svchost.exe 1344 CryptSvc, Dnscache, NlaSvc
svchost.exe 1408 BFE, DPS, MpsSvc
avgwdsvc.exe 1528 avgwd
dsiwmis.exe 1588 DsiWMIService
ePowerSvc.exe 1632 ePowerSvc
GREGsvc.exe 1660 GREGService
hsswd.exe 1684 HssWd
AVGIDSAgent.exe 1788 AVGIDSAgent
avgnsx.exe 1864 N/A
avgemcx.exe 1872 N/A
mscorsvw.exe 2016 clr_optimization_v4.0.30319_32
svchost.exe 640 FontCache
IAStorDataMgrSvc.exe 1020 IAStorDataMgrSvc
SearchIndexer.exe 1492 WSearch
taskhost.exe 2120 N/A
dwm.exe 2196 N/A
explorer.exe 2204 N/A
LManager.exe 2344 N/A
IAStorIcon.exe 2352 N/A
RtHDVCpl.exe 2368 N/A
igfxtray.exe 2380 N/A
hkcmd.exe 2396 N/A
igfxpers.exe 2428 N/A
SynTPEnh.exe 2476 N/A
igfxsrvc.exe 2496 N/A
ePowerTray.exe 2504 N/A
LMworker.exe 2520 N/A
avgtray.exe 2532 N/A
unsecapp.exe 2740 N/A
WmiPrvSE.exe 2828 N/A
SynTPHelper.exe 2948 N/A
igfxext.exe 2960 N/A
ePowerEvent.exe 3016 N/A
mmc.exe 3728 N/A
openvpnas.exe 2140 hshld
svchost.exe 2928 PolicyAgent
mmc.exe 3524 N/A
openvpntray.exe 3644 N/A
wlanext.exe 3576 N/A
conhost.exe 2288 N/A
TrustedInstaller.exe 3264 TrustedInstaller
chrome.exe 3624 N/A
chrome.exe 3820 N/A
openvpn.exe 3248 N/A
conhost.exe 980 N/A
chrome.exe 3352 N/A
fbw.exe 3000 N/A
chrome.exe 3944 N/A
chrome.exe 3888 N/A
chrome.exe 2876 N/A
cmd.exe 3816 N/A
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conhost.exe 1956 N/A
tasklist.exe 3552 N/A
WmiPrvSE.exe 1172 N/A

"TIME WAIT" status implies that the connection to the foreign IP address was recently
terminated. This could suggest that the owner of that IP address recently terminated
his/her connection to my computer, perhaps, in an attempt to avoid detection. By the
way,  you  must  know  your  original  IP  address,  which  is  revealed  by  sites  like  ip-
check.info. If the local address section of your netstat output reveals an IP address that is
neither your original one, the address of your local gateway, the address of a personal
VPN (10....), nor 127.0.0.1, you have probably been compromised.

Finally, using the "Ctrl+Alt+Del" key sequence, you can end processes associated with
certain PIDs in the "Task Manager" window.

16.  Create  a  Windows Firewall  security  rule  for  Internet  Explorer  by  first  selecting
"Inbound Rules" listed in left column of the Windows Firewall main page; then, select
"New Rule" listed in the right column; select "Program"; choose "Program Path"; "browse"
for iexpore.exe, which may be found under "Computer," "Drive C," "Program Files," and
"Internet Explorer."; once found, select "iexplore.exe"; select "Next"; choose "Allow the
connection if it is secure; select "Customize"; choose "Require the connections to be
encrypted,"  but  do not  choose the suboption "Allow the Computers  to  Dynamically
Negotiate Encryption"; select "OK" to close the dialog box; select "Next" to proceed to the
"Users" menu; choose "Only allow connections from these users"; select "Add"; type the
object name "administrator"; select "OK"; select "Next" to proceed to the "Computers"
section, which would remain blank; select "Next" to proceed to the "Profile" section;
choose all profiles; select "Next" to name your rule; and select "finish" to exit the wizard.

17. Connect to the internet by first initiating steps 7 and 8. Once connected, enter the
Start Menu, type "internet explorer"; select "Internet Explorer No Add ons"; and in the IE
start page, click on the wrench tool in the top-right corner; click "Safety"; click "In-private
browsing"; close the "No Add ons" IE page; and use the "In-private browsing" page.

18. Visit google.com/chrome to download and install Google Chrome. After installation,
close IE; configure a Windows Firewall security rule for Google Chrome similar to the one
for IE ("chrome.exe" is only revealed if you first select the "show hidden files and folders"
option found in the "files and folders" tab, which may be found by typing "files and folders"
in the Start Menu search bar. Then, "browse" for the "chrome.exe" file in the Windows
Firewall Rule Creation Wizard by selecting "Desktop," selecting "Your Username" System
Folder, selecting "AppData," selecting "Local," selecting "Google," selecting "Chrome,"
selecting "Application," and finally selecting "chrome.exe."); open Google Chrome; click
on the wrench tool in the top-right corner; select "Options"; select "Under the Hood"; do
not select the "Continue running background apps when google chrome is closed" option
at the bottom of the page; select "Content Settings"; choose "block sites from setting any
data," "block third-party cookies from being set," and "Clear cookies and other site data
when I close my browser"; choose "Do not allow any site to run Javascript"; choose
"Block all plug-ins"; select "Disable individual plug-ins"; disable all plug-ins; return to the
main "Options" window; select "Personal Stuff"; choose "Never save passwords"; and do
not  select  the  "Enable  autofill  on  webforms"  option.  As  a  side  note,  you  are  safer
browsing without the flash plug-in, javascript, and the storage of cookies than with these
elements. Of course, in order to login to your email account, you need to "allow local data
to be set"; and in order to watch videos, you need Javascript and the Flash plug-in.
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19. Visit startpage.com; type "20+ vpn tools for anonymous surfing" in the search bar;
view the "aboutonlinetips.com" result through ixquick proxy; scroll  downwards to the
HotspotShield  section;  download and install  HotspotShield;  close the open Google
Chrome window; run "services.exe"; stop and disable the Hotspot Shield Monitoring
Service and the HotspotShield Routing Service; open "My Computer"; select Drive C;
select "Program Files"; select "HotspotShield"; select "bin"; delete the "af proxy.." file;
delete this file from the recycle bin; and launch HotspotShield. As a side note, this free
vpn, although offering a more secure web browsing experience, can be used by its
owners to monitor your activity. For an even more secure web browsing experience, use
the JonDoFox combination freely downloadable from ip-check.info.

20. Click on the wrench icon in the top-right corner of Google Chrome; open a "new
incognito  window";  close  the  former  window;  visit  download.com;  search  for  AVG
antivirus;  and  download  and  install  the  free  edition  of  AVG antivirus.

21. Now, after every browsing session, clear all browsing data; and initiate the substeps
of step 13, with the inclusion of your stopping and disabling of the Hotspot Shield Service
and the Hotspot Shield Tray Service. Then, run a thorough AVG whole computer scan by
setting additional scan parameters. Further, when attempting to connect to the internet,
initiate steps 7 and 8, with the inclusion of your starting the Hotspot Shield Service with a
"Manual" startup type and your setting the Hotspot Shield Tray Service to the "Manual"
startup position without starting this service. Finally, it would be wise to re-install your
operating system regularly;  remember to choose very complex passwords by using
mnemonics;  ensure  that  the  Background  Intelligent  Transfer  Service,  which  is
automatically started by Windows Update, is stopped and disabled when you are not
updating your computer; and use the nestat command to log cyber intrusions (you can
copy the netstat statistics by right-clicking in the command prompt window, selecting
"mark," clicking and dragging your cursor over the statistics, pressing "enter," and pasting
in a word document, the most secure of which would be "Wordpad").
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Safe Community Cooperative for Targets
Saturday, January 21, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Safe Community Cooperative for Targets
 Please, aid the efforts of activists Lynn Weed, Chris Brunson, and others to develop a
safe community cooperative for targets by donating money at tihelp.chipin.com.

From: govsponsoredstalking.info
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“Safe House” Community Cooperative Proposal Revisions
Building A Safe Community Through Organic Development
Idea to start Community Cooperative

Purchase land in Upstate New York between $20,000 to $35,000
Purchase storage containers for our living quarters. Each storage container will  cost
(minimum $500 maximum $1,500 per container (includes shipping)).
Purchase machinery used for organic farming (cost and types of equipment have not
been decided yet. Discussed in next meeting).
Purchase 2 transportation vehicles (described below).

The business plan will outline how money is generated and what it will be used for.

Option 1. Between 25 to 50 [targets] will  save at least $1,000 by February 2013 (12
month period). For instance, let say you have $100 in your pocket in February 1st, by
February of the next year, you should have accumulated $1,000.

Option 2. Between 50 to 100 [targets] will be asked to contribute increments of $25, $50
or $100 per month. These amounts should accumulate to at least $1,000 by the 15
month.

Click HERE for our savings program

Option 1 and 2: Individuals who choose Option 1 will have first pick on land location,
since their requirement was fulfilled in 12 months.

Option 3. We will seek out donations from wealthy individuals who believe in our mission.
The mission described here is: To develop an environmental friendly atmosphere that
fosters community organic growth business through farming practices.

Option 1, 2 & 3 can be combined to minimized the timeline to reach our goal from 12
months to 6 months.

Option 4. A non profit organization will be started by the 6th month. It will assist us in the
grant making process and supplant our cooperative ideas.

Option 5. A non profit organization will be started by the 6th month. It will assist us in the
grant making process, however, it  will  complement our cooperative ideas instead of
replacing it.

Note: Starting a non profit organization will cost $150 and $500 for tax exempt status.

Option 6.  We skip the non profit  organization idea and seek foundations that  grant
monies to community  cooperatives who grow organic produce.

Note: We have identified one such organization that grant these kind of entities. It is
called Food Co-op Initiative. Grants are as high as $10,000 and can be applied for start-
up costs. We can also seek grant support from government agencies such as the Food &
Drug Administration and the United States Department of Agriculture. A good website for
researching potential government grants is:http://www.usa.gov.

Option 7. Once we have met our financial deadline for purchasing the land, we could
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apply for a loan from a banking or credit union institution. This will finance the storage
containers, farming equipment and transportation vehicles. This corresponds to Option 1
and 2 only.

Option 8. TI’s who support the cooperative project could start an online business. The
business will have to file papers as a partnership, which protects the owners of this new
enterprise. Filing fees are about $250 and hosting an e-commerce website generally cost
about $150 a year. In order to meet our deadline, the business must generate the amount
needed to purchase the land by the 12th/15th month.

Option 9. [Targets] who support the cooperative project could start an Investment Club.
The investment club would consist of several individuals who would make decisions on
stocks that they want to buy. Most experienced investors could trade OPTIONS, which
would generate the necessary money needed to purchase the land. In order to meet the
deadline, the investment club must generate the amount needed to purchase the land by
the 12th/15th month.

Option 8 and 9 will operate as separate entities from the cooperative. Business owners or
Investors would agree on the contributing amount. For instance, the amount agreed upon
could be from 35 to 65 percent of the total earnings towards the cooperative.

Specifics:

We are currently looking at purchasing land that is between 10 to 30 Acres. The land will
be located in upstate New York and must be ideal for farming. Furthermore, the land
must be large enough to accommodate between 31 to 52 storage containers. However, a
larger share of the land must be dedicated to farming.

Depending on the size of the land, it can be partitioned into two (or more) parcels of land.

Option 1. All 51 storage containers will occupied one parcel of land, which the rest will be
used for farming.

Option 2. 21 of the 52 storage containers will occupied two parcels of land. Farming will
take place in two locations.

Miscellaneous Items: Alternative Energy, Security, Shielding and Transportation

Alternative Energy

Solar Panels (cost: $500 – $1,000)
Wind Turbines (cost: $800 – 1,600)
Storage Batteries (cost: $500 – $1000)

Security

Cameras (16 camera DVR system cost: $1,000 – $2,000)
GPS Jammers (cost: $200 – $500)
Water Integation System (?)
Fencing (cost depending on acres: over $5,000)
Dog (cost: varies)
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Transportation

2 vehicles will be purchased

Van (cost: $1,000 – $2,000)
Pick-up Truck (cost: $1,500 – $2,500)

Individuals will contribute a small percentage to cover GAS and Maintenance.

Farming Equipment

To be discussed in next meeting.

Your Obligation

Interested parties are required to complete an AFFIDAVIT that is no more than 10 pages
long. On request, you will  be assisted in fulfilling this obligation when time becomes
available.

Contact US

Suggestions? Feel free to contact me via email at: bmarkforce@yahoo.com or call: (980)
285-7954.

Next Meeting Date: Friday, January 20th
Time: 9p EST
Location: (Talkshoe) http://talkeshoe.com ID: 83319
Call: 724-444-7444 code: 83319 # pin: 1 #

Chris J. Brunson
GSS/TICSD

Website: http://govsponsoredstalking.info
AFFIDAVIT: http://govsponsoredstalking.info/AFFIDAVIT.pdf
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Tips for Targets-12/23/2012 Update
Monday, January 23, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Tips for Targets
If you have recently discovered that you are a target, please, initiate at least some of
these actions:

• Create an intial affidavit/case summary detailing your knowledge of the source and
nature of victimization, and email it to John Finch (mcmailteam@gmail.com);
complete the "Opt-out Form from Nonconsensual Experimentation" prepared by
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Letitia Peters (email her at USHumanRights@gmail.com, and see her webpage on
tumblr.com for more information); and consider logging your harassment at
stopcovertwar.com.

• Consider joining the mass lawsuit filed by victims and enlisting for the Skynet service
to be installed in order to track directed radio signals around victims (contact Greg
Gamache at mothership010@gmail.com; see federation.wall.fm for updates; and you
may join freely if you do not have $10.00 as detailed in the latest bulletins).

• Consider contacting a Private Investigator (Todd Sterling of trackastalker.com
conducts a situational analysis for $75.00, and Doug Belmar and Roger Tolces are
other targeted investigators).

• Purchase a digital voice recorder with a wide frequency response range (consider
the Olympus WS600 recorder, which costs less than $60 and maintains a response
range starting from 40Hz) and obtain the free AVS Audio Editor from avs4you.com
(this editor's easily operated frequency analysis option has proved especially useful
in categorizing sound types by record-ability, ability for others to hear the signature,
and other characteristics; and some of these signatures, I have learned, are
apparently forms of encrypted audio, whose signature is often characteristic of the
type of sound (loud pounding unheard by anyone else is evidenced by notable, >30
decibel signatures within the range of human hearing [20Hz-20KHz] that should be
heard by all; seemingly playful knocking on the ceiling unheard by anyone else is
captured as fast, repetitive, and seemingly playful spikes in the same frequency
region, which lies within the range of human hearing) and directed sound, whose
signature or "trace" conveys the general message of increased intensity: see An
Introduction to Records on scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese and the November 2012
Recordings Guide (edmundlogs.blogspot.com). Further, results of frequency analysis
and categorization of sound types should be summarized as well as recorded, via
camera [I suggest the eye-glass camera from trackastalker.com], in order to obtain
evidence.

• Obtain a video camera with audio, video, and capture capabilities, and this should be
used to record harassment (I have noticed that smaller, less complex and cheaper
cameras, such as key-chain cameras and the eye-glass camera from
trackastalker.com, are less likely to suddenly fail or lose power, in spite of previous
lack of use, when a significant incident of harassment begins).

• Begin reading the following introductory books: Revolutionary Methods for Political
Control by Mark Rich, Activist, The Matrix Deciphered by Robert Duncan, whistle-
blower, and Project: Soul-catcher (Volumes I & II) by Robert Duncan, whistle-blower;
and follow the follow the stories and testimonies of the following people online: Vic
Livingston, first to expose the Silent Holocaust in 2009 (nowpublic.com/scrivener &
VicLivinston.blogspot.com; Jesse Beltran (ICAACT.org); Barrie Trower, former British
Military Engineer; Ted Gunderson, F.B.I. whistle-blower; Donald Truax, S.A.I.C.
whistle-blower (theominousparallels.blogspot.com); Robert Duncan, Department of
Defense Whistleblower; John St. Clair Akwei, N.S.A. whistle-blower; and William
Taylor, F.B.I. whistle-blower.

• Begin to keep a daily journal recording your ongoing harassment.
• Seek to spread 10 flyers per week (see detailed flyers on

scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese) announcing your plight, and use activist Jesse
Beltran's October 2012 youtube.com interview with an international reporter
exposing non-consensual experimentation programs and laws being introduced to
freely experiment on anyone found unconscious
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1XrbLPQKqI&feature=em-uploademail-new),
along with the infamous cases of Bob Boyce (non-consensual VeriChip implantation:
http://pesn.com/2010/12/07/9501740_Bob_Boyce_verichip_removed/) and James
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Walbert (landmark U.S. court case in 2008; see the wired.com news article), as
presentation material to town halls and official figures. Also, when spreading flyers,
effort should be made to spread these in college campuses in order to reach a more
electronically capable audience.

• Join a local T.I. community, which may be found on the freedomfchs.com website.
• Absorb as much information as possible pertaining to your situation (read the books

mentioned in this post, and follow their authors, review Deborah Dupre's
Examiner.com articles, and join freedomfchs.com in order to receive weekly
newsletters that offer newer articles and areas of research, along with tips, surveys,
and other materials).

• Secure your computer and other electronics (see my "Computer Security Tips" page;
see N.S.A. whistle-blower John St. Clair Akwei's lawsuit against the N.S.A. for
information on R.F.-induced tampering with logic boards; and other informative
materials).

• If you are a target of remote, electronic harassment, first learn of the nature of
electromagnetism and the effects of electromagnetic fields on human brains (a good
starter would be U.N. speaker Dr. Nick Begich's Controlling the Human Mind [2006])
before obtaining shielding, on which you should not spend more than $50.00 (search
at first for basic, effective materials, including copper mesh, which can be easily
unwrapped from $2.00 Brillo pot scrubbers, steel sheets easily and cheaply
purchased from hardware stores, Mylar blankets, a pack of which can be obtained
from amazon.com for less than $10.00, and other cheap, conductive items:
aluminum-mesh cages, aluminum mesh screens, magnetic shielding alloys from
lessemf.com (see guidelines for installing magnetic shielding and a <1 minute video
for a very simple but effective magnetic shielding idea), aluminum shavings, orgone
materials (research orgonomics), and others; it should be noted that the ability of
electromagnetic waves to alter the human brain stems largely from their magnetic
component, and emphasis should be made on protecting from magnetic fields via
the use of ferromagnetic materials [see lessemf.com's guidelines for installing
magnetic shielding]). Further, in shielding, the target should avoid purchasing single
items "promised to work" for a significant price as many targets are victimized by
especially adaptive, well-developed weaponry (review "frequency-hopping"
mechanisms and frequency-modulation). Lastly, grounding should be seriously
considered, and a sudden "snapping of fingers" when placed in what has been
described as a trance-like state induced via directed radio waves (review Radio-
Hypnotic Intracerebral control) often aids in regaining consciousness.

• Secure your finances by limiting your spending and routinely changing banking
passwords; also, in order to protect your passwords, you should avoid typing them
into your computer's web browser and seriously consider obtaining the Random
Password Generator freely available from iobit.com (with this system, you can easily
copy & paste your hidden, possibly 64-character passwords in the generator's
database to online log-in forms).

• Think positively, and consider adopting meditation, prayer, and other expressions of
spirituality.

• Circulate the business plan for the establishment of a safe community cooperative
for targeted individuals in New York State, which may be found at
govsponsoredstalking.info.

• Create a blog detailing your victimization, which can be easily done by using the
Gmail blogger feature on blogspot.com.

• Record as much as you can, and try to avoid appearing to be "insane." This can be
done by avoiding the terms "mind control" and "directed energy weapon" in
conversations with non-TIs, even though there exist much evidence for the reality of
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these concepts. Instead, as detailed in Eleanor White's "Information Handling-
OSEH" article (posted on this blog), use the terms "psychological harassment" and
"illegal electromagnetic devices," and allude to former FBI official Ted Gunderson's
revelation of the new, more arbitrary CoIntelPro, former NSA employee John St.
Clair Akwei's lawsuit against the National Security Agency concerning the agency's
extensive "brain fingerprinting" network and Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM)
program, Dennis Kucinich's thwarted Space Preservation Act of 2001, the recent
Washington Post article outlining 10 reasons why the United States of America is no
longer a free country, state laws prohibiting the illegal use of electromagnetic
devices, including those of Michigan and Maine, and James Walbert's 2008
landmark court case against non-consensual implantation.

• Lastly and most importanly, stay calm. Remember the goals of OSREH: forced
suicide, forced admission into a mental institution, and orchestrated violence
resulting in incarceration.
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Research Quotes (1)
Wednesday, January 25, 2012
[02/01/2012 UPDATE]: I have added another quote from Robert Duncan, another quote
from Elder and Chou's study, and a quote from Carter G. Woodson.

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Quotes for Targets (1)
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• Carole Smith's On the Need for New Criteria of Diagnosis of Psychosis in the Light of
Mind Invasive Technology (2007): "The calculated and technological entry into
another person's mind is an act of monumental barbarism which obliterates-perhaps,
with the twiddling of a dial-the history and civilization of man's mental development. It
is more than an abuse of human rights [;] it is the destruction of meaning. For
anyone who is forced into the hell of an unseen mental rapist, the effort to stay sane
is beyond the scope of tolerable endurance. The imaginative capacity of the ordinary
mind cannot encompass the horror of it. We have attempted to come to terms with
the experiment of Nazis in concentration camps. We now have the prospect of
systematic control authorized by men who issue instructions through satellite
communications for the destruction of societies while they are driving new Jaguars
and Mercedes and going to the opera."

• Carole Smith's On the Need for New Criteria of Diagnosis of Psychosis in the Light of
Mind Invasive Technology (2007): "...the prey, in a bid not only for survival but also in
a desperate effort to warn his/her fellows about what is going on, attempts to turn
himself into a quantum physicist, a political researcher, a legal sleuth, an activist, a
neurologist, a psychologist, a physiologist, his own doctor, since he cannot know
what effects this freakish treatment might have on his body, let alone his mind."

• Richard Alan Miller's Mind Control Technologies (2001): "According to literature by
Silent Sounds, Inc., it is now possible, using supercomputers, to analyze human
emotional EEG patterns and replicate them, then store these 'emotion signature
clusters' on another computer, and, at will, 'silently induce and change the emotional
state in a human being...' These clusters are placed on the Silent Sound [TM] carrier
frequencies and will silently trigger the occurrence of the same basic emotion in
another human being...There appear to be two methods of delivery with the system.
One is direct microwave induction into the brain of the subject, limited to short-range
operations. The other...utilizes ordinary radio and television carrier frequencies."

• J.A. Elder and C.K. Chou's Auditory Response to Pulsed Radiofrequency Energy
(2003): "When a metal shield of aluminum flyscreen was placed between the subject
and the radar, no RF sound was heard. The sensitive area for detecting RF sounds
was described as a region over the temporal lobe of the brain because the
placement of a small piece of metal screen over this area completely stopped the
sound. The subjects in Frey [1961] reported an increase in the RF-induced sound
level when earplugs were used to reduce the ambient noise level, an observation
confirmed by others."

• J.A. Elder and C.K. Chou's Auditory Response to Pulsed Radiofrequency Energy
(2003): "Frey reported that a necessary condition for hearing RF-induced sound was
the ability to hear audiofrequencies above approximately 5kHz, although not
necessarily by air conduction."

• J.A. Elder and C.K. Chou's Auditory Response to Pulsed Radiofrequency Energy
(2003): "...investigators were generally aware that a quiet environment was required
because, in many cases, the normal noise levels in outdoor, laboratory, and MRI
environments masked the hearing of RF sounds."

• J.A. Elder and C.K. Chou's Auditory Response to Pulsed Radiofrequency Energy
(2003): "RF hearing has been reported at frequencies ranging from 2.4 to 10,000
MHz."

• Former NSA employee John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency: "[Remote neural monitoring] requires decoding the resonance frequency of
each specific brain area. That frequency is then modulated in order to impose
information in that specific brain area. The frequency to which various brain areas
respond ranges from 3Hz to 50Hz [ELF]."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006): "Only
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the higher level cortices are mapped onto the psychic observer, like the audio and
visual cortex, for example. They can see only your mind's eye and not the raw output
of the optic nerve. So if a target knows they are being spied upon, they can imagine
false images that do not correlate with the actual optical view and thereby transmit
false data back to the psychic spies with some practice. Similarly, the audio cortex
can be misrepresented by imagining false sounds or conversations. However, one
cannot block real audio input from being gathered because the raw output from the
cochlea can be measured in the EEG called 'BAER,' Brain Auditory Evoked
Response Test."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006): "The
pulsed microwave audiograms are heard as sound but usually need background
noise to be heard, giving the illusion that the source of the background sound is the
source of the pulsed audiogram transmission."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006):
"Neuronal amplification is easy if you have the neuron 'choice' map of a particular
mind. Amplifying every thought process like a thought echo would render a target
dysfunctional, or disconnecting them from their mind amplification would turn them
senile...This amplification can also lead to paranoia (an amplification of distrust and
fear) or simply amplify erroneous thinking manifesting itself as delusional thinking."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006):
"...higher levels of Dopamine are very much desired for the voice-to-skull (synthetic
telepathy) to be effective."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006): "...it
could be that people are identified by a brainwave signature and tracked in this
way...Drugs may change the brainwaves enough that their unique brainwave
signature can't be recognized...for tracking or monitoring by the Echelon-like system
for thoughts with current artificial intelligence capabilities."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006): "Simple
acoustic binaural heating jammers also work somewhat to weaken the focus of
attention on the integration of the signal into voice. Breaking the hypnosis and
electromagnetic trance of rythmic base brain waves can be done temporarily by
focusing on non-rythmic sound patterns."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006): "The
object of shielding is to reduce the signal to noise ratio of all tracking mechanisms in
order to escape from the U.S. virtual HELL and the global human surveillance grid."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006):
"Spraying an orbiting cloud of ferromagnetic, charged, and magnetized particles at
low Earth orbit counter rotation for impacts and black-outs of the satellite systems
capable of being used for psychotronics would probably work. Large ground-based
solar ovens or lasers to lock on and heat the satellites above superconducting
temperature might cheaply knock them out."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006): "A
disturbing theory that has been postulated and repeated many times by those
involved in watching the government is that there appears to be a plan for a major
population decrease. DNA samples are being catalogued into the CIA/DoD TAMI
networks..."

• Former Defense contractor Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006):
"...creating a 'scarecrow' by recording and replaying your brainwaves on a dummy
might confuse one type of tracking technique."

• Dr. Carter G. Woodson: "When you control a man's thinking, you do not have to
worry about his actions. You do not have to tell him not to stand here or go yonder.
He will find his 'proper place' and will stay in it. You do not need to send him to go
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back door. He will go without being told. In fact, if there is no back door, he will cut
one for his special benefit. His education makes it necessary."

• A.B. Yehoshua's Facing the Forests (1968): "What if in an obscure rage, against
society or whatever, the firewatcher should himself set the forest on fire?" (See
"News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment.")
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Shielding Tips From Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Ro...
Friday, January 27, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan
If you are a target, the following guide would likely help you. Rember to try combinations
of shielding configurations, and contact other targets in order to find the best shielding
configuration.
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From: http://www.freedomfchs.com/page4.html 1/18/2009

Shielding Tips From Whistleblower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan

...There are 4 main methods of attack: ESR (electron spin resonance), E/PR (electron
spin polarity resonance), MRI (magnetic resonance), and Scalar stealth interferometric
high powered scatter radar. Finding different shielding and scrambling methods for all
main three will dampen the major effects.

Chemical Defenses:
Valium - Dr. Persinger mentions that benzodiazepines change the brain rhythms. The run
away adrenal heart attack/stroke method can be stopped. Psychiatrists won't prescribe it
if you tell them the truth. Just talk about panic attacks to get it.

Ambien - Great sleep aid. The electronic caffeine testing will keep you up for days. It can
even over power Ambien during the strongest attacks. Less sleep one gets the weaker
the mind and will  become and the EEG cloners gain more control  in  this  run away
process.

Beta-Blockers - Stops the brain from being able to increase the heart rate...Long term
arrhythmias and other heart diseases can be induced too, so taking Beta-Blockers with
aspirin will increase your survival duration.

Psychological Defenses:
Selective Sharing of the Experiments Being Conducted on You
I am sorry that I must give this advice, but from my hundreds of interviews it appears that
not sharing your situation with family and friends is the best approach. Join the many
support  organizations around the country and world and vent there...An acceptable
standard of selfishness has been instilled in Americans. Unless they are experiencing the
same pain they will not join the fight...They often will distance themselves from the victim
rather than educating themselves on the material and help their countrymen...

[Still,] you have the right to defend yourself. Don't be intimidated by [perpetrators]. They
are under a strict protocol only to stalk and intimidate not to kill or attack. Remember that
depression, despair, desperation is the psychological state that they are trying to achieve.
Stay as positive as you can in this dark, disgraceful age of American history. Do not allow
them to commit a lone act of violence using your body with either psychological controls
or direct EEG cloning. Neither the uni-bomber nor the Oklahoma bomber got national
attention brought to this issue. Perhaps if one thousand people acted together, the cover-
up would be far more difficult if they all claimed government torture and mind control.
That's a coincidence that even dumbed down American Joe tax battery can't ignore.

Meditation
Quieting the brain is the goal. Remember all biocommunication
technology relies on the amplification of neuronal paths already present. Less
neural chatter, the less influence the technology has. Using an EEG biofeedback
device to measure activity can help you practice, as well as collect some of the
brain wave signatures the civilian defense scientists are using to reverse
engineer the torture weapon. More samples we can get the sooner we will have a
baseline cognitive model to design neurotransmitter modulation and cognitive
pathway disruptors.
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Education
More you understand about the physics, politics, and psychology related to
the large scale psychotronic tortures, the less effective their attempts become
and the worse their data points will be.

Find distractions that engross your mind, like reading, television, or sports. Some find
certain music,  pulsing or ringing sounds to break the trance. Non regular beats are
preferable. Hot or cold pads on your skin will help wake you up from the electronically
induced matrix. Some use a vibrating seat cushion.

Physical defenses
Different kinds of charge collecting material helps many people.

Thick leather acts like an outer skin and absorbs much of the radar energy. Velvet, Saran
wrap, cotton, and other electrostatic materials seem to help partially disrupt either the
electron spin resonance imaging techniques or bioelectric field modulation.

Stay healthy and get plenty of sleep. Many people disconnect from the EEG cloning lock
during sleep because of the irregular brain rhythms. Longer the target can stay unlocked,
the longer it takes the attacker to acquire a lock. Remember that the shadow government
wants the subject to live a short life so that these experiments are more easily covered up
and forgotten. They aren't planning to inform the tax paying public about this weapon until
the year 2025. By then most of us will have died off...

Shielding

This is the most unintuitive capability of this weapon. Faraday cages and thick metal
chambers do not block the weapon due to there being several signal and surveillance
modalities. Shielding that has worked for many targets include:

Mylar blankets-Covering the walls, windows, and ceiling with loosely hanging metalized
plastic blankets connected with alligator clips and grounded to the buildings plumbing or
third prong in an outlet works for many to reduce the pain signal influence.

Magnetic jewelry or wider area magnetic field disruptors. Spinning neodymium magnets
on a slow rotating motor changes the magnetically aligned landscape used as a masking
background for Earth gauss MRI type surveillance.

Negative Ionizer dumps -  Charging up spots around areas with a hand held ionizer
creates lots of local changing pockets of electric fields that the adaptive algorithms have
difficulty keeping up with. Research in this area is the most promising and active.

Electric field disruptors - Defeating the ionospheric heaters, as they are mismarketed by
the  DoD,  is  difficult.  The  general  concept  is  that  they  heat  up  ions  to  the  same
temperature electrostatically. Think of this like a charging field. Oscillating, overheating,
or  discharging  this  electrostatic  temperature  will  disable  this  type  of  surveillance
technique and not  allow a biocommunication signal  lock on.  Using the same mylar
blankets and a 10,000v or above from a negative ionizer circuitry, one can create two or
more large capacitive panels where a strong electric field that diminishes the treatorous
[attacks]. The voltage and capacitance of the large plates will only give you a static shock
and presents  no  danger  to  life  if  they  are  touched.  To further  improve the  shields,
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constant  modulation  in  a  semi-chaotic  slow  pattern  prevents  adaptation  by
[perpetrators]...

Superconductor Shields
Superconductors act as a 100% magnetic mirror. These very expensive shields block
traditional Radar imaging and Infrared imaging because they need to be cooled with
liquid  nitrogen.  Several  scientists  also  hypothesize  that  scalar  fields  are  deflected
i.e.(interferometric stealth radar). Work is underway to validate this type of shield. Yttrium,
Barium, Copper Oxide (1,2,3) is used for the high temperature ceramic plates being
grown.

Static Electric Shields
Theory of operation:

...There are two main components of the [perpetrator's] signal, first an ion heating and
electron spin alignment and then a second main signal that actively scans the terrain
using a technique like electron spin resonance...The goal [of shielding] is to weaken the
signal to noise ratio by misaligning electron spins and overpowering the electric field over
a large area so there is little coherence in the signal. Creating a simple powerful static
electric field in an area has reduced symptoms enormously for individuals. This is far
more effective than negative ion generators or  magnetic  jewelry for  decreasing the
discomfort caused from these surveillance systems. If you are affected by this type of
imaging, this will  improve your sleep and generally make you feel more relaxed and
happier. Set up the shields especially where you sleep or work or where ever you spend
the most time.

You can increase the effectiveness by adding more Mylar blankets to your setup to
completely  close the sides and ceiling of  a  room. Remember to  leave some space
between the sheets and attach them loosely by the corners so they have room to breath.
Staples work best because tape tends to unstuck after a time.

Recommended Setup
Staple at least one of the Mylar sheets to the ceiling and the other two nearby it. Don't let
them touch anything grounded or each other. Attach the end of the high voltage supply
labeled output to the ceiling panel and the other lead to the side panels using the alligator
clips and wire provided. There is no switch so once you plug in the device, it is on. Feel
free to touch the plates. You will only get a tiny zap as it charges your body up with static
electricity and you may hear the pleasant pulsing sound of the electrical discharges. The
decrease of  symptoms should  be felt  immediately  with  improvement  depending on
amount  of  time spent  under  the shield.

Other Configurations
If you have time, try other configurations. Try reversing the
leads to the panels. Try moving the Mylar panels around to different spots.

Magnetic Field Disruptors
We're sorry - This item is sold out.
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Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking
and Remote, Electroni...
Friday, January 27, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment

[12/23/2012-7:41pm Update]
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According to Greg Gamache's most recent newsletters,  the U.S. Federal  Bureau of
Investigation (F.B.I.) recently agreed to an out-of-court settlement of the mass lawsuit
being filed by over 500 victims, and if the settlement is finalized, teams from the U.S.
Federal Communications Commission would be sent to those who have filed in order to
track radio signals;  and the radio-tracking system Skynet (detailed in Greg's recent
n e w s l e t t e r s :  h t t p : / / w w w . i c o n t a c t -
archive.com/Tub_aP0QaQnmox47FCFERd1_mHsFjyXt?w=2) would be used to track the
source of directed radio signals. However, it appears that Dave Bohrer, the lawyer initially
representing the victims,  has suddenly decided to cease his  legal  relationship with
Gamache and other leaders of the F.R.O. party, which orchestrates the mass filing, and
has wrongfully withheld information concerning lawsuits from the F.R.O. Regardless,
Gamache continues to urge others to file a claim, which may be freely done, and he
asserts in recent newsletters that the F.R.O. has requested the help of Canadian law firm
Stein & Stein, which was influential in the Canadian MK-ULTRA hearings. In order to
receive more direct updates, contact Mr. Gamache at mothership010@gmail.com.

Please, forward this email from Australian victim John Finch to as many people as you
can. Also, you should read John Finch's letter to the United Nations.

From: John Finch

"Dear USA TORTURE VICTIMS AND FRIENDS,
Greg has asked me to tell you about these lawsuits from http://endingehh.weebly.com/.
Please join in.
G r e g ’ s  c o n t a c t  i s  6 1 8 7 9 9 7 8 3 9  o r  m o t h e r s h i p 0 1 0 @ y a h o o . c o m  o r
n o r t h w i n d d i o m e d e @ y a h o o . c o m

Please, contact us for further information.

Yours in the search for openness and respect for universal human rights,

John Finch
MAIL: 5/8 Kemp St, Thornbury, Vic 3071, Australia, TEL: 0424009627
EMAIL: tijohnfinch@gmail.com , MCmailteam@gmail.com

Please help us to get this electronic torture, abuse and experimentation stopped!

Link: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/governmentsponsoredstalking/message/1501

Pass this message to as many people as you can."
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On The Need for The Adoption of a Centralized
Strategy by The Targe...
Monday, January 30, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

On The Need for The Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by The Targeted Community
The noticeable community of targets within the United States of America is in dire need of
firm leadership. We are in need of a more efficient, centralized system in which individual,
low-level targets would be able to send their critiques and proposals to a council  of
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prominent targets, whose duty it would be to debate daily over these proposals and draft
plans and edicts in the form of missives. These missives should first be sent to well-
coordinated, regional leaders who would eventually distribute these missives to local
community leaders and subsequently, to the entire targeted community. Now, obvious
problems arise with a centralized strategy, as with any other strategy for improving the
chances  of  survival  of  the  targeted  community.  Yet,  I  am  of  the  opinion  that  the
centralized strategy would be best suited to the plight of targets. To give one reason, a
centralized system can most rapidly assemble targets in times of severe oppression. For
example,  if  one  member  of  the  community  were  to  become  aware  of  plans  for  a
“crackdown” on-or “increased targeting” of-the community, this member would need only
contact  the  council  securely  and  swiftly  (encrypted  e-mails,  encrypted  phone
conversations, etc.), and the council should rapidly and assuredly alert regional leaders,
who would alert the local community leaders in accordance with the centralized strategy.
Also,  the targeted community should be capable of  rapid mobilization for  important
displays of activism, such as the filing of mass lawsuits, synchronized visits to local police
stations, synchronized demonstrations, etc. However, this capability requires a high
degree of unity within the community, a degree that is best provided by the centralized
strategy.  In  addition,  the centralized strategy would  strengthen Derrick  Robinson’s
necessary  idea  of  “shielding  teams”  composed  of  a  few  members  in  each  local
community. Under the centralized system, the proposals from each of these teams would
be  frequently  sent  to  the  council,  which  should  include  scientific  personalities  in
conjunction with political personalities; and the council would select the more guaranteed
proposals and disperse these to the entire community through the mechanism previously
described. In addition, the centralized strategy would also favor the establishment of local
community co-operatives and “job co-operatives,” in which targets would live near each
other,  and  jobless  targets  would  be  aided  in  job  searches  by  employed  targets  or
targeted employers. These co-operatives would be supported both by local community
budgets and a wider “targeted budget” maintained by the council’s treasury; and these
budgets should be funded-at least, in part-by fund-raising, membership fees, and by
wealthier targets or sympathizers.

Furthermore, I  would advise that each local community,  in addition to possessing a
“shielding  team,”  also  maintain  a  sensory  team,  which  would  keep  abreast  of  all
information pertaining to the targeted community and would apprise the leader of the
respective local community of the information during local community meetings (or, in
cases of emergency, the council at a possible moment). Having been informed by the
sensory team, the leader should then inform the rest of the local community and the
council.  In  addition  to  the sensory  team,  I  also  recommend the establishment  of  a
recording team, whose purview it would be to distribute recording materials (cameras,
journals, stationary, etc.) to the rest of the local community, collect and securely store
duplicates of each local target’s logs (duplicates of these duplicates would be securely
stored in the council’s main database; emphasis on paper), and record the personal
information of each member (a duplicate of each local roster would be added to the
council’s main database).

It deserves noting that special protection must be accorded members of the council,
regional leaders, and local community leaders. These targets must reside near other
targets,  must  possess  secured  telecommunications  (and  other,  secure  means  of
communication), and must use certain coded messages in communiqués. These more
influential targets must also possess the best possible forms of shielding.

Now, having delineated my plan for a centralized strategy, I  must address the most
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conspicuous problem with any survival strategy for targets: remote, neural monitoring.
How does one formulate secure plans when the mind-the maker of plans-is not secure?
Even as I write, I am aware of the possibility of psychic espionage. We must attack this
problem from two directions: first, we must try our very best to disrupt the signal-to-noise
ratio  (see  Duncan's  eBook:  The  Matrix  Deciphered)  of  all  decoding/entrainment
mechanisms; second, we must continue to raise as much awareness of our plight as
possible. If a significant amount of the mainstream were to become aware of our plight
but were too afraid to act, perpetrators would still be reluctant to severely sabotage the
community, fearing a mass protest. Thus, each target must continue to try to raise as
much  awareness  as  they  can,  and  well-coordinated  displays  of  activism  must  be
frequent.

I now address another problem with the centralized strategy, a problem concerning the
foundation of this strategy: initiative. How many targets are willing to stop complaining
and loathing their lives and start doing? How many targets are determined enough to
survive  amidst  terrifying  odds? How many targets  are  willing  to  obey the  council’s
instructions without  significantly  disrupting the strategy by questioning? How many
targets are willing to be patient, loyal, and innovative survivors? These questions are for
the general community to answer, but they must be answered soon because the longer
the time spent in asking these questions, the less likely the adoption of the strategy and
the more likely  the possibility  of  mass infiltration.  Lastly,  with  regards to  this  latter
possibility, it behooves every true target to scrutinize the other members of their local
community. Who seems most divisive? Who initiates subtle harassment? Of course, true
targets should be aware of the scientifically accurate possibilities of remote, post-hypnotic
suggestion and emotional manipulation via brain entrainment; and true targets should
ensure that their instinctual hypotheses are supported by sound, objective evidence
(recordings of local community meetings and other appropriate recordings, statements
from community members, etc.). Of course, I am aware of the possibility of a severely
infiltrated group attempting to isolate true targets; thus, evidence from the “defendant”
suggesting his/her/a variation thereupon’s innocence is also required. Therefore, both the
evidence from the plaintiff and the evidence from the defendant are sent to a sort of
“targeted  judiciary”  composed of  an  appropriate  regional  leader  and  some council
members (a “targeted trial” must not disrupt the fluidity of the centralized strategy). Also, if
regional leaders were to become suspect, a similar judicial process can be used, with
only  council  members placed in  the targeted judiciary.  If  a  council  member were a
suspect, he/she/a variation thereupon must be placed on a sort of probation, during
which time the efficiency of the system would be judged by other members of the council
as better or worse than before (with the suspected council member present); and if the
majority or entirety of the council were to become validly suspect, local communities must
initially regain their autonomy, attempt to connect with each other, merge into a new
targeted community, and establish a new council  with new regional leaders. We are
stronger united than we are divided.

In brief, the plight of every target necessitates both the formation of social bonds with
many other targets and the solidification of these bonds through a centralized system.
This  system,  although  retaining  flaws,  would  favor  the  establishment  of  "targeted
budgets," community co-operatives, and synchronized displays of activism. Moreover, the
centralized system would rapidly alert individual targets of covert plans by perpetrators to
sabotage the community. In essence, the more united we are, the better our chances of
survival.

P.S.
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True targets should be alerted by changes in schedules (council’s failing to disperse
missives, etc.) and other anomalous happenings within the centralized community, and
true targets must remain close to their initial allegiances (families, close, targeted friends,
etc.).
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Key Points for an Affidavit
Tuesday, January 31, 2012
[05/23/2012 UPDATE]: Having maintained employment for approximately two months, I
have been approved for subsidized housing; and I expect to move into my unit within two
weeks. However, my proximity to housing appears to have increased my harassment as I
more often experience pervasive bouts of coughs (while trying to sleep), sudden onsets
of sore throat, public harassment, shocks, and sounds paired with certain thoughts and
acts.  Moreover,  I  more  often  experience  dizziness,  fatigue,  confusion,  persistent,
localized  headaches  (reduced  by  covering  of  affected  area  with  hand),  and  other
symptoms detailed in my journal (edmundjournal.blogspot.com). I should also mention
that my camera has not functioned properly since the onset of homelessness, and I have
subsequently  been  unable  to  post  pictures  and  other  pieces  of  evidence  to
edmundlogs.blogspot.com.  I  have  also  been  unable  to  properly  record  public
harassment.

[02/05/2012 UPDATE]: I forgot to add that the list of experiences detailed in this post
does not include all of my symptoms. More of these are detailed in my personal journal,
duplicates of which are stored in a hidden, encrypted file on my computer, on my flash
drive, and in a personal folder on one of my e-mail servers (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
My journal entries can also be seen on "M'histoire" (edmundjournal.blogspot.com), and
other personal harassment logs can be seen on "Logs" (edmundlogs.blogspot.com).

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
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(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Key Points for an Affidavit

• Although I do not recall a day in which I became a victim of the "invisible third
degree," I presume that by the summer of 2010, I had become a target. In
September of 2009, I began to attend classes at D****** College, United States; and
by winter break, I had become a victim of bullying, and I often feared for my life. For
more details of my stay at this college, see "My Story (Edited)," a personal document
posted on my blog: edmundosreh.blogspot.com.

• At this time, I am at a loss as to who placed me on "the list." I assume, though, that
whoever it was is probably connected to D****** either directly or indirectly. I assume
so because this college is wealthy and prestigious; and it is one of the more
conservative American schools. Thus, the possibility of a D****** affiliate placing me
on the list out of spite has often crossed my mind.

• I have experienced workplace mobbing, email transmission errors, computer
problems, mail tampering, organized stalking, and remote, electronic harassment.
With regards to the latter, I have experienced electrical sensations (stinging, burning,
vibrations, tactile sensations, jolts, and engulfing heat) paired with my favorite acts,
including reading, writing, praying, and meditating. For example, while reading, when
I would turn a page, I would sometimes experience laconic headaches and feel
vibrations and tactile sensations in private areas or on my hands, shoulders, or legs;
while praying the Catholic rosary, I would sometimes feel a stinging sensation or a
somatic vibration paired with the onset of a new bead; while writing, I would
sometimes hear laughter from nowhere or feel a "current" accompanied with my
utilization of formal diction; and while meditating, I would sometimes feel vibrations
around my buttocks, and I would also experience frequent erections and anal
"prodding." Also, while copulating, I would often feel vibrations and other electrical
sensations around my anal area. In addition, the pairing of intrusions with my acts
would sometimes involve common, household sounds, such as the onset of heat
circulation, the "clicking" of a nearby thermostat, an apparent "pounding" on the
ceiling, noises from the fridge, loud "clanks" apparently from the ventilation system,
and the ostensible barking of a neighbor's dog. Yet, these sounds are too often
repeated and too often paired with my acts. For example, the thermostat would
mysteriously "click" nearly every time that I would pass by it, and the fridge would
often eject a rolling noise when I would come near it. Further, I am subjected to
"brightening" (systematic activation of high-beam headlights in daytime) and other
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forms of gas-lighting each time that I leave the house. For example, I have become
used to seeing people wear clothing articles similar to mine on a daily basis. Then,
there are rude behaviors too common and often preceding an especially friendly
behavior. For example, while wearing a black shirt and blue jeans, I would see a
woman with her dog wearing the same articles, saying "hi" to me in an especially
friendly manner, and walking past. The previous day, though, I would have seen a
man in the same outfit and in the same location running away from me when I would
come near. Now, although these incongruous scenes are not only associated with
one type of clothing, the scenes always involve a form of clothing with striking
resemblance to mine. For example, in the past, I would often wear jeans with v-
shaped designs on their backs. Then, I began to see people come near me wearing
similar jeans and performing "street theater." To give an example, I would visit the
Southlands Cinema, and while alone in the car, I would see a male and a female, the
latter wearing similar jeans, come near the car and engage in frequent outbursts of
laughter. I also once took to wearing entirely black clothing, and I would observe this
fashion adopted by a non-professional female on a bus, who would have smiled
before sitting and would have changed her seat at least once. Moreover, since the
autumn of 2011, I have frequently heard strangers mysteriously speaking of my
private thoughts and desires; and I have recorded mysterious bouts of gloom,
disorientation, fatigue, and markedly erroneous thinking. It must be noted that I have
kept journals and other records since 2009, in which I have frequently logged the
symptoms of my targeting. It should also be noted that the "laughter from nowhere"
paired with my more intellectual acts is most prominent amidst background noise
and with earplugs, but this laughter is virtually canceled in quiet (not too quiet)
environments, such as an inhabited house whose occupants have left.

• Apparently, someone would like to force me into stupidity and depravity through
classical conditioning. I am not fond of the pairing of electronic/acoustic intrusions
with my turning of a page, lifting of a dictionary, or drafting of a letter. I also do not
enjoy mysterious, frequent bouts of penile erections while meditating or praying; nor
do I enjoy anal vibrations during sexual climax. Further, I have not been very
successful with job searches. Yet, what amazes me most about my oppression is the
clever isolation of the target. I am forced to appear either as senile or as a lazy, daft
being in my family's eyes, having attended three United States colleges in two years
(by the way, I maintain a massive amount of student debt from H***** University). I
am forced into silence daily in order to appear sane. In addition, at first, I
continuously thought: this should not be my life. Then, I realized that it is, and I must
survive my oppression if I am to expose it and contribute to meaningful social
change.

• Regarding activism, I have connected with other targets in Colorado; I have
participated in conference calls; I have created blogs (edmundosreh.blogspot.com,
edmundjournal.blogspot.com, and edmundlogs.blogspot.com); and I have distributed
flyers announcing my plight to over 100 people. Yet, I believe that my most powerful
form of activism is that which I currently initiate: inscription. In recording my
harassment daily, I give words to my oppression; I tame it; and I regain control.
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Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's
Credibility Essentials
Friday, February 03, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials
From Information Handling-OS/EH

• In addressing non-targets, minimize abbreviations, and avoid the following terms and
claims: "experimentation," "testing," "gang stalking," "government is the perpetrator,"
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"intelligence agencies are involved," "we are targets of COINTELPRO operations,"
"freemasons," "illuminati," "new world order," "MONARCH," "MKULTRA," "Phoenix
II," "TI," "targeted individual," "spooks," "government agents," "spies," "mind control,"
"implants," "mind-reading," "tin foil hat," "paranoid," "schizophrenia," Michael
Sweeney's terms, "media harassment," and "psychotronics." Instead, use "target,"
"victim," "we are targets of COINTELPRO-like crime," "government may be
involved," " harassment," "organized stalking," "crime," "perpetrator," "criminal," and
other, more familiar terms.

• Officials are more likely to respond to short (one-page) letters.
• When contacting officials and other, prominent non-targets, avoid sending e-mails

(send one-page faxes or letters).
• Before writing a letter, maintain a clear idea of your purpose of writing (explicitly

request what you want the recipient to do). Your request must fit the organization's
mission statement, and your request must be reasonable. In White's words: "Our
communications, above all else, have to suggest something limited, something DO-
ABLE, and something which fits the organization's mission statement."

• In letters, allude to official organized stalking statistics (available from
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm), the sample True Justice Field Operations manual
(downloadable from freedomfchs.com/id15) and credible books, such as Elizabeth
Sullivan's My Life Changed Forever and Gloria Naylor's 1996.

• Do not include attachments and multiple web links in the first letter (use one link with
good-quality information, not a huge list of long links).

• The first-contact letter should mention only organized stalking. In the words of White,
"Keep it light at first contact. The 'lite' approach is more likely to give you a toe in the
door than blasting your recipient with the heavy stuff."

• Conclude your letter by offering to provide further information on request.
• Use credible sources in official letters, such as stopos.info,

multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private
investigator's report), multistalkervictims.org/osatv.pdf, and
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt.

• You should also consult the following websites for more information:
raven1.net/walbert.htm (James Walbert's successful court case),
raven1.net/proventechs.pdf, https://tinyurl.com/24u8kmn, http://tinyurl.com/2bfgdy3,
http://tinyurl.com/29rr6omisssionf, http://tnyurl.com/23kqrpm,
http://tinyurl.com/2bprhet, http://tinyurl.com/258hwhc, http://tinyurl.com/27nv613,
http://tinyurl.com/2cn2off, and freedomfchs.com/id15.

• For street-level activism, use White's flyers from the Information Handling-OS/EH
article.
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Research Quotes (2)
Sunday, February 05, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Quotes for Targets (2)
• Mark Metcalf's The Secret War Against Medford, Oregon: "[Dr. David Fraser, former

head of the Department of Toxicology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill] said that in the early 1970s, the small city of Medford, Oregon became the
suicide capital overnight...[A team of researchers sent by Fraser] checked the water,
the air, the soil, and a variety of additional possibilities, but [the researchers] could
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find no reason for the massive increase in suicides. Then, the researchers
discovered that ultra low frequencies (ULF) were being beamed into Medford,
Oregon, from a nearby military base. When they went to the base and met with its
commanding officer, he said that although he knew about ULF, his base was not
responsible...However, the ULF waves stopped the very next day. The researchers
determined that the military base was the only source. The ULF was coming into the
homes of the populace through their television antennas, which created some sort of
standing-wave resonance within the structure of the home itself. People who were
often at home in the houses with TV antennas became severely depressed even if
they did not watch T.V...Since the ULF wave had stopped, the researchers returned
to the University to write their report and to confer with Dr. Fraser. Several men
displaying C.I.A. credentials arrived on campus and said that the ULF waves
beamed into Medford were a 'national security' matter. They explicitly threatened to
kill each of the researchers..."

• C.I.A.-employed Dr. Jose Delgado (1974): "We need a program of psychosurgery for
political control of our society. The purpose is physical control of the mind. Everyone
who deviates from the given norm can be surgically mutilated. The individual may
think that the most important reality is his own existence, but this is only his personal
point of view. This lacks historical perspective. Man does not have the right to
develop his own mind. This kind of liberal orientation has great appeal. We must
electrically control the brain. Some day, armies and generals will be controlled by
electric stimulation of the brain."

• Peter Phillips's U.S. Electromagnetic Weapons and Human Rights (2006): "We
[Americans] are in a time of extremism, permanent war, and the unilateral
manifestation of ethnocentrism and power by a cabal of people in the U.S.
government."

• Peter Phillips's U.S. Electromagnetic Weapons and Human Rights (2006): "For the
U.S. Government to unilaterally declare that our country will no longer comply with
international human rights laws (Military Commissions Act of 2006), nor uphold the
core values of our nation's foundation is an indication of extremism that supersedes
the values and beliefs of the American people. When such extremism exists, we
need to take seriously the founders' declaration that, 'to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among men, deriving their juust powers from the consent
of the governed.-That whenever any form of Government becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in
such form, as to them shall seem most likely to affect their safety and happiness'
(Declaration of Independence, 1776)."

• Robert Duncan's The Matrix Deciphered (2006): "There is evidence that stimulants
like Ritalin change the amplification of external stimuli in the brain and alter the
brain's neurochemistry sufficiently to break an EEG cloning lock. The new
brainwaves would need to be re-mapped to create a more effective lock..."

• Whistle-blower and Former Senior F.B.I. Agent Ted Gunderson's Statement of April
26, 2011: "Since the 1980s, gang-stalking has increased in scope, intensity, and
sophistication by adapting to new communications and surveillance technology.
These programs are using the codenames Echelon Program, Carnivore System, and
Tempest Systems. The Echelon program is administered by the N.S.A. out of Fort
Meade, Maryland, and monitors all e-mail and phone calls in the world. Carnivore
System is administered by the N.S.A. out of Fort Meade, Maryland, and can [be
downloaded on] any computer system without being traced or otherwise known to
the owner. Tempest Systems can decipher what is on any computer screen up to a
quarter of a mile away. these programs are negatively impacting thousands of
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Americans and severely abusing their civil rights on a daily basis."
• Whistle-blower and Former Senior F.B.I. Agent Ted Gunderson's Statement of April

26, 2011: " Based on my intelligence work...I have come to the conclusion that
thousands of victims have been targeted by an illegal government rogue criminal
enterprise that is active 24 hours a day within the U.S...this program's operations are
financed by illegal black operations...I have documentation and know that throughout
the U.S., operating 24-hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week, there is a Central Command,
located within the [United States], with multiple satellite offices, whose administrators
can instantly initiate surveillance, phone taps, and harassment against any individual
in the country...This makes the F.B.I.'s former COINTELPRO program, which I
worked on,...look like a Sunday school program by comparison."

• Whistle-blower and Former Senior F.B.I. Agent Ted Gunderson's Statement of April
26, 2011: "I firmly believe that most individuals in...the government overall are
honest, law-abiding public servants. However, a sophisticated network of rogue
operatives has secretely infiltrated the F.B.I., other intelligence agencies including
the C.I.A., and other key government positions...[These operatives] are carrying out
the aforementioned surveillance and harassment activities in conjuction with
organized crime...other commercial and political interests, and even misguided civic
organizations and neighborhood groups. This illegal surveillance and harassment
program is being called gang stalking and organized stalking by the victims targeted
by it."

• Whistle-blower and Former Senior F.B.I. Agent Ted Gunderson's Statement of April
26, 2011: "In addition to high-ranking members of the F.B.I., other intelligence
services, and the government overall, wealthy, powerful members of criminal
syndicates, multi-millionares, and the corporate elite are using the government gang-
stalking program to harass enemies. They can get a targeted individual harassed for
the rest of that individual's life...The higher status members of [this program] initiate
the gang stalking and co-ordinate logistics and funding. Lower echelon government
rogue operatives, lower ranking members of the military (in violation of Posse
Comitatus), petty criminals, and street thugs perform the actual grunt work of daily
monitoring and harassment of individuals targeted by the program."

• Whistle-blower and Former Senior F.B.I. Agent Ted Gunderson's Statement of April
26, 2011: " Based on my professional experience, extensive intelligence information,
and belief, it is my professional opinion that the F.B.I. is involved in and has
investigative files on the subject of gang stalking, related gang stalking methods, and
gang stalking groups in the F.B.I.'s intelligence files that are responsive to Mr.
Labella's F.O.I.A. Complaint."

• Whistle-blower and Former Senior F.B.I. Agent Ted Gunderson's Statement of April
26, 2011: "...the gang stalking phenomenon appears in the records of both the F.B.I.
and the N.S.A. in their records pertaining to information collected by Narus Systems.
Narus is a wholly owned subsidiary of Defense contractor Boeing that produces
sophisticated, mass surveillance computer systems currently being used by both the
F.B.I. and the N.S.A."

Note: Ted Gunderson died in the Summer of 2011.
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The 2012 Counter Directed Energy Weapons
Conference
Monday, February 06, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

The 2012 Counter Directed Energy Weapons Conference
From: DEPS.org
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"The 2012 Counter Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) Conference will  be held at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, MD on 2 - 6 April
2012 as a part of the 2012 Directed Energy (DE) Systems Symposium. The DE Systems
Symposium focuses on systems aspects of DE in a limited-attendance environment. The
Systems Symposium consists of co-located technical sessions organized by separate
conferences  /  technical  workshops,  with  joint  technical  and  plenary  sessions  to
encourage discussion outside narrow technical  limits.  The conferences include the
Directed Energy Modeling and Simulation Conference, the Employment of  Directed
Energy Weapons Conference, the High Energy Laser Lethality Conference, the Counter
DEW  Conference  and  the  RF  DEW  Workshop.The  DE  Systems  Symposium  will
assemble  scientists  and  engineers  interested  in  DE  technology  and  weapons
applications.  The  objective  of  this  year’s  symposium is  to  provide  a  forum for  the
interchange of ideas and to focus on the theme: Cost EffectiveDE for the Warfighter (Now
and in  the Future Fight).  The DE Systems Symposium will  be conducted up to  the
SECRET and attendance will be limited to U.S. citizens only. Unclassified and For Official
Use Only (FOUO) sessions will also be conducted."

Note: DEPS.org offers courses concerning DEW countermeasures and introductions into
the field of directed energy weapons.
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Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence
for the Existence of ...
Saturday, February 11, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1
and  2;  January  2012  and  February  2012  archives),  "Nowpublic.com News  Report
Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012
archive),  "  John  St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the  National  Security  Agency"
(December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011
archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011 archive) and "The Institute of
Science  and  Society's  Report  on  Bio-electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December  2011
archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts: "Excerpts from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012
archive),  "Key Points for an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January
2012 archive),  "Safe  Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"  (January  2012 archive),
"Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist
Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Excerpts from Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree
(2010)
 Webster's piece embodies both a scientific study and a political assay. Webster begins
with formidable evidence suggesting that he had been deliberately deprived of sleep, and
he concludes by carefully assimilating his claim of sleep deprivation into a wider, more
terrifying analysis of a largely invisible American "Third Degree." Here are some excerpts
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from this analysis:

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"When looking back over the past 100 years of American state-sponsored vigilante
campaigns, there was always something going on. In the aftermath of WWII, the
McCarthy era persecutions took over until the late 1950's when a U.S. Supreme
Court ruling shut it down. In response to this Supreme Court decision, the F.B.I.'s
counter-intelligence program began targeting citizens, a program that lasted into the
mid-1970's until a report in the Washngton Post and the Senate Church Committee's
investigation brought their activities to light...When looking back over this less-than-
comprehensive 100 year history, there doesn't appear to have been a time when
segments of the American population didn't have a legitimate reason to fear being
persecuted, or even tortured, by their own government."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"The U.S. Military Commissions Act [of 2006] moved the legal definition of torture
well away from what constitutes torture under international law to one relying on
criteria that torture must result in a near-death experience or organ failure."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"There are no walls or bars in the traditional sense, but victims of the invisible third
degree find themselves shoved into a prison defined by the community stalking
tactics, a slander campaign, job loss, D.E.W. attacks, and fatigue resulting from
chronic sleep deprivation...Based on my experiences and that of other victims, one
of the purposes seems to be to shrink the social world the victim lives in to the point
that the only people the victim interacts with are people involved in the community
stalking and baiting/entrapment schemes. This creates the impression that society
as a whole is hostile towards the victim, which further increases the victim's sense of
isolation and skewing of their sense of social norms...Even though the prison walls
are invisible, the combined effects of chronic sleep deprivation and social isolation
are not, as the victim's mental health and behavioral problems worsen over time."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"The ultimate goal of the invisible third degree seems to be the marginalization or
elimination of individuals portrayed as representing a threat to public safety, but
[they] are probably seen as undesirable for some reason...to achieve this goal,
invisible third degree methods are used to degrade the mental health of the victim
while exposing them to baiting and entrapment schemes. If the victim is resistant to
these methods, the intensity may be increased sufficiently that suicide becomes an
additional, acceptable outcome...Should the victim become aware of their status as a
victim, they are then exposed to methods seemingly designed to degrade their
mental health sufficiently to destroy their credibility, which could be considered a
form of incommunicado. Should the victim's credibility withstand this assault and the
victim continues to seek legal representation, they are stripped of everything and
anything that could be of some support during attempts to seek help. I wouldn't be
surprised if the ranks of the homeless are filled with targeted individuals who have
tried to fight the system and have lost."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010): "A
more sinister purpose of the isolation tactics is to restrain the victim so that the
D.E.W. attacks can be continued during the daytime to break the victim's will to resist
the forces arrayed against them..."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"...[The American torture regime]...probably developed other traits common to past
torture regimes. This would include the evolution of methods designed to protect its
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own existence. The invisible nature of the methods used would provide a measure of
protection. The destruction of the mental and physical health of the primary witness
and thus their credibility would provide another measure of protection."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"Paying for a program of this type [the invisible third degree] would require large
amounts of money. Large corporations and wealthy private citizens could be one
source. The other source would be government funds. One possible example
covered in the news recently, during the week of September 20, 2010, is the 60 to 80
million dollars of 'misspent' jail funds for the Maricopa County Sheriff's department
here in Arizona. Personally, I am at a loss why Sheriff Joe would need that much
money to run a jail that's basically a tent city. This past Spring the news covered the
discovery of close to 90 billlion dollars missing from funds intended to help build Iraq,
and I seem to remember Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld announcing in the
year following 9/11 that over a trillion dollars were missing from the Department of
Defense...If these large budgets, misspent funds, and lost funding dollars have
anything to do with running various aspects of secret and illegal government
activities used to target American citizens, then this is organized crime on a scale
that's never been seen before. If this is an accurate assessment, then this much
money would probable create its own shadow economy."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"The number of potential victims may be quite large. The most recent stalking
victimization survey conducted by the Department of Justice suggests that close to
500,000 Americans were being stalked by three or more individuals, a claim
consistent with being victimized by a community stalking campaign. If my experience
can be generalized, then most victims aren't aware [that] they are being
stalked...[Could it be] that instead of mass killings more common to previous and
current state...regimes, mass incarcerations [five-fold increase in the American
prison population over 40 years]/commitments/'suicides' have been substituted?"

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"Over a period of time, the diversity of organizations, methods, and traits the victims
are conditioned to associate with stalking activities increases to the point that it
becomes impossible to effectively prove what is occurring because enough statistical
evidence and power can't be obtained. The sleep deprivation evidence presented
here in the Results section was stockpiled for two months before I began to review
them...I estimated that I would require approximately two monts of recordings to
have enough statistical power to prove convincingly that I was being deliberately
deprived of restful sleep."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"State torture regimes typically form out of fear of the unknown or what might happen
in the absence of strict control measures. This fear is hidden beneath an ideology
that claims to have superior moral standing. This ideology allows two things to
happen: first, the designation of an enemy defined primarily by this fear and second,
the justification to take extraordinary measures to fight this so-called, mostly inferior
enemy. The extraordinary measures typically include ignoring laws and statutes and
the individual rights of people who fit into the enemy group. This may eventually lead
to the use of torture and mass killings in order to fulfill the stated goals of the
ideology. Anne Marie Cusac suggests that the ideology of the Religious Right
(currently called "Values Voters") in this country, and their corresponding rise to
political power, would be a good candidate."

• Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010):
"Proof of the existence of a contemporary American torture regime may...include the
following: an ideology that advocates and justifies the use of violence to fight its
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enemies (self-evident), the devaluation of a subgroup (take your pick, but publicly it
would be Islamic terrorists and illegal immigrants), strong respect for authority and a
monolithic culture (terrifyingly evident post-9/11), a belief in their own cultural
superiority (self-evident), a willingness to use torture (e.g., detainees and convicts), a
willingness to use torture as a social control method domestically (see the Results
section and online testimonials), and the absence of a legal justification for taking
action against the victims (no criminal history; other related examples include
extraordinary renditions and secret prisons)."
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Pat Burhan Gives Words To Oppression
Wednesday, February 15, 2012

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a
system  of  harassment  using  organized
stalking and other,  more subtle means,  I
u r g e  y o u  t o  v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of my
blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news
article highlighting this system in the United
States  (can  be  seen  on  this  blog),  and
conduct independent research. Further, if
you  are  a  researcher,  the  following  blog
posts  would  prove  especially  helpful:
"Excerpt  from  Mark  M.  Rich's  Letter  to
Vict ims"  (March  2012  archive),  "An
Interview between British Secret  Service
(MI-5)  Whistle-blower  Carl  Clark  and
German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive),  "Confessions of  Fratus,  a  Utah
State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive),
"An  Account-09/2012"  (September  2012
archive), "The American Code" (September
2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records"
(October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from
Victim Robin Webster's  Evidence for  the
Existence  for  an  Invisible  Third  Degree"
(February  2012  archive),  "Quotes  for
Targets"  (1  and  2;  January  2012  and
February 2012 archives), "Nowpublic.com
News  Report  Addressing  Organized
S ta l k i ng  and  Remo te ,  E l ec t r on i c
Harassment"  (January  2012  archive),  "
John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the
National Security Agency" (December 2011
archive),  "  British  Activist  Les  Dove's
Torture Report" (December 2011 archive), "
Julianne McKinney's Research" (December
2011 archive) and "The Institute of Science
a n d  S o c i e t y ' s  R e p o r t  o n  B i o -
electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December
2011 archive). If you are a target, please,
view the  following  posts:  "Excerpts  from

Victim  Robin  Webster's  Evidence  for  the  Existence  for  an  Invisible  Third  Degree"
(February 2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012
archives), "Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February
2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive), "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
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Agency"  (December  2011  archive),
"Shielding  Tips  from Whistle-blower  and
Former  Defense  Contractor  Robert
Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets"  (January  2012  archive),  "Safe
Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"
(January  2012  archive),  "Computer
Security Tips for Targets" (both;  January
2012  archive),  and  "British  Activist  Les
Dove's  Torture  Report"  (December  2011
archive).
P.S.  Beware  of  false  information  while
conducting  research,  which  may  be
avoided by  checking  the  validity  of  sites
r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews.
Also, for a non-biased introduction into the
area  of  organized  stalking,  view  the
f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / s t a t s . h t m ,

m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / l a w s o n  ( a  p r i v a t e  i n v e s t i g a t o r ' s  r e p o r t ) ,
multistalkervictims.org/osatv.pdf, and multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and
for  a more personal  introduction,  view edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally,  I  must
mention that some individuals have found difficulty in posting comments on this blog. If
you become one of these individuals, please, do not hesitate to contact me via email
(edmundosreh@gmail.com).
Pat Burhan Gives Words To Oppression
In an email sent to my Gmail account, Ms. Burhan writes:

"I am a South African female who has lived in the United States for 30
continuous yrs after suffering the insults, humiliation and pain of
the then apartheid regime. And now, I am being tortured in an illegal
...operation that I believe may be known to many in
congress. As in Nazi Germany in the early phases of Hitler's madness
and as in Stalin's Russia, hundreds of thousands of Americans today
are recruited in these torture ops to harass, spy and stalk their
fellow Americans in the name of fighting terrorism. They are in
schools. They are in offices. They are in universities. They are in
churches. They are in mosques and in temples. They are in
neighbourhoods. They pervade society in the same fashion that tangled
masses of new blood vessels siphon the life of healthy tissue in order
to nourish a cancerous growth. And as a healthy body finally succumbs,
democracy faces a similar demise here if nothing intervenes. Family
members of the victims do not have the technologies of torture of
course but, I believe, are sometimes terrorized into cooperation with
the torture of their loved ones at the low end level of the operation.
A close family member told me that if it was up to him, he would not
be doing this.These were his words.

The loud silence that you hear from officials, except for a few brave
individuals in congress among a few to whom the moral character of the
nation is now solely owed, is both as a result of the legal nature of
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these diabolic operations as well as the national security camouflage
that they wear. They are legally classified, allegedly to protect
national security. The two are intertwined. And since 911, the
classification system - which has 38 staggering layers - has been used
to subvert the right of Americans to know since few have access to
classified information. Again, this is done in the name of national
security. The classified nature of the programs provides law
representatives with a legal basis for failure to acknowledge. And
what is unacknowledgeable is inactionable. And for those who know, the
silence that they choose knowingly amounts to granting official
consent by acquiescence.

I am also suffering from the extreme pain that is inflicted on a
chronic basis, using many of the latest electromagnetic-based
technologies that have so revolutionized the military's arsenal
collection that nuclear weapons systems now look like a cave man's
tool of war. I believe that these systems are now not just being
tested on many innocent individuals, but also being abused to torture,
torment, maim and kill innocent persons around the country in
operations that may fall far beyond the illegal experimentation that
is itself, diabolic enough. Directed energy weapons systems which
deliver scathing and searing heat by boiling the water molecules of
the skin cells in the 1/64th layer of the human skin, have been
applied to my head and upper torso at the weapon's full power density
for maximal pain and possibly, DNA injury, for months on end, 24/7.
Dozens of Ziplog bags filled with ice cubes, surrounded my head at
night and torso.The intensity of the coldness of the ice caused its
own miseries but without the ice, I probably would be dead now.

Later, nanotechnology-based torture was implemented via nanoparticles,
nanofibers and other nanodevices that have been programmed to
simulate millions of tiny crawling insects and worms all over the
head, face, ears, eyes, nose, mouth, vagina, anus, armpits 24/7. The
intended resultant effect is to overwhelm the sensory system, break
down the functional integrity of the brain and eventually drive me
into insanity in a self-fulfilling prophecy since I resisted all
efforts to have me see a psychiatrist and be diagnosed with a false
psychosis. As I write this moment, the oscillations of millions of the
devices in ways that resemble tiny insects and worms, torment my body
and mind with unspeakable horrors.Torture airplanes - three every day
except once every weekend when a squadron of planes race like vultures
in the skies as they track our car from work home - not only are part
of the mind control torture operation but also track my every move
24/7. I believe that the squadrons are demo opportunities for
investors in torture technologies - for remote torture trainees, and
for torture psychologists eager for validation of their theories in
behavioural modification via chronic extreme pain affliction, to see
their theories in action - as they all watch their little African
guinea pig writhe in agony, wiping her head all night and all day of
things so small no one can see. The squadrons are a nightly phenomenon
only and fly away early in the morning. It's all in stealth, or so
they believe.
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My blood has light emitting devices in it when viewed under a
microscope. The top of my head has deep grooves and furrows and ridges
due to the effects of extremely painful surveillance signal lock on
the head. Nanofibers rain all over me 24/7, saturating the air that I
breathe, causing chronic low-grade suffocation and getting forcibly
inhaled and swallowed. The swallowed and inhaled devices, and other
device depositions that are remotely made on various parts of the
body, are then recruited in the implementation of internal organ
torture in which the smooth muscle of the esophagus is is subjected to
a long contraction, churned, twisted, wrung, brushed, pinched and food
boluses are suspended in the throat during the swallowing phase in
order to create maximal possible panic and pain. All this, while the
heart is artificially driven into a wild palpitation ride without end.
All sensations are enhanced - the pain, the panic, everything -
because of the amplification of all sensory signals, so done to
facilitate, I believe, remote signal capture by monitoring devices
like photonic crystals, for processing at the torture base station .

At night each night, super fine smart dust is blown directly into the
nose and over the head in what constitutes the nano version of
waterboarding. This is nanoboarding. The effect is similar to being in
the mist of a desert dust storm with nothing to protect you because
nothing you try, ever works. An overwhelming sense of suffocation
ensues. I can't breathe. Any deep inhalation of the air means a deep
infusion of the devices into my lungs and throat. The heart races at
unbelievable speeds and the heartbeat is so amplified that the
blankets in bed rythmically move in sync. And spurts of directed
energy heat scald parts of the body, often the kidneys and the head,
to punctuate the nanoboarding effect.

Electric shock has been remotely applied to the head and the uterus.
I have implants almost everywhere. A low quality frequency scanner
beeps off and a stud and metal detector tool beeps endlessly at a
location just to the left of the sternum, at the front of my head
where my head was shaved clean while I slept in early 2010, at two
deeply indented spots in my legs, at the top of my head, in both my
hands and at the left thing and right knee. Photonic crystals -
millimeter-sized sensors that have many applications including as
monitoring devices for the bio-effects of torture via sampling of
certain stress biomarkers (cortisol, etc) are in my clothing, bedding,
floors, kitchen surfaces, head, bags, shoes.

My documentation of these gross crimes is systematically stolen from
my home, email boxes and digital media. Accesses to my home continue
to occur on an almost daily basis, 2 yrs after the onset of the
nightmare, thanks to the Patriot Act that permits legal entry into
homes without warrant and without notification of the resident. But I
continue to write. Because I cannot afford not to, despite the certain
retaliatory torture of unspeakable barbaric nature that follows ...

My eyes weep for the people of America and my heart bleeds rivers for
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Africans who will bear the brunt of the most henious of these abuses
because of an historical precedence of political, physical, economic
and medical abuse in the past. You are one such African. I am just
another. I know another just one hour's drive from my home. And another, and another..."

Pictures of the full email sent by Ms. Burhan are posted below:

Note: You should also review the testimony of Romania's George Gavan, which is also
posted on this  blog;  and to  view more testimonies,  visit  the  "Testimonies"  page of
freedomfchs.com.
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An Appeal to the Majority
Tuesday, February 28, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: This document can be downloaded from <scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese>.

An Appeal to the Majority
The war for the mind-for ultimate political control-is no illusion. Yet, to see this war-to see
it  as  nothing  short  of  a  war-requires  a  quantity  of  immersion that  many would  find
discomfiting. The majority would not easily favor the idea of a psychologically oppressive
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regime sanctioned-either tacitly or overtly-by the government. Yet, such a regime has
always rested in plain sight. One need only open tightly shut eyes.
We have our norms and stereotypes-our clichés and “pretty mantras”: we tell ourselves
that the government remains a democratic institution-that the system would never be
manipulated simply because of “the very nature” of the system: Monstesquieu’s “checks
and  balances.”  We  live  the  illusion-the  lie-that  the  good  citizen  would  always  be
supported-even rewarded-by the state. Yet, “who guards the guards?” It is as Yehoshua
asked in his 1968 piece Facing the Forests: “What if, in a fit of rage, against society or
whatever, the firewatcher should himself set the forest on fire?” Is the government not a
government of men by men? Can we expect the leaders to be robots-to act always and
acerbically in the best interests of the greatest amount of followers? If you, a commoner,
can see your flaws-can even criticize them-must you not expect that the prince retains
flaws as well since both the prince and the commoner are ruled by human minds? Can
you not-must you not-expect human vices: greed, selfishness, and the ever common-
ever present-“madness”?
Yet,  you do not  awake until  you are jolted by some public  display of  governmental
inadequacy; and even then, you find yourselves slowly returning to the sweet sleep of
ignorance. You tell yourselves that the mistake would not happen again. You “measure”
this mistake: it could have been worse. The truth is-has always been-that governmental
inadequacies are all too common; but it is in the interest of a government of men by men
to conceal  these inadequacies.  Not  many human beings would knowingly  expunge
precious material possessions-Plato’s “overvalued less.” Thus, the inadequacies abound
until some brave soul decides to do the unthinkable: reveal the flaws that make men
men. And even then, this soul must fight, with all of his might, the bastions of “status
quo.”
Yet, what if, in some scarifying, morbid future, humanity becomes so psychologically
controlled-so immersed in generations of spiritual oppression-that brave souls cease to
exist? What if we eventually and artificially select for cowards-and only cowards? What
happens then?
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My Story (Updated)
Tuesday, February 28, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
My Story
My story begins in the United States. It is May of 2009 , and I wear a robe befitting a
recent high school graduate. I am a 16-year-old boy of African descent so blessed with
gifts that I  managed to finish high school as 5th in my graduating class of over 400
students.  I  feel  ecstasy,  standing  here,  on  sun-beaten  concrete  and  with  fellow
graduates. I begin to imagine a beautiful future at D***** College, a prestigious school;
and for  a  while,  I  believe  that  my life  would  be  perfect  henceforth.  I  am wrong for
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believing so...but I am callow so I am right.

Now, the scene morphs into that of a boy alighting a big, green bus and stepping on the
D.G. for the first time. Teeming with ambition and exceitement, I am convinced that I will
succeed in this place resplendent with powerful intellectuals and a long, rich history of
excellence. I am wrong for this conviction, but I am callow so I am right. The terror begins
soon after  orientation.  I  feel  as if  my reality  is  not  quite  right.  Fellow students  who
previously supported me mock and spitefully laugh at me. I walk to my place of student
employment, and I am aware of a particular group of people following me and laughing at
me from nooks. Sometimes, I  hear laughter apparently from nowhere but always at
particular places. I am harassed daily, especially while reading in B***** library and using
library computers. Being of a solitary nature, I make few friends. Yet, somehow, it seems
as if the entire school is acutely aware of my person. Sometimes, I imagine that I am
punished for wearing certain clothing articles, such as the "non-hip-hop" ones. Yet, I
would see a student with black skin and my type of clothing walking camly in front of me
and apparently not harking the loud guffaws of which I hear. I am confused and subtly
enraged by this inequality; and I am even more confused because I think that I piecemeal
venture into insanity since I hear sounds apparently from "nowhere." Moreover, I would
see people performing incongruous acts: one minute, they are perfectly supportive and
affable,  and the next,  they spitefully  and spontaneously  laugh and mock me.  What
happens to me? Am I crazy? Sometimes, I would almost collide into someone while
walking,  but  there would be something peculiar  about the near-collision:  something
orchestrated. At first, I dismissed these feelings, but the "near-collisions" became more
frequent and often occured at particular locations. Am I crazy? Then, groups of people
began waiting for me and laughing at me upon my approach. Yet, there was something
mysteriously systematic about their laughter: it appeared to be very well-timed. I would
hear the loud guffaws, and when I would try to confirm them by looking at the group, its
members would start speaking in hushed tones. I began to doubt that they laughed at
me, regardless of the sometimes sorrowful countenances of passersby. I began to doubt
myself.

It is midnight of March 30, 2010, and I lie on a bed in hospital attire. My heart beats fast
and incessantly, and I panic at the slightest chuckle. I hear people walking towards my
room and laughing, sometimes asking : "Is he in there?" Yet, I was apprised of the near-
vacancy  of  the  infirmary.  Further,  the  sounds of  approaching  feet  seem unnatural,
somehow.  The sounds seem mechanically  repeated.  I  think:  I  am crazy.

I leave D******, and I swear never to return. It is May of 2010, and I begin to take classes
at a nearby institution. Yet, I continue to believe that my reality remains disturbed. I would
sit in a class, and I would hear laughter from another room. Yet, it would seem as if the
laughter were paired with my actions. I would raise my hand, and a familiar auscultation
of loud guffaws would commence. I would walk past a certain room, and I would hear
laughter, regardless of the ostensible absence of people. Again, I think: I am crazy. But
how is it that I feel- in spite of an apparent distortion of reality-sane? How is it that I
continue to receive excellent grades in my classes? How is it that I continue to function
well?

It is the Summer of 2011, and I read an online article pertaining to gas-lighting and David
Lawson's book Terrorist Stalking in America. I read about the plight of a Latino student in
the University of Texas-Austin who was systematically mobbed, discredited, and gas-
lighted. The student provides profuse details to which I can relate. The more that I read
about organized stalking and gas-lighting, the clearer my reality becomes.
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It is November of 2011, and I sit behind an H***** University computer reading about
audio spotlight technology and subliminal acoustic manipulation of nervous systems. I
recall that for a very long while-at least, since my arrival at C**** Hall in October-I have
felt arcane "pin -pricks" and somatic vibrations coupled with my intellectual acts, be they
turning a page of a book or lifting a dictionary. Then, I begin to research the more general
topic of remote electronic harassment at this public computer as I have had to buy three
eventually compromised computers in two years. I read of directed sound, and I recall the
wild, inexplicable pounding that would follow me anywhere that I would venture at C****
Hall. This sound would become most acute when I would try to read. I recall this, and I
begin to record the inexplicable oddities of my reality. Once, at the I****, I felt as if the
girls sitting at adjacent computer terminals were privy to the words that I would type. I
would  hear  chuckles  and  subtle  guffaws  when I  would  polish  my  diction  or  create
citations. I  recorded the paired laughter with my phone, and I recorded much, much
more.

It is the evening of November 13, 2011, and I return to my room after showering. I enter,
wear my clothes, and search for my phone in order to create another audio log. I locate
the phone, hit the "record" button, and read the message: "Can't record without an S.D.
card." I frantically search for this card, which contains over 100 items of evidence of
organized stalking, and I cannot find it. While searching, I notice that the bottom of one of
my briefs had been ripped. Nevertheless, I panic, having lost virtually all of my evidence.
In despondency, fear, and overwhelming perplexity, I write this note:

11/13/2011 I feel as if my heart's screaming. I am tired. I am very tired. Somebody wants
me to have a mental breakdown or to kill myself. Even as I write, I hear the pounding and
other unlikely noises. I do not know how many people I can trust. Somebody entered my
room today and took my phone's S.D. card. That card had picutres and videos that could
prove malicious intent. And now, not only do I not have these, I cannot capture or record
with my phone. It would appear that I have been beaten. And an average man might
simply  acquiesce.  But  I  have begun to  realize  that  I  am not  average.  and with  the
strength of truth and spirituality to support me, I am very determined to find justice. God,
save me.

Upon completion, I take the note to B.H. for his signature. Unbeknownst to me, however,
H**** interprets this note as evidence of a suicide-in-the-making. The next day, I find
myself participating in a psychiatric evaluation, diagnosed with a mental illness, and
confined to a psychiatric ward. I am 18 years old.

It  is  November  21,  2011,  and  I  hold  in  my  hand  a  prescription  of  anti-psychotic
medications appertaining to my "delusions" of organized stalking and remote electronic
harassment. I call my mother, and she is worried. What went wrong? The devil's after
you. I leave H***** University for Thanksgiving and never return.

It  is  November  25,  2011,  and  my  uncle,  my  brother,  and  myself  are  subjected  to
"brightening" (the systematic activation of vehicular high-beams in daylight; for a further
explanation of  the significance of  this  activation and my previous conditioning,  see
edmundlogs.blogspot.com) and directed sound for the preponderance of our journey from
W******, D**** to C******, C*****. I see anger and perplexity on the faces of my relatives,
but I am forced by my oppression into silence. I am terrified, tortured, and massively
uncertain. Thus, I pray, and I pray well. God, please, save us.
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It is December 26, 2011, and I write this document with zest. I am not crazy, regardless of
what the members of my family covertly think. I have kept a journal ever since 2010, and
in  this  journal,  I  have  sought  to  comprehend  my  beleaguered  reality.  I  have  also
contacted fellow targeted individuals in the Denver area. I  am now a victim of daily
microwave assaults and gas-lighting, and sometimes, I would feel an engulfing heat
apparently from "nowhere." Brightening occurs daily, and financial constraints are more
prominent than ever. Still, I pray. I pray for my salvation, the salvation of all TIs, and the
salvation of humanity in this new, state-sponsored terrorism encompassing all N.A.T.O.
nations. In addition, I continue to record. Somebody must know what happened to us.
Somebody must know the truth.

It is February 18, 2012, and I write the following journal entry:

02/18/2012 (10:10pm)

Sometimes, you are afraid to think. You fear your own mind. You fear thought because
you would probably be punished for it. On other occassions, you are afraid to move. You
move, and you are shocked. You live in a cage. It is terrifying. It is ubiquitous. But you
cannot prove its existence. This inability strengthens the cage, so much so that at times,
you feel smaller than the smallest atom-weaker than the weakest dove. Then, there is the
frequent memory loss-the frustrating inability to effectively record time. Not to mention the
oppression of creativity. You are not yourself. You must fight each minute to be. Yet, who
do you fight? Who is the enemy? The mind is beseiged, and sometimes, you are afraid to
think. You are afraid to be. Miraculously, it is this fear that forces the wiser ones to fight-
and to fight hard. You fight for your freedom. You fight for your existence. You fight for
life. God, save me.

It is February 23, 2012, and I am homeless. I sit in a car parked outside of an affluent
home and stuffed with the bric-a-brac of my short, American life, and I write. I do not
know of tomorrow, but I know of now: the cold, the isolation, and of course, the familiar,
unnatural sensations. I hope that I can find better shelter tomorrow, but I am aware of the
many people who hope for the same. I have long stopped asking: how did I get here? In
truth, anyone could have foreseen this morning's fit of rage bolstered by a mother who
fails to see-to even consider-that her son is tormented by an evil great and terrifying.
Thus,  here  I  am,  hopeful  that  I  would  not  starve  tomorrow  and  amazed  at  the
"commonness" of my surroundings. I think: they do not know. And I very much hope that
they never do.

P.S.
I maintain the following blogs: edmundosreh.blogspot.com, edmundjournal.blogspot.com,
and  edmund logs .b logspo t .com;  and  I  may  be  con tac ted  v ia  e -ma i l :
edmundosreh@gmai l . com.

Note: This testimony would be regularly updated and posted throughout the blog as I add
excerpts from my journal.
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Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter to Victims
(2007)
Sunday, March 04, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher,  the following blog posts would prove especially helpful:  "An Interview
between British Secret Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist
Armin  Goss"  (July  2012  archive),  "Confessions  of  Fratus,  a  Utah  State  Prisoner"
(September  2012 archive),  "An Account-09/2012"  (September  2012 archive),  "The
American Code" (September 2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012
archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin  Webster's  Evidence for  the Existence for  an
Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January
2012 and February 2012 archives), "Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized
Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), " John St. Clair
Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the National  Security  Agency" (December 2011 archive),  "
British  Activist  Les  Dove's  Torture  Report"  (December  2011  archive),  "  Julianne
McKinney's  Research" (December 2011 archive)  and "The Institute of  Science and
Society's Report on Bio-electromagnetic Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are
a  target,  please,  view  the  following  posts:  "Excerpts  from Victim  Robin  Webster's
Evidence for  the Existence for  an Invisible  Third  Degree"  (February  2012 archive),
"Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives), "Target and
Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key
Points for  an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for  the Adoption of  a
Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit
Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012
archive),  "John  St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the  National  Security  Agency"
(December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former Defense
Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January 2012
archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Computer
Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist Les Dove's
Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter to Victims (2007)
"Your life has changed drastically… At this point it doesn’t matter when or why it started,
or what the name of the group or agency is…You will end up jobless and mobbed out of
work. You may end up in jail or dead. You will loose friends and family. You may end up
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homeless, possibly living from shelter to shelter. And you will be persecuted the whole
time. I am personally not very religious, but I know evil when I see it. You are in a fight for
your life...There is no more accurate way to put this. It is necessary that you document
your case and survive as long as you can, to provide testimony to anyone with eyes and
ears. You are not alone."
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An Excerpt from My Journal (03/11/2012)
Sunday, March 11, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

An Excerpt from My Journal (03/11/2012)
"03/11/2012 (3:05pm, U**** P*** Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)

After a while, you stop asking: Why? It becomes both tedious and nonsensical to do so.
You try to adjust, surviving daily with the awareness that you are not expected to survive.
You think of "the whole situation," and you often wonder how you have retained your
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sanity. A this point, you have forgotten anger. It has become a chain, one which you
cannot afford. As your very freedom is daily endangered, you cling to whatever ounce of
it that you obtain. Sometimes, you want to scream. You want to yell. You want to shout
your oppression to this mysteriously indifferent "human family." Then, reason, that which
has aided your survival, warns against the former desire in hushed tones...You stare at
yourself in the mirror, and if you are especially lucky, you catch a transient glimpse of a
former self. However, in your situation, you cannot afford much nostalgia. You look away
from the mirror and towards a wall that appears to have been there for as long as time
itself and would very likely always be. You could always end things. Yet, what great good
would that do? You recall the truth that is both beautiful and terrifying: you must survive
for humanity. You recall this, and you continue to live. You tell yourself: you do not have
to be so morose. After all, there are "the good times," during which you may even find
cause to love again. Yet, you find, during darker hours, that you have stopped asking:
Why?"

Note: To view more excerpts, visit edmundjournal.blogspot.com.
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An Excerpt From My Journal (03/17/2012)
Saturday, March 17, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

An Excerpt From My Journal (03/17/2012)
"03/17/2012 (2:37pm, U**** P*** Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)

Yesterday, I  read of the pulsed energy projectile,  a device developed by the United
States government capable of creating an infrared beam. I read that this beam, when
focused by parabolic reflectors, such as satellite dishes, can be directed towards a target,
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and when this beam encounters the target, something akin to 'exploding plasma' may
strike the target; and nociceptors on neurons may be stimulated by this 'explosion.' After
reading of this so-called 'non-lethal weapon,' I recalled that often, when I am shocked, I
would feel a sort of "after-wave," which would spread around the shocked area. I also
recalled that sometimes, I would experience a sensation akin to that of being bathed in
cold water; yet, I would be completely dry and distant from a bathroom while I experience
this sensation. Upon this recollection, I considered the possibility that I am being regularly
inundated with pulsed energy in the form of infrared beams that eventually 'explode' upon
contact with my skin. I  also considered the possibility that the 'bathed-in-cold-water'
sensation previously denoted stemmed from the stimulation of nociceptors on some of
my neurons. However, I must stress the fact that I only considered these possibilities; I
am  still  largely  ignorant  of  the  specific  details  of  my  so-called  "electronic  P.O.W.
concentration  camp."  Regardless,  this  morning,  while  meditating  on my bed in  the
shelter, I experienced the pairing of a sort of 'clicking sound' (as if very small objects were
being regularly thrown at an adjacent wall) with the onset of numbered deep breaths (see
details of my meditative sequence in the 01/27/2012 entry). Initially, I barely noticed this
pairing,  but  after  approximately  50  deep  breaths,  I  began  to  experience  anxiety,
sometimes afraid to continue meditating. Further, a short time after the onset of this
anxiety, I counseled myself that the clicking sound was periodic and in no way related to
my sequence. Mysteriously, however, immediately after thinking of this periodicity, the
'clicking' ceased temporarily. During this intermittence, I often expected to hear the paired
clicking; and when the sound finally resumed (when I had just begun to adapt to its
absence), I felt a marked increase in heart-rate and a reborn anxiety. I must note that
during my meditation this morning, I effectively shielded myself with plastic pillows, a
large,  plastic  bin,  and a  hoodie  covering my legs;  and I  subsequently  experienced
attenuated 'shocks.'

This is not harassment. This is torture. You may not wish to believe it. You may not wish
to even consider it. Yet, 'it' cares not for your desires. 'It' is real. Being shocked is one
phenomenon. Being shocked remotely and in conjunction with certain thoughts and acts
is another, far more complex one.

My name is Edmund Edede Igberaese; I am a Nigerian-born American citizen; and I live
in a 'virtual prison' sanctioned, either silently (by the failure of major political bodies to
investigate the substantial claims of victims) or purposefully, by the American state. God,
save me.

P.S.
While  reading  of  the  pulsed  energy  projectile  yesterday,  I  sought  to  find  a  heavily
censored  scientific  report  jointly  constructed  by  the  University  of  Florida  and  the
University of Central Florida in 2004 titled 'Sensory Consequences of Electromagnetic
Pulses Emitted by Laser-Induced Plasma Channels,' but I could not find this study."

Note: To view more excerpts, visit edmundjournal.blogspot.com.
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My Story (Updated 03/27/2012)
Monday, April 02, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my  blog  posts  (edmundosreh.blogspot.com),  read  the  nowpublic.com news  article
highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct
independent research. Further, if you are a researcher, the following blog posts would
prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012
archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark
and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012 archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah
State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive),  "An Account-09/2012" (September 2012
archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records"
(October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from  Victim  Robin  Webster's  Evidence  for  the
Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1
and  2;  January  2012  and  February  2012  archives),  "Nowpublic.com News  Report
Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012
archive),  "  John  St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the  National  Security  Agency"
(December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011
archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011 archive) and "The Institute of
Science  and  Society's  Report  on  Bio-electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December  2011
archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts: "Excerpts from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012
archive),  "Key Points for an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January
2012 archive),  "Safe  Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"  (January  2012 archive),
"Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist
Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

My Story
I was born in Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria, landmass Africa, planet Earth, Milky Way
Galaxy, Observable Universe. I often muse that I am descended from the Benin, a group
of African human beings whose carved pottery and intricate social systems amazed
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European explorers formerly steadfast in their belief in the inherent inferiority of Africans.
My father, before a too swift death, told me a condensed story of my tribe: the Esan. It is
a  tale  of  two  princes,  one  separating  from  the  Edo  and  establishing  his  own-an
independent thinker. My mother never told me much of hers, but I have gathered that the
tshekiri were children of the sea. I would not trouble you with details of my life in Nigeria,
which consumed the sundry of my childhood; but I would reveal the general picture. I was
shy in childhood, and in many ways, I continue to be so. But I did love then-or, at least, I
believed that I loved. Now, as I write this introduction on March 20, 2012, I know only the
love of the spirit-the love of God. Without this love, I do not know that I would be here,
writing  this,  for  the  gravity  of  the  oppression  soon  to  be  revealed  does  not  permit
certainty. Bear with me, for the following story is a story of war-a war for my mind...
My story begins in the United States. It is May of 2009 , and I wear a robe befitting a
recent high school graduate. I am a 16-year-old boy of African descent so blessed with
gifts that I  managed to finish high school as 5th in my graduating class of over 400
students.  I  feel  ecstasy,  standing  here,  on  sun-beaten  concrete  and  with  fellow
graduates. I begin to imagine a beautiful future at D***** College, a prestigious school;
and for  a  while,  I  believe  that  my life  would  be  perfect  henceforth.  I  am wrong for
believing  so...but  I  am callow so  I  am right.
Now, the scene morphs into that of a boy alighting a big, green bus and stepping on the
D.G. for the first time. Teeming with ambition and excitement, I am convinced that I will
succeed in this place resplendent with powerful intellectuals and a long, rich history of
excellence. I am wrong for this conviction, but I am callow so I am right. The terror begins
soon after  orientation.  I  feel  as if  my reality  is  not  quite  right.  Fellow students  who
previously supported me mock and spitefully laugh at me. I walk to my place of student
employment, and I am aware of a particular group of people following me and laughing at
me from nooks. Sometimes, I  hear laughter apparently from nowhere but always at
particular places. I am harassed daily, especially while reading in B***** library and using
library computers. Being of a solitary nature, I make few friends. Yet, somehow, it seems
as if the entire school is acutely aware of my person. Sometimes, I imagine that I am
punished for wearing certain clothing articles, such as the "non-hip-hop" ones. Yet, I
would see a student with black skin and my type of clothing walking calmly in front of me
and apparently not harking the loud guffaws of which I hear. I am confused and subtly
enraged by this inequality; and I am even more confused because I think that I piecemeal
venture into insanity since I hear sounds apparently from "nowhere." Moreover, I would
see people performing incongruous acts: one minute, they are perfectly supportive and
affable,  and the next,  they spitefully  and spontaneously  laugh and mock me.  What
happens to me? Am I crazy? Sometimes, I would almost collide into someone while
walking,  but  there would be something peculiar  about the near-collision:  something
orchestrated. At first, I dismissed these feelings, but the "near-collisions" became more
frequent and often occured at particular locations. Am I crazy? Then, groups of people
began waiting for me and laughing at me upon my approach. Yet, there was something
mysteriously systematic about their laughter: it appeared to be very well-timed. I would
hear the loud guffaws, and when I would try to confirm them by looking at the group, its
members would start speaking in hushed tones. I began to doubt that they laughed at
me, regardless of the sometimes sorrowful countenances of passersby. I began to doubt
myself.
It is midnight of March 30, 2010, and I lie on a bed in hospital attire. My heart beats fast
and incessantly, and I panic at the slightest chuckle. I hear people walking towards my
room and laughing, sometimes asking: "Is he in there?" Yet, I was apprised of the near-
vacancy  of  the  infirmary.  Further,  the  sounds of  approaching  feet  seem unnatural,
somehow.  The sounds seem mechanically  repeated.  I  think:  I  am crazy.
I leave D******, and I swear never to return. It is May of 2010, and I begin to take classes
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at a nearby institution. Yet, I continue to believe that my reality remains disturbed. I would
sit in a class, and I would hear laughter from another room. Yet, it would seem as if the
laughter were paired with my actions. I would raise my hand, and a familiar auscultation
of loud guffaws would commence. I would walk past a certain room, and I would hear
laughter, regardless of the ostensible absence of people. Again, I think: I am crazy. But
how is it that I feel- in spite of an apparent distortion of reality-sane? How is it that I
continue to receive excellent grades in my classes? How is it that I continue to function
well?
It is the summer of 2011, and I read an online article pertaining to gas-lighting and David
Lawson's book Terrorist Stalking in America. I read about the plight of a Latino student in
the University of Texas-Austin who was systematically mobbed, discredited, and gas-
lighted. The student provides profuse details to which I can relate. The more that I read
about organized stalking and gas-lighting, the clearer my reality becomes.
It is November of 2011, and I sit behind an H***** University computer reading about
audio spotlight technology and subliminal acoustic manipulation of nervous systems. I
recall that for a very long while-at least, since my arrival at C**** Hall in October-I have
felt arcane "pin -pricks" and somatic vibrations coupled with my intellectual acts, be they
turning a page of a book or lifting a dictionary. Then, I begin to research the more general
topic of remote electronic harassment at this public computer as I have had to buy three
eventually compromised computers in two years. I read of directed sound, and I recall the
wild, inexplicable pounding that would follow me anywhere that I would venture at C****
Hall. This sound would become most acute when I would try to read. I recall this, and I
begin to record the inexplicable oddities of my reality. Once, at the I****, I felt as if the
girls sitting at adjacent computer terminals were privy to the words that I would type. I
would  hear  chuckles  and  subtle  guffaws  when I  would  polish  my  diction  or  create
citations. I  recorded the paired laughter with my phone, and I recorded much, much
more.
It is the evening of November 13, 2011, and I return to my room after showering. I enter,
wear my clothes, and search for my phone in order to create another audio log. I locate
the phone, hit the "record" button, and read the message: "Can't record without an S.D.
card." I frantically search for this card, which contains over 100 items of evidence of
organized stalking, and I cannot find it. While searching, I notice that the bottom of one of
my briefs had been ripped. Nevertheless, I panic, having lost virtually all of my evidence.
In despondency, fear, and overwhelming perplexity, I write this note:

11/13/2011
I feel as if my heart's screaming. I am tired. I am very tired. Somebody wants me to have
a mental breakdown or to kill  myself. Even as I write, I hear the pounding and other
unlikely noises. I do not know how many people I can trust. Somebody entered my room
today and took my phone's S.D. card. That card had pictures and videos that could prove
malicious intent. And now, not only do I not have these; I cannot capture or record with
my phone. It would appear that I have been beaten. And an average man might simply
acquiesce. But I have begun to realize that I am not average; and with the strength of
truth and spirituality to support me, I am very determined to find justice. God, save me.

Upon completion, I take the note to B.H. for his signature. Unbeknownst to me, however,
H**** interprets this note as evidence of a suicide-in-the-making. The next day, I find
myself participating in a psychiatric evaluation, diagnosed with a mental illness, and
confined to a psychiatric ward. I am 18 years old.
It  is  November  21,  2011,  and  I  hold  in  my  hand  a  prescription  of  anti-psychotic
medications appertaining to my "delusions" of organized stalking and remote electronic
harassment. I call my mother, and she is worried. What went wrong? The devil's after
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you. I leave H***** University for Thanksgiving and never return.
It  is  November  25,  2011,  and  my  uncle,  my  brother,  and  myself  are  subjected  to
"brightening" (the systematic activation of vehicular high-beams in daylight; for a further
explanation of  the significance of  this  activation and my previous conditioning,  see
edmundlogs.blogspot.com) and directed sound for the preponderance of our journey from
W******, D**** to C******, C*****. I see anger and perplexity on the faces of my relatives,
but I am forced by my oppression into silence. I am terrified, tortured, and massively
uncertain. Thus, I pray, and I pray well. God, please, save us.
It is December 26, 2011, and I write this document with zest. I am not crazy, regardless of
what the members of my family covertly think. I have kept a journal ever since 2010, and
in  this  journal,  I  have  sought  to  comprehend  my  beleaguered  reality.  I  have  also
contacted fellow targeted individuals in the Denver area. I  am now a victim of daily
microwave assaults and gas-lighting, and sometimes, I would feel an engulfing heat
apparently from "nowhere." Brightening occurs daily, and financial constraints are more
prominent than ever. Still, I pray. I pray for my salvation, the salvation of all TIs, and the
salvation of humanity in this new, state-sponsored terrorism encompassing all N.A.T.O.
nations. In addition, I continue to record. Somebody must know what happened to us.
Somebody must know the truth.

02/18/2012 (10:10pm)
Sometimes, you are afraid to think. You fear your own mind. You fear thought because
you would probably be punished for it. On other occasions, you are afraid to move. You
move, and you are shocked. You live in a cage. It is terrifying. It is ubiquitous. But you
cannot prove its existence. This inability strengthens the cage, so much so that at times,
you feel smaller than the smallest atom-weaker than the weakest dove. Then, there is the
frequent memory loss-the frustrating inability to effectively record time. Not to mention the
oppression of creativity. You are not yourself. You must fight each minute to be. Yet, who
do you fight? Who is the enemy? The mind is besieged, and sometimes, you are afraid to
think. You are afraid to be. Miraculously, it is this fear that forces the wiser ones to fight-
and to fight hard. You fight for your freedom. You fight for your existence. You fight for
life. God, save me.

It is February 23, 2012, and I am homeless. I sit in a car parked outside of an affluent
home and stuffed with the brick-a-brac of my short, American life, and I write. I do not
know of tomorrow, but I know of now: the cold, the isolation, and of course, the familiar,
unnatural sensations. I hope that I can find better shelter tomorrow, but I am aware of the
many people who hope for the same. I have long stopped asking: how did I get here? In
truth, anyone could have foreseen this morning's fit of rage bolstered by a mother who
fails to see-to even consider-that her son is tormented by an evil great and terrifying.
Thus,  here  I  am,  hopeful  that  I  would  not  starve  tomorrow  and  amazed  at  the
"commonness" of my surroundings. I think: they do not know. And I very much hope that
they never do.
03/11/2012 (3:05pm, U**** P*** Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
After a while, you stop asking: Why? It becomes both tedious and nonsensical to do so.
You try to adjust, surviving daily with the awareness that you are not expected to survive.
You think of "the whole situation," and you often wonder how you have retained your
sanity. A this point, you have forgotten anger. It has become a chain, one which you
cannot afford. As your very freedom is daily endangered, you cling to whatever ounce of
it that you obtain. Sometimes, you want to scream. You want to yell. You want to shout
your oppression to this mysteriously indifferent "human family." Then, reason, that which
has aided your survival, warns against the former desire in hushed tones...You stare at
yourself in the mirror, and if you are especially lucky, you catch a transient glimpse of a
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former self. However, in your situation, you cannot afford much nostalgia. You look away
from the mirror and towards a wall that appears to have been there for as long as time
itself and would very likely always be. You could always end things. Yet, what great good
would that do? You recall the truth that is both beautiful and terrifying: you must survive
for humanity. You recall this, and you continue to live. You tell yourself: you do not have
to be so morose. After all, there are "the good times," during which you may even find
cause to love again. Yet, you find, during darker hours, that you have stopped asking:
Why?"
03/14/2012 (1:02pm, E******** Public Library, Englewood, CO)
Victor  Hugo's  Les  Misérables  (1862;  translated  by  Norman  Denny,  1976):  "[Joly]
maintained that man was subject to magnetism like a compass-needle, and placed his
bed with its head pointing north and its feet south so that his circulation might not be
affected by the attraction of the poles."
03/15/2012 (5:10pm, E******** Public Library, Englewood, CO)
Victor Hugo's Les Misérables (1862; translated by Norman Denny, 1976): "Humanity is
our common lot. All men are made of the same clay. There is no difference, at least here
on Earth, in the fate assigned to us. We come of the same void, inhabit the same flesh,
are dissolved in the same ashes. But ignorance infecting the human substance turns it
black, and that incurable blackness, gaining possession of the soul, becomes Evil."
03/18/2012 (approximated time-6:15pm, U**** P*** Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
You  are  assaulted  with  sound.  You  cannot  trust  your  ears.  You  find  it  difficult  to
distinguish between sound common and sound menacing. A younger "you" would have
believed in your insanity. But you know better. You know well the machinations of the
gas-lighter. You know that you are assaulted with sound. You know evil-subtle, terrifying
evil. You are assaulted with sound. You cannot trust your ears.
03/20/2012 (2:45pm, E******** Public Library, Englewood, CO)
...Victor Hugo's Les Misérables (1862; translated by Norman Denny, 1976): "Despots
play their part in the works of thinkers. Fettered words are terrible words. The writer
doubles and trebles the power of his writing when a ruler imposes silence on the people.
Something emerges from that  enforced silence,  a  mysterious  fullness  which filters
through and becomes steely in the thought. Repression in history leads to conciseness in
the historian, and the rocklike hardness of much celebrated prose is due to the tempering
of the tyrant...The honesty of a great spirit...is devastating."

It is March 22, 2012, and I am exhausted. I have heard loud "pounding"* for so long that I
am inches  from acquiescence.  It  is  too  much.  I  cannot  continue.  Then,  something
miraculous happens-something of "Providence." I clasp my hands tightly around my ears,
and the pounding fades. Quiet. I think: "I am not finished yet."

P . S .  I  m a i n t a i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  b l o g s :  e d m u n d o s r e h . b l o g s p o t . c o m ,
edmundjournal.blogspot.com, and edmundlogs.blogspot.com; and I may be contacted via
e-mail: edmundosreh@gmail.com.
*see the February-2012 entries of  my journal  (edmundjournal.blogspot.com) for  an
explanation.

Note: This testimony would be regularly updated throughout the blog as I add excerpts
from my journal.
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Warning (04/02/2012)
Monday, April 02, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).

P.S.

Beware  of  false  information  while  conducting  research,  which  may  be  avoided  by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Warning
The font and format of posts on this blog are sometimes wrongfully edited without my
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consent. See the most updated version of "My Story" on this blog for a full testimony of
harassment.
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An Augury
Monday, April 02, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

An AuguryDo we witness a prelude to totalitarianism? One lives in a society in which
certain members are “targeted.” Why? Apparently, the reasons vary, but one often finds
that  liberals  and politically  competent  minorities,  the  more  compassionate  and the
advancing but politically disadvantaged sectors of society, become victims of what Robin
Webster  has  termed  “the  invisible  third  degree.”  Is  this  observation  merely  a
coincidence? Or is it an augury to be regarded with a serious mind? Considering the
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popularity and legal gains of mid-late 20th century civil rights movements in the United
States,  one finds the possibility  of  an overt,  precipitous transition to fascism in this
country  unlikely.  However,  what  of  a  silent,  elongated  but  steady  transition?  The
possibility of such a transition demands scrutiny after the enforcement of seemingly
unconstitutional acts, including the United States Patriot Act, the Military Commissions
Act of 2006 (loosening the U.S. definition of torture), the “thought-crimes” bill of 2007, the
National Defense Authorization Act of January 2012 (indefinite detention of American
citizens), and the Executive Order of March 16, 2012 that imposed Martial Law, among
others. Then, there exists media “gas-lighting” and media-controlled elections, both of
which serve largely to skew political issues in favor of certain interests or persons, so
much so that the mainstream news of today maintains serious deficits in detail  and
objectivity. Sometimes, important pieces of information unfavorable to powerful interests,
such as the recent expulsion of U.S. diplomats from Sweden and the recent wave of
resignations  of  prominent  financial  figures,  are  not  mentioned.  Also,  Montesqieu’s
conception of “checks and balances” has been disrupted by a weakened, poorly funded
American judiciary; and a significant portion of Americans believe that they have very
little influence in the happenings of Capitol Hill (the U.S. Congress). Do not forget, as
well, the president’s ability to assassinate American citizens without oversight. All of this
begs the  question:  Where  are  we headed? “We,  the  people”  has  been silently  but
assuredly  transformed into  “We,  the  nation”  (government,  as  opposed to  country).
Whistle-blowers,  including  Bradley  Manning  and  others,  have  met  swift  death  or
psychological/physical torture amidst efforts to stifle their testimonies. Wake up, America.
Something’s both horribly amiss and terribly familiar. It is as renowned author Agatha
Christie stated in After the Funeral: “Sometimes, is it not, the Past will not be left, will not
suffer itself to pass into oblivion? It stands at one’s elbow-it says ‘I am not done with yet.’”
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A Targeted Analysis of the Communist Manifesto
Wednesday, April 04, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

A Targeted Analysis of the Communist Manifesto By Edmund Edede Igberaese (First
draft written on April 01, 2012 in my journal)
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A Targeted Analysis of the Communist ManifestoThe “target” is demoralized, his mind
invaded, his senses assaulted, his beliefs thrown into the fray. There is the pervading
uncertainty: self-doubt grips the soul with sharp claws, and a heavy darkness drowns a
once-bright  mind.  The questions abound:  how? Why? Who would? He wants to  be
believed; he wants to shout his oppression to everyone and no one. He may do so, but
he would likely find himself strapped and bound by the ignorance of the ever apathetic
mass. The rage simmers; there is, in Pryor’s terms, “the shackled anger that beats the
bars.” He yells, “I am innocent.” Nobody listens. Innocence matters only to him… “I have
been thrown into a chasm, and the only certainty is God.”* One may observe that the
situation of the targeted class, when viewed from a Marxist perspective, was inevitable. In
Frederich Bender’s edition of Karl Marx’s 1848 piece The Communist Manifesto, Bender
appropriately notes: “The most fundamental condition embodied in the social relations of
capitalism is that the worker is reduced to the status of any other commodity…If there is
insufficient ‘demand’ for their labor power, workers cannot find jobs and must go without
wages.  Some  starve.  The  discovery  of  this  dehumanization  of  the  worker  under
capitalism is the basic concept underlying Marx’s analysis of alienated labor… [This
analysis] denotes the fact that the capitalist system reduces free, self-creative subjects to
objects,  that  in  their  economic  life  people  become  mere  commodities…”  The
‘dehumanization  of  the  worker’  dovetails  with  modern  techniques  of  psychological
oppression, including the development of mind-invasive technology (see Carole Smith’s
On the Need for New Criteria of Psychological Diagnosis in the Light of Mind-Invasive
Technology,  2007).  Although  Marx  posited  the  revolution  of  the  proletariat  in  any
bourgeois-capitalist society to be natural and inevitable, he could not have foreseen the
very artificial means that would be employed by future capitalist governments to stifle
revolutions. Was it not Billington who stated: “revolution begins with the fire in the minds
of  men?”  Every  revolutionary  mass  possesses  its  leaders,  those  “enflamed”  by
knowledge and awareness of oppression. What if, though, a group is oppressed without
knowledge of its oppression? Even more, what if that revolutionary “fire” were stifled
artificially? With the rise of mind-invasive technology and other contemporary means of
psychological oppression (media gas-lighting, neuro-linguistic programming, etc.; see An
Augury, posted in the April 2012 archive of my blog: edmundosreh.blogspot.com), these
possibilities are far from distant; they become closer to realization as mere years pass, so
much so that we already have, in this purportedly democratic society, a class of innocent
citizens tortured and dehumanized amidst an indifferent, politically controlled majority. If
one finds the situation of the target inevitable in Marxist theory, one would also realize the
social significance of this situation. Bender, in his edition of Marx’s Manifesto, provides an
interesting account of Marxist thought: “…Marx decided toward the end of 1843 that a
social revolution could succeed only if it  were led by a class that, in seeking its own
emancipation, could at the same time arouse a large segment of society to join it  in
opposing the prevailing social system. To have its leadership accepted, such a class, like
the bourgeoisie of the French revolution, would have to inspire in other classes the
feeling that they, too, were represented in its struggles against the established order.
Thus, the revolutionary class must act in the name of general human interests as well as
in its own particular interests.” Further, Bender writes: “…Marx asked, which class, acting
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in its own interest, could also emancipate humanity generally? His answer was that such
a class would have to be one that is so thoroughly dehumanized that it  would have
nothing to lose and everything to gain from the destruction of bourgeois society, for only
such a class could carry along with it other classes that experience their alienation under
capitalism to a lesser extent. As Marx conceived it, such a radical ‘human’ revolution
would entail the overthrow of ‘all social relations in which man is an abased, enslaved,
abandoned, contemptible being’…[In] Germany at the time…there was yet to be formed
‘a class in civil society which is not a class of civil society, a class which has radical
chains, which is the dissolution of all  classes…[whose] sufferings are universal, and
which  does  not  claim  a  particular  redress  because…wrong  in  general  [has  been
perpetrated on it]…which is,  in short,  the total  loss of humanity and which can only
redeem itself by a total redemption of humanity. This dissolution of society, as a particular
class, is the proletariat.” “The dissolution of society as a class.” In this phrase lies a truth
pertaining  to  the  situation  of  targets.  Are  we not,  at  a  most  fundamental  level,  the
dissolution  of  society  as  a  class?  Can  the  illusionary  foundation  of  the  American
“mainstream”-the idealized conception of a free, democratic American dream-tolerate the
revelation of a (possibly) state-sponsored oppression as monstrous as the electronic and
psychological manipulation of those crucial electromagnetic systems largely referred to
as “human brains”? Forget neural decoding. Consider neural manipulation. Consider
C.I.A.-employed  Dr.  Jose  Delgado’s  1974  statement:  “We  need  a  program  of
psychosurgery for political control of our society. The purpose is physical control of the
mind. Everyone who deviates from the given norm can be surgically mutilated. The
individual may think that the most important reality is his own existence, but this is only
his personal point of view. This lacks historical perspective. Man does not have the right
to develop his own mind…We must electrically control the brain. Someday, armies and
generals will be controlled by electric stimulation of the brain.” (Delgado, Physical Control
of the Mind) Consider the so-called “secret war” against Medford, Oregon, in the early
1970s: “[Dr. David Fraser, former head of the Department of Toxicology at the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill] said that in the early 1970s, the small city of Medford,
Oregon became the suicide capital overnight…[A team of researchers sent by Fraser]
checked the water,  the air,  the soil,  and a variety of  additional  possibilities but [the
researchers]  could  find  no  reason  for  the  massive  increase  in  suicides.  Then,  the
researchers  discovered  that  ultra-low  frequencies  (ULF)  were  being  beamed  into
Medford, Oregon, from a nearby military base. When they went to the base and met with
its commanding officer, he said that although he knew about ULF, his base was not
responsible…However,  the ULF waves stopped the very next day. The researchers
determined that the military base was the only source. The ULF was coming into the
homes of the populace through their television antennas, which created some sort of
standing-wave resonance within the structure of the home itself. People who were often
at home in the houses with T.V. antennas became severely depressed even if they did
not  watch T.V.  Since the ULF waves had stopped,  the researchers returned to  the
university to write their report and to confer with Dr. Fraser. Several men displaying C.I.A.
credentials arrived on campus and said that the ULF waves beamed into Medford were a
‘national security’ matter. They explicitly threatened to kill each of the researchers…”
(Metcalf,  The Secret  War against  Medford,  Oregon,  online article)  Consider  former
National Security Agency (N.S.A.) employee John St. Clair Akwei’s lawsuit against the
N.S.A. concerning its illegal Remote Neural Monitoring (R.N.M.) program, which decodes
ELF  emitted  by  human  brains  (Civil  Action  92-0449).  Consider  Silent  Sounds,
Incorporated’s “brain entrainment” techniques and “emotion signature clusters” that can
“silently induce and change the emotional state in any human being” (Miller, Synthetic
Telepathy and the Early Mind Wars, 2001). Now, consider the horrific crimes against
humanity being reported by innocent, lawful American citizens (see John Finch’s letter to
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the  United  Nations  and his  list  of  victims,  which  may be  obtained by  request  from
mcmailteam@gmail.com). This is not the stuff of fiction. This is reality. I ask again: can
the foundation of mainstream America tolerate the emancipation of the “targeted” class?
Imagine the widely expressed anger that may stem from the official revelation of the fact
that innocent American citizens are not only being “experimented” upon but are being
tortured silently and devastatingly by technology developed by the American government.
Imagine the social chaos that could emanate simply from the official revelation of the
extrajudicial  monitoring and manipulation of those precious, often taken for granted
possessions termed, “minds.” What would happen if a significant portion of “the crazies”
were to  be exonerated? What  amount  of  social  guilt  would  remain? An even more
dreadful  possibility  is  the revelation of  the “revenge-for-hire”  cases,  in  which some
influential figures arbitrarily commission the “neutralization” of certain individuals (see
Robin Webster’s Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree, 2010, and
deceased F.B.I  whistle-blower  Ted Gunderson’s  statement  of  April  26,  2011).  Can
America withstand the ensuing tremors?

*This quote is derived from the March 29, 2012 entry of my journal.
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A Letter to Humanity (Revised-April 11, 2012)
Wednesday, April 11, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

A Letter to Humanity
Part I

I write to inform you, humanity, of a very grave matter. Some American citizens live in
personalized prisons implicitly sanctioned by a government that has largely forgotten the
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basis of its constitution. These innocent citizens are psychologically tortured daily by
covert community-oriented policing and harassment programs akin to “True Justice,” in
which the secret, systematic torture of a person through "gas-lighting," mobbing, and
m a s s  d i s c r e d i t i n g  i s  n o t  o n l y  p e r m i t t e d  b u t  e m p h a s i z e d  ( v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/truejusticefomanual.pdf to see a sample True Justice field operations
manual prepared by a former perpetrator). Once listed, the victims live in a private hell, in
which the mere mention of one's oppression evokes images of insanity. Yet, I implore you
to consider the possibility that organized stalking not only exists but is being adopted by
extremist groups seeking to furtively but assuredly eliminate certain individuals. We are
the progressive activists, politically competent minorities, single white females, brilliant,
unconventional students, and the like who do not "fit" the world of the now powerful
American far-right. But how can I say this when we currently live under the historic mantle
of a black president? I am of the opinion that his mantle, coupled with some other "liberal-
progressive" themes in our media, serve-at least, inadvertently-to further discredit the
burgeoning complaints of a silent, state-sponsored terrorism aspiring to stifle dissent, the
very bastion of America. One need hardly cite Christine Harris's interview with Myrna Lim
on a San Francisco talk show (youtube.com), Connie Marshall's lawsuit  against the
Louisville, Kentucky Police Department (justiceforallcitizens.com), Elizabeth Adams's
commentaries on youtube.com, John Finch's letter to the United Nations blogger James
M a r i n o ' s  a c c o u n t  o f  t h e  t o r t u r e  o f  h i s  f a m i l y  ( 9 -
11themotherofallblackoperations.blogspot.com), and my case, the "soft  torture" of a
promising 19-year-old, naturalized American citizen of African descent that has attended
three  U.S.  colleges  in  two  years  (see  the  most  updated  version  of  “My  Story”  on
edmundosreh.blogspot.com for a testimony) to highlight this surreptitious, devastating
holocaust (freeedomfchs.com; iaacea.org; govsponsoredstalking.info). We, the victims,
are subjected daily to classical conditioning that attacks our very nature, be it in the form
of electronic sounds paired with our actions or common, human sounds, gestures, and
activities too often repeated and paired with our  acts.  Like Pavlovian dogs,  we are
conditioned  to  fear  such  common  stimuli  as  the  color  red,  the  hum  of  residential
ventilation systems, car headlights, coughs, whistling, laughter, and individuals talking on
cell phones; and every effort to better our predicament is seen by a largely ignorant
society as a manifestation of mental illness. Welcome to the new CoIntelPro. However,
unlike the old one, which existed in a time bereft of the internet, mass communication,
and the potent effects of globalization, this new CoIntelPro has been adopted by groups
not necessarily affiliated with the government. Yet, the crime remains unrecognized as
the government would rather not reveal the extent of its venality. Thus, at every turn, the
target  is  discredited,  marginalized,  and  coerced  into  a  personal  prison  far  more
devastating than a real one, for unlike the common prison, the prison of the victim is his
mind. In this prison, the victim is presumably faced with three options: forced suicide (this
may have happened to Lashanda Armstrong and has happened to many others listed on
wiseti.blogspot.com),  forced  admission  into  a  psychiatric  ward  (where  he  would
indubitably be further tortured), or induced violence and subsequent incarceration. In
short, the victim would presumably be "neutralized" by this crime. Yet, I must add that not
only is the victim's person destroyed by the crime; his name-his story-is also destroyed
since unaware friends and family members would doubtless remember him as "mentally
ill" in his final days. We are not mentally ill, but we are forced by clever men with evil
intents to appear as such.

Part II

Having introduced you to the plight of the targeted class, I must now apprise you of some
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seemingly incredulous but historically and scientifically accurate techniques being used to
torture some innocent American citizens. I begin with the use of bio-electromagnetic
weapons (or "directed energy" weapons; see DEPS.org for an introduction), ranging from
the  affordable  microwave  unit  to  the  more  expensive  electromagnetic  devices,  by
oppressors to classically condition, monitor, and covertly harass targets. These weapons
are so devastating that they have been largely prohibited by the states of Michigan
(House  Bill  4514)  and  Massachusetts,  and  Dennis  Kucinich's  thwarted  Space
Preservation Act of 2001 sought to strictly regulate the use of these weapons. In fact,
their  use  is  already  prohibited  by  the  United  Nations.  Yet,  thousands  of  victims
throughout the world have reported electric shocks paired with their acts, tinnitus (ringing
in the ears), somatic vibrations and jolts, inexplicable, highly frequent sexual stimulation,
continuous headaches, burning sensations, mysterious stinging sensations, frequent
bouts  of  disorientation  and  nausea,  arrhythmia,  frequent  chest  pains,  and  other
symptoms characteristic of exposure to directed, sustained, and harmful electromagnetic
radiation (see John Finch’s letter to the United Nations and his extensive list of cases,
which may be obtained by request from mcmailteam@gmail.com). Even more damning is
the  fact  that  these  symptoms  typically  occur  while  the  victim  is  isolated,  further
discrediting his account. However, some victims, such as Louisville, Kentucky Mayoral
candidate Connie Marshall (justiceforallcitizens.com) and Jesus Mendoza (youtube.com:
"the persecution of Jesus Mendoza") have reported "collateral damage" in the form of
friends and relatives. If you still do not believe that bio-electromagnetic weapons exist
and are being used on innocent civilians, I urge you to view edmundosreh.blogspot.com,
the "Documents and eBooks" page of freedomfchs.com, mikrowellenterror.de (can be
viewed through the “ixquick” proxy; visit startpage.com, type "mikrowellenterror.de" in the
search bar, and view the resulting, appropriate option through the “ixquick” proxy), and
activists,  such  as  Lynn  Weed  (keepethicallightburning.org),  Christopher  Brunson
(govsponsoredstalking.info,  Julian  McKinney,  Eleanor  White,  Nick  Begich,  Michael
Persinger, and Cheryl Walsh of Citizens Against Human Rights Abuse (CAHRA). As a
side not, under the 1994 Directive 5240I-R, the U.S. Federal government was permitted
to use unwitting American civilians for  the extrajudicial  tests of  bio-electromagnetic
weapons. Unfortunately, over the years, these weapons have been made available to
groups with enough resources and enough zeal, so much so that the number of targeted
individuals publicly giving words to their oppression increases vastly each year.

Part III

Many of these individuals, myself included, also report a credible feeling of their thoughts
being mysteriously revealed to others. Initially, when I began hearing strangers frequently
speaking about my private thoughts and innermost desires and fantasies, I truly believed
that I piecemeal ventured into insanity. However, having read former NSA employee
John St.  Clair  Akwei's  lawsuit  against  the National  Security  Agency concerning the
agency's illegal, extensive Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) program (Civil Action 92-
0449; see Carole Smith’s On the Need for New Criteria of Psychological Diagnosis in the
Light  of  Mind-Invasive  Technology,  2007),  whistleblower  and  former  government
employee and contractor Robert Duncan's accounts of EEG heterodyning in his eBook
The  Matrix  Deciphered  (downloadable  from freedomfchs.com;  see  excerpts  in  the
“Quotes for  Targets-1”  post,  January 2012 archive,  of  edmundosreh.blogspot.com),
numerous accounts of the availability of neural decoding software to private entities, and
after  conducting  solemn  introspection  appertaining  to  the  often  inexplicably  high
temperature of my skull-especially, my forehead (always confirmed with the rapid heating
of filled, plastic water bottles placed on my head; only the head is so irradiated)-, I am of
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the opinion that my thoughts have not been private for a long time. Moreover, neural
decoding technology has become so advanced that finely tuned, microwave pulses-as
opposed to implanted chips-can be used to remotely read formerly private thoughts. Even
more  terrifying  is  the  fact  that  through "brain  entrainment"  and "EEG cloning,"  the
government  and  private  entities,  including  Silent  Sounds,  Inc.,  can  induce  certain
emotional states and diseases, such as depression, rage, brain aneurisms, cancers, and
others, a capability confirmed by similar reports by targeted individuals (myself included)
of  bouts  of  unexplained,  pervasive gloom, untoward impulsivity,  and overwhelming
fatigue (see Miller, Synthetic Telepathy and the Early Mind Wars, 2001). Torture on many
levels…

Conclusion

In summary, we, the victims of an holocaust of minds [my term], are routinely stripped of
the most fundamental freedom of thought (for a lengthy explanation of this concept, visit
the Center for Cognitive Liberties website: cognitiveliberty.org) and subjected daily and
covertly to grotesque abuses of  human rights.  We are the activists and grass-roots
organizers that  rally  the masses against  gross injustice;  we are the journalists  and
bloggers  that  inform and inspire;  we are the "unconventionals"  and anomalies  that
ultimately propel humanity forward through our advocacy for positive change; we are the
politically competent, disenfranchised groups supposedly protected by a now decadent
American judiciary; and we are your average "Joes" and "Janes" randomly selected for
involuntary human experimentation or maliciously tortured by well-connected people
whom we may have offended. Above all, though, we are innocent civilians betrayed by
our state. If you do not fight for us, what America do you silently support?
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A Message
Tuesday, April 24, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

A Message
It  is  the 19th year of  my life,  and I  write to you from a homeless shelter  in a rather
impoverished part of America, the land of the free. I, like other residents of this shelter,
am one of Hugo's Les Misérables, stripped of social warmth, floundering in a tide bleak
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and uncertain. I must ask, now, that you forgive me for my pretense in the first sentence: I
no longer seek pride or luxury. I no longer need a "pretty shirt," a car, a lover... I am poor,
miserable, and tired-tired of the absurdities and contradictions of life. Why continue, I
wonder? I never asked to be a victim of America's silent holocaust. I never asked to be
shocked, conditioned, tortured, and experimented upon like a dog. Yet, here I am, with
virtually nothing left save my pen and journal, tears streaming from exhausted eyes, and I
am writing to anyone out there who may read this. I am writing to those who may still
doubt my oppression. I am writing to those who may fear accepting it. Above all, though, I
am writing to humanity-to whatever ounce of it remains in this world. Oh, God...Can I
finish? It is you-the apathetic majority-that caused this to happen. When reviewing the
past, blame no one save yourself. Your apathy beats me each day, and sometimes, I try-
so desperately try-to place myself in your shoes. I can't. If I were you, I would want to
know that every innocent citizen of my nation enjoyed the same opportunities that I do. I
would not stand in silence as I watch evil grip my nation. Am I harsh? Have I offended
you?  Good:  please,  take  offense.  Feel  something-something  close,  I  hope,  to
compassion.  My  name  is  Edmund  Edede  Igberaese;  I  have  lost  a  father  and  a
grandfather in three years; I have been forced into the fringe; I am deprived of sleep,
assaulted with sound, shocked, and dehumanized; and I write. I write for my life, which
must, I believe, continue. God, save me.
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An Idea (April 08, 2012)
Monday, April 30, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

An Idea By Edmund Edede Igberaese (First Draft written on April 08, 2012 in my journal)
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An IdeaI could tell you, the reader, of the pairing of loud horns with my alighting and
ascension of  the shelter’s  laundry  van at  a  Laundromat  yesterday-horns that  were
apparently produced by a white, large car with beams activated that drove away as I
decided to record its license plate number. I could speak at length of the “nasal clicks”
that have been persistent since April 06, 2012, along with the notable “wave” felt moving
through the left nostril on April 07, 2012. I could write of these and other events, including
the reading yesterday of Russian president Vladimir Putin’s official  revelation of the
“development” of directed-energy weapons, which would be adopted in the GRU’s 2011-
2020  development  plan  and  of  the  death  of  Sergei  Serykh,  a  GRU  defector  with
knowledge of weapons “[more powerful than those seen in the science-fiction movie ‘The
Matrix’]” who apparently killed himself and his family by jumping from a British balcony in
2010. But now, if  I  would be so permitted, I  wish to denote an idea-simply, an idea.
Yesterday evening, while meditating in a spare room in the shelter, I conceived of the
possibility of the failure of a mass movement to produce accountability for the horrendous
crimes against  humanity  being reported by victims throughout  the United States of
America. What happens amidst such failure? A cynic would likely respond, “nothing save
that which has always happened: the strengthening of the oppressor and the stifling of
the oppressed.” Mercifully, I am no longer a cynic. In the event of the failure of a mass
movement  to  generate official  accountability,  the oppressor  would be compelled to
prevent, by force if necessary, any more mass protest. This initiative would likely see
brutality and human depravity on a severe scale. However,  such an initiative would
probably stimulate the establishment of a Resistance. As it so stands, such a resistance
is yet to be seen as what we, victims, have are advocacy groups that do little more than
peaceful activism, which is, of course, always significant. Yet, when one recalls the veiled
warnings of notable books and films, including Fahrenheit 451, “V for Vendetta,” 1984,
“Children of Men,” and others, one cannot help but shudder at the ever near possibility of
the realization of a totalitarian state; and as many of such books retain some form of
“underground resistance,” a similar resistance may be expected. Imagine a war initiated
in secret: on one side, one observes the possession of power and technology terrifying
and ubiquitous; on the other side, the adornment of Mu-metal helmets (or headgear
formed from highly ferromagnetic materials) and metal armor, along with the enthusiastic
development of minds and “psychic potential.” It seems a futuristic scenario, but current
technology also appears to be “futuristic”: mind-invasive technology (see Carole Smith’s
On the Need for the Adoption of New Criteria of Psychological Diagnosis in Light of Mind-
Invasive Technology (2007), “scalar-wave” weapons, directed-energy weapons, acoustic
weapons, etc. What happens when these weapons no longer lurk in the shadows of the
mainstream playground? What happens when government attacks sovereign and forcibly
incites mass submission? Can one not expect a renegade group of human beings intent
on revolution? I must mention, however, that this is an idea-simply, an idea…
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On Minds and Conditions
Tuesday, May 01, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

On Minds and Conditions By Edmund Edede Igberaese (First Draft written on March 31,
2012 in my journal)
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“Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man’s ideas, views, and conceptions,
in one word, man’s consciousness, changes with every change in the conditions of his
material  existence, in his social relations, and in his social life? What else does the
history of ideas prove, than that intellectual production changes its character in proportion
as material production is changed? The ruling ideas of each age have ever been the
ideas of its ruling class.”
-Karl Marx, The Communist Manifesto (1848)

On Minds and Conditions
All of human history, from our spring from East Africa to the present day, is dominated by
these two concepts and the relationships between them: minds and conditions. There is
the brain, that gray matter that has been developed over millions of years-the most
pivotal  component  of  human anatomy.  Then,  there  exist  conditions  that  guide  the
development  of  this  component.  These  conditions,  at  once  wholly  environmental
(natural), so influenced the development of the brain that “teams” of brains formed what
are now referred to as societies; and with societies came societal conditions imposed
jointly by relationships between brains and the various interests of individual brains. It
deserves  noting  that  brains,  the  physical  matter,  eventually  developed,  along with
consciousness, conscience: a non-physical essence that is the foundation of all that is
moral-ideal-in the human world. It is from conscience that that commonly referred to as
the  mind  develops.  To  deny  the  existence  of  the  latter  on  an  empirical  basis  is  to
introduce  an  element  of  absurdity  into  the  argument.  The  mind  is  not  quantified,
regardless of its apparent dependence on the electromagnetic brain. Instead, a close
analogy for the mind would be a set of ideas and values conjoined over time into an
essence: a soul. As the experiences of humanity are subjective, not all souls are pure
(good). However, each soul retains the ability to discover universal truths pertaining to
the human condition. Socrates, the ancient “midwife of ideas,” used the Socratic Method
to extract these truths. Religious figures, on the other hand, often use meditation and
prayer.  Regardless of  the method,  each human mind can discover  true answers to
existential questions. Now, one must speak of conditions, which may hinder or stimulate
such discovery. Adverse environmental conditions can stifle psychological development
as the brain, stressed and fighting desperately for survival, does not easily concentrate
on existential truths. Instead, the harshly afflicted brain most often focuses on basic
biological necessities: food, shelter, air, etc. Is such a brain, then, “inferior”? This is a
question that should not be asked. This is not a matter of inferiority but of relativity. Are
you vacuous for trying to survive? Granted, of course, that there exist brains that often
venture towards universal  truths,  such brains should not  be regarded as “superior”;
rather, they should serve as an example for the rest of humanity. One must ask, “Why?”
Why are these latter brains more predisposed to discover universal truths? In asking this,
the topic of “conditions” often arises. What are the conditions-both environmental and
societal-of such brains? Are these brains well-nourished? Have they largely satisfied
Maslow’s basic biological needs? What sort of societies are these brains part of? What
are the “positions” (expected and believed) of these brains in these societies? It is at this
point that one sees-with great clarity-that minds and conditions, although ostensibly
simple, are markedly complex notions; and these notions are made even more complex
by the evidence of “anomalies” that do not fit the minds-and-conditions thesis: brains that
philosophically thrive in adverse conditions and those that flounder in rich waters. Yet, it
is my fervent wish that such “anomalies” would not be dismissed but carefully studied as
their very existence necessitates the formulation of an even better thesis.
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21st Century Social Determinism: Psycho-slavery
in Contemporary Ame...
Wednesday, May 23, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following article can be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese.
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21stCentury Social Determinism: Psycho-slavery in Contemporary America
By
Edmund Edede Igberaese
(First Draft written on 05/18/2012 in my journal)

21stCentury Social Determinism: Psycho-slavery in Contemporary America
You feel the weight of your words. You have them; you can create them; but in a silent,
devastating way, you have been conditioned to almost fear them. They have been made
terrifying by that of which no one speaks but through which minds are chained. You
shudder at your own thoughts; each original one evokes a “ha-ha-ha,” a guffaw, a whip.
The thought-slave lives in a private prison whose existence is known only to oppressor
and oppressed. You wonder at the similarity between psycho-slavery and the slavery of
yester-years. The hard, rugged whip has become invisible: the chains have been hidden
in an ever prevalent background. You are reminded of the words of Ellsworth M. Toohey,
one of Ayn Rand’s characters in The Fountainhead:
“…kill by laughter. Laughter is an instrument of human joy. Learn to use it as a weapon of
destruction…Don’t let anything remain sacred in man’s soul, and his soul won’t be sacred
to him. Kill reverence and you’ve killed the hero in man. One doesn’t reverence with a
giggle.”
You  think,  in  quiet,  solitary  hours:  “all  of  that  hard  work-all  of  their  sacrifice  and
perseverance to prove the truism of equality-ripped apart by something so simple as
laughter.”
It should not be so simple, but the mechanism gains strength in repetition. You learn, like
everyone else,  through conditioning.  You are rewarded for  a behavior,  and it  likely
continues; you are punished for it, and it likely ceases. The more often the incidence of
reward, the more probable the continuation of the behavior: the more often the incidence
of punishment, the less probable the continuation of the behavior. Now, nobody enjoys
social humiliation-the discomfiture, the pervading, suffocating dread, the feeling of being
both banished and punished for banishment. From the early days of childhood, most
human beings would likely choose to avoid such punishment: it is how we learn-how we
“fit.”Imagine,  though,  being  punished  repeatedly  for  all  that  would  lead  to  social
betterment, good health, and longevity. In fact, imagine being punished for your very
being: your thoughts, values, ideals. The aforementioned rewards-social betterment,
good health, and longevity-are of the “long-term”; they require time to accumulate. But
you cannot afford time. To you, the punishment is too near-too pervasive-for patience.
You would do anything simply to end the turmoil of anxiety-to have peace of mind. Soon,
you sell your soul for this “peace.” You are controlled, subordinated to a status-a mode of
existence-created by the powerful  and bolstered by a history of  social  determinism.
Congratulations! You “fit.”
It is in this manner that slavery never ends. This is how an entire segment of human
society is effectively neutralized. Do you doubt these words? You need only look more
incisively at American society to find their truth. While looking, you may even discover the
truth behind the following passage: “And if freaks persist in being born occasionally, they
would not survive beyond their twelfth year. When their brain begins to function, it will feel
the pressure and it will explode. The pressure gauged to a vacuum…” (Ayn Rand’s The
Fountainhead). What of those that do survive out of the sheer force of “right”? To the
latter  passage,  one  may  add:  “The  older  freaks  must  be  eliminated  or  controlled,
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separated by force from society.” After all, it is as the influential Ellsworth Toohey stated
in The Fountainhead: “There are things that must be destroyed-or they’ll destroy us.”
As you consider these-as you denote them-you feel the weight of your words. You have
them; you can create them; but in a silent, devastating way, you have been conditioned
to almost fear them. This is psycho-slavery.
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A Brilliant Exercise in Social Engineering
Saturday, June 09, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following article can be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese.
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A Brilliant Exercise in Social Engineering By Edmund Igberaese (First Draft written on
June 05, 2012 in my journal)

I have an idea. It is not conventional. It is not likely to believed, and it deviates from
mainstream expectations. Regardless, I find it sufficiently significant for inscription, and I
write of it now, during my last night in a homeless shelter from which the idea springs…
- Journal

A Brilliant Exercise in Social Engineering
 Let us play a game: a brilliant exercise in social engineering. You play the part of men
with influence: the powerful-the elite. You are privy to scientific developments unknown to
the common man. These developments are not light; they are heavy, with the weight of
all  of  human  history  hanging  on  their  scales.  In  your  possession  is  the  ability  to
manipulate the human brain, that grey matter teeming with the electricity of neurons. This
is the ability that men like you have dreamed of possessing throughout history: the power
of God. But you are not God. You are men, flawed and biased according to personal
experience. Now, you see society-the medley of common men-and you cannot help but
to think of controlling them somehow, simply because you can. You see social bonds,
and you want  to shape them-to force them to fit  your  views.  You have no need for
detached objectivism; you have power, and you think yourself God so the opinions of
others do not matter.  When these opinions differ markedly from yours, you become
enraged simply by their existence. You despise the unexpected; you must transform it
into the expected, which, as you are in the business of political control, is largely your
creation. Yet, you realize that your ability-the power to scientifically manipulate the brain-
must remain secret out of fear of revolt.  You must control from a distance, but such
distance teems with  shadows of  your  creation.  The phrase,  “hidden in  plain  sight,”
becomes especially  pertinent.

Now, imagine that you are faced with the advancement of social sectors unfavorable to
you. You hate them; and you, as “God,” need no justification for their elimination. Yet,
there are these laws, born out of the aforementioned fear,  that hinder a swift,  overt
program of genocide. You are aware of this, and you sit behind closed doors, pondering
seriously. Eventually, you find the semblance of a solution; and it is, at heart, the same as
those unearthed by your predecessors: destroy through ignorance. Realizing that most of
society is unaware of your ability, you decide to use it on a massive but covert scale.
Unlike your ancestors, you set out not precisely to destroy bodies but to destroy minds.
After all, what threat does a body pose without a mind at its helm? You realize that the
laws previously mentioned are concerned predominantly with bodies-the physical, the
exposed, the tangible... You circumvent the rules that do not matter, and you wage a war
with  your  enemies:  the  “inferiors,”  the  miserable,  the  “freaks,”  and  the  generally
disadvantaged. It is not a war, for that necessitates, at the very least, awareness of the
fact on both sides; it is carnage, and you relish in the freedom with which it is initiated.
You destroy in plain sight, directly influencing the perceptions of others, fostering doubt,
and spreading beliefs of insanity. What else but “crazy” does man often use to describe
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that which he does not comprehend?
Under  siege and unaware of  the fact,  the minds of  your  enemies wither  slowly  but
assuredly; soon, they become not enemies but puppets, dehumanized daily and overtly.
But these-affairs of the mind-are personal, often humiliating affairs. Masculinity and pride
prevent their discourse, and thus, they thrive in the shadows of insecurity. The victims
find it difficult to speak of victimization, let alone appeal for help; and the majority, in
which you have so arduously instilled apathy, do not see the problem felt by all as grave.
Over time, expectations contrary to yours-opinions of “difference”-cannot be found in the
“meme pool” (see contemporary biologist Richard Dawkins’s elucidation of this concept in
The Selfish Gene): there are few, if any, mind to produce them. You sit and watch as you
control the flow of ideas, as unfavorable men become less than men, as society wraps
itself around your fingers without awareness of doing so; and you think, in quiet, solitary
hours, that you certainly must be God.
Ask yourself, player, this crucial question: What if this game were reality?
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My Story (Updated 07/12/2012)
Thursday, July 12, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following piece can be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese.
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My StoryA Nonfictional  Biography  of  Edmund E.I.&  A  Manifesto  of  Man:  Man with
MindFirst  Draft  written  on  December  26,  2011  in  my journal

My StoryI was born in Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria, landmass Africa, planet Earth, Milky
Way Galaxy, Observable Universe. I often muse that I am descended from the Benin, a
group  of  African  human beings  whose  carved  pottery  and  intricate  social  systems
amazed European explorers formerly steadfast in their belief in the inherent inferiority of
Africans. My father, before a too swift death, told me a condensed story of my tribe: the
Esan. It is a tale of two princes, one separating from the Edo and establishing his own-an
independent thinker. My mother never told me much of hers, but I have gathered that the
tshekiri were children of the sea. I would not trouble you with details of my life in Nigeria,
which consumed the sundry of my childhood; but I would reveal the general picture. I was
shy in childhood, and in many ways, I continue to be so. But I did love then-or, at least, I
believed that I loved. Now, as I write this introduction on March 20, 2012, I know only the
love of the spirit-the love of God. Without this love, I do not know that I would be here,
writing  this,  for  the  gravity  of  the  oppression  soon  to  be  revealed  does  not  permit
certainty. Bear with me, for the following story is a story of war-a war for my mind...
My story begins in A-, C-. It is May of 2009, and I wear a robe befitting a recent high
school graduate. I am a 16-year-old boy of African descent so blessed with gifts that I
managed to finish high school as 5th in my graduating class of over 400 students. I feel
ecstasy, standing here, on sun-beaten concrete and with fellow graduates. I begin to
imagine a beautiful future at D- College, a prestigious school on the U.S. East Coast; and
for a while, I believe that my life would be perfect henceforth. I am wrong for believing
so…but I am callow so I am right. Now, the scene morphs into that of a boy alighting a
big, green bus and stepping on the D.G. for the first time. Teeming with ambition and
excitement, I am convinced that I will succeed in this place resplendent with powerful
intellectuals and a long, rich history of excellence. I am wrong for this conviction, but I am
callow so I am right…
10/12/20090 In writing, I find a drug, a mellifluous sheet garnered in the ink of sentience;
as the pen locomotes in perfect synchronicity with the rhythm of cognitive effusion, I
realize that I am engulfed by an addiction so ferociously compelling that I am capable of
thinking simultaneously about everything and nothing. This addiction is one to which
authors, poets, musicians, and myriad others have acquiesced; marvelous and scarifying,
the addiction marginally suffuses its prey in a nebulous ecstasy of morphemes. Often
designated as a writer’s waltz, the product of this addiction-my addiction-plunges the
elated  victim  into  delightful  rumination;  thus,  bliss  begets  bliss,  and  the  addiction
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munificently thrives, devouring solitude and despair. The fastidious auscultation of the
inanimate listener is my addiction, for with it, I grant restive notions the impunity to gush
like geysers unto emptiness and germinate into wondrous works of writing.
The terror begins after orientation. I feel as if my reality is not quite right. Fellow students
who previously supported me mock and spitefully laugh at me. I walk to my place of
student employment, and I am aware of a particular group of people following me and
laughing at me from nooks. Sometimes, I hear laughter apparently from nowhere but
always at particular places. I am harassed daily, especially while reading in B-r library
and  using  library  computers.  Being  of  a  solitary  nature,  I  make  few  friends.  Yet,
somehow, it seems as if the entire school is acutely aware of my person. Sometimes, I
imagine that I am punished for wearing certain clothing articles, such as the "non-hip-
hop" ones. Yet, I would see a student with black skin and my type of clothing walking
calmly in front of me and apparently not harking the loud guffaws of which I hear. I am
confused and subtly enraged by this inequality; and I am even more confused because I
think  that  I  piecemeal  venture  into  insanity  since  I  hear  sounds  apparently  from
"nowhere." Moreover, I would see people performing incongruous acts: one minute, they
are perfectly supportive and affable, and the next, they spitefully and spontaneously
laugh and mock me. What happens to me? Am I crazy? Sometimes, I  would almost
collide into someone while walking, but there would be something peculiar about the
near-collision: something orchestrated. At first, I dismissed these feelings, but the "near-
collisions" became more frequent and often occurred at particular locations. Am I crazy?
Then, groups of people began waiting for me and laughing at me upon my approach. Yet,
there was something mysteriously systematic about their laughter: it appeared to be very
well-timed. I  would hear the loud guffaws, and when I  would try to confirm them by
looking at the group, its members would start speaking in hushed tones. I began to doubt
that  they  laughed  at  me,  regardless  of  the  sometimes  sorrowful  countenances  of
passersby.  I  began  to  doubt  myself.
10/20/2009 “Let’s show him,” he said. “Show him what?” his friend replied. Upon harking
the former phrase, I knew of what the odious male on the obscure portico meant by those
contextually arcane words. Consequently, I felt the minuscule fingertips of trepidation
trudge up my spine and straighten my languid hair follicles. In obedience to a primordial
instinct, I swiftly absconded from the disdainful locale, fully aware of my mortality. It is not
my wish to egress this existence without sentience, so I will preserve my longevity and
respect the vitriolic vituperations of the conservatives. 10/27/2009 No more sorrow; no
more taut tears shed over distinctions, attractions, and occasions of blatant flippancy. As I
inscribe, I fabricate the last feelings of morbidity and the last occurrence of nadirs. By the
time I lay down this pen, I would have undergone a renaissance, and I will no longer feel
so much anguish and turbidity; thus, when the period is embossed at the dénouement of
this piece, I will  be stronger, more gimlet, more focused, and more supervisory over
maladaptive yet compulsory emotions. This is my view, my resolution after being hurt,
today. In essence, no more unnecessary pain, for I  will  embrace a natural salience.
11/11/2009 It commences with an imperceptible whisper, a tacit bleakness that plunges
its victim into the fringes of society; expectedly, it ends with a minuscule uproar, a frightful
fray of fear and fury. As its vicious flame quenches, the object of its disdain must decide
to hate, cry, or abstain from judgment and continue to exist, as if the jolt of vituperation
are nebulously refracted off the object’s chest. The latter is my decision, for with it, I can
brace opposition with staunch confidence and lie in bed with a peaceful disposition.
12/10/2009 Toni Morrison’s A Mercy: “To be given dominion over another is a hard thing;
to wrest dominion over another is a wrong thing; to give dominion of yourself to another is
a wicked thing.”  12/30/2009 Dear Ego,  As the light  of  the interim dwindles and the
enigma of a new term looms over the horizon, I prepare myself for what may occur on
these epistemological grounds. Perhaps, I would find myself embroiled in a polemic, torn
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over a dyad, befuddled by apparently noumenal elements, or dissimulated in the volubility
of neighbors; regardless, I will maintain my essential desires-my wish to live in a fashion
that suits me. In essence, in the face of trepidation, I stand resolute with the assurance
that a certain immutability shrouds my person. 03/18/2010 Do not think. Do not dream.
Do not create. Do not speak. Do not move. Do not be. I think, and they laugh. I dream,
and they laugh. I create, and they laugh. I speak, and they laugh. I move, and they laugh.
I am, and they laugh. No more. No longer do I intend to live by their rules. I think. I dream.
I create. I speak. I move. I love. I am.
It is midnight of March 30, 2010, and I lie on a bed in hospital attire. My heart beats fast
and incessantly, and I panic at the slightest chuckle. I hear people walking towards my
room and laughing, sometimes asking: "Is he in there?" Yet, I was apprised of the near-
vacancy  of  the  infirmary.  Further,  the  sounds of  approaching  feet  seem unnatural,
somehow. The sounds seem mechanically repeated. I think: I am crazy. 03/30/2010 The
boy cannot sleep. He cannot eradicate his thoughts. He cannot stop mulling over matters
beyond his control. He bangs his head on puffy pillows. He bangs his head because he is
angry. The boy cannot sleep. 04/24/2010 I read. I pick up the dull-colored tome, and I
read. I  sift  through pages. I  sift  through pages, and I  enter worlds. I  enter worlds of
wonder. I enter worlds of power. I enter worlds of laws and aberrations. I enter worlds as I
sift through pages. I sift through pages of the dull-colored tome. I read. 04/25/2010 I
cannot finish. I cannot finish reading the book. I slam it shut, agitated by things beyond
and within it. I cannot finish reading the hardback because I am disgusted by that which it
portrays. I drop the book because I secretly despise European culture. I secretly despise
it, but I do not wish to despise it. I secretly despise it because I have been burned by
some of its members, and I may be burned by even more of its members. I cannot finish
reading the book because I have been burned by that which it portrays. 04/26/2010 He
sleeps no longer. He opens eyes that have seen too much. He worries. He hates. He
hates a past fraught with lies. He hates his society. He hates the system in which he
lives…He is lost. He is broken. He is broken by the system. He does not know what to do.
He does not want to hate, but doing so seems inevitable. He lives in an unjust society. He
lives in a system that constrains those like him. He lives in a system so powerfully odious
that it infiltrates and corrupts the minds of benevolent beings. He wonders about what he
did to deserve his pain. He wonders why his life has been full of so much pain. He wants
to be successful, but he realizes that in spite of his prodigious accomplishments, he may
never be successful. He struggles. He struggles to find meaning. He struggles to find a
purpose. He struggles, and he worries. He worries, and he sleeps no longer. 04/28/2010 I
close my eyes, and I begin to repair my broken self. I meditate, simultaneously alleviating
stress and connecting widely strewn parts. I remind myself that I do not hate. I remind
myself that I do not know the latent thoughts of others. I remind myself, and pieces of the
mosaic concatenate. They build up, as two become four, and four become fifteen. The
mosaic lives a painful life. It is no longer what it was. It is cracked, flawed, and lost. Lost
and fractured, it yearns to be found and fixed. I fix the mosaic. I search vast recesses for
its crucial parts. I find some, and I conflate them. They build up, as two become four, and
four become fifteen. I close my eyes, and I watch the convalescent mosaic. 04/29/2010
The boy kneels on hard ground. He kneels piously, holding a rosary and reciting mantras.
He prays a pedantic prayer. He prays, and he does not feel the burning flesh. He prays,
and he lives not in the room but in the mind. The boy moves his hand along green beads.
He feels the warmth of light. He feels the wind. He is happy. He is blissful. He is at peace
with himself. In those moments of austere devotion, he is the freest being imaginable.
I leave D- before April, and I swear never to return. It is May of 2010, and I begin to take
classes at C.C.A. Yet, I continue to believe that my reality remains disturbed. I would sit
in a class, and I would hear laughter from another room. Yet, it would seem as if the
laughter were paired with my actions. I would raise my hand, and a familiar auscultation
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of loud guffaws would commence. I would walk past a certain room, and I would hear
laughter, regardless of the ostensible absence of people. Again, I think: I am crazy. But
how is it that I feel- in spite of an apparent distortion of reality-sane? How is it that I
continue to receive excellent grades in my classes? How is it that I continue to function
well?05/02/2010 Toni Morrison’s Paradise: “If ever there came a morning when mercy
and simple good fortune took to their heels and fled, grace alone might have to do. But
from where would it  come, and how fast? In that  holy hollow between sighting and
following through, could grace slip through at all?” 05/16/2010 The massive green shirt
does not fit my slender torso. The blue jeans float around my legs. I dislike them both, but
I possess them; and I wear the shirt. I do so because I adapt. Although I am repulsed by
the fact that I wear only what I am ‘supposed’ to wear, I humbly take solace in the fact
that my mind remains mine. It changes, but I guide it as it does so. 05/16/2010 Toni
Morrison’s  Paradise:  “In  loud  dreaming,  monologue  is  no  different  from  a  shriek.
Accusations  directed  to  the  dead and long  gone are  undone by  murmurs  of  love.”
06/06/2010 The black boy looks up-out the window. In that gesture, he tells a tale-a tale
of  failed dreams and crushed hopes.  The tale  becomes real,  poignant.  It  becomes
devastatingly true. Ignorance dissipates; innocence shatters. What is left behind is a
forced awareness. What grows is a relentless desire to succeed. The black boy looks up-
out the window. He looks toward the future. He looks for hope. He finds it, and he clings
to it, cherishing its every promise. He must do so. He must hope. The black boy looks up-
out the window. He looks for freedom. 06/08/2010 Toni Morrisson’s Jazz: “They fill their
mind and hands with soap and repair and dicey confrontations because what is waiting
for them, in that suddenly idle moment, is the seep of rage. Molten, thick and slow-
moving. Mindful and particular about what in its path it chooses to bury. Or else, into a
beat of time, and sideways under their breasts, slips a sorrow they don’t know where
from.”  06/09/2010  Perhaps,  they  find  it  easier  to  dismiss  black  problems  as  the
fabrications of the lazy and inane. Perhaps, it is easier to forget historical implications and
unjust systems. Yet, in doing so, they become monsters. Every dismissal of racism’s
effects becomes a stab at the heart of a human story. Every glib utterance of ‘black
people fuck up in this country’ becomes a cauterization of potential. To dismiss black
problems as the machinations of a lethargic group is to destroy lives. 06/15/2010 Toni
Morrisson’s Song of Solomon: “…here was the wilderness of Southside. Not the poverty
or dirt or noise, not just extreme unregulated passion where even love found its way with
an ice-pick, but the absence of control. Here one lived knowing that at any time anybody
might do anything. Not wilderness where there was system, or the logic of lions, trees,
toads, and birds, but wild wilderness where there was none.” 06/16/2010 He lets the suds
settle. Then, he scrubs, dousing his hands with the froth. The froth purifies. It eliminates
the brown and black. What is left is original and unconstrained. What is left is immaculate
and free.  ‘One day,’  he thinks.  ‘One day.’  He lets  the suds settle.  06/18/2010 Toni
Morrisson’s  Song  of  Solomon:  “If  you  surrendered  to  the  air,  you  could  ride  it.”
06/22/2010 Toni  Morrisson’s  Jazz:  “…laughter  is  serious.  More  complicated,  more
serious than tears.” 06/29/2010 Agatha Christie’s Toward Zero: “There are times when a
body is conscious of a mind controlling it-when it bows obedient to that alien something
that controls its actions. There are other times when a mind is conscious of owning and
controlling a body and accomplishing its purpose by using that body.” 06/29/2010 Do you
hear the sweeping-the effacement of dirt and grime? Do you hark the laconic oscillations-
back and forth in less than a second? Do you feel the rage that slips through the zeal-
breathing faster, now-eyes aware? There’s something there; there has to be. The flow,
redolent  of  lost  bliss,  engulfs  the  grime.  It’s  a  tryst,  really-something  immoral  but
delightful, innocent but risqué. There’s more to it than ‘swoosh.’ Oh, there’s so much
more. See it. Hear it. Feel it. Love it. It’s yours. It wants to be yours. Claim it! Or leave it.
Let it flutter and fade. But it’s more; it has to be. Or else, there is no meaning; there is no
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truth to cling to. There is no rope to connect things impossible to connect. Don’t you see?
Don’t you see the bristles killing the dust? Or is it the other way? Are those black bristles
dying? Oh, lord! Mercy! Mercy! Truth? Very little. The lies are ubiquitous. They lie on
white sheets with one black spot. They smile, reminding us of their power-their necessity.
Do you see, now? Do you hear? Do you hear the sweeping-the effacement of dirt and
grime? 07/28/2010 We needed death. All of us. We needed to die to live. We had no
choice  but  to  kill  those  things  that  defined  us.  No  one  could  escape  the  carnage;
everyone wanted it-even begged for it.  And it  came. Bloody. Burning. Frightening. It
came, and it purified, an ecstatic, necessary purge. What was left was real. What was left
was honest. What was left was aware. It no longer clung to innocence. It no longer hid
behind glib words. It broke free from false facades. It became something to be proud of. It
became something to cherish. We cherished it. With it, we were brazen. With it, we were
alive. Oh, how alive we were! Who were those unarmed ones? Not us. Not anymore. We
knew. We saw beyond the lies that murdered and continued to murder. We saw beyond
the myriad veils of justification. We saw that which so many either cannot see or do not
want to see. We shed our chains and stood on land rank with the blood, grime, and sweat
of our predecessors, and we thought to ourselves, “free at last!” We were free. We had
seen. We had realized. We had become. Do you understand, now? Do you see why we
had to die? 10/23/2010 Somewhere along the line, you lost sight of who you were. You
forgot, you ignored, and you ran. You must ask yourself, “What was I running from?” You
must ask yourself, “to where do I run?” You lay there, in that field too green-too blissfully
green-to be real. You lay there, and you thought, “I can never return.” Were you correct?
Did you find solace in those words? Did you find meaning in them? You lay there for a
while, then you stood up and headed towards a nothingness that became everything.
You couldn’t remember those crucial things anymore. You couldn’t remember her smile,
or her touch, or her kiss. You couldn’t remember love. You couldn’t remember those
crucial things anymore, so you began to believe that they never were. You clung to this
believe,  a  bee glued to  its  honey.  Was it  delicious? Was it  fulfilling? Was it  simply
necessary?  Here  you  were,  afraid,  alone,  cold,  and  confused.  You  searched  for
answeres. You searched for anything; anything that gave you a past; anything that gave
you a pupose. Did you find anything? Did you really want to? You saw that boy, and you
felt something. You saw those photos, and you felt a spark. You saw that video, and you
recovered something-something necessary but forgotten. It was so necessary that, for a
while, you lost yourself to it. You wrote, “who was that boy who tried to fill a hole with
another?” That boy was you, afraid, alone, cold, and confused. You tried to end it, once
and for  all.  You saw the white,  wide expanse of  that  soft,  soothing pillow,  and you
thought, “maybe, then.” Were you correct? Did you find solace in those words? Did you
find meaning in them? Somewhere along the line, you lost sight of who you were. Have
you recovered it? Can you see? 10/24/2010 Charles O.I., my father, dies on his birthday.
10/25/2010 I don’t know what I feel. I should feel sadness, or remorse, or anger, or even
helplessness; but a life of “shoulds” is no life at all. He’s dead. He didn’t take a long trip to
some faraway land. He wouldn’t return in a day, or two, or three. He’s dead. Gone. Gone
forever. He’s dead, and life continues. Still, I don’t know what I feel. 11/14/2010 (C- Hotel,
Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria) I stood there, in that room that smelled of dust and death.
I sat there, on that bed previously awash with blood and sweat. I tried to understand. I
tried to put myself in his place-in those final hours where nothing but the past possesses
meaning. Yet, I felt nothing but isolation. I did not feel the gasping, or the wheezing, or
the nadir. I only felt alone-truly alone. I lay there, with the dust and decay. I lay there, and
I thought, “We could be together again.” I lied. I lied, but I would do so again, and again-a
million times over. I vented there, at the sight of that picture, and that other one, and
those others. I yelled, albeit tacitly. I screamed in my mind. I blamed him. I blamed him for
my desertion. I blamed him for my dereliction. I blamed him for his sorrow. It was my
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sorrow, too. I tried to forget him. I tried to forget everything about him. I ran away. I
deserted him when he needed me the most. Of course, I could not stay in that place, with
those people, and their great expectations. Of course, I could not love myself-not like
those others who managed to do so anyway. Of course, I could not see myself for who I
was, weak, insecure, vulnerable, and terrified of everything. So, I ran. I ran, and he died.
He died on his birthday. He left  Earth exactly two minutes before he entered it.Two
minutes. What could they mean? What could they possibly mean? Who knows? Do those
minutes even matter?  He died.  He died,  walls  crashed,  the world  ended,  and light
vanished. Amidst all of this, I stood there, in that room that smelled of dust and death.
12 /01 /2010  Juan  Ru l fo ’s  Pedro  Paramo:  “Are  you  a l i ve ,  Damiana?”
12/10/2010Sometimes, I think, “We have too much power.”This human condition-this
consciousness-is  too much for  us.  We can’t  handle it.  We never could.  12/13/2010
(personal fiction) “I am so tired. I am so tired of fighting with or for my mind. I am so tired
of having to justify my existence. I am so tired of living in sadness. I am so very tired.” -Eli
Kahn (constructed character) 12/15/2010 Why does blackness equal non-whiteness?
Why is blackness singularly defined by whiteness? What I  propose is this: a radical
reconstruction of  the black identity.  This reconstruction must  stem from this  truism:
people of black skin are not biologically inferior to people of white skin. Guided by this
fact, I  suggest that “black” can become the dominant group. Like the white group, it
possesses its scholars and artists, teachers and students. Why, then, can these black
scholars not unite in a common goal: the betterment of black identity? Why do we not
already  possess  international  organizations  devoted  to  the  enhancement  of  the
chronologically recent African diaspora? Why do we not see international “Thurgood
Marshalls” and “Black Caucuses.” Surely, we, as persecuted blacks, realize the necessity
for a global black unity in this increasingly small world. Surely, we, as relatives of African
slaves, can understand the grave threat posed by white supremacy. So why are we
divided? Why does the concept  of  “black”  in  one country  so greatly  differ  from the
concept  of  “black”  in  another?  Why  are  we  torn  by  skin  nuances?  A  simple  and
defendable answer would be: whiteness prevails. Yet, can it always prevail? Is it really so
impenetrable? Here, I attack whiteness. I attack whiteness to liberate blackness. For
centuries, the latter has taken second place to the former. For centuries, people of black
skin have been forced to believe in their inferiority to their white counterparts. I say: “No
more. Arise, and fight for your enhancement. You are neither animals nor objects, ugly
nor incapable of fecundity. You are human beings, and as such, you must claim and
defend that which has always been yours: consciousness.” Consciousness. Love that
word. It is yours. It has been and will always be yours. Free yourself from the fetters of
white supremacy…And above all, read! 12/22/2010 Gustav Flaubert’s Madame Bovary:
“Future joys are like tropic shores: out into the immensity that lies before them, they waft
their native softness, a fragrant breeze that drugs the traveler into drowsiness and makes
him careless of what awaits him on the horizon beyond his view.” 12/29/2010 The black
woman stared at me, finding it very difficult to believe that I am black. I couldn’t possibly
be  black.  I  simply  couldn’t.  01/12/2011  Fyodor  Dostoyevsky’s  Notes  from  the
Underground: “But two times two makes four is an insufferable thing, nevertheless. Two
times two makes four-why, in my opinion, it’s mere insolence. Two times two makes four
stands there brazenly with its hands on its hips, blocking your path and spitting at you. I
agree that two times two makes four is a splendid thing; but if  we’re going to lavish
praise, then two times two makes five is sometimes also a very charming little thing.”
02/05/2011  Sor  Juana  Ines  De  La  Cruz’s  Reply  To  Sor  Filotea  De  La  Cruz  (17th
Century): “A head that is a storehouse of wisdom can expect nothing but a crown of
thorns.” Reply to Sor Filotea De La Cruz: “The triumph of the wise is earned with sorrow
and celebrated with weeping…” Reply to Sor Filotea De La Cruz: “The eminence that
undergoes  the  most  severe  attack  is  that  of  reason.  First,  because  it  is  the  most
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defenseless…while it is the greater, it is the more modest and suffering. Second, as
Gracian stated, “favors in man’s reason are favors in his nature.” 03/13/2011 (The Spirit
Diaries [personal fiction]) Diego Marvera saunters on blue grass. He feels the heat of a
white  sun  above  him,  burning  in  the  grey  sky.  He  searches  for  something-maybe,
someone. He has been searching for eternity, a massless being always hovering, ever
fickle. Perhaps, he searches for answers. Don’t we all? Why? How? What? Perhaps, he
searches for reason. And maybe-just maybe-he has forgotten what pulled him towards
this place resplendent in blue grass and purple hyacinths: this place without air, or hope,
or salvation. Agony? Grief? Guilt? “Who died here?” He asks, forcing his shapeless for to
lie on subtly compressed Earth. Who did I kill? He sees truth. “Me,” he replies. “I died on
blue grass, beneath an ever grey sky.” 03/13/2011 (From Augusta [personal fiction]) We
are dying. We will be dead in hours. If not the smoke, or the water, or the escape of
Oxygen, then the fear: the sheer, devastating fear of what awaits us on the other side of
Augusta. They say, “the air is rank with the stench of corpses.” It is true. I smell death,
even now, crouching beneath…Augusta has docked. I see them… 04/13/2011 Sigmund
Freud’s “Dora” (1905): “He that has eyes to see and ears to hear may convince himself
that no mortal can keep a secret. If his lips are silent, he chatters with his fingertips.
Betrayal oozes out of him at every pore.” 04/13/2011 We come from places-places with
meaning, and life, and death. We enter places-places with goals, and loss, and salvation.
We are places ourselves-places with souls, and fire, and ice. 04/16/2011 ( Personal
Fiction: “Of Things Past” ) He thinks of things past: of places gone, of people lost. He
thinks of bliss-of love and salvation. But he knows-so terribly knows-that there is more to
the world than ecstasy. He has seen pain. He has lived it, and he almost died for it. He
does not enjoy thinking of those other things: of hardship and suffering. He wants to
dream and dream forever.  He wants to sail  the seas of  possibilities:  of  wonder and
delight. But he knows that things are never purely good. He knows dissent. He knows
“other.” So he cautiously thinks of the good: of those things that permit sleep. Not war.
Not  hate.  Only  good.  He  thinks  of  things  past…  04/17/2011  Marcel  Proust’s
Remembrance of Things Past: “…even in the most significant details of our daily life,
none of us can be said to constitute a material whole…our social personality is a creation
of the thoughts of other people.” Remembrance of Things Past: “Will it ultimately reach
the clear surface of my consciousness, this memory, this old, dead moment which the
magnetism of an identical moment has travelled so far to importune, to disturb, to raise
up out of the very depths of my being?” 04/28/2011 Tanizaki Jun’Ichiro’s In Praise of
Shadows: “We find beauty not in the thing itself but in the patterns of shadows, the light
and the darkness, that one thing against another creates.” In Praise of Shadows: “I would
call back at least for literature this world of shadows we are losing. IN the mansion called
literature, I would have the eaves deep and the walls dark, I would push back into the
shadows  the  things  that  come forward  too  clearly,  I  would  strip  away  the  useless
decoration. I do not ask that this be done everywhere, but perhaps we may be allowed at
least one mansion where we can turn off the electric lights and see what it is like without
them.” Luigi Pirandello’s “Six Characters in search of an Author”: “When the characters
are alive, really alive and standing in front of their author, he has only to follow their
words, the actions that they suggest to him; and he must want them to be what they want
to be.” “Six Characters in search of an Author”: “[Stepdaughter]: ‘I would go, would go
and tempt him, time after time, in his gloomy study just as it was growing dark, when he
was sitting quietly in an armchair not even bothering to switch a light on but leaving the
shadows to fill the room: the shadows were swarming with us, we had come to tempt
him.’” 05/06/2011 Richard Wright’s The Man Who was Almost a Man: “There were white
and black standing in the crowd. They murmurred.” The Man Who was Almost a Man:
“Ahead,  the  long  rails  were  glinting  in  the  moonlight,  stretching  away,  away  to
somewhere,  somewhere  where  he  could  be  a  man…”  05/06/2011  Alexander
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Solzhenitsyn’s Matryona’s Home: “We had all  lived side by side with her and never
understood that she was the righteous one, without whom, as the proverb says, no
village can stand. Nor any city.  Nor our whole land.”  Doris Lessing’s The Old Chief
Mshlanga: “I had read of this feeling, how the bigness and silence of Africa, under the
ancient sun, grows dense and takes shape in the mind, till even the birds seem to call
menacingly, and a deadly spirit comes out of the trees and the rocks. You move warily,
as if your very passing disturbs something old and evil, something dark and big and
angry that might suddenly rear and strike from behind.”  Pablo Neruda’s “Heights of
Macchu Picchu: Canto General”: “Did you, entombed America, did you too store in the
depths of your bitter intestine, like an eagle, hunger?” 05/16/2011 (Personal Fiction: An
Account of a Dream) It was like all of the other dreams-but different, somehow. I ran
through the same maze (or was it a labyrinth, this time?) I could not stop. I could only run.
It felt as if my feet were locked in a ceaseless, furious motion. I felt dead. And alive. It
terrified me: the duality. But I was more terrified-much more terrified-by the mystery of
that from which I fled. What was it: that cold, dead thing that forced my hegira? What was
it that forced me to run wildly past corridors and black nooks? I thought of that man: the
one before, with green, slit eyes similar to snake eyes. Snakes. Yes, snakes. What did he
want-that man who watched me bleed for what seemed like days? He just stood there,
gazing  at  my  frailty.  But  he  did  not  look  at  me-not  directly,  anyway.  He  stared  at
something elese: something distant, and proximal, and burning. I remember now: it was
at this time that I began to run. I saw-no, glanced-at that thing in the hand of the man who
stared at the burning nothing. I recognized that thing. And yet, I did not. I could not have
recognized it. But I did, somehow-I did. I knew the minute that I sensed it that I had no
choice but to run. And I did, all the while bombarded with wings, and fangs, and teeth. It
was horrible. I thought-even accepted-that death awaited me on the other side of the
maze. And then, it dawned on me: I ran to death. My feet were locked-locked in this
cursedly perpetual motion-and they took me to death. With this realization, I struggled-
feverishly struggled-to stop. I saw the wings, and the fangs, and the teeth. I saw doves,
and crows, and the black-green expanse of a maze turned labyrinth. I heard the voices,
too: the ones that lie on he ficle interstice between fiction and reality. I felt the chill: the
frost of a man attuned to the burning. And I tasted fire-yellow, red, and wild. It was-all of
it-new,  and  neglected,  and  necessary.  And  then  I  woke  up.  05/23/2011  Tadeusz
Borowski’s Ladies and Gentlemen to the Gas Chamber: “The lights twinkle spectrally, the
wave of humanity flows endlessly-turbid, feverish, stupefied. It seems to these people
that  they  are  beginning  a  new  life  in  the  camp,  and  they  prepare  themselves
psychologically  for  a  hard  struggle  for  existence.  They  do  not  know that  they  will
immediately die and that the gold,  the money, the diamonds which they providently
conceal in the folds and seams of their clothing, in the heels of their shoes, in recesses of
their  bodies,  will  no  longer  be  needed by  them.  Efficient,  business-like  people  will
rummage in their intestines, pull gold from under the tongue, diamonds from the placenta
and the rectum. They will pull out their gold teeth and send them in tightly nailed up cases
to Berlin.” Ladies and Gentlemen to the Gas Chamber: “There is a law in the camp that
people  going  to  their  death  must  be  deceived  to  the  last  moment.  It  is  the  only
permissible form of pity.” 05/29/2011 We live in the 21st century; yet, we are not free. It is
an age of novelty-of new hopes and new evils. It is an age of polars-of great love and
great hate. But it, like all ages before it, is an age of oppression. Look around you. The
stigma remains. Humans continue to feel the weight of skin. So much so that sometimes,
I think that those Native Americans eradicated by the Anglo settlers continue to fight for
their land. The war for America did not end at Wounded Knee. No: the war continues,
ensuring that no one who claims American land will ever find peace. The spirits of the
chiefs promenade through this land called America.  And they are angry.  It  must be
horrible for them, these long dead chiefs forced to exist in a sort of grey limbo by a
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mystical, powerful attachment to a land that never belonged-and will never belong-to
anyone. Can you ever find peace? Year after year, generation after generation, they
watch as greed wraps its cold fingers around human faces, preventing them from seeing
truth-from seeing fallacy and stupidity. The chiefs look with sad, mocking eyes at yet
another human buying land, maintaining it, and daring-so stupidly daring-to call it “mine.”
Enraged, depressed, tired, and desperately searching for peace-for salvation-they guard
the cycle. It is their last, ultimate, and most potent weapon: this cycle that ensures that
Americans remain divided, fraught with difference and burdened with skin. Like statues
placed on church belfries, they watch and guard, ever vigilant, ever keen to the scent of
linearity-of the “non-circular.” Are you not tired? That [the “non-circular”] they mercilessly
attack,  with the force of  a thousand ethereal  spears sharpened by age,  death,  and
rebirth. Will you not free these guardians, America? Now, these chiefs can no longer do
nothing but watch and guard; their blood boils, and an ancient rage breaks free from
cages so remote that the living dare not see. Now, these chiefs take up their spears and
wage war against all of those who foolishly call themselves “American.” It is a gory war,
marked by violence, and hate, and fear. Will America continue to permit this war? The
future of this land called “America” hangs in the wraithlike balance. Death, or life. It
cannot be both. 06/07/2011 Bernard Dadie’s The Mirror of Dearth: “…those waters, in
their struggle to survive, fought painfully against the thirsty, white-hot sun. And they would
doze, barely flowing. You should see them, you should ee those waters getting lower
every day! Were they hungry, too?” 06/20/2011 There is nothing more beautiful-nothing
more  serene-than  that  indigo  sky.  Far  from  the  welter  and  disease  of  adulthood-
disembedded from the almost sickly uncertainty of adolescence-, the sky rests peacefully
in innocence-above corruption, detachment, and uncertainty. It beckons you-summons
your id to disport itself in flummery, to cavort like jesters across nature’s court. And you
do so, with all intent, with all zest, with all necessity. You prance like fools, sully yourself
with red sand, and blissfully realize that there is no need to hope, or pray, or desire; you
have all that you needed, all that you need, and all that you will ever need. You relish in
puerility-an elation so amorphous that others merely gape in awe. You smile at that gape.
Some will deem this action “natural.” But you know that it is much more than natural; for
in that smile you realize that these “others” have lost something precious, divine, and
pure.  But in this realization,  a part  of  you wonders whether you will  not  lose it,  too.
06/21/2011 Sam Adams’s War of Numbers: An Intelligence Memoir (1994): “It seemed to
us that the whole country [United States], not just the government, had laid aside its
normal pursuits and danced off to disport itself in a puddle of flummery, that we had
become a nation of pettifoggers, of smalltime tricksters, a padded Lilliput whose citizens
had simultaneously forgotten how to tell the truth.” 06/23/2011 Zhang Ailing’s Love in a
Fallen City: “That dark scene looked like an ancient Persian carpet, with all  kinds of
people woven into it-old lords, princesses, scholars, and beauties. The carpet had been
draped over a bamboo pole and was being beaten, dust flying in the wind. Blow after
blow, it was beaten till those people had nowhere to hid, nowhere to go.” 06/27/2011 Cao
Xuequin’s The Story of the Stone (18thCentury): “Truth becomes fiction when the fiction’s
real/  real  becomes unreal  when the unreal’s  real.”  07/02/2011 (Fiction)  Mireno lies
beneath the bleak sky. In a few minutes, the shower will commence. He knows this, and
he fervidly awaits the downpour. He must be cleansed. He must rid himself of memories
so grotesque-so rogue-that he dare not confess their presence. He must be pure again,
like before, in puerility. Yet, he cannot help but ask: was I pure, then?07/16/2011 Jean
Jacques Rousseau’s The Social Contract(1762): “Anyone born in slavery is born for
slavery.” 07/21/2011 Jean Jacques Rousseau’s The Social Contract(1762): “The word
‘finance’ is the word of a slave; it is unknown to the true republic.” The Social Contract:
“As soon as someone says of the business of the state-‘what does it matter to me?-then
the state must be reckoned lost.” The Social Contract: “For while appearing to exercise
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only his rights, it is very easy for the prince [government] to enlarge those rights and to
prevent, on the pretext of public tranquility, assemblies designed to re-establish good
government; thus, he exploits the silence which he prevents men from breaking, and the
irregularities which he makes them commit, to assume in his own favor the tacit consent
of those whose mouths are dosed by fear and to punish those who dare to speak…it is
by this simple means that all the governments of the world, once armed with the public
force, sooner or later usurp the sovereign authority.” The Social Contract: “In the end,
when the state, on the brink of ruin, can maintain itself only in an empty and illusory form,
when the social bond is broken in every heart, when the meanest interest impudently
flaunts the sacred name of the public good, then the general will is silenced: everyone,
animated by secret motives, ceases o speak as a citizen any more than as if the state
had never existed; and the people enact in the guise of laws iniquitous decrees which
have private interests as their only end.” 07/22/2011 Jean Jacques Rousseau’s The
Social Contract: “…However we look at the question, the ‘right’ of slavery is seen to be
void; void, not only because it cannot be justified, but also because it is nonsensical,
because it has no meaning. The words ‘slavery’ and ‘right’ are contradictory: they cancel
each other out. Whether as between one man and another, or between one man and a
whole people, it would always be absurd to say: ‘I hereby make a covenant with you
which is wholly at your expense and wholly to my advantage: I will respect it so long as I
please; and you shall respect it so long as I wish.’” 07/22/2011 Before, they weaponized
biology. They used it against the minorities. I read about it; I read about the evils of South
African apartheid. I read, and I was bowled over by this feeling-this ominous, dreadful
feeling-that it would happen again. Like an audience before a screen, I saw it all: the
grand design. I saw the fall of the republic, the rise of the national security state, the
state-sponsored divisions, and state-sponsored genocide. Everything coagulated into
something monstrous, and ruthless, and inhuman. Do we live on the brink? I do not
know. But before, they weaponized biology. 07/27/2011 K’ung Shang-Jen’s “The Peach
Blossom Fan” (1699): “My task it was to shed the peach blossom fan/That never more
the strands of folly/Shall bind the heart of man and maid./…Dreams of revival fall  to
Earth/In shreds with the peach blossom fan.”

It is the summer of 2011, and I read an online article pertaining to gas-lighting and David
Lawson's book Terrorist Stalking in America. I read about the plight of a Latino student in
the University of Texas-Austin who was systematically mobbed, discredited, and gas-
lighted. The student provides profuse details to which I can relate. The more that I read
about organized stalking and gas-lighting, the clearer my reality becomes.
08/20/2011 James Rachels’s “The Challenge of Cultural Relativism”: “Many factors work
together to produce the customs of a society. The society’s [set of] values [is] only one of
them. Other matters, such as the religious and factual beliefs held by its members and
the physical  circumstances in  which they must  live,  are also important.  We cannot
conclude,  then,  merely  because customs differ,  that  there is  a disagreement  about
‘values.’ The difference in customs may be attributable to some other aspects of social
life.  Thus, there may be less disagreement about values than there appears to be.”
08/21/2011 John Stuart Mill’s Utilitarianism: “A being of higher faculties requires more to
make him happy, is capable probably of more acute suffering, and certainly accessible to
it at more points, than one of an inferior type; but in spite of these liabilities, he can never
really wish to sink into what he feels to be a lower grade of existence. We may give what
explanation we please of this unwillingness…but its most appropriate appellation is a
sense of dignity, which all human beings possess in one form or another, and in some,
though by no means exact, proportion to their higher faculties…” Utilitarianism: “It is
better  to  be  a  human being  dissatisfied  than a  pig  satisfied;  better  to  be  Socrates
dissatisfied than a fool satisfied.” 08/28/2011 Devon Lougheed’s and Bruce Baum’s Black
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Skin,  White  Laughter:  W.E.B.  DuBois,  Richard  Pryor,  and  Comedic  Double-
Consciousness (2008): “The spectre of a ‘white’ laughter-immediate, revelatory, somatic,
and  dominating-works  to  reassert  the  normative  white  citizen.”  Black  Skin,  White
Laughter…(2008): “[Michael Omi:] ‘A crucial dimension of social oppression in the United
States is the elaboration of an ideology of difference or ‘otherness.’” Black Skin, White
Laughter…(2008): “[DuBois:] ‘It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this
sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul
by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One feels his twoness-
an American, a Negro: two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring
ideals in one dark body, whose dugged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.’”
Black Skin, White Laughter... (2008): “[DuBois:] ‘Of Irish and German, of Russian, Jew,
Slav, and ‘dago,’ America’s social bars have not availed, but against negroes she can
and does take her unflinching…stand…She trains her immigrants to this despising of
‘niggers’ from the day of their landing.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “[DuBois:]
‘[a new religion of  whiteness] involves the pernicious racial  theory that ‘every great
thought the world ever knew was a white man’s thought: that every great deed the world
ever did was [a] white man’s deed…Slowly but surely, white culture is evolving the theory
that ‘darkies’ are born beasts of burden for white folk.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[DuBois:] ‘And now in strange, inexplicable transposition, the rising blacks laugh
at themselves in nervous, blatant, furtive merriment. They laugh because they think they
are expected to laugh…Off with these thought-chains and inchoate soul-shrinkings, and
let us train ourselves to see beauty in black.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “
[DuBois:] ‘The gift of laughter is not merely a ‘gift of black folk’ but a gift of oppressed
people more generally in the face of life’s absurdities.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[Adorno & Horkheimer:] ‘There is laughter because there is nothing to laugh
about. Laughter about something is always laughter at it…The collective of those who
laugh parodies humanity. They are monads, each abandoning himself to the pleasure-at
the expense of all others and with the majority in support-of being ready to shrink from
nothing. Their harmony presents a caricature of solidarity.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[DuBois, Dusk of Dawn:] ‘The present attitude and action of the white world is not
based solely upon rational, deliberate intent. It is a matter of conditioned reflexes: of long
followed  habits,  customs,  and  folkways;  of  subconscious  trains  of  reasoning  and
unconscious nervous reflexes. To attack and better all this calls for more than appeal and
argument. It needs carefully planned and scientific propaganda; the vision of a world of
intelligent men with sufficient income to live decently and with the will to build a beautiful
world.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “[Pryor:] ‘I suffer. And yet, somehow, above
the suffering, above the shackled anger that beats the bars, above the hurt that crazes,
there surges in me a vast pity- a pity for a people imprisoned and enthralled, hampered
and made miserable for such a cause, for such a phantasy [i.e. an illusory whiteness].’”
09/08/2011 (Excerpt from On America) At Dartmouth, I was bullied for being “white.” At
Howard, I am ridiculed for being “black.” They are strange people: these Americans. I
never  could  understand  them.  Perhaps,  having  endured  eons  of  psychological
oppression, they have forgotten what it means to be human. Perhaps, they no longer
think-not really, anyway. Like mindless beasts, they wander and collide into each other-
violently so. But to them, indubitably, their purpose is as clear as a crystal. When will they
see? They destroy each other over petty things: Plato’s ‘overvalued less.’ Every thought
of ‘the greater’ is ostracized. Yes, ‘beasts’ is a pertinent word. They have been beasts for
so long… 09/08/2011 (Fiction) I remember Magdalene, the girl in the maroon kimono with
burgundy  sequins.  I  remember  her  voice,  a  light,  mellifluous  “something”  that
simultaneously reveled and despaired. I remember the gilded applique affixed to the first
sequin-how it glowed amidst the red Sun. Above all, thought, I remember Magdalene’s
rage after pink petals pursed purple lips: the rage of a thousand humans chained, beaten,
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and on the verge of revolution. 09/09/2011 (Personal Fiction: A Prayer to Maria) There is
sin in the air, Maria. I see sin everywhere. I see it in the little things: in the fear, and the
laughter, and the gaze. There is seen where there need not be sin. Why fear now, when
one can almost taste human liberation? Is it because I am wrong: we are still in chains?
Yes; yes,  we are.  A curt  glance at  one’s environs reveals a division so massive-so
devastatingly wild-that one wonders how souls survive. Perhaps, there are very few souls
left in this place. Perhaps, the souls have flown, insistent that they must never return.
Perhaps, this is the curse of this polarized kaleidoscope called “America.” There is no
freedom-only the illusion of freedom. There is no sanity-only the illusion of sanity. Why?
Why destroy? Why propagate schisms? Why not love, live, and let live? We are like the
flotsam and jetsam of wild waters, ever perambulating, ever attuned to the controller’s
waves. Soon, we may begin to disregard the achievements of liberation, and if we do, we
must accept that we have ceased to be human. 09/16/2011 Thomas Aquinas’s Summa
Theologica: “…laws may be unjust in two ways: first, by being contrary to human good,
either in respect of the end, as when an authority imposes on his subjects burdensome
laws, conducive, not the common good, but rather to his own cupidity or vainglory; or in
respect  of  the  author,  as  when  a  man  makes  a  law  that  goes  beyond  the  power
committed to him; or in respect of the form, as when burdens are imposed unequally on
the community, although with a view to the common good. Such are acts of violence
rather than laws, because, as Augustine says, a law that is not just seems to be no law at
all.” John Stuart Mill’s Utilitarianism: “While I dispute the pretensions of any theory which
sets up an imaginary standard of justice not based on utility, I account the justice which is
grounded on utility to be the chief part, and incomparably the most binding part, of all
morality.” 09/21/2011 Martin Luther King Jr.’s A Letter from Birmingham Jail (04/16/1963):
“Let us all hope that the dark clouds of racial prejudice will soon pass away, and the deep
fog of misunderstanding will be lifted from our fear-drenched communities, and in some
not too distant tomorrow, the radiant stars of love and brotherhood will shine over our
great nation with all their scintillating beauty.” 10/13/2011 W.E.B. DuBois’s “Declaration to
the World” (1921): “The absolute equality of all races, physical, political, and social, is the
founding stone of world and human advancement. No one denies great differences of
gift, capacity, and attainment among individuals of all races, but the voice of science,
religion, and practical politics is one in denying the God-appointed existence of super-
races or of races naturally and inevitably and eternally inferior. That in the vast range of
time, one group should in its industrial  technique, or social organization, or spiritual
vision, lag a few hundred years behind another, or forge fitfully ahead, or come to differ
decidedly in thought, deed, and ideal, is proof of the essential richness and variety of
human nature, rather than proof of the co-existence of demi-gods and apes in human
form. The doctrine of racial equality does not interfere with individual liberty; rather, it
fulfills it. And of all the various criteria of which masses of men have in the past been
prejudiced and classified, that of color of skin and the texture of hair is surely the most
adventitious and idiotic.”
10/15/2011 I feel blocked-detached from inscription. It is a baleful thing-that laughter. An
assault  on the mind.  Everybody appears to do it  now-to laugh at  black intelligence.
Something rogue engulfed America-something menacing, with large, black teeth and
green hair. And so many people simply laugh. Please, stop laughing at us. 10/19/2011
He will find himself asking: Where, now? Where do I go from here? He will search for
something to which he could cling amidst stormy seas. He will be broken, beaten, and
bound, with nothing save a battered mind to his name. And when everyone leaves, as
they often do, he will wonder: Why me? 10/23/2011 I propose a plan to save human
variation.  A  curt  glance  at  one’s  environs  reveals  the  destruction  of  this  variation:
variation in thought, deed, and person. The white-nationalist meme is fueled by the idea
that whites are the only members of a superior strain of humans: a strain beautiful and
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intellectually  superior  to others.  But  I  contend that  humans “internalize”  this  meme,
because for most of their lives, they have seen whites-and only whites-as beautiful and
intellectually gifted. They have repeatedly seen this affirmed in the media, which guides
perspectives in virtually all of the social institutions in industrialized nations. Thus, to the
white nationalist, superiority-racial superiority-has become synonymous with “Caucasian”
or “Aryan.” However, what if these nationalists had been socialized in a different fashion?
What if their only mental prototypes of non-whites had not been those of ferality, vacuity,
or inferiority? What if, instead, nonwhites had been portrayed-at least, to a far greater
extent that less positive depictions-as intelligent, gifted, creative, capable, and flexible
beings? Now, imagine something even more amazing: what if  all  humans had been
portrayed  as  such?  Would  not  have,  then,  realized  DuBois’s  vision  of  a  “world  of
intelligent men…with the will to build a beautiful world?” Would we not have, then, the
best possible humanity: one varied in genetic heritage but united in a common zest for
science and higher art? For I ardently stipulate that humanity would not have survived for
so long without the genetic variation upon which nature selects. If the white nationalists of
the early 21st century eventually succeed in creating an “all-white” world, would they not
have committed the greatest error? After all, in order to create this world, they would have
to liquidate or psychologically constrain a plethora of persons whose genes may retain
solutions to future crises. And if such persons are killed, rendered subhuman, and/or
placed in what DuBois deemed “thought-chains,” the genetic inheritance of these people
would likely not be retained, as homicide and suicide rates would probably increase. The
white nationalists would effectively condemn humanity, leaving humans with far less
means to challenge uncertainty However, to the credit of white nationalists, we should
strive to preserve the most intelligent humans. Yet,  I  repudiate the white-nationalist
thesis, which asserts that intelligence can be found only in whites. For I have seen acts
often categorized as “intelligent,” such as lengthy memorizations, abstract yet complex
mathematical  calculations,  the manifestation of  scientific  curiosity and the scientific
method, the portrayal of creativity, and excellent penmanship, initiated by the darkest of
human beings. And such sights should not be perceived as anomalies considering that
meiosis,  involving the significant  stages of  cross-over  and recombination is  a  very
uncertain process. One simply cannot know what will be created and where it will fall. For
this and other, more crucial reasons, I propose a New Eugenics concerned not with the
statist elimination of variation-of nonwhites-but with the preservation of intelligent genetic
variation. But how does one define intelligence? How does one truly recognize “gifted”?
After  all,  gifts  often reveal  themselves at  different  stages in  life,  and some talents,
especially the more aesthetic, are often deemed inferior to more scientific talents…. [as
yet  unfinished]  The best  possible  humanity  must  be flexible;  it  must  be capable  of
adaptation in all environmental and/or social conditions. But this humanity must retain
certain absolutes: the best genes conducive to intelligence, utilitarian ethics (John Stuart
Mill and W.E.B. DuBois), and a most fundamental will to survive with the preservation of
these absolutes. Of course, the vagaries of survival may intrude upon this preservation,
so as previously mentioned, preservation necessitates flexibility-both physical flexibility
and mental  flexibility.  Minds must  remain open to novelty,  and bodies must  remain
healthy and limber. Now, if a situation were to arise in which a healthy human would be a
tortured human, mental flexibility must take precedence over physical flexibility. In this
case,  humans  would  be  as  healthy  as  conditions  permit,  but  not  as  unhealthy  as
deleterious to the performance of  the brain.  Then, perhaps,  covert  action would be
necessary for the preservation of absolutes. One reading thus far may have noticed a
predicament to my thesis: the difficulty in simultaneously maintaining an absolute inner
core and a flexible outer layer. Spirituality is the key… [as yet unfinished] 10/29/2011
Isabel Wilkerson’s The Warmth of Other Suns: “An invisible hand ruled their lives and the
lives of all the colored people in Chickasaw county and the rest of Mississippi and the
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entire  South  for  that  matter.  It  wasn’t  one  thing:  it  was  everything.  The  hand  that
determined that white people were in charge and had to obey them like a child in those
days had to obey a parent, except there was no love between the two parties as there is
between a parent and a child. Instead, there was only fear and dependence-and hatred
of that dependence-on both sides
It is November of 2011, and I sit behind an H- University computer reading about audio
spotlight technology and subliminal acoustic manipulation of nervous systems. I recall
that for a very long while-at least, since my arrival at C- Hall in October-I have felt arcane
"pin -pricks" and somatic vibrations coupled with my intellectual acts, be it the turning of a
page of a book or the lifting of a dictionary. Then, I begin to research the more general
topic of remote electronic harassment at this public computer as I have had to buy three
eventually compromised computers in two years. I read of directed sound, and I recall the
wild, inexplicable pounding that would follow me anywhere that I would venture at C- Hall.
This sound would become most acute when I would try to read. I recall this, and I begin to
record the inexplicable oddities of my reality. Once, at the computer lab, I felt as if the
girls sitting at adjacent computer terminals were privy to the words that I would type. I
would  hear  chuckles  and  subtle  guffaws  when I  would  polish  my  diction  or  create
citations. I  recorded the paired laughter with my phone, and I recorded much, much
more. It is the evening of November 13, 2011, and I return to my room after showering. I
enter, wear my clothes, and search for my phone in order to create another audio log. I
locate the phone, hit the "record" button, and read the message: "Can't record without an
S.D. card." I frantically search for this card, which contains over 100 items of evidence of
organized stalking, and I cannot find it. While searching, I notice that the bottom of one of
my briefs had been ripped. Nevertheless, I panic, having lost virtually all of my evidence.
In despondency, fear, and overwhelming perplexity, I write this note:
11/13/2011 I feel as if my heart's screaming. I am tired. I am very tired. Somebody wants
me to have a mental breakdown or to kill myself. Even as I write, I hear the pounding and
other unlikely noises. I do not know how many people I can trust. Somebody entered my
room today and took my phone's S.D. card. That card had pictures and videos that could
prove malicious intent. And now, not only do I not have these; I cannot capture or record
with my phone. It would appear that I have been beaten. And an average man might
simply  acquiesce.  But  I  have begun to  realize  that  I  am not  average;  and with  the
strength of truth and spirituality to support me, I am very determined to find justice. God,
save me.
Upon  completion,  I  take  the  note  to  B.H.,  a  resident  advisor,  for  his  signature.
Unbeknownst to me, however, H- interprets this note as evidence of a suicide-in-the-
making. The next day, I find myself participating in a psychiatric evaluation, diagnosed
with a mental illness, and confined to a psychiatric ward. I am 18 years old. 11/14/2011
[morning] The battle for culture is foremost the battle for resources. I am of the opinion
that that which most of the white nationalists despise is not the educated blacks but the
apparent inequality intrinsic to liberalism. I believe that they do not hate the progress of
the minorities as much as they hate the ostensible decline of the majority intimately linked
to that progress. They may have arrived at the terrifying conclusion that with minority
betterment comes white decay. If this be true-and I must state that I do not know the
economic foundations of this supposed inequality-the problem lies not in people but in the
economic  system:  Marx’s  zeitgeist.  Thus,  white  nationalists  should  not  attempt  to
sequester the minorities (either physically or psychologically); instead, they should call for
a  revision  of  the  economic  system.  And  of  course,  this  revision  must  include  all
Americans, from the wealthiest of whites to the poorest of immigrants. This is my belief,
and I hope that they would eventually begin to believe as I do. 11/18/2011 The letters are
frozen, etched into bleak walls and sick doors. They say different but similar things: S-
4078, B-2074, e.t.c. We are numbers. Far from sentient beings, we have become the
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numbers that we have been arbitrarily assigned. We have become facts and figures,
gingerly tucked away in dour, mahogany drawers closed by cold fingers. And now, the
letters are frozen, etched into bleak walls and sick doors.
It  is  November  21,  2011,  and  I  hold  in  my  hand  a  prescription  of  anti-psychotic
medications appertaining to my "delusions" of organized stalking and remote, electronic
harassment. I call my mother, and she is worried. What went wrong? The devil's after
you. I leave Howard for Thanksgiving (in the early hours of November 25, 2011) and
never return. These are the early hours of November 23, 2011, and I write an appeal: it is
an appeal to reason, drawn from anger, sorrow, and above all, necessity. I sit with rugged
hair and unkempt clothes in a room in the second floor of Carver Hall, Howard University,
Washington,  D.C.;  and  I  hear  loud  horns  and  other  offensive  sounds  apparently
emanating from the darkness of ‘outside.’ I write in fear, but this forces me to write faster,
better: the ideas, swiftly forming, are more lucid, and ink flows fluidly, pausing here,
reversing there, and marching on. In future years, I would realize that these words written
in fear and anguish can be formed by anyone willing to look inward. Yet, I see, even now,
the importance of what I do in these dark hours: I give words to that which thrives in
silence.  I  write.  I  write  for  reason.11/24/2011 Jonathan Swift’s  An Enquiry  into  the
Behavior of the Queen’s Last Ministry (1715): “…ill men are placed beyond the reach of
an historian, who indeed hat it in its power to reward virtue, but not to punish vice.” An
Enquiry into the Behavior of the Queen’s Last Ministry (1715): “…as corruptions are more
natural to mankind than perfections, so they are more likely to have a longer continuance;
for the same vices of men considered as individuals are exactly the same when molded
into bodies; nor otherwise to be withheld in their effects.” 11/29/2011 Anton Chekhov’s
“The Cherry Orchard” (1903): “[Trofimov]: ‘Who knows? And what does it mean-to die?
Perhaps, man has a hundred senses, and at his death, only the five we know perish,
while the other ninety-five remain.’” “The Cherry Orchard”: “[Trofimov:] ‘To avoid the petty
and illusory-everything that prevents us from being free and happy-that is the goal and
meaning  of  our  life.’”  “The  Cherry  Orchard”:  “[Trofimov:]  ‘Mankind  goes  forward,
developing its powers. Everything that is now unattainable for it will one day come within
man’s reach and be clear to him: only, we must work, helping with all our might those
who seek the truth.’” 12/03/2011 Herman Hesse’s Steppenwolf: “Human real is reduced
to real suffering, to hell, only when two ages, two cultures and religions, overlap…There
are times when a whole generation is caught this way between two ages, two modes of
life, with the consequence that it loses all power to understand itself and has no standard,
no security,  no simple acquiescence.”  12/08/2011 “A thing is  right  when it  tends to
preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it
tends  to  do  otherwise.”  -American  ecologist  Aldo  Leopold  12/21/2011  Something-
something  pressing-tells  me that  there  would  be  a  genocide  in  this  century.  I  see
patches: patches of  a mosaic in the making.  I  see the rise of  white nationalism, an
incipient, subtle preference for Eugenics, systematic targeting mainly (apparently) of
members of the left,  the activation of F.E.M.A. camps in the apparent absence of a
national disaster, the passing of the NDAA, a bill positing the entire United States to be a
[battlefield] and permitting the indefinite detention of American citizens, with a 93-7 vote
in the U.S. Senate, the militarization of  Space, the now widespread use of  directed
energy weapons on innocent individuals2 deemed “undesirable” by powerful members of
society, gas-lighting, community-oriented policing and harassment campaigns akin to the
F.B.I.’s Counter-Intelligence Program (CoIntelPro) in the 1970s, “threat assessment
teams,” fusion centers, overpopulation, and climate change. I see these elements, and I
cannot help but connect them, molding them into some grand design. Of course, I may
be wrong. Yet, something-something pressing-tells me that there would be a genocide in
this century. It is December 26, 2011, and I write this document in my journal. I have
retained  journals  ever  since  2009,  and  in  them,  I  have  sought  to  comprehend  my
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beleaguered reality. I have also contacted fellow victims in the Denver area. I am now a
victim of daily microwave assaults and public harassment, and sometimes, I would feel
an engulfing heat apparently from "nowhere." Moreover, financial constraints are more
prominent than ever. Still, I pray. I pray for my salvation, the salvation of all victims, and
the  salvation  of  humanity  in  this  new,  state-sponsored terrorism encompassing  all
N.A.T.O.  nations2.  In  addition,  I  continue  to  record.  Somebody  must  know  what
happened  to  us.  Somebody  must  know  the  truth.
01/04/2012 Our oppression is private. Our minds become prison cells. Our nature is
attacked relentlessly.  We are forced to doubt  ourselves.  We are forced into cages,
shackled,  and  tortured  so  cleverly  that  none  but  ourselves  and  the  oppressors
understand our oppression. After all, who would believe that so many people upon whom
society depends would be so cruel or indifferent? If only they knew… If only they would
remember…Our oppression in private. Our minds become prison-cells. We are targets;
we are innocent; and we have been betrayed. 01/09/2012 I have long surmised that I am
not the only victim of this crime with my social status. I recall that at Howard, I once
thought that I heard someone apparently proximal to me in the Undergraduate Library
utter: “No matter how many times I try, this one always stands up.” I also recall strange
incident that occurred on November 14, 2011 at Howard University Hospital, in which I
thought that I heard someone say: “He’s faking it…he’s thinking…” I heard this while
pretending  to  act  in  an  expected  manner  so  as  to  leave  a  very  uncomfortable
situation…What strikes me as most peculiar is the almost “ghetto” accent of the voice, an
accent that I had not expected… 01/11/11 Carole Smith’s On the Need for the Adoption
of New Criteria of Psychological Diagnosis in the Light of Mind-Invasive Technology
(2007): “The calculated and technological entry into another person’s mind is an act of
monumental barbarism which obliterates-perhaps, with the twiddling of a dial-the history
and civilization of man’s mental development. It is more than an abuse of Human Rights;
it is the destruction of meaning. For anyone who is forced into the hell of an unseen
mental rapist, the effort to stay sane is beyond the scope of tolerable endurance. The
imaginative capacity of the ordinary mind cannot encompass the horror of it. We have
attempted to come to terms with the experiment of Nazis in concentration camps. We
now have the prospect of systematic control authorized by men who issue instructions
through satellite communications for t destruction of societies while they are driving new
Jaguars and Mercedes and going o the opera.” 01/17/2012 A.B. Yehoshua’s Facing the
Forests (1968): “It’s insulting, this insistence upon the tangible-as though that were the
main point, as though there weren’t some idea involved here.” Facing the Forests (1968):
“What if, in an obscure rage, against society or whatever, the firewatcher should himself
set the forest on fire?” 01/20/2012 Peter Brooks’s The Emperor’s Body (2011): “The
reader’s soul is the violin, you are simply the bow playing on it.” The Emperor’s Body
(2011): “[An account of Napoleon’s 1812 invasion of Moscow]: ‘Moscow burned before
his eyes. Flames danced from rooftops, like enormous votive candles. Buildings tumbled
in crescendos of  sparks.  The pyramid of  fire lit  up the surrounding countryside in a
strange, theatrical light. Like the final act of some unimaginable opera. Don Giovanni with
the flames on the stage rather than in the trap. Beyle stood aside from the neighboring
column  of  carriages  and  watched.  Moscow  gone.’”  01/29/2012  (12:46pm)  Project
Censored’s Top 25 Under-reported News Stories of 2009-2010 (2011): “The American
public is now witnessing the whole-sale privatization of education as cities, municipalities,
and states are suffering from budget woes caused by the pillage and social failures of
financial monopoly capitalism and its devastating policies that are intent on privatizing
everything public, from schools to the military, to healthcare, to public housing.” Top 25
Under-reported  News  Stories  of  2009-2010(2011):  “In  October  2009,  under  great
pressure  from the United States,  the  government  of  Spain  decided to  limit  its  own
jurisdiction in cases of genocide and crimes against humanity, thus closing one of the last
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windows of accountability for the most serious crimes committed by the most powerful
nations on Earth.” 02/01/2012 Christoff Lehman’s Neo-colonialism, Subversion in Africa,
and Global Conflict (2011): “The main obstacles [to] the advance of neo-colonialism on
the African continent has never been Al-Qaeda but Muammar al-Gadhafi, the Libyan
government….Laurent  Gbagbo  of  the  Ivory  Coast,  and  Robert  Mugabe  of
Zimbabwe…Gadhafi  and Libya were lobbying the African Union to  abandon C.F.A.
treaties with France and to establish a Pan-African, gold-backed currency, which would
end the usury, the robbery of African nations’ resources and the enslavement of an entire
population.”  02/04/2012 Nikola Tesla’s Letter  to the New York Times Editor  (1908):
“According to an adopted theory, every ponderable atom is differentiated from a tenuous
fluid, filling all space merely by spinning motion, as a whirl of water in a clam lake. By
being  set  in  movement,  this  fluid,  the  ether,  becomes gross  matter.  Its  movement
arrested, the primary substance reverts to its normal state. It appears, then, possible for
man through harnessing energy of the medium and suitable agencies for starting and
stopping ether whirls to cause matter to form and disappear. At his command, almost
without effort on his part, old worlds would vanish and new ones would spring into being.
He could alter the size of this planet, control its seasons, adjust its distance from the Sun,
guide it on its eternal journey along any path he might choose, through the depths of the
universe. He could make planets collide and produce his moons and stars, his heat and
light: he could originate life in all its infinite forms. To cause at will the birth and death of
matter would be man’s grandest deed, which would give him the mystery of physical
creation, make him fulfill  his ultimate destiny.”  Peter Phillips’s U.S. Electromagnetic
Weapons  and  Human Rights  (2006):  “We [Americans]  are  in  a  time  of  extremism,
permanent war, and the unilateral manifestation of ethnocentrism and power by a cabal
of people in the U.S. government. These power elites have been in operation for decades
and  are  set  on  nothing  less  than  the  total  U.S.  military  domination  of  the  world.”
02/04/2012 (9:27pm) F.B.I. Whistle-blower Ted Gunderson’s statement of April 26, 2011:
“In addition to high-ranking members of the F.B.I., other intelligence services, and the
government overall, wealthy, powerful members of criminal syndicates, multi-millionaires,
and the corporate elite  are using the government  gang stalking program to  harass
enemies. They can get a targeted individual harassed for the rest of that individual’s
life…The higher status members of the gang-stalking conspiracy initiate the gang-stalking
and coordinate logistics and funding, lower echelon government rogue operatives, lower
ranking members of the military (in violation of Posse Comitatus), petty criminals, and
street  thugs  perform  the  actual  grunt  work  of  daily  monitoring  and  harassment  of
individuals targeted by the program.” 02/06/2012 (9:51pm) I have this theory. Bear with
me, for it is a terrifying theory. The society is apparently progressive: the media ostensibly
portrays progressivism in all of its glory. Yet, silently, a genocide occurs. A transition
occurs. Most believe this transition to be of a demographic nature. What if, though, they
are both right and wrong? The majority believes that this transition is nothing more than a
demographic shift, at the end of which the society would be free-and more egalitarian.
Yet, I see trends that do not support this thesis. I notice that targets are often liberal,
independent thinkers. How can you move toward liberalism when you sequester liberal
thought? I see around me an emphasis on conformity, a disdain for individuality, and a
deception so terrifyingly vast that I often wonder how it came into existence. In a free
society, the government would not turn a blind eye to the systematic, covert elimination of
innocent civilians. In a free society, crimes against humanity would not be condoned. Yet,
here I am, in possession of much evidence pertaining to my plight and yet still pleading to
be recognized. Here we are, targets and members of a fringe that apparently widens as
time  progresses.  Here  is  a  nation  whose  intelligence  services  retain  the  ability  to
eliminate or torture anyone for arbitrary reasons. Somewhere along the short line of
American history, something went horribly wrong. Too few people wielded too much
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power. Now, a silent holocaust has commenced: a holocaust of minds. I have this theory.
Bear with me, for it is a terrifying theory. 02/09/2012 (3:05pm) Robin Webster’s Evidence
for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010): “The [U.S.] Military Commissions
Act moved the legal definition of torture well away from what constitutes torture under
international  law to  one  relying  on  criteria  that  torture  must  result  in  a  near-death
experience or organ failure.” Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree
(2010): “The ultimate goal of the invisible third degree seems to be the marginalization or
elimination of individuals portrayed as representing a threat to public safety, but are
probably simply seen as undesirable for some reason. In my opinion, to achieve this goal,
invisible third degree methods are used to degrade the mental health of the victim while
exposing them to baiting and entrapment schemes. If the victim is resistant to these
methods, the intensity may be increased sufficiently that suicide becomes an additional,
acceptable outcome. This occurs before the victim ever encounters the police because
today it is much harder for the police to hide the fact that they are detaining someone.
Should the victim become aware of their status as a victim, they are then exposed to
methods designed to  destroy their  credibility,  which could  be considered a form of
incommunicado. Should the victim’s credibility  withstand this assault  and the victim
continues to seek legal representation, they are stripped of everything and anything that
could be of some support during attempts to seek help. I wouldn’t be surprised if the
ranks of the homeless are filled with targeted individuals who have tried to fight the
system and have lost…Given the suspected long history of [this American torture regime]
it probably developed other traits common to past torture regimes. This would include the
evolution  of  methods  designed to  protect  its  existence.  The invisible  nature  of  the
methods used would provide a measure of protection. The destruction of the mental and
physical health of the primary witness and thus their credibility would provide another
measure of protection.” 02/18/2012 (10:10pm) Sometimes, you are afraid to think. You
fear your own mind. You fear thought because you would probably be punished for it. On
other occasions, you are afraid to move. You move, and you are shocked. You live in a
cage. It is terrifying. It is ubiquitous. But you cannot prove its existence. This inability
strengthens the cage, so much so that at times, you feel smaller than the smallest atom-
weaker than the weakest dove. Then, there is the frequent memory loss-the frustrating
inability to effectively record time. Not to mention the oppression of creativity. You are not
yourself. You must fight each minute to be. Yet, who do you fight? Who is the enemy?
The mind is besieged, and sometimes, you are afraid to think. You are afraid to be.
Miraculously, it is this fear that forces the wiser ones to fight-and to fight hard. You fight
for your freedom. You fight for your existence. You fight for life. God, save me.
It is February 23, 2012, and I am homeless. I sit in a car parked outside of an affluent
home and stuffed with the bric-a-brac of my short, American life, and I write. I do not
know of tomorrow, but I know of now: the cold, the isolation, and of course, the familiar,
unnatural sensations. I hope that I can find better shelter tomorrow, but I am aware of the
many people who hope for the same. I have long stopped asking: how did I get here? In
truth, anyone could have foreseen this morning's fit of rage bolstered by a mother who
fails to see-to even consider-that her son is tormented by an evil great and terrifying.
Thus,  here  I  am,  hopeful  that  I  would  not  starve  tomorrow  and  amazed  at  the
"commonness" of my surroundings. I think: they do not know. And I very much hope that
they never do.
02/29/2012  (approximated  time-8:30am,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  ...On
February 25, 2012, I experienced a sensation rare and arcane…It was a sort of electric
charge across my forehead, which had hitherto been the recipient of small, annoying
shocks.  I  recall  “willing”  the  shocks  to  disappear  while  I  meditated,  and  almost
immediately, they became less concentrated, spreading across the entire forehead. This
happened twice, and on each occasion, I am certain that I “willed” this spread. Bear with
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me, for even I do not understand it. I had previously read that there exists no psychic
defense against mind-invasive technology, but had I read a false conclusion? Is there a
psychic defense? Had I discovered one? I hope to replicate this discovery, but as yet, I
have not done so. I must mention, though, that the small, concentrated shocks around
my forehead  have  not  been  frequent  since  the  25th,  and  I  have  since  then  rarely
experienced them while meditating. What does this mean? Bear with me, for even I do
not understand it. 02/29/2012 (approximated time-3:00pm, ...Homeless Shelter, Denver,
CO) Whenever you have something precious, you must not simply cling to it. You must
replicate it. You must do as I do now. My life, for all of its flaws and mistakes, is one of my
more precious possessions. Therefore, I replicate it;  and I do so through inscription.
Then, I make copies of my inscription, and I store these copies in multiple locations. Like
Rowling’s Horcruces4. In each copy lies a parcel of my life-my essence. It amazes me
sometimes: nature’s tricks. The blessed mother gives her children all that they need to
prosper. To us, the quiet and sensitive, she gives introspection: sense. The historian-the
recorder-is not necessarily brawny. But what he lacks in appearance, he more than
compensates in reasoning. For the very act of inscription, although apparently simple, is
powerful-perhaps, even, the most powerful human act. In writing-in recording-we bestow
immortality. In recording my life, I ensure that my mind does not end with my body: the
former  merely  waits,  after  deat,  for  another  vessel  in  which  to  replicate  itself.  The
immortal replicator. I must disagree with Dawkins to some extent; it is not the meme-the
idea-that is replicated-not simply, anyway: it is as well the mind-a way of thought, a mode
of being. In my journals, I duplicate myself: I create “horcruces.” And one day after death,
I would live again. 03/11/2012 (3:05pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) After a while,
you stop asking: Why?It becomes both tedious and nonsensical to do so. You try to
adjust, surviving daily with the awareness that you are not expected to survive. You think
of "the whole situation," and you often wonder how you have retained your sanity. A this
point, you have forgotten anger. It has become a chain, one which you cannot afford. As
your very freedom is daily endangered, you cling to whatever ounce of it that you obtain.
Sometimes, you want to scream. You want to yell. You want to shout your oppression to
this mysteriously indifferent "human family." Then, reason, that which has aided your
survival, warns against the former desire in hushed tones...You stare at yourself in the
mirror, and if you are especially lucky, you catch a transient glimpse of a former self.
However, in your situation, you cannot afford much nostalgia. You look away from the
mirror and towards a wall that appears to have been there for as long as time itself and
would very likely always be. You could always end things. Yet, what great good would
that do? You recall the truth that is both beautiful and terrifying: you must survive for
humanity. You recall this, and you continue to live. You tell yourself: you do not have to
be so morose. After all, there are "the good times," during which you may even find cause
to love again. Yet, you find, during darker hours, that you have stopped asking: Why?"
03/11/2012  (9:55pm,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  Not  too  long  ago,  I  tried
activating my camera using Christopher O.’s (a fellow homeless person) batteries, and
the camera performed some amazing feats, including the rapid extension and relaxation
of tis lens (multiple times before shutting down and the rapid flashing of its orange light.
Amazingly, when I tried activating the camera in Christopher’s presence, the camera
neither extended its lens nor flashed rapidly (only one orange flash before shutting
down). It deserves noting that as I cannot easily scan my journal entries, I conceived of
the  idea  to  photograph  them with  my camera.  Thus,  I  intend  to  buy  new batteries
tomorrow. However, I must not that the mysterious, multiple extensions and relaxations5
of my camera’s lens have occurred on previous occasions without my interference6…
03/14/2012 (1:02pm, …Library, Englewood, CO) Victor Hugo's Les Misérables(1862;
translated  by  Norman  Denny,  1976):  "[Joly]  maintained  that  man  was  subject  to
magnetism like a compass-needle, and placed his bed with its head pointing north and its
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feet south so that his circulation might not be affected by the attraction of the poles."
03/15/2012 (5:10pm, …Library, Englewood, CO) Victor Hugo's Les Misérables(1862;
translated by Norman Denny, 1976): "Humanity is our common lot. All men are made of
the same clay. There is no difference, at least here on Earth, in the fate assigned to us.
We come of the same void, inhabit the same flesh, are dissolved in the same ashes. But
ignorance infecting the human substance turns it black, and that incurable blackness,
gaining possession of the soul, becomes Evil." 03/18/2012 (approximated time-6:15pm,
…Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) You are assaulted with sound. You cannot trust your
ears. You find it difficult to distinguish between sound common and sound menacing. A
younger "you" would have believed in your insanity. But you know better. You know well
the machinations of the gas-lighter. You know that you are assaulted with sound. You
know evil-subtle, terrifying evil. You are assaulted with sound. You cannot trust your ears.
03/20/2012 (2:45pm, ...Library, Englewood, CO) ...Victor Hugo's Les Misérables (1862;
translated by Norman Denny, 1976): "Despots play their part in the works of thinkers.
Fettered words are terrible words. The writer doubles and trebles the power of his writing
when a ruler imposes silence on the people. Something emerges from that enforced
silence, a mysterious fullness which filters through and becomes steely in the thought.
Repression in history leads to conciseness in the historian, and the rocklike hardness of
much celebrated prose is due to the tempering of the tyrant...The honesty of a great
spirit...is  devastating."  03/31/2012 (5:00pm, …Homeless Shelter,  Denver,  CO) The
thoughts are replayed. Like a broken gramophone, you think the same strain of thought
again, and again, and again. It becomes a stubborn echo. You want to think of other
things. But the echo, simply by your eventual concentration upon it, chooses to remain.
Your  brain  is  ‘gas-lighted’  by  mind-invasive  technology.  No respite.  Your  prison  is
everywhere and everywhere deniable. You might doubt yourself-your sanity. This is, after
all, the ultimate purpose of gas-lighting: self-destruction. The gas-lighter does not ‘kill’-not
in the traditional sense. But in torturing your mind with the specter of denial, the gas-
lighter imposes undue doubt. The real triumph of the gas-lighter lies not so much in the
elimination  of  the  victim  but  in  the  germination  of  the  victim’s  uncertainty.  This  is
psychological warfare. It is clever, and it is by no means less important that the war of
swords  and  arms.  This  is  a  war  for  the  mind,  the  crux  of  humanity…04/06/2012
(10:44pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) I stand in the torrent of a shower room. I
look at  outstretched,  cocoa-brown arms.  They seem weak,  hardened,  beaten.  I  tell
myself: “this body, you have suffered for so long, and even more suffering is to come.But
it would all be worth it.” Am I wrong? Reason, that ever robotic thing, would reply: I do not
know.  But  I  do  not  look  solely  to  reason  for  answers.  I  look  to  something  higher-
something  above  and  within.  I  look  to  God…God,  save  me.
04/13/2012 (approximated time-7:00pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
It  is  the 19th year of  my life,  and I  write to you from a homeless shelter  in a rather
impoverished part of America, the land of the free. I, like other residents of this shelter,
am one of Hugo's Les Misérables, stripped of social warmth, floundering in a tide bleak
and uncertain. I must ask, now, that you forgive me for my pretense in the first sentence: I
no longer seek pride or luxury. I no longer need a "pretty shirt," a car, a lover... I am poor,
miserable, and tired-tired of the absurdities and contradictions of life. Why continue, I
wonder? I never asked to be a victim of America's silent holocaust. I never asked to be
shocked, conditioned, tortured, and experimented upon like a dog. Yet, here I am, with
virtually nothing left save my pen and journal, tears streaming from exhausted eyes, and I
am writing to anyone out there who may read this. I am writing to those who may still
doubt my oppression. I am writing to those who may fear accepting it. Above all, though, I
am writing to humanity-to whatever ounce of it remains in this world. Oh, God...Can I
finish? It is you-the apathetic majority-that caused this to happen. When reviewing the
past, blame no one save yourself. Your apathy beats me each day, and sometimes, I try-
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so desperately try-to place myself in your shoes. I can't. If I were you, I would want to
know that every innocent citizen of my nation enjoyed the same opportunities that I do. I
would not stand in silence as I watch evil grip my nation. Am I harsh? Have I offended
you?  Good:  please,  take  offense.  Feel  something-something  close,  I  hope,  to
compassion.  My  name  is  Edmund  Edede  Igberaese;  I  have  lost  a  father  and  a
grandfather in three years; I have been forced into the fringe; I am deprived of sleep,
assaulted with sound, shocked, and dehumanized; and I write. I write for my life, which
must,  I  believe,  continue.  God,  save me.04/15/2012 (4:38pm, …Homeless Shelter,
Denver, CO) Steven L. Gardiner’s White Nationalism Revisited: Demographic Dystopia
and White Identity Politics(2005):  “In the face of  both the demographic transition to
minority  status  and  the  identity-based  mobilization  of  blacks  and  other  non-white
minorities, white nationalists are choosing to risk the exposure of white privilege in order
to construct an explicitly white identity politics.”  04/18/2012 (10:15pm, … Homeless
Shelter, Denver, CO) You try to sleep, and “clicks” and “tat-tat-tats” commence. You wear
ear-plugs, and the loudness of near, small sounds in silence becomes evident. You begin
to fear sleep… 04/22/2012 (approximated time-8:00pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver,
CO) Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead(1943): “[Dominique Francon:] ‘The hardest thing to
explain is the glaringly evident which everybody has decided not to see.’” 05/12/2012
(4:10pm,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  I  finished  reading  The  Fountainhead
yesterday,  and I  have thought that  if  I  could survive this book-this manifesto of  the
egotist-I would survive anything. In Rand, there is no room for God-for my submission to
a higher power. Yet, nearly a century before the publication of The Fountainhead, a
French man named Victor Hugo published “a drama in which the leading character is the
Infinite…”  (Les  Misérables)  Who is  right:  Hugo  or  Rand?  I  enjoyed  reading  of  the
necessity of God and the value of purity and morality in Hugo’s 1862 piece. However,
Rand’s 1943 piece prompts serious consideration of the importance of the ego. Am I a
“second-hander”?In  submitting to  a  “higher  power,”  have I  been consumed by that
“selfless monster” that destroys the world? Am I a fool, an “imbecile” who always smiles-
ever content with suffering, lacking, as Rand’s Gail Wynand did, the courage of his own
greatness? I maintain that I prefer Hugo to Rand. I would rather be a soul that “loves and
suffers” than one guided solely by the “right of the ego.” I must be a fool, then, made
even more so by my complacency with this description. Yet, what if, in some alternate
reality, the woman known as “Ayn Rand” had completely altered my perceptions? Would I
be  content,  as  I  am  now,  to  suffer  virtuously  in  the  silence  of  patience  as  I  am
dehumanized daily? Would I take more risks? Would I have sought a trial at the onset of
my homelessness? Or would I do what I already do, only differently: continue to suffer not
for the sake of suffering-“the trials”-but for reason (my suffering-the recording of it-is the
only  hope for  justice)? Whichever  path I  choose,  I  find myself  here,  in  this  shelter,
recording-writing for my life. Thus, regarding the previous question, “Who is right: Hugo or
Rand?” I maintain that this is a prelude to another argument that can never be won (see
the 04/28/2012-11:40pm entry)… 05/17/2012 (7:35pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The House of the Seven Gables (1852): “It is very singular how
the fact  of  a  man’s  death often seems to  give people a truer  idea of  his  character,
whether for good or evil, than they would have possessed while he was living among
them. Death is so genuine a fact that it excludes falsehood, or betrays its emptiness; it is
a  touchstone  that  proves  the  gold,  and  dishonors  the  baser  metal.”  05/27/2012
(approximated time-9:30pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) (Personal Fiction: The
Story of Vaughn) Let me tell you a story. It is one rare, tragic, and altogether beautiful;
and it begins in poverty. His name was Vaughn, and he was born on the 16th of March,
1943. In puerility, he enjoyed reading; he would read everything: Bronte, Hugo, Faust,
Moliere, Tzu, Dadié…Great literature, in his eyes, was not ultimately determined by men
but by ideas of men. In each novel, he found a world through which he could journey-a
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life  new and all  the  more  powerful  for  its  fiction.  In  latter,  difficult  years,  he  would
remember these pieces: their  words,  their  very souls.  He would also remember the
freedom of innocence. At age 9, he did not know of the power of human vice-of greed,
corruption, and malice. You must understand that he, although poor and often homeless,
lived a sheltered life. He made few attachments before adulthood, preferring the safety of
solitude. For this, he may be criticized, but such criticism would be unfair. It would lack
the depth of “Why?” What reason lay behind his preference? I stated previously that he
did not know the power of human vice, but I, like so many, may have been wrong in doing
so; perhaps, he knew it too well. His life, more than most, was marred by the debris of
others. For you see, he was special. IN his view, though, he was an “anomaly”-a thing to
be hated for its very nature. Like most, he copied society, internalizing their hatred for
himself, so much so that he shrunk deeply into himself, like a snail does amidst terror.
The horror, for Vaughn, was convention, and he knew not how to respond save to hide.
Was he to blame? Was he a fool? Your answer matters little, but it must matter to you.
Vaughn achieves self-awareness around the onset of adulthood. He does so through a
seemingly endless suffering-suffering enough to break a man and the resulting pieces. At
19, he no longer despises himself. Seeing him, you would, at first glance, understand his
story not as a singularity but as a pivot in the great, big machinery of his present society.
His very existence forces into the open that which thrives best in the shadows created
and enhanced by convention. And he knows it. What is this thing? Its name matters not
for it has too many. But in all, there is the common thread: oppression. He meets it daily,
but he, like a blessed few, both sees and names it. He gains power in words, words
modified from the books of his youth and the dark depths of the social diary. His words,
contestable  and  sometimes  abstruse,  are  true.  They  are  so  because,  simple  and
powerful, they come from journeys into the human soul, that which is most crucial. He
has found the benefits of solitude, and he has found that they are abundant. Vaughn dies
in the rain. Around him are rings of water in formation and destruction. He lies supinely,
drops of clear water dancing on his face, and his eyes, full of love and wet with tears, are
watching God. 05/28/2012 (approximated tim-2:30pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre(1847): “[Preface:] ‘Conventionality is not morality. Self-
righteousness is not religion. To attack the first is not to assail the last…The world may
not like to see these ideas dissevered, for it has been accustomed to blend them: finding
it convenient to make external show pass for sterling worth-to let white-washed walls
vouch for clean shrines. It may hate him who dares to scrutinize and oppose-to raze the
gilding, and show base metal under it-to prostrate the sepulcher, and reveal charnel
relics; but hate as it will, it  is indebted to him.” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Jane:] ‘I ought to
forgive you, for you know not what you did: while rending my heart-strings, you thought
you were only uprooting my bad propensities.’” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Helen Burns:] ‘It
would be your duty to bear it if you cannot avoid it. It is weak and silly to say you ‘cannot
bear’ what is your fate to be required to bear.’” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Helen Burns:] ‘Life
appears to me too short to be spent in nursing animosity or registered wrongs. We are,
and must be, one and all, burdened with faults in this world; but the time will soon come
when, I trust, we shall put them off in putting off our corruptible bodies: when debasement
and sin will fall from us with this cumbrous frame of flesh and only the spark of the spirit
will  remain.’”  05/30/2012 (11:15am, …Library, Denver, CO) Charlotte Bronte’s Jane
Eyre(1847): “[Jane:] ‘I do not think...you have a right to command me merely because
you are older than I, or because you have seen more of the world than I have-your claim
to superiority depends on the use you have made of your time and experience.’” Jane
Eyre (1847): “[Mr. Edward Rochester:] ‘…unheard of combinations of circumstances
demand unheard of rules.’ [Jane:] ‘That sounds a dangerous maxim, sir; because one
can see at once that it is liable to abuse…Thehuman and the fallible should not arrogate
a power with which the divine and perfect alone can be safely entrusted.’” 06/02/2012
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(1:03pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre(1847): “I did
what human beings do instinctively when they are driven to utter extremity-looked for aid
to one higher than man: the words ‘God help me!’ burst involuntarily from my lips.”

It is June 06, 2012, and I sit on a bus, looking ahead. I gravitate towards something new-
something like an abyss that is neither black nor white, with specks of grey adorning its
edges. As I head towards transitional housing, I recall the events of the past week. I am
amazed by these memories. Did I truly write: “it is as if the sequence is under attack?”
How did I survive the pervasive memory loss, confusion, localized headaches, and other
ills?  Above  all,  how did  I  cope  with  the  inevitable  conclusion  of  the  previous  day:
“somebody does not want me to leave the shelter alive?” I ask these questions silently,
staring  ahead,  focused on that  which  I  have desired  for  so  long:  “A  room of  one’s
own.”1Perhaps, herein lies the key to my survival: my steadfast belief in the coming of
tomorrow-in the temporality of the human world. Even on the most severe occasions,
when prayer-the very act-was under siege, I believed. The “12” bus stops, and in five
minutes, I am at the door. Is this heaven or hell? It is neither. It is survival. I enter the
abyss. 06/12/2012 (12:17am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) In a sense, you fight
back. You have been doing so all  along. In your meekness-your seemingly pathetic
recalcitrance-you have been waging a war. You recoil into a shell, but that only stimulates
their ire: they attack more brutally-more savagely. They do so, and with each increment
of perversity, they lose themselves. You fight back in a manner that appears contrary to
its purpose by hiding in a shell. You give them no respite from depravity. You give them
no ounce of soul-no room for dignity, honor, ‘higher.” They may seek to destroy your soul,
but  in  a  silent,  secret  way,  you destroy theirs.  You fight  back by not  fighting at  all.
06/16/2012 (5:23pm, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) Cheryl Walsh’s Cold War Non-
consensual Experiments: The Threat of Neuroweapons and the Danger it will happen
again (2012): “The U.S. Constitution provides an individual the right to be free from
nonconsensual experiments, but the current [U.S.] federal regulation on human subject
protections is the 1991 Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects, known as
the Common Rule…The Common Rule includes a provision allowing federal agency
heads and directors  to  waive  ‘any  requirement  of  the  Common Rule’-including the
informed consent  requirement-‘for  any  kind  of  human subject  research.’  Since  the
Common Rule also includes a section allowing a statute or executive order to override
the notification and publication requirements, the waiver can take place in secret. The
waiver and secrecy provisions in effect condone and legalize further nonconsensual
experiments similar to those which occurred during the Cold War.” Former Department of
Defense Contractor  Robert  Duncan’s  The Matrix  Deciphered(2006):  “My goal  is  to
awaken Americans to the continued horrific acts of military and C.I.A. weapons testers in
this country and the other branches of governments’ inability to stop them and hold them
accountable…After reading this book, the only excuse people.of the community have for
continuing to disbelieve the victim is their own ignorance and inability to cope with the
shame of  being American.  I  will  sound extreme in my writings.  It  is  the intention of
government experiments to be as violent and harsh as possible to victims to make them
sound crazy when they describe the events.  This needs to be part  of  the historical
records for  future generations to learn the failings of  our own…The tactics used by
C.I.A./D.o.D. (U.S. Department of Defense) for massive human experimentation has not
changed in  35 years.  Acting like  a  Dr.  Jekyll  and Mr.  Hyde allows them cover  and
plausible denial while they cower back into the fringe and shadows of government. If they
made  the  experiments  mild,  people  would  be  more  likely  to  believe  the  DoD/CIA
conducted this kind of torture research.” 06/18/2012 (8:14am, [Transitional Housing],
Denver, CO) Why is it called, “The Book of Revelations”? I often muse that in those Great
books-the Talmud, Torah, Quran, and Bible-lies a story-a story of human existence. One
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may even see a timeline: from Genesis-our birth-to Exodus-man’s search for freedom-to
Revelations-the end. In the latter, John sees a vision of an apocalypse-the absolute end
and absolute beginning. Was this final chapter named solely after John’s visions? Or was
the resemblance derived from the detailed observations of  a “seer”? Now, before I
continue, I strongly urge you, the reader, to consider the verity of prophecy: at least,
imagine it to have some tangible basis. What if the “apocalypse” seen by John were a
necessary corollary to certain revelations concerning human existence? If I were a “seer”
observing the end of man, I would not see-most importantly-an alien invasion, a natural
disaster, or some other external event. Rather, I would see an internal crisis-the division
of the soul. Revelations so powerful that they may threaten the very foundation of human
illusion. Is this why the last book, the final chapter of the human condition, is termed,
“Revelations”? Would humanity wilt under the pressure of revelations of truths hidden in
plain sight? Or is it  only one revelation-the most powerful of all:  “I  am”? 06/18/2012
(10:48am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) Robert Becker’s and Gary Snelden’s The
Body Electric:  Electromagnetism and the  Foundation  of  Life  (1985):  “Two kinds  of
magnetic fields have been found [in the human body]: quickly reversing AC fields are
produced by the back-and-forth ion currents in the nerve and muscle. They’re strongest
in the heart since its cells contract in synchrony. The SQUID (Super-conducting Quantum
Interferometric Device] has also confirmed the existence of the direct-current perineural
system, which, especially in the brain, produces steady DC magnetic fields one billionth
the strength of Earth’s field of about one-half gauss.” The Body Electric…(1985): “We can
try to define the bare minimum, the processes that must be available before an entity can
be called living…The criteria for life can be summarized as organization, information
processing, regeneration, and rhythm…The funny thing is that all of these criteria are met
by the activities of semiconducting crystals…The Earth’s volcanic mining would have
produced minerals with a wide array of current-handling abilities to start  from. Most
important,  the  piezoelectric,  pyrooelectric,  photoelectric,  and  other  responses  of
semiconducting crystals could have served as an analog method of processing and
storing information about  pressure,  heat,  and light.  Moreover,  repeated passage of
current through some semiconductors permanently changes the materials’ characteristics
so as to make the same electrical responses easier in the future. Movement of electrons
along the crystal lattice inevitably would have been shaped by geo-celestial cycles in the
Earth’s  electromagnetic  field,  as well  as by the fields around other  such crystalline
organisms nearby-providing a sense of time and information about the neighbors. The
currents also would have reflected any loss of material and guided the deposition of
replacement atoms to restore the original structure. The idea of certain rocks, in the curse
of a billion years or so, gradually becoming responsive to their surroundings, growing,
learning to “hunt’ when a lava flow or sulfuric rain ate away part of a vortex, slo9wly
rebuilding, pulsing with, well, life…all of this may seem a bit bizarre. Yet it’s really no
stranger than imagining the same transformation from droplets of brother [Miller-Urey
1953 experiment/abiogenesis]…The biggest hurdle for this theory is accepting the idea
that life could develop in the dry state, either out of the oceans or in the realm underneath
them. Since the mid-1960s, it has seemed more plausible, for it was then that H.E.Histon,
of the University of Bristol, England, learned that at least one organism spends parts of its
life completely without liquid water. Certain flies of the Sahara desert lay their eggs in the
brief pond formed by the rare rains. The larvae go through several metamorphoses in the
water, but they’re almost always interrupted by the evaporation of the pool.  Though
completely desiccated, in a state Histon named “cryptobiosis,” they survive months or
years until the next rainstorm, whereupon they take up where they left off. The larvae can
be quick-dried and stored in a vacuum for many years. Placed in water, they resurrect in
a few minutes. If a larva is cut in two when active, it takes six minutes to die. If its flash-
dried in the first  minute,  the two pieces can be kept  on a shelf  for  years,  but  when
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returned to water they’ll live out their remaining five minutes. Contrary to common sense,
it  appears that  in  this  case life  doesn’t  need water,  but  death cannot  occur without
it…Getting rid of the water-equals-life assumption makes the crystalline theory more
believable. Conditions on the young planet favored forests of crystals…However, the
crystals would still have needed outside energy to overcome the entropy of nonliving
matter…We also need an explanation for the left- and right-handed molecules. In 1974,
F.E. Cole and E.R. Graf of New Orleans made a theoretical analysis of the Precambrian
Earth’s electromagnetic field that fulfilled both needs. They reasoned that since the
atmosphere was much larger then, it must have pushed the ionosphere further out than it
is  today,  into the region of  the Van Allen belts.  The Earth would then have had an
electromagnetic resonator of two concentric spheres-the upper atmosphere and the
surface. Today, as in the past, Earth’s pulsing magnetic field combines with the solar
wind to induce large currents in the Van Allen belts. In the Precambrian era, however,
fluctuations of current in the Van Allen belts in turn would have generated large currents
in the nearby ionosphere. Since the Earth’s metallic core is an excellent conductor, the
ionospheric currents would have coupled to it, producing an enormous and constant
electrical discharge through the atmosphere and into the Earth. Moreover, since the
distance  around  the  core  at  that  time  was  roughly  equal  to  1  wavelength  of
electromagnetic energy at 10 cycles per second, or about 18,000 miles, this discharge
would have pulsed at 10Hz throughout the resonant cavity, which encompassed the
whole  atmosphere  and  surface.  Besides  directly  providing  electrical  energy,  this
discharge would have produced abundant heat, ultraviolet radiation, and infrasound (or
pressure waves), all of which have fostered varied chemical activity…such a dense and
electrically supercharged atmosphere undoubtedly would have produced great quantities
of amino acids and peptides. As they came together in the air and water, linking chins to
form proteins and nucleic acids, the vectors of electromagnetic force would have favored
spiral shapes twisting in one direction or the other, depending on whether the reaction
occurred in the Northern or the Southern Hemisphere. In 1981, W. Thiermann and U.
Jarzak found some direct evidence for this theory by synthesizing organic compounds in
a steady-state magnetic field, Changing the orientation of the field gave them higher
yields of either D or L forms…On Earth, all entities formed within the 10-hertz discharge
–and all of their descendants-would resonate at the same frequency and show extreme
sensitivity to it, even after the original power source has been disconnected. As already
noted, it’s the primary frequency of the EEG in all animals, and it can be used to restore
normal rhythms to humans cut off from the normal fields of Earth, moon, and Sun…The
Cole and Graf theory also suggests how the spark of life turned itself off. The atmosphere
gradually became depleted by escape of the lighter gases and by incorporation of the
ammonia and methane into organic compounds. As this happened, the ionosphere would
have  gradually  descended,  becoming  disconnected  from the  Van  Allen  belts.  The
ionospheric currents would have become too small to couple to the Earth’s core, and the
atmospheric cavity too small to resonate at the core’s prescribed frequency. At that point,
the plug was pulled, but life was well  on its way. Aside from competition from more
advanced creatures, the loss of the energy source would explain why we see today no
remnant of the transitional forms still emerging from inanimate matter…This solid-state
theory of life’s creation…leads us to another of biology’s great mysteries-the evolution of
nervous systems-by a  sensible  sequence of  steps.  First,  there  would  have been a
crystalline proto-cell transmitting information directly through its molecular lattice. As the
first cells developed, we can envision chains of microcrystals, then chains of organic
polymers transmitting information in the form of semi-conducting currents. Although the
exact mechanism of electron passage through living tissue is far from clear, nearly all
organic matter  exhibits  piezoelectricity  and the other  hallmarks of  semi-conduction.
Furthermore,  in  a  series  of  experiments  during  the 1970s,  Freeman Cope,  a  Navy
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biophysicist building on Szent-Gyorgyi’s work, found evidence of super-conduction at
room temperature  in  a  variety  of  living  matter…Whatever  the  exact  details  of  the
conducting system, the first multicellular organisms probably had networks of cells that
were  very  much  like  the  first  single  cells.  Later,  these  network  cells  would  have
specialized for their DC-carrying duties, linking into syncytia to avoid the high resistance
of intercellular junctions. Somewhere along the line, a central processing center and
information storehouse would have developed. At the same time, separate input and
output tracts would have appeared, and the DC system would have neared its peak of
specialization as its cells evolved into the prototypes of glial, ependymal, and Schwann
cells. At about this time, the high-speed digital impulse system for handling more complex
information would have begun to form inside the older  one.  Today,  all  multicellular
animals have this kind of hybrid system, whose complexities should provide work for at
least a few more generations of neurophysiologists.” The Body Electric…(1985): “…we
have ample proof [igneous rocks bearing magnetic minerals and ocean floor sediments]
that the Earth’s poles have reversed many times during the last half-billion years. Each
time, the shift has coincided with the extinction of many species…The reversal happens
very fast, as geologic time goes. The field strength falls to about half its average for a few
thousand years. Then during another thousand years, the poles change places; then the
field regains its normal strength in another few thousand years. All told, the change takes
about five thousand years…As animals grow more specialized in the course of evolution,
they become more sensitive to some as yet unknown, lethal effect of the reversals. Long
periods without reversals-the quiescent eras that sometimes last tens of millions of years-
seem to produce a profusion of species especially susceptible to the effect, and they’re
weeded out at the next shift…Most recently, J. John Sepkoski. Jr., and David M. Raup fo
the University of Chicago reported what they believed to be a 26-million-year cycle in the
major dyings. If their hypothesis holds up, there may be some solar or galactic event that
interacts with a magnetic reversal for maximum destructive effect…If a geomagnetic
reversal  raises  the  micro-pulsation  frequencies  into  [the  range  of  30-100Hz],  the
accumulation  of  growth  errors  [in  mitosis]  over  many generations  could  well  mean
extinction…Several scientists have interpreted data form NASA’s MAGSAT orbiter, and
from measurements of magnetic particles in lake sediments as indicating that the Earth’s
magnetic field strength is steadily declining and has been for the last few thousand years.
If so, we may already be entering the next reversal, but it’s also possible we’re merely
experiencing one of the field’s many short-term variations…Nor can we be sure how
serious a reversal would be for us. Hominids have weathered them in the past, but we
have an extra reason for being uneasy this time. If we’re entering a reversal now, it will
be the first one in which the normal field is contaminated with our own electromagnetic
effluvia, and the most powerful of tese, at 50 and 60 Hertz, fall right in the middle of the
‘danger band’ in which interference with growth controls can be expected…The field
giveth as well as taketh away, however. If  we can hang on until  the next peak of tis
strength,  we may benefit  from subtle  infusion of  electromagnetic  wisdom…[Francis
Ivanhoe, a pharmacologist and anthropologist at two universities in San Francisco] has
proposed a direct link from [the Earth’s] magnetic field through the growth-hormone
regulator pathways in the brain to account for major evolutionary gains. He suggests that
part of the hippocampus, a section of the brain’s temporal lobe, acts as a transducer of
electromagnetic energy. A part of the hippocampus called Amon’s horn, an arch with
one-way nerve traffic  directed by a strong current  flow, may read variations in field
strength, feeling them by a bundle of well-documented pathways called the formix to the
hypothalamus and thence to the anterior pituitary, where growth hormone is produced.
It’s known that larger amounts of this hormone in pregnancy increase the size of the
cerebral cortex and the number of its nerve cells in the offspring, as compared with other
parts of the brain. Ivanhoe also notes that the hippocampus and its connections with the
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hypothalamus are among the parts of the brain that are much larger in humans than
other primates. The idea gains further support from the fact that neural activity in the
hippocampus increases with electrical stimulation and reaches a maximum at 10 to 15
cycles per second, at or slightly above the dominant micro-pulsation frequency of today’s
[planetary] field. The most powerful shaper of our development may turn out to be the
subtlest, a force that’s completely invisible to us.” The Body Electric… (1985): “There’s
probably another interaction, however, of which we know much less: the effects produced
on living things by the biomagnetic fields of other creatures. If one nervous system could
sense the field of  another,  it  would go a long way towards explaining extrasensory
perception…Any such message system would have at least two major difficulties to
overcome in the course of evolution…One problem is that the strength of the biofields is
far below that of the Earth’s field. Hence, any input from creatures would be embedded in
noise. This is a common obstacle to telecommunications, and there are several ways
around it. The easiest is for sender and receiver both to be frequency locked, that is,
turned to one frequency and insensitive to others. Such a lock-in system might explain
why  spontaneous  ESP experiences  most  often  happen between relatives  or  close
friends. Another theoretical difficulty is the fact that psychic transmission doesn’t seem to
fade with distance. The electromagnetic field around an animal’s nervous system, on the
other  hand,  starts  out  unimaginably  small  and  then  diminishes  rapidly.  However,
extremely low frequency (ELF) transmissions have a peculiar property. Because this
frequency range (from 0.1 to 100 cycles per second) travels all the way around the world
without dying out, if an innate frequency selector is operating within this band, reception
should be the same anywhere on Earth…At this time, the DC perinerual system and its
electromagnetic fields provide the only theory of parapsychology that’s amenable to
direct  experiment.  And it  yields  hypotheses for  almost  all  such phenomena except
precognition.  Telepathy  may  be  the  transmission  and  reception  via  a  biologically
programmed channel of ELF vibrations in the perineural system’s electromagnetic field.
Dowsing may involve an unconscious sense of the electromagnetic fields of underground
water or minerals, an idea given some support by Russian experiments in the 1960s.
Nicholai  N.  Sachervanov,  now with the USSR’s Ministry  of  Geology,  found that  the
accuracy of forty professional dowsers diminished by at least three-fourths when he
wound a current-carrying wire around their wrists or brought a horseshoe magnet near
their heads… The Body Electric…(1985): “All life on Earth can be considered a unit, a
glaze of  sentience spread thinly  over  the crust.  In  toto,  its  field  would be a hollow,
invisible sphere with the tracery of all the thoughts and emotions of all creatures. The
Jesuit priest and paleontologist-philosopher Pierre Teilhard de Chardin postulated the
same thing, a noosphere, or ocean of mind, arising from the biosphere like a spume.
Given a biological communications channel that can circle the whole Earth in an instant,
possibly based on life’s very mode of origin, ti would be a wonder if each creature had not
retained a link with some such aggregate mind.”
06/20/2012 (6:17pm, [Transitional  Housing],  Denver,  CO) I  have lived here for  two
weeks-two weeks with the realization that victimization follows you, like a bee follows the
scent of honey. Perhaps, I wanted to believe that all of it-the shocks, paired sounds,
“laughter  in  head,”  public  harassment  (“street  theatre”):  the  various  details  of  a
psychological prison-would end as I left  the shelter. Is it  wrong, I  wonder, to delude
yourself in this way? Is it wrong, after witnessing seemingly endless night, to believe in
the existence of day?

The second half of 2012 begins with a second Sun3. What to make of this, I wonder?
One does not want to believe in prophecy and mysticism, but one finds the following
events  especially  discomfiting:  the  appearance  of  two  Suns  on  July  01,  2012,  the
supposed discovery of a 10th, massive planet in Earth’s solar system in the fall of 2011,
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Earth’s entrance into an “interstellar could of charged particles” (according to NASA’s
award-winning physicist Alexia Demetriev), a calamitous series of natural events clinging
to the years 2011 and 2012, strange sounds in the sky widely documented in internet
videos (one of which may have been heard by my person in Denver, Colorado’s June),
and a series of mysterious experiences in which I have actively engaged this year. The
perplexity of it all lies in separating truth from fiction; yet, how does one do so with an
uncertain “base” of facts? Did scientists truly “discover” this new planet in 2011, or is it as
was revealed in online videos: this “10th”planet was first discovered in 1986, but news of
this discovery swiftly effaced from public attention. Further, how is it that a planet four
times larger than Jupiter, the former largest planet in our solar system, evades detection
for so long? Moreover, why are certain very insightful documentaries, such as “Human,
The Film,” being banned in the United States and other N.A.T.O. nations? And how
exactly does an 11-year-old Vietnamese girl “start fires with her brain,” baffling parents
and doctors?As I wander through a hot and rainy summer in the heart of America, the
“land of the free” with silently tortured citizens and over 64 domestic drone bases, I
cannot help but wonder if humanity is not headed towards a very crucial point in history.
07/11/2012 (1:21am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) I am in a crisis. I am being “led
down the rabbit hole.” I have become interested in UFOlogy, paranormal phenomena,
and other “fringe” fields. The crisis is fueled by a desire to know-to make sense of things.
Wouldn’t I want to know if there were more to the “second Sun” observed on July 1st?
Wouldn’t I want to know the mystery behind Earth’s entry into an “interstellar cloud of
charged particles” in a year posited to be filled with calamity and unrivaled novelty by
Mayan prophecy (the year 2012)? Is it  not  understandable to seek answers to new
observations: the insights, speed, and general enigma of this year, 2012? Why have I
begun to  live (apparently)  in  a  trance,  stipulating to  know events  that  have not  yet
arrived?  Why  have  I  begun  to  speak  at  length  of  “awakening,”  “transition,”  “other,
advanced  species,”  “gifts,”  “collective,”  “higher,”  “multiple  dimensions,”  and  other
enigmatic concepts? What happens to me this year? I rotate ceaselessly in what appears
to be a “rabbit hole”; but I am human-not a rabbit. The distinction, however, does not
appear to matter too much anymore. Oh, God! Did I just write that? Do I want to accept
what it means? In the midst of all of this, however, are the mysterious, repeated thoughts:
you are close…remember to close your eyes. It is the second half of 2012 A.D., and I am
Man  in  a  cr isis.  God,  save  me.  P.S.  I  maintain  the  fol lowing  websites:
s c r i b d . c o m / E d m u n d I g b e r a e s e ,  e d m u n d o s r e h . b l o g s p o t . c o m ,
edmundjournal.blogspot.com, and edmundlogs.blogspot.com; and I may be contacted via
e-mail: edmundosreh@gmail.com.

0These are excerpts from my personal journals,  and unless otherwise noted, these
excerpts are my constructions. 120th Century American author Virginia Woolf’s term. See
her thesis, A Room of One’s Own, for an explanation. 2See “A Flyer (2)” (posted on
scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese) for an introduction. 3 This was observed in Bangkok,
Thailand, and elsewhere. 4See J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallowsfor
details. 5See edmundlogs.blogspot.com for a video of the camera failure and lens recoil.
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A Statement on Prophecy, 2012 A.D.
Saturday, July 14, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following piece can be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese.
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A Statement on Prophecy, 2012 A.D.ByEdmund Edede Igberaese(First Draft written on
07-14-’12 on a small, white piece of Carbon)

A Statement on Prophecy, 2012 A.D.
Every being sees reality in his way. Only a relative few realize this-the importance of it. It
would take a “leap” to see true, objective reality. A being that sees this truest reality
cannot be; it  must be static. It  is truth. This is the source of the incorruptibility of all
notions of God. The lord is truth. Further, as most beings see reality in individual manners
and do not realize it, they ultimately posit themselves to be God.
But these beings have interests. Herein lies the spring of power. When one knows that
one is more powerful  than another,  one usually cannot help but seek to control  the
inferior “other.” It is in the very nature of power to do so. Now, power can be obtained in
many ways; but the most powerful-perhaps, the only-way is through information. If you
know something unknown by others that affects all, you become powerful simply by virtue
of your knowledge; and if you do not realize that you see reality in an individual manner
like everyone else does, you would want to monopolize the information. Keep them
ignorant,  and you retain your power.
It would require a “leap” (a realization of mortality-flaw-and “into” the collective journey
towards truth) to share such powerful information. This truism produces the age-old
instruction: “believe.” Rationality is limited. The brain processes only information that it
can process. Information that cannot be processed is rejected automatically. To illustrate,
notions of spirit, soul, and God are easily rejected because they are not “tangible”; the
brain finds difficulty in processing them. Yet, there is more objective reality than the brain
can  grasp.  Every  being,  hampered  by  perspective,  must  take  a  “leap”  to  obtain
information  that  cannot  be  processed.
The source of this leap lies in a sort of “extra sense”: a “second sight.” This lies within:
“the answers are always within.” You must close your eyes. Let go of what binds you: a
flawed reason. However, the observation that such a sense is not tangible often leads to
the conclusion that this sense does not exist. This is not true; such a belief would be the
belief  of  a  “God-being,”  the  one  who  sees-knows-all.  Intangibility  does  not  imply
nonexistence. The former simply reveals an “injury”: the fallibility of perspective. You
could eliminate that which reveals the injury (like many do), or you could see it for what it
is: an injury. When you do, you seek to surmount it.
This intangible “extra sense” is what so-called “fools” have employed throughout human
history.  They would  endure  the harshest  of  conditions  because they have,  at  their
disposal, the most powerful sense: the “second sight”…they see the flaws, the “long-
term,” the necessity of suffering (one cannot have light without darkness); they realize
that damage to the lesser senses (the tangible ones) means nothing compared to an
ignorance of the sixth. This is the reason why the one would always call the other a fool.
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It is an argument that has existed since the dawn of man: an argument that should not
be.
Now, if you have information-crucial information-that not only validates this “extra sense”
but suggests that every being could “transcend” (merge rationality with abstract thought
and eliminate the argument), you would not share it unless you have already taken the
aforementioned “leap”…You would, in fact, zestfully prevent others from obtaining such
information (consider the illegalization of research concerning the naturally occurring
chemical DMT in the late 20thcentury). You must prevent the puppet from seeing its
strings.
Yet,  universal  law dictates  that  oppression cannot  continue forever…the being-the
puppet-would either eventually realize oppression and predictably seek revolution or end.
Are we, human beings in the early 21st century A.D., close to this revolution? What would
it take for Man to realize himself (biblical “rapture”)? History states that only in the event
of serious calamity does humanity most illustriously reveal itself; only then do the fetters
of oppression bow before a greater unity. Were the Mayans, Nostradamus, and others
right, then? Would this year, 2012 A.D., see a revolution of mind that would severely
affect all years to come? Are we in a very crucial period in human history? Yet, one must
remember the ambiguity of the prophecies of Nostradamus and others: death or life
(Nostradamus’s last blank page).
I contest that there must be revolution-an awakening. Perpetual slavery does not exist.
“Revelations” (the last chapter of the Bible) must occur. I stipulate these as a young,
black  boy  from sub-Saharan  Africa,  the  so-called  “lowest  social  class”  in  present
humankind. I  do so to show that which has always stood in plain sight:  the equality
(inherent) and interconnectivity of men everywhere. We are Man. The time has come for
us to realize it. But first, we must close our eyes…
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An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-
5) Whistle-blower C...
Sunday, July 22, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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Note: The following interview first appeared in the German newspaper Raum & Zeit in
2 0 0 4 ;  a n d  a  f u l l  t r a n s c r i p t  m a y  b e  d o w n l o a d e d  h e r e :
< h t t p : / / m e d i a . d e . i n d y m e d i a . o r g / m e d i a / 2 0 1 0 / 0 4 / / 2 7 8 5 1 7 . p d f > .

An  Interview between  British  Secret  Service  (MI-5)  Whistle-blower  Carl  Clark  and
German Journalist  Armin  Gross
Armin Gross: Matters related to the secret services are usually not disclosed. You want to
bring them out in the open though. Who did you work for?

Carl Clark: I worked freelance from 1980 to 2003 for various secret services. I worked for
the American Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) up to 1997. I then worked for the Israeli
Secret Services, Mossad and for the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), a US organisation
against discrimination and defamation of Jews. I was also employed by MI 5, a subgroup
of the British Secret Services. I later moved to the Police Secret Services as well as to
the secret services of an investigation laboratory. I was deployed in European operations
in Paris, Zurich, Berlin, Dusseldorf, Munich, Madrid, Lyon, Bilbao and Moscow.

Armin Gross: What were your main assignments?

Carl Clark: An important assignment was to infiltrate certain groups to obtain inside
information about  them. I  would join certain groups,  make friends with some of  the
members and then proceed to ruin their  lives.

Armin Gross: What kind of groups were they?

Carl Clark: First and foremost criminal gangs and drug cartels. I provided information
about the National Front, Nazis or skinheads to Israeli Secret Services. What they were
interested in
were names, addresses, meeting places, projects and objectives. I tracked individual
targets for the CIA.

Armin Gross: What exactly did you do?

Carl Clark: I spied on people for long periods, eavesdropped on their conversations. I
also had orders to confuse or deceive them. I would therefore secretly force my way into
their homes, remove some things and just move others around. I would then delete data
from their computer. Or I would just drive them crazy, by following them and turning up
close by either in the railway station or the bus station, etc. Otherwise, I would stage a
fight in the street right in full view of the target’s eyes, and many other ploys. If our orders
were to put somebody under more pressure or even arrest them, I would install certain
material on their computers such as child pornography , instructions to manufacture a
bomb, etc.

Armin Gross: What type of individuals were you instructed to target?

Carl Clark: People who were politically relevant. Likewise, people who opposed or acted
against the interests of large companies such as the pharmaceuticals. Some belonged to
criminal gangs, but there were two or three targets that had nothing on them at all as far
as I could make out.
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Armin Gross: How many individuals did you have under surveillance in total?

Carl Clark: In the 80s it was five or six, in the 90s seven, and from 2000 to 2003, there
were  three.  You  can  appreciate  from the  low number  of  targets  how intensive  the
targeting was. One requires at least six months right at the outset to accumulate as much
information as possible about prospective targets’ past lives.

Armin Gross: How did you acquire this information?

Carl Clark: From the garbage can, the telephone, mail, the Internet. That sort of thing has
got much easier with recent advances in technology. Bugs are no longer necessary as
you can eavesdrop on mobile phones, ISDN phones or small parabolic receiving dishes
nowadays.  Unfortunately,  the  deployment  of  microwave  weapons  has,  in  addition,
become very  practicable.

CLASSIFIED WEAPONRY

Armin Gross: Did you also use such [microwave-based] weapons?

Carl Clark: No. I was responsible for surveillance. Colleagues from special departments
did this. However, I was at times on site when these weapons were deployed.

Armin Gross: Can you describe in more detail how the deployment of weapons took
place?

Carl  Clark: It’s a bit  like what takes place in a science fiction movie. People can be
tracked  anywhere  by  radar,  satellite,  a  base  station  and  complimentary  computer
programs.  For  example,  three radar  devices would sometimes be positioned in the
vicinity of the target. The radar emits electromagnetic waves, some of which pick up the
target and the result is then evaluated. My friends who work in the special department
could then follow the target all day on their computers. This form of localising the target
made it easy to deploy the weapons accurately. My colleagues could see exactly where
to aim and also observe how the target reacted.

Armin Gross: What effect did the weapons have on the targets?

Carl Clark: They create heat, inner burns, pain, nausea, fear. Sometimes traces are left
on the skin, but mostly not. If the targets go to the doctor, they get told everything is OK.
Take into account, this was the situation ten years ago. This technology has advanced
considerably since then.

Armin Gross: What is the objective of such attacks?

Carl Clark: The aim is to intimidate certain people, for example people who make a lot of
noise. I myself was under attack for three years after opting out. I’m virtually sure that
weapons were used against  me in  2003/2004 which provoked strong aggression.  I
almost killed somebody on two occasions, once a neighbour who was a pleasant elderly
lady.

ATTEMPTS TO INDUCE INSANITY
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Armin Gross: Do you think it’s possible to directly influence feelings by weaponising
electromagnetic rays?

Carl Clark: Without doubt. We know that living organism is sensitive to electromagnetic
radiation. Elementary life processes within cells function by biogenic electromagnetic
oscillation. Frequencies from the exterior can damage or change these processes. There
have already been far-reaching attempts at influencing body, mind and soul through
frequencies within the framework of  military research.  It’s  possible to provoke fear,
aggression,  nervousness  or  forgetfulness  in  this  way.  In  combination  with  other
interventions,  a  target  can  be  driven  insane.  For  example,  radiofrequency  can  be
manipulated so that the target hears his own name on the radio or his computer shows
his name time and again. Voices are also specifically transmitted to a target commenting
on his activities. For example, I heard a voice in the morning after getting up which said “
Get up and injure somebody”.

Armin Gross: People are actually being driven to psychic extremes then?

Carl  Clark:  Yes,  the undoubted goal  is  to  have select  people end up in  psychiatric
institutions. If a target seeks help by going to the police or to the doctor, they don’t get
taken seriously.  Some doctors and hospitals actually  work together with the Secret
Services. Diagnostic directives permit a patient who feels persecuted or hears voices to
be classified as schizophrenic.

Armin Gross: Hospitals cooperate with the Secret Services?

Carl Clark: Yes, certainly. Large companies too. That’s why one lives dangerously if one
carries  out  investigations  on  large  companies.  The  American  State  protects  large
companies like MacDonald’s, Coca-Cola and certain pharmaceutical enterprises. These
companies  also  have  FBI  agents  at  their  disposal  for  matters  related  to  industrial
espionage. The Freemasons who are widespread within the CIA also play a major role

ENORMOUS SURVEILLENCE NET

Armin Gross: Do you know in which countries individuals are under surveillance and are
being assaulted by energy weapons?

Carl  Clark:  The USA,  Germany,  China,  North  Korea,  Russia,  France and England,
normally without the official knowledge of the particular government. But unofficially, I
believe that government personnel must be involved in some way or know something
about the goings-on.

Armin Gross: Do you know how many people are under surveillance?

Carl  Clark:  There are about  5,000 in England under surveillance and about  15,000
overseeing the operation. Apart from the large Secret Service agencies, there are 300 or
400 minor Secret Service agencies which were formed by former policemen or former
Secret  Service  agents.  They  have  permission  from  the  Home  Office  to  spy,  take
photographs  and  procure  information.  Their  employees  are  well  paid.

Armin Gross: Was it  a problem for you to switch from one Secret Service agency to
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another?

Carl Clark: No. It was always a positive move from my new employer’s viewpoint as I
could always provide information to him about my previous Secret Service agency. The
large Secret Service agencies mistrust each other totally. I earned more money as a
result.

OPTING OUT

Armin Gross: Why did you opt out?

Carl  Clark:  I  saw that  what  I  was doing was wrong.  The last  two targets  that  were
allocated to me had done nothing. They were not political, quite normal, nice people, not
criminal or economically dangerous. The only reason I could come up with for them
having been selected as targets was their DNA or their blood. There has recently been a
lot of research done in this area. The DNA is associated with the finest details of our
character. The Human Genomes Project between 1993 and 2004 analyzed all chemical
base pairs which make up human DNA, also collecting the genetic data of people from
isolated communities in danger of extinction (Human Genomes Diversity Project). The
results were then all compared and correlated. Our employers were always very keen on
DNA analyses of the people under surveillance. It was always one of our most important
tasks in the initial period of surveillance to organize DNA or blood analyses of these
individuals.

Armin Gross: You’ve already mentioned that opting out in 2003 caused you problems.
Can you give a few examples?

Carl Clark: I was once followed by a helicopter through the night as I drove a truck 3,000
miles to deliver packages. As I walked along an alley, I was attacked by a man who
struck me a blow. Then on another occasion, somebody removed three connections from
my engine on the motorway causing the engine to get dislodged and fall out of its casing.
On another occasion as I drove a truck with a three-ton load, two of my tyres suddenly
exploded. When the police arrived, they stated they’d never witnessed anything like it.
Then there was the time when I was followed over a great distance whilst driving. It made
me so angry that I brought my car to an abrupt halt, grabbed my baseball bat and got out
of the car. Three cars which were tailing me suddenly took off in reverse gear at great
speed. In normal circumstances, they would have reported my behaviour to the police,
but these did not. On another occasion, I was sent three people who were supposed to
strike up a friendship with me in order to spy on me. As I knew they were listening in on
my telephone conversations, I stated loudly on the telephone to somebody that I planned
to  kill  the  people  who  had  wormed  their  way  into  my  life.  The  three  individuals
disappeared  from  the  scene  altogether  after  that.

Armin Gross: And what’s the current situation? Do you think you are still being targeted?

Carl Clark: Of course. I have also found out that the secret services wish to know why I
flew to Germany.

Armin Gross: Are you not then living dangerously at present?

Carl Clark: I am prepared to stand up to them. They also know that I know a lot about
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them, and that I intend to do something about their violations or breaches. I have friends
in special units, people in Afghanistan and in Iraq that support me.

TIPS FOR VICTIMS

Armin Gross: Have you any tips for people who feel they are under surveillance?

Carl Clark: It’s a good idea to avoid the use of certain terminology in emails such as
“government” or “mind control”, etc., because digital surveillance seeks out key, sought-
after vocabulary. It’s also an idea to check out whether anyone’s forced their way into
your home. Intruders often deploy anaesthetic gases sprayed through the letter box on a
door for example
before they break in during the night. You’d just wake up in the morning with a metallic
taste  in  your  mouth.  If  cars  behave in  a  strange way,  you  should  take  note  of  the
registration numbers. If you receive letters you don’t recognise or expect, they should be
wrapped in aluminium foil. There are special measuring devices to detect high frequency
rays in the home.

Armin Gross: Do you know of any other whistleblowers who have related stories similar
to yours?

Carl Clark: Up to now, no. But I hope that there will be more who are prepared to go
public in the future.
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An Account-08/12/2012
Wednesday, August 15, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following account represents one of many written in card entries stapled to
pages of my journal (edmundjournal.blogspot.com), and although they may appear highly
improbable to some, a brief review of Carole Smith's 2007 article On the Need for the
Adoption  of  New  Criteria  of  Psychological  Diagnosis  in  Light  of  Mind-Invasive
Technology, Whistle-blower and Former U.S. Department of Defense Contractor Robert
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Duncan's 2006 book The Matrix Deciphered, Nowpublic.com's 2009 article written by
"scrivener"  (Vic  Livingston),  which  exposes  the  deployment  of  classified  radiation
weaponry  on  targeted  ci t izens,  the  James  Walbert  Court  Case  in  2008
(http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2009/07/court-to-defendant-stop-blasting-that-mans-
mind/), activist Cheryl Walsh's 2012 Essex Review Article Cold War Non-consensual
Experimentation: The Threat of Neuroweapons and the Danger it will Happen Again, and
other pertinent articles (see "Quotes for Targets" [1&2] on this blog) would reveal their
brutal reality. Domestic torture occurs daily in America and elsewhere, and one need only
review the testimonies of Pat Burhan, George Gavan, and others (posted on this blog) to
understand the depravity of the Silent Holocaust.

An Account-08/12/2012
08/12/2012 (10:13am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO)

• accidental deletion of scanned files last night (between 11:30pm, 08/11/2012, and
12:00am, 08/12/2012: see computer voice recordings during this period) led to my
re-scanning of the majority of my files, a process that consumed nearly five hours.
After doing so, copying of these files to multiple storage containers consumed
approximately one additional hour, and I was not able to sleep until around 6:30am.
It should be noted that the accidental deletion that delayed sleep stemmed from my
initial storage of scanned files on a flash drive. Usually, I would store these files in
the "pictures" folder on my computer, but yesterday evening, I decided to store them
on my flash drive, somehow believing that they were less susceptible to manipulation
or accidental deletion.

• brief period of meditation this morning around 6:00am hindered by severe memory
loss (I would sometimes begin praying the rosary in the middle of the counting phase
of my sequence: see the "01/27/2012" journal entry for details on my sequence)
associated with the thought: you are not well [apparently foreign thought].

• persistent stinging sensation in right eye between 10:15am and 1:00pm during an
orientation session at [J.M., Aurora, CO] on 08/11/2012 began after mentally
commenting on an error committed by one of the trainees

• memory loss paired with shocks and other types of "punishment" while meditating
between 7:20am and 8:28am on August 11, 2012, along with "laughter-in-head"
more often paired with the onset of a new mantra

• accumulating sleep debt (slept around 6:30am today, August 12, 2012, and awoke
around 8:40am to use the bathroom; after doing so, I began to meditate; slept less
than 7 hours in the early hours of August 11, 2012, and experienced difficulty in
trying to do so due to "tats" of something hitting ear-plugs frequently [could not be
captured on the Olympus recorder due to its low battery])

• recent increase in deleterious behavior on my part (since August 09, 2012), including
the mysterious binge-eating on August 09, 2012, that consumed an entire, just-
purchased box of cereal and over half a gallon of milk (purchased along with the
cereal at 8:32pm in 7-eleven, O- and C-, Denver, CO), the inability to ignore
distractions and sleep early, the drive to scan all files last night after accidentally
deleting them, in spite of the fact that re-scanning would delay sleep significantly),
the inability to ignore distractions and meditate as soon as I return to the unit from
somewhere, the inability to make time for extra sleep during the day, etc.

• increase in anger and frustration over the night of 08/11-12/2012 due to delays and
issue with scanning of entries
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• recent increase in thoughts of "freak...you're so weird..." while meditating (associated
with the onset of phase of mantras while meditating between 8:57am and 10:13am
today)

• "tats" of something hitting (apparently) ear-plugs behind head covering more
frequent as I continued past "120" in the counting phase of sequence (while
meditating between 8:57am and 10:13am) and paired with certain thoughts,
including "please, null the effects of gas-lighting intrusions...please, make me swiftly
forget all of those electronic intrusions that may occur today...please, make me
swiftly forget all of those acoustic intrusions that may occur today..." Shocks, yawns,
and sudden penile erections were also paired with certain thoughts, including,
"please, make me oblivious to the unnatural sounds in my head..."

• thoughts while writing point about the "recent increase in thoughts of 'freak...'": stop
him mediating...let's see how...

• aching in heart persistent while meditating between 8:57am and 10:11am [previously
and mistakenly wrote "10:13am": see the computer voice recording for this period]
today, August 12, 2012

• thoughts while writing this entry: you have to show others [the card entries]...[type
them and send them via email]

• Orientation session at [J.M.'s, Aurora, CO] begins at 2:00pm today

08/15/2012 Notice: Yesterday, I could not
find the keys to my unit after returning from
a nearby laundromat, and I subsequently
decided to upload as much of my evidence
(audio  logs,  scanned  entries,  etc.)  as
possible to a Martus.org server in order to
safe-guard against theft. However, doing so

today has been especially difficult, as error messages concerning transmission have
been frequent (see the "PrtSc" output below and associated netstat.exe log).

" 08/15/2012 (11:01am, E- Library, Englewood, CO; a second error message concerning
transmission of Martus.org bulletins, which contain numerous pieces of evidence and
other items, is displayed [see the "PrtSc" image below and associated netstat.exe output;
no web page was closed while taking these logs].) C:\Windows\system32>netstat -aon
Active Connections Proto Local Address Foreign Address State PID TCP 0.0.0.0:135
0.0.0.0:0  LISTENING  1100  TCP  0.0.0.0:49152  0.0.0.0:0  LISTENING  788  TCP
0.0.0.0:49153 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 1196 TCP 0.0.0.0:49154 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 1260
TCP 0.0.0.0:49155 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING 908 TCP 0.0.0.0:49156 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING
900  TCP  192.168.50.153:50617  74.125.225.182:443  SYN_SENT  2984  TCP
1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 0 . 1 5 3 : 5 0 6 1 8  7 4 . 1 2 5 . 2 2 5 . 1 8 2 : 4 4 3  S Y N _ S E N T  2 9 8 4  T C P
1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 0 . 1 5 3 : 5 0 6 1 9  7 4 . 1 2 5 . 2 2 5 . 1 8 1 : 4 4 3  S Y N _ S E N T  2 9 8 4  T C P
1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 0 . 1 5 3 : 5 0 6 2 0  7 4 . 1 2 5 . 2 2 5 . 1 8 2 : 4 4 3  S Y N _ S E N T  2 9 8 4  T C P
1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 0 . 1 5 3 : 5 0 6 2 1  7 4 . 1 2 5 . 2 2 5 . 1 8 2 : 4 4 3  S Y N _ S E N T  2 9 8 4  T C P
192.168.50.153:50622  74.125.225.182:443  SYN_SENT  2984  TCP  [::]:135  [::]:0
LISTENING 1100 TCP [::]:49152 [::]:0 LISTENING 788 TCP [::]:49153 [::]:0 LISTENING
1196 TCP [::]:49154 [::]:0 LISTENING 1260 TCP [::]:49155 [::]:0 LISTENING 908 TCP
[::]:49156 [::]:0 LISTENING 900 UDP [fe80::3d40:8b80:fb67:6d26%13]:546 *:*  1196
C : \ W i n d o w s \ s y s t e m 3 2 > t a s k l i s t / s v c  I m a g e  N a m e  P I D  S e r v i c e s
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  = = = = = = = =
============================================ System Idle Process 0 N/A
System 4 N/A smss.exe 304 N/A avgrsx.exe 412 N/A avgcsrvx.exe 452 N/A csrss.exe
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728 N/A wininit.exe 788 N/A csrss.exe 800 N/A winlogon.exe 860 N/A services.exe 900
N/A  lsass.exe  908  EFS,  KeyIso,  SamSs  lsm.exe  916  N/A  svchost.exe  1024
DcomLaunch, PlugPlay, Power svchost.exe 1100 RpcEptMapper, RpcSs svchost.exe
1196  Audiosrv,  Dhcp,  eventlog,  wscsvc  svchost.exe  1228  AudioEndpointBuilder,
Netman,  PcaSvc,  TrkWks,  UxSms,  Wlansvc,  wudfsvc  svchost.exe  1260  Appinfo,
EapHost,  gpsvc, MMCSS, ProfSvc, Schedule, SENS, Themes, Winmgmt, wuauserv
audiodg.exe 1344 N/A svchost.exe 1384 EventSystem, netprofm, nsi, WdiServiceHost
svchost.exe 1532 BFE, DPS, MpsSvc avgwdsvc.exe 1692 avgwd svchost.exe 1728
CryptSvc, NlaSvc dsiwmis.exe 1756 DsiWMIService ePowerSvc.exe 1804 ePowerSvc
LMutilps32.exe  1824  N/A  ToolbarUpdater.exe  1884  vToolbarUpdater12.2.0
avgidsagent.exe  1952  AVGIDSAgent  avgnsx.exe  392  N/A  avgemcx.exe  404  N/A
taskhost.exe 1876 N/A dwm.exe 2092 N/A explorer.exe 2116 N/A igfxtray.exe 2224 N/A
hkcmd.exe 2232 N/A igfxsrvc.exe 2280 N/A igfxpers.exe 2312 N/A LManager.exe 2364
N/A  SynTPEnh.exe  2432  N/A  RtHDVCpl.exe  2444  N/A  ePowerTray.exe  2452  N/A
avgtray.exe 2612 N/A LMworker.exe 2636 N/A vprot.exe 2688 N/A SynTPHelper.exe
2824  N/A  WmiPrvSE.exe  2832  N/A  igfxext.exe  2892  N/A  unsecapp.exe  2932  N/A
SearchIndexer.exe 3012 WSearch ePowerEvent.exe 3124 N/A SoundRecorder.exe 3424
N/A  svchost.exe  3816  FontCache  IAStorDataMgrSvc.exe  1700  IAStorDataMgrSvc
svchost.exe 2696 PolicyAgent mmc.exe 1864 N/A wlanext.exe 2168 N/A conhost.exe
2140 N/A cmd.exe 2792 N/A conhost.exe 3164 N/A wordpad.exe 2788 N/A javaw.exe
1552 N/A chrome.exe 2984 N/A chrome.exe 2112 N/A chrome.exe 3804 N/A tasklist.exe
1936 N/A WmiPrvSE.exe 1296 N/A"
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Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner
Sunday, September 09, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner
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In his letter to MindNet, a formerly popular journal detailing contemporary human rights
abuses, Utah State prisoner David Fratus details torture, depravity, and relentless malice
on the part of Corrections officers towards inmates. His experiences, like many others,
although seemingly improbable, are honest, brutal, and factual; and he urges readers to
at least consider his plight to be that not of a mad man, as he has been defamed, but of a
man in a war unknown to many. In his words, "you cannot imagine what it has been like
confined to a cell 24 hours a day for almost a year now, being brain blasted by high
frequency impulses--no respite, no place to hide, and having not the lightest notion what
was going on."

from: <http://www.whale.to/b/fratus.html>

 David Fratus, 17886
 Box 250
 Draper, Utah 84020
 October 18, 1988

Dear Sir :

 I am currently involved in a crisis of a bizarre nature
which I'm sure will be of utmost interest, providing you can find
credence in what I relate and not summarily dismiss me as being a
fantasy-stricken space case.

 I'm being subjected to some type of remote control
electronic brain punishment, in severity nothing less than
outright torture, and the technology being utilized to execute
this questionable action is not only highly specialized and
sophisticated, but causes me to wonder whether knowledgeable
authorities are even aware that a device of this nature exists.
The credentials I can offer as to the veracity of these
allegations are slim and none. I'm standing in a bad light to
begin with, as I am a 38 year old inmate serving a 1 to 15 year
sentence for 2nd degree burglary at the Utah State Prison, and
the information contained within is in regard to my substantial
problems with prison officials who would gladly have it believed
that my word merits no credibility whatsoever. They have, in
fact, gone to extreme lengths to insure that such is the case,
and you will presently understand why. I have never been
afflicted with psychological disorders of any kind, and am not
given to fabricating stories with which to bother busy people or
cause unnecessary commotion. I'm a convicted thief, not a liar.

 It is a difficult story to tell--and though a bit long
winded as presented, I feel it important to explain these events
in their entirety so as to give the reader a proper picture.
Although not well educated, I am reasonably intelligent and able
to recount the sequences and details to incidents with a great
deal of accuracy, and I swear to you that what is written on
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these pages is unembellished and 1000 true. I ask you to please
read and evaluate my letter and hope you will see fit to assist
me with any pertinent information you might possess. Should it
prove to be that you cannot offer an explanation as to what is
happening here, then I'm afraid there is much more amiss than
what I had suspected and would make my position appear most
precarious.

 Eleven months ago I unfortunately ran afoul of prison
officials as a result of a minor altercation with other inmates
and what was then deemed to be a poor attitude on my part. It has
since been a battle of wills, and what they have done to me for
my failure to kow tow to them is incomprehensible. The hostilities
commenced with guards being ordered to launch an intensive
campaign of harassments against me. Day after day they tampered
with my food, smashing and removing items from my tray, and
threatened to poison me with carcinogens and diseases. My mail
received similar treatment, I was constantly verbally badgered as
well as physically assaulted, and was told my parents would be
murdered should I fail to maintain silence. These methods were
employed to provoke me into losing my temper and acting out,
giving them sufficient cause to impose disciplinary measures and
isolate me in the maximum security unit where I could be dealt
with without their having to be concerned about witnesses. I have
since discovered that these set-up tactics are standard operating
procedure at this prison, and believe me, no one could undergo
the systematic and intense harassment routine I was subjected to
and not lose their temper.

 Once isolated, some extremely peculiar things began to
occur. I became disoriented to the extent that my cell and
surrounding area would take on a surrealistic appearance as
though I were under the influence of a hallucinogenic drug, and I
was plagued by severe headaches and insomnia for weeks at a time.
I had absolutely no inkling of what was happening,and after a
couple months of having some fantastically cruel games played
with my mind ultimately reducing me to a state of anxiety, the
psychiatric squad was called in to play their roles in this
colossal "set up" and I was declared to be suffering from a
mental illness after undergoing a farcical and cursory interview
in duration of no more than 15 minutes. Delusional persecution
and paranoia was, I believe, how they so conveniently labeled me.
It was obviously a deliberate and prearranged plan, and
throughout these actions the staff would make malicious comments
as to, "How are you enjoying your headaches?" Need some aspirin?"
and "Are you sleeping well, Mr. Fratus?" The use of this
fraudulent and adverse psychiatric classification was just one
more nail in my coffin, and intended as a means to cast suspicion
on my credibility, as well as further enable them to keep me
isolated. Now that the frame-up prerequisites were satisfactorily
out of the way, they were able to proceed with their campaign of
mental terrorism.
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 I began to receive, or hear, high frequency tones in my
ears. Like the test pattern on a TV set. The volume or intensity
of these frequencies is adjustable and some are so high and
piercing that they've literally had me climbing the walls. When I
plug my ears with cotton or fingertips, the tones are still
inside and become amplified. It's as if they had become
electrified echo chambers with the sounds coming from the inside
out. When I complained or acted out, I was beaten and thrown into
a strip cell with no clothes, mattress, toilet paper or drinking
water. Nothing--and the intensity of these frequency
transmissions would be crescendoed to maddening levels. Much
mental distress! This is still being done to me three shifts, 24
hours a day, and the combination of these demoralizing mental
torments and sleep deprivation for weeks on end has exacted a
heavy toll on me.

 I began to write letters of complaint and question to
various medical and legal associations after the first four
months. It proved futile to complain to prison and state
officials, as they are aware of, and sanctioning this treatment,
and did nothing but use my complaints as a vehicle to further
ridicule and aggravate me. It required upwards of 50 letters
before I finally acquired information which gave me a clue as to
just what kind of a predicament I was in. Most people, it seems,
are understandably reluctant to offer assistance to a convicted
person no matter how serious the situation, and the majority of
my letters went unanswered. No telling if these letters were
actually mailed, however, as prison officials are notorious for
misplacing inmate mail, and these people are definitely trying to
hinder my quest for information and support in this matter. I
subscribe to "U.S. News and World Report" which recently printed
an article concerning the workings of the human mind. I did not
receive this particular issue and became suspicious after hearing
guards make comments like, "I'll be damned if I'll give it to
him," so I had my father, who resides in New Hampshire, mail me
the article which contained the names of several brain research
scientists and their respective universities. The administration
obviously doesn't want me advising research people of my
situation here--and so that is just what I intend to do. Getting
back to the letters I had written requesting information, I was
fortunate in that the folks at the "Coalition for Prisoners'
Rights Newsletter" located in Santa Fe, New Mexico, were
concerned enough by word of my plight to conduct a little
research which resulted in their sending me reprints of three
articles dealing with: Electromagnetic, and Non-Ionizing
Electromagnetic Radiation, and Radio Frequency Weapons--which
were published by "U.S. News," "The Nation" and "The Atlantic"
back in March 1987. I received this information September 22,
1988, and thanks to those kind and conscientious people, I now
have some idea of how such things are being done to me, and most
importantly that such technology does exist.
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 These articles cover most of the mental and physical
maladies I've been experiencing for the past eleven months, with
one major exception, and I'll hopefully be able to use this
information to gain further insight as to what is going on, and
to alleviate the hostilities being waged against me. You cannot
imagine what it has been like confined to a cell 24 hours a day
for almost a rear now, being brain blasted by high frequency
impulses--no respite, no place to hide, and having not the
lightest notion what was going on. All three of these articles,
"U.S. News" in particular, describe dire consequences as a result
of over exposure to various radiation and frequency hazards, and
I'm now most apprehensive as to how eleven months of constant
application, by whichever of these means it is being done, might
be affecting my cell chemistry and vital organs.

 I'm sure you'll agree that I've stumbled headlong into the
proverbial hornets nest, but what I have told you thus far is
only the lull before the storm and is quite unremarkable in
comparison to what comes next. What they proceeded to do to me
from approximately the fifth month on is the exception I spoke
of--and is so unimaginable and seemingly preposterous that its
very ludicrousness is obviously one of their primary defense
assets. Even though I have been living with this incredible
phenomenon for months on end and have grown somewhat accustomed
to what is being done, as well as having resigned myself to the
inevitability that I have no escape from this torment as long as
they choose to inflict it, I still find great difficulty in
believing this can be reality. Getting an outsider to accept my
allegations is going to be something else altogether, and that's
just what prison officials are counting on.

 For the climax in this series of weird events, I began to
hear voices in my ears. Voices that change pitch and timbre in
contrast from being a cartoonish high and squeaky, descending
through the octaves, including everything from sinister Darth
Vadorish to basically normal characteristics. The reception of
these voices into my inner ears is as vivid as though I were
listening to a set of stereo headphones, and they are able to
mix, match, and blend them in conjunction with the frequency
tones creating a raucous cacophony of audio discord that
disheartens the soul. Now for the clincher.

 The various effects of this device have been progressively
increased throughout this eleven-month onslaught, finally
arriving at full potential with the end result being that I am
now having my brain monitored by an omnipotent computerized mind
reading or scanning machine of some sort. No hoax, no illusion to
what I'm experiencing. These people have devised or acquired a
specialized unit that reads absolutely everything--physical as
well as mental functions, and are able to cause severe
impairments and dysfunctions via this remote-control scanning
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device. I have no memory of having had anything of a physical
nature done to me, but it has somehow been contrived to "wire" me
up to where they have access to instant, and unerringly accurate
comprehension of even my most fragmented and fleeting thoughts.
They are attempting radical behavior modification and thought
control by means of an incessant, round the clock monitoring of
my brain--imposing the various punishments when my thinking or
physical actions fail to conform to what they are demanding of
me. Interesting concept, isn't it? "Big Brother" and the "Thought
Police" have most assuredly become reality.

 This scheme of sleep deprivation, headaches, and audio
torments is relentless and being used to break down my resistance
and wear me to a mental frazzle, permitting no mental privacy,
berating and picking my thoughts apart, and attacking my mind
with an insidious tirade of sickening innuendo and threats. They
are going into my subconscious, or memory bank, bringing forth
unpleasant memories long ago forgotten, and I am being punished
for past as well as present indiscretions. I can think of
anything from the past--a friend or situation from 30 years ago
for instance, and the voices will provide names and particulars.
I have repeatedly tested and attempted to trick them on this. No
way. They have better access to what's in my head with this
nefarious invention than I do. I can converse with my antagonists
merely by thinking what I wish to say.... and I welcome you to
the Twilight Zone!! How the hell is this being done?? They are
using those frequency impulses to perpetrate some very vicious
maltreatment on me. With the apparent ease of manipulating a
keyboard, they can, with a flick of the switch, strip me of all
energy and motivation to where I'm forced to lie on my bunk and
stare at the wall like a-zombie. I've been left in this state for
weeks at a time--literally chained to my bed without the actual
use of physical restraints, having not the energy to walk back
and forth in my cell even a few times. For almost the entire
eleven months I have continuously been made to feel low down and
chronically depressed. The effects of this device have been
cancelled on several occasions, instantly returning me to my
normal self, only to have the voices laugh and taunt, then
reducing me to the former state of despondent misery and
confusion after an all too brief reprieve. The most powerful of
these frequency impulses is jokingly referred to as the "Death
Ray" by guards, and is so potent it causes an intense physical
sensation of having an electrical, or magnetic force field
combined with a vibrating tuning fork in my head. Different parts
of my brain are targeted by this thing, causing a variety of
mental and physical reactions. Sometimes I can feel it at the
base of my brain where it joins the spinal cord, other times up
in the frontal lobes, and it is in fact comparable to a lobotomy,
as it causes my brain to lock up and malfunction to where I
cannot concentrate or spell simple words. It actually blurs my
eyesight and fouls the air I expel from my lungs, giving it a
metallic sulfurish taste and odor. It's a God-awful feeling, I
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can tell you. They have, at times, assailed me with this "Death
Ray" in bursts ranging from seconds to minutes, causing me to
psychologically bounce up and down like a human yo-yo. Lobotomies
may have been outlawed in the U.S.A., but they've sure found the
perfect replacement, and I don't see how this treatment can
possibly be construed as anything other than torture.

 It is inconceivable to me that the technology of this
awesome device can be unique and possessed solely by the State of
Utah, but I may very well be wrong. When I first entered the
prison in May, 1986, one of the psychologists who conducted my
initial classification interview inquired as to whether I had
ever heard "voices." That seems to be the key word around here.
This question was posed almost a year before the "U.S. News" and
other articles were published, which seems unlikely, as the
proficiency of the apparatus I'm dealing with is sophisticated
far beyond anything scientists had apparently imagined in use at
that time. I, of course, didn't attach any significance to the
question of voices back then, but remember it well, and have
since heard many references made to people hearing "voices" by
both inmates and staff, which would indicate that these people
were in possession of, and employing this technology at least
that far back. This is what prompts me to wonder how they could
have had such an innovative piece of equipment in use, operating
with apparent perfection of technique, without the scientific and
medical community in general being aware of it. Quit a puzzle.

 In defense of both my sanity and the veracity of my
allegations, I now relate part of a conversation I recently had
with a prison paid, but supposedly independent and neutral
paralegal advisor. He stated that he has received similar
complaints from other inmates, but that nothing can be done for
lack of evidence. He said that one inmate in particular has been
placed on forced medication (Prolixin) because of his hearing
"voices," and unless I'm greatly mistaken, I believe his words
carried an unofficial warning for me. At least two inmates that I
know of have been badgered to the point of having attempted
suicide as a result of this mental torment, and something stinks
to the high heavens here! All of the staff, as well as a number
of inmates, are aware of what is happening, so I can't fathom how
it can remain, or even at this time, be a kept and closed secret
human nature being what it is. For the most part, I believe the
other knowledgeable inmates are intimidated and cowed for fear of
retaliation in the form of a mental torture routine such as I'm
being subjected to should they complain. Threats of additional
time being imposed by the Parole Board are also being used to
coerce silence. Tough odds to buck.

 Prison officials deny that they are perpetrating any such
activities in response to formal inquiry but will grin and smugly
indicate full awareness when no witnesses are present. "Yes, we
are doing this to you, but no one will believe it, and you can do
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nothing to deter us." This is the attitude they project, and they
are engaging in a conspiracy of inmate experimentation and
exploitation that defies description. The outside authorities who
even made a pretense of investigating my allegations were told
I'm a habitual trouble maker with a history of psychological
problems, and that effectively frustrates my attempts to have
this situation looked into right there. Who is to dispute the
word of my law-abiding and honorable keepers? How to verify and
impress upon investigators the honesty of my accusations? What
concrete evidence do I have? Even a group of inmates alleging
corresponding facts are subject to skepticism as prison officials
will simply accuse them of collusion. I'm being deliberately
isolated from the inmates who would collaborate my story, by the
way--and legal organizations such as the A.C.L.U., due to lack of
substantiated proof and the absurdity of this horror show, are
hesitant to invest the time and effort necessary to determine
what is actually taking place at the hands of these pious Mormon
inquisitioners. I've seen them in action and they are possessed
of exceptional finesse in their ability to conceal the true
nature of matters and mislead outsiders with their upright and
holier than thou pretentiousness. It has been eleven months of
deception by prison officials, of nonstop elaborate harassments
and vicious mind games, and I would surely like to know just what
provocation I gave to warrant the infliction of such insane
mistreatment. No rhyme or reason--nor justification--either legal
or moral, to any of this. They are so very smug and secure in the
belief that they cannot be brought to account for these blatantly
illegal acts due to their well rehearsed methods of official
denial, isolation, and absence of witnesses, bogus psychiatric
evaluations, and of course, the fact that this mental torment is
being accomplished by a faceless machine, operated by anonymous
antagonists from an unknown location and distance. I overheard
one guard boast that the tactics they've employed have been so
extensive that no one would believe me anyway.

 I was an Air Force brat, born in New Foundland and stubborn
as a Missouri mule. I suppose I could capitulate and eventually
get these people to cease and desist in this mental warfare, but
I vehemently resent and object to this flagrant invasion of the
sanctity of my mind and will be damned if I'll just sit here and
allow them to go unchallenged in this attempted programming and
manipulation of my brain and personality as though I were an
experimental laboratory animal. The judge sentenced me to serve
an atonemental amount of time for my crime and said nothing of
corporal punishments or mental torment and abuse when he passed
judgment. It is plain enough why they went to such extremes to
set me up for isolation and discredit my word. I have to shake my
head in incredulous dismay when I picture the outrageousness of
the circumstances I've been maneuvered into. I recently signed a
release form and obtained, acting through the paralegal I
previously mentioned, partial copies of both my administrative
and medical prison files. I was denied access to all of this
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material and told to get a court order if I wished to see what
was withheld. What I did see, however, was enough to convince me
that I'm dealing with some highly unscrupulous people who will
stop at nothing to protect their conspiracy. The chronological
notes contained in these files bore a contrived and twisted mass
of outright lies pertaining to alleged conversations between
myself and both psychological and correctional staff. This deceit
was expressly woven in harmony by the various contributors to
detract from my credibility and make me appear unstable. There
was, in fact, mention of obtaining a court order to force
treatment on me (Prolixin?), and I find it very sad, and hard to
believe, that this type of atrocious inhumanity is being
practiced in this country in this day and age. Equally hard to
understand is the fact that the state officials I have advised of
this situation, including the Governor, Attorney General, State
Senate, County Attorney, and Department of Corrections Personnel,
all choose to ignore and make light of these allegations, even
though there is strong indication of foul play due to the
numerous individual complaints made by inmates at this
institution. I even went so far as to challenge Warden Gerald
Cook, and Gary Deland, who is the Executive Director of the
Department of Corrections, to a $1500.00 wager as to the outcome
of a polygraph test between myself and prison officials to
determine who is speaking the truth. They have declined my
invitation, of course, and I was threatened with the possibility
of disciplinary action for my proposal of illicit gambling. This
is a Mormon state, and there is a deep-rooted conspiracy going on
which apparently encompasses most, if not all of the governmental
structure. Can nothing be done?

 It may very well prove impossible to bring legal action
against these people for what they're doing to me, but I fully
intend to continue my pursuit of the answers--and shall endeavor
to expose this malignant corruption for what it is. I firmly
believe the truth must eventually surface.

 Any consideration you can give this matter--either assisting
me with information, suggesting responsible authorities from whom
I might elicit assistance, or possibly forwarding this letter to
someone who could cause investigation, and perhaps act to prevent
further retaliation by these people, would be ever so greatly
appreciated. This letter has been written in good faith, and I
sincerely hope you will treat it as such. If nothing else, I ask
that you at least accord me the courtesy of acknowledging
receipt.

 Sincerely,
 David James Fratus (signed)
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An Account-092012
Friday, September 14, 2012
[10/03/2012 Update:]

I forgot to add my experience of mysterious, often paired (with acts) tones while alone in
the unit. It deserves noting that these tones, according to a case manager, have not been
reported by anyone else in the transitional housing complex, and they often occur as
soon as I return to the unit. Further, on multiple occassions, I have documented the
occurrence of a very short tone while recording the occurrence of an earlier, much longer
one in a transcript of audio logs for September 2012. Lastly, I should note that these
tones  began  shortly  after  I  moved  into  the  unit  in  July  2012,  and  they  have  been
documented to waver with my angle while in one position (significant decrease in their
intensity with head tilted slightly or slightly elevated; a significant "wavering" of the tone
as I move to a different but near position in the unit)

I also forgot to add my apparent recording of one of the so-called "sounds-in-head" on an
Olympus WS 600 recorder on September 24, 2012 (the recording was reviewed several
times and the mechanical "laughter-in-head," as described by Utah State Prisoner David
Fratus and other victims, was found at the same locations in the recording; however, I
experience difficulty in validating this recording as I am not a professional).

Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
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the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

 Note: See Cheryl Walsh's June 2012 article in the Essex Review, Carole Smith's On the
Need for New Criteria of Psychological Diagnosis in Light of Mind-invasive Technology
(2007),  U.S.  Department  of  Defense  Whistle-blower  Robert  Duncan's  The  Matrix
Deciphered (2006), private investigator David Lawson's Terrorist Stalking in America
(2001),  and the James Walbert  Court  Case (2008: article on wired.com) in order to
understand the following post.

An Account-092012
The following entries represent excerpts from Events Logs, Recordings Guides, and
other transcripts of existence that have been obtained daily since late August 2012.
These, although seemingly improbable, are honest, factual accounts, and a brief review
of historical documents and events, including those mentioned in the introductory note,
would reveal their brutal reality.

We are  innocent,  21st  Century,  American  citizens,  and  we  are  victims  of  a  Silent
Holocaust initiated by powerful members of society, along with key members of the U.S.
military establishment, according to whistle-blowers courageous enough to inform others
of severe corruption inherent in the U.S. Intelligence Structure. Above all, we are minds
under attack, daily, covertly, and relentlessly.

[11:32pm, 09/02/2012, (Transitional Housing),  Denver,  CO:] continuous eating after
masturbation and difficulty stopping; I felt stuck in one act, as though I could not stop,
even though I thought that I could. I eventually kicked a nearby wall and stopped.

[9:29am, 09/03/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
serious memory loss that began in phase of mantras (at the start of, "make me heal more
swiftly  and more effectively,"  I  could not  remember initiating the preceding portion:
"please, null the effects..."...) led to shortened length of meditative recording between
8:46am and 9:27am (compare  length  of  computer  voice  recordings  and lengths  of
individual segments on Olympus recording with references for these recordings in the
"Recordings Guide" for 092012)
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decision to begin voicing thoughts and portions of sequence as they occur in order to
prevent memory loss after serious memory loss while meditating earlier.
significant aching in heart region while writing entries in Events Log and Recordings
Guide (stopped doing so at 9:49am)

voiced thought (on Olympus WS 600 recorder) at 12:08pm, 09/03/2012: laughter masks
it...it's something to use...a very good facade to use...in a general way...when people are
looking for something to blame...they would only see laughter [unofficial targeting]

[11:31pm, 09/04/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
thoughts at 11:25pm concerning newly discovered stool in pantry (not there when I left;
discovered at 11:08pm when I returned to the unit): it's probably a case manager that put
it there...or the landlord...
persistent stinging in left eye since my alighting of the "133" bus at Hampden and Tower
between 4:05pm and 4:10pm on my way to J.M.'s, Aurora, CO, for work today (stinging
occurs on occassion; attempts to alleviate it with a co-worker's eye drops or dowsing with
water proved unsuccessful; piercing sensation in left eye began when I close my eyes for
a  considerable  period  on  the  "153"  bus  to  Colfax  and  Sable  from  Chambers  and
Hampden  while  returning  from  work  between  9:54pm  and  10:30pm)

[11:22pm, 09/07/2012, RMYHP, Denver, CO:] update to the 09/05/2012 Events Log
(forgot to add the following points)...
loss of Olympus WS 600 recorder while attempting to connect (around 10:25pm) to the
"15" bus from the "153" bus at Colfax and Sable after work (on 09/05/2012) on my way to
the unit and re-discovery of the recorder around 11:30pm near the intersection of Colfax
and Sable (returned using a "15" bus back to Colfax and Sable after alighting another one
at  Colfax  and  Colorado  around  10:50pm);  discovered  that  the  recorder  had  been
apparently smashed by a car; note about loss: I usually stop and restart the recorder
before entering buses, but on the night of September 05, 2012, I did not check to do so
while  connecting  to  the  "15"  bus  from  the  "153"  bus  at  Colfax  and  Sable;  I  only
discovered the loss of the recorder approximately 3 minutes into the "15" bus ride to
Colfax and Downing, and I asked the bus driver if he would be able to contact the "153"
bus in order to ascertain the location of the recorder; not receiving a reply from the "153"
bus after 15 minutes, the "15" bus driver urged me to call the central RTD station and
inquire about my loss the next day, on September 06, 2012; I decided, however, to leave
the bus as soon as possible at Colfax and Colorado in order to return to Colfax and Sable
(to check for the recorder, which was found smashed)

[12:45pm, 09/07/2012, RMYHP, Denver, CO:]
thoughts shortly before meditation between 9:53am and 10:58am this morning: [mine:]
scripts...reptillian...psychics...UFOs...very clever scripts...play on possibility

[7:13pm, 09/07/2012, Smiley's Laundromat, Denver, CO:] While copying quotes from The
Matrix Deciphered concerning weaknesses in T.A.M.I., I imagined a futuristic scenario in
which an underground resistance would begin disabling or destroying individual towers;
then,  I  thought,  it  already  happens...tower  busters...what  orgone  is  used  for  by
many...they  would  start  rounding  them  up...
[11:53am, 09/08/2012, RMYHP, Denver, CO:]
mysterious dream during second sleep attempt: scenarios revolving around a group of
people with white nationalist tendencies in the military: a tall, white, dark-haired male that
I have never seen before talking about white kids being scared in Nevada by images of
two black children pointing a finger at them; a short, white female with a penchant for
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pistols and a fiery temper; another white male that appeared timid amidst the group; and
someone I knew, a mixed (more obviously white) female coworker who eventually shaves
her head and becomes part of the group; ultimately, the scene moves to one in which the
group rests in what appears to be a desert, each wearing military uniforms, with the girls'
heads being shaved; earlier in the dream, there was an image of myself (apparently) near
the group cleaning what appeared to be a window in a different, dark, isolated area, and
the leader, apparently the tall, dark-haired, white male, confronted me about my beliefs:
you just want everyone to live happily together, don't you? Then, the short, white female
stated,  "that  sickens  me...you  disgust  me..."  She  eventually  commented,  "you're
cold...something about you...it  sickens me...[the way you dress?]...you don't  care..."

[12:05pm, 09/09/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
awoke for the second time around 12:00pm and realized that difficulty sleeping over the
early morning hours serves to delay me (prevents me from awaking before a certain time;
it often happens that I would experience difficulty sleeping between 12:00am and 6:00am
on a non-work day, like today, September 09, 2012, and experience sleep between
7:00am and 12:00pm, leaving me with only approximately 9 hours to do whatever it is
that I would want to do, 9 hours with meditation and other significant portions of my life
taking approximately 3 or 4 of these hours)
photos of face after second period of sleep taken on Cricket phone and mini Camera at
12:12pm
decision to begin tracking sleep patterns during non-work days in order to better verify
that I am being prevented from awaking before a certain time on these days
total hours of sleep during the morning of September 09, 2012: approximately 7 hours
(2:00am-4:39am; 7:30am-12:00pm)

[2:23pm, 09/10/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
increased fear of shocks in anal area associated with increased desire to "protect" anal
area

[4:20am, 09/11/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
awoke sometime around 4:00am after  falling  asleep  around 1:30am and for  some
reason, I began scratching myself, especially my privates, for approximately 20 minutes
before realizing that my silver head coverings had been removed and my hand was
displaced from the grounding mat purchased from lessemf.com; these observations
prompted  my  adjustment  of  head  coverings,  my  replacement  of  my  hand  on  the
grounding mat, and a brief, <1 minute attempt to return to sleep before writing this entry.
I wanted to record, as soon as they occurred, the onset of pounding sounds from unit 201
shortly after I awoke around 4:00am, but for some reason, I failed to do so; thoughts
concerning this failure: mind-control...mind-controlled into docility...it's what they would
do...if they fear that I am a serious threat...re-uniting with family...convincing family...

[12:16pm, 09/11/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
realization while exercising earlier that the persistent experiences of "soft touch" or small
shocks paired with thoughts serve to make me eventually believe that all of my thoughts
stem from the perpetrator; these apparently small symptoms, therefore, are not small at
all, and they can be especially devastating as they seek to destroy identity.
[10:45pm, 09/13/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
voiced thought (on computer voice recorder) at 1:56pm, 09/11/2012, in the unit: repetitive
alarm appeared to help me (while meditating) as after each alarm, whatever "lock" or
feeling of being locked is stronger (as though someone were trying to compensate)
[6:49am, 09/12/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
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awoke to small shocks in anal area and elsewhere and observed an absence of head
coverings; persistence of such shocks since September 10, 2012, appears to have led to
an increase in anxiety over them; realized on September 11, 2012, that my statement of
such shocks in recordings may serve to discredit me as an innocent third party may see it
as an exaggeration of symptoms; the severity of the shocks lie in their psychological
effect (see the Events Logs for 09/10/2012 and 09/11/2012)
[7:50am, 09/13/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
difficulty returning to sleep due to "tats" of something repeatedly hitting Mylar on bed
beneath me.
memory loss while praying the rosary and difficulty recalling position paired with shocks
in left leg
...
just recalled at 7:57am previous intention to denote total hours of sleep over the night
(early morning of 09/13/2012): approximately 5 hours and 40 minutes (1:40am-7:21am)

[11:39am, 09/13/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:] just recalled that sometime
this morning, I thought of something important (a conclusion) concerning what would be
done to discredit me, and I cannot remember it at this time; I recalled this while I was in
the bathroom not too long ago, and I realized that the recollection was aided by my being
in the right context (the original thought was experienced somewhere near the bathroom)
[4:21pm, 09/13/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
significant "tats" of something repeatedly hitting front window paired often with more
complex thoughts, including those concerning "memes" and others.
...
[9:50pm, 09/13/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:] forgot to denote mysterious
fatigue ever since the onset of my organization and scanning of files today and thougths:
[mine, around 9:00pm:] someone's entraining fatigue...[apparently foreign:] they've been
doing it...you just haven't noticed...
[10:38pm, 09/14/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
often forgotten to denote that for the past few days (possibly the past week), my brain
appears to function on a weakened level (previously, I would be able to think of insights
and thoughts while praying the rosary, but now, any deviation from mantras results in a
mistake made in the sequence of beads)

[1:35am, 09/14/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
thoughts concerning recent sleep deprivation: torture...[soft touch in left ear at 1:40am as
I  wrote  that] . . . this  is  torture.. .not  psychological. . .very  physical. . .want  to
sleep...badly...being  deprived...knowingly...fear  sleep  because  of  the  streaming
sound...streaming  sound  in  left  ear  that  would  eliminate  drowsiness...can't
sleep...awake...wide  awake  for  hours...not  myself...less  inhibited...need  others  to
know...torture...I  did  nothing...must  be  revealed...shouldn't  be  able  to  do  this  to
anyone...only happens because people don't know...feeling of pleasure on the part of
[apparently] an older, white male as I write this...sick...they enjoy it...50, 60-year-old men
probably...they enjoy it...

[4:43pm, 09/14/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
string of bad decisions between 12:15pm and 4:41pm (first, I forgot to catch the "15Ltd"
bus at Colfax and Downing and was subsequently 15 minutes late to the meeting with my
case manager; then, I somehow decided not to catch the first Dline train from 25th and
Welton to 20th and Weltion after visit to Wells Fargo Bank; and the rabid consumption of
an entire box of croissants freely offered by one of the case managers at the shelter
during my meeting with [my case manager]...)
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The American Code
Friday, September 21, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following article may be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese
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The American Code By Edmund Edede Igberaese (First Draft written on 9-16-‘12 with
rosary and recorder)

It is September 16, 2012, and I just cracked the American code. What to do about it? I
spread the cipher.

The American Code
I want to tell you something. Yes, you: the reader. I sit here, a recorder in front of me, a
rosary in my pocket, and drowning in hours of sleep debt enforced by a streaming sound
in my left ear, and I want to tell you something very important. Listen well…

The worst things on Earth are those not said. They fester, thriving in the dampness of
shadow. These are the secrets that we tell ourselves: the lies, cover-ups, and illusions
built upon necessity often found to be illusory as well. These are the things that create
shadows, shadows enforced by silence; and as of now, in the evening of 9-16-’12, a
massive shadow can be seen over America, formerly the land of the free. It has gone by
many names, but two of these are most important: “the system” or “the Silent Holocaust,”
one being a covert amplification of the other.

This is 21st Century America, and out of fear, hate, or whatever you may call it,  the
intelligence services have begun a holocaust. They are the elites who control information
flow and subsequently, the social brain. They have had decades to perfect techniques,
eons to plan in advance, and enough time to research, develop, and implement political
control technology unlike any that has ever been seen. “The Grid,” as the more conscious
populace call it, lies in plain sight: a network of microwave transmitters embedded in cell
towers, Ground Wave Emergency Network (G.W.E.N.) towers, and other sources.

What most people do not realize, however, is the fact that these tall, dark, and common
devices emit electromagnetic radiation harmful to all. Above all is the fact that these
towers, components of “The Grid,” can significantly influence human bioelectricity when
tuned to  certain  frequencies  of  the  electromagnetic  spectrum.  Your  soul-your  very
essence-broken down to current flows, neuron depolarization speeds, resonance, and
sodium ion gates. Your essence-composed of your unique body resonance signature-can
be catalogued and used against you in ways that the average mind cannot even grasp.

Ask yourself, at this point, what you would do if you were in control of this Grid. Ask
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yourself, as well, what you, in control, would do if you had been bred in a background of
reinforced,  far-right  ideology  that  seeks  to  preserve,  at  all  costs,  the  perceived
“normalcy,” based on social history, of American society. What would you do if you, an
admirer of Adolf Hitler and his famous, brutal scientist Josef Mengele, could re-instate the
“Fourth Reich” without fear of repercussion?

There would be, supposedly, no fear because you and your predecessors, over decades
of careful research and planning, have successfully imbued and reinforced ignorance on
a wide scale. Who do you have to fear? The middle-class white male worried about
mortgage payments? The old veteran seeking a good retirement package and a few
good years in a nursing home before death? The young, black male already relegated to
the bottom of your hierarchy by ill-conceived social learning? The white female focused
on social betterment and embittered by economic injustice? The poor immigrant terrified
of deportation and worried constantly by the health of his family? The kid, black, white, or
grey, trying to find a place in an ever busy society?

All of these groups-the majority of contemporary American, even industrialized, society-
possess one potent commonality: ignorance of mind. Those things in your heads, grey
matter teeming with neurons, are first and foremost, the product of electromagnetism.
There would be no “you”-no memory, consciousness, foresight, planning, or learning-
without electricity. We are, alas, electro-chemical beings. Common medicine, however,
so focused on the chemistry of things, neither sees nor proclaims the benefits of the
yogis  who sometimes meditate  with  a  magnet  over  their  heads or  of  meditation  in
general. Why? Medicine is at first an economic thing, governed by that which governs all
industrialized citizens and subsequently by those who control it: money.

Those who control, however, unfettered by the constraints of the economy that they
manipulate at will, are bereft of the commonality previously described. They are known by
a name and separated from mainstream consciousness by it: elites. Nobody of average
tastes thinks incisively of the motives of those who control although one may argue that
logically,  they  should.  The citizen of  average tastes  is  instead worried  by  patterns
introduced by  the  elites,  the  fact  being unknown to  the  average.

Now, the elites, although not constantly contemplated, can be tracked and identified by
anyone: they attend Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Oxford, Cornell, and the like; they are bred
in the most comfortable of physical backgrounds; and they are typically conservative,
unaware-and not caring to be-of the minds, desires, and network of relationships of
human behavior as they are concerned only with manipulating the results of this research
for their benefit.

You, the elite, therefore, have likely experienced continuous reinforcement of the same
ideology throughout your life. This ideology, considering the conservative nature of the
source, ostracizes any hint of “other,” preferring instead to preserve a status quo that was
unjust in foundation; it is the ideology of the far-right, largely composed of white, upper
class males with a scorn for all social elements that differ from the far-right perspective.

Imagine now that not only are you, the traditional elite, aware of “The Grid,” you are also
in control,  by virtue of powerful  lobbies in legislature, of  government,  especially the
military. You are, therefore, in control of this Grid, the most terrifying plain network of
political control technology ever known to man, one that can, at the whim of a remote
controller, strip a man of free will, humiliate him, and force him into suicide out of this
humiliation that he feels-believes-was caused by himself. It is at this point necessary to
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consider the words of a whistle-blower as yet unknown to the general public:

The denial that people have about mind control technology is like the denial people have
that they won’t get addicted to a drug. ‘It can’t be that bad. I would notice. I would resist
it.’ It doesn’t work like that. You cannot resist it, and most people, unless trained, wouldn’t
even notice it. Your very essence-your brain electricity and neurotransmitter synaptic
signaling-is being modified. You can’t feel it  being done because you think you’re in
control. You have an illusion of choice…
(U.S. Department of Defense Whistle-blower Robert Duncan’s The Matrix Deciphered,
2006)

So what  do  you do with  this  “Grid”-this  hypothetically  perfect  way to  neutralize  an
individual  or  groups of  individuals  without  legal  repercussion  as  this  is  “classified”
technology? What do you do with the ability to control minds when you retain-even fuel-a
desire to install a kingdom of “whites only,” as prescribed by Adolf Hitler, the man who
never died? What do you do with decades of research and experimentation prompted by
the covert smuggling of Nazi scientists into your nation in 1947 after the Fall of Germany
in a secret military operation known as “Operation Paperclip”? What do you do after
learning, from the techniques of earlier regimes during the Cold War, such as the Stasi-
controlled East Germany, that neutralization and psychological oppression is a far better,
longer lasting way to remove a population or an individual from the mainstream? What do
you do when psychology, the very silent foundation of all social things, is under your
control after decades of collusion with psychiatry beginning during the Cold War? You
initiate a holocaust.

It would be silent, long-lasting, and terrifyingly efficient. It would not be expected to leave
survivors-at least, not too many of them-and even if it did, their views would not count as
they are systematically discredited and marginalized to the realm of “crazy” by your tightly
controlled flow of information. In fact, it would thrive on this information block-“crazy”-
since none of its victims would be believed.

Most people expect that  the lowest stratum of  society are those most economically
disadvantaged, and those of good heart would attempt to alleviate the well-publicized
problems of this stratum. In truth, however, the lowest stratum of society consists of those
not thought of at all, automatically blocked from the rest of the network by a command-a
label-“crazy.” Their antithesis, the elites, are well aware of the silent bottom that they
have created, and they feel little fear as who would believe a man branded with the
Scarlet Letter “C”?
Hence,  it  continues to hover,  this  shadow devouring minds and strictly  but  covertly
enforcing  conformity.  For  those  that,  out  of  specific  circumstances  and  natural
inclinations, threaten “The System”-this shadow-private, solitary prisons are created in
order to prevent the spread of their memes-ideas and formulations-in the pool controlled
by the elites. The prisons, once termed “private purgatories” by an adviser to a former
President, are built by a combination of electronic terrorism and discrediting campaigns
akin  to  those  witnessed  during  the  days  of  CoIntelPro,  the  Federal  Bureau  of
Investigation (F.B.I.)’s Counter-Intelligence Program that sought to neutralize activists
and student dissenters through organized stalking; and for the more troublesome targets,
a widely practiced, well-researched method based on protocols and scripts, is employed.

Here, I state, to the best of my knowledge, the general themes of this “method,” contrived
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from scrupulous recordings of my life in 2012. It begins with the experience of apparently
foreign thoughts via word associations with various brain areas in synthetic telepathy;
and it morphs into the sense of someone ‘giving’ you ideas and insights after these are
paired with soft touches, small shocks, and other physical “confirmations” that a well-
educated psychiatrist would describe as hallucinations. Further, well-rehearsed scripts,
such as those of “Rigelians” or “Alien Greys,” serve to confuse thoughts and detract the
victim  from  the  real  source  of  victimization:  covert  military  technology  globally
implemented by cell towers and known by the acronym “T.A.M.I.” (Thought Amplifier and
Mind  Interface),  which  creates  Extremely  Low Frequency  (E.L.F.)  waves  from two
intersecting, high-frequency beams in destructive interference (the result, although widely
known,  has  been skewed as  mythical,  free-energy  “scalar  waves”)  via,  potentially,
diametrically opposed antennas embedded in cell towers (this is why the “resistance,”
fighting “alien greys,” always target cell towers with “orgone blasters,” “succor punches,”
and “tower busters,” whose embedded quartz crystal interferes with scalar waves). This
Silent Holocaust, therefore, has been ongoing for decades, with an apparent, recent
explosion in victims, at least since T.A.M.I. was first implemented in the bicentennial of
the United States of America in 1976, two years after American engineer Robert Malech
discovered that he could intercept and interpret human brain waves via radio waves.
Moreover, victimization, sometimes including the CoIntelPro aspect of organized stalking
and media gas-lighting, is what is widely referred to as “The System” by those instantly
disadvantaged by their social status (poor black males and black families who find that
they “get no break” from life).

What I have done-intended to do-is provide a document: a testament of a controlled
society. What I have-see-here is a synthesis: a coagulation of concepts, events, and
above all, information processed by my brain-my computer. What I hope-believe-is that
this document would be spread to all willing to wake up.

I want to tell you something. Yes, you: the reader. I sit here, a recorder in front of me, a
rosary in my pocket, and drowning in hours of sleep debt enforced by a streaming sound
in my left ear, and I want to tell you something very important. Listen well.
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An Introduction to Records-12/23/2012 Update
Tuesday, October 16, 2012
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and  other,  more  subtle  means,  I  urge  you  to  view  all  of  my  blog  posts,  read  the
nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United States (can be seen on
this blog),  and conduct  independent research.  Further,  if  you are a researcher,  the
following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter
to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5)
Whistle-blower Carl  Clark and German Journalist  Armin Goss"  (July  2012 archive),
"Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-
09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive),
"An Introduction  to  Records"  (October  2012 archive),  "Excerpts  from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive), "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree" (February 2012 archive),  "Quotes for Targets" (1 and 2; January 2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following article may be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese
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An Introduction to Records By Edmund Edede Igberaese (First Draft written on 10-16-‘12
as a call to aid)

This document,  a summary* of records obtained by myself  between June 2012 and
October 2012, seeks to provide an introduction to the victimization of  thousands of
innocent American citizens throughout the nation tortured silently by covert harassment
techniques evocative of the F.B.I.’s Counter-Intelligence Program during the 1970s.
However,  unlike  this  program,  advances  in  satellite  surveillance  technologies,
neuroscience, and the ever obscure fields of psycho-physics and bio-electromagnetism
have produced what  Dr.John Hall  has termed “A New Breed:  Satellite  Terrorism in
Contemporary America” (title of his 2009 book). Further, as reported by whistle-blowers
Ted Gunderson of the F.B.I.(now deceased), Carl  Clark of the U.K.’s M.I.-5, Robert
Duncan of the U.S. Department of Defense, John St. Clair Akwei of the U.S. National
Security Agency, and others, various secret services jointly employ a combination of
electronic  terrorism  and  gas-lighting  techniques  in  ever  expanding  neutralization
programs reminiscent of East German Stasi operations during the Cold War. Even more
damning is the apparent  fact  that  Stasi-like techniques are being adopted by some
powerful criminal entities with ties to these Secret Services. Moreover, today’s victims of
military torture techniques, as noted by Gunderson and others, are largely innocent and
unaffiliated with political activism, as evidenced by the testimonies of James Walbert, who
in 2008 won a lawsuit against his former business partner for forced implantation and the
deployment of radiation weaponry, and Pat Burhan, a South African resident of Oregon,
United States, who seeks official recognition and termination of torture under the brand
name of “nonconsensual experimentation,” which, as described by whistle-blower Robert
Duncan in his 2006 book The Matrix Deciphered, is designed by the C.I.A./DoD to be as
brutal as possible so that the victim would not be believed by mainstream American
society. These and a plethora of other cases have been exposed by some courageous
mainstream journalists,  such  as  the  now-targeted  Vic  Livingston,  nowpublic.com’s
“scrivener,” whose 2009 article exposed the deployment of classified radiation weaponry
on innocent American citizens in what he termed, “a tax-payer funded, slow-kill genocide
of the American people.” However, the average American citizen is not only ignorant of
bioelectricity  but  also of  the torture  of  large numbers  of  the American left.  It  is  my
intention,  therefore,  to  draw this  layperson into  the fray.
The target and the perpetrator are living in the future. Let’s bring the future to the present.

* I should note here that this superficial summary of records should in no way be used as
a professional citation or reviewed as a scientific study. These are the records of a 19-
year-old youth seeking to inform the average global citizen of a form of human depravity
that exists and thrives in shadows of ignorance. The records embody a literary, non-
fictional  introduction to  the Silent  Holocaust.  This  new December  23,  2012 edition,
however, involves more detailed recordings and analysis of such recordings that, I hope,
would be used as evidence when professional validation of their authenticity is achieved.
Lastly, it should be noted that some of my audio recordings appear to have been altered
in some way: Olympus WS601923, obtained on 11/25/2012, is one of some notable
recordings that have produced odd, mechanical, "scratched-tape-like" sounds in the
points where signatures of notable incidents had been previously captured.
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You are a target. You are aware of the fact. You see the illusion above you, a glazed ball
fragile  and marred with  ripples  and cracks  in  formation  and concealment.  You are
doubted by all save a few of those aware. You could shield and concentrate solely on
shielding, and as a survival machine, you probably find that doing so is of utmost priority.
Yet, if you were to stop and realize that you are part of a community of souls-a network of
living  computers-invaded  by  ideas-subsets  of  information-intent  on  division  and
destruction, you may find that recording-providing a beseiged soul a safe haven and the
ability to call others to its aid-is the best route to a new Dawn: a New, Promised Age.

An  Introduction  to  Records  Tone  Since  my  first  month  of  residence  in  my  unit  in
transitional  housing (June 2012),  I  have experienced a mysterious tone apparently
localized in the unit and proven to be disconnected from background ventilation hums,
plumbing sounds, or other common, household sounds. Further, in July 2012, I began
paying more attention to this tone after observing numerous pairings of the onset of the
tone (sometimes especially brief) with my acts, and I obtained a recording of it on July 11,
2012, which was eventually given to my Housing case manager, S.M., for a short, joint
analysis. Upon review of this tone, she replied that, like me, she did hear the tone in the
Olympus WS 600 recording, but she has not been given a report of this tone from any
other tenant in the Housing complex since the onset of her tenure as Housing case
manager. After this meeting, I decided to begin recording as many instances of the tone
as possible in order to reveal patterns associated with its onset and termination, as well
as the apparent fact that this tone stems from a somehow malicious source. Background
Beeps To summarize information concerning background beeps observed in computer
voice recordings, in mid-late August 2012, I discovered background beeps with short,
consistent intervals (2-5 seconds) between sets of beeps in a computer voice recording
with the chosen option of "background noise suppression"; I sent two recordings of these
beeps, differentiated by the attachment of an earphone to the computer's earphone-jack
during one of them, to activist J- of ICAACT.org after speaking with him on the phone in
late August 2012 (August 24-31, 2012), and as of today, 10/15/2012, I have not received
a reply; on October 15, 2012, I discovered background beeps in an October 12, 2012
computer  voice recording,  which was without  background noise suppression,  and I
noticed that  the beeps maintained the same intensity  as I  moved into the pantry in
preparation  for  meditation,  leading  me to  conclude  that  the  beeps  were  somehow
localized within the unit; lastly, the only October-2012 computer voice recording so far
reviewed without background beeps is an afternoon recording, leading me to consider the
possibility that a singular event or series of events occur on afternoons, as opposed to
other parts of the day, but having only reviewed some of the October-2012 recordings, I
cannot be certain of this hypothesis. Moreover, the mysterious tone observed in some of
these recordings does not seem to interrupt background beeps as evidenced by the
9:33am-10:02am, 10/10/2012 computer voice recording ("16:30"-"18:30"), leading me
towards the conclusion that the tone and the background beeps stem from separate
sources (one-the tone- is likely localized as partly evidenced by the fact that it is only
heard in the unit). The background beeps, however, may also exist only in the unit, but as
I cannot hear them with my ears, I cannot be certain of this; what I can be certain of,
however, is that my not being able to hear them with my ears suggests that these beeps-
if not from the computer's normal, internal functions-are not within the range of human
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hearing. In addition, in November 2012, however, the Olympus WS600 recorder (see
Olympus WS600568, obtained between 8:56pm and 9:02pm on November 14, 2012;
sound amplification via the free AVS Audio Editor better reveals these beeps) captures
beeps with apparently longer periods and intervals, as well as those synonymous with
beeps captured in  the  computer  voice  recorder  (see the  last  10  seconds Olympus
WS601514, obtained between 9:07pm and 9:21pm, November 21, 2012), leading me to
consider that the length of each beep may indicate a specific frequency captured by the
digital voice recorders; further, as a computer digital voice recording on 12/08/2012 did
not capture background beeps either while I  resided in the unit  or after I  exited it,  I
wonder whether these beeps are not only notably mysterious but "externally introduced"
into the unit. I also consider, after reviewing earlier observations concerning the beeps,
that these beeps are the results of certain anomalous frequencies broadcasted into the
unit  at  certain times of the day. Further,  I  obtained the following observations while
comparing Olympus WS604752, obtained between 10:17pm and 10:23pm, 12/18/2012,
and Olympus WS600568, obtained between 8:56pm and 9:02pm, 11/14/2012: (From the
December 2012 Recordings Guide) “…I noticed that the occurrence of this signature (the
signature  of  a  laughing  male  immediately  followed  by  background  beeps  in  both
recordings), which was not experienced as sound while reviewing the recording without
headphones (even when amplified by 20 decibels), was nearly identical to the signature
captured  in  Olympus  WS600568,  which  records  8:56pm,  11/14/2012;  in  fact,  like
Olympus WS600568, Olympus WS604752 maintained the same pattern of laughing male
followed by long, drawn-out beeps unheard by myself during the incident. However, it
appears that an inverse relation exists between the signature of the laughing male and
the signature of the beeps as those in WS600568, which involved louder laughter, were
noticeably smaller in intensity than those in WS604752, which involved less intense
laughter. I should note that the sound of the laughing male experienced while reviewing
the recordings with headphones is of the same duration and possesses virtually the same
characteristics, save for intensity, in both recordings…” Potentially Directed Sound The
first of this type of sound was captured on a day in July 2012 as I left the unit and walked
towards the bus stop. This sound, experienced often while walking outside, resembled a
loud yell from a female but seemed to be inhuman in pitch and directionality (apparently
from nowhere  observable  as  there  was  no  calamity  in  sight).  Further,  on  multiple
occasions, most frequently in September and October 2012, I have recorded mysterious
sounds that, I believe, are not likely heard by other occupants of the Housing complex.
Some of the more notable of these records include a September 24, 2012 Olympus WS
600  recording  that  captured  one  of  the  mysterious  sounds  of  "laughter-in-head"
experienced frequently while meditating or reading. What is remarkable about this sound
is its nature as the laughter does not appear to stem from human beings and is often
associated, to some extent, with constant, background sounds (similar to laughter from a
fan). At first, I did not believe, when I experienced the sound at the same points in the
Olympus recording, that I had captured a form of directed sound as I had previously read
that such sound can only be captured with sophisticated detection equipment. However,
having  reviewed  the  recording  multiple  times  and  observed  the  constancy  of  the
background sound throughout, as well as the "laughter-in-head" at particular points, I
have strongly considered that I did record a form of directed sound, and I intend to review
other Olympus WS 600 recordings in order to better verify the fact. It should be noted that
only  the Olympus WS 600 recorder  can (apparently)  capture such a sound,  as the
computer voice recorder has not captured it. I should also note that the Olympus WS 600
recorder was placed near my head (during one of many statements of thought) when it
captured the sound in question. In addition, I  have also captured other sounds that
appear to be directed in nature, especially while meditating in late September 2012 and
early October 2012.  Some of  these,  captured in October 2012,  include a somehow
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mechanical laughter from someone apparently in an isolated area above mine (pantry) in
unit 2-. I consider this sound directed because, according to a tenant associated with unit
2-, no one has resided in unit 2- since September 2012. Further, other October 2012
sounds while meditating in the pantry, including similar, paired (with adverse symptoms
of what appears to be electronic terrorism) mechanical laughter (also seemingly from unit
2-) first from a male and then from what appeared to be a female (somehow inhuman),
seemingly mechanical sounds of barking dogs (as I reside in the pantry, I experience
difficulty in comprehending why such sounds, which are often very brief and especially
high-pitched, would be heard by my person), sounds of loud, slammed doors in the
hallway beside my unit (there is often no movement of feet before these sounds, and I
considered that I should not be able to hear the sound of someone simply closing the
door of their unit with such intensity so frequently), and others evidenced by recordings
listed in the Recordings Guide. -Sound Type 0 Sound type 0 is experienced by others
reviewing the recording; these sounds include a very brief,  sudden, and mysterious
sound evocative of a male's experience of sexual ecstasy nowhere to be seen or heard
by myself during the incident in a November 23, 2012 recording, sounds of especially
loud  knocking/pounding  apparently  on  a  door  to  my  right  with  no  one  in  sight  on
November 23, 2012, loud "guffaws from nowhere," and relatively significant pounding
sounds apparently from unit 201 above me paired with my approach to different areas of
the unit with no preceding movement of feet experienced; sound type 0 is experienced by
others  reviewing  the  recording;  further,  a  similar  type  of  sound  to  Sound  Type  0
(pounding sounds apparently from unit 201), which had hitherto been experienced only in
the unit, was experienced in Smiley's Laundromat (apparently from somewhere to my left,
which was comprised of a long, clear window) while I recorded the instances of previous
pounding sounds on 11/20/2012; also, as noted in Olympus WS603746, obtained on
12/11/2012, considering that sounds similar to Sound Type 0 is sometimes heard when
there is no occupant in unit 201, I have considered that Sound Type 0 may be "repeats"
of common but notable sounds apparently from unit 201, but as the signatures of these
repeats  are  captured  on  the  Olympus  WS600  recorder,  these  repeats  are  not
hallucinatory but somehow reproduced externally. -Sound Type 0A These are sounds of
pounding experienced apparently from unit 201 and first noted on 11/21/2012; unlike
Sound  Type  0,  this  type  of  sound  needs  amplification  by  over  20  decibels  to  be
satisfactorily experienced in the recording, in spite of my previous experience of loud
pounding-like that of Sound Type 0-while the sound was experienced. -Sound Type 0B
These types of sounds, first noticed while reviewing Olympus WS604999, which originally
recorded between 9:32pm and 9:38pm, 12/20/2012, is experienced while reviewing the
recording  both  with  and without  headphones;  however,  the  sound,  unlike  common
sounds, maintains an artificial, tape-like quality, a mysteriously mechanical onset, and the
sense of  a "high-definition television program becoming real  and broadcasted from
immediately behind the nearest wall or window"; further, this type of sound, especially the
voice of the apparent source, is not only experienced, as of mid-December 2012, while in
the complex but also while outside. -Sound Type I These are sounds only heard by
myself and only with headphones while reviewing the recording; this type of sound, often
of a male's coughs from an officially vacant unit 201 in October 2012 or a male's laughter,
is not experienced by anyone else experiencing the recording, either with or without
headphones; this, along with the observation that the sound is always experienced by
myself in the same area of the recording, leads me to suggest that the Olympus WS600
digital voice recorder captures a "signature" of this sound that is "transduced" by some
mechanism only applicable to me into sound; and this transduction mechanism may be
conducted by an invasive object located within me. I also believe that this "signature" for
Sound Type I would more likely than that of Sound Type III be discovered by a sound
technician as I experience the same sounds in the same periods of recordings of Sound
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Type I, but I do not experience any sound in recordings of Sound Type III. In addition, I
discovered  on  11/14/2012,  while  in  Smiley's  Laundromat,  Denver,  CO,  statistical
specifications for one form of Sound Type I,  which cannot be heard by anyone else
reviewing its recording but is heard by myself only when reviewing the recording with
headphones; a frequency analysis (via the AVS Audio Editor) of Olympus WS601642,
which contains the sound of a human being unheard by a stranger but heard by myself at
the same period ("00:50" in the shortened version) when reviewing the recording with
headphones, produced the following results: this form of Sound Type I averages an
intensity of 20 decibels and maintains a frequency between 2,991KHz and 3,024KHz
(approximately 3KHz). Other forms are often in the low frequency range, between 0Hz
and 250Hz, with an intensity also of 10-20 decibels. In summary, as this type of sound
can only be experienced by myself (when reviewing the recording with headphones) but
produces a notable "spike" in the frequency analysis (10-20 decibels), I consider that
what the Olympus WS600 recorder captures is a pattern of vibrations-electromagnetic
oscillations-interpreted  by  myself  as  sound;  and  as  I  am  the  only  one  capable  of
interpretation, I consider that this sound is somehow specifically designed to be heard
only by myself. Hence, I may very well have proved the occurrence of directed sound,
which is apparently transduced by some mechanism unique to myself. -Sound Type IA
This category includes sounds only head by myself and only with headphones while
reviewing the recording; unlike Sound Type 1, however, this sound apparently leaves a
"trace" in the form of a "bop" (while reviewing the recording without headphones) in the
same position as that  of  the loud pounding heard only by myself  with headphones.
Further, as of 12:17pm, 12/23/2012, I have not verified whether others have heard this
"bop" with or without headphones. I should also note that the (apparent) first recording of
Sound Type IA on 11/15/2012 was captured with an Olympus WS600 recorder moving
along with me (held in my hand); this may explain the occurrence of the "bop" that seems
to distinguish Sound Type IA from Sound Type I. -Sound Type III This category involves
sounds unheard either by myself or others reviewing the recording. Moreover, this type of
sound, often "within-the-head-but-with-directionality," is often of a white female laughing
and its first recorded instance ((likely experienced in earlier recordings: see statements of
thought) was on 11/21/2012. In addition, between 9:19pm and 9:23pm, 11/22/2012, a
sound of Sound Type III's nature was associated with a singular "background beep" of
the type frequently captured in computer voice recordings (the CVR's beeps are often a
"patterned series" as opposed to a singular one); and, in December 2012, Sound Type III
is more often used apparently in conditioning to induce a fear of a certain house whose
name evokes innocence ("The Flower House" on O- street and -th avenue), thereby
seeking to discredit  (sounds of  nearby laughter or  repetitive,  multiple beeps from a
female resident's car as I approach have been confirmed to be Sound Type III  after
review of  the recording as no signature is retained in spite of  the sound's apparent
proximity during the incident). It deserves noting that I have considered that this type of
sound is produced via the microwave auditory effect, which relies on bone conduction
and subsequent thermo-elastic expansion of the cochlear to convert certain microwave
pulses into “sound within the head” between 5KHz and 15KHz; and a bone-conduction
microphone may be able to capture the signature of Sound Type III. -Sound Type V This
type of sound, often experienced as especially loud and uncomfortable, is only marked in
the recording by a faint "trace," either in the form of what appears to be replayed, artificial
human voice or mysterious sounds; further,  this "remnant" of a loud, uncomfortable
sound  is  heard  by  myself  when  reviewing  the  recording  both  with  and  without
headphones; unlike Sound Type IA, however, I cannot hear the original sound while
reviewing the recording with  headphones.  Further,  I  realize that  I  had noted,  as of
November 2012, earlier instances of what is now classified (on 12/08/2012) as Sound
Type V,  including the "12:59pm-1:01pm, 11/23/2012 Olympus WS601622"  and the
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"12/03/2012 Olympus WS602906.” Also, considering that earlier versions of Sound Type
V, which were experienced as being both loud and from a considerable distance away,
maintained signatures too faint to be seen in a brief AVS Audio Editor frequency analysis
and that the version captured in the morning of 12/15/2012, experienced as apparently
being from a very near source, retained a notable signature of 12 decibels, I consider that
Sound Type V is originally a sort of "sound beam" whose intensity is marked by the
Olympus WS600 recorder,  but  the  actual  sound conveyed somehow bypasses the
recorder, leaving only a faint trace of this "bypass," which also conveys the general
"message" of increased intensity (or proximity).  Sound Type V, therefore, may be a
significant classification of directed sound. -Sound Type VI These sounds, often human in
nature and somehow existing incomprehensibly in a constant "stream," seem to depend
on more notable background sounds, especially that of rustling Mylar, to be heard by
myself  while  reviewing the recording with  headphones;  unlike Sound Type I,  these
human  sounds  are  not  clear,  and  I  can  only  experience  what  appears  to  be
incomprehensible,  fast-played  human  chatter.  Further,  these  sounds  were  first
experienced  in  November  2012  recordings  that  I  may  not  have  saved  and  whose
importance  escaped  me  at  the  time;  and  upon  reviewing  a  12/06/2012  recording
(Olympus WS603160) on 12/08/2012, which included the notable sounds of rustling
Mylar without Sound Type VI, I now recognize the importance of Sound Type VI, and I
intend to review earlier November 2012 recordings in order to mark the occurrence of
Sound Type VI. In addition, on 12/12/2012, Olympus WS603898 captures the signatures
of what was experienced in the recording as fast human chatter with no discernible
meaning only heard during periods of rustling Mylar, especially between "02:32" and
"02:40," along with a brief period at "03:15." Further, the signature at "03:15," as revealed
via the AVS Audio Editor's frequency analysis tool, maintained a relatively long pattern of
perturbations, significantly flat (horizontal line), between 0Hz and 23Hz, with a peak
intensity of approximately 10 decibels in the significantly flat region between 0Hz and
11Hz. This signature, apparently prompted by the onset of rustling Mylar, whose common
signature  affects  the  majority  of  the  sound spectrum during  frequency  analysis,  is
experienced  in  the  recording  by  myself  as  a  human's  apparent  wail.  Further,  all
signatures of Sound Type VI in this recording are experienced by myself  only when
reviewing the recording with heaphones (these signatures, even when amplified by 20
decibels,  are  not  heard  as  human  chatter  when  reviewing  the  recording  without
headphones); and the signatures are experienced predominantly through the recorder's
right  channel  (this  can  be  activated  and  deactivated  during  frequency  analysis),
suggesting that the mysterious signatures of Sound Type VI were somehow concentrated
largely on the recorder's right side during the incident (the sound was barely noticeable
when  the  recorder's  right  channel  was  deactivated  during  the  AVS Audio  Editor's
frequency analysis, and was more noticeable-but still less pronounced than when both
channels were activated-when the recorder's right channel was activated; overall, the
sound apparently requires both channels to have maximum effect, suggesting that, to
some extent,  it  is  an especially  low-frequency sound apparently  of  a  human being
speaking especially fast concentrated in one side of the recorder with similarities with
normal, human sounds). Moreover, it deserves noting that these sounds of endless, fast
human chatter that seemed to somehow "depend" on rustled Mylar during the recording
were unheard by myself even while actually rustling Mylar during the incident between
6:22am  and  6:26am.  Also  on  12/12/2012,  Olympus  WS603900  captured  further
signatures of Sound Type VI, in the form of seemingly constant, fast, human chatter with
no discernible meaning, that seemed to somehow depend on, as I recently observed with
all  recordings  of  Sound  Type  VI,  not  only  rustling  Mylar  but  swiftly  rustled  Mylar,
suggesting that Sound Type VI does not only depend on loud background sounds but on
loud background sounds with a "fast pace," a characteristic apparently retained by Sound
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Type  VI  itself  (I  thought  of  the  concept  of  resonance).  EMI  Spikes-I  These  have
apparently been observed in Olympus WS600 recordings often while sleeping (evidenced
by my snores);  no  difference in  the  intensity  of  common sounds is  experienced in
association with these spikes, which are "heard" as "vibrations without pattern" in the
recording; it should be noted that while sleeping, the Olympus WS600 recorder is placed
beneath my head. EMI Spikes-II (shocks) These signatures of what were experienced as
significant shocks to my left shoulder, close to my neck (the recorder was placed on the
affected area), were first noticed while reviewing Olympus WS605245, which originally
recorded between 3:46pm and 4:02pm, 12/22/2012; further, the notable signatures of
these shocks in WS605245 maintained the following characteristic, as revealed via the
AVS Audio Editor's frequency analysis tool: a long pattern of perturbations most notable
between 200Hz and 1.5KHz, with a peak around 1.1KHz of approximately 8 decibels.
This  apparent  proof  of  remotely  delivered  shocks  (as  noted  in  the  recording,  I  am
stationary, and the recorder, placed at a stationary position on my neck, should not
normally  experience such perturbations if  it  does not  move significantly:  instead,  it
appears that the recorder is somehow "hit" with some invisible, fast, and small "object"
that does not move it) would serve to validate all journal entries taken since 2010, in
which  I  have  mentioned  the  experience  of  significant  shocks,  which  were  most
pronounced in intensity in early 2012 while living with my mother. Also, as the signatures
maintain a fairly long pattern of perturbations, are heard as "knocks" while reviewing the
recording  both  with  and  without  headphones,  and  the  recorder  remains  stationary
throughout the incident, the Olympus recorder apparently captures disturbances that are
"too small" to move it but somehow interpreted by the recorder as notable. Finally, I recall
that other times earlier in 2012, especially during a November 2012 meditation session, I
placed the Olympus WS600 recorder in a stationary position around the site of significant
shocks, and I believe that signatures of these shocks were likely captured although I
have not yet reviewed those recordings Unit 2- The most objective thesis that can be
formulated concerning unit 2- is this: I have been conditioned to be wary of unit 2- and of
all  human beings associated with it.  This thesis is supported by recordings listed in
monthly Recordings Guides, including pounding sounds from unit  2- paired with my
placement of the Olympus WS 600 recorder on the ceiling of my unit (subsequently the
bottom of their floor) and some of my other acts in July 2012, the especially frequent
hovering of someone in unit 2- over my position for elongated periods of time in July and
August 2012, pounding sounds paired with movements around the unit (one for each new
area that I would enter) in September 2012, patterned, subtle pounding sounds from unit
2- in October 2012 while preparing for meditation in the pantry (observed one of such
recordings in October to include a pounding sound approximately every 10 seconds
when nobody should officially reside in unit 2-), and other sounds. Moreover, E.W., the
official resident of unit 2-, is often associated with a group comprised of three young,
black males, a mixed female ("N-," the one who informed me that nobody had resided in
unit 2- since September 2012 during a visit to the unit's door, and another, young, black
female). Further, in mid-late June 2012, although not recorded with digital voice recorders
but stated in journal entries, one of the young, black males in this group would be seen
nearly every time that I would leave my unit (positioned near the entrance to the complex)
either entering the complex or checking his mailbox, and on more than one occasion, he
appeared to goad me into argument as I entered the complex. Curiously, on October 15,
2012 (the day before the first draft of this document), I saw this male for the first time in
approximately one month leaving the 7- store on O- and C-, Denver, CO, as I entered it
(he had a red hoodie over his head) around 7:20pm. I further recall what appeared to be
especially frequent displays of marital dispute apparently by residents of unit 2- in June
2012 (translated by my brain as screams from a female above me and yells from a male
with her), but these, like the frequent encounters with the young, black male described
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above, were not captured on a digital voice recorder as I had not purchased one at the
time. At this point, it deserves noting that on October 11, 2012, between 7:33pm and
7:36pm, I visited unit 2-'s door after meditation in order to verify that there was a resident
in that unit (I had observed sounds apparently from that unit while meditating, and these
were captured in the Olympus WS 600 recording), and approximately 5 seconds after
arriving at the door, N-, one of the members of the group associated with unit 2-, was
seen walking down the stairs beside me from an upper level and began speaking with
me. During this conversation, recorded on the Olympus WS 600 recorder, I was informed
that nobody has resided in unit 2- since September 2012. Who, then, has been initiating
sounds apparently from unit 2- paired with my entrance into the pantry in preparation for
meditation since late September 2012 (no sound from unit 2- is heard in the vast majority
of  20-30 minute before-meditation recordings)? This  question dovetails  with  others
arising from Olympus WS600 recordings that seek to prove conditioning to fear unit 2-,
including significant pounding sounds apparently from unit 201 unheard by others while
reviewing the recording and only heard by myself while reviewing the recording with head
phones (Sound Type I), suggesting that these sounds are not naturally induced but are
also not hallucinations (the Olympus WS600 recorder often captures a low-frequency
signature of this sound that remains relatively constant in intensity in each instance) and
significantly increasing the probability that someone attempts to induce paranoia over an
innocent unit in order to neutralize my person. These observations, recorded over months
in  journal  entries,  card  entries,  digital  voice  recorders,  and  especially,  my  brain,
apparently support the introductory thesis: I have been conditioned to be wary of unit 2-
and of all human beings associated with it.

The target and the perpetrator are living in the future. Let’s bring the future to the present
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An Account-10/29/2012
Monday, November 05, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

An Account-10/29/2012 From: "10/29/2012 Events Log"

[11:30am, 10/29/2012, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:]
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The persistent  aching in  the right  brain hemisphere has been relatively  continuous
throughout today, and it increased in intensity while reading Pat Burhan's commentary
(October 09-12, 2012), in which she described, along with her torture via nanoparticles, a
design for an "intelligent" street lamp created by intellistreets.com; as I read of the design,
I realized that not only do the secret services not intend to reveal the torture of innocent
citizens via microwave/nano-particle weaponry, they intend to expand the "program" to a
larger percentage of the population. I imagined a future similar to that in the French fiction
novel "Noir," in which minorities, especially black males, would be seen as "ghosts" who
only come out at night and must not be seen. The "terrorists" would be those disliked by
the far-right secret services, and the number of "undesirables" would be staggering. We,
America-2012, are witnessing the early stages of a vastly totalitarian society covertly
controlled by mind-monitoring networks (what DoD whistle-blower Robert Duncan termed
"an Echelon-like system for thoughts"), community policing networks, and "Smart Grids"-
in effect, an imprisoned society where all information, be it thought, email, media, or other
types,  are subject  to  the scrutiny  of  those corrupted by power.  The term,  "psycho-
correction," would become not only real but common. If you read this, you must know one
very important thing: Hitler never died.
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A Whistle-blower's Confirmation
Monday, November 05, 2012

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a
system  of  harassment  using  organized
stalking and other,  more subtle means,  I
u r g e  y o u  t o  v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of my
blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news
article highlighting this system in the United
States  (can  be  seen  on  this  blog),  and

conduct independent research. Further, if you are a researcher, the following blog posts
would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March
2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl
Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012 archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a
Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-09/2012" (September 2012
archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records"
(October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from  Victim  Robin  Webster's  Evidence  for  the
Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1
and  2;  January  2012  and  February  2012  archives),  "Nowpublic.com News  Report
Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012
archive),  "  John  St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the  National  Security  Agency"
(December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011
archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011 archive) and "The Institute of
Science  and  Society's  Report  on  Bio-electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December  2011
archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts: "Excerpts from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1 and 2;  January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012
archive),  "Key Points for an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January
2012 archive),  "Safe  Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"  (January  2012 archive),
"Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist
Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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A Whistle-blower's Confirmation

from: edmundlogs.blogspot.com

In  the  year  2006,  he  exposed  in  detail  DoD-sponsored,  EEG heterodyning-based
nonconsensual  experimentation  on  unsuspecting,  innocent  American  citizens  and
political activists in The Matrix Deciphered. In 2010, he further detailed techniques of
what has become known as "cybernetic warfare," concluding,

 "The economic, medical, and societal benefits of releasing these technologies to the
public grossly outweigh the benefits of secrecy and surveillance. Cybernetic theory will
allow us to change ourselves to fit our environment rather than changing the environment
to fit us. Let the people understand these technologies of intelligence and consciousness.
Humans need to redefine themselves. As it stands, the 21st century will be known as the
age of spiritual machines and soulless men." (Project: Soul Catcher, Volume II)

And on September 23, 2012, U.S. Department of Defense whistle-blower Robert Duncan
confirms, after reviewing some of my daily Events Logs, the reality of my victimization. Of
course, one could argue that a brief glance at some of my recordings, especially audio
logs that capture what appears to be somehow inhuman, high-pitched laughter and the
sounds of someone apparently utilizing an officially vacant apartment above mine for
what can only be described as "noise campaigns", would convince many that I am a
victim of a terrorism widely unknown to the general public but clearly evil. Nevertheless,
the email captured below serves to further validate my claims:
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My Story (Updated 12/01/2012)
Sunday, December 02, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following piece can be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese
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My StoryA Nonfictional  Biography  of  Edmund E.I.&  A  Manifesto  of  Man:  Man with
MindFirst  Draft  written  on  December  26,  2011  in  my journal

My StoryI was born in Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria, landmass Africa, planet Earth, Milky
Way Galaxy, Observable Universe. I often muse that I am descended from the Benin, a
group  of  African  human beings  whose  carved  pottery  and  intricate  social  systems
amazed European explorers formerly steadfast in their belief in the inherent inferiority of
Africans. My father, before a too swift death, told me a condensed story of my tribe: the
Esan. It is a tale of two princes, one separating from the Edo and establishing his own-an
independent thinker. My mother never told me much of hers, but I have gathered that the
tshekiri were children of the sea. I would not trouble you with details of my life in Nigeria,
which consumed the sundry of my childhood; but I would reveal the general picture. I was
shy in childhood, and in many ways, I continue to be so. But I did love then-or, at least, I
believed that I loved. Now, as I write this introduction on March 20, 2012, I know only the
love of the spirit-the love of God. Without this love, I do not know that I would be here,
writing  this,  for  the  gravity  of  the  oppression  soon  to  be  revealed  does  not  permit
certainty. Bear with me, for the following story is a story of war-a war for my mind...
My story begins in A-, C-. It is May of 2009, and I wear a robe befitting a recent high
school graduate. I am a 16-year-old boy of African descent so blessed with gifts that I
managed to finish high school as 5th in my graduating class of over 400 students. I feel
ecstasy, standing here, on sun-beaten concrete and with fellow graduates. I begin to
imagine a beautiful future at D- College, a prestigious school on the U.S. East Coast; and
for a while, I believe that my life would be perfect henceforth. I am wrong for believing
so…but I am callow so I am right. Now, the scene morphs into that of a boy alighting a
big, green bus and stepping on the D.G. for the first time. Teeming with ambition and
excitement, I am convinced that I will succeed in this place resplendent with powerful
intellectuals and a long, rich history of excellence. I am wrong for this conviction, but I am
callow so I am right…
10/12/20090 In writing, I find a drug, a mellifluous sheet garnered in the ink of sentience;
as the pen locomotes in perfect synchronicity with the rhythm of cognitive effusion, I
realize that I am engulfed by an addiction so ferociously compelling that I am capable of
thinking simultaneously about everything and nothing. This addiction is one to which
authors, poets, musicians, and myriad others have acquiesced; marvelous and scarifying,
the addiction marginally suffuses its prey in a nebulous ecstasy of morphemes. Often
designated as a writer’s waltz, the product of this addiction-my addiction-plunges the
elated  victim  into  delightful  rumination;  thus,  bliss  begets  bliss,  and  the  addiction
munificently thrives, devouring solitude and despair. The fastidious auscultation of the
inanimate listener is my addiction, for with it, I grant restive notions the impunity to gush
like geysers unto emptiness and germinate into wondrous works of writing.
The terror begins after orientation. I feel as if my reality is not quite right. Fellow students
who previously supported me mock and spitefully laugh at me. I walk to my place of
student employment, and I am aware of a particular group of people following me and
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laughing at me from nooks. Sometimes, I hear laughter apparently from nowhere but
always at particular places. I am harassed daily, especially while reading in B-r library
and  using  library  computers.  Being  of  a  solitary  nature,  I  make  few  friends.  Yet,
somehow, it seems as if the entire school is acutely aware of my person. Sometimes, I
imagine that I am punished for wearing certain clothing articles, such as the "non-hip-
hop" ones. Yet, I would see a student with black skin and my type of clothing walking
calmly in front of me and apparently not harking the loud guffaws of which I hear. I am
confused and subtly enraged by this inequality; and I am even more confused because I
think  that  I  piecemeal  venture  into  insanity  since  I  hear  sounds  apparently  from
"nowhere." Moreover, I would see people performing incongruous acts: one minute, they
are perfectly supportive and affable, and the next, they spitefully and spontaneously
laugh and mock me. What happens to me? Am I crazy? Sometimes, I  would almost
collide into someone while walking, but there would be something peculiar about the
near-collision: something orchestrated. At first, I dismissed these feelings, but the "near-
collisions" became more frequent and often occurred at particular locations. Am I crazy?
Then, groups of people began waiting for me and laughing at me upon my approach. Yet,
there was something mysteriously systematic about their laughter: it appeared to be very
well-timed. I  would hear the loud guffaws, and when I  would try to confirm them by
looking at the group, its members would start speaking in hushed tones. I began to doubt
that  they  laughed  at  me,  regardless  of  the  sometimes  sorrowful  countenances  of
passersby.  I  began  to  doubt  myself.
10/20/2009 “Let’s show him,” he said. “Show him what?” his friend replied. Upon harking
the former phrase, I knew of what the odious male on the obscure portico meant by those
contextually arcane words. Consequently, I felt the minuscule fingertips of trepidation
trudge up my spine and straighten my languid hair follicles. In obedience to a primordial
instinct, I swiftly absconded from the disdainful locale, fully aware of my mortality. It is not
my wish to egress this existence without sentience, so I will preserve my longevity and
respect the vitriolic vituperations of the conservatives. 10/27/2009 No more sorrow; no
more taut tears shed over distinctions, attractions, and occasions of blatant flippancy. As I
inscribe, I fabricate the last feelings of morbidity and the last occurrence of nadirs. By the
time I lay down this pen, I would have undergone a renaissance, and I will no longer feel
so much anguish and turbidity; thus, when the period is embossed at the dénouement of
this piece, I will  be stronger, more gimlet, more focused, and more supervisory over
maladaptive yet compulsory emotions. This is my view, my resolution after being hurt,
today. In essence, no more unnecessary pain, for I  will  embrace a natural salience.
11/11/2009 It commences with an imperceptible whisper, a tacit bleakness that plunges
its victim into the fringes of society; expectedly, it ends with a minuscule uproar, a frightful
fray of fear and fury. As its vicious flame quenches, the object of its disdain must decide
to hate, cry, or abstain from judgment and continue to exist, as if the jolt of vituperation
are nebulously refracted off the object’s chest. The latter is my decision, for with it, I can
brace opposition with staunch confidence and lie in bed with a peaceful disposition.
12/10/2009 Toni Morrison’s A Mercy: “To be given dominion over another is a hard thing;
to wrest dominion over another is a wrong thing; to give dominion of yourself to another is
a wicked thing.”  12/30/2009 Dear Ego,  As the light  of  the interim dwindles and the
enigma of a new term looms over the horizon, I prepare myself for what may occur on
these epistemological grounds. Perhaps, I would find myself embroiled in a polemic, torn
over a dyad, befuddled by apparently noumenal elements, or dissimulated in the volubility
of neighbors; regardless, I will maintain my essential desires-my wish to live in a fashion
that suits me. In essence, in the face of trepidation, I stand resolute with the assurance
that a certain immutability shrouds my person. 03/18/2010 Do not think. Do not dream.
Do not create. Do not speak. Do not move. Do not be. I think, and they laugh. I dream,
and they laugh. I create, and they laugh. I speak, and they laugh. I move, and they laugh.
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I am, and they laugh. No more. No longer do I intend to live by their rules. I think. I dream.
I create. I speak. I move. I love. I am.
It is midnight of March 30, 2010, and I lie on a bed in hospital attire. My heart beats fast
and incessantly, and I panic at the slightest chuckle. I hear people walking towards my
room and laughing, sometimes asking: "Is he in there?" Yet, I was apprised of the near-
vacancy  of  the  infirmary.  Further,  the  sounds of  approaching  feet  seem unnatural,
somehow.  The sounds seem mechanically  repeated.  I  think:  I  am crazy.
03/30/2010 The boy cannot sleep. He cannot eradicate his thoughts. He cannot stop
mulling over matters beyond his control. He bangs his head on puffy pillows. He bangs
his head because he is angry. The boy cannot sleep. 04/24/2010 I read. I pick up the
dull-colored tome, and I read. I sift through pages. I sift through pages, and I enter worlds.
I enter worlds of wonder. I enter worlds of power. I enter worlds of laws and aberrations. I
enter worlds as I sift through pages. I sift through pages of the dull-colored tome. I read.
04/25/2010 I cannot finish. I cannot finish reading the book. I slam it shut, agitated by
things beyond and within it. I cannot finish reading the hardback because I am disgusted
by that which it portrays. I drop the book because I secretly despise European culture. I
secretly despise it, but I do not wish to despise it. I secretly despise it because I have
been  burned  by  some  of  its  members,  and  I  may  be  burned  by  even  more  of  its
members. I cannot finish reading the book because I have been burned by that which it
portrays. 04/26/2010 He sleeps no longer. He opens eyes that have seen too much. He
worries. He hates. He hates a past fraught with lies. He hates his society. He hates the
system in which he lives…He is lost. He is broken. He is broken by the system. He does
not know what to do. He does not want to hate, but doing so seems inevitable. He lives in
an unjust society. He lives in a system that constrains those like him. He lives in a system
so powerfully odious that it infiltrates and corrupts the minds of benevolent beings. He
wonders about what he did to deserve his pain. He wonders why his life has been full of
so much pain. He wants to be successful, but he realizes that in spite of his prodigious
accomplishments,  he  may never  be  successful.  He struggles.  He struggles  to  find
meaning. He struggles to find a purpose. He struggles, and he worries. He worries, and
he sleeps no longer. 04/28/2010 I close my eyes, and I begin to repair my broken self. I
meditate, simultaneously alleviating stress and connecting widely strewn parts. I remind
myself that I do not hate. I remind myself that I do not know the latent thoughts of others.
I remind myself, and pieces of the mosaic concatenate. They build up, as two become
four, and four become fifteen. The mosaic lives a painful life. It is no longer what it was. It
is cracked, flawed, and lost. Lost and fractured, it yearns to be found and fixed. I fix the
mosaic. I search vast recesses for its crucial parts. I find some, and I conflate them. They
build up, as two become four, and four become fifteen. I close my eyes, and I watch the
convalescent mosaic. 04/29/2010 The boy kneels on hard ground. He kneels piously,
holding a rosary and reciting mantras. He prays a pedantic prayer. He prays, and he
does not feel the burning flesh. He prays, and he lives not in the room but in the mind.
The boy moves his hand along green beads. He feels the warmth of light. He feels the
wind. He is happy. He is blissful.  He is at  peace with himself.  In those moments of
austere devotion,  he is the freest  being imaginable.
I leave D- before April, and I swear never to return. It is May of 2010, and I begin to take
classes at C.C.A. Yet, I continue to believe that my reality remains disturbed. I would sit
in a class, and I would hear laughter from another room. Yet, it would seem as if the
laughter were paired with my actions. I would raise my hand, and a familiar auscultation
of loud guffaws would commence. I would walk past a certain room, and I would hear
laughter, regardless of the ostensible absence of people. Again, I think: I am crazy. But
how is it that I feel- in spite of an apparent distortion of reality-sane? How is it that I
continue to receive excellent grades in my classes? How is it that I continue to function
well?
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05/02/2010 Toni Morrison’s Paradise: “If ever there came a morning when mercy and
simple good fortune took to their heels and fled, grace alone might have to do. But from
where would it come, and how fast? In that holy hollow between sighting and following
through, could grace slip through at all?” 05/16/2010 The massive green shirt does not fit
my slender torso. The blue jeans float around my legs. I dislike them both, but I possess
them; and I wear the shirt. I do so because I adapt. Although I am repulsed by the fact
that I wear only what I am ‘supposed’ to wear, I humbly take solace in the fact that my
mind remains mine. It changes, but I guide it as it does so. 05/16/2010 Toni Morrison’s
Paradise:  “In  loud dreaming,  monologue is  no different  from a shriek.  Accusations
directed to the dead and long gone are undone by murmurs of love.” 06/06/2010 The
black boy looks up-out the window. In that gesture, he tells a tale-a tale of failed dreams
and crushed hopes. The tale becomes real, poignant. It becomes devastatingly true.
Ignorance dissipates; innocence shatters. What is left behind is a forced awareness.
What grows is a relentless desire to succeed. The black boy looks up-out the window. He
looks toward the future. He looks for hope. He finds it, and he clings to it, cherishing its
every promise. He must do so. He must hope. The black boy looks up-out the window.
He looks for freedom. 06/08/2010 Toni Morrisson’s Jazz: “They fill their mind and hands
with soap and repair and dicey confrontations because what is waiting for them, in that
suddenly idle moment, is the seep of rage. Molten, thick and slow-moving. Mindful and
particular about what in its path it  chooses to bury. Or else, into a beat of time, and
sideways under their breasts, slips a sorrow they don’t know where from.” 06/09/2010
Perhaps, they find it easier to dismiss black problems as the fabrications of the lazy and
inane. Perhaps, it is easier to forget historical implications and unjust systems. Yet, in
doing so, they become monsters. Every dismissal of racism’s effects becomes a stab at
the heart of a human story. Every glib utterance of ‘black people fuck up in this country’
becomes a cauterization of potential. To dismiss black problems as the machinations of a
lethargic group is to destroy lives. 06/15/2010 Toni Morrisson’s Song of Solomon: “…here
was the wilderness of  Southside.  Not  the poverty  or  dirt  or  noise,  not  just  extreme
unregulated passion where even love found its way with an ice-pick, but the absence of
control.  Here  one  lived  knowing  that  at  any  time  anybody  might  do  anything.  Not
wilderness where there was system, or the logic of lions, trees, toads, and birds, but wild
wilderness where there was none.” 06/16/2010 He lets the suds settle. Then, he scrubs,
dousing his hands with the froth. The froth purifies. It eliminates the brown and black.
What is left is original and unconstrained. What is left is immaculate and free. ‘One day,’
he thinks.  ‘One day.’  He lets  the suds settle.  06/18/2010 Toni  Morrisson’s  Song of
Solomon: “If you surrendered to the air, you could ride it.” 06/22/2010 Toni Morrisson’s
Jazz: “…laughter is serious. More complicated, more serious than tears.” 06/29/2010
Agatha Christie’s Toward Zero: “There are times when a body is conscious of a mind
controlling it-when it bows obedient to that alien something that controls its actions. There
are  other  times  when  a  mind  is  conscious  of  owning  and  controlling  a  body  and
accomplishing its purpose by using that body.” 06/29/2010 Do you hear the sweeping-the
effacement of dirt and grime? Do you hark the laconic oscillations-back and forth in less
than a second? Do you feel the rage that slips through the zeal-breathing faster, now-
eyes aware? There’s something there; there has to be. The flow, redolent of lost bliss,
engulfs the grime. It’s a tryst, really-something immoral but delightful, innocent but risqué.
There’s more to it than ‘swoosh.’ Oh, there’s so much more. See it. Hear it. Feel it. Love
it. It’s yours. It wants to be yours. Claim it! Or leave it. Let it flutter and fade. But it’s more;
it has to be. Or else, there is no meaning; there is no truth to cling to. There is no rope to
connect things impossible to connect. Don’t you see? Don’t you see the bristles killing the
dust? Or is it the other way? Are those black bristles dying? Oh, lord! Mercy! Mercy!
Truth? Very little. The lies are ubiquitous. They lie on white sheets with one black spot.
They smile, reminding us of their power-their necessity. Do you see, now? Do you hear?
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Do you hear the sweeping-the effacement of dirt and grime? 07/28/2010 We needed
death. All of us. We needed to die to live. We had no choice but to kill those things that
defined us. No one could escape the carnage; everyone wanted it-even begged for it.
And it came. Bloody. Burning. Frightening. It came, and it purified, an ecstatic, necessary
purge. What was left was real. What was left was honest. What was left was aware. It no
longer clung to innocence. It no longer hid behind glib words. It broke free from false
facades.  It  became something to be proud of.  It  became something to cherish.  We
cherished it. With it, we were brazen. With it, we were alive. Oh, how alive we were! Who
were those unarmed ones? Not us. Not anymore. We knew. We saw beyond the lies that
murdered and continued to murder. We saw beyond the myriad veils of justification. We
saw that which so many either cannot see or do not want to see. We shed our chains and
stood on land rank with the blood, grime, and sweat of our predecessors, and we thought
to ourselves,  “free at  last!”  We were free.  We had seen.  We had realized.  We had
become.  Do  you  understand,  now?  Do  you  see  why  we  had  to  die?  10/23/2010
Somewhere along the line, you lost sight of who you were. You forgot, you ignored, and
you ran. You must ask yourself, “What was I running from?” You must ask yourself, “to
where do I run?” You lay there, in that field too green-too blissfully green-to be real. You
lay there, and you thought, “I can never return.” Were you correct? Did you find solace in
those words? Did you find meaning in them? You lay there for a while, then you stood up
and headed towards a nothingness that became everything. You couldn’t remember
those crucial things anymore. You couldn’t remember her smile, or her touch, or her kiss.
You couldn’t remember love. You couldn’t remember those crucial things anymore, so
you began to believe that they never were. You clung to this believe, a bee glued to its
honey. Was it  delicious? Was it  fulfilling? Was it  simply necessary? Here you were,
afraid,  alone,  cold,  and  confused.  You  searched  for  answeres.  You  searched  for
anything; anything that gave you a past; anything that gave you a pupose. Did you find
anything? Did you really want to? You saw that boy, and you felt something. You saw
those photos, and you felt a spark. You saw that video, and you recovered something-
something necessary but forgotten. It was so necessary that, for a while, you lost yourself
to it. You wrote, “who was that boy who tried to fill a hole with another?” That boy was
you, afraid, alone, cold, and confused. You tried to end it, once and for all. You saw the
white, wide expanse of that soft, soothing pillow, and you thought, “maybe, then.” Were
you  correct?  Did  you  find  solace  in  those  words?  Did  you  find  meaning  in  them?
Somewhere along the line, you lost sight of who you were. Have you recovered it? Can
you see? 10/24/2010 Charles O.I., my father, dies on his birthday. 10/25/2010 I don’t
know what I feel. I should feel sadness, or remorse, or anger, or even helplessness; but a
life of “shoulds” is no life at all. He’s dead. He didn’t take a long trip to some faraway land.
He wouldn’t return in a day, or two, or three. He’s dead. Gone. Gone forever. He’s dead,
and life continues. Still, I don’t know what I feel. 11/14/2010 (C- Hotel, Benin City, Edo
State, Nigeria) I stood there, in that room that smelled of dust and death. I sat there, on
that bed previously awash with blood and sweat. I tried to understand. I tried to put myself
in his place-in those final hours where nothing but the past possesses meaning. Yet, I felt
nothing but isolation. I did not feel the gasping, or the wheezing, or the nadir. I only felt
alone-truly alone. I lay there, with the dust and decay. I lay there, and I thought, “We
could be together again.” I lied. I lied, but I would do so again, and again-a million times
over. I vented there, at the sight of that picture, and that other one, and those others. I
yelled, albeit tacitly. I screamed in my mind. I blamed him. I blamed him for my desertion.
I blamed him for my dereliction. I blamed him for his sorrow. It was my sorrow, too. I tried
to forget him. I tried to forget everything about him. I ran away. I deserted him when he
needed me the most. Of course, I could not stay in that place, with those people, and
their great expectations. Of course, I could not love myself-not like those others who
managed to do so anyway.  Of  course,  I  could not  see myself  for  who I  was,  weak,
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insecure, vulnerable, and terrified of everything. So, I ran. I ran, and he died. He died on
his birthday. He left Earth exactly two minutes before he entered it.Two minutes. What
could they mean? What could they possibly mean? Who knows? Do those minutes even
matter? He died. He died, walls crashed, the world ended, and light vanished. Amidst all
of this, I stood there, in that room that smelled of dust and death. 12/01/2010 Juan Rulfo’s
Pedro Paramo: “Are you alive, Damiana?” 12/10/2010Sometimes, I think, “We have too
much power.”This human condition-this consciousness-is too much for us. We can’t
handle it. We never could. 12/13/2010 (personal fiction) “I am so tired. I am so tired of
fighting with or for my mind. I am so tired of having to justify my existence. I am so tired of
living in sadness. I am so very tired.” -Eli Kahn (constructed character) 12/15/2010 Why
does blackness equal non-whiteness? Why is blackness singularly defined by whiteness?
What I propose is this: a radical reconstruction of the black identity. This reconstruction
must stem from this truism: people of black skin are not biologically inferior to people of
white skin. Guided by this fact, I suggest that “black” can become the dominant group.
Like the white group, it possesses its scholars and artists, teachers and students. Why,
then, can these black scholars not unite in a common goal:  the betterment of black
identity? Why do we not already possess international organizations devoted to the
enhancement  of  the  chronologically  recent  African  diaspora?  Why  do  we  not  see
international “Thurgood Marshalls” and “Black Caucuses.” Surely, we, as persecuted
blacks, realize the necessity for a global black unity in this increasingly small  world.
Surely, we, as relatives of African slaves, can understand the grave threat posed by white
supremacy. So why are we divided? Why does the concept of “black” in one country so
greatly differ from the concept of “black” in another? Why are we torn by skin nuances? A
simple and defendable answer would be: whiteness prevails. Yet, can it always prevail?
Is it  really so impenetrable? Here, I  attack whiteness. I  attack whiteness to liberate
blackness. For centuries, the latter has taken second place to the former. For centuries,
people  of  black  skin  have  been  forced  to  believe  in  their  inferiority  to  their  white
counterparts. I say: “No more. Arise, and fight for your enhancement. You are neither
animals nor objects, ugly nor incapable of fecundity. You are human beings, and as such,
you  must  claim  and  defend  that  which  has  always  been  yours:  consciousness.”
Consciousness. Love that word. It is yours. It has been and will always be yours. Free
yourself from the fetters of white supremacy…And above all, read! 12/22/2010 Gustav
Flaubert’s Madame Bovary: “Future joys are like tropic shores: out into the immensity that
lies before them, they waft their native softness, a fragrant breeze that drugs the traveler
into drowsiness and makes him careless of what awaits him on the horizon beyond his
view.” 12/29/2010 The black woman stared at me, finding it very difficult to believe that I
am  black.  I  couldn’t  possibly  be  black.  I  simply  couldn’t.  01/12/2011  Fyodor
Dostoyevsky’s  Notes  from the  Underground:  “But  two  times  two  makes  four  is  an
insufferable thing, nevertheless. Two times two makes four-why, in my opinion, it’s mere
insolence. Two times two makes four stands there brazenly with its hands on its hips,
blocking your path and spitting at you. I agree that two times two makes four is a splendid
thing; but if we’re going to lavish praise, then two times two makes five is sometimes also
a very charming little thing.” 02/05/2011 Sor Juana Ines De La Cruz’s Reply To Sor
Filotea De La Cruz (17th Century): “A head that is a storehouse of wisdom can expect
nothing but a crown of thorns.” Reply to Sor Filotea De La Cruz: “The triumph of the wise
is earned with sorrow and celebrated with weeping…” Reply to Sor Filotea De La Cruz:
“The eminence that undergoes the most severe attack is that of reason. First, because it
is the most defenseless…while it  is the greater, it  is the more modest and suffering.
Second, as Gracian stated, “favors in man’s reason are favors in his nature.” 03/13/2011
(The Spirit Diaries [personal fiction]) Diego Marvera saunters on blue grass. He feels the
heat of a white sun above him, burning in the grey sky. He searches for something-
maybe, someone. He has been searching for eternity, a massless being always hovering,
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ever  fickle.  Perhaps,  he  searches  for  answers.  Don’t  we  all?  Why?  How?  What?
Perhaps, he searches for reason. And maybe-just maybe-he has forgotten what pulled
him towards this place resplendent in blue grass and purple hyacinths: this place without
air, or hope, or salvation. Agony? Grief? Guilt? “Who died here?” He asks, forcing his
shapeless for to lie on subtly compressed Earth. Who did I kill? He sees truth. “Me,” he
replies. “I died on blue grass, beneath an ever grey sky.” 03/13/2011 (From Augusta
[personal fiction]) We are dying. We will be dead in hours. If not the smoke, or the water,
or the escape of Oxygen, then the fear: the sheer, devastating fear of what awaits us on
the other side of Augusta. They say, “the air is rank with the stench of corpses.” It is true.
I  smell  death,  even  now,  crouching  beneath…Augusta  has  docked.  I  see  them…
04/13/2011 Sigmund Freud’s “Dora” (1905): “He that has eyes to see and ears to hear
may convince himself that no mortal can keep a secret. If his lips are silent, he chatters
with his fingertips. Betrayal oozes out of him at every pore.” 04/13/2011 We come from
places-places with meaning, and life, and death. We enter places-places with goals, and
loss,  and  salvation.  We  are  places  ourselves-places  with  souls,  and  fire,  and  ice.
04/16/2011 ( Personal Fiction: “Of Things Past” ) He thinks of things past: of places gone,
of people lost. He thinks of bliss-of love and salvation. But he knows-so terribly knows-
that there is more to the world than ecstasy. He has seen pain. He has lived it, and he
almost died for it.  He does not enjoy thinking of those other things: of hardship and
suffering.  He  wants  to  dream  and  dream  forever.  He  wants  to  sail  the  seas  of
possibilities: of wonder and delight. But he knows that things are never purely good. He
knows dissent. He knows “other.” So he cautiously thinks of the good: of those things that
permit sleep. Not war. Not hate. Only good. He thinks of things past… 04/17/2011 Marcel
Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past: “…even in the most significant details of our daily
life, none of us can be said to constitute a material whole…our social personality is a
creation of the thoughts of other people.” Remembrance of Things Past: “Will it ultimately
reach the clear surface of my consciousness, this memory, this old, dead moment which
the magnetism of an identical moment has travelled so far to importune, to disturb, to
raise up out of the very depths of my being?” 04/28/2011 Tanizaki Jun’Ichiro’s In Praise
of Shadows: “We find beauty not in the thing itself but in the patterns of shadows, the light
and the darkness, that one thing against another creates.” In Praise of Shadows: “I would
call back at least for literature this world of shadows we are losing. IN the mansion called
literature, I would have the eaves deep and the walls dark, I would push back into the
shadows  the  things  that  come forward  too  clearly,  I  would  strip  away  the  useless
decoration. I do not ask that this be done everywhere, but perhaps we may be allowed at
least one mansion where we can turn off the electric lights and see what it is like without
them.” Luigi Pirandello’s “Six Characters in search of an Author”: “When the characters
are alive, really alive and standing in front of their author, he has only to follow their
words, the actions that they suggest to him; and he must want them to be what they want
to be.” “Six Characters in search of an Author”: “[Stepdaughter]: ‘I would go, would go
and tempt him, time after time, in his gloomy study just as it was growing dark, when he
was sitting quietly in an armchair not even bothering to switch a light on but leaving the
shadows to fill the room: the shadows were swarming with us, we had come to tempt
him.’” 05/06/2011 Richard Wright’s The Man Who was Almost a Man: “There were white
and black standing in the crowd. They murmurred.” The Man Who was Almost a Man:
“Ahead,  the  long  rails  were  glinting  in  the  moonlight,  stretching  away,  away  to
somewhere,  somewhere  where  he  could  be  a  man…”  05/06/2011  Alexander
Solzhenitsyn’s Matryona’s Home: “We had all  lived side by side with her and never
understood that she was the righteous one, without whom, as the proverb says, no
village can stand. Nor any city.  Nor our whole land.”  Doris Lessing’s The Old Chief
Mshlanga: “I had read of this feeling, how the bigness and silence of Africa, under the
ancient sun, grows dense and takes shape in the mind, till even the birds seem to call
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menacingly, and a deadly spirit comes out of the trees and the rocks. You move warily,
as if your very passing disturbs something old and evil, something dark and big and
angry that might suddenly rear and strike from behind.”  Pablo Neruda’s “Heights of
Macchu Picchu: Canto General”: “Did you, entombed America, did you too store in the
depths of your bitter intestine, like an eagle, hunger?” 05/16/2011 (Personal Fiction: An
Account of a Dream) It was like all of the other dreams-but different, somehow. I ran
through the same maze (or was it a labyrinth, this time?) I could not stop. I could only run.
It felt as if my feet were locked in a ceaseless, furious motion. I felt dead. And alive. It
terrified me: the duality. But I was more terrified-much more terrified-by the mystery of
that from which I fled. What was it: that cold, dead thing that forced my hegira? What was
it that forced me to run wildly past corridors and black nooks? I thought of that man: the
one before, with green, slit eyes similar to snake eyes. Snakes. Yes, snakes. What did he
want-that man who watched me bleed for what seemed like days? He just stood there,
gazing  at  my  frailty.  But  he  did  not  look  at  me-not  directly,  anyway.  He  stared  at
something elese: something distant, and proximal, and burning. I remember now: it was
at this time that I began to run. I saw-no, glanced-at that thing in the hand of the man who
stared at the burning nothing. I recognized that thing. And yet, I did not. I could not have
recognized it. But I did, somehow-I did. I knew the minute that I sensed it that I had no
choice but to run. And I did, all the while bombarded with wings, and fangs, and teeth. It
was horrible. I thought-even accepted-that death awaited me on the other side of the
maze. And then, it dawned on me: I ran to death. My feet were locked-locked in this
cursedly perpetual motion-and they took me to death. With this realization, I struggled-
feverishly struggled-to stop. I saw the wings, and the fangs, and the teeth. I saw doves,
and crows, and the black-green expanse of a maze turned labyrinth. I heard the voices,
too: the ones that lie on he ficle interstice between fiction and reality. I felt the chill: the
frost of a man attuned to the burning. And I tasted fire-yellow, red, and wild. It was-all of
it-new,  and  neglected,  and  necessary.  And  then  I  woke  up.  05/23/2011  Tadeusz
Borowski’s Ladies and Gentlemen to the Gas Chamber: “The lights twinkle spectrally, the
wave of humanity flows endlessly-turbid, feverish, stupefied. It seems to these people
that  they  are  beginning  a  new  life  in  the  camp,  and  they  prepare  themselves
psychologically  for  a  hard  struggle  for  existence.  They  do  not  know that  they  will
immediately die and that the gold,  the money, the diamonds which they providently
conceal in the folds and seams of their clothing, in the heels of their shoes, in recesses of
their  bodies,  will  no  longer  be  needed by  them.  Efficient,  business-like  people  will
rummage in their intestines, pull gold from under the tongue, diamonds from the placenta
and the rectum. They will pull out their gold teeth and send them in tightly nailed up cases
to Berlin.” Ladies and Gentlemen to the Gas Chamber: “There is a law in the camp that
people  going  to  their  death  must  be  deceived  to  the  last  moment.  It  is  the  only
permissible form of pity.” 05/29/2011 We live in the 21st century; yet, we are not free. It is
an age of novelty-of new hopes and new evils. It is an age of polars-of great love and
great hate. But it, like all ages before it, is an age of oppression. Look around you. The
stigma remains. Humans continue to feel the weight of skin. So much so that sometimes,
I think that those Native Americans eradicated by the Anglo settlers continue to fight for
their land. The war for America did not end at Wounded Knee. No: the war continues,
ensuring that no one who claims American land will ever find peace. The spirits of the
chiefs promenade through this land called America.  And they are angry.  It  must be
horrible for them, these long dead chiefs forced to exist in a sort of grey limbo by a
mystical, powerful attachment to a land that never belonged-and will never belong-to
anyone. Can you ever find peace? Year after year, generation after generation, they
watch as greed wraps its cold fingers around human faces, preventing them from seeing
truth-from seeing fallacy and stupidity. The chiefs look with sad, mocking eyes at yet
another human buying land, maintaining it, and daring-so stupidly daring-to call it “mine.”
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Enraged, depressed, tired, and desperately searching for peace-for salvation-they guard
the cycle. It is their last, ultimate, and most potent weapon: this cycle that ensures that
Americans remain divided, fraught with difference and burdened with skin. Like statues
placed on church belfries, they watch and guard, ever vigilant, ever keen to the scent of
linearity-of the “non-circular.” Are you not tired? That [the “non-circular”] they mercilessly
attack,  with the force of  a thousand ethereal  spears sharpened by age,  death,  and
rebirth. Will you not free these guardians, America? Now, these chiefs can no longer do
nothing but watch and guard; their blood boils, and an ancient rage breaks free from
cages so remote that the living dare not see. Now, these chiefs take up their spears and
wage war against all of those who foolishly call themselves “American.” It is a gory war,
marked by violence, and hate, and fear. Will America continue to permit this war? The
future of this land called “America” hangs in the wraithlike balance. Death, or life. It
cannot be both. 06/07/2011 Bernard Dadie’s The Mirror of Dearth: “…those waters, in
their struggle to survive, fought painfully against the thirsty, white-hot sun. And they would
doze, barely flowing. You should see them, you should ee those waters getting lower
every day! Were they hungry, too?” 06/20/2011 There is nothing more beautiful-nothing
more  serene-than  that  indigo  sky.  Far  from  the  welter  and  disease  of  adulthood-
disembedded from the almost sickly uncertainty of adolescence-, the sky rests peacefully
in innocence-above corruption, detachment, and uncertainty. It beckons you-summons
your id to disport itself in flummery, to cavort like jesters across nature’s court. And you
do so, with all intent, with all zest, with all necessity. You prance like fools, sully yourself
with red sand, and blissfully realize that there is no need to hope, or pray, or desire; you
have all that you needed, all that you need, and all that you will ever need. You relish in
puerility-an elation so amorphous that others merely gape in awe. You smile at that gape.
Some will deem this action “natural.” But you know that it is much more than natural; for
in that smile you realize that these “others” have lost something precious, divine, and
pure.  But in this realization,  a part  of  you wonders whether you will  not  lose it,  too.
06/21/2011 Sam Adams’s War of Numbers: An Intelligence Memoir (1994): “It seemed to
us that the whole country [United States], not just the government, had laid aside its
normal pursuits and danced off to disport itself in a puddle of flummery, that we had
become a nation of pettifoggers, of smalltime tricksters, a padded Lilliput whose citizens
had simultaneously forgotten how to tell the truth.” 06/23/2011 Zhang Ailing’s Love in a
Fallen City: “That dark scene looked like an ancient Persian carpet, with all  kinds of
people woven into it-old lords, princesses, scholars, and beauties. The carpet had been
draped over a bamboo pole and was being beaten, dust flying in the wind. Blow after
blow, it was beaten till those people had nowhere to hid, nowhere to go.” 06/27/2011 Cao
Xuequin’s The Story of the Stone (18thCentury): “Truth becomes fiction when the fiction’s
real/  real  becomes unreal  when the unreal’s  real.”  07/02/2011 (Fiction)  Mireno lies
beneath the bleak sky. In a few minutes, the shower will commence. He knows this, and
he fervidly awaits the downpour. He must be cleansed. He must rid himself of memories
so grotesque-so rogue-that he dare not confess their presence. He must be pure again,
like before, in puerility. Yet, he cannot help but ask: was I pure, then?07/16/2011 Jean
Jacques Rousseau’s The Social Contract(1762): “Anyone born in slavery is born for
slavery.” 07/21/2011 Jean Jacques Rousseau’s The Social Contract(1762): “The word
‘finance’ is the word of a slave; it is unknown to the true republic.” The Social Contract:
“As soon as someone says of the business of the state-‘what does it matter to me?-then
the state must be reckoned lost.” The Social Contract: “For while appearing to exercise
only his rights, it is very easy for the prince [government] to enlarge those rights and to
prevent, on the pretext of public tranquility, assemblies designed to re-establish good
government; thus, he exploits the silence which he prevents men from breaking, and the
irregularities which he makes them commit, to assume in his own favor the tacit consent
of those whose mouths are dosed by fear and to punish those who dare to speak…it is
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by this simple means that all the governments of the world, once armed with the public
force, sooner or later usurp the sovereign authority.” The Social Contract: “In the end,
when the state, on the brink of ruin, can maintain itself only in an empty and illusory form,
when the social bond is broken in every heart, when the meanest interest impudently
flaunts the sacred name of the public good, then the general will is silenced: everyone,
animated by secret motives, ceases o speak as a citizen any more than as if the state
had never existed; and the people enact in the guise of laws iniquitous decrees which
have private interests as their only end.” 07/22/2011 Jean Jacques Rousseau’s The
Social Contract: “…However we look at the question, the ‘right’ of slavery is seen to be
void; void, not only because it cannot be justified, but also because it is nonsensical,
because it has no meaning. The words ‘slavery’ and ‘right’ are contradictory: they cancel
each other out. Whether as between one man and another, or between one man and a
whole people, it would always be absurd to say: ‘I hereby make a covenant with you
which is wholly at your expense and wholly to my advantage: I will respect it so long as I
please; and you shall respect it so long as I wish.’” 07/22/2011 Before, they weaponized
biology. They used it against the minorities. I read about it; I read about the evils of South
African apartheid. I read, and I was bowled over by this feeling-this ominous, dreadful
feeling-that it would happen again. Like an audience before a screen, I saw it all: the
grand design. I saw the fall of the republic, the rise of the national security state, the
state-sponsored divisions, and state-sponsored genocide. Everything coagulated into
something monstrous, and ruthless, and inhuman. Do we live on the brink? I do not
know. But before, they weaponized biology. 07/27/2011 K’ung Shang-Jen’s “The Peach
Blossom Fan” (1699): “My task it was to shed the peach blossom fan/That never more
the strands of folly/Shall bind the heart of man and maid./…Dreams of revival fall  to
Earth/In shreds with the peach blossom fan.”

It is the summer of 2011, and I read an online article pertaining to gas-lighting and David
Lawson's book Terrorist Stalking in America. I read about the plight of a Latino student in
the University of Texas-Austin who was systematically mobbed, discredited, and gas-
lighted. The student provides profuse details to which I can relate. The more that I read
about organized stalking and gas-lighting, the clearer my reality becomes.
08/20/2011 James Rachels’s “The Challenge of Cultural Relativism”: “Many factors work
together to produce the customs of a society. The society’s [set of] values [is] only one of
them. Other matters, such as the religious and factual beliefs held by its members and
the physical  circumstances in  which they must  live,  are also important.  We cannot
conclude,  then,  merely  because customs differ,  that  there is  a disagreement  about
‘values.’ The difference in customs may be attributable to some other aspects of social
life.  Thus, there may be less disagreement about values than there appears to be.”
08/21/2011 John Stuart Mill’s Utilitarianism: “A being of higher faculties requires more to
make him happy, is capable probably of more acute suffering, and certainly accessible to
it at more points, than one of an inferior type; but in spite of these liabilities, he can never
really wish to sink into what he feels to be a lower grade of existence. We may give what
explanation we please of this unwillingness…but its most appropriate appellation is a
sense of dignity, which all human beings possess in one form or another, and in some,
though by no means exact, proportion to their higher faculties…” Utilitarianism: “It is
better  to  be  a  human being  dissatisfied  than a  pig  satisfied;  better  to  be  Socrates
dissatisfied than a fool satisfied.” 08/28/2011 Devon Lougheed’s and Bruce Baum’s Black
Skin,  White  Laughter:  W.E.B.  DuBois,  Richard  Pryor,  and  Comedic  Double-
Consciousness (2008): “The spectre of a ‘white’ laughter-immediate, revelatory, somatic,
and  dominating-works  to  reassert  the  normative  white  citizen.”  Black  Skin,  White
Laughter…(2008): “[Michael Omi:] ‘A crucial dimension of social oppression in the United
States is the elaboration of an ideology of difference or ‘otherness.’” Black Skin, White
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Laughter…(2008): “[DuBois:] ‘It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this
sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul
by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One feels his twoness-
an American, a Negro: two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring
ideals in one dark body, whose dugged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.’”
Black Skin, White Laughter... (2008): “[DuBois:] ‘Of Irish and German, of Russian, Jew,
Slav, and ‘dago,’ America’s social bars have not availed, but against negroes she can
and does take her unflinching…stand…She trains her immigrants to this despising of
‘niggers’ from the day of their landing.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “[DuBois:]
‘[a new religion of  whiteness] involves the pernicious racial  theory that ‘every great
thought the world ever knew was a white man’s thought: that every great deed the world
ever did was [a] white man’s deed…Slowly but surely, white culture is evolving the theory
that ‘darkies’ are born beasts of burden for white folk.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[DuBois:] ‘And now in strange, inexplicable transposition, the rising blacks laugh
at themselves in nervous, blatant, furtive merriment. They laugh because they think they
are expected to laugh…Off with these thought-chains and inchoate soul-shrinkings, and
let us train ourselves to see beauty in black.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “
[DuBois:] ‘The gift of laughter is not merely a ‘gift of black folk’ but a gift of oppressed
people more generally in the face of life’s absurdities.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[Adorno & Horkheimer:] ‘There is laughter because there is nothing to laugh
about. Laughter about something is always laughter at it…The collective of those who
laugh parodies humanity. They are monads, each abandoning himself to the pleasure-at
the expense of all others and with the majority in support-of being ready to shrink from
nothing. Their harmony presents a caricature of solidarity.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[DuBois, Dusk of Dawn:] ‘The present attitude and action of the white world is not
based solely upon rational, deliberate intent. It is a matter of conditioned reflexes: of long
followed  habits,  customs,  and  folkways;  of  subconscious  trains  of  reasoning  and
unconscious nervous reflexes. To attack and better all this calls for more than appeal and
argument. It needs carefully planned and scientific propaganda; the vision of a world of
intelligent men with sufficient income to live decently and with the will to build a beautiful
world.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “[Pryor:] ‘I suffer. And yet, somehow, above
the suffering, above the shackled anger that beats the bars, above the hurt that crazes,
there surges in me a vast pity- a pity for a people imprisoned and enthralled, hampered
and made miserable for such a cause, for such a phantasy [i.e. an illusory whiteness].’”
09/08/2011 (Excerpt from On America) At D-, I was bullied for being “white.” At Howard, I
am ridiculed for being “black.” They are strange people: these Americans. I never could
understand them. Perhaps, having endured eons of psychological oppression, they have
forgotten what it means to be human. Perhaps, they no longer think-not really, anyway.
Like mindless beasts, they wander and collide into each other-violently so. But to them,
indubitably, their purpose is as clear as a crystal. When will they see? They destroy each
other  over  petty  things:  Plato’s  ‘overvalued  less.’  Every  thought  of  ‘the  greater’  is
ostracized.  Yes,  ‘beasts’  is  a  pertinent  word.  They have been beasts for  so long…
09/08/2011 (Fiction) I remember Magdalene, the girl in the maroon kimono with burgundy
sequins.  I  remember her  voice,  a light,  mellifluous “something”  that  simultaneously
reveled and despaired. I remember the gilded applique affixed to the first sequin-how it
glowed amidst the red Sun. Above all, thought, I remember Magdalene’s rage after pink
petals pursed purple lips: the rage of a thousand humans chained, beaten, and on the
verge of revolution. 09/09/2011 (Personal Fiction: A Prayer to Maria) There is sin in the
air, Maria. I see sin everywhere. I see it in the little things: in the fear, and the laughter,
and the gaze. There is seen where there need not be sin. Why fear now, when one can
almost taste human liberation? Is it because I am wrong: we are still in chains? Yes; yes,
we are. A curt glance at one’s environs reveals a division so massive-so devastatingly
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wild-that one wonders how souls survive. Perhaps, there are very few souls left in this
place. Perhaps, the souls have flown, insistent that they must never return. Perhaps, this
is the curse of this polarized kaleidoscope called “America.” There is no freedom-only the
illusion of freedom. There is no sanity-only the illusion of sanity. Why? Why destroy? Why
propagate schisms? Why not love, live, and let live? We are like the flotsam and jetsam
of wild waters, ever perambulating, ever attuned to the controller’s waves. Soon, we may
begin to disregard the achievements of liberation, and if we do, we must accept that we
have ceased to be human. 09/16/2011 Thomas Aquinas’s Summa Theologica: “…laws
may be unjust in two ways: first, by being contrary to human good, either in respect of the
end, as when an authority imposes on his subjects burdensome laws, conducive, not the
common good, but rather to his own cupidity or vainglory; or in respect of the author, as
when a man makes a law that goes beyond the power committed to him; or in respect of
the form, as when burdens are imposed unequally on the community, although with a
view to the common good. Such are acts of  violence rather than laws, because, as
Augustine says,  a law that  is  not  just  seems to be no law at  all.”  John Stuart  Mill’s
Utilitarianism: “While I dispute the pretensions of any theory which sets up an imaginary
standard of justice not based on utility, I account the justice which is grounded on utility to
be the chief part, and incomparably the most binding part, of all morality.” 09/21/2011
Martin Luther King Jr.’s A Letter from Birmingham Jail (04/16/1963): “Let us all hope that
the  dark  clouds  of  racial  prejudice  will  soon  pass  away,  and  the  deep  fog  of
misunderstanding will be lifted from our fear-drenched communities, and in some not too
distant tomorrow, the radiant stars of love and brotherhood will  shine over our great
nation with all their scintillating beauty.” 10/13/2011 W.E.B. DuBois’s “Declaration to the
World” (1921): “The absolute equality of all races, physical, political, and social, is the
founding stone of world and human advancement. No one denies great differences of
gift, capacity, and attainment among individuals of all races, but the voice of science,
religion, and practical politics is one in denying the God-appointed existence of super-
races or of races naturally and inevitably and eternally inferior. That in the vast range of
time, one group should in its industrial  technique, or social organization, or spiritual
vision, lag a few hundred years behind another, or forge fitfully ahead, or come to differ
decidedly in thought, deed, and ideal, is proof of the essential richness and variety of
human nature, rather than proof of the co-existence of demi-gods and apes in human
form. The doctrine of racial equality does not interfere with individual liberty; rather, it
fulfills it. And of all the various criteria of which masses of men have in the past been
prejudiced and classified, that of color of skin and the texture of hair is surely the most
adventitious and idiotic.”  10/15/2011 I feel blocked-detached from inscription. It  is a
baleful thing-that laughter. An assault on the mind. Everybody appears to do it now-to
laugh at black intelligence. Something rogue engulfed America-something menacing, with
large,  black  teeth  and green hair.  And so many people  simply  laugh.  Please,  stop
laughing at us. 10/19/2011 He will find himself asking: Where, now? Where do I go from
here? He will search for something to which he could cling amidst stormy seas. He will be
broken, beaten, and bound, with nothing save a battered mind to his name. And when
everyone leaves, as they often do, he will wonder: Why me? 10/23/2011 I propose a plan
to save human variation. A curt glance at one’s environs reveals the destruction of this
variation: variation in thought, deed, and person. The white-nationalist meme is fueled by
the idea that  whites are the only  members of  a  superior  strain  of  humans:  a  strain
beautiful and intellectually superior to others. But I contend that humans “internalize” this
meme,  because  for  most  of  their  lives,  they  have  seen  whites-and  only  whites-as
beautiful and intellectually gifted. They have repeatedly seen this affirmed in the media,
which guides perspectives in virtually all of the social institutions in industrialized nations.
Thus, to the white nationalist, superiority-racial superiority-has become synonymous with
“Caucasian” or “Aryan.” However, what if these nationalists had been socialized in a
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different fashion? What if their only mental prototypes of non-whites had not been those
of ferality, vacuity, or inferiority? What if, instead, nonwhites had been portrayed-at least,
to a far greater extent that less positive depictions-as intelligent, gifted, creative, capable,
and flexible beings? Now, imagine something even more amazing: what if all humans
had been portrayed as such? Would not have, then, realized DuBois’s vision of a “world
of intelligent men…with the will to build a beautiful world?” Would we not have, then, the
best possible humanity: one varied in genetic heritage but united in a common zest for
science and higher art? For I ardently stipulate that humanity would not have survived for
so long without the genetic variation upon which nature selects. If the white nationalists of
the early 21st century eventually succeed in creating an “all-white” world, would they not
have committed the greatest error? After all, in order to create this world, they would have
to liquidate or psychologically constrain a plethora of persons whose genes may retain
solutions to future crises. And if such persons are killed, rendered subhuman, and/or
placed in what DuBois deemed “thought-chains,” the genetic inheritance of these people
would likely not be retained, as homicide and suicide rates would probably increase. The
white nationalists would effectively condemn humanity, leaving humans with far less
means to challenge uncertainty However, to the credit of white nationalists, we should
strive to preserve the most intelligent humans. Yet,  I  repudiate the white-nationalist
thesis, which asserts that intelligence can be found only in whites. For I have seen acts
often categorized as “intelligent,” such as lengthy memorizations, abstract yet complex
mathematical  calculations,  the manifestation of  scientific  curiosity and the scientific
method, the portrayal of creativity, and excellent penmanship, initiated by the darkest of
human beings. And such sights should not be perceived as anomalies considering that
meiosis,  involving the significant  stages of  cross-over  and recombination is  a  very
uncertain process. One simply cannot know what will be created and where it will fall. For
this and other, more crucial reasons, I propose a New Eugenics concerned not with the
statist elimination of variation-of nonwhites-but with the preservation of intelligent genetic
variation. But how does one define intelligence? How does one truly recognize “gifted”?
After  all,  gifts  often reveal  themselves at  different  stages in  life,  and some talents,
especially the more aesthetic, are often deemed inferior to more scientific talents…. [as
yet  unfinished]  The best  possible  humanity  must  be flexible;  it  must  be capable  of
adaptation in all environmental and/or social conditions. But this humanity must retain
certain absolutes: the best genes conducive to intelligence, utilitarian ethics (John Stuart
Mill and W.E.B. DuBois), and a most fundamental will to survive with the preservation of
these absolutes. Of course, the vagaries of survival may intrude upon this preservation,
so as previously mentioned, preservation necessitates flexibility-both physical flexibility
and mental  flexibility.  Minds must  remain open to novelty,  and bodies must  remain
healthy and limber. Now, if a situation were to arise in which a healthy human would be a
tortured human, mental flexibility must take precedence over physical flexibility. In this
case,  humans  would  be  as  healthy  as  conditions  permit,  but  not  as  unhealthy  as
deleterious to the performance of  the brain.  Then, perhaps,  covert  action would be
necessary for the preservation of absolutes. One reading thus far may have noticed a
predicament to my thesis: the difficulty in simultaneously maintaining an absolute inner
core and a flexible outer layer. Spirituality is the key… [as yet unfinished] 10/29/2011
Isabel Wilkerson’s The Warmth of Other Suns: “An invisible hand ruled their lives and the
lives of all the colored people in Chickasaw county and the rest of Mississippi and the
entire  South  for  that  matter.  It  wasn’t  one  thing:  it  was  everything.  The  hand  that
determined that white people were in charge and had to obey them like a child in those
days had to obey a parent, except there was no love between the two parties as there is
between a parent and a child. Instead, there was only fear and dependence-and hatred
of that dependence-on both sides
It is November of 2011, and I sit behind an H- University computer reading about audio
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spotlight technology and subliminal acoustic manipulation of nervous systems. I recall
that for a very long while-at least, since my arrival at C- Hall in October-I have felt arcane
"pin -pricks" and somatic vibrations coupled with my intellectual acts, be it the turning of a
page of a book or the lifting of a dictionary. Then, I begin to research the more general
topic of remote electronic harassment at this public computer as I have had to buy three
eventually compromised computers in two years. I read of directed sound, and I recall the
wild, inexplicable pounding that would follow me anywhere that I would venture at C- Hall.
This sound would become most acute when I would try to read. I recall this, and I begin to
record the inexplicable oddities of my reality. Once, at the computer lab, I felt as if the
girls sitting at adjacent computer terminals were privy to the words that I would type. I
would  hear  chuckles  and  subtle  guffaws  when I  would  polish  my  diction  or  create
citations. I  recorded the paired laughter with my phone, and I recorded much, much
more. It is the evening of November 13, 2011, and I return to my room after showering. I
enter, wear my clothes, and search for my phone in order to create another audio log. I
locate the phone, hit the "record" button, and read the message: "Can't record without an
S.D. card." I frantically search for this card, which contains over 100 items of evidence of
organized stalking, and I cannot find it. While searching, I notice that the bottom of one of
my briefs had been ripped. Nevertheless, I panic, having lost virtually all of my evidence.
In despondency, fear, and overwhelming perplexity, I write this note:
11/13/2011 I feel as if my heart's screaming. I am tired. I am very tired. Somebody wants
me to have a mental breakdown or to kill myself. Even as I write, I hear the pounding and
other unlikely noises. I do not know how many people I can trust. Somebody entered my
room today and took my phone's S.D. card. That card had pictures and videos that could
prove malicious intent. And now, not only do I not have these; I cannot capture or record
with my phone. It would appear that I have been beaten. And an average man might
simply  acquiesce.  But  I  have begun to  realize  that  I  am not  average;  and with  the
strength of truth and spirituality to support me, I am very determined to find justice. God,
save me.
Upon  completion,  I  take  the  note  to  B.H.,  a  resident  advisor,  for  his  signature.
Unbeknownst to me, however, H- interprets this note as evidence of a suicide-in-the-
making. The next day, I find myself participating in a psychiatric evaluation, diagnosed
with a mental illness, and confined to a psychiatric ward. I am 18 years old. 11/14/2011
[morning] The battle for culture is foremost the battle for resources. I am of the opinion
that that which most of the white nationalists despise is not the educated blacks but the
apparent inequality intrinsic to liberalism. I believe that they do not hate the progress of
the minorities as much as they hate the ostensible decline of the majority intimately linked
to that progress. They may have arrived at the terrifying conclusion that with minority
betterment comes white decay. If this be true-and I must state that I do not know the
economic foundations of this supposed inequality-the problem lies not in people but in the
economic  system:  Marx’s  zeitgeist.  Thus,  white  nationalists  should  not  attempt  to
sequester the minorities (either physically or psychologically); instead, they should call for
a  revision  of  the  economic  system.  And  of  course,  this  revision  must  include  all
Americans, from the wealthiest of whites to the poorest of immigrants. This is my belief,
and I hope that they would eventually begin to believe as I do. 11/18/2011 The letters are
frozen, etched into bleak walls and sick doors. They say different but similar things: S-
4078, B-2074, e.t.c. We are numbers. Far from sentient beings, we have become the
numbers that we have been arbitrarily assigned. We have become facts and figures,
gingerly tucked away in dour, mahogany drawers closed by cold fingers. And now, the
letters are frozen, etched into bleak walls and sick doors.
It  is  November  21,  2011,  and  I  hold  in  my  hand  a  prescription  of  anti-psychotic
medications appertaining to my "delusions" of organized stalking and remote, electronic
harassment. I call my mother, and she is worried. What went wrong? The devil's after
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you. I leave Howard for Thanksgiving (in the early hours of November 25, 2011) and
never return.
These are the early hours of November 23, 2011, and I write an appeal: it is an appeal to
reason, drawn from anger, sorrow, and above all, necessity. I sit with rugged hair and
unkempt  clothes  in  a  room in  the  second  floor  of  Carver  Hall,  Howard  University,
Washington,  D.C.;  and  I  hear  loud  horns  and  other  offensive  sounds  apparently
emanating from the darkness of ‘outside.’ I write in fear, but this forces me to write faster,
better: the ideas, swiftly forming, are more lucid, and ink flows fluidly, pausing here,
reversing there, and marching on. In future years, I would realize that these words written
in fear and anguish can be formed by anyone willing to look inward. Yet, I see, even now,
the importance of what I do in these dark hours: I give words to that which thrives in
silence. I write. I write for reason.
11/24/2011 Jonathan Swift’s An Enquiry into the Behavior of the Queen’s Last Ministry
(1715): “…ill men are placed beyond the reach of an historian, who indeed hat it in its
power to reward virtue, but not to punish vice.”  An Enquiry into the Behavior of  the
Queen’s  Last  Ministry  (1715):  “…as corruptions  are  more  natural  to  mankind  than
perfections, so they are more likely to have a longer continuance; for the same vices of
men considered as individuals  are exactly  the same when molded into bodies;  nor
otherwise to be withheld in their  effects.”  11/29/2011 Anton Chekhov’s “The Cherry
Orchard” (1903): “[Trofimov]: ‘Who knows? And what does it mean-to die? Perhaps, man
has a hundred senses, and at his death, only the five we know perish, while the other
ninety-five remain.’” “The Cherry Orchard”: “[Trofimov:] ‘To avoid the petty and illusory-
everything that prevents us from being free and happy-that is the goal and meaning of
our  life.’”  “The Cherry Orchard”:  “[Trofimov:]  ‘Mankind goes forward,  developing its
powers. Everything that is now unattainable for it will one day come within man’s reach
and be clear to him: only, we must work, helping with all our might those who seek the
truth.’”  12/03/2011  Herman  Hesse’s  Steppenwolf:  “Human  real  is  reduced  to  real
suffering, to hell, only when two ages, two cultures and religions, overlap…There are
times when a whole generation is caught this way between two ages, two modes of life,
with the consequence that it loses all power to understand itself and has no standard, no
security, no simple acquiescence.” 12/08/2011 “A thing is right when it tends to preserve
the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it tends to do
otherwise.”  -American  ecologist  Aldo  Leopold  12/21/2011  Something-something
pressing-tells me that there would be a genocide in this century. I see patches: patches
of  a  mosaic  in  the  making.  I  see  the  rise  of  white  nationalism,  an  incipient,  subtle
preference for Eugenics, systematic targeting mainly (apparently) of members of the left,
the activation of F.E.M.A. camps in the apparent absence of a national disaster, the
passing of the NDAA, a bill  positing the entire United States to be a [battlefield] and
permitting the indefinite detention of American citizens, with a 93-7 vote in the U.S.
Senate, the militarization of Space, the now widespread use of directed energy weapons
on innocent individuals2 deemed “undesirable” by powerful members of society, gas-
lighting, community-oriented policing and harassment campaigns akin to the F.B.I.’s
Counter-Intelligence Program (CoIntelPro) in the 1970s, “threat assessment teams,”
fusion centers, overpopulation, and climate change. I see these elements, and I cannot
help but  connect them, molding them into some grand design.  Of course,  I  may be
wrong. Yet, something-something pressing-tells me that there would be a genocide in this
century.
It is December 26, 2011, and I write this document in my journal. I have retained journals
ever since 2009, and in them, I have sought to comprehend my beleaguered reality. I
have  also  contacted  fellow  victims  in  the  Denver  area.  I  am now a  victim  of  daily
microwave assaults and public harassment, and sometimes, I would feel an engulfing
heat apparently from "nowhere." Moreover, financial constraints are more prominent than
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ever. Still, I pray. I pray for my salvation, the salvation of all victims, and the salvation of
humanity in this new, state-sponsored terrorism encompassing all N.A.T.O. nations2. In
addition, I continue to record. Somebody must know what happened to us. Somebody
must know the truth.
01/04/2012 Our oppression is private. Our minds become prison cells. Our nature is
attacked relentlessly.  We are forced to doubt  ourselves.  We are forced into cages,
shackled,  and  tortured  so  cleverly  that  none  but  ourselves  and  the  oppressors
understand our oppression. After all, who would believe that so many people upon whom
society depends would be so cruel or indifferent? If only they knew… If only they would
remember…Our oppression in private. Our minds become prison-cells. We are targets;
we are innocent; and we have been betrayed. 01/09/2012 I have long surmised that I am
not the only victim of this crime with my social status. I recall that at Howard, I once
thought that I heard someone apparently proximal to me in the Undergraduate Library
utter: “No matter how many times I try, this one always stands up.” I also recall strange
incident that occurred on November 14, 2011 at Howard University Hospital, in which I
thought that I heard someone say: “He’s faking it…he’s thinking…” I heard this while
pretending  to  act  in  an  expected  manner  so  as  to  leave  a  very  uncomfortable
situation…What strikes me as most peculiar is the almost “ghetto” accent of the voice, an
accent that I had not expected… 01/11/11 Carole Smith’s On the Need for the Adoption
of New Criteria of Psychological Diagnosis in the Light of Mind-Invasive Technology
(2007): “The calculated and technological entry into another person’s mind is an act of
monumental barbarism which obliterates-perhaps, with the twiddling of a dial-the history
and civilization of man’s mental development. It is more than an abuse of Human Rights;
it is the destruction of meaning. For anyone who is forced into the hell of an unseen
mental rapist, the effort to stay sane is beyond the scope of tolerable endurance. The
imaginative capacity of the ordinary mind cannot encompass the horror of it. We have
attempted to come to terms with the experiment of Nazis in concentration camps. We
now have the prospect of systematic control authorized by men who issue instructions
through satellite communications for t destruction of societies while they are driving new
Jaguars and Mercedes and going o the opera.” 01/17/2012 A.B. Yehoshua’s Facing the
Forests (1968): “It’s insulting, this insistence upon the tangible-as though that were the
main point, as though there weren’t some idea involved here.” Facing the Forests (1968):
“What if, in an obscure rage, against society or whatever, the firewatcher should himself
set the forest on fire?” 01/20/2012 Peter Brooks’s The Emperor’s Body (2011): “The
reader’s soul is the violin, you are simply the bow playing on it.” The Emperor’s Body
(2011): “[An account of Napoleon’s 1812 invasion of Moscow]: ‘Moscow burned before
his eyes. Flames danced from rooftops, like enormous votive candles. Buildings tumbled
in crescendos of  sparks.  The pyramid of  fire lit  up the surrounding countryside in a
strange, theatrical light. Like the final act of some unimaginable opera. Don Giovanni with
the flames on the stage rather than in the trap. Beyle stood aside from the neighboring
column  of  carriages  and  watched.  Moscow  gone.’”  01/29/2012  (12:46pm)  Project
Censored’s Top 25 Under-reported News Stories of 2009-2010 (2011): “The American
public is now witnessing the whole-sale privatization of education as cities, municipalities,
and states are suffering from budget woes caused by the pillage and social failures of
financial monopoly capitalism and its devastating policies that are intent on privatizing
everything public, from schools to the military, to healthcare, to public housing.” Top 25
Under-reported  News  Stories  of  2009-2010(2011):  “In  October  2009,  under  great
pressure  from the United States,  the  government  of  Spain  decided to  limit  its  own
jurisdiction in cases of genocide and crimes against humanity, thus closing one of the last
windows of accountability for the most serious crimes committed by the most powerful
nations on Earth.” 02/01/2012 Christoff Lehman’s Neo-colonialism, Subversion in Africa,
and Global Conflict (2011): “The main obstacles [to] the advance of neo-colonialism on
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the African continent has never been Al-Qaeda but Muammar al-Gadhafi, the Libyan
government….Laurent  Gbagbo  of  the  Ivory  Coast,  and  Robert  Mugabe  of
Zimbabwe…Gadhafi  and Libya were lobbying the African Union to  abandon C.F.A.
treaties with France and to establish a Pan-African, gold-backed currency, which would
end the usury, the robbery of African nations’ resources and the enslavement of an entire
population.”  02/04/2012 Nikola Tesla’s Letter  to the New York Times Editor  (1908):
“According to an adopted theory, every ponderable atom is differentiated from a tenuous
fluid, filling all space merely by spinning motion, as a whirl of water in a clam lake. By
being  set  in  movement,  this  fluid,  the  ether,  becomes gross  matter.  Its  movement
arrested, the primary substance reverts to its normal state. It appears, then, possible for
man through harnessing energy of the medium and suitable agencies for starting and
stopping ether whirls to cause matter to form and disappear. At his command, almost
without effort on his part, old worlds would vanish and new ones would spring into being.
He could alter the size of this planet, control its seasons, adjust its distance from the Sun,
guide it on its eternal journey along any path he might choose, through the depths of the
universe. He could make planets collide and produce his moons and stars, his heat and
light: he could originate life in all its infinite forms. To cause at will the birth and death of
matter would be man’s grandest deed, which would give him the mystery of physical
creation, make him fulfill  his ultimate destiny.”  Peter Phillips’s U.S. Electromagnetic
Weapons  and  Human Rights  (2006):  “We [Americans]  are  in  a  time  of  extremism,
permanent war, and the unilateral manifestation of ethnocentrism and power by a cabal
of people in the U.S. government. These power elites have been in operation for decades
and  are  set  on  nothing  less  than  the  total  U.S.  military  domination  of  the  world.”
02/04/2012 (9:27pm) F.B.I. Whistle-blower Ted Gunderson’s statement of April 26, 2011:
“In addition to high-ranking members of the F.B.I., other intelligence services, and the
government overall, wealthy, powerful members of criminal syndicates, multi-millionaires,
and the corporate elite  are using the government  gang stalking program to  harass
enemies. They can get a targeted individual harassed for the rest of that individual’s
life…The higher status members of the gang-stalking conspiracy initiate the gang-stalking
and coordinate logistics and funding, lower echelon government rogue operatives, lower
ranking members of the military (in violation of Posse Comitatus), petty criminals, and
street  thugs  perform  the  actual  grunt  work  of  daily  monitoring  and  harassment  of
individuals targeted by the program.” 02/06/2012 (9:51pm) I have this theory. Bear with
me, for it is a terrifying theory. The society is apparently progressive: the media ostensibly
portrays progressivism in all of its glory. Yet, silently, a genocide occurs. A transition
occurs. Most believe this transition to be of a demographic nature. What if, though, they
are both right and wrong? The majority believes that this transition is nothing more than a
demographic shift, at the end of which the society would be free-and more egalitarian.
Yet, I see trends that do not support this thesis. I notice that targets are often liberal,
independent thinkers. How can you move toward liberalism when you sequester liberal
thought? I see around me an emphasis on conformity, a disdain for individuality, and a
deception so terrifyingly vast that I often wonder how it came into existence. In a free
society, the government would not turn a blind eye to the systematic, covert elimination of
innocent civilians. In a free society, crimes against humanity would not be condoned. Yet,
here I am, in possession of much evidence pertaining to my plight and yet still pleading to
be recognized. Here we are, targets and members of a fringe that apparently widens as
time  progresses.  Here  is  a  nation  whose  intelligence  services  retain  the  ability  to
eliminate or torture anyone for arbitrary reasons. Somewhere along the short line of
American history, something went horribly wrong. Too few people wielded too much
power. Now, a silent holocaust has commenced: a holocaust of minds. I have this theory.
Bear with me, for it is a terrifying theory. 02/09/2012 (3:05pm) Robin Webster’s Evidence
for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010): “The [U.S.] Military Commissions
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Act moved the legal definition of torture well away from what constitutes torture under
international  law to  one  relying  on  criteria  that  torture  must  result  in  a  near-death
experience or organ failure.” Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree
(2010): “The ultimate goal of the invisible third degree seems to be the marginalization or
elimination of individuals portrayed as representing a threat to public safety, but are
probably simply seen as undesirable for some reason. In my opinion, to achieve this goal,
invisible third degree methods are used to degrade the mental health of the victim while
exposing them to baiting and entrapment schemes. If the victim is resistant to these
methods, the intensity may be increased sufficiently that suicide becomes an additional,
acceptable outcome. This occurs before the victim ever encounters the police because
today it is much harder for the police to hide the fact that they are detaining someone.
Should the victim become aware of their status as a victim, they are then exposed to
methods designed to  destroy their  credibility,  which could  be considered a form of
incommunicado. Should the victim’s credibility  withstand this assault  and the victim
continues to seek legal representation, they are stripped of everything and anything that
could be of some support during attempts to seek help. I wouldn’t be surprised if the
ranks of the homeless are filled with targeted individuals who have tried to fight the
system and have lost…Given the suspected long history of [this American torture regime]
it probably developed other traits common to past torture regimes. This would include the
evolution  of  methods  designed to  protect  its  existence.  The invisible  nature  of  the
methods used would provide a measure of protection. The destruction of the mental and
physical health of the primary witness and thus their credibility would provide another
measure of protection.” 02/18/2012 (10:10pm) Sometimes, you are afraid to think. You
fear your own mind. You fear thought because you would probably be punished for it. On
other occasions, you are afraid to move. You move, and you are shocked. You live in a
cage. It is terrifying. It is ubiquitous. But you cannot prove its existence. This inability
strengthens the cage, so much so that at times, you feel smaller than the smallest atom-
weaker than the weakest dove. Then, there is the frequent memory loss-the frustrating
inability to effectively record time. Not to mention the oppression of creativity. You are not
yourself. You must fight each minute to be. Yet, who do you fight? Who is the enemy?
The mind is besieged, and sometimes, you are afraid to think. You are afraid to be.
Miraculously, it is this fear that forces the wiser ones to fight-and to fight hard. You fight
for your freedom. You fight for your existence. You fight for life. God, save me.
It is February 23, 2012, and I am homeless. I sit in a car parked outside of an affluent
home and stuffed with the bric-a-brac of my short, American life, and I write. I do not
know of tomorrow, but I know of now: the cold, the isolation, and of course, the familiar,
unnatural sensations. I hope that I can find better shelter tomorrow, but I am aware of the
many people who hope for the same. I have long stopped asking: how did I get here? In
truth, anyone could have foreseen this morning's fit of rage bolstered by a mother who
fails to see-to even consider-that her son is tormented by an evil great and terrifying.
Thus,  here  I  am,  hopeful  that  I  would  not  starve  tomorrow  and  amazed  at  the
"commonness" of my surroundings. I think: they do not know. And I very much hope that
they never do.
02/29/2012  (approximated  time-8:30am,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  ...On
February 25, 2012, I experienced a sensation rare and arcane…It was a sort of electric
charge across my forehead, which had hitherto been the recipient of small, annoying
shocks.  I  recall  “willing”  the  shocks  to  disappear  while  I  meditated,  and  almost
immediately, they became less concentrated, spreading across the entire forehead. This
happened twice, and on each occasion, I am certain that I “willed” this spread. Bear with
me, for even I do not understand it. I had previously read that there exists no psychic
defense against mind-invasive technology, but had I read a false conclusion? Is there a
psychic defense? Had I discovered one? I hope to replicate this discovery, but as yet, I
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have not done so. I must mention, though, that the small, concentrated shocks around
my forehead  have  not  been  frequent  since  the  25th,  and  I  have  since  then  rarely
experienced them while meditating. What does this mean? Bear with me, for even I do
not understand it. 02/29/2012 (approximated time-3:00pm, ...Homeless Shelter, Denver,
CO) Whenever you have something precious, you must not simply cling to it. You must
replicate it. You must do as I do now. My life, for all of its flaws and mistakes, is one of my
more precious possessions. Therefore, I replicate it;  and I do so through inscription.
Then, I make copies of my inscription, and I store these copies in multiple locations. Like
Rowling’s Horcruces4. In each copy lies a parcel of my life-my essence. It amazes me
sometimes: nature’s tricks. The blessed mother gives her children all that they need to
prosper. To us, the quiet and sensitive, she gives introspection: sense. The historian-the
recorder-is not necessarily brawny. But what he lacks in appearance, he more than
compensates in reasoning. For the very act of inscription, although apparently simple, is
powerful-perhaps, even, the most powerful human act. In writing-in recording-we bestow
immortality. In recording my life, I ensure that my mind does not end with my body: the
former  merely  waits,  after  deat,  for  another  vessel  in  which  to  replicate  itself.  The
immortal replicator. I must disagree with Dawkins to some extent; it is not the meme-the
idea-that is replicated-not simply, anyway: it is as well the mind-a way of thought, a mode
of being. In my journals, I duplicate myself: I create “horcruces.” And one day after death,
I would live again. 03/11/2012 (3:05pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) After a while,
you stop asking: Why?It becomes both tedious and nonsensical to do so. You try to
adjust, surviving daily with the awareness that you are not expected to survive. You think
of "the whole situation," and you often wonder how you have retained your sanity. A this
point, you have forgotten anger. It has become a chain, one which you cannot afford. As
your very freedom is daily endangered, you cling to whatever ounce of it that you obtain.
Sometimes, you want to scream. You want to yell. You want to shout your oppression to
this mysteriously indifferent "human family." Then, reason, that which has aided your
survival, warns against the former desire in hushed tones...You stare at yourself in the
mirror, and if you are especially lucky, you catch a transient glimpse of a former self.
However, in your situation, you cannot afford much nostalgia. You look away from the
mirror and towards a wall that appears to have been there for as long as time itself and
would very likely always be. You could always end things. Yet, what great good would
that do? You recall the truth that is both beautiful and terrifying: you must survive for
humanity. You recall this, and you continue to live. You tell yourself: you do not have to
be so morose. After all, there are "the good times," during which you may even find cause
to love again. Yet, you find, during darker hours, that you have stopped asking: Why?"
03/11/2012  (9:55pm,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  Not  too  long  ago,  I  tried
activating my camera using Christopher O.’s (a fellow homeless person) batteries, and
the camera performed some amazing feats, including the rapid extension and relaxation
of tis lens (multiple times before shutting down and the rapid flashing of its orange light.
Amazingly, when I tried activating the camera in Christopher’s presence, the camera
neither extended its lens nor flashed rapidly (only one orange flash before shutting
down). It deserves noting that as I cannot easily scan my journal entries, I conceived of
the  idea  to  photograph  them with  my camera.  Thus,  I  intend  to  buy  new batteries
tomorrow. However, I must not that the mysterious, multiple extensions and relaxations5
of my camera’s lens have occurred on previous occasions without my interference6…
03/14/2012 (1:02pm, …Library, Englewood, CO) Victor Hugo's Les Misérables(1862;
translated  by  Norman  Denny,  1976):  "[Joly]  maintained  that  man  was  subject  to
magnetism like a compass-needle, and placed his bed with its head pointing north and its
feet south so that his circulation might not be affected by the attraction of the poles."
03/15/2012 (5:10pm, …Library, Englewood, CO) Victor Hugo's Les Misérables(1862;
translated by Norman Denny, 1976): "Humanity is our common lot. All men are made of
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the same clay. There is no difference, at least here on Earth, in the fate assigned to us.
We come of the same void, inhabit the same flesh, are dissolved in the same ashes. But
ignorance infecting the human substance turns it black, and that incurable blackness,
gaining possession of the soul, becomes Evil." 03/18/2012 (approximated time-6:15pm,
…Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) You are assaulted with sound. You cannot trust your
ears. You find it difficult to distinguish between sound common and sound menacing. A
younger "you" would have believed in your insanity. But you know better. You know well
the machinations of the gas-lighter. You know that you are assaulted with sound. You
know evil-subtle, terrifying evil. You are assaulted with sound. You cannot trust your ears.
03/20/2012 (2:45pm, ...Library, Englewood, CO) ...Victor Hugo's Les Misérables (1862;
translated by Norman Denny, 1976): "Despots play their part in the works of thinkers.
Fettered words are terrible words. The writer doubles and trebles the power of his writing
when a ruler imposes silence on the people. Something emerges from that enforced
silence, a mysterious fullness which filters through and becomes steely in the thought.
Repression in history leads to conciseness in the historian, and the rocklike hardness of
much celebrated prose is due to the tempering of the tyrant...The honesty of a great
spirit...is  devastating."  03/31/2012 (5:00pm, …Homeless Shelter,  Denver,  CO) The
thoughts are replayed. Like a broken gramophone, you think the same strain of thought
again, and again, and again. It becomes a stubborn echo. You want to think of other
things. But the echo, simply by your eventual concentration upon it, chooses to remain.
Your  brain  is  ‘gas-lighted’  by  mind-invasive  technology.  No respite.  Your  prison  is
everywhere and everywhere deniable. You might doubt yourself-your sanity. This is, after
all, the ultimate purpose of gas-lighting: self-destruction. The gas-lighter does not ‘kill’-not
in the traditional sense. But in torturing your mind with the specter of denial, the gas-
lighter imposes undue doubt. The real triumph of the gas-lighter lies not so much in the
elimination  of  the  victim  but  in  the  germination  of  the  victim’s  uncertainty.  This  is
psychological warfare. It is clever, and it is by no means less important that the war of
swords  and  arms.  This  is  a  war  for  the  mind,  the  crux  of  humanity…04/06/2012
(10:44pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) I stand in the torrent of a shower room. I
look at  outstretched,  cocoa-brown arms.  They seem weak,  hardened,  beaten.  I  tell
myself: “this body, you have suffered for so long, and even more suffering is to come.But
it would all be worth it.” Am I wrong? Reason, that ever robotic thing, would reply: I do not
know.  But  I  do  not  look  solely  to  reason  for  answers.  I  look  to  something  higher-
something  above  and  within.  I  look  to  God…God,  save  me.
04/13/2012 (approximated time-7:00pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
It  is  the 19th year of  my life,  and I  write to you from a homeless shelter  in a rather
impoverished part of America, the land of the free. I, like other residents of this shelter,
am one of Hugo's Les Misérables, stripped of social warmth, floundering in a tide bleak
and uncertain. I must ask, now, that you forgive me for my pretense in the first sentence: I
no longer seek pride or luxury. I no longer need a "pretty shirt," a car, a lover... I am poor,
miserable, and tired-tired of the absurdities and contradictions of life. Why continue, I
wonder? I never asked to be a victim of America's silent holocaust. I never asked to be
shocked, conditioned, tortured, and experimented upon like a dog. Yet, here I am, with
virtually nothing left save my pen and journal, tears streaming from exhausted eyes, and I
am writing to anyone out there who may read this. I am writing to those who may still
doubt my oppression. I am writing to those who may fear accepting it. Above all, though, I
am writing to humanity-to whatever ounce of it remains in this world. Oh, God...Can I
finish? It is you-the apathetic majority-that caused this to happen. When reviewing the
past, blame no one save yourself. Your apathy beats me each day, and sometimes, I try-
so desperately try-to place myself in your shoes. I can't. If I were you, I would want to
know that every innocent citizen of my nation enjoyed the same opportunities that I do. I
would not stand in silence as I watch evil grip my nation. Am I harsh? Have I offended
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you?  Good:  please,  take  offense.  Feel  something-something  close,  I  hope,  to
compassion.  My  name  is  Edmund  Edede  Igberaese;  I  have  lost  a  father  and  a
grandfather in three years; I have been forced into the fringe; I am deprived of sleep,
assaulted with sound, shocked, and dehumanized; and I write. I write for my life, which
must,  I  believe,  continue.  God,  save me.04/15/2012 (4:38pm, …Homeless Shelter,
Denver, CO) Steven L. Gardiner’s White Nationalism Revisited: Demographic Dystopia
and White Identity Politics(2005):  “In the face of  both the demographic transition to
minority  status  and  the  identity-based  mobilization  of  blacks  and  other  non-white
minorities, white nationalists are choosing to risk the exposure of white privilege in order
to construct an explicitly white identity politics.”  04/18/2012 (10:15pm, … Homeless
Shelter, Denver, CO) You try to sleep, and “clicks” and “tat-tat-tats” commence. You wear
ear-plugs, and the loudness of near, small sounds in silence becomes evident. You begin
to fear sleep… 04/22/2012 (approximated time-8:00pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver,
CO) Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead(1943): “[Dominique Francon:] ‘The hardest thing to
explain is the glaringly evident which everybody has decided not to see.’” 05/12/2012
(4:10pm,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  I  finished  reading  The  Fountainhead
yesterday,  and I  have thought that  if  I  could survive this book-this manifesto of  the
egotist-I would survive anything. In Rand, there is no room for God-for my submission to
a higher power. Yet, nearly a century before the publication of The Fountainhead, a
French man named Victor Hugo published “a drama in which the leading character is the
Infinite…”  (Les  Misérables)  Who is  right:  Hugo  or  Rand?  I  enjoyed  reading  of  the
necessity of God and the value of purity and morality in Hugo’s 1862 piece. However,
Rand’s 1943 piece prompts serious consideration of the importance of the ego. Am I a
“second-hander”?In  submitting to  a  “higher  power,”  have I  been consumed by that
“selfless monster” that destroys the world? Am I a fool, an “imbecile” who always smiles-
ever content with suffering, lacking, as Rand’s Gail Wynand did, the courage of his own
greatness? I maintain that I prefer Hugo to Rand. I would rather be a soul that “loves and
suffers” than one guided solely by the “right of the ego.” I must be a fool, then, made
even more so by my complacency with this description. Yet, what if, in some alternate
reality, the woman known as “Ayn Rand” had completely altered my perceptions? Would I
be  content,  as  I  am  now,  to  suffer  virtuously  in  the  silence  of  patience  as  I  am
dehumanized daily? Would I take more risks? Would I have sought a trial at the onset of
my homelessness? Or would I do what I already do, only differently: continue to suffer not
for the sake of suffering-“the trials”-but for reason (my suffering-the recording of it-is the
only  hope for  justice)? Whichever  path I  choose,  I  find myself  here,  in  this  shelter,
recording-writing for my life. Thus, regarding the previous question, “Who is right: Hugo or
Rand?” I maintain that this is a prelude to another argument that can never be won (see
the 04/28/2012-11:40pm entry)… 05/17/2012 (7:35pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The House of the Seven Gables (1852): “It is very singular how
the fact  of  a  man’s  death often seems to  give people a truer  idea of  his  character,
whether for good or evil, than they would have possessed while he was living among
them. Death is so genuine a fact that it excludes falsehood, or betrays its emptiness; it is
a  touchstone  that  proves  the  gold,  and  dishonors  the  baser  metal.”  05/27/2012
(approximated time-9:30pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) (Personal Fiction: The
Story of Vaughn) Let me tell you a story. It is one rare, tragic, and altogether beautiful;
and it begins in poverty. His name was Vaughn, and he was born on the 16th of March,
1943. In puerility, he enjoyed reading; he would read everything: Bronte, Hugo, Faust,
Moliere, Tzu, Dadié…Great literature, in his eyes, was not ultimately determined by men
but by ideas of men. In each novel, he found a world through which he could journey-a
life  new and all  the  more  powerful  for  its  fiction.  In  latter,  difficult  years,  he  would
remember these pieces: their  words,  their  very souls.  He would also remember the
freedom of innocence. At age 9, he did not know of the power of human vice-of greed,
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corruption, and malice. You must understand that he, although poor and often homeless,
lived a sheltered life. He made few attachments before adulthood, preferring the safety of
solitude. For this, he may be criticized, but such criticism would be unfair. It would lack
the depth of “Why?” What reason lay behind his preference? I stated previously that he
did not know the power of human vice, but I, like so many, may have been wrong in doing
so; perhaps, he knew it too well. His life, more than most, was marred by the debris of
others. For you see, he was special. IN his view, though, he was an “anomaly”-a thing to
be hated for its very nature. Like most, he copied society, internalizing their hatred for
himself, so much so that he shrunk deeply into himself, like a snail does amidst terror.
The horror, for Vaughn, was convention, and he knew not how to respond save to hide.
Was he to blame? Was he a fool? Your answer matters little, but it must matter to you.
Vaughn achieves self-awareness around the onset of adulthood. He does so through a
seemingly endless suffering-suffering enough to break a man and the resulting pieces. At
19, he no longer despises himself. Seeing him, you would, at first glance, understand his
story not as a singularity but as a pivot in the great, big machinery of his present society.
His very existence forces into the open that which thrives best in the shadows created
and enhanced by convention. And he knows it. What is this thing? Its name matters not
for it has too many. But in all, there is the common thread: oppression. He meets it daily,
but he, like a blessed few, both sees and names it. He gains power in words, words
modified from the books of his youth and the dark depths of the social diary. His words,
contestable  and  sometimes  abstruse,  are  true.  They  are  so  because,  simple  and
powerful, they come from journeys into the human soul, that which is most crucial. He
has found the benefits of solitude, and he has found that they are abundant. Vaughn dies
in the rain. Around him are rings of water in formation and destruction. He lies supinely,
drops of clear water dancing on his face, and his eyes, full of love and wet with tears, are
watching God. 05/28/2012 (approximated tim-2:30pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre(1847): “[Preface:] ‘Conventionality is not morality. Self-
righteousness is not religion. To attack the first is not to assail the last…The world may
not like to see these ideas dissevered, for it has been accustomed to blend them: finding
it convenient to make external show pass for sterling worth-to let white-washed walls
vouch for clean shrines. It may hate him who dares to scrutinize and oppose-to raze the
gilding, and show base metal under it-to prostrate the sepulcher, and reveal charnel
relics; but hate as it will, it  is indebted to him.” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Jane:] ‘I ought to
forgive you, for you know not what you did: while rending my heart-strings, you thought
you were only uprooting my bad propensities.’” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Helen Burns:] ‘It
would be your duty to bear it if you cannot avoid it. It is weak and silly to say you ‘cannot
bear’ what is your fate to be required to bear.’” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Helen Burns:] ‘Life
appears to me too short to be spent in nursing animosity or registered wrongs. We are,
and must be, one and all, burdened with faults in this world; but the time will soon come
when, I trust, we shall put them off in putting off our corruptible bodies: when debasement
and sin will fall from us with this cumbrous frame of flesh and only the spark of the spirit
will  remain.’”  05/30/2012 (11:15am, …Library, Denver, CO) Charlotte Bronte’s Jane
Eyre(1847): “[Jane:] ‘I do not think...you have a right to command me merely because
you are older than I, or because you have seen more of the world than I have-your claim
to superiority depends on the use you have made of your time and experience.’” Jane
Eyre (1847): “[Mr. Edward Rochester:] ‘…unheard of combinations of circumstances
demand unheard of rules.’ [Jane:] ‘That sounds a dangerous maxim, sir; because one
can see at once that it is liable to abuse…Thehuman and the fallible should not arrogate
a power with which the divine and perfect alone can be safely entrusted.’” 06/02/2012
(1:03pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre(1847): “I did
what human beings do instinctively when they are driven to utter extremity-looked for aid
to one higher than man: the words ‘God help me!’ burst involuntarily from my lips.”
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It is June 06, 2012, and I sit on a bus, looking ahead. I gravitate towards something new-
something like an abyss that is neither black nor white, with specks of grey adorning its
edges. As I head towards transitional housing, I recall the events of the past week. I am
amazed by these memories. Did I truly write: “it is as if the sequence is under attack?”
How did I survive the pervasive memory loss, confusion, localized headaches, and other
ills?  Above  all,  how did  I  cope  with  the  inevitable  conclusion  of  the  previous  day:
“somebody does not want me to leave the shelter alive?” I ask these questions silently,
staring  ahead,  focused on that  which  I  have desired  for  so  long:  “A  room of  one’s
own.”1Perhaps, herein lies the key to my survival: my steadfast belief in the coming of
tomorrow-in the temporality of the human world. Even on the most severe occasions,
when prayer-the very act-was under siege, I believed. The “12” bus stops, and in five
minutes, I am at the door. Is this heaven or hell? It is neither. It is survival. I enter the
abyss.
06/12/2012 (12:17am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) In a sense, you fight back.
You  have  been  doing  so  all  along.  In  your  meekness-your  seemingly  pathetic
recalcitrance-you have been waging a war. You recoil into a shell, but that only stimulates
their ire: they attack more brutally-more savagely. They do so, and with each increment
of perversity, they lose themselves. You fight back in a manner that appears contrary to
its purpose by hiding in a shell. You give them no respite from depravity. You give them
no ounce of soul-no room for dignity, honor, ‘higher.” They may seek to destroy your soul,
but  in  a  silent,  secret  way,  you destroy theirs.  You fight  back by not  fighting at  all.
06/16/2012 (5:23pm, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) Cheryl Walsh’s Cold War Non-
consensual Experiments: The Threat of Neuroweapons and the Danger it will happen
again (2012): “The U.S. Constitution provides an individual the right to be free from
nonconsensual experiments, but the current [U.S.] federal regulation on human subject
protections is the 1991 Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects, known as
the Common Rule…The Common Rule includes a provision allowing federal agency
heads and directors  to  waive  ‘any  requirement  of  the  Common Rule’-including the
informed consent  requirement-‘for  any  kind  of  human subject  research.’  Since  the
Common Rule also includes a section allowing a statute or executive order to override
the notification and publication requirements, the waiver can take place in secret. The
waiver and secrecy provisions in effect condone and legalize further nonconsensual
experiments similar to those which occurred during the Cold War.” Former Department of
Defense Contractor  Robert  Duncan’s  The Matrix  Deciphered(2006):  “My goal  is  to
awaken Americans to the continued horrific acts of military and C.I.A. weapons testers in
this country and the other branches of governments’ inability to stop them and hold them
accountable…After reading this book, the only excuse people.of the community have for
continuing to disbelieve the victim is their own ignorance and inability to cope with the
shame of  being American.  I  will  sound extreme in my writings.  It  is  the intention of
government experiments to be as violent and harsh as possible to victims to make them
sound crazy when they describe the events.  This needs to be part  of  the historical
records for  future generations to learn the failings of  our own…The tactics used by
C.I.A./D.o.D. (U.S. Department of Defense) for massive human experimentation has not
changed in  35 years.  Acting like  a  Dr.  Jekyll  and Mr.  Hyde allows them cover  and
plausible denial while they cower back into the fringe and shadows of government. If they
made  the  experiments  mild,  people  would  be  more  likely  to  believe  the  DoD/CIA
conducted this kind of torture research.” 06/18/2012 (8:14am, [Transitional Housing],
Denver, CO) Why is it called, “The Book of Revelations”? I often muse that in those Great
books-the Talmud, Torah, Quran, and Bible-lies a story-a story of human existence. One
may even see a timeline: from Genesis-our birth-to Exodus-man’s search for freedom-to
Revelations-the end. In the latter, John sees a vision of an apocalypse-the absolute end
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and absolute beginning. Was this final chapter named solely after John’s visions? Or was
the resemblance derived from the detailed observations of  a “seer”? Now, before I
continue, I strongly urge you, the reader, to consider the verity of prophecy: at least,
imagine it to have some tangible basis. What if the “apocalypse” seen by John were a
necessary corollary to certain revelations concerning human existence? If I were a “seer”
observing the end of man, I would not see-most importantly-an alien invasion, a natural
disaster, or some other external event. Rather, I would see an internal crisis-the division
of the soul. Revelations so powerful that they may threaten the very foundation of human
illusion. Is this why the last book, the final chapter of the human condition, is termed,
“Revelations”? Would humanity wilt under the pressure of revelations of truths hidden in
plain sight? Or is it  only one revelation-the most powerful of all:  “I  am”? 06/18/2012
(10:48am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) Robert Becker’s and Gary Snelden’s The
Body Electric:  Electromagnetism and the  Foundation  of  Life  (1985):  “Two kinds  of
magnetic fields have been found [in the human body]: quickly reversing AC fields are
produced by the back-and-forth ion currents in the nerve and muscle. They’re strongest
in the heart since its cells contract in synchrony. The SQUID (Super-conducting Quantum
Interferometric Device] has also confirmed the existence of the direct-current perineural
system, which, especially in the brain, produces steady DC magnetic fields one billionth
the strength of Earth’s field of about one-half gauss.” The Body Electric…(1985): “We can
try to define the bare minimum, the processes that must be available before an entity can
be called living…The criteria for life can be summarized as organization, information
processing, regeneration, and rhythm…The funny thing is that all of these criteria are met
by the activities of semiconducting crystals…The Earth’s volcanic mining would have
produced minerals with a wide array of current-handling abilities to start  from. Most
important,  the  piezoelectric,  pyrooelectric,  photoelectric,  and  other  responses  of
semiconducting crystals could have served as an analog method of processing and
storing information about  pressure,  heat,  and light.  Moreover,  repeated passage of
current through some semiconductors permanently changes the materials’ characteristics
so as to make the same electrical responses easier in the future. Movement of electrons
along the crystal lattice inevitably would have been shaped by geo-celestial cycles in the
Earth’s  electromagnetic  field,  as well  as by the fields around other  such crystalline
organisms nearby-providing a sense of time and information about the neighbors. The
currents also would have reflected any loss of material and guided the deposition of
replacement atoms to restore the original structure. The idea of certain rocks, in the curse
of a billion years or so, gradually becoming responsive to their surroundings, growing,
learning to “hunt’ when a lava flow or sulfuric rain ate away part of a vortex, slo9wly
rebuilding, pulsing with, well, life…all of this may seem a bit bizarre. Yet it’s really no
stranger than imagining the same transformation from droplets of brother [Miller-Urey
1953 experiment/abiogenesis]…The biggest hurdle for this theory is accepting the idea
that life could develop in the dry state, either out of the oceans or in the realm underneath
them. Since the mid-1960s, it has seemed more plausible, for it was then that H.E.Histon,
of the University of Bristol, England, learned that at least one organism spends parts of its
life completely without liquid water. Certain flies of the Sahara desert lay their eggs in the
brief pond formed by the rare rains. The larvae go through several metamorphoses in the
water, but they’re almost always interrupted by the evaporation of the pool.  Though
completely desiccated, in a state Histon named “cryptobiosis,” they survive months or
years until the next rainstorm, whereupon they take up where they left off. The larvae can
be quick-dried and stored in a vacuum for many years. Placed in water, they resurrect in
a few minutes. If a larva is cut in two when active, it takes six minutes to die. If its flash-
dried in the first  minute,  the two pieces can be kept  on a shelf  for  years,  but  when
returned to water they’ll live out their remaining five minutes. Contrary to common sense,
it  appears that  in  this  case life  doesn’t  need water,  but  death cannot  occur without
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it…Getting rid of the water-equals-life assumption makes the crystalline theory more
believable. Conditions on the young planet favored forests of crystals…However, the
crystals would still have needed outside energy to overcome the entropy of nonliving
matter…We also need an explanation for the left- and right-handed molecules. In 1974,
F.E. Cole and E.R. Graf of New Orleans made a theoretical analysis of the Precambrian
Earth’s electromagnetic field that fulfilled both needs. They reasoned that since the
atmosphere was much larger then, it must have pushed the ionosphere further out than it
is  today,  into the region of  the Van Allen belts.  The Earth would then have had an
electromagnetic resonator of two concentric spheres-the upper atmosphere and the
surface. Today, as in the past, Earth’s pulsing magnetic field combines with the solar
wind to induce large currents in the Van Allen belts. In the Precambrian era, however,
fluctuations of current in the Van Allen belts in turn would have generated large currents
in the nearby ionosphere. Since the Earth’s metallic core is an excellent conductor, the
ionospheric currents would have coupled to it, producing an enormous and constant
electrical discharge through the atmosphere and into the Earth. Moreover, since the
distance  around  the  core  at  that  time  was  roughly  equal  to  1  wavelength  of
electromagnetic energy at 10 cycles per second, or about 18,000 miles, this discharge
would have pulsed at 10Hz throughout the resonant cavity, which encompassed the
whole  atmosphere  and  surface.  Besides  directly  providing  electrical  energy,  this
discharge would have produced abundant heat, ultraviolet radiation, and infrasound (or
pressure waves), all of which have fostered varied chemical activity…such a dense and
electrically supercharged atmosphere undoubtedly would have produced great quantities
of amino acids and peptides. As they came together in the air and water, linking chins to
form proteins and nucleic acids, the vectors of electromagnetic force would have favored
spiral shapes twisting in one direction or the other, depending on whether the reaction
occurred in the Northern or the Southern Hemisphere. In 1981, W. Thiermann and U.
Jarzak found some direct evidence for this theory by synthesizing organic compounds in
a steady-state magnetic field, Changing the orientation of the field gave them higher
yields of either D or L forms…On Earth, all entities formed within the 10-hertz discharge
–and all of their descendants-would resonate at the same frequency and show extreme
sensitivity to it, even after the original power source has been disconnected. As already
noted, it’s the primary frequency of the EEG in all animals, and it can be used to restore
normal rhythms to humans cut off from the normal fields of Earth, moon, and Sun…The
Cole and Graf theory also suggests how the spark of life turned itself off. The atmosphere
gradually became depleted by escape of the lighter gases and by incorporation of the
ammonia and methane into organic compounds. As this happened, the ionosphere would
have  gradually  descended,  becoming  disconnected  from the  Van  Allen  belts.  The
ionospheric currents would have become too small to couple to the Earth’s core, and the
atmospheric cavity too small to resonate at the core’s prescribed frequency. At that point,
the plug was pulled, but life was well  on its way. Aside from competition from more
advanced creatures, the loss of the energy source would explain why we see today no
remnant of the transitional forms still emerging from inanimate matter…This solid-state
theory of life’s creation…leads us to another of biology’s great mysteries-the evolution of
nervous systems-by a  sensible  sequence of  steps.  First,  there  would  have been a
crystalline proto-cell transmitting information directly through its molecular lattice. As the
first cells developed, we can envision chains of microcrystals, then chains of organic
polymers transmitting information in the form of semi-conducting currents. Although the
exact mechanism of electron passage through living tissue is far from clear, nearly all
organic matter  exhibits  piezoelectricity  and the other  hallmarks of  semi-conduction.
Furthermore,  in  a  series  of  experiments  during  the 1970s,  Freeman Cope,  a  Navy
biophysicist building on Szent-Gyorgyi’s work, found evidence of super-conduction at
room temperature  in  a  variety  of  living  matter…Whatever  the  exact  details  of  the
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conducting system, the first multicellular organisms probably had networks of cells that
were  very  much  like  the  first  single  cells.  Later,  these  network  cells  would  have
specialized for their DC-carrying duties, linking into syncytia to avoid the high resistance
of intercellular junctions. Somewhere along the line, a central processing center and
information storehouse would have developed. At the same time, separate input and
output tracts would have appeared, and the DC system would have neared its peak of
specialization as its cells evolved into the prototypes of glial, ependymal, and Schwann
cells. At about this time, the high-speed digital impulse system for handling more complex
information would have begun to form inside the older  one.  Today,  all  multicellular
animals have this kind of hybrid system, whose complexities should provide work for at
least a few more generations of neurophysiologists.” The Body Electric…(1985): “…we
have ample proof [igneous rocks bearing magnetic minerals and ocean floor sediments]
that the Earth’s poles have reversed many times during the last half-billion years. Each
time, the shift has coincided with the extinction of many species…The reversal happens
very fast, as geologic time goes. The field strength falls to about half its average for a few
thousand years. Then during another thousand years, the poles change places; then the
field regains its normal strength in another few thousand years. All told, the change takes
about five thousand years…As animals grow more specialized in the course of evolution,
they become more sensitive to some as yet unknown, lethal effect of the reversals. Long
periods without reversals-the quiescent eras that sometimes last tens of millions of years-
seem to produce a profusion of species especially susceptible to the effect, and they’re
weeded out at the next shift…Most recently, J. John Sepkoski. Jr., and David M. Raup fo
the University of Chicago reported what they believed to be a 26-million-year cycle in the
major dyings. If their hypothesis holds up, there may be some solar or galactic event that
interacts with a magnetic reversal for maximum destructive effect…If a geomagnetic
reversal  raises  the  micro-pulsation  frequencies  into  [the  range  of  30-100Hz],  the
accumulation  of  growth  errors  [in  mitosis]  over  many generations  could  well  mean
extinction…Several scientists have interpreted data form NASA’s MAGSAT orbiter, and
from measurements of magnetic particles in lake sediments as indicating that the Earth’s
magnetic field strength is steadily declining and has been for the last few thousand years.
If so, we may already be entering the next reversal, but it’s also possible we’re merely
experiencing one of the field’s many short-term variations…Nor can we be sure how
serious a reversal would be for us. Hominids have weathered them in the past, but we
have an extra reason for being uneasy this time. If we’re entering a reversal now, it will
be the first one in which the normal field is contaminated with our own electromagnetic
effluvia, and the most powerful of tese, at 50 and 60 Hertz, fall right in the middle of the
‘danger band’ in which interference with growth controls can be expected…The field
giveth as well as taketh away, however. If  we can hang on until  the next peak of tis
strength,  we may benefit  from subtle  infusion of  electromagnetic  wisdom…[Francis
Ivanhoe, a pharmacologist and anthropologist at two universities in San Francisco] has
proposed a direct link from [the Earth’s] magnetic field through the growth-hormone
regulator pathways in the brain to account for major evolutionary gains. He suggests that
part of the hippocampus, a section of the brain’s temporal lobe, acts as a transducer of
electromagnetic energy. A part of the hippocampus called Amon’s horn, an arch with
one-way nerve traffic  directed by a strong current  flow, may read variations in field
strength, feeling them by a bundle of well-documented pathways called the formix to the
hypothalamus and thence to the anterior pituitary, where growth hormone is produced.
It’s known that larger amounts of this hormone in pregnancy increase the size of the
cerebral cortex and the number of its nerve cells in the offspring, as compared with other
parts of the brain. Ivanhoe also notes that the hippocampus and its connections with the
hypothalamus are among the parts of the brain that are much larger in humans than
other primates. The idea gains further support from the fact that neural activity in the
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hippocampus increases with electrical stimulation and reaches a maximum at 10 to 15
cycles per second, at or slightly above the dominant micro-pulsation frequency of today’s
[planetary] field. The most powerful shaper of our development may turn out to be the
subtlest, a force that’s completely invisible to us.” The Body Electric… (1985): “There’s
probably another interaction, however, of which we know much less: the effects produced
on living things by the biomagnetic fields of other creatures. If one nervous system could
sense the field of  another,  it  would go a long way towards explaining extrasensory
perception…Any such message system would have at least two major difficulties to
overcome in the course of evolution…One problem is that the strength of the biofields is
far below that of the Earth’s field. Hence, any input from creatures would be embedded in
noise. This is a common obstacle to telecommunications, and there are several ways
around it. The easiest is for sender and receiver both to be frequency locked, that is,
turned to one frequency and insensitive to others. Such a lock-in system might explain
why  spontaneous  ESP experiences  most  often  happen between relatives  or  close
friends. Another theoretical difficulty is the fact that psychic transmission doesn’t seem to
fade with distance. The electromagnetic field around an animal’s nervous system, on the
other  hand,  starts  out  unimaginably  small  and  then  diminishes  rapidly.  However,
extremely low frequency (ELF) transmissions have a peculiar property. Because this
frequency range (from 0.1 to 100 cycles per second) travels all the way around the world
without dying out, if an innate frequency selector is operating within this band, reception
should be the same anywhere on Earth…At this time, the DC perinerual system and its
electromagnetic fields provide the only theory of parapsychology that’s amenable to
direct  experiment.  And it  yields  hypotheses for  almost  all  such phenomena except
precognition.  Telepathy  may  be  the  transmission  and  reception  via  a  biologically
programmed channel of ELF vibrations in the perineural system’s electromagnetic field.
Dowsing may involve an unconscious sense of the electromagnetic fields of underground
water or minerals, an idea given some support by Russian experiments in the 1960s.
Nicholai  N.  Sachervanov,  now with the USSR’s Ministry  of  Geology,  found that  the
accuracy of forty professional dowsers diminished by at least three-fourths when he
wound a current-carrying wire around their wrists or brought a horseshoe magnet near
their heads… The Body Electric…(1985): “All life on Earth can be considered a unit, a
glaze of  sentience spread thinly  over  the crust.  In  toto,  its  field  would be a hollow,
invisible sphere with the tracery of all the thoughts and emotions of all creatures. The
Jesuit priest and paleontologist-philosopher Pierre Teilhard de Chardin postulated the
same thing, a noosphere, or ocean of mind, arising from the biosphere like a spume.
Given a biological communications channel that can circle the whole Earth in an instant,
possibly based on life’s very mode of origin, ti would be a wonder if each creature had not
retained a link with some such aggregate mind.”
06/20/2012 (6:17pm, [Transitional  Housing],  Denver,  CO) I  have lived here for  two
weeks-two weeks with the realization that victimization follows you, like a bee follows the
scent of honey. Perhaps, I wanted to believe that all of it-the shocks, paired sounds,
“laughter  in  head,”  public  harassment  (“street  theatre”):  the  various  details  of  a
psychological prison-would end as I left  the shelter. Is it  wrong, I  wonder, to delude
yourself in this way? Is it wrong, after witnessing seemingly endless night, to believe in
the existence of day?

The second half of 2012 begins with a second Sun3. What to make of this, I wonder?
One does not want to believe in prophecy and mysticism, but one finds the following
events  especially  discomfiting:  the  appearance  of  two  Suns  on  July  01,  2012,  the
supposed discovery of a 10th, massive planet in Earth’s solar system in the fall of 2011,
Earth’s entrance into an “interstellar could of charged particles” (according to NASA’s
award-winning physicist Alexia Demetriev), a calamitous series of natural events clinging
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to the years 2011 and 2012, strange sounds in the sky widely documented in internet
videos (one of which may have been heard by my person in Denver, Colorado’s June),
and a series of mysterious experiences in which I have actively engaged this year. The
perplexity of it all lies in separating truth from fiction; yet, how does one do so with an
uncertain “base” of facts? Did scientists truly “discover” this new planet in 2011, or is it as
was revealed in online videos: this “10th”planet was first discovered in 1986, but news of
this discovery swiftly effaced from public attention. Further, how is it that a planet four
times larger than Jupiter, the former largest planet in our solar system, evades detection
for so long? Moreover, why are certain very insightful documentaries, such as “Human,
The Film,” being banned in the United States and other N.A.T.O. nations? And how
exactly does an 11-year-old Vietnamese girl “start fires with her brain,” baffling parents
and doctors?As I wander through a hot and rainy summer in the heart of America, the
“land of the free” with silently tortured citizens and over 64 domestic drone bases, I
cannot help but wonder if humanity is not headed towards a very crucial point in history.
07/11/2012 (1:21am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) I am in a crisis. I am being “led
down the rabbit hole.” I have become interested in UFOlogy, paranormal phenomena,
and other “fringe” fields. The crisis is fueled by a desire to know-to make sense of things.
Wouldn’t I want to know if there were more to the “second Sun” observed on July 1st?
Wouldn’t I want to know the mystery behind Earth’s entry into an “interstellar cloud of
charged particles” in a year posited to be filled with calamity and unrivaled novelty by
Mayan prophecy (the year 2012)? Is it  not  understandable to seek answers to new
observations: the insights, speed, and general enigma of this year, 2012? Why have I
begun to  live (apparently)  in  a  trance,  stipulating to  know events  that  have not  yet
arrived?  Why  have  I  begun  to  speak  at  length  of  “awakening,”  “transition,”  “other,
advanced  species,”  “gifts,”  “collective,”  “higher,”  “multiple  dimensions,”  and  other
enigmatic concepts? What happens to me this year? I rotate ceaselessly in what appears
to be a “rabbit hole”; but I am human-not a rabbit. The distinction, however, does not
appear to matter too much anymore. Oh, God! Did I just write that? Do I want to accept
what it means? In the midst of all of this, however, are the mysterious, repeated thoughts:
you are close…remember to close your eyes. It is the second half of 2012 A.D., and I am
Man in a crisis. God, save me. 07/25/2012 (10:29pm, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO)
I sit on a bus, looking outside, and I decide, in a moment of stark solemnity, that I am not
what they want me to be. Not a machine to be controlled at will. Not a being at which to
gawk and gape. I decide, at this point, that I am simply human; even more, I decide that I
am comfortable with this label: human. It  is a very serious decision, and I see it-the
severity of it-as I sit on a bus, looking outside. I see it even now, as a sort of invisible ice-
pick burrows into the back of my skull and occupants of the unit above mine apparently
laugh loudly as I begin a new sentence, occasionally pounding their floor-my ceiling-twice
in tandem. I see it  every minute of every hour in which I am reminded of the chains
around me, shocked like a lab rat and attacked for my being. I see it. I face it. I tame it. I
control it. I am Man: man with mind. 07/26/2012 (5:20pm, E- Library, Englewood, CO)
Toni Morrisson’s Beloved(1987): “More than the rest, they killed the flirt whom folks called
Life for leading them on. Making them think that the next sunrise would be worth it; that
another stroke of time would do it at last. Only when she was dead would they be safe.
The successful  ones-the ones who had been there enough years to  have maimed,
mutilated, maybe even buried her-kept watch over others who were still  in her cock-
teasing hug, caring and looking forward, remembering and looking back. They were the
ones whose eyes said, ‘Help me, ’s bad’; or ‘look out,’ meaning this night might be the
day I bay or eat my own mess or run, and it was this last that had to be guarded against,
for if one pitched and ran, all, all forty-six would be yanked by the chain that bound them
and no telling who or how many would be killed. A man could risk his own life but not his
brother’s. So the eyes said, ‘Steady now,’ and ‘Hang by me.’” Beloved (1987): “Now she
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is crying because she has no self. Death is a skipped meal compared to this.” 07/30/2012
(5:00am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) I am not well. Sleep debt accumulates.
Anxiety and sensitivity increase. The “laughter-in-head” appears louder-more potent.
Thoughts are replayed more often, especially the ones: “you wouldn’t survive…you have
too much against you…Die already…” And I am punished for mistakes caused by the
punisher… “They don’t expect you to live till August”…Memory loss and confusion are
abundant…My heart burns…Gas-lighting’s more potent…paired laughter’s used more
often…It’s one thing when society does it…it’s another when a co-ordinated group mock
your  being  at  every  corner,  on  every  bus,  in  every  space in  which  they  can do so
deniably, with little public attention…I write all  of this with a jumbled mind, thoughts
flowing in staccato, subdued by an ever-growing desire for sleep. Two, three, four more
hours…Somebody wants me dead-soon. But I want life. “you do not have the power of
God, the power to end story-lines at will.” This, I would say to that “somebody,” along with
the ever necessary announcement: I would die if it’s my time. You should know, reader,
what  all  of  this  is.  You  should  give  it  a  name  deserved:  Torture.  Nothing  less…
07/30/2012 (6:49pm, E- Library, Englewood, CO) Toni Morrisson’s Beloved(1987): “Even
the educated colored: the long-school people, the doctors, the teachers, the paper-writers
and businessmen had a hard row to hoe. In addition to having to use their heads to get
ahead, they had the weight of the whole race sitting there. You needed two heads for
that. White people believed that whatever the manners, under every dark skin was a
jungle. Swift, unnavigable waters, swinging, screaming baboons, sleeping snakes, red
gums ready for their sweet white blood. In a way, he [Stamp Paid] thought, they were
right. The more colored people spent their strength trying to convince them how gentle
they were, how clever and loving, how human, the more they used themselves up to
persuade whites of something Negroes believed could not be questioned, the deeper and
more tangled the jungle grew inside. But it wasn’t the jungle blacks brought with them to
this place from the other (livable) place. It was the jungle whitefolks planted in them. And
it grew. It spread. In, through, and after life, it spread, until it invaded the whites who had
made it. Touched them every one. Changed and altered them. Made them bloody, silly,
worse than even they wanted to be, so scared were they of the jungle they had made.
The screaming baboons lived under their own white skin. The red gums were their own.
Beloved (1987): “I am Beloved, and she is mine.” Beloved (1987): “They stopped praying
and took a step back to the beginning. In the beginning, there were no words.” Beloved
(1987): “Everybody knew what she was called, but nobody anywhere knew her name.
Dismembered and unaccounted for, she cannot be lost because no one is looking for her,
and even if they were, how can they call her if they don’t know her name? Although she
has claim, she is not claimed. In the place where long grass opens, the girl who waited to
be loved and cry shame erupts into her separate parts, to make it easier for the chewing
laughter to swallow her all away…It was not a story to pass on.” 08/05/2012 (11:48am, S-
Laundromat, Denver, CO) U.S. Department of Defense Whistle-blower Robert Duncan’s
The Matrix Deciphered (2006): “Every real scientific paper I’ve read that happens upon
the topic of bio-electromagnetic, non-ionizing radiation effects comments on the fact that
there is so little literature on it…We are bathed in microwave energy. How come there is
so little investigation into this area, especially in light of the fact that the head acts as a
microwave cavity and neurons as microwave transceivers? There are Earth-shattering
patents from the ‘70s and ‘80s on brainwave amplification, brain wave reading at  a
distance, and brainwave modulation using a wide range of frequencies. How is this being
ignored? Pretty obvious what’s going on, isn’t it?” The Matrix Deciphered (2006): “[U.S.
President John F.] Kennedy gave a speech at Columbia University 10 days before he
was shot [speech given on November 12, 1963]. At that event, he alluded to an ominous
conspiracy and said that he must alert  the American people: ‘The high office of the
President has been used to foment a plot to destroy America’s freedom, and before I
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leave this office, I must inform the citizens of their plight.’” The Matrix Deciphered (2006):
“They found in their research that the more polarized the actions and voiced the opinions
of the façade become, the less likely people would notice its gross hypocrisy. They are
able to operate in this extreme way simply because people find it too difficult to believe,
for example, that the President of the U.S. can ask China to be nicer to its people while
his cronies are torturing thousands-if not tens of thousands-worldwide probably justified
as electromagnetic, directed-energy practice targets. This is the game and how it’s been
done since Kennedy’s assassination.”
It is August 06, 2012, and I have an idea. I close my eyes at dawn, and the following
thoughts  merge  into  something  wonderful-almost  too  beautiful  to  be  touched:  a
school…for those like me…the rare ones…the DuBoises, Pryors, Dadies, and Camuses
o f  t h e  f u t u r e … T h o s e  b r i l l i a n t  m i n d s  o p p r e s s e d … a n  e m p h a s i s  o n
mind…Forsythia…Institute of Mind…I have to build it…I have to try…First, I  have to
escape…Anti-psychotronic theory…I have a right to escape…If you were kidnapped and
tortured by a serial killer, you have a right to escape… In an age of “Man as nation state,”
an age of enemy combatants as young as 16, what other fundamental right must be most
preserved?
08/25/2012 (12:57pm,  [Transitional  Housing],  Denver,  CO)  The Matrix  Deciphered
(2006): “Let’s ponder the power of EEG Heterodyning as a weapon. In a hierarchy of
command whose people cannot question authority, how many people’s minds would you
have to influence to take control of the whole structure? One. Everyone else’s orders
come from him/her. This assumes that no one is bold enough to question the orders of
course. So military command structures are extremely vulnerable to take-over. There are
few safe-guards to watch them or question them, especially if the secrecy directive is
used.  How many  people  need  to  be  controlled  or  influenced  in  order  to  take  over
Congress? How about the judicial branch? Not many, and the whole country would then
follow suit. The masses might get too suspicious if things seemed to unusual and not in
line with the Constitution. So you might need to take over the media. How many mass
news information streams are there? So the Russians were right. If you could control less
than 10,000 people, maybe even fewer than 2,000 people, you could steer the direction
of the whole country. Is it smart to keep this technology a secret from the population so
that they can’t  recognize the symptoms of a take-over? Is it  smart  to not build zero
emission super-conducting shelters in case of an attack on the public? Who is defending
us? Why…do we have a military and security agencies who can’t do their jobs? Is it
incompetence or treason?” 09/07/2012 (8:15pm, S- Laundromat, Denver, CO) It is night,
dark, cold, and foreign, and I sit on a blue, dilapidated bench in a place where filth is
washed away. I write-truly write-for the first time in weeks, if not over a month. I cannot
recall the last time in which I put pen to paper and watched words flow fluidly with ink. As
I write, I see enough to realize that a target’s life is not an easy one. I have been pushed
away from the unity by loud “tats” of stemming from the window and experienced while
reading and mysterious, significant “clonks” experienced after my retreat to the pantry; so
I am here now, in the place were filth is washed away, and I attempt to reconnect with
something that I never want to lose: my passion for words. The writer awakens. I grow
tired-disgusted, even-of “Events Logs,” “Recordings Guides,” and other transcripts of
existence.  I  grow  tired  of  “…awoke  to  pounding  sounds…frequent,  sudden  penile
erections….slept for less than 5 hours…tone heard as I began…anal contractions at
every ‘Hail Mary’…I grow tired; I wish to stop and return to writing peacefully; but I am
locked , not only by the gravity of a massive shadow but by myself: my desire to expose
that which affects so many, my desire to give words to an Holocaust occurring in “The
Free World,” and my desire to expose the suffering of many with black skin tortured for
using their minds in this land called, “America.” Here I am, a black boy with words to
move nations, and I write-truly write-in that place where filth is washed away. I use my
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mind as I always have. 09/16/2012 (1:00pm, S- Laundromat, Denver, CO) The Matrix
Deciphered (2006): “The illusion that people have about mind-control technology is like
the denial that they wouldn’t get addicted to a drug. ‘It can’t be that bad. I would notice. I
could resist it.’ It doesn’t work like that. You cannot resist it, and most people, unless
trained,  wouldn’t  even  notice  it.  Your  very  essence,  your  brain  electricity  and
neurotransmitter  synaptic  signaling,  is  being modified.  You can’t  feel  it  being done
because you think you’re in control. You have an illusion of choice…Can you see how
easy a take-over was with this technology? No one is allowed to discuss this in public
now without being silenced or discredited.”

It is September 16, 2012, and I am a cryptographer for a day. In front of me, invisible to
all save my mind’s eye, is an intricate code so complex-so expansive-that you would
think that no single man can ever confront it  without falling into an endless abyss. I
decipher, over a period of hours that seem to summarize the last 7 years, the American
Code. To be fair, I am not wholly alone in social code-breaking: the “Matrix,” as a whistle-
blower once termed it, is an illusion so fundamental and so vast that its dependents, the
American people, cannot grasp the fragility of their existence: the level of their control.
Unlike that whistle-blower, however, I have no substantial professional background, and
what I conclude stems largely from a year of records, during which I have detailed the
victimization of an innocent mind-one of many living computers in a tightly controlled
network. Further, I see from a point of social disadvantage-the bottom-that enables me to
more aptly see the “bigger picture” above; and it is dirty, brutal, and, contrary to idealized
conceptions, human. In the evening of 9-16-’12, I write in my journal the preliminary
details of the cipher for 21st Century America, the greatest code in contemporary human
history.
10/29/2012 (4:26pm, S- Laundromat, Denver, CO) Dr. John Hall’s A New Breed: Satellite
Terrorism in America (2009): “Microwave hearing differs from U.L.F. broadcasting very
uniquely. The N.S.A., C.I.A., Army, and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(D.A.R.P.A.)-funded  agencies  have  spent  millions  researching  and  perfecting  this
technology. Ultra-low frequency broadcasts are voices that are heard in vibrations around
the [target].  Microwave hearing works by using microwave-transmitted sound to the
cochlear microphone system of the ear. This is actually old technology perfected for
current and future use…Essentially, microwave hearing amounts to hearing voices in
your head that aren’t your own…Now, imagine someone can mimic your voice and place
what sounds like your thoughts inside your head.” A New Breed…(2009): “Any internet or
intranet  system can  be  hacked  into.  The  systems  containing  the  nation’s  satellite
surveillance and weaponry systems are no different. Non-government-affiliated criminals
are accessing one of  our  nation’s most  secret  and terrifying weapons for  their  own
agendas. All of these technologies I’ve mentioned have legitimate research…” A New
Breed…(2009):  “Controlling a victim’s parent goes back to the isolate and victimize
doctrine that the criminals ascribe to. Mislead and control a person’s loved ones so that
they have no one to turn to when they finally realize that they’re being victimized…Once
you’re victimized to the extent we’ve [Hall and his partner, Mallorie] been, controlling your
family is almost a given. Most people in a crisis eventually turn to their families, and they’ll
want to eliminate that option for you."
It  is late October 2012, and I  reconsider.  I  have read Dr.  Hall’s book, and I  wonder
whether I may have been somewhat wrong about the source of my victimization. Could
my case be that of personal vendetta and therefore similar to that of inventor James
Walbert, whose landmark 2008 court case granted him a restraining order against his
former business partner, who had electronically implanted him with RFID implants and
terrorized him with Military-grade directed energy weaponry? Yet, how do bullies from D-
gain control of high-tech U.S. Department of Defense weaponry? Soon, the brain sees a
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merger between “private” and “military”: perhaps, there exists, as the author of The Art of
Mental Warfare and many others contend, an American underground of “black” projects
and private contractors that grows larger each day. Perhaps, there exists a sort of black
market for non-lethal weaponry in which wealthy elites can non-consensually place so-
called “enemies” into ongoing, classified U.S. Military projects. In approximately one
month, while reading activist Mark Rich’s Revolutionary Methods for Political Control, I
would learn of “behavior regulation services for the elites” that would not only confirm the
merger  in  late October  but  place it  in  perspective of  a  much larger,  more terrifying
program akin to what nowpublic.com’s Vic Livingston (“Scrivener”) has termed a “tax-
payer funded, genocidal purge of American society.” The final “knot” arrives in the form of
a recollection of an often forgotten memory of the winter of 2009-2010: a white male
student at D- College’s B- Library passing by and stating, in a manner evocative of slight
remorse  but  more  general  resolve,  “the  purge  is  coming.”  They  are  cleansing,
Maria…cleansing  America…
November  2012 ([Transitional  Housing],  Denver,  CO) U.S.  Department  of  Defense
Whistle-blower Robert Duncan’s Project: Soul Catcher, Volume II: Secrets of Cyber and
Cybernetic Warfare Revealed (2010): “Dr. Mengela was referred to as the Angel of Death
due to the grotesque human experiments that he conducted on Jews, especially children,
in prison camps and in the experimentation he did in psychological hospitals on Germans
and Jews. The C.I.A. has had a similarly long history of doing the same. They have been
caught infecting African Americans with syphilis to watch the progression of the disease,
testing  radiation  on  Down  Syndrome  children  in  order  to  study  cancer  risks,  and
brainwashing people with depression using torture to reduce them to child-like states at
McGill University. Now, the C.I.A. and DoD are testing maximum pain and torture-to-
death weapons and random people all around the globe. But this is only the tip of the ice
berg in terms of their human experimentation to develop more weapons and shape the
weak-minded humans’ beliefs…Cognitive warfare, propaganda, and herding beliefs of
citizens is a major thrust in this research. Additionally, increasing intelligence is a goal
and one of the reasons people get “brain napped” into cybernetic hive minds. What would
happen if you could increase human intelligence ten fold? How about one hundred fold?
Would you,  that  ‘person,’  begin to view the rest  of  humans as food as we do other
animals? Would you be a good warfare weapon and warfare strategist? Would you, that
‘person,’ decide you are part of a super-race like Hitler thought of German people and
start  a  directed  evolutionary  eugenics  process?”  Project:  Soul-catcher…(2010):
“Cognitive containment is an active approach to limiting the probability of certain thought
patterns. For example, if a government wanted to keep the awareness of the existence of
mind-hacking technology down to a minimum, they could dampen or  divert  thought
patterns that were leading to the understanding and rediscovery. Classical methods of
discrediting government technology secrets that leak out using psychological tactics
which make the ideas appear absurd or like science fiction, program the populace using
the  mass  media  information  stream  and  still  seems  preferred  today…Cognitive
containment also includes thought and memory filters which evolved out of the C.I.A.
program EDOM (electronic dissolution of memory). Entire populations could be made to
forget about holocausts, for example. This is not an exaggeration of the capability of the
current  technology.  Specific  memories  can  br  targeted  as  well  as  general  thought
patterns. For example, the propensity towards violence can be amplified or dampened in
the target hosts…Now, in the most extreme, cognitive containment techniques become a
mind prison. That is why this technique is listed as a malicious payload of mind viruses.
The payload forces an obsessive compulsive mental focus on just a few topics. In an
ever more extreme form, it is just perpetual infinite looping and repetition of thoughts and
words. This payload completely shuts down the host, be it a computer or biological.”
Project: Soul-catcher… (2010): “Chatter is a word used in the intelligence agencies to
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mean a gross aggregate of communications about a topic. Chatter bots play a similar role
when probing and predicting opinions on an individual. These strategies can be used on
a population for the purposes of prediction and control. Think of this as a better polling
mechanism  to  predict  how  the  general  culture  wil l  respond  to  events  or
information…Imagine  in  addition  to  scouring  communication  channels  to  root  out
potential terrorists, minds can be probed to predict violent crimes. See the chapter on
A.L.I.C.E.  and  T.A.M.I.  for  more  details  of  uses  of  chatter-bots  for  mind
interrogations…Eventually, a system will arise that can read everyone’s thoughts. New
organizations of thought police and laws will be passed. This level of invasiveness is
already being done to a small percentage of the population but it will expand to everyone.
Think the wrong thought, and you can be ‘re-educated’ or arrested. These techniques are
already  being  tested…”  Project:  Soul-catcher…  (2010):  “‘We’ve  been  trying  to
concentrate evil as humans understand it to create weaponry that attacks the information
systems of the brain and body. I  didn’t  know what we were fully doing at  the time I
served. I regret what I did.’ –Former DARPA Scientist” Project: Soul-catcher... (2010):
“Because there are three major religions in the world that have competed, the DoD
named this Operation Noah’s Arkfrom the old testament at their intersect. It is preparation
for a cataclysmic event planned or unplanned. The idea behind this project is to make
sure that the diversity of life can be saved past the event and brought back. It has two
components just like in cloning. There is the recording of DNA information either by
storing the DNA itself or the information that it represents to be recreated…Included in
the project is recording the cultural and mental variances of unique humans. Very smart
and ‘evil’ people have thought way ahead. The Earth cannot support this level of human
populations for long. There must be another cleansing like in the Bible to lower the
population level.”  Project:Soul-catcher… (2010):  “Cybernetic  theory will  allow us to
change ourselves to fit our environment rather than changing the environment to fit us.
Let  the  people  understand  these  technologies  of  intelligence  and  consciousness.
Humans need to redefine themselves. As it stands, the 21st century will be known as the
age  of  spiritual  machines  and  soulless  men…”  11/07/2012  (12:54pm,  E-  Library,
Englewood,  CO)  Mark  Rich’s  Revolutionary  Methods  for  Political  Control  (2010):
“Evidence will show that several loosely connected groups have been directing a global
revolution to consolidate control of the planet. This global revolution contains a revolution
in military affairs, which is characterized by a drastic change in the methods of warfare.
Particularly, it is a transition from major theater wars to low-intensity conflict. And more
specifically, it is defined by a targeting of groups and individuals. This new war-form
brings with  it  new weapons and tactics  to  be used on civilians.  They include high-
powered microwaves and lasers which the public is told are non-lethal weapons, as well
as psychological operations. These new weapons, and the military revolution they are
part of, are helping to accomplish this planetary revolution…As they solidify control of the
planet,  they  have  extended  the  battlefield  into  your  neighborhoods.  Their  primary
enemies are those resisting their political agenda who will be identified, isolated, and
destroyed. An inclusion of the pathological factor, however, suggests that a more general
class of  people who are considered their  natural  enemies will  be attacked as well”
(Introduction). Revolutionary Methods for Political Control(2010): “Historically, violence
has  been  the  primary  method  of  controlling  populations.  At  some point  during  the
industrial revolution, the wealthy elites of the planet made a change from the low-quality
version of power which they used to control society (violence) to a better method (the
money system)…It is now possible to control a country by its credit system because most
people depend on it. In order to control a nation, you must control its economy with a
central  bank,  which is  a  privately  owned corporation.  The central  banks of  France,
Germany, Russia, and England were not owned by their governments, but by private
interest” (p. 54-56).
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It is 11-11-’12, and I draft “A Letter to the 54th Century.” I inform of the silent invasion of
21st century humanity by that familiar 4% comprised of psychopaths now equipped with
some of the most terrifying forms of political control technology ever seen in history. I
warn that history must not be forgotten, and I pray-more fervidly than ever-that they have
learned.
It is November 20, 2012, two days before Americans give thanks to the Lord, and I sit in a
kitchen, the apparent target of loud, uncomfortable sounds too often paired with acts. I
read Mark Rich’s book, Revolutionary Methods for Political Control, and realizations flow
ceaselessly across my mind. What I had previously considered to be the most difficult
element in exposing my victimization, the social information block of “crazy,” gains new,
powerful meaning. It is not a simple thing; instead, the term “crazy” is a detailed, well-
discussed, and historically supported meme that serves as the foundation of all things
social  in  America.  I  begin  to  realize  that  if  I  truly  seek  change,  I  must  not  be  so
complacent with control of mind; I begin to understand-grasp-the potency of what “it looks
bad” means. I  begin to wonder whether someone, fearing a revelation damning and
massive,  silently  engineers  all  facets  of  my  recorded  life,  including  statements  of
thoughts, mantras during meditation, manner of dress, status of apartment, etc. I have
been so focused on God, that which rests in front of all, that I have not seen my isolation:
the manipulation of all conduits of information flowing from self. My bio-communication
signals, those perceived and interpreted by others, are now seen from a new perspective.
My central processor has been sabotaged, and many messages sent by it have been
tailored to fit the intentions of the one who created the virus. Above all, I begin to see that
popularity  may  noo  be  the  best  option,  and  a  lawsuit  filed  against  the  source  of
victimization may not-probably would not -grant me a desired awakening as history
suggests that the label of “schizophrenia,” well-supported by thousands of psychologists
promoted or funded in some way by powerful corporate entities with furtively malicious
aims, would negate and destroy whatever superficially sound opposition I may create.
The task is now seen for what it is: massive. Yet, as I write, a new vigor prompted by a
now potent desire to regain control of my processor and all of its transmitted messages
flows through my veins. It is 11-20-‘12, and I see.
A day later, on November 21, 2012, U.S. President Barack Obama issues a directive
warning of covert infiltration of the United States government and military. None save a
few know about this memorandum, and as I read of this, the now popular petitions for the
secession of states that would likely lead to civil unrest, and F.B.I. whistle-blower Ted
Gunderson’s statement of a “silent purge of American society,” I see the great clock of
human history rewinding 50 years.
11/24/2012 (4:24pm, S- Laundromat, Denver, CO) Mark Rich’s Revolutionary Methods
for Political Control (2010): “Besides the rule of law, our society has unwritten social rules
that have been created and sustained by some very wealthy and influential people. When
individuals violate these social rules, they are identified, separated, and reformed…A
vast, powerful, bureaucratic network that legitimizes the idea of schizophrenia exists to
identify, separate, and regulate certain individuals. It exists at all levels of the political
structure. The network includes institutions, such as legislative bodies, the courts, law
enforcement, governmental institutions, and the medical field, which subscribe to very
subtle,  often  unrecognized  ideologies….According  to  Sarbin  and  Marcuso,  this
bureaucracy provides behavior regulation services for the entrenched members of our
society. When a person does not accept a role that society has assigned to them, and its
corresponding location on the social  spectrum, the network is  mobilized to  ‘fix’  the
situation…”
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P.S.  I  mainta in  the  fo l lowing  websi tes:  scr ibd.com/EdmundIgberaese,
e d m u n d o s r e h . b l o g s p o t . c o m ,  e d m u n d j o u r n a l . b l o g s p o t . c o m ,  a n d
e d m u n d l o g s . b l o g s p o t . c o m ;  a n d  I  m a y  b e  c o n t a c t e d  v i a  e - m a i l :
e d m u n d o s r e h @ g m a i l . c o m .
0These are excerpts from my personal journals,  and unless otherwise noted, these
excerpts are my constructions. 120th Century American author Virginia Woolf’s term. See
her thesis, A Room of One’s Own, for an explanation. 2See “A Flyer (2)” (posted on
scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese) for an introduction. 3 This was observed in Bangkok,
Thailand, and elsewhere. 4See J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows for
details. 5See edmundlogs.blogspot.com for a video of the camera failure and lens recoil.
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A Warning
Monday, December 10, 2012
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following piece can be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese

A Warning By Edmund Edede Igberaese (First Draft written on 12-04-’12, with eyes
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peering into an abyss)

A Warning Earth advances. Not Earth-Man. He begins to control those forces that have
controlled him for so long. Electromagnetism-the universal force-is not only within his
grasp but in his hand. He has built machines terrifying in potential. The most terrifying
potential of all is the potential to alter himself. “This is good,” naiveté would proclaim. It is
neither good nor bad by itself. The ability to alter what is deemed as our very essence-
emotions,  thoughts,  mental  states-is  simply  that:  an  ability.  Yet,  Man,  divided  and
subjective,  turns  this  ability  into  something  frightening.
Privacy is lost. In the New World-the world of the 21st-human thought, the very stuff of
advancement and society, is subject to scrutiny. Our ideas have been forcibly drawn out.
Laws have been created to punish thoughts. “Psycho-correction” is a common term, and
thought-crimes  are  the  most  dreaded  of  all.  Zone-denial  systems  using  artificial
intelligence have been erected to punish unsanctioned behavior. Man is subjected to the
mercy of his machines: unlike him, however, these show no mercy or flexibility in the
initiation of that which they have been programmed to do.
Meaning is dead. Not only has it  been proven that  electromagnetic oscillations can
induce creativity, stupidity, or apathy, the established Order do so with an agenda that
benefits them. Certain bloodlines have been selected, genetically “enhanced,” and bred
carefully for leadership. The rest-the great majority-have been genetically “neutered” and
relegated to a life of servitude. “A place for every man” adopts new, powerful meaning.
Family  disappears.  The  bare  details  of  mammalian  growth-touch,  warmth,  and
companionship-have been incorporated into algorithms. “Mother-bots” have been created
with human characteristics-flesh, eyes, and oil-and placed in gestation factories. After
science created the first human baby with no “parent”-simply from genetic code-the Order
expanded  this  means  to  all  dominions.  Man  is  born  in  a  factory,  given  certain
dispositions, and instructed into his place, as deemed by “social optimization models”
with an emphasis on productivity and unchallenged elitism.
Diversity ceases to exist. Man in the 21st no longer remembers the earlier centuries of
racial diversity or social dissent. He no longer remembers Washington, Gandhi, Martin
Luther King, and others. He no longer remembers social revolutions and the inherent
problems from which they sprung. His amnesia stems from two sources: a lack of such
diversity, be it racial or ideological, and cognitive containment-the artificial, systematic
reduction of the probability of certain thought patterns. His mental chatter is not only
monitored but severely narrowed by chatter-bots established long ago by the Order.
What happened, then, to color? Over half a century, the Order implemented a plan* for
the drastic  reduction of  the human population.  This,  it  did wisely-covertly-for  it  had
learned from its mistakes in the 20th. The new Holocaust was silent, and those more
inclined to see the Order for what it was were systematically blinded by “An Event” that
would eliminate the great majority of humanity. As they awaited-prepared for-this “Event,”
the Order began to remove not bodies directly as it did previously but minds first. It began
with the leaders, whether potential  or actual,  of populations targeted for elimination.
Using a history of social disadvantage, the Order at first targeted the ones on the bottom
rung of their social ladder: the disadvantaged. It did not create laws for internment or
overt segregation, but it  did begin to punish dissent, a label purposefully obscure in
meaning. With an emphasis not on the “revolution” itself but on “the fire in the minds of
men”  that  prompted  revolution,  the  Order  attacked  information  and  subsequently,
information-dependent  processes:  minds.  The minds  of  the  leaders  were  “psycho-
surgically mutilated” beyond repair. Yet, this pales in comparison to what was done to
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those minds perceived as potential threats: it turned the network of living computers
known as society against them. Bio-communication signals were cleverly used to induce
depression, insanity, or incarceration. Neuro-linguistic programming, a psychological tool
dependent on stimulus-response patterns and emotional “anchors” and developed over
years of social science research, led to the silent purge of certain human processors from
certain geographical areas. The primary initiators of this purge-the average citizen would
not see the severity of their acts as perspective is at first an individual thing, and human
beings did not at yet-for the most part-know themselves. At a young age, the targeted
audience learned not to think in certain ways that would ultimately lead to their benefit,
and as there was no law-no popular, serious discussion-on the meaning of freedom of
thought, he naturally did not see “crime" but adaptation. Of course, it was not a smooth
purge: there were ripples that nearly awakened the majority; but these were restrained by
the deployment of  a secretly  developed class of  weapons,  psychotronics,  the most
terrifying form of political control technology ever seen that could, at the whim of a remote
operator, shatter the human illusion of “choice,” render a man immobile, or turn his mind
against him, all with the intent to break the human will. As the victim was not aware of
their development-let alone their deployment-he was easily neutralized. The relative few
who did were systematically isolated and prevented from gaining serious momentum.
And so  it  was.  After  the  lowest  came the  penultimate,  and then the  next,  until  the
preferred breed was left with social power, all the while uprooting the plants of “dissent”
wherever they were found.
Love is invisible. It was thought by the Order that sexual attraction among the workers led
to reduced productivity, and chatter-bots were instructed to admit the probability of all
thoughts of “love.” Further, all promiscuous behavior-promiscuous thought-was severely
punished,  their  processors placed in psychotronic prisons that  constantly  delivered
painful  stimuli  paired with unsanctioned thoughts.
Books are burned. Out of fear of revolt, the Order censored and destroyed all “seditious
material” and prevented actively the development of critical thinking. Man of the 21st
would  not  be  seen on a  hot  summer’s  day  reading “Othello”  or  “The Guest.”  Each
determined day was filled with work and preparation for it that served to reinforce his
narrowed perspective.
Spirituality is attacked. No church, synagogue, or temple is permitted in any dominion. All
forms of prayer-all conceptions of God-have been abolished. Religious relics have been
publicly destroyed, and all figures once revered have been “corrected.”
All of these can be witnessed in the dominions, but a small part of 21st century Earth,
known as the “Badlands,” is home to a few group of human beings that fled the Order in
the early days of Conquest.  It  was-and still  is-thought impossible to do so, but as a
testament to human ingenuity, a method-methods-were devised by which to escape the
Grid: a network of civilian spies, “intelligent” electronic systems, sensors, psychotronic
weapons  platforms  and  transmitters,  and  biometric  identification  co-ordinated  by
advanced augmented cognition systems that incorporated tagged human beings as
“nodes” and means for psychological operations. La Resistance, as it  is called, was
established  by  a  small  group  of  “test  subjects”  non-consensually  selected  for  the
experimentation phase of Conquest, during which innocent citizens often disliked by
powerful members of society were tortured by psychotronics. Their names can be seen
on the walls of the Great Halls.
The Order created “The Badlands,” unauthorized zones, after The Event. As previously
thought,  there was an Event that  decimated a large proportion of  humanity already
disadvantaged economically. The aftermath saw the solidification of Conquest and the
visible rise of the Order, along with the development of “unsafe” zones around Earth.
It may be wondered, at this point, who “The Order” represents. If one were to truly review
human history, one would see that an “Order” of some form has existed in every phase.
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“The Order” of the 21st, however, retain ties to the onset of human industry in the 18th.
Now, they are a collective in the most intimate way possible: a “Borg” mind merged after
Conquest from individual elites. Man of the 21st is ruled by a collective entity artificial and
unnatural, best described with one word prophesied since Dawn: evil.
This is 21. 22 is not yet known. We, La Resistance, can only hope for something else-
anything but this.

*It  was  a  plan  in  three  phases:  neutralize  their  leaders,  separate  them  from  the
mainstream by covert means that would lead to economic disadvantage and political
insignificance (re-districting),  and eliminate the now-segregated group over time by
methods that would collectively be masked by a series of events culminating in one
catastrophic one.
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An Exercise in Cost-effective Detection-Updated
01/19/2013
Sunday, December 23, 2012

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a
system  of  harassment  using  organized
stalking and other,  more subtle means,  I
u r g e  y o u  t o  v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of my
blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news
article highlighting this system in the United
States  (can  be  seen  on  this  blog),  and

conduct independent research. Further, if you are a researcher, the following blog posts
would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March
2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl
Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012 archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a
Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-09/2012" (September 2012
archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records"
(October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from  Victim  Robin  Webster's  Evidence  for  the
Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1
and  2;  January  2012  and  February  2012  archives),  "Nowpublic.com News  Report
Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012
archive),  "  John  St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the  National  Security  Agency"
(December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011
archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011 archive) and "The Institute of
Science  and  Society's  Report  on  Bio-electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December  2011
archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts: "Excerpts from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1 and 2;  January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012
archive),  "Key Points for an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January
2012 archive),  "Safe  Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"  (January  2012 archive),
"Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist
Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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[01/19/2013 Update:]

An alternate yet related idea to that of neon-based clothing items would be eye-glasses
that  can  view  microwaves,  possibly  based  on  infrared  optics  or  neon,  as  some
individuals, including more knowledgeable victims, have apparently been able to view
radio-waves via infrared photography.

An Exercise in Cost-effective Detection
I  have recently  decided to  create  a  blog  post  detailing  all  developmental  thoughts
concerning my neon-based detection idea, and I hope that this post would be used as a
reference for creative inventors, as well as the average victim, in brain-storming a very
cheap, effective means of detection of electronic harassment, which is detailed in the
email below:

 Copy of the email:
"Victims & Researchers,

My  name  i s  Edmund  Igberaese  (see  my  b logs  fo r  an  in t roduc t ion :
edmundosreh.blogspot.com, edmundjournal.blogspot.com, edmundlogs.blogspot.com,
and scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese), and I would like to offer an idea for a patent that may
be the best invention for victims of electronic terrorism: neon-based hats. As neon bulbs
reveal the distribution of microwaves in a microwave oven (see this article from RF cafe
and others proving such revelation: http://www.rfcafe.com/miscellany/cool-videos/neon-
bulbs-microwave.htm),  I  suggest  that  creative  inventors  produce  a  clothing  item
(preferably a hat) that incorporates neon or neon-bulbs in some efficient way that would
enable the hat or other clothing item to "glow" amidst the presence of directed radio
signals.  This invention, although it  does not necessarily involve shielding, would be
especially useful as it, like a <$60.00 Olympus WS600 digital voice recorder that captures
signatures of so-called sophisticated sonic weaponry, would provide a relatively cost-
effective means of detecting high-tech weaponry being used on innocent civilians; and
hence, a means to show non-targets that victims are not only far from mentally ill but are
being "singled out" by stealth weaponry designed to induce the appearance of insanity.
Further, this invention would also compliment a digital voice recorder (heightened bars of
EMI  Spikes  upon  remotely  delivered  shocks)  and  Greg  Gamache's  "HALO"  (see
http://endingehh.weebly.com/device-that-allows-you-to-see-eh-signalsfrequencies.html)
which reveals radio signals at a relatively high price, and all of these inventions would
likely provide very useful evidence.

E.I."

Ideas
Note: Please send ideas to either one of these emails: edmundosreh@gmail.com or
edmundigberaese288@gmail.com; and if a reply is not received within two days, leave a
comment on this blog post, and I would attempt to return your message.
12/23/2012 Idea: From: Retired Engineer Eleanor White
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"If you use a neon bulb with pigtail leads, bend them out in opposite directions, creating a
small dipole antenna, for maximum sensitivity"
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01032013.Apparently Stolen Journals &
Identification
Saturday, January 05, 2013

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a
system  of  harassment  using  organized
stalking and other,  more subtle means,  I
u r g e  y o u  t o  v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of my
blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news
article highlighting this system in the United
States  (can  be  seen  on  this  blog),  and

conduct independent research. Further, if you are a researcher, the following blog posts
would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March
2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl
Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012 archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a
Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An Account-09/2012" (September 2012
archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records"
(October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from  Victim  Robin  Webster's  Evidence  for  the
Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1
and  2;  January  2012  and  February  2012  archives),  "Nowpublic.com News  Report
Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012
archive),  "  John  St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the  National  Security  Agency"
(December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011
archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011 archive) and "The Institute of
Science  and  Society's  Report  on  Bio-electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December  2011
archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts: "Excerpts from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1 and 2;  January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012
archive),  "Key Points for an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January
2012 archive),  "Safe  Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"  (January  2012 archive),
"Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist
Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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From: edmundlogs.blogspot.com

Note:  I  d iscovered  around  9:45am,  01/04/2012,  that  my  journals  (see
edmundjournal.blogspot.com) for most of 2012, including entries between 01/27/2012
and 12/28/2012 that chronicled what appeared to be the deployment of sophisticated
neuro-weaponry and other non-lethal techniques, along with DoD whistle-blower Robert
Duncan's book, Project: Soul-catcher, Volume II: Secrets of Cyber & Cybernetic Warfare
Revealed (2010), which had proved invaluable in the comprehension of my victimization,
and my college ID card that typically never leaves the wallet, were nowhere to be seen.
At first, I searched thoroughly around my apartment for these items, which were last seen
on 01/03/2013 inside my bag at my mother's house, where I had stayed for the holidays.
Then, when the search proved unsuccessful, I reviewed the 8-hour overnight recording
audio file, proof of whose existence is detailed in a "PrtSc" image below; and I heard,
from "01:27:01"-"01:31:30," apparent sounds of notable movement of feet within the unit
distinguishable from movement  of  feet  in  the first  floor  hallway.  Now, although this
auscultation appeared to suggest that someone apparently resided in the unit while I
slept (as noted by both the overnight recording and an Olympus WS600 recording, I did
not awake for the first time until approximately 2:16am, 01/04/2013, and sounds of my
snores were notable throughout the period in question), I decided to at first eliminate the
possibility that I had left these personal items at my mother's house, and I did so around
5:20pm, 01/04/2013, when I learned that these items had not been discovered by my
mother and were nowhere to be seen. Therefore, after seeking advice from another
target in Colorado, I decided to call the police in order to inform them of apparent theft
and obtain a police report, but a police officer did not appear at the apartment building
until approximately 10:00am today, 01/05/2013, at which time the officer offered a case
number and recorded my statements. As the officer, who informed me that the sound file
proves virtually nothing, left, I decided to use the AVS Audio Editor's background noise
removal function in order to better verify that movement of feet heard during the period in
question were indeed separate from my snores, and I did verify this fact. However, as I
listen to the advice of the officer, I consider the possibility that even though sound cues
from occupants of the complex in the first hour of the overnight recording would likely
correlate with security camera footage, no footage of someone around my apartment
door would be seen as was the case in the 11/24/2012 incident that ultimately served to
seriously  diminish  confidence  in  my  logs  (see  edmundlogs.blogspot.com:
"Incident.11242012"); and I fear that even mentioning the possibility of altered camera
footage would seriously question my credibility. Regardless, I state all of these in order to
document the fact that hard-copies for very important journal entries that support the
claims made in "My Story" and other official documents are now missing, and I intend to
print  out  all  copies  of  journal  entries,  which  had  previously  been  posted  on
edmundjournal.blogspot.com.

 Photos
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My Story-Updated 01/11/2013
Friday, January 11, 2013
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

Note: The following document may be downloaded from scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese.
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My StoryA Nonfictional  Biography  of  Edmund E.I.&  A  Manifesto  of  Man:  Man with
MindFirst  Draft  written  on  December  26,  2011  in  my journal

Preface
From The “Opt-out” Form from Non-consensual Human Experimentation sent to Letitia
Peters (USHumanRights@gmail.com):
"...I, at the age of 19 and with no history of dementia in my family, experience memory
loss to the point where I am forced to state thoughts into an Olympus WS 600 recorder in
order to maintain an “external hard-drive” in case my memory were to fail me completely;
I am subjected nonconsensually to what I have come to describe as “psycho-correction,”
the intent apparently being to strip me of my intellectual faculties and reduce me to a
Nazi’s expectation of a “Negro” with thought punishment in the form of shocks, offensive
sounds, sexual humiliation…and other symptoms, all without observable marks on the
body (except bloody-red eyes captured in photos of my face after less than 5 hours of
sleep) and subsequently without the classification of “torture,” as provided by the U.S.
Military  Commissions  Act  of  2006  (moved  the  U.S.  definition  of  torture  away  from
international standards and required a “near-death experience,” among others), in spite
of an existing U.N. ban on all Electromagnetic Radiation weapons, which would include
neuro-weapons  (see  Cheryl  Walsh’s  2012  article  in  the  Essex  Review:  “Cold  War
Nonconsensual Experimentation: The Threat of Neuroweapons and the Danger it will
Happen Again”)…Even worse is my consideration that I am not the only one of my social
status found victimized by this form of torture, as evidenced by the cases of Pat Burhan,
a South African target who survived Apartheid and now resides in Portland, Oregon,
whose reports of daily torture via nano-particle weaponry (with the gruesome scars and
abrasions on her head, along with remotely induced suffocation, to prove it) should not be
mocked by any human being, Jesus Mendoza Maldonado, a former lawyer tortured by
satellite-based weaponry after exposing a law school scheme to defraud minorities of
student  loans,  Idriss  Stelley,  a  former  young,  black  male  honors  student  who was
murdered in 2001 during a "psychiatric intervention" and whose mother, Mesha Monge
Irizary, has since become an activist and target, and other, silent targets who may not-
and may never-know that they have been betrayed by their state. I have a theory that I
am not the only young, black male targeted for brutal, nonconsensual experimentation in
the United States.”  Author’s Note: Here is the story of a young, black boy from Sub-
Saharan Africa, the cradle that must not be forgotten in the 21st. It is a story to expose
Man’s demons for all to see, confront, and remove. My StoryI was born in Benin City, Edo
State, Nigeria, landmass Africa, planet Earth, Milky Way Galaxy, Observable Universe. I
often muse that I am descended from the Benin, a group of African human beings whose
carved  pottery  and  intricate  social  systems  amazed  European  explorers  formerly
steadfast in their belief in the inherent inferiority of Africans. My father, before a too swift
death, told me a condensed story of my tribe: the Esan. It is a tale of two princes, one
separating from the Edo and establishing his own-an independent thinker. My mother
never told me much of hers, but I have gathered that the tshekiri were children of the sea.
I would not trouble you with details of my life in Nigeria, which consumed the sundry of
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my childhood; but I would reveal the general picture. I was shy in childhood, and in many
ways, I continue to be so. But I did love then-or, at least, I believed that I loved. Now, as I
write this introduction on March 20, 2012, I know only the love of the spirit-the love of
God. Without this love, I do not know that I would be here, writing this, for the gravity of
the oppression soon to be revealed does not permit certainty. Bear with me, for the
following story is a story of war-a war for my mind...
My story begins in A-, C-. It is May of 2009, and I wear a robe befitting a recent high
school graduate. I am a 16-year-old boy of African descent so blessed with gifts that I
managed to finish high school as 5th in my graduating class of over 400 students. I feel
ecstasy, standing here, on sun-beaten concrete and with fellow graduates. I begin to
imagine a beautiful future at D- College, a prestigious school on the U.S. East Coast; and
for a while, I believe that my life would be perfect henceforth. I am wrong for believing
so…but I am callow so I am right. Now, the scene morphs into that of a boy alighting a
big, green bus and stepping on the D.G. for the first time. Teeming with ambition and
excitement, I am convinced that I will succeed in this place resplendent with powerful
intellectuals and a long, rich history of excellence. I am wrong for this conviction, but I am
callow so I am right…
10/12/20090 In writing, I find a drug, a mellifluous sheet garnered in the ink of sentience;
as the pen locomotes in perfect synchronicity with the rhythm of cognitive effusion, I
realize that I am engulfed by an addiction so ferociously compelling that I am capable of
thinking simultaneously about everything and nothing. This addiction is one to which
authors, poets, musicians, and myriad others have acquiesced; marvelous and scarifying,
the addiction marginally suffuses its prey in a nebulous ecstasy of morphemes. Often
designated as a writer’s waltz, the product of this addiction-my addiction-plunges the
elated  victim  into  delightful  rumination;  thus,  bliss  begets  bliss,  and  the  addiction
munificently thrives, devouring solitude and despair. The fastidious auscultation of the
inanimate listener is my addiction, for with it, I grant restive notions the impunity to gush
like geysers unto emptiness and germinate into wondrous works of writing.
The terror begins after orientation. I feel as if my reality is not quite right. Fellow students
who previously supported me mock and spitefully laugh at me. I walk to my place of
student employment, and I am aware of a particular group of people following me and
laughing at me from nooks. Sometimes, I hear laughter apparently from nowhere but
always at particular places. I am harassed daily, especially while reading in B-r library
and  using  library  computers.  Being  of  a  solitary  nature,  I  make  few  friends.  Yet,
somehow, it seems as if the entire school is acutely aware of my person. Sometimes, I
imagine that I am punished for wearing certain clothing articles, such as the "non-hip-
hop" ones. Yet, I would see a student with black skin and my type of clothing walking
calmly in front of me and apparently not harking the loud guffaws of which I hear. I am
confused and subtly enraged by this inequality; and I am even more confused because I
think  that  I  piecemeal  venture  into  insanity  since  I  hear  sounds  apparently  from
"nowhere." Moreover, I would see people performing incongruous acts: one minute, they
are perfectly supportive and affable, and the next, they spitefully and spontaneously
laugh and mock me. What happens to me? Am I crazy? Sometimes, I  would almost
collide into someone while walking, but there would be something peculiar about the
near-collision: something orchestrated. At first, I dismissed these feelings, but the "near-
collisions" became more frequent and often occurred at particular locations. Am I crazy?
Then, groups of people began waiting for me and laughing at me upon my approach. Yet,
there was something mysteriously systematic about their laughter: it appeared to be very
well-timed. I  would hear the loud guffaws, and when I  would try to confirm them by
looking at the group, its members would start speaking in hushed tones. I began to doubt
that  they  laughed  at  me,  regardless  of  the  sometimes  sorrowful  countenances  of
passersby.  I  began  to  doubt  myself.
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10/20/2009 “Let’s show him,” he said. “Show him what?” his friend replied. Upon harking
the former phrase, I knew of what the odious male on the obscure portico meant by those
contextually arcane words. Consequently, I felt the minuscule fingertips of trepidation
trudge up my spine and straighten my languid hair follicles. In obedience to a primordial
instinct, I swiftly absconded from the disdainful locale, fully aware of my mortality. It is not
my wish to egress this existence without sentience, so I will preserve my longevity and
respect the vitriolic vituperations of the conservatives. 10/27/2009 No more sorrow; no
more taut tears shed over distinctions, attractions, and occasions of blatant flippancy. As I
inscribe, I fabricate the last feelings of morbidity and the last occurrence of nadirs. By the
time I lay down this pen, I would have undergone a renaissance, and I will no longer feel
so much anguish and turbidity; thus, when the period is embossed at the dénouement of
this piece, I will  be stronger, more gimlet, more focused, and more supervisory over
maladaptive yet compulsory emotions. This is my view, my resolution after being hurt,
today. In essence, no more unnecessary pain, for I  will  embrace a natural salience.
11/11/2009 It commences with an imperceptible whisper, a tacit bleakness that plunges
its victim into the fringes of society; expectedly, it ends with a minuscule uproar, a frightful
fray of fear and fury. As its vicious flame quenches, the object of its disdain must decide
to hate, cry, or abstain from judgment and continue to exist, as if the jolt of vituperation
are nebulously refracted off the object’s chest. The latter is my decision, for with it, I can
brace opposition with staunch confidence and lie in bed with a peaceful disposition.
12/10/2009 Toni Morrison’s A Mercy: “To be given dominion over another is a hard thing;
to wrest dominion over another is a wrong thing; to give dominion of yourself to another is
a wicked thing.”  12/30/2009 Dear Ego,  As the light  of  the interim dwindles and the
enigma of a new term looms over the horizon, I prepare myself for what may occur on
these epistemological grounds. Perhaps, I would find myself embroiled in a polemic, torn
over a dyad, befuddled by apparently noumenal elements, or dissimulated in the volubility
of neighbors; regardless, I will maintain my essential desires-my wish to live in a fashion
that suits me. In essence, in the face of trepidation, I stand resolute with the assurance
that a certain immutability shrouds my person. 03/18/2010 Do not think. Do not dream.
Do not create. Do not speak. Do not move. Do not be. I think, and they laugh. I dream,
and they laugh. I create, and they laugh. I speak, and they laugh. I move, and they laugh.
I am, and they laugh. No more. No longer do I intend to live by their rules. I think. I dream.
I create. I speak. I move. I love. I am.
It is midnight of March 30, 2010, and I lie on a bed in hospital attire. My heart beats fast
and incessantly, and I panic at the slightest chuckle. I hear people walking towards my
room and laughing, sometimes asking: "Is he in there?" Yet, I was apprised of the near-
vacancy  of  the  infirmary.  Further,  the  sounds of  approaching  feet  seem unnatural,
somehow. The sounds seem mechanically repeated. I think: I am crazy. 03/30/2010 The
boy cannot sleep. He cannot eradicate his thoughts. He cannot stop mulling over matters
beyond his control. He bangs his head on puffy pillows. He bangs his head because he is
angry. The boy cannot sleep. 04/24/2010 I read. I pick up the dull-colored tome, and I
read. I  sift  through pages. I  sift  through pages, and I  enter worlds. I  enter worlds of
wonder. I enter worlds of power. I enter worlds of laws and aberrations. I enter worlds as I
sift through pages. I sift through pages of the dull-colored tome. I read. 04/25/2010 I
cannot finish. I cannot finish reading the book. I slam it shut, agitated by things beyond
and within it. I cannot finish reading the hardback because I am disgusted by that which it
portrays. I drop the book because I secretly despise European culture. I secretly despise
it, but I do not wish to despise it. I secretly despise it because I have been burned by
some of its members, and I may be burned by even more of its members. I cannot finish
reading the book because I have been burned by that which it portrays. 04/26/2010 He
sleeps no longer. He opens eyes that have seen too much. He worries. He hates. He
hates a past fraught with lies. He hates his society. He hates the system in which he
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lives…He is lost. He is broken. He is broken by the system. He does not know what to do.
He does not want to hate, but doing so seems inevitable. He lives in an unjust society. He
lives in a system that constrains those like him. He lives in a system so powerfully odious
that it infiltrates and corrupts the minds of benevolent beings. He wonders about what he
did to deserve his pain. He wonders why his life has been full of so much pain. He wants
to be successful, but he realizes that in spite of his prodigious accomplishments, he may
never be successful. He struggles. He struggles to find meaning. He struggles to find a
purpose. He struggles, and he worries. He worries, and he sleeps no longer. 04/28/2010 I
close my eyes, and I begin to repair my broken self. I meditate, simultaneously alleviating
stress and connecting widely strewn parts. I remind myself that I do not hate. I remind
myself that I do not know the latent thoughts of others. I remind myself, and pieces of the
mosaic concatenate. They build up, as two become four, and four become fifteen. The
mosaic lives a painful life. It is no longer what it was. It is cracked, flawed, and lost. Lost
and fractured, it yearns to be found and fixed. I fix the mosaic. I search vast recesses for
its crucial parts. I find some, and I conflate them. They build up, as two become four, and
four become fifteen. I close my eyes, and I watch the convalescent mosaic. 04/29/2010
The boy kneels on hard ground. He kneels piously, holding a rosary and reciting mantras.
He prays a pedantic prayer. He prays, and he does not feel the burning flesh. He prays,
and he lives not in the room but in the mind. The boy moves his hand along green beads.
He feels the warmth of light. He feels the wind. He is happy. He is blissful. He is at peace
with himself. In those moments of austere devotion, he is the freest being imaginable.
I leave D- before April, and I swear never to return. It is May of 2010, and I begin to take
classes at C.C.A. Yet, I continue to believe that my reality remains disturbed. I would sit
in a class, and I would hear laughter from another room. Yet, it would seem as if the
laughter were paired with my actions. I would raise my hand, and a familiar auscultation
of loud guffaws would commence. I would walk past a certain room, and I would hear
laughter, regardless of the ostensible absence of people. Again, I think: I am crazy. But
how is it that I feel- in spite of an apparent distortion of reality-sane? How is it that I
continue to receive excellent grades in my classes? How is it that I continue to function
well?05/02/2010 Toni Morrison’s Paradise: “If ever there came a morning when mercy
and simple good fortune took to their heels and fled, grace alone might have to do. But
from where would it  come, and how fast? In that  holy hollow between sighting and
following through, could grace slip through at all?” 05/16/2010 The massive green shirt
does not fit my slender torso. The blue jeans float around my legs. I dislike them both, but
I possess them; and I wear the shirt. I do so because I adapt. Although I am repulsed by
the fact that I wear only what I am ‘supposed’ to wear, I humbly take solace in the fact
that my mind remains mine. It changes, but I guide it as it does so. 05/16/2010 Toni
Morrison’s  Paradise:  “In  loud  dreaming,  monologue  is  no  different  from  a  shriek.
Accusations  directed  to  the  dead and long  gone are  undone by  murmurs  of  love.”
06/06/2010 The black boy looks up-out the window. In that gesture, he tells a tale-a tale
of  failed dreams and crushed hopes.  The tale  becomes real,  poignant.  It  becomes
devastatingly true. Ignorance dissipates; innocence shatters. What is left behind is a
forced awareness. What grows is a relentless desire to succeed. The black boy looks up-
out the window. He looks toward the future. He looks for hope. He finds it, and he clings
to it, cherishing its every promise. He must do so. He must hope. The black boy looks up-
out the window. He looks for freedom. 06/08/2010 Toni Morrisson’s Jazz: “They fill their
mind and hands with soap and repair and dicey confrontations because what is waiting
for them, in that suddenly idle moment, is the seep of rage. Molten, thick and slow-
moving. Mindful and particular about what in its path it chooses to bury. Or else, into a
beat of time, and sideways under their breasts, slips a sorrow they don’t know where
from.”  06/09/2010  Perhaps,  they  find  it  easier  to  dismiss  black  problems  as  the
fabrications of the lazy and inane. Perhaps, it is easier to forget historical implications and
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unjust systems. Yet, in doing so, they become monsters. Every dismissal of racism’s
effects becomes a stab at the heart of a human story. Every glib utterance of ‘black
people fuck up in this country’ becomes a cauterization of potential. To dismiss black
problems as the machinations of a lethargic group is to destroy lives. 06/15/2010 Toni
Morrisson’s Song of Solomon: “…here was the wilderness of Southside. Not the poverty
or dirt or noise, not just extreme unregulated passion where even love found its way with
an ice-pick, but the absence of control. Here one lived knowing that at any time anybody
might do anything. Not wilderness where there was system, or the logic of lions, trees,
toads, and birds, but wild wilderness where there was none.” 06/16/2010 He lets the suds
settle. Then, he scrubs, dousing his hands with the froth. The froth purifies. It eliminates
the brown and black. What is left is original and unconstrained. What is left is immaculate
and free.  ‘One day,’  he thinks.  ‘One day.’  He lets  the suds settle.  06/18/2010 Toni
Morrisson’s  Song  of  Solomon:  “If  you  surrendered  to  the  air,  you  could  ride  it.”
06/22/2010 Toni  Morrisson’s  Jazz:  “…laughter  is  serious.  More  complicated,  more
serious than tears.” 06/29/2010 Agatha Christie’s Toward Zero: “There are times when a
body is conscious of a mind controlling it-when it bows obedient to that alien something
that controls its actions. There are other times when a mind is conscious of owning and
controlling a body and accomplishing its purpose by using that body.” 06/29/2010 Do you
hear the sweeping-the effacement of dirt and grime? Do you hark the laconic oscillations-
back and forth in less than a second? Do you feel the rage that slips through the zeal-
breathing faster, now-eyes aware? There’s something there; there has to be. The flow,
redolent  of  lost  bliss,  engulfs  the  grime.  It’s  a  tryst,  really-something  immoral  but
delightful, innocent but risqué. There’s more to it than ‘swoosh.’ Oh, there’s so much
more. See it. Hear it. Feel it. Love it. It’s yours. It wants to be yours. Claim it! Or leave it.
Let it flutter and fade. But it’s more; it has to be. Or else, there is no meaning; there is no
truth to cling to. There is no rope to connect things impossible to connect. Don’t you see?
Don’t you see the bristles killing the dust? Or is it the other way? Are those black bristles
dying? Oh, lord! Mercy! Mercy! Truth? Very little. The lies are ubiquitous. They lie on
white sheets with one black spot. They smile, reminding us of their power-their necessity.
Do you see, now? Do you hear? Do you hear the sweeping-the effacement of dirt and
grime? 07/28/2010 We needed death. All of us. We needed to die to live. We had no
choice  but  to  kill  those  things  that  defined  us.  No  one  could  escape  the  carnage;
everyone wanted it-even begged for it.  And it  came. Bloody. Burning. Frightening. It
came, and it purified, an ecstatic, necessary purge. What was left was real. What was left
was honest. What was left was aware. It no longer clung to innocence. It no longer hid
behind glib words. It broke free from false facades. It became something to be proud of. It
became something to cherish. We cherished it. With it, we were brazen. With it, we were
alive. Oh, how alive we were! Who were those unarmed ones? Not us. Not anymore. We
knew. We saw beyond the lies that murdered and continued to murder. We saw beyond
the myriad veils of justification. We saw that which so many either cannot see or do not
want to see. We shed our chains and stood on land rank with the blood, grime, and sweat
of our predecessors, and we thought to ourselves, “free at last!” We were free. We had
seen. We had realized. We had become. Do you understand, now? Do you see why we
had to die? 10/23/2010 Somewhere along the line, you lost sight of who you were. You
forgot, you ignored, and you ran. You must ask yourself, “What was I running from?” You
must ask yourself, “to where do I run?” You lay there, in that field too green-too blissfully
green-to be real. You lay there, and you thought, “I can never return.” Were you correct?
Did you find solace in those words? Did you find meaning in them? You lay there for a
while, then you stood up and headed towards a nothingness that became everything.
You couldn’t remember those crucial things anymore. You couldn’t remember her smile,
or her touch, or her kiss. You couldn’t remember love. You couldn’t remember those
crucial things anymore, so you began to believe that they never were. You clung to this
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believe,  a  bee glued to  its  honey.  Was it  delicious? Was it  fulfilling? Was it  simply
necessary?  Here  you  were,  afraid,  alone,  cold,  and  confused.  You  searched  for
answeres. You searched for anything; anything that gave you a past; anything that gave
you a pupose. Did you find anything? Did you really want to? You saw that boy, and you
felt something. You saw those photos, and you felt a spark. You saw that video, and you
recovered something-something necessary but forgotten. It was so necessary that, for a
while, you lost yourself to it. You wrote, “who was that boy who tried to fill a hole with
another?” That boy was you, afraid, alone, cold, and confused. You tried to end it, once
and for  all.  You saw the white,  wide expanse of  that  soft,  soothing pillow,  and you
thought, “maybe, then.” Were you correct? Did you find solace in those words? Did you
find meaning in them? Somewhere along the line, you lost sight of who you were. Have
you recovered it? Can you see? 10/24/2010 Charles O.I., my father, dies on his birthday.
10/25/2010 I don’t know what I feel. I should feel sadness, or remorse, or anger, or even
helplessness; but a life of “shoulds” is no life at all. He’s dead. He didn’t take a long trip to
some faraway land. He wouldn’t return in a day, or two, or three. He’s dead. Gone. Gone
forever. He’s dead, and life continues. Still, I don’t know what I feel. 11/14/2010 (C- Hotel,
Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria) I stood there, in that room that smelled of dust and death.
I sat there, on that bed previously awash with blood and sweat. I tried to understand. I
tried to put myself in his place-in those final hours where nothing but the past possesses
meaning. Yet, I felt nothing but isolation. I did not feel the gasping, or the wheezing, or
the nadir. I only felt alone-truly alone. I lay there, with the dust and decay. I lay there, and
I thought, “We could be together again.” I lied. I lied, but I would do so again, and again-a
million times over. I vented there, at the sight of that picture, and that other one, and
those others. I yelled, albeit tacitly. I screamed in my mind. I blamed him. I blamed him for
my desertion. I blamed him for my dereliction. I blamed him for his sorrow. It was my
sorrow, too. I tried to forget him. I tried to forget everything about him. I ran away. I
deserted him when he needed me the most. Of course, I could not stay in that place, with
those people, and their great expectations. Of course, I could not love myself-not like
those others who managed to do so anyway. Of course, I could not see myself for who I
was, weak, insecure, vulnerable, and terrified of everything. So, I ran. I ran, and he died.
He died on his birthday. He left  Earth exactly two minutes before he entered it.Two
minutes. What could they mean? What could they possibly mean? Who knows? Do those
minutes even matter?  He died.  He died,  walls  crashed,  the world  ended,  and light
vanished. Amidst all of this, I stood there, in that room that smelled of dust and death.
12 /01 /2010  Juan  Ru l fo ’s  Pedro  Paramo:  “Are  you  a l i ve ,  Damiana?”
12/10/2010Sometimes, I think, “We have too much power.”This human condition-this
consciousness-is  too much for  us.  We can’t  handle it.  We never could.  12/13/2010
(personal fiction) “I am so tired. I am so tired of fighting with or for my mind. I am so tired
of having to justify my existence. I am so tired of living in sadness. I am so very tired.” -Eli
Kahn (constructed character) 12/15/2010 Why does blackness equal non-whiteness?
Why is blackness singularly defined by whiteness? What I  propose is this: a radical
reconstruction of  the black identity.  This reconstruction must  stem from this  truism:
people of black skin are not biologically inferior to people of white skin. Guided by this
fact, I  suggest that “black” can become the dominant group. Like the white group, it
possesses its scholars and artists, teachers and students. Why, then, can these black
scholars not unite in a common goal: the betterment of black identity? Why do we not
already  possess  international  organizations  devoted  to  the  enhancement  of  the
chronologically recent African diaspora? Why do we not see international “Thurgood
Marshalls” and “Black Caucuses.” Surely, we, as persecuted blacks, realize the necessity
for a global black unity in this increasingly small world. Surely, we, as relatives of African
slaves, can understand the grave threat posed by white supremacy. So why are we
divided? Why does the concept  of  “black”  in  one country  so greatly  differ  from the
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concept  of  “black”  in  another?  Why  are  we  torn  by  skin  nuances?  A  simple  and
defendable answer would be: whiteness prevails. Yet, can it always prevail? Is it really so
impenetrable? Here, I attack whiteness. I attack whiteness to liberate blackness. For
centuries, the latter has taken second place to the former. For centuries, people of black
skin have been forced to believe in their inferiority to their white counterparts. I say: “No
more. Arise, and fight for your enhancement. You are neither animals nor objects, ugly
nor incapable of fecundity. You are human beings, and as such, you must claim and
defend that which has always been yours: consciousness.” Consciousness. Love that
word. It is yours. It has been and will always be yours. Free yourself from the fetters of
white supremacy…And above all, read! 12/22/2010 Gustav Flaubert’s Madame Bovary:
“Future joys are like tropic shores: out into the immensity that lies before them, they waft
their native softness, a fragrant breeze that drugs the traveler into drowsiness and makes
him careless of what awaits him on the horizon beyond his view.” 12/29/2010 The black
woman stared at me, finding it very difficult to believe that I am black. I couldn’t possibly
be  black.  I  simply  couldn’t.  01/12/2011  Fyodor  Dostoyevsky’s  Notes  from  the
Underground: “But two times two makes four is an insufferable thing, nevertheless. Two
times two makes four-why, in my opinion, it’s mere insolence. Two times two makes four
stands there brazenly with its hands on its hips, blocking your path and spitting at you. I
agree that two times two makes four is a splendid thing; but if  we’re going to lavish
praise, then two times two makes five is sometimes also a very charming little thing.”
02/05/2011  Sor  Juana  Ines  De  La  Cruz’s  Reply  To  Sor  Filotea  De  La  Cruz  (17th
Century): “A head that is a storehouse of wisdom can expect nothing but a crown of
thorns.” Reply to Sor Filotea De La Cruz: “The triumph of the wise is earned with sorrow
and celebrated with weeping…” Reply to Sor Filotea De La Cruz: “The eminence that
undergoes  the  most  severe  attack  is  that  of  reason.  First,  because  it  is  the  most
defenseless…while it is the greater, it is the more modest and suffering. Second, as
Gracian stated, “favors in man’s reason are favors in his nature.” 03/13/2011 (The Spirit
Diaries [personal fiction]) Diego Marvera saunters on blue grass. He feels the heat of a
white  sun  above  him,  burning  in  the  grey  sky.  He  searches  for  something-maybe,
someone. He has been searching for eternity, a massless being always hovering, ever
fickle. Perhaps, he searches for answers. Don’t we all? Why? How? What? Perhaps, he
searches for reason. And maybe-just maybe-he has forgotten what pulled him towards
this place resplendent in blue grass and purple hyacinths: this place without air, or hope,
or salvation. Agony? Grief? Guilt? “Who died here?” He asks, forcing his shapeless for to
lie on subtly compressed Earth. Who did I kill? He sees truth. “Me,” he replies. “I died on
blue grass, beneath an ever grey sky.” 03/13/2011 (From Augusta [personal fiction]) We
are dying. We will be dead in hours. If not the smoke, or the water, or the escape of
Oxygen, then the fear: the sheer, devastating fear of what awaits us on the other side of
Augusta. They say, “the air is rank with the stench of corpses.” It is true. I smell death,
even now, crouching beneath…Augusta has docked. I see them… 04/13/2011 Sigmund
Freud’s “Dora” (1905): “He that has eyes to see and ears to hear may convince himself
that no mortal can keep a secret. If his lips are silent, he chatters with his fingertips.
Betrayal oozes out of him at every pore.” 04/13/2011 We come from places-places with
meaning, and life, and death. We enter places-places with goals, and loss, and salvation.
We are places ourselves-places with souls, and fire, and ice. 04/16/2011 ( Personal
Fiction: “Of Things Past” ) He thinks of things past: of places gone, of people lost. He
thinks of bliss-of love and salvation. But he knows-so terribly knows-that there is more to
the world than ecstasy. He has seen pain. He has lived it, and he almost died for it. He
does not enjoy thinking of those other things: of hardship and suffering. He wants to
dream and dream forever.  He wants to sail  the seas of  possibilities:  of  wonder and
delight. But he knows that things are never purely good. He knows dissent. He knows
“other.” So he cautiously thinks of the good: of those things that permit sleep. Not war.
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Not  hate.  Only  good.  He  thinks  of  things  past…  04/17/2011  Marcel  Proust’s
Remembrance of Things Past: “…even in the most significant details of our daily life,
none of us can be said to constitute a material whole…our social personality is a creation
of the thoughts of other people.” Remembrance of Things Past: “Will it ultimately reach
the clear surface of my consciousness, this memory, this old, dead moment which the
magnetism of an identical moment has travelled so far to importune, to disturb, to raise
up out of the very depths of my being?” 04/28/2011 Tanizaki Jun’Ichiro’s In Praise of
Shadows: “We find beauty not in the thing itself but in the patterns of shadows, the light
and the darkness, that one thing against another creates.” In Praise of Shadows: “I would
call back at least for literature this world of shadows we are losing. IN the mansion called
literature, I would have the eaves deep and the walls dark, I would push back into the
shadows  the  things  that  come forward  too  clearly,  I  would  strip  away  the  useless
decoration. I do not ask that this be done everywhere, but perhaps we may be allowed at
least one mansion where we can turn off the electric lights and see what it is like without
them.” Luigi Pirandello’s “Six Characters in search of an Author”: “When the characters
are alive, really alive and standing in front of their author, he has only to follow their
words, the actions that they suggest to him; and he must want them to be what they want
to be.” “Six Characters in search of an Author”: “[Stepdaughter]: ‘I would go, would go
and tempt him, time after time, in his gloomy study just as it was growing dark, when he
was sitting quietly in an armchair not even bothering to switch a light on but leaving the
shadows to fill the room: the shadows were swarming with us, we had come to tempt
him.’” 05/06/2011 Richard Wright’s The Man Who was Almost a Man: “There were white
and black standing in the crowd. They murmured.” The Man Who was Almost a Man:
“Ahead,  the  long  rails  were  glinting  in  the  moonlight,  stretching  away,  away  to
somewhere,  somewhere  where  he  could  be  a  man…”  05/06/2011  Alexander
Solzhenitsyn’s Matryona’s Home: “We had all  lived side by side with her and never
understood that she was the righteous one, without whom, as the proverb says, no
village can stand. Nor any city.  Nor our whole land.”  Doris Lessing’s The Old Chief
Mshlanga: “I had read of this feeling, how the bigness and silence of Africa, under the
ancient sun, grows dense and takes shape in the mind, till even the birds seem to call
menacingly, and a deadly spirit comes out of the trees and the rocks. You move warily,
as if your very passing disturbs something old and evil, something dark and big and
angry that might suddenly rear and strike from behind.”  Pablo Neruda’s “Heights of
Macchu Picchu: Canto General”: “Did you, entombed America, did you too store in the
depths of your bitter intestine, like an eagle, hunger?” 05/16/2011 (Personal Fiction: An
Account of a Dream) It was like all of the other dreams-but different, somehow. I ran
through the same maze (or was it a labyrinth, this time?) I could not stop. I could only run.
It felt as if my feet were locked in a ceaseless, furious motion. I felt dead. And alive. It
terrified me: the duality. But I was more terrified-much more terrified-by the mystery of
that from which I fled. What was it: that cold, dead thing that forced my hegira? What was
it that forced me to run wildly past corridors and black nooks? I thought of that man: the
one before, with green, slit eyes similar to snake eyes. Snakes. Yes, snakes. What did he
want-that man who watched me bleed for what seemed like days? He just stood there,
gazing  at  my  frailty.  But  he  did  not  look  at  me-not  directly,  anyway.  He  stared  at
something elese: something distant, and proximal, and burning. I remember now: it was
at this time that I began to run. I saw-no, glanced-at that thing in the hand of the man who
stared at the burning nothing. I recognized that thing. And yet, I did not. I could not have
recognized it. But I did, somehow-I did. I knew the minute that I sensed it that I had no
choice but to run. And I did, all the while bombarded with wings, and fangs, and teeth. It
was horrible. I thought-even accepted-that death awaited me on the other side of the
maze. And then, it dawned on me: I ran to death. My feet were locked-locked in this
cursedly perpetual motion-and they took me to death. With this realization, I struggled-
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feverishly struggled-to stop. I saw the wings, and the fangs, and the teeth. I saw doves,
and crows, and the black-green expanse of a maze turned labyrinth. I heard the voices,
too: the ones that lie on he ficle interstice between fiction and reality. I felt the chill: the
frost of a man attuned to the burning. And I tasted fire-yellow, red, and wild. It was-all of
it-new,  and  neglected,  and  necessary.  And  then  I  woke  up.  05/23/2011  Tadeusz
Borowski’s Ladies and Gentlemen to the Gas Chamber: “The lights twinkle spectrally, the
wave of humanity flows endlessly-turbid, feverish, stupefied. It seems to these people
that  they  are  beginning  a  new  life  in  the  camp,  and  they  prepare  themselves
psychologically  for  a  hard  struggle  for  existence.  They  do  not  know that  they  will
immediately die and that the gold,  the money, the diamonds which they providently
conceal in the folds and seams of their clothing, in the heels of their shoes, in recesses of
their  bodies,  will  no  longer  be  needed by  them.  Efficient,  business-like  people  will
rummage in their intestines, pull gold from under the tongue, diamonds from the placenta
and the rectum. They will pull out their gold teeth and send them in tightly nailed up cases
to Berlin.” Ladies and Gentlemen to the Gas Chamber: “There is a law in the camp that
people  going  to  their  death  must  be  deceived  to  the  last  moment.  It  is  the  only
permissible form of pity.” 05/29/2011 We live in the 21st century; yet, we are not free. It is
an age of novelty-of new hopes and new evils. It is an age of polars-of great love and
great hate. But it, like all ages before it, is an age of oppression. Look around you. The
stigma remains. Humans continue to feel the weight of skin. So much so that sometimes,
I think that those Native Americans eradicated by the Anglo settlers continue to fight for
their land. The war for America did not end at Wounded Knee. No: the war continues,
ensuring that no one who claims American land will ever find peace. The spirits of the
chiefs promenade through this land called America.  And they are angry.  It  must be
horrible for them, these long dead chiefs forced to exist in a sort of grey limbo by a
mystical, powerful attachment to a land that never belonged-and will never belong-to
anyone. Can you ever find peace? Year after year, generation after generation, they
watch as greed wraps its cold fingers around human faces, preventing them from seeing
truth-from seeing fallacy and stupidity. The chiefs look with sad, mocking eyes at yet
another human buying land, maintaining it, and daring-so stupidly daring-to call it “mine.”
Enraged, depressed, tired, and desperately searching for peace-for salvation-they guard
the cycle. It is their last, ultimate, and most potent weapon: this cycle that ensures that
Americans remain divided, fraught with difference and burdened with skin. Like statues
placed on church belfries, they watch and guard, ever vigilant, ever keen to the scent of
linearity-of the “non-circular.” Are you not tired? That [the “non-circular”] they mercilessly
attack,  with the force of  a thousand ethereal  spears sharpened by age,  death,  and
rebirth. Will you not free these guardians, America? Now, these chiefs can no longer do
nothing but watch and guard; their blood boils, and an ancient rage breaks free from
cages so remote that the living dare not see. Now, these chiefs take up their spears and
wage war against all of those who foolishly call themselves “American.” It is a gory war,
marked by violence, and hate, and fear. Will America continue to permit this war? The
future of this land called “America” hangs in the wraithlike balance. Death, or life. It
cannot be both. 06/07/2011 Bernard Dadie’s The Mirror of Dearth: “…those waters, in
their struggle to survive, fought painfully against the thirsty, white-hot sun. And they would
doze, barely flowing. You should see them, you should ee those waters getting lower
every day! Were they hungry, too?” 06/20/2011 There is nothing more beautiful-nothing
more  serene-than  that  indigo  sky.  Far  from  the  welter  and  disease  of  adulthood-
disembedded from the almost sickly uncertainty of adolescence-, the sky rests peacefully
in innocence-above corruption, detachment, and uncertainty. It beckons you-summons
your id to disport itself in flummery, to cavort like jesters across nature’s court. And you
do so, with all intent, with all zest, with all necessity. You prance like fools, sully yourself
with red sand, and blissfully realize that there is no need to hope, or pray, or desire; you
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have all that you needed, all that you need, and all that you will ever need. You relish in
puerility-an elation so amorphous that others merely gape in awe. You smile at that gape.
Some will deem this action “natural.” But you know that it is much more than natural; for
in that smile you realize that these “others” have lost something precious, divine, and
pure.  But in this realization,  a part  of  you wonders whether you will  not  lose it,  too.
06/21/2011 Sam Adams’s War of Numbers: An Intelligence Memoir(1994): “It seemed to
us that the whole country [United States], not just the government, had laid aside its
normal pursuits and danced off to disport itself in a puddle of flummery, that we had
become a nation of pettifoggers, of smalltime tricksters, a padded Lilliput whose citizens
had simultaneously forgotten how to tell the truth.” 06/23/2011 Zhang Ailing’s Love in a
Fallen City: “That dark scene looked like an ancient Persian carpet, with all  kinds of
people woven into it-old lords, princesses, scholars, and beauties. The carpet had been
draped over a bamboo pole and was being beaten, dust flying in the wind. Blow after
blow, it was beaten till those people had nowhere to hid, nowhere to go.” 06/27/2011 Cao
Xuequin’s The Story of the Stone (18thCentury): “Truth becomes fiction when the fiction’s
real/  real  becomes unreal  when the unreal’s  real.”  07/02/2011 (Fiction)  Mireno lies
beneath the bleak sky. In a few minutes, the shower will commence. He knows this, and
he fervidly awaits the downpour. He must be cleansed. He must rid himself of memories
so grotesque-so rogue-that he dare not confess their presence. He must be pure again,
like before, in puerility. Yet, he cannot help but ask: was I pure, then?07/16/2011 Jean
Jacques Rousseau’s The Social Contract(1762): “Anyone born in slavery is born for
slavery.” 07/21/2011 Jean Jacques Rousseau’s The Social Contract(1762): “The word
‘finance’ is the word of a slave; it is unknown to the true republic.” The Social Contract:
“As soon as someone says of the business of the state-‘what does it matter to me?-then
the state must be reckoned lost.” The Social Contract: “For while appearing to exercise
only his rights, it is very easy for the prince [government] to enlarge those rights and to
prevent, on the pretext of public tranquility, assemblies designed to re-establish good
government; thus, he exploits the silence which he prevents men from breaking, and the
irregularities which he makes them commit, to assume in his own favor the tacit consent
of those whose mouths are dosed by fear and to punish those who dare to speak…it is
by this simple means that all the governments of the world, once armed with the public
force, sooner or later usurp the sovereign authority.” The Social Contract: “In the end,
when the state, on the brink of ruin, can maintain itself only in an empty and illusory form,
when the social bond is broken in every heart, when the meanest interest impudently
flaunts the sacred name of the public good, then the general will is silenced: everyone,
animated by secret motives, ceases o speak as a citizen any more than as if the state
had never existed; and the people enact in the guise of laws iniquitous decrees which
have private interests as their only end.” 07/22/2011 Jean Jacques Rousseau’s The
Social Contract: “…However we look at the question, the ‘right’ of slavery is seen to be
void; void, not only because it cannot be justified, but also because it is nonsensical,
because it has no meaning. The words ‘slavery’ and ‘right’ are contradictory: they cancel
each other out. Whether as between one man and another, or between one man and a
whole people, it would always be absurd to say: ‘I hereby make a covenant with you
which is wholly at your expense and wholly to my advantage: I will respect it so long as I
please; and you shall respect it so long as I wish.’” 07/22/2011 Before, they weaponized
biology. They used it against the minorities. I read about it; I read about the evils of South
African apartheid. I read, and I was bowled over by this feeling-this ominous, dreadful
feeling-that it would happen again. Like an audience before a screen, I saw it all: the
grand design. I saw the fall of the republic, the rise of the national security state, the
state-sponsored divisions, and state-sponsored genocide. Everything coagulated into
something monstrous, and ruthless, and inhuman. Do we live on the brink? I do not
know. But before, they weaponized biology. 07/27/2011 K’ung Shang-Jen’s “The Peach
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Blossom Fan” (1699): “My task it was to shed the peach blossom fan/That never more
the strands of folly/Shall bind the heart of man and maid./…Dreams of revival fall  to
Earth/In shreds with the peach blossom fan.”

It is the summer of 2011, and I read an online article pertaining to gas-lighting and David
Lawson's book Terrorist Stalking in America. I read about the plight of a Latino student in
the University of Texas-Austin who was systematically mobbed, discredited, and gas-
lighted. The student provides profuse details to which I can relate. The more that I read
about organized stalking and gas-lighting, the clearer my reality becomes.
08/20/2011 James Rachels’s “The Challenge of Cultural Relativism”: “Many factors work
together to produce the customs of a society. The society’s [set of] values [is] only one of
them. Other matters, such as the religious and factual beliefs held by its members and
the physical  circumstances in  which they must  live,  are also important.  We cannot
conclude,  then,  merely  because customs differ,  that  there is  a disagreement  about
‘values.’ The difference in customs may be attributable to some other aspects of social
life.  Thus, there may be less disagreement about values than there appears to be.”
08/21/2011 John Stuart Mill’s Utilitarianism: “A being of higher faculties requires more to
make him happy, is capable probably of more acute suffering, and certainly accessible to
it at more points, than one of an inferior type; but in spite of these liabilities, he can never
really wish to sink into what he feels to be a lower grade of existence. We may give what
explanation we please of this unwillingness…but its most appropriate appellation is a
sense of dignity, which all human beings possess in one form or another, and in some,
though by no means exact, proportion to their higher faculties…” Utilitarianism: “It is
better  to  be  a  human being  dissatisfied  than a  pig  satisfied;  better  to  be  Socrates
dissatisfied than a fool satisfied.” 08/28/2011 Devon Lougheed’s and Bruce Baum’s Black
Skin,  White  Laughter:  W.E.B.  DuBois,  Richard  Pryor,  and  Comedic  Double-
Consciousness (2008): “The spectre of a ‘white’ laughter-immediate, revelatory, somatic,
and  dominating-works  to  reassert  the  normative  white  citizen.”  Black  Skin,  White
Laughter…(2008): “[Michael Omi:] ‘A crucial dimension of social oppression in the United
States is the elaboration of an ideology of difference or ‘otherness.’” Black Skin, White
Laughter…(2008): “[DuBois:] ‘It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this
sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul
by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One feels his twoness-
an American, a Negro: two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring
ideals in one dark body, whose dugged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.’”
Black Skin, White Laughter... (2008): “[DuBois:] ‘Of Irish and German, of Russian, Jew,
Slav, and ‘dago,’ America’s social bars have not availed, but against negroes she can
and does take her unflinching…stand…She trains her immigrants to this despising of
‘niggers’ from the day of their landing.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “[DuBois:]
‘[a new religion of  whiteness] involves the pernicious racial  theory that ‘every great
thought the world ever knew was a white man’s thought: that every great deed the world
ever did was [a] white man’s deed…Slowly but surely, white culture is evolving the theory
that ‘darkies’ are born beasts of burden for white folk.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[DuBois:] ‘And now in strange, inexplicable transposition, the rising blacks laugh
at themselves in nervous, blatant, furtive merriment. They laugh because they think they
are expected to laugh…Off with these thought-chains and inchoate soul-shrinkings, and
let us train ourselves to see beauty in black.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “
[DuBois:] ‘The gift of laughter is not merely a ‘gift of black folk’ but a gift of oppressed
people more generally in the face of life’s absurdities.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[Adorno & Horkheimer:] ‘There is laughter because there is nothing to laugh
about. Laughter about something is always laughter at it…The collective of those who
laugh parodies humanity. They are monads, each abandoning himself to the pleasure-at
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the expense of all others and with the majority in support-of being ready to shrink from
nothing. Their harmony presents a caricature of solidarity.’” Black Skin, White Laughter…
(2008): “[DuBois, Dusk of Dawn:] ‘The present attitude and action of the white world is not
based solely upon rational, deliberate intent. It is a matter of conditioned reflexes: of long
followed  habits,  customs,  and  folkways;  of  subconscious  trains  of  reasoning  and
unconscious nervous reflexes. To attack and better all this calls for more than appeal and
argument. It needs carefully planned and scientific propaganda; the vision of a world of
intelligent men with sufficient income to live decently and with the will to build a beautiful
world.’” Black Skin, White Laughter… (2008): “[Pryor:] ‘I suffer. And yet, somehow, above
the suffering, above the shackled anger that beats the bars, above the hurt that crazes,
there surges in me a vast pity- a pity for a people imprisoned and enthralled, hampered
and made miserable for such a cause, for such a phantasy [i.e. an illusory whiteness].’”
09/08/2011 (Excerpt from On America) At D-, I was bullied for being “white.” At Howard, I
am ridiculed for being “black.” They are strange people: these Americans. I never could
understand them. Perhaps, having endured eons of psychological oppression, they have
forgotten what it means to be human. Perhaps, they no longer think-not really, anyway.
Like mindless beasts, they wander and collide into each other-violently so. But to them,
indubitably, their purpose is as clear as a crystal. When will they see? They destroy each
other  over  petty  things:  Plato’s  ‘overvalued  less.’  Every  thought  of  ‘the  greater’  is
ostracized.  Yes,  ‘beasts’  is  a  pertinent  word.  They have been beasts for  so long…
09/08/2011 (Fiction) I remember Magdalene, the girl in the maroon kimono with burgundy
sequins.  I  remember her  voice,  a light,  mellifluous “something”  that  simultaneously
reveled and despaired. I remember the gilded applique affixed to the first sequin-how it
glowed amidst the red Sun. Above all, thought, I remember Magdalene’s rage after pink
petals pursed purple lips: the rage of a thousand humans chained, beaten, and on the
verge of revolution. 09/09/2011 (Personal Fiction: A Prayer to Maria) There is sin in the
air, Maria. I see sin everywhere. I see it in the little things: in the fear, and the laughter,
and the gaze. There is seen where there need not be sin. Why fear now, when one can
almost taste human liberation? Is it because I am wrong: we are still in chains? Yes; yes,
we are. A curt glance at one’s environs reveals a division so massive-so devastatingly
wild-that one wonders how souls survive. Perhaps, there are very few souls left in this
place. Perhaps, the souls have flown, insistent that they must never return. Perhaps, this
is the curse of this polarized kaleidoscope called “America.” There is no freedom-only the
illusion of freedom. There is no sanity-only the illusion of sanity. Why? Why destroy? Why
propagate schisms? Why not love, live, and let live? We are like the flotsam and jetsam
of wild waters, ever perambulating, ever attuned to the controller’s waves. Soon, we may
begin to disregard the achievements of liberation, and if we do, we must accept that we
have ceased to be human. 09/16/2011 Thomas Aquinas’s Summa Theologica: “…laws
may be unjust in two ways: first, by being contrary to human good, either in respect of the
end, as when an authority imposes on his subjects burdensome laws, conducive, not the
common good, but rather to his own cupidity or vainglory; or in respect of the author, as
when a man makes a law that goes beyond the power committed to him; or in respect of
the form, as when burdens are imposed unequally on the community, although with a
view to the common good. Such are acts of  violence rather than laws, because, as
Augustine says,  a law that  is  not  just  seems to be no law at  all.”  John Stuart  Mill’s
Utilitarianism: “While I dispute the pretensions of any theory which sets up an imaginary
standard of justice not based on utility, I account the justice which is grounded on utility to
be the chief part, and incomparably the most binding part, of all morality.” 09/21/2011
Martin Luther King Jr.’s A Letter from Birmingham Jail (04/16/1963): “Let us all hope that
the  dark  clouds  of  racial  prejudice  will  soon  pass  away,  and  the  deep  fog  of
misunderstanding will be lifted from our fear-drenched communities, and in some not too
distant tomorrow, the radiant stars of love and brotherhood will  shine over our great
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nation with all their scintillating beauty.” 10/13/2011 W.E.B. DuBois’s “Declaration to the
World” (1921): “The absolute equality of all races, physical, political, and social, is the
founding stone of world and human advancement. No one denies great differences of
gift, capacity, and attainment among individuals of all races, but the voice of science,
religion, and practical politics is one in denying the God-appointed existence of super-
races or of races naturally and inevitably and eternally inferior. That in the vast range of
time, one group should in its industrial  technique, or social organization, or spiritual
vision, lag a few hundred years behind another, or forge fitfully ahead, or come to differ
decidedly in thought, deed, and ideal, is proof of the essential richness and variety of
human nature, rather than proof of the co-existence of demi-gods and apes in human
form. The doctrine of racial equality does not interfere with individual liberty; rather, it
fulfills it. And of all the various criteria of which masses of men have in the past been
prejudiced and classified, that of color of skin and the texture of hair is surely the most
adventitious and idiotic.”
10/15/2011 I feel blocked-detached from inscription. It is a baleful thing-that laughter. An
assault  on the mind.  Everybody appears to do it  now-to laugh at  black intelligence.
Something rogue engulfed America-something menacing, with large, black teeth and
green hair. And so many people simply laugh. Please, stop laughing at us. 10/19/2011
He will find himself asking: Where, now? Where do I go from here? He will search for
something to which he could cling amidst stormy seas. He will be broken, beaten, and
bound, with nothing save a battered mind to his name. And when everyone leaves, as
they often do, he will wonder: Why me? 10/23/2011 I propose a plan to save human
variation.  A  curt  glance  at  one’s  environs  reveals  the  destruction  of  this  variation:
variation in thought, deed, and person. The white-nationalist meme is fueled by the idea
that whites are the only members of a superior strain of humans: a strain beautiful and
intellectually  superior  to others.  But  I  contend that  humans “internalize”  this  meme,
because for most of their lives, they have seen whites-and only whites-as beautiful and
intellectually gifted. They have repeatedly seen this affirmed in the media, which guides
perspectives in virtually all of the social institutions in industrialized nations. Thus, to the
white nationalist, superiority-racial superiority-has become synonymous with “Caucasian”
or “Aryan.” However, what if these nationalists had been socialized in a different fashion?
What if their only mental prototypes of non-whites had not been those of ferality, vacuity,
or inferiority? What if, instead, nonwhites had been portrayed-at least, to a far greater
extent that less positive depictions-as intelligent, gifted, creative, capable, and flexible
beings? Now, imagine something even more amazing: what if  all  humans had been
portrayed  as  such?  Would  not  have,  then,  realized  DuBois’s  vision  of  a  “world  of
intelligent men…with the will to build a beautiful world?” Would we not have, then, the
best possible humanity: one varied in genetic heritage but united in a common zest for
science and higher art? For I ardently stipulate that humanity would not have survived for
so long without the genetic variation upon which nature selects. If the white nationalists of
the early 21st century eventually succeed in creating an “all-white” world, would they not
have committed the greatest error? After all, in order to create this world, they would have
to liquidate or psychologically constrain a plethora of persons whose genes may retain
solutions to future crises. And if such persons are killed, rendered subhuman, and/or
placed in what DuBois deemed “thought-chains,” the genetic inheritance of these people
would likely not be retained, as homicide and suicide rates would probably increase. The
white nationalists would effectively condemn humanity, leaving humans with far less
means to challenge uncertainty However, to the credit of white nationalists, we should
strive to preserve the most intelligent humans. Yet,  I  repudiate the white-nationalist
thesis, which asserts that intelligence can be found only in whites. For I have seen acts
often categorized as “intelligent,” such as lengthy memorizations, abstract yet complex
mathematical  calculations,  the manifestation of  scientific  curiosity and the scientific
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method, the portrayal of creativity, and excellent penmanship, initiated by the darkest of
human beings. And such sights should not be perceived as anomalies considering that
meiosis,  involving the significant  stages of  cross-over  and recombination is  a  very
uncertain process. One simply cannot know what will be created and where it will fall. For
this and other, more crucial reasons, I propose a New Eugenics concerned not with the
statist elimination of variation-of nonwhites-but with the preservation of intelligent genetic
variation. But how does one define intelligence? How does one truly recognize “gifted”?
After  all,  gifts  often reveal  themselves at  different  stages in  life,  and some talents,
especially the more aesthetic, are often deemed inferior to more scientific talents…. [as
yet  unfinished]  The best  possible  humanity  must  be flexible;  it  must  be capable  of
adaptation in all environmental and/or social conditions. But this humanity must retain
certain absolutes: the best genes conducive to intelligence, utilitarian ethics (John Stuart
Mill and W.E.B. DuBois), and a most fundamental will to survive with the preservation of
these absolutes. Of course, the vagaries of survival may intrude upon this preservation,
so as previously mentioned, preservation necessitates flexibility-both physical flexibility
and mental  flexibility.  Minds must  remain open to novelty,  and bodies must  remain
healthy and limber. Now, if a situation were to arise in which a healthy human would be a
tortured human, mental flexibility must take precedence over physical flexibility. In this
case,  humans  would  be  as  healthy  as  conditions  permit,  but  not  as  unhealthy  as
deleterious to the performance of  the brain.  Then, perhaps,  covert  action would be
necessary for the preservation of absolutes. One reading thus far may have noticed a
predicament to my thesis: the difficulty in simultaneously maintaining an absolute inner
core and a flexible outer layer. Spirituality is the key… [as yet unfinished] 10/29/2011
Isabel Wilkerson’s The Warmth of Other Suns: “An invisible hand ruled their lives and the
lives of all the colored people in Chickasaw county and the rest of Mississippi and the
entire  South  for  that  matter.  It  wasn’t  one  thing:  it  was  everything.  The  hand  that
determined that white people were in charge and had to obey them like a child in those
days had to obey a parent, except there was no love between the two parties as there is
between a parent and a child. Instead, there was only fear and dependence-and hatred
of that dependence-on both sides
It is November of 2011, and I sit behind an H- University computer reading about audio
spotlight technology and subliminal acoustic manipulation of nervous systems. I recall
that for a very long while-at least, since my arrival at C- Hall in October-I have felt arcane
"pin -pricks" and somatic vibrations coupled with my intellectual acts, be it the turning of a
page of a book or the lifting of a dictionary. Then, I begin to research the more general
topic of remote electronic harassment at this public computer as I have had to buy three
eventually compromised computers in two years. I read of directed sound, and I recall the
wild, inexplicable pounding that would follow me anywhere that I would venture at C- Hall.
This sound would become most acute when I would try to read. I recall this, and I begin to
record the inexplicable oddities of my reality. Once, at the computer lab, I felt as if the
girls sitting at adjacent computer terminals were privy to the words that I would type. I
would  hear  chuckles  and  subtle  guffaws  when I  would  polish  my  diction  or  create
citations. I  recorded the paired laughter with my phone, and I recorded much, much
more. It is the evening of November 13, 2011, and I return to my room after showering. I
enter, wear my clothes, and search for my phone in order to create another audio log. I
locate the phone, hit the "record" button, and read the message: "Can't record without an
S.D. card." I frantically search for this card, which contains over 100 items of evidence of
organized stalking, and I cannot find it. While searching, I notice that the bottom of one of
my briefs had been ripped. Nevertheless, I panic, having lost virtually all of my evidence.
In despondency, fear, and overwhelming perplexity, I write this note:
11/13/2011 I feel as if my heart's screaming. I am tired. I am very tired. Somebody wants
me to have a mental breakdown or to kill myself. Even as I write, I hear the pounding and
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other unlikely noises. I do not know how many people I can trust. Somebody entered my
room today and took my phone's S.D. card. That card had pictures and videos that could
prove malicious intent. And now, not only do I not have these; I cannot capture or record
with my phone. It would appear that I have been beaten. And an average man might
simply  acquiesce.  But  I  have begun to  realize  that  I  am not  average;  and with  the
strength of truth and spirituality to support me, I am very determined to find justice. God,
save me.
Upon  completion,  I  take  the  note  to  B.H.,  a  resident  advisor,  for  his  signature.
Unbeknownst to me, however, H- interprets this note as evidence of a suicide-in-the-
making. The next day, I find myself participating in a psychiatric evaluation, diagnosed
with a mental illness, and confined to a psychiatric ward. I am 18 years old. 11/14/2011
[morning] The battle for culture is foremost the battle for resources. I am of the opinion
that that which most of the white nationalists despise is not the educated blacks but the
apparent inequality intrinsic to liberalism. I believe that they do not hate the progress of
the minorities as much as they hate the ostensible decline of the majority intimately linked
to that progress. They may have arrived at the terrifying conclusion that with minority
betterment comes white decay. If this be true-and I must state that I do not know the
economic foundations of this supposed inequality-the problem lies not in people but in the
economic  system:  Marx’s  zeitgeist.  Thus,  white  nationalists  should  not  attempt  to
sequester the minorities (either physically or psychologically); instead, they should call for
a  revision  of  the  economic  system.  And  of  course,  this  revision  must  include  all
Americans, from the wealthiest of whites to the poorest of immigrants. This is my belief,
and I hope that they would eventually begin to believe as I do. 11/18/2011 The letters are
frozen, etched into bleak walls and sick doors. They say different but similar things: S-
4078, B-2074, e.t.c. We are numbers. Far from sentient beings, we have become the
numbers that we have been arbitrarily assigned. We have become facts and figures,
gingerly tucked away in dour, mahogany drawers closed by cold fingers. And now, the
letters are frozen, etched into bleak walls and sick doors.
It  is  November  21,  2011,  and  I  hold  in  my  hand  a  prescription  of  anti-psychotic
medications appertaining to my "delusions" of organized stalking and remote, electronic
harassment. I call my mother, and she is worried. What went wrong? The devil's after
you. I leave Howard for Thanksgiving (in the early hours of November 25, 2011) and
never return. These are the early hours of November 23, 2011, and I write an appeal: it is
an appeal to reason, drawn from anger, sorrow, and above all, necessity. I sit with rugged
hair and unkempt clothes in a room in the second floor of Carver Hall, Howard University,
Washington,  D.C.;  and  I  hear  loud  horns  and  other  offensive  sounds  apparently
emanating from the darkness of ‘outside.’ I write in fear, but this forces me to write faster,
better: the ideas, swiftly forming, are more lucid, and ink flows fluidly, pausing here,
reversing there, and marching on. In future years, I would realize that these words written
in fear and anguish can be formed by anyone willing to look inward. Yet, I see, even now,
the importance of what I do in these dark hours: I give words to that which thrives in
silence.  I  write.  I  write  for  reason.11/24/2011 Jonathan Swift’s  An Enquiry  into  the
Behavior of the Queen’s Last Ministry (1715): “…ill men are placed beyond the reach of
an historian, who indeed hat it in its power to reward virtue, but not to punish vice.” An
Enquiry into the Behavior of the Queen’s Last Ministry (1715): “…as corruptions are more
natural to mankind than perfections, so they are more likely to have a longer continuance;
for the same vices of men considered as individuals are exactly the same when molded
into bodies; nor otherwise to be withheld in their effects.” 11/29/2011 Anton Chekhov’s
“The Cherry Orchard” (1903): “[Trofimov]: ‘Who knows? And what does it mean-to die?
Perhaps, man has a hundred senses, and at his death, only the five we know perish,
while the other ninety-five remain.’” “The Cherry Orchard”: “[Trofimov:] ‘To avoid the petty
and illusory-everything that prevents us from being free and happy-that is the goal and
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meaning  of  our  life.’”  “The  Cherry  Orchard”:  “[Trofimov:]  ‘Mankind  goes  forward,
developing its powers. Everything that is now unattainable for it will one day come within
man’s reach and be clear to him: only, we must work, helping with all our might those
who seek the truth.’” 12/03/2011 Herman Hesse’s Steppenwolf: “Human real is reduced
to real suffering, to hell, only when two ages, two cultures and religions, overlap…There
are times when a whole generation is caught this way between two ages, two modes of
life, with the consequence that it loses all power to understand itself and has no standard,
no security,  no simple acquiescence.”  12/08/2011 “A thing is  right  when it  tends to
preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is wrong when it
tends  to  do  otherwise.”  -American  ecologist  Aldo  Leopold  12/21/2011  Something-
something  pressing-tells  me that  there  would  be  a  genocide  in  this  century.  I  see
patches: patches of  a mosaic in the making.  I  see the rise of  white nationalism, an
incipient, subtle preference for Eugenics, systematic targeting mainly (apparently) of
members of the left,  the activation of F.E.M.A. camps in the apparent absence of a
national disaster, the passing of the NDAA, a bill positing the entire United States to be a
[battlefield] and permitting the indefinite detention of American citizens, with a 93-7 vote
in the U.S. Senate, the militarization of  Space, the now widespread use of  directed
energy weapons on innocent individuals2 deemed “undesirable” by powerful members of
society, gas-lighting, community-oriented policing and harassment campaigns akin to the
F.B.I.’s Counter-Intelligence Program (CoIntelPro) in the 1970s, “threat assessment
teams,” fusion centers, overpopulation, and climate change. I see these elements, and I
cannot help but connect them, molding them into some grand design. Of course, I may
be wrong. Yet, something-something pressing-tells me that there would be a genocide in
this century. It is December 26, 2011, and I write this document in my journal. I have
retained  journals  ever  since  2009,  and  in  them,  I  have  sought  to  comprehend  my
beleaguered reality. I have also contacted fellow victims in the Denver area. I am now a
victim of daily microwave assaults and public harassment, and sometimes, I would feel
an engulfing heat apparently from "nowhere." Moreover, financial constraints are more
prominent than ever. Still, I pray. I pray for my salvation, the salvation of all victims, and
the  salvation  of  humanity  in  this  new,  state-sponsored terrorism encompassing  all
N.A.T.O.  nations2.  In  addition,  I  continue  to  record.  Somebody  must  know  what
happened  to  us.  Somebody  must  know  the  truth.
01/04/2012 Our oppression is private. Our minds become prison cells. Our nature is
attacked relentlessly.  We are forced to doubt  ourselves.  We are forced into cages,
shackled,  and  tortured  so  cleverly  that  none  but  ourselves  and  the  oppressors
understand our oppression. After all, who would believe that so many people upon whom
society depends would be so cruel or indifferent? If only they knew… If only they would
remember…Our oppression in private. Our minds become prison-cells. We are targets;
we are innocent; and we have been betrayed. 01/09/2012 I have long surmised that I am
not the only victim of this crime with my social status. I recall that at Howard, I once
thought that I heard someone apparently proximal to me in the Undergraduate Library
utter: “No matter how many times I try, this one always stands up.” I also recall strange
incident that occurred on November 14, 2011 at Howard University Hospital, in which I
thought that I heard someone say: “He’s faking it…he’s thinking…” I heard this while
pretending  to  act  in  an  expected  manner  so  as  to  leave  a  very  uncomfortable
situation…What strikes me as most peculiar is the almost “ghetto” accent of the voice, an
accent that I had not expected… 01/11/11 Carole Smith’s On the Need for the Adoption
of New Criteria of Psychological Diagnosis in the Light of Mind-Invasive Technology
(2007): “The calculated and technological entry into another person’s mind is an act of
monumental barbarism which obliterates-perhaps, with the twiddling of a dial-the history
and civilization of man’s mental development. It is more than an abuse of Human Rights;
it is the destruction of meaning. For anyone who is forced into the hell of an unseen
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mental rapist, the effort to stay sane is beyond the scope of tolerable endurance. The
imaginative capacity of the ordinary mind cannot encompass the horror of it. We have
attempted to come to terms with the experiment of Nazis in concentration camps. We
now have the prospect of systematic control authorized by men who issue instructions
through satellite communications for t destruction of societies while they are driving new
Jaguars and Mercedes and going o the opera.” 01/17/2012 A.B. Yehoshua’s Facing the
Forests (1968): “It’s insulting, this insistence upon the tangible-as though that were the
main point, as though there weren’t some idea involved here.” Facing the Forests (1968):
“What if, in an obscure rage, against society or whatever, the firewatcher should himself
set the forest on fire?” 01/20/2012 Peter Brooks’s The Emperor’s Body (2011): “The
reader’s soul is the violin, you are simply the bow playing on it.” The Emperor’s Body
(2011): “[An account of Napoleon’s 1812 invasion of Moscow]: ‘Moscow burned before
his eyes. Flames danced from rooftops, like enormous votive candles. Buildings tumbled
in crescendos of  sparks.  The pyramid of  fire lit  up the surrounding countryside in a
strange, theatrical light. Like the final act of some unimaginable opera. Don Giovanni with
the flames on the stage rather than in the trap. Beyle stood aside from the neighboring
column  of  carriages  and  watched.  Moscow  gone.’”  01/29/2012  (12:46pm)  Project
Censored’s Top 25 Under-reported News Stories of 2009-2010 (2011): “The American
public is now witnessing the whole-sale privatization of education as cities, municipalities,
and states are suffering from budget woes caused by the pillage and social failures of
financial monopoly capitalism and its devastating policies that are intent on privatizing
everything public, from schools to the military, to healthcare, to public housing.” Top 25
Under-reported  News  Stories  of  2009-2010(2011):  “In  October  2009,  under  great
pressure  from the United States,  the  government  of  Spain  decided to  limit  its  own
jurisdiction in cases of genocide and crimes against humanity, thus closing one of the last
windows of accountability for the most serious crimes committed by the most powerful
nations on Earth.” 02/01/2012 Christoff Lehman’s Neo-colonialism, Subversion in Africa,
and Global Conflict (2011): “The main obstacles [to] the advance of neo-colonialism on
the African continent has never been Al-Qaeda but Muammar al-Gadhafi, the Libyan
government….Laurent  Gbagbo  of  the  Ivory  Coast,  and  Robert  Mugabe  of
Zimbabwe…Gadhafi  and Libya were lobbying the African Union to  abandon C.F.A.
treaties with France and to establish a Pan-African, gold-backed currency, which would
end the usury, the robbery of African nations’ resources and the enslavement of an entire
population.”  02/04/2012 Nikola Tesla’s Letter  to the New York Times Editor  (1908):
“According to an adopted theory, every ponderable atom is differentiated from a tenuous
fluid, filling all space merely by spinning motion, as a whirl of water in a clam lake. By
being  set  in  movement,  this  fluid,  the  ether,  becomes gross  matter.  Its  movement
arrested, the primary substance reverts to its normal state. It appears, then, possible for
man through harnessing energy of the medium and suitable agencies for starting and
stopping ether whirls to cause matter to form and disappear. At his command, almost
without effort on his part, old worlds would vanish and new ones would spring into being.
He could alter the size of this planet, control its seasons, adjust its distance from the Sun,
guide it on its eternal journey along any path he might choose, through the depths of the
universe. He could make planets collide and produce his moons and stars, his heat and
light: he could originate life in all its infinite forms. To cause at will the birth and death of
matter would be man’s grandest deed, which would give him the mystery of physical
creation, make him fulfill  his ultimate destiny.”  Peter Phillips’s U.S. Electromagnetic
Weapons  and  Human Rights  (2006):  “We [Americans]  are  in  a  time  of  extremism,
permanent war, and the unilateral manifestation of ethnocentrism and power by a cabal
of people in the U.S. government. These power elites have been in operation for decades
and  are  set  on  nothing  less  than  the  total  U.S.  military  domination  of  the  world.”
02/04/2012 (9:27pm) F.B.I. Whistle-blower Ted Gunderson’s statement of April 26, 2011:
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“In addition to high-ranking members of the F.B.I., other intelligence services, and the
government overall, wealthy, powerful members of criminal syndicates, multi-millionaires,
and the corporate elite  are using the government  gang stalking program to  harass
enemies. They can get a targeted individual harassed for the rest of that individual’s
life…The higher status members of the gang-stalking conspiracy initiate the gang-stalking
and coordinate logistics and funding, lower echelon government rogue operatives, lower
ranking members of the military (in violation of Posse Comitatus), petty criminals, and
street  thugs  perform  the  actual  grunt  work  of  daily  monitoring  and  harassment  of
individuals targeted by the program.” 02/06/2012 (9:51pm) I have this theory. Bear with
me, for it is a terrifying theory. The society is apparently progressive: the media ostensibly
portrays progressivism in all of its glory. Yet, silently, a genocide occurs. A transition
occurs. Most believe this transition to be of a demographic nature. What if, though, they
are both right and wrong? The majority believes that this transition is nothing more than a
demographic shift, at the end of which the society would be free-and more egalitarian.
Yet, I see trends that do not support this thesis. I notice that targets are often liberal,
independent thinkers. How can you move toward liberalism when you sequester liberal
thought? I see around me an emphasis on conformity, a disdain for individuality, and a
deception so terrifyingly vast that I often wonder how it came into existence. In a free
society, the government would not turn a blind eye to the systematic, covert elimination of
innocent civilians. In a free society, crimes against humanity would not be condoned. Yet,
here I am, in possession of much evidence pertaining to my plight and yet still pleading to
be recognized. Here we are, targets and members of a fringe that apparently widens as
time  progresses.  Here  is  a  nation  whose  intelligence  services  retain  the  ability  to
eliminate or torture anyone for arbitrary reasons. Somewhere along the short line of
American history, something went horribly wrong. Too few people wielded too much
power. Now, a silent holocaust has commenced: a holocaust of minds. I have this theory.
Bear with me, for it is a terrifying theory. 02/09/2012 (3:05pm) Robin Webster’s Evidence
for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree (2010): “The [U.S.] Military Commissions
Act moved the legal definition of torture well away from what constitutes torture under
international  law to  one  relying  on  criteria  that  torture  must  result  in  a  near-death
experience or organ failure.” Evidence for the Existence of an Invisible Third Degree
(2010): “The ultimate goal of the invisible third degree seems to be the marginalization or
elimination of individuals portrayed as representing a threat to public safety, but are
probably simply seen as undesirable for some reason. In my opinion, to achieve this goal,
invisible third degree methods are used to degrade the mental health of the victim while
exposing them to baiting and entrapment schemes. If the victim is resistant to these
methods, the intensity may be increased sufficiently that suicide becomes an additional,
acceptable outcome. This occurs before the victim ever encounters the police because
today it is much harder for the police to hide the fact that they are detaining someone.
Should the victim become aware of their status as a victim, they are then exposed to
methods designed to  destroy their  credibility,  which could  be considered a form of
incommunicado. Should the victim’s credibility  withstand this assault  and the victim
continues to seek legal representation, they are stripped of everything and anything that
could be of some support during attempts to seek help. I wouldn’t be surprised if the
ranks of the homeless are filled with targeted individuals who have tried to fight the
system and have lost…Given the suspected long history of [this American torture regime]
it probably developed other traits common to past torture regimes. This would include the
evolution  of  methods  designed to  protect  its  existence.  The invisible  nature  of  the
methods used would provide a measure of protection. The destruction of the mental and
physical health of the primary witness and thus their credibility would provide another
measure of protection.” 02/18/2012 (10:10pm) Sometimes, you are afraid to think. You
fear your own mind. You fear thought because you would probably be punished for it. On
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other occasions, you are afraid to move. You move, and you are shocked. You live in a
cage. It is terrifying. It is ubiquitous. But you cannot prove its existence. This inability
strengthens the cage, so much so that at times, you feel smaller than the smallest atom-
weaker than the weakest dove. Then, there is the frequent memory loss-the frustrating
inability to effectively record time. Not to mention the oppression of creativity. You are not
yourself. You must fight each minute to be. Yet, who do you fight? Who is the enemy?
The mind is besieged, and sometimes, you are afraid to think. You are afraid to be.
Miraculously, it is this fear that forces the wiser ones to fight-and to fight hard. You fight
for your freedom. You fight for your existence. You fight for life. God, save me.
It is February 23, 2012, and I am homeless. I sit in a car parked outside of an affluent
home and stuffed with the bric-a-brac of my short, American life, and I write. I do not
know of tomorrow, but I know of now: the cold, the isolation, and of course, the familiar,
unnatural sensations. I hope that I can find better shelter tomorrow, but I am aware of the
many people who hope for the same. I have long stopped asking: how did I get here? In
truth, anyone could have foreseen this morning's fit of rage bolstered by a mother who
fails to see-to even consider-that her son is tormented by an evil great and terrifying.
Thus,  here  I  am,  hopeful  that  I  would  not  starve  tomorrow  and  amazed  at  the
"commonness" of my surroundings. I think: they do not know. And I very much hope that
they never do.
02/29/2012  (approximated  time-8:30am,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  ...On
February 25, 2012, I experienced a sensation rare and arcane…It was a sort of electric
charge across my forehead, which had hitherto been the recipient of small, annoying
shocks.  I  recall  “willing”  the  shocks  to  disappear  while  I  meditated,  and  almost
immediately, they became less concentrated, spreading across the entire forehead. This
happened twice, and on each occasion, I am certain that I “willed” this spread. Bear with
me, for even I do not understand it. I had previously read that there exists no psychic
defense against mind-invasive technology, but had I read a false conclusion? Is there a
psychic defense? Had I discovered one? I hope to replicate this discovery, but as yet, I
have not done so. I must mention, though, that the small, concentrated shocks around
my forehead  have  not  been  frequent  since  the  25th,  and  I  have  since  then  rarely
experienced them while meditating. What does this mean? Bear with me, for even I do
not understand it. 02/29/2012 (approximated time-3:00pm, ...Homeless Shelter, Denver,
CO) Whenever you have something precious, you must not simply cling to it. You must
replicate it. You must do as I do now. My life, for all of its flaws and mistakes, is one of my
more precious possessions. Therefore, I replicate it;  and I do so through inscription.
Then, I make copies of my inscription, and I store these copies in multiple locations. Like
Rowling’s Horcruces4. In each copy lies a parcel of my life-my essence. It amazes me
sometimes: nature’s tricks. The blessed mother gives her children all that they need to
prosper. To us, the quiet and sensitive, she gives introspection: sense. The historian-the
recorder-is not necessarily brawny. But what he lacks in appearance, he more than
compensates in reasoning. For the very act of inscription, although apparently simple, is
powerful-perhaps, even, the most powerful human act. In writing-in recording-we bestow
immortality. In recording my life, I ensure that my mind does not end with my body: the
former  merely  waits,  after  deat,  for  another  vessel  in  which  to  replicate  itself.  The
immortal replicator. I must disagree with Dawkins to some extent; it is not the meme-the
idea-that is replicated-not simply, anyway: it is as well the mind-a way of thought, a mode
of being. In my journals, I duplicate myself: I create “horcruces.” And one day after death,
I would live again. 03/11/2012 (3:05pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) After a while,
you stop asking: Why?It becomes both tedious and nonsensical to do so. You try to
adjust, surviving daily with the awareness that you are not expected to survive. You think
of "the whole situation," and you often wonder how you have retained your sanity. A this
point, you have forgotten anger. It has become a chain, one which you cannot afford. As
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your very freedom is daily endangered, you cling to whatever ounce of it that you obtain.
Sometimes, you want to scream. You want to yell. You want to shout your oppression to
this mysteriously indifferent "human family." Then, reason, that which has aided your
survival, warns against the former desire in hushed tones...You stare at yourself in the
mirror, and if you are especially lucky, you catch a transient glimpse of a former self.
However, in your situation, you cannot afford much nostalgia. You look away from the
mirror and towards a wall that appears to have been there for as long as time itself and
would very likely always be. You could always end things. Yet, what great good would
that do? You recall the truth that is both beautiful and terrifying: you must survive for
humanity. You recall this, and you continue to live. You tell yourself: you do not have to
be so morose. After all, there are "the good times," during which you may even find cause
to love again. Yet, you find, during darker hours, that you have stopped asking: Why?"
03/11/2012  (9:55pm,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  Not  too  long  ago,  I  tried
activating my camera using Christopher O.’s (a fellow homeless person) batteries, and
the camera performed some amazing feats, including the rapid extension and relaxation
of tis lens (multiple times before shutting down and the rapid flashing of its orange light.
Amazingly, when I tried activating the camera in Christopher’s presence, the camera
neither extended its lens nor flashed rapidly (only one orange flash before shutting
down). It deserves noting that as I cannot easily scan my journal entries, I conceived of
the  idea  to  photograph  them with  my camera.  Thus,  I  intend  to  buy  new batteries
tomorrow. However, I must not that the mysterious, multiple extensions and relaxations5
of my camera’s lens have occurred on previous occasions without my interference6…
03/14/2012 (1:02pm, …Library, Englewood, CO) Victor Hugo's Les Misérables(1862;
translated  by  Norman  Denny,  1976):  "[Joly]  maintained  that  man  was  subject  to
magnetism like a compass-needle, and placed his bed with its head pointing north and its
feet south so that his circulation might not be affected by the attraction of the poles."
03/15/2012 (5:10pm, …Library, Englewood, CO) Victor Hugo's Les Misérables(1862;
translated by Norman Denny, 1976): "Humanity is our common lot. All men are made of
the same clay. There is no difference, at least here on Earth, in the fate assigned to us.
We come of the same void, inhabit the same flesh, are dissolved in the same ashes. But
ignorance infecting the human substance turns it black, and that incurable blackness,
gaining possession of the soul, becomes Evil." 03/18/2012 (approximated time-6:15pm,
…Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) You are assaulted with sound. You cannot trust your
ears. You find it difficult to distinguish between sound common and sound menacing. A
younger "you" would have believed in your insanity. But you know better. You know well
the machinations of the gas-lighter. You know that you are assaulted with sound. You
know evil-subtle, terrifying evil. You are assaulted with sound. You cannot trust your ears.
03/20/2012 (2:45pm, ...Library, Englewood, CO) ...Victor Hugo's Les Misérables (1862;
translated by Norman Denny, 1976): "Despots play their part in the works of thinkers.
Fettered words are terrible words. The writer doubles and trebles the power of his writing
when a ruler imposes silence on the people. Something emerges from that enforced
silence, a mysterious fullness which filters through and becomes steely in the thought.
Repression in history leads to conciseness in the historian, and the rocklike hardness of
much celebrated prose is due to the tempering of the tyrant...The honesty of a great
spirit...is  devastating."  03/31/2012 (5:00pm, …Homeless Shelter,  Denver,  CO) The
thoughts are replayed. Like a broken gramophone, you think the same strain of thought
again, and again, and again. It becomes a stubborn echo. You want to think of other
things. But the echo, simply by your eventual concentration upon it, chooses to remain.
Your  brain  is  ‘gas-lighted’  by  mind-invasive  technology.  No respite.  Your  prison  is
everywhere and everywhere deniable. You might doubt yourself-your sanity. This is, after
all, the ultimate purpose of gas-lighting: self-destruction. The gas-lighter does not ‘kill’-not
in the traditional sense. But in torturing your mind with the specter of denial, the gas-
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lighter imposes undue doubt. The real triumph of the gas-lighter lies not so much in the
elimination  of  the  victim  but  in  the  germination  of  the  victim’s  uncertainty.  This  is
psychological warfare. It is clever, and it is by no means less important that the war of
swords  and  arms.  This  is  a  war  for  the  mind,  the  crux  of  humanity…04/06/2012
(10:44pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) I stand in the torrent of a shower room. I
look at  outstretched,  cocoa-brown arms.  They seem weak,  hardened,  beaten.  I  tell
myself: “this body, you have suffered for so long, and even more suffering is to come.But
it would all be worth it.” Am I wrong? Reason, that ever robotic thing, would reply: I do not
know.  But  I  do  not  look  solely  to  reason  for  answers.  I  look  to  something  higher-
something  above  and  within.  I  look  to  God…God,  save  me.
04/13/2012 (approximated time-7:00pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
It  is  the 19th year of  my life,  and I  write to you from a homeless shelter  in a rather
impoverished part of America, the land of the free. I, like other residents of this shelter,
am one of Hugo's Les Misérables, stripped of social warmth, floundering in a tide bleak
and uncertain. I must ask, now, that you forgive me for my pretense in the first sentence: I
no longer seek pride or luxury. I no longer need a "pretty shirt," a car, a lover... I am poor,
miserable, and tired-tired of the absurdities and contradictions of life. Why continue, I
wonder? I never asked to be a victim of America's silent holocaust. I never asked to be
shocked, conditioned, tortured, and experimented upon like a dog. Yet, here I am, with
virtually nothing left save my pen and journal, tears streaming from exhausted eyes, and I
am writing to anyone out there who may read this. I am writing to those who may still
doubt my oppression. I am writing to those who may fear accepting it. Above all, though, I
am writing to humanity-to whatever ounce of it remains in this world. Oh, God...Can I
finish? It is you-the apathetic majority-that caused this to happen. When reviewing the
past, blame no one save yourself. Your apathy beats me each day, and sometimes, I try-
so desperately try-to place myself in your shoes. I can't. If I were you, I would want to
know that every innocent citizen of my nation enjoyed the same opportunities that I do. I
would not stand in silence as I watch evil grip my nation. Am I harsh? Have I offended
you?  Good:  please,  take  offense.  Feel  something-something  close,  I  hope,  to
compassion.  My  name  is  Edmund  Edede  Igberaese;  I  have  lost  a  father  and  a
grandfather in three years; I have been forced into the fringe; I am deprived of sleep,
assaulted with sound, shocked, and dehumanized; and I write. I write for my life, which
must,  I  believe,  continue.  God,  save me.04/15/2012 (4:38pm, …Homeless Shelter,
Denver, CO) Steven L. Gardiner’s White Nationalism Revisited: Demographic Dystopia
and White Identity Politics(2005):  “In the face of  both the demographic transition to
minority  status  and  the  identity-based  mobilization  of  blacks  and  other  non-white
minorities, white nationalists are choosing to risk the exposure of white privilege in order
to construct an explicitly white identity politics.”  04/18/2012 (10:15pm, … Homeless
Shelter, Denver, CO) You try to sleep, and “clicks” and “tat-tat-tats” commence. You wear
ear-plugs, and the loudness of near, small sounds in silence becomes evident. You begin
to fear sleep… 04/22/2012 (approximated time-8:00pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver,
CO) Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead(1943): “[Dominique Francon:] ‘The hardest thing to
explain is the glaringly evident which everybody has decided not to see.’” 05/12/2012
(4:10pm,  …Homeless  Shelter,  Denver,  CO)  I  finished  reading  The  Fountainhead
yesterday,  and I  have thought that  if  I  could survive this book-this manifesto of  the
egotist-I would survive anything. In Rand, there is no room for God-for my submission to
a higher power. Yet, nearly a century before the publication of The Fountainhead, a
French man named Victor Hugo published “a drama in which the leading character is the
Infinite…”  (Les  Misérables)  Who is  right:  Hugo  or  Rand?  I  enjoyed  reading  of  the
necessity of God and the value of purity and morality in Hugo’s 1862 piece. However,
Rand’s 1943 piece prompts serious consideration of the importance of the ego. Am I a
“second-hander”?In  submitting to  a  “higher  power,”  have I  been consumed by that
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“selfless monster” that destroys the world? Am I a fool, an “imbecile” who always smiles-
ever content with suffering, lacking, as Rand’s Gail Wynand did, the courage of his own
greatness? I maintain that I prefer Hugo to Rand. I would rather be a soul that “loves and
suffers” than one guided solely by the “right of the ego.” I must be a fool, then, made
even more so by my complacency with this description. Yet, what if, in some alternate
reality, the woman known as “Ayn Rand” had completely altered my perceptions? Would I
be  content,  as  I  am  now,  to  suffer  virtuously  in  the  silence  of  patience  as  I  am
dehumanized daily? Would I take more risks? Would I have sought a trial at the onset of
my homelessness? Or would I do what I already do, only differently: continue to suffer not
for the sake of suffering-“the trials”-but for reason (my suffering-the recording of it-is the
only  hope for  justice)? Whichever  path I  choose,  I  find myself  here,  in  this  shelter,
recording-writing for my life. Thus, regarding the previous question, “Who is right: Hugo or
Rand?” I maintain that this is a prelude to another argument that can never be won (see
the 04/28/2012-11:40pm entry)… 05/17/2012 (7:35pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The House of the Seven Gables (1852): “It is very singular how
the fact  of  a  man’s  death often seems to  give people a truer  idea of  his  character,
whether for good or evil, than they would have possessed while he was living among
them. Death is so genuine a fact that it excludes falsehood, or betrays its emptiness; it is
a  touchstone  that  proves  the  gold,  and  dishonors  the  baser  metal.”  05/27/2012
(approximated time-9:30pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) (Personal Fiction: The
Story of Vaughn) Let me tell you a story. It is one rare, tragic, and altogether beautiful;
and it begins in poverty. His name was Vaughn, and he was born on the 16th of March,
1943. In puerility, he enjoyed reading; he would read everything: Bronte, Hugo, Faust,
Moliere, Tzu, Dadié…Great literature, in his eyes, was not ultimately determined by men
but by ideas of men. In each novel, he found a world through which he could journey-a
life  new and all  the  more  powerful  for  its  fiction.  In  latter,  difficult  years,  he  would
remember these pieces: their  words,  their  very souls.  He would also remember the
freedom of innocence. At age 9, he did not know of the power of human vice-of greed,
corruption, and malice. You must understand that he, although poor and often homeless,
lived a sheltered life. He made few attachments before adulthood, preferring the safety of
solitude. For this, he may be criticized, but such criticism would be unfair. It would lack
the depth of “Why?” What reason lay behind his preference? I stated previously that he
did not know the power of human vice, but I, like so many, may have been wrong in doing
so; perhaps, he knew it too well. His life, more than most, was marred by the debris of
others. For you see, he was special. IN his view, though, he was an “anomaly”-a thing to
be hated for its very nature. Like most, he copied society, internalizing their hatred for
himself, so much so that he shrunk deeply into himself, like a snail does amidst terror.
The horror, for Vaughn, was convention, and he knew not how to respond save to hide.
Was he to blame? Was he a fool? Your answer matters little, but it must matter to you.
Vaughn achieves self-awareness around the onset of adulthood. He does so through a
seemingly endless suffering-suffering enough to break a man and the resulting pieces. At
19, he no longer despises himself. Seeing him, you would, at first glance, understand his
story not as a singularity but as a pivot in the great, big machinery of his present society.
His very existence forces into the open that which thrives best in the shadows created
and enhanced by convention. And he knows it. What is this thing? Its name matters not
for it has too many. But in all, there is the common thread: oppression. He meets it daily,
but he, like a blessed few, both sees and names it. He gains power in words, words
modified from the books of his youth and the dark depths of the social diary. His words,
contestable  and  sometimes  abstruse,  are  true.  They  are  so  because,  simple  and
powerful, they come from journeys into the human soul, that which is most crucial. He
has found the benefits of solitude, and he has found that they are abundant. Vaughn dies
in the rain. Around him are rings of water in formation and destruction. He lies supinely,
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drops of clear water dancing on his face, and his eyes, full of love and wet with tears, are
watching God. 05/28/2012 (approximated tim-2:30pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO)
Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre(1847): “[Preface:] ‘Conventionality is not morality. Self-
righteousness is not religion. To attack the first is not to assail the last…The world may
not like to see these ideas dissevered, for it has been accustomed to blend them: finding
it convenient to make external show pass for sterling worth-to let white-washed walls
vouch for clean shrines. It may hate him who dares to scrutinize and oppose-to raze the
gilding, and show base metal under it-to prostrate the sepulcher, and reveal charnel
relics; but hate as it will, it  is indebted to him.” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Jane:] ‘I ought to
forgive you, for you know not what you did: while rending my heart-strings, you thought
you were only uprooting my bad propensities.’” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Helen Burns:] ‘It
would be your duty to bear it if you cannot avoid it. It is weak and silly to say you ‘cannot
bear’ what is your fate to be required to bear.’” Jane Eyre (1847): “[Helen Burns:] ‘Life
appears to me too short to be spent in nursing animosity or registered wrongs. We are,
and must be, one and all, burdened with faults in this world; but the time will soon come
when, I trust, we shall put them off in putting off our corruptible bodies: when debasement
and sin will fall from us with this cumbrous frame of flesh and only the spark of the spirit
will  remain.’”  05/30/2012 (11:15am, …Library, Denver, CO) Charlotte Bronte’s Jane
Eyre(1847): “[Jane:] ‘I do not think...you have a right to command me merely because
you are older than I, or because you have seen more of the world than I have-your claim
to superiority depends on the use you have made of your time and experience.’” Jane
Eyre (1847): “[Mr. Edward Rochester:] ‘…unheard of combinations of circumstances
demand unheard of rules.’ [Jane:] ‘That sounds a dangerous maxim, sir; because one
can see at once that it is liable to abuse…Thehuman and the fallible should not arrogate
a power with which the divine and perfect alone can be safely entrusted.’” 06/02/2012
(1:03pm, …Homeless Shelter, Denver, CO) Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre(1847): “I did
what human beings do instinctively when they are driven to utter extremity-looked for aid
to one higher than man: the words ‘God help me!’ burst involuntarily from my lips.”

It is June 06, 2012, and I sit on a bus, looking ahead. I gravitate towards something new-
something like an abyss that is neither black nor white, with specks of grey adorning its
edges. As I head towards transitional housing, I recall the events of the past week. I am
amazed by these memories. Did I truly write: “it is as if the sequence is under attack?”
How did I survive the pervasive memory loss, confusion, localized headaches, and other
ills?  Above  all,  how did  I  cope  with  the  inevitable  conclusion  of  the  previous  day:
“somebody does not want me to leave the shelter alive?” I ask these questions silently,
staring  ahead,  focused on that  which  I  have desired  for  so  long:  “A  room of  one’s
own.”1Perhaps, herein lies the key to my survival: my steadfast belief in the coming of
tomorrow-in the temporality of the human world. Even on the most severe occasions,
when prayer-the very act-was under siege, I believed. The “12” bus stops, and in five
minutes, I am at the door. Is this heaven or hell? It is neither. It is survival. I enter the
abyss. 06/12/2012 (12:17am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) In a sense, you fight
back. You have been doing so all  along. In your meekness-your seemingly pathetic
recalcitrance-you have been waging a war. You recoil into a shell, but that only stimulates
their ire: they attack more brutally-more savagely. They do so, and with each increment
of perversity, they lose themselves. You fight back in a manner that appears contrary to
its purpose by hiding in a shell. You give them no respite from depravity. You give them
no ounce of soul-no room for dignity, honor, ‘higher.” They may seek to destroy your soul,
but  in  a  silent,  secret  way,  you destroy theirs.  You fight  back by not  fighting at  all.
06/16/2012 (5:23pm, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) Cheryl Walsh’s Cold War Non-
consensual Experiments: The Threat of Neuroweapons and the Danger it will happen
again (2012): “The U.S. Constitution provides an individual the right to be free from
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nonconsensual experiments, but the current [U.S.] federal regulation on human subject
protections is the 1991 Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects, known as
the Common Rule…The Common Rule includes a provision allowing federal agency
heads and directors  to  waive  ‘any  requirement  of  the  Common Rule’-including the
informed consent  requirement-‘for  any  kind  of  human subject  research.’  Since  the
Common Rule also includes a section allowing a statute or executive order to override
the notification and publication requirements, the waiver can take place in secret. The
waiver and secrecy provisions in effect condone and legalize further nonconsensual
experiments similar to those which occurred during the Cold War.” Former Department of
Defense Contractor  Robert  Duncan’s  The Matrix  Deciphered(2006):  “My goal  is  to
awaken Americans to the continued horrific acts of military and C.I.A. weapons testers in
this country and the other branches of governments’ inability to stop them and hold them
accountable…After reading this book, the only excuse people.of the community have for
continuing to disbelieve the victim is their own ignorance and inability to cope with the
shame of  being American.  I  will  sound extreme in my writings.  It  is  the intention of
government experiments to be as violent and harsh as possible to victims to make them
sound crazy when they describe the events.  This needs to be part  of  the historical
records for  future generations to learn the failings of  our own…The tactics used by
C.I.A./D.o.D. (U.S. Department of Defense) for massive human experimentation has not
changed in  35 years.  Acting like  a  Dr.  Jekyll  and Mr.  Hyde allows them cover  and
plausible denial while they cower back into the fringe and shadows of government. If they
made  the  experiments  mild,  people  would  be  more  likely  to  believe  the  DoD/CIA
conducted this kind of torture research.” 06/18/2012 (8:14am, [Transitional Housing],
Denver, CO) Why is it called, “The Book of Revelations”? I often muse that in those Great
books-the Talmud, Torah, Quran, and Bible-lies a story-a story of human existence. One
may even see a timeline: from Genesis-our birth-to Exodus-man’s search for freedom-to
Revelations-the end. In the latter, John sees a vision of an apocalypse-the absolute end
and absolute beginning. Was this final chapter named solely after John’s visions? Or was
the resemblance derived from the detailed observations of  a “seer”? Now, before I
continue, I strongly urge you, the reader, to consider the verity of prophecy: at least,
imagine it to have some tangible basis. What if the “apocalypse” seen by John were a
necessary corollary to certain revelations concerning human existence? If I were a “seer”
observing the end of man, I would not see-most importantly-an alien invasion, a natural
disaster, or some other external event. Rather, I would see an internal crisis-the division
of the soul. Revelations so powerful that they may threaten the very foundation of human
illusion. Is this why the last book, the final chapter of the human condition, is termed,
“Revelations”? Would humanity wilt under the pressure of revelations of truths hidden in
plain sight? Or is it  only one revelation-the most powerful of all:  “I  am”? 06/18/2012
(10:48am, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) Robert Becker’s and Gary Snelden’s The
Body Electric:  Electromagnetism and the  Foundation  of  Life  (1985):  “Two kinds  of
magnetic fields have been found [in the human body]: quickly reversing AC fields are
produced by the back-and-forth ion currents in the nerve and muscle. They’re strongest
in the heart since its cells contract in synchrony. The SQUID (Super-conducting Quantum
Interferometric Device] has also confirmed the existence of the direct-current perineural
system, which, especially in the brain, produces steady DC magnetic fields one billionth
the strength of Earth’s field of about one-half gauss.” The Body Electric…(1985): “We can
try to define the bare minimum, the processes that must be available before an entity can
be called living…The criteria for life can be summarized as organization, information
processing, regeneration, and rhythm…The funny thing is that all of these criteria are met
by the activities of semiconducting crystals…The Earth’s volcanic mining would have
produced minerals with a wide array of current-handling abilities to start  from. Most
important,  the  piezoelectric,  pyrooelectric,  photoelectric,  and  other  responses  of
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semiconducting crystals could have served as an analog method of processing and
storing information about  pressure,  heat,  and light.  Moreover,  repeated passage of
current through some semiconductors permanently changes the materials’ characteristics
so as to make the same electrical responses easier in the future. Movement of electrons
along the crystal lattice inevitably would have been shaped by geo-celestial cycles in the
Earth’s  electromagnetic  field,  as well  as by the fields around other  such crystalline
organisms nearby-providing a sense of time and information about the neighbors. The
currents also would have reflected any loss of material and guided the deposition of
replacement atoms to restore the original structure. The idea of certain rocks, in the curse
of a billion years or so, gradually becoming responsive to their surroundings, growing,
learning to “hunt’ when a lava flow or sulfuric rain ate away part of a vortex, slo9wly
rebuilding, pulsing with, well, life…all of this may seem a bit bizarre. Yet it’s really no
stranger than imagining the same transformation from droplets of brother [Miller-Urey
1953 experiment/abiogenesis]…The biggest hurdle for this theory is accepting the idea
that life could develop in the dry state, either out of the oceans or in the realm underneath
them. Since the mid-1960s, it has seemed more plausible, for it was then that H.E.Histon,
of the University of Bristol, England, learned that at least one organism spends parts of its
life completely without liquid water. Certain flies of the Sahara desert lay their eggs in the
brief pond formed by the rare rains. The larvae go through several metamorphoses in the
water, but they’re almost always interrupted by the evaporation of the pool.  Though
completely desiccated, in a state Histon named “cryptobiosis,” they survive months or
years until the next rainstorm, whereupon they take up where they left off. The larvae can
be quick-dried and stored in a vacuum for many years. Placed in water, they resurrect in
a few minutes. If a larva is cut in two when active, it takes six minutes to die. If its flash-
dried in the first  minute,  the two pieces can be kept  on a shelf  for  years,  but  when
returned to water they’ll live out their remaining five minutes. Contrary to common sense,
it  appears that  in  this  case life  doesn’t  need water,  but  death cannot  occur without
it…Getting rid of the water-equals-life assumption makes the crystalline theory more
believable. Conditions on the young planet favored forests of crystals…However, the
crystals would still have needed outside energy to overcome the entropy of nonliving
matter…We also need an explanation for the left- and right-handed molecules. In 1974,
F.E. Cole and E.R. Graf of New Orleans made a theoretical analysis of the Precambrian
Earth’s electromagnetic field that fulfilled both needs. They reasoned that since the
atmosphere was much larger then, it must have pushed the ionosphere further out than it
is  today,  into the region of  the Van Allen belts.  The Earth would then have had an
electromagnetic resonator of two concentric spheres-the upper atmosphere and the
surface. Today, as in the past, Earth’s pulsing magnetic field combines with the solar
wind to induce large currents in the Van Allen belts. In the Precambrian era, however,
fluctuations of current in the Van Allen belts in turn would have generated large currents
in the nearby ionosphere. Since the Earth’s metallic core is an excellent conductor, the
ionospheric currents would have coupled to it, producing an enormous and constant
electrical discharge through the atmosphere and into the Earth. Moreover, since the
distance  around  the  core  at  that  time  was  roughly  equal  to  1  wavelength  of
electromagnetic energy at 10 cycles per second, or about 18,000 miles, this discharge
would have pulsed at 10Hz throughout the resonant cavity, which encompassed the
whole  atmosphere  and  surface.  Besides  directly  providing  electrical  energy,  this
discharge would have produced abundant heat, ultraviolet radiation, and infrasound (or
pressure waves), all of which have fostered varied chemical activity…such a dense and
electrically supercharged atmosphere undoubtedly would have produced great quantities
of amino acids and peptides. As they came together in the air and water, linking chins to
form proteins and nucleic acids, the vectors of electromagnetic force would have favored
spiral shapes twisting in one direction or the other, depending on whether the reaction
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occurred in the Northern or the Southern Hemisphere. In 1981, W. Thiermann and U.
Jarzak found some direct evidence for this theory by synthesizing organic compounds in
a steady-state magnetic field, Changing the orientation of the field gave them higher
yields of either D or L forms…On Earth, all entities formed within the 10-hertz discharge
–and all of their descendants-would resonate at the same frequency and show extreme
sensitivity to it, even after the original power source has been disconnected. As already
noted, it’s the primary frequency of the EEG in all animals, and it can be used to restore
normal rhythms to humans cut off from the normal fields of Earth, moon, and Sun…The
Cole and Graf theory also suggests how the spark of life turned itself off. The atmosphere
gradually became depleted by escape of the lighter gases and by incorporation of the
ammonia and methane into organic compounds. As this happened, the ionosphere would
have  gradually  descended,  becoming  disconnected  from the  Van  Allen  belts.  The
ionospheric currents would have become too small to couple to the Earth’s core, and the
atmospheric cavity too small to resonate at the core’s prescribed frequency. At that point,
the plug was pulled, but life was well  on its way. Aside from competition from more
advanced creatures, the loss of the energy source would explain why we see today no
remnant of the transitional forms still emerging from inanimate matter…This solid-state
theory of life’s creation…leads us to another of biology’s great mysteries-the evolution of
nervous systems-by a  sensible  sequence of  steps.  First,  there  would  have been a
crystalline proto-cell transmitting information directly through its molecular lattice. As the
first cells developed, we can envision chains of microcrystals, then chains of organic
polymers transmitting information in the form of semi-conducting currents. Although the
exact mechanism of electron passage through living tissue is far from clear, nearly all
organic matter  exhibits  piezoelectricity  and the other  hallmarks of  semi-conduction.
Furthermore,  in  a  series  of  experiments  during  the 1970s,  Freeman Cope,  a  Navy
biophysicist building on Szent-Gyorgyi’s work, found evidence of super-conduction at
room temperature  in  a  variety  of  living  matter…Whatever  the  exact  details  of  the
conducting system, the first multicellular organisms probably had networks of cells that
were  very  much  like  the  first  single  cells.  Later,  these  network  cells  would  have
specialized for their DC-carrying duties, linking into syncytia to avoid the high resistance
of intercellular junctions. Somewhere along the line, a central processing center and
information storehouse would have developed. At the same time, separate input and
output tracts would have appeared, and the DC system would have neared its peak of
specialization as its cells evolved into the prototypes of glial, ependymal, and Schwann
cells. At about this time, the high-speed digital impulse system for handling more complex
information would have begun to form inside the older  one.  Today,  all  multicellular
animals have this kind of hybrid system, whose complexities should provide work for at
least a few more generations of neurophysiologists.” The Body Electric…(1985): “…we
have ample proof [igneous rocks bearing magnetic minerals and ocean floor sediments]
that the Earth’s poles have reversed many times during the last half-billion years. Each
time, the shift has coincided with the extinction of many species…The reversal happens
very fast, as geologic time goes. The field strength falls to about half its average for a few
thousand years. Then during another thousand years, the poles change places; then the
field regains its normal strength in another few thousand years. All told, the change takes
about five thousand years…As animals grow more specialized in the course of evolution,
they become more sensitive to some as yet unknown, lethal effect of the reversals. Long
periods without reversals-the quiescent eras that sometimes last tens of millions of years-
seem to produce a profusion of species especially susceptible to the effect, and they’re
weeded out at the next shift…Most recently, J. John Sepkoski. Jr., and David M. Raup fo
the University of Chicago reported what they believed to be a 26-million-year cycle in the
major dyings. If their hypothesis holds up, there may be some solar or galactic event that
interacts with a magnetic reversal for maximum destructive effect…If a geomagnetic
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reversal  raises  the  micro-pulsation  frequencies  into  [the  range  of  30-100Hz],  the
accumulation  of  growth  errors  [in  mitosis]  over  many generations  could  well  mean
extinction…Several scientists have interpreted data form NASA’s MAGSAT orbiter, and
from measurements of magnetic particles in lake sediments as indicating that the Earth’s
magnetic field strength is steadily declining and has been for the last few thousand years.
If so, we may already be entering the next reversal, but it’s also possible we’re merely
experiencing one of the field’s many short-term variations…Nor can we be sure how
serious a reversal would be for us. Hominids have weathered them in the past, but we
have an extra reason for being uneasy this time. If we’re entering a reversal now, it will
be the first one in which the normal field is contaminated with our own electromagnetic
effluvia, and the most powerful of tese, at 50 and 60 Hertz, fall right in the middle of the
‘danger band’ in which interference with growth controls can be expected…The field
giveth as well as taketh away, however. If  we can hang on until  the next peak of tis
strength,  we may benefit  from subtle  infusion of  electromagnetic  wisdom…[Francis
Ivanhoe, a pharmacologist and anthropologist at two universities in San Francisco] has
proposed a direct link from [the Earth’s] magnetic field through the growth-hormone
regulator pathways in the brain to account for major evolutionary gains. He suggests that
part of the hippocampus, a section of the brain’s temporal lobe, acts as a transducer of
electromagnetic energy. A part of the hippocampus called Amon’s horn, an arch with
one-way nerve traffic  directed by a strong current  flow, may read variations in field
strength, feeling them by a bundle of well-documented pathways called the formix to the
hypothalamus and thence to the anterior pituitary, where growth hormone is produced.
It’s known that larger amounts of this hormone in pregnancy increase the size of the
cerebral cortex and the number of its nerve cells in the offspring, as compared with other
parts of the brain. Ivanhoe also notes that the hippocampus and its connections with the
hypothalamus are among the parts of the brain that are much larger in humans than
other primates. The idea gains further support from the fact that neural activity in the
hippocampus increases with electrical stimulation and reaches a maximum at 10 to 15
cycles per second, at or slightly above the dominant micro-pulsation frequency of today’s
[planetary] field. The most powerful shaper of our development may turn out to be the
subtlest, a force that’s completely invisible to us.” The Body Electric… (1985): “There’s
probably another interaction, however, of which we know much less: the effects produced
on living things by the biomagnetic fields of other creatures. If one nervous system could
sense the field of  another,  it  would go a long way towards explaining extrasensory
perception…Any such message system would have at least two major difficulties to
overcome in the course of evolution…One problem is that the strength of the biofields is
far below that of the Earth’s field. Hence, any input from creatures would be embedded in
noise. This is a common obstacle to telecommunications, and there are several ways
around it. The easiest is for sender and receiver both to be frequency locked, that is,
turned to one frequency and insensitive to others. Such a lock-in system might explain
why  spontaneous  ESP experiences  most  often  happen between relatives  or  close
friends. Another theoretical difficulty is the fact that psychic transmission doesn’t seem to
fade with distance. The electromagnetic field around an animal’s nervous system, on the
other  hand,  starts  out  unimaginably  small  and  then  diminishes  rapidly.  However,
extremely low frequency (ELF) transmissions have a peculiar property. Because this
frequency range (from 0.1 to 100 cycles per second) travels all the way around the world
without dying out, if an innate frequency selector is operating within this band, reception
should be the same anywhere on Earth…At this time, the DC perinerual system and its
electromagnetic fields provide the only theory of parapsychology that’s amenable to
direct  experiment.  And it  yields  hypotheses for  almost  all  such phenomena except
precognition.  Telepathy  may  be  the  transmission  and  reception  via  a  biologically
programmed channel of ELF vibrations in the perineural system’s electromagnetic field.
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Dowsing may involve an unconscious sense of the electromagnetic fields of underground
water or minerals, an idea given some support by Russian experiments in the 1960s.
Nicholai  N.  Sachervanov,  now with the USSR’s Ministry  of  Geology,  found that  the
accuracy of forty professional dowsers diminished by at least three-fourths when he
wound a current-carrying wire around their wrists or brought a horseshoe magnet near
their heads… The Body Electric…(1985): “All life on Earth can be considered a unit, a
glaze of  sentience spread thinly  over  the crust.  In  toto,  its  field  would be a hollow,
invisible sphere with the tracery of all the thoughts and emotions of all creatures. The
Jesuit priest and paleontologist-philosopher Pierre Teilhard de Chardin postulated the
same thing, a noosphere, or ocean of mind, arising from the biosphere like a spume.
Given a biological communications channel that can circle the whole Earth in an instant,
possibly based on life’s very mode of origin, ti would be a wonder if each creature had not
retained a link with some such aggregate mind.”
06/20/2012 (6:17pm, [Transitional  Housing],  Denver,  CO) I  have lived here for  two
weeks-two weeks with the realization that victimization follows you, like a bee follows the
scent of honey. Perhaps, I wanted to believe that all of it-the shocks, paired sounds,
“laughter  in  head,”  public  harassment  (“street  theatre”):  the  various  details  of  a
psychological prison-would end as I left  the shelter. Is it  wrong, I  wonder, to delude
yourself in this way? Is it wrong, after witnessing seemingly endless night, to believe in
the existence of day?

The second half of 2012 begins with a second Sun3. What to make of this, I wonder?
One does not want to believe in prophecy and mysticism, but one finds the following
events  especially  discomfiting:  the  appearance  of  two  Suns  on  July  01,  2012,  the
supposed discovery of a 10th, massive planet in Earth’s solar system in the fall of 2011,
Earth’s entrance into an “interstellar could of charged particles” (according to NASA’s
award-winning physicist Alexia Demetriev), a calamitous series of natural events clinging
to the years 2011 and 2012, strange sounds in the sky widely documented in internet
videos (one of which may have been heard by my person in Denver, Colorado’s June),
and a series of mysterious experiences in which I have actively engaged this year. The
perplexity of it all lies in separating truth from fiction; yet, how does one do so with an
uncertain “base” of facts? Did scientists truly “discover” this new planet in 2011, or is it as
was revealed in online videos: this “10th”planet was first discovered in 1986, but news of
this discovery swiftly effaced from public attention. Further, how is it that a planet four
times larger than Jupiter, the former largest planet in our solar system, evades detection
for so long? Moreover, why are certain very insightful documentaries, such as “Human,
The Film,” being banned in the United States and other N.A.T.O. nations? And how
exactly does an 11-year-old Vietnamese girl “start fires with her brain,” baffling parents
and doctors?As I wander through a hot and rainy summer in the heart of America, the
“land of the free” with silently tortured citizens and over 64 domestic drone bases, I
cannot help but wonder if humanity is not headed towards a very crucial point in history.
07/01/2012  (3:38pm,  [Transitional  Housing],  Denver,  CO)  I  met  them today:  other
supposed Colorado victims. They were not as I expected them, but a common theme
flowed through their voices: oppression. C- said: “they let me work…” K- mentioned: “they
have to experiment.” Not one of them, though, mentioned inscription. The act of recording
ongoing harassment did not seem important to them. How could this be so? Recording,
in my estimation, is the only way to make sense of things: to organize the madness of
reality. Yet, here they were, old and young, without a care for the replication of human
experience. Perhaps, the activities were too painful for inscription. Perhaps, they did not
believe  that  recording  matters.  I  looked  at  them as  each  gave  a  theory  of  “Why”:
population control, random experimentation, human depravity…I looked, and I saw, in
spite  of  the  confusion  and  disparities,  a  family  of  strangers.  07/11/2012  (1:21am,
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[Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) I am in a crisis. I am being “led down the rabbit hole.”
I have become interested in UFOlogy, paranormal phenomena, and other “fringe” fields.
The crisis is fueled by a desire to know-to make sense of things. Wouldn’t I want to know
if there were more to the “second Sun” observed on July 1st? Wouldn’t I want to know the
mystery behind Earth’s entry into an “interstellar cloud of charged particles” in a year
posited to be filled with calamity and unrivaled novelty by Mayan prophecy (the year
2012)? Is  it  not  understandable to seek answers to new observations:  the insights,
speed, and general enigma of this year, 2012? Why have I begun to live (apparently) in a
trance, stipulating to know events that have not yet arrived? Why have I begun to speak
at length of “awakening,” “transition,” “other, advanced species,” “gifts,”  “collective,”
“higher,” “multiple dimensions,” and other enigmatic concepts? What happens to me this
year? I rotate ceaselessly in what appears to be a “rabbit hole”; but I am human-not a
rabbit. The distinction, however, does not appear to matter too much anymore. Oh, God!
Did I  just  write  that? Do I  want  to  accept  what  it  means? In the midst  of  all  of  this,
however, are the mysterious, repeated thoughts: you are close…remember to close your
eyes.  It  is  the  second  half  of  2012  A.D.,  and  I  am Man in  a  crisis.  God,  save  me.
07/25/2012 (10:29pm, [Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) I sit on a bus, looking outside,
and I decide, in a moment of stark solemnity, that I am not what they want me to be. Not
a machine to be controlled at will. Not a being at which to gawk and gape. I decide, at this
point, that I am simply human; even more, I decide that I am comfortable with this label:
human. It is a very serious decision, and I see it-the severity of it-as I sit on a bus, looking
outside. I see it even now, as a sort of invisible ice-pick burrows into the back of my skull
and occupants of the unit above mine apparently laugh loudly as I begin a new sentence,
occasionally pounding their floor-my ceiling-twice in tandem. I see it every minute of
every hour in which I am reminded of the chains around me, shocked like a lab rat and
attacked for my being. I see it. I face it. I tame it. I control it. I am Man: man with mind.
07/26/2012 (5:20pm, E- Library, Englewood, CO) Toni Morrisson’s Beloved(1987): “More
than the rest, they killed the flirt whom folks called Life for leading them on. Making them
think that the next sunrise would be worth it; that another stroke of time would do it at last.
Only when she was dead would they be safe. The successful ones-the ones who had
been there enough years to have maimed, mutilated, maybe even buried her-kept watch
over  others  who  were  still  in  her  cock-teasing  hug,  caring  and  looking  forward,
remembering and looking back. They were the ones whose eyes said, ‘Help me, ’s bad’;
or ‘look out,’ meaning this night might be the day I bay or eat my own mess or run, and it
was this last that had to be guarded against, for if one pitched and ran, all, all forty-six
would be yanked by the chain that bound them and no telling who or how many would be
killed. A man could risk his own life but not his brother’s. So the eyes said, ‘Steady now,’
and ‘Hang by me.’” Beloved (1987): “Now she is crying because she has no self. Death is
a skipped meal compared to this.” 07/30/2012 (5:00am, [Transitional Housing], Denver,
CO)  I  am not  well.  Sleep  debt  accumulates.  Anxiety  and  sensitivity  increase.  The
“laughter-in-head”  appears  louder-more potent.  Thoughts  are  replayed more often,
especially  the  ones:  “you  wouldn’t  survive…you  have  too  much  against  you…Die
already…” And I am punished for mistakes caused by the punisher… “They don’t expect
you  to  live  till  August”…Memory  loss  and  confusion  are  abundant…My  heart
burns…Gas-lighting’s more potent…paired laughter’s used more often…It’s one thing
when society does it…it’s another when a co-ordinated group mock your being at every
corner, on every bus, in every space in which they can do so deniably, with little public
attention…I write all of this with a jumbled mind, thoughts flowing in staccato, subdued by
an ever-growing desire for sleep. Two, three, four more hours…Somebody wants me
dead-soon. But I want life. “you do not have the power of God, the power to end story-
lines  at  will.”  This,  I  would  say  to  that  “somebody,”  along  with  the  ever  necessary
announcement: I would die if it’s my time. You should know, reader, what all of this is.
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You should give it a name deserved: Torture. Nothing less… 07/30/2012 (6:49pm, E-
Library, Englewood, CO) Toni Morrisson’s Beloved(1987): “Even the educated colored:
the long-school people, the doctors, the teachers, the paper-writers and businessmen
had a hard row to hoe. In addition to having to use their heads to get ahead, they had the
weight of the whole race sitting there. You needed two heads for that. White people
believed  that  whatever  the  manners,  under  every  dark  skin  was  a  jungle.  Swift,
unnavigable waters, swinging, screaming baboons, sleeping snakes, red gums ready for
their sweet white blood. In a way, he [Stamp Paid] thought, they were right. The more
colored people spent their strength trying to convince them how gentle they were, how
clever and loving, how human, the more they used themselves up to persuade whites of
something Negroes believed could not be questioned, the deeper and more tangled the
jungle grew inside. But it wasn’t the jungle blacks brought with them to this place from the
other (livable) place. It was the jungle whitefolks planted in them. And it grew. It spread.
In, through, and after life, it spread, until it invaded the whites who had made it. Touched
them every one. Changed and altered them. Made them bloody, silly, worse than even
they wanted to be, so scared were they of the jungle they had made. The screaming
baboons lived under their own white skin. The red gums were their own. Beloved (1987):
“I am Beloved, and she is mine.” Beloved (1987): “They stopped praying and took a step
back  to  the  beginning.  In  the  beginning,  there  were  no  words.”  Beloved  (1987):
“Everybody  knew  what  she  was  called,  but  nobody  anywhere  knew  her  name.
Dismembered and unaccounted for, she cannot be lost because no one is looking for her,
and even if they were, how can they call her if they don’t know her name? Although she
has claim, she is not claimed. In the place where long grass opens, the girl who waited to
be loved and cry shame erupts into her separate parts, to make it easier for the chewing
laughter to swallow her all away…It was not a story to pass on.” 08/05/2012 (11:48am, S-
Laundromat, Denver, CO) U.S. Department of Defense Whistle-blower Robert Duncan’s
The Matrix Deciphered (2006): “Every real scientific paper I’ve read that happens upon
the topic of bio-electromagnetic, non-ionizing radiation effects comments on the fact that
there is so little literature on it…We are bathed in microwave energy. How come there is
so little investigation into this area, especially in light of the fact that the head acts as a
microwave cavity and neurons as microwave transceivers? There are Earth-shattering
patents from the ‘70s and ‘80s on brainwave amplification, brain wave reading at  a
distance, and brainwave modulation using a wide range of frequencies. How is this being
ignored? Pretty obvious what’s going on, isn’t it?” The Matrix Deciphered (2006): “[U.S.
President John F.] Kennedy gave a speech at Columbia University 10 days before he
was shot [speech given on November 12, 1963]. At that event, he alluded to an ominous
conspiracy and said that he must alert  the American people: ‘The high office of the
President has been used to foment a plot to destroy America’s freedom, and before I
leave this office, I must inform the citizens of their plight.’” The Matrix Deciphered (2006):
“They found in their research that the more polarized the actions and voiced the opinions
of the façade become, the less likely people would notice its gross hypocrisy. They are
able to operate in this extreme way simply because people find it too difficult to believe,
for example, that the President of the U.S. can ask China to be nicer to its people while
his cronies are torturing thousands-if not tens of thousands-worldwide probably justified
as electromagnetic, directed-energy practice targets. This is the game and how it’s been
done since Kennedy’s assassination.”
It is August 06, 2012, and I have an idea. I close my eyes at dawn, and the following
thoughts  merge  into  something  wonderful-almost  too  beautiful  to  be  touched:  a
school…for those like me…the rare ones…the DuBoises, Pryors, Dadies, and Camuses
o f  t h e  f u t u r e … T h o s e  b r i l l i a n t  m i n d s  o p p r e s s e d … a n  e m p h a s i s  o n
mind…Forsythia…Institute of Mind…I have to build it…I have to try…First, I  have to
escape…Anti-psychotronic theory…I have a right to escape…If you were kidnapped and
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tortured by a serial killer, you have a right to escape… In an age of “Man as nation state,”
an age of enemy combatants as young as 16, what other fundamental right must be most
preserved?  08/25/2012  (12:57pm,  [Transitional  Housing],  Denver,  CO)  The  Matrix
Deciphered (2006): “Let’s ponder the power of EEG Heterodyning as a weapon. In a
hierarchy of command whose people cannot question authority,  how many people’s
minds would you have to influence to take control of the whole structure? One. Everyone
else’s orders come from him/her. This assumes that no one is bold enough to question
the orders of course. So military command structures are extremely vulnerable to take-
over. There are few safe-guards to watch them or question them, especially if the secrecy
directive is used. How many people need to be controlled or influenced in order to take
over Congress? How about the judicial branch? Not many, and the whole country would
then follow suit. The masses might get too suspicious if things seemed to unusual and
not in line with the Constitution. So you might need to take over the media. How many
mass news information streams are there? So the Russians were right. If  you could
control less than 10,000 people, maybe even fewer than 2,000 people, you could steer
the direction of the whole country. Is it smart to keep this technology a secret from the
population so that they can’t recognize the symptoms of a take-over? Is it smart to not
build zero emission super-conducting shelters in case of an attack on the public? Who is
defending us? Why…do we have a military and security agencies who can’t do their
jobs? Is it incompetence or treason?” 08/26/2012 Events Log6: “[5:42am, (Transitional
Housing),  Denver,  CO:]  …difficulty returning to sleep between 5:03am and 5:42am;
strange sounds in right ear eliminated by fully covering ear with silver mesh fabric (small,
mechanical sounds of an object moving across a surface)…” 08/29/2012 Events Log:
“…thoughts while meditating between 12:23am and 1:26am: what I just did...shifting
body...[after sudden anal contractions]...what a rape victim would do...try to protect her
privates... [later] Dartmouth...a group of students...something about them...apparently
seniors...the way they would look at me...as if trying to evaluate...like they had the ability
to make or break me...I thought privilege...may have been more…” 08/30/2012 Events
Log: “recollection at 1:09am of thought conceived between 10:00pm and 11:00pm on
August 29, 2012, while returning from work:  NLP...a holocaust...wide scale...neuro-
linguistic programming...one stimulus...repeated too many times for one group...selective
communication...laughter...purge...[later] if my guesses are right...this thing is just too
low...my case...one of many...separate the child from parent...torture the child...torture the
child even more by preventing the child from uniting with the parent...easily done when
they are not aware...or disadvantaged...minorities… [9:30am, (Transitional Housing),
Denver,  CO:]  thoughts  at  9:27am  while  brushing  teeth:  one  generation  fighting
another...a war...not war...like trying to rein something in that is out of control… [10:49pm,
(Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:] thoughts while meditating between 9:36pm and
10:49pm:  …I  would  be  there...at  the  trial...to  speak...not  write...speak...use  my
voice...what they do...what they have done...to tell the court that I thought of putting my
recorder up my anus so that  I  could record the anal  contractions that  do not  rustle
clothes...to tell them that I would masturbate after numerous, sudden penile erections
and after, I would feel shocks to my right buttocks … I would be there to speak of how I
would undress my clothes at 16 and an older, white male would watch....I would be there
to say that a pedophile put me in this...and a pedophile should not go free...” 08/31/2012
Events  Log:  “…[2:19pm,  (Transitional  Housing),  Denver,  CO:]  …thoughts  while
meditating  this  afternoon between 1:19pm and 2:12pm:  a  holocaust...University  of
California-Riverside...James Holmes...graduated with honors..."good kid"....friend sensed
that  Holmes  was  being  picked  on...UC-Riverside...gang-stalking  hotspot...UC-
Riverside...Dartmouth...Colleges as hotspots.” 09/06/2012 Events Log: “…almost like one
group  doing  it...not  so  much  conspiracy  theory...what  Carl  Clark  said...one
group...elites...James Holmes...over the weekend after the shooting...came out that his
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father was going to testify against major bankers involved in the Libor scandal...and
James Holmes was connected to DARPA...working with biotelemetry...implants...this
whole  thing...supposed  to  be  a  very  clean  way  to  eliminate  someone...who  would
believe?...information block..."crazy"...can't help but connect the dots when you're in
this...targets...pulled  away  from  an  illusion...that's  what  it  is...a  very  well-crafted
illusion...information warfare…” 09/07/2012 (8:15pm, S- Laundromat, Denver, CO) It is
night, dark, cold, and foreign, and I sit on a blue, dilapidated bench in a place where filth
is washed away. I write-truly write-for the first time in weeks, if not over a month. I cannot
recall the last time in which I put pen to paper and watched words flow fluidly with ink. As
I write, I see enough to realize that a target’s life is not an easy one. I have been pushed
away from the unity by loud “tats” of stemming from the window and experienced while
reading and mysterious, significant “clonks” experienced after my retreat to the pantry; so
I am here now, in the place were filth is washed away, and I attempt to reconnect with
something that I never want to lose: my passion for words. The writer awakens. I grow
tired-disgusted, even-of “Events Logs,” “Recordings Guides,” and other transcripts of
existence.  I  grow  tired  of  “…awoke  to  pounding  sounds…frequent,  sudden  penile
erections….slept for less than 5 hours…tone heard as I began…anal contractions at
every ‘Hail Mary’…I grow tired; I wish to stop and return to writing peacefully; but I am
locked , not only by the gravity of a massive shadow but by myself: my desire to expose
that which affects so many, my desire to give words to an Holocaust occurring in “The
Free World,” and my desire to expose the suffering of many with black skin tortured for
using their minds in this land called, “America.” Here I am, a black boy with words to
move nations, and I write-truly write-in that place where filth is washed away. I use my
mind as I always have. 09/08/2012 Events Log: “[1:45am, (Transitional Housing), Denver,
CO:]  thoughts:  this  whole  thing...takes  the  meaning  out  of  things...so  many
students...trying to be the best in the class...doesn't matter...so fickle...a few beams here,
and  you're  the  dumbest  that  you  can  ever  be...you  would  be  seen  as  a  bad
student...reminds me of what Julianne Mckinney wrote...her research...a way to diminish
the  academic  brilliance  of  some  students...  …thoughts  while  meditating  between
11:38pm, 09/08/2012, and 1:19am, 09/09/2012: that laughter...a good cover...would think
that it's  just  the laughter...it's  more...the whole thing...very connected...NLP (neuro-
linguistic programming)...on a wide scale...connected...something invisible...would think
it's just conditioning...I could see someone enjoying that sense...very much enjoying that
sense of humiliation...that someone knows that it's not just the laughter....but enjoys the
fact that the victim thinks so...very serious thing...you have to have the pain to see that
there's  something  else  there.. .subl iminals.. .not  just  subl iminals.. .certain
frequencies...entrain the brain...wonder whether this is going on on a much wider scale
than I had thought…[later:] it's not just laughter...it's torture...right in plain sight...deriving
pleasure from the sense of humiliation...like Hitler...but a whole lot more subtle...could
think of it as going on for a very long time...few people are likely to realize it...victims'
minds are beaten so badly...significantly...in a way that prevents them from realizing
oppression...like a  dog...doesn't  have awareness...is  not  aware that  it  is  the man's
slave...wondering whether it's how it has always been for America...since the late 20th
century...thinking about Operation Paperclip...Nazi scientists smuggled into the U.S....like
it  never ended...the Holocaust...just  moved into the shadows...more long-lasting...a
Holocaust that never ended...victims wouldn't have the chance...[later] what Duncan
wrote...entire populations can be mapped and tracked...if  I  were them...more white-
nationalist...if  I  could  observe  and  shape  them in  a  very  silent  way...wouldn't  I  do
it?...almost  a necessary precursor...intelligence services with right-wing ideas...like
Dartmouth...where many service members come from...I've experienced what goes on at
Dartmouth...it's  not good...so not targets...not in the official  way...with files on each
one...but influencing others around coloreds...to act in a certain way...especially the more
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advanced...higher-achieving  ones...because  you  don't  like  them...you  have  this
"Grid"...it's hard not to think that you'ld do something like that...condition large numbers of
people in a certain way...this  whole "targeted individual"  thing...a very huge part  of
America...microwaves...very invisible...permits it to occur right in plain sight...the ones
that have the potential to figure it out...more likely to become targets...you would never
expect the victim to realize any of it...who would believe that everything they do...their
brain  is  really  an  electromagnetic  system...that  cell-phones  can  be  very  bad  for
them...beginning to think that this goes a whole lot deeper...the whole James Walbert
case...doesn't  even  begin  to  scratch  the  surface...this  is  the  intelligence  services
controlling every aspect of American society...right in plain sight...this meme..."crazy"...a
very good cover...based on covers...another one...laughter..."ha-ha; a black boy with
books in his hand"...what an average white person would see...but think of that black boy
experiencing this everywhere he goes...population control...conditioning...manufacturing
the stereotypes that eventually reinforce themselves over time...over time you would think
that's how it's always been...would not see the fact that it's all control...social engineering
on a very high level...goes a whole lot  deeper than shocks and microwaves...social
control...a whole new level of PCT: political control technology...but you have to be at a
certain position in society to see it...if you're James Walbert...you're only concerned with
your business partner "microwaving you to death"...you're not concerned with color...I can
see it...I'm realizing it...I think that's why my case...why somebody would very much not
want my case coming out...it wouldn't be like James Walbert's...it would really shatter
foundations…[later] trying to see from their eyes...the oppressors...I have this grid...and
all  of  these  "easy  picks"...too  tempting...the  social  history...but  we  have  a  black
president...it's gas-lighting...it would help the torture...the young, black male would feel as
though  they're  not  living  up  to  this  goal...Barack  Obama...but  the  thing  is  they're
prevented from reaching this goal...this goal that escapes them each time they try to read
a book because they're  laughed at  for  it...conditioning...increases depression...too
tempting not to go after them...one: you don't like them; two: it's not likely to be believed;
and three: they're the least likely to counter you...logic...that's why I think I could be a very
serious threat...I could expose something that has been going on for a very long time
[aching in heart at 11:41am, 09/20/2012, as I wrote that]...goes back to the difference
between me and the "so  many"...in  objective  terms,  my information  processor  has
processed the necessary information to counter information warfare...it has to be seen
that way before this thing can change...[later, between #30 and #40 in counting phase;
mine:] Barack Obama...didn't make sense...from what I know about the C.I.A....from what
I know about those who go to the C.I.A....they're like people from Dartmouth...why would
Barack Obama's mother be in the C.I.A.?...Lily-Ann Soetero was in the C.I.A., involved in
the massacre in Indonesia...why would Obama have C.I.A. connections?...not just Lily-
Ann Soetero...the guy who brought  Obama into Harvard Law School  had top C.I.A.
security clearance...connecting the dots...can't avoid it...why would you support a black
president if you have white nationalist tendencies?...gas-lighting...you place a goal for the
young, black males...but  you know very well  that  you would prevent them...actively
prevent them...from reaching that goal...it worsens them...they feel like they're not living
up to something...but they don't know that...and they cannot know that because they are
being conditioned not to know...gas-lighting on a massive scale...right in plain sight...can't
help but  think about  biblical  prophecy...back in  St.  John...book of  Revelations...the
deceiver would come from the lowest...in society...something like that...what if it would be
a deceiver that does not know that he is a deceiver?...what if it would be someone that
does not realize that...it would be the best form of gas-lighting because you can just sit
back and watch it unfold...keep thinking about 2012...a lot of mystery...Nostradamus...that
blank page after 2012...didn't write what comes next...Mayan prophecy...end of an era...it
would be the end of an era if this is revealed...for one thing, this thing's global...number
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two: this is an era since the mid-late 20th century...don't want to believe in the whole
thing...hard not to when there's a pole-shift going on...the deceiver...exactly as John
said...not in the terms that people think of...gas-lighting on a massive scale...but who's
gas-lighting?...it's the C.I.A....the ones who control information...you have to think of it
from their  perspective...the  young,  black  male...like  what  Victor  Hugo  said  in  Les
Miserables...you have to look at the underside of civilization to understand it...if you look
at the top, you'd be deceived...look at it from the young, black male's perspective...a goal
that escapes you each time… 09/16/2012 (1:00pm, S- Laundromat, Denver, CO) The
Matrix Deciphered (2006): “The illusion that people have about mind-control technology is
like the denial that they wouldn’t get addicted to a drug. ‘It can’t be that bad. I would
notice. I could resist it.’ It doesn’t work like that. You cannot resist it, and most people,
unless trained, wouldn’t even notice it.  Your very essence, your brain electricity and
neurotransmitter  synaptic  signaling,  is  being modified.  You can’t  feel  it  being done
because you think you’re in control. You have an illusion of choice…Can you see how
easy a take-over was with this technology? No one is allowed to discuss this in public
now without being silenced or discredited.” 09/16/2012 Events Log: “… [2:27pm:] just
realized that this is what people call "crazy." It begins with apparently foreign thoughts via
word associations with various brain areas in synthetic telepathy, and it morphs into the
sense of someone "giving" you ideas and insights after these are paired with soft touches
and other  physical  "confirmations."  Of  course,  scripts,  such as "Rigelian aliens"  or
"Greys,"  serve  to  confuse  thoughts  and  detract  the  victim  from the  real  source  of
victimization: covert military technology globally implemented by cell towers and known
by  the  acronym  "T.A.M.I."  (Thought  Amplifier  and  Mind  Interface),  which  creates
Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) waves from two intersecting, high frequency beams in
destructive interference (result widely known but skewed as mythical, free energy "scalar
waves") via, potentially, diametrically opposed antennas embedded in cell towers (this is
why "the  resistance,"  fighting  "alien  greys,"  always  target  cell  towers  with  "orgone
blasters" and "tower busters," whose quartz crystal interferes with scalar waves). I also
just realized the reason why someone would not want these Events Logs published: they
track a method used widely to neutralize those who are thought of as "out of control" In
summary,  victimization covers a much wider scope in America and elsewhere than
previously believed; the "Silent Holocaust" has been ongoing for decades, at least since
T.A.M.I. was first implemented in the bicentennial of the U.S. in 1976, two years after
American engineer  Robert  Malech discovered that  he could  intercept  and interpret
human brain waves via radio waves. Victimization, including the COINTELPRO aspect of
organized stalking,  is what is widely referred to as "The System" by those instantly
disadvantaged by their social status (poor, black males and black families who find that
they "get no break" from life). I just cracked the American code…”
It is September 16, 2012, and I am a cryptographer for a day. In front of me, invisible to
all save my mind’s eye, is an intricate code so complex-so expansive-that you would
think that no single man can ever confront it  without falling into an endless abyss. I
decipher, over a period of hours that seem to summarize the last 7 years, the American
Code. To be fair, I am not wholly alone in social code-breaking: the “Matrix,” as a whistle-
blower once termed it, is an illusion so fundamental and so vast that its dependents, the
American people, cannot grasp the fragility of their existence: the level of their control.
Unlike that whistle-blower, however, I have no substantial professional background, and
what I conclude stems largely from a year of records, during which I have detailed the
victimization of an innocent mind-one of many living computers in a tightly controlled
network. Further, I see from a point of social disadvantage-the bottom-that enables me to
more aptly see the “bigger picture” above; and it is dirty, brutal, and, contrary to idealized
conceptions, human. In the evening of 9-16-’12, I write in my journal the preliminary
details of the cipher for 21st Century America, the greatest code in contemporary human
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history. 09/18/2012 Events Log: “…[8:23am, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:] …full-
spectrum mind control...wonder how many have survived it...maybe that's what they call
MK-ULTRA or satanic ritual abuse survivors...seen online but not believed...who would
believe them?...doesn't matter to me...I'm exposing this...recording daily and exposing the
method...sleep deprivation thrown in for those more resistant...and full-spectrum MCT
(mind control technology) if they are not yet neutralized by that...every hour of every day,
attempts are made to break the will via electronic terrorism...destroying identity...soft
touches and small shocks that would be perceived by a well-educated psychiatrist as
hallucinatory  but  that  are,  in  actuality,  the  result  of  carefully  used directed  energy
weapons...it's about time MCT is exposed...it's their  ultimate weapon...full-spectrum
MCT...I believe...a trial...” It is September 23, 2012, and a U.S. Department of Defense
whistle-blower confirms that which I have known all along: I am now-have been for a
while-a test subject, one of thousands across America non-consensually selected as
“directed-energy practice targets.” Robert Duncan, having reviewed the 09/2012 general
Events  Log,  concluded  that  my  case  is  simply  one  of  many,  and  suggested  that
WikiLeaks, the whistle-blowing website, actively searches, in spite of enormous pressure,
for  official  memoranda  and  other  documents  issued  in  secret  for  non-consensual
experimentation. While they and others search, we, the victims, await justice-official
recognition  and public  validation-for  crimes more potent  than those for  which Nazi
scientists  were hanged in  1945.
10/29/2012 Events Log: “…[11:30am, (Transitional Housing), Denver, CO:] [symptom]
The persistent  aching in  the right  brain hemisphere has been relatively  continuous
throughout today, and it increased in intensity after reading Pat Burhan's commentary
(October 09-12, 2012), in which she described, along with her torture via nanoparticles, a
design for an "intelligent" street lamp created by intellistreets.com; as I read of the design,
I realized that not only do the secret services not intend to reveal the torture of innocent
citizens via microwave/nano-particle weaponry, they intend to expand the "program" to a
larger percentage of the population. I imagined a future similar to that in the French fiction
novel "Noir," in which minorities, especially black males, would be seen as "ghosts" who
only come out at night and must not be seen. The "terrorists" would be those disliked by
the far-right secret services, and the number of "undesirables" would be staggering. We,
America-2012, are witnessing the early stages of a vastly totalitarian society covertly
controlled by mind-monitoring networks (what DoD whistle-blower Robert Duncan termed
"an Echelon-like system for thoughts"), community policing networks, and "Smart Grids"-
in effect, an imprisoned society where all information, be it thought, email, media, or other
types,  are  subject  to  the  scrutiny  of  those corrupted by  power.  The term,  ‘psycho-
correction,’ would become not only real but common. If you read this, you must know one
very important thing: Hitler never died...” 10/29/2012 (4:26pm, S- Laundromat, Denver,
CO) Dr. John Hall’s A New Breed: Satellite Terrorism in America (2009): “Microwave
hearing differs from U.L.F. broadcasting very uniquely. The N.S.A., C.I.A., Army, and
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (D.A.R.P.A.)-funded agencies have spent
millions researching and perfecting this technology. Ultra-low frequency broadcasts are
voices that are heard in vibrations around the [target]. Microwave hearing works by using
microwave-transmitted sound to the cochlear microphone system of the ear. This is
actually old technology perfected for current and future use…Essentially, microwave
hearing amounts to hearing voices in your head that aren’t your own…Now, imagine
someone can mimic your voice and place what sounds like your thoughts inside your
head.” A New Breed…(2009): “Any internet or intranet system can be hacked into. The
systems containing the nation’s satellite surveillance and weaponry systems are no
different. Non-government-affiliated criminals are accessing one of our nation’s most
secret  and terrifying weapons for  their  own agendas.  All  of  these technologies I’ve
mentioned have legitimate research…” A New Breed…(2009): “Controlling a victim’s
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parent  goes back to the isolate and victimize doctrine that  the criminals ascribe to.
Mislead and control a person’s loved ones so that they have no one to turn to when they
finally realize that they’re being victimized…Once you’re victimized to the extent we’ve
[Hall  and his partner,  Mallorie] been, controlling your family is almost a given. Most
people in a crisis eventually turn to their families, and they’ll want to eliminate that option
for you."
It  is late October 2012, and I  reconsider.  I  have read Dr.  Hall’s book, and I  wonder
whether I may have been somewhat wrong about the source of my victimization. Could
my case be that of personal vendetta and therefore similar to that of inventor James
Walbert, whose landmark 2008 court case granted him a restraining order against his
former business partner, who had electronically implanted him with RFID implants and
terrorized him with Military-grade directed energy weaponry? Yet, how do bullies from D-
gain control of high-tech U.S. Department of Defense weaponry? Soon, the brain sees a
merger between “private” and “military”: perhaps, there exists, as the author of The Art of
Mental Warfare and many others contend, an American underground of “black” projects
and private contractors that grows larger each day. Perhaps, there exists a sort of black
market for non-lethal weaponry in which wealthy elites can non-consensually place so-
called “enemies” into ongoing, classified U.S. Military projects. In approximately one
month, while reading activist Mark Rich’s Revolutionary Methods for Political Control, I
would learn of “behavior regulation services for the elites” that would not only confirm the
merger  in  late October  but  place it  in  perspective of  a  much larger,  more terrifying
program akin to what nowpublic.com’s Vic Livingston (“Scrivener”) has termed a “tax-
payer funded, genocidal purge of American society.” The final “knot” arrives in the form of
a recollection of an often forgotten memory of the winter of 2009-2010: a white male
student at D- College’s B- Library passing by and stating, in a manner evocative of slight
remorse  but  more  general  resolve,  “the  purge  is  coming.”  They  are  cleansing,
Maria…cleansing America… November 2012 ([Transitional Housing], Denver, CO) U.S.
Department of Defense Whistle-blower Robert Duncan’s Project: Soul Catcher, Volume
II: Secrets of Cyber and Cybernetic Warfare Revealed (2010): “Dr. Mengela was referred
to as the Angel of Death due to the grotesque human experiments that he conducted on
Jews,  especially  children,  in  prison  camps  and  in  the  experimentation  he  did  in
psychological hospitals on Germans and Jews. The C.I.A. has had a similarly long history
of doing the same. They have been caught infecting African Americans with syphilis to
watch the progression of the disease, testing radiation on Down Syndrome children in
order to study cancer risks, and brainwashing people with depression using torture to
reduce them to child-like states at McGill University. Now, the C.I.A. and DoD are testing
maximum pain and torture-to-death weapons and random people all around the globe.
But this is only the tip of the ice berg in terms of their human experimentation to develop
more  weapons  and  shape  the  weak-minded  humans’  beliefs…Cognitive  warfare,
propaganda, and herding beliefs of citizens is a major thrust in this research. Additionally,
increasing intelligence is a goal and one of the reasons people get “brain napped” into
cybernetic hive minds. What would happen if you could increase human intelligence ten
fold? How about one hundred fold? Would you, that ‘person,’ begin to view the rest of
humans as food as we do other animals? Would you be a good warfare weapon and
warfare strategist? Would you, that ‘person,’ decide you are part of a super-race like
Hitler thought of German people and start a directed evolutionary eugenics process?”
Project: Soul-catcher…(2010): “Cognitive containment is an active approach to limiting
the probability of certain thought patterns. For example, if a government wanted to keep
the awareness of the existence of mind-hacking technology down to a minimum, they
could dampen or divert thought patterns that were leading to the understanding and
rediscovery. Classical methods of discrediting government technology secrets that leak
out using psychological tactics which make the ideas appear absurd or like science
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fiction, program the populace using the mass media information stream and still seems
preferred today…Cognitive containment also includes thought and memory filters which
evolved out  of  the C.I.A.  program EDOM (electronic  dissolution of  memory).  Entire
populations could  be made to  forget  about  holocausts,  for  example.  This  is  not  an
exaggeration of  the capability  of  the current  technology.  Specific  memories  can br
targeted as well  as  general  thought  patterns.  For  example,  the propensity  towards
violence can be amplified or dampened in the target hosts…Now, in the most extreme,
cognitive containment techniques become a mind prison. That is why this technique is
listed  as  a  malicious  payload  of  mind  viruses.  The  payload  forces  an  obsessive
compulsive mental focus on just a few topics. In an ever more extreme form, it is just
perpetual infinite looping and repetition of thoughts and words. This payload completely
shuts down the host, be it  a computer or biological.” Project: Soul-catcher… (2010):
“Chatter  is  a  word used in  the intelligence agencies to  mean a gross aggregate of
communications  about  a  topic.  Chatter  bots  play  a  similar  role  when  probing  and
predicting opinions on an individual. These strategies can be used on a population for the
purposes of prediction and control. Think of this as a better polling mechanism to predict
how the general culture will respond to events or information…Imagine in addition to
scouring communication channels to root out potential terrorists, minds can be probed to
predict violent crimes. See the chapter on A.L.I.C.E. and T.A.M.I. for more details of uses
of chatter-bots for mind interrogations…Eventually, a system will  arise that can read
everyone’s thoughts. New organizations of thought police and laws will be passed. This
level of invasiveness is already being done to a small percentage of the population but it
will  expand to everyone. Think the wrong thought,  and you can be ‘re-educated’  or
arrested. These techniques are already being tested…” Project: Soul-catcher… (2010):
“‘We’ve been trying to concentrate evil as humans understand it to create weaponry that
attacks the information systems of the brain and body. I didn’t know what we were fully
doing at the time I served. I regret what I did.’ –Former DARPA Scientist” Project: Soul-
catcher...  (2010):  “Because  there  are  three  major  religions  in  the  world  that  have
competed, the DoD named this Operation Noah’s Arkfrom the old testament at their
intersect. It is preparation for a cataclysmic event planned or unplanned. The idea behind
this project is to make sure that the diversity of life can be saved past the event and
brought back. It has two components just like in cloning. There is the recording of DNA
information either by storing the DNA itself or the information that it represents to be
recreated…Included in the project  is recording the cultural  and mental  variances of
unique humans. Very smart and ‘evil’ people have thought way ahead. The Earth cannot
support this level of human populations for long. There must be another cleansing like in
the Bible to lower the population level.” Project:Soul-catcher… (2010): “Cybernetic theory
will  allow  us  to  change  ourselves  to  fit  our  environment  rather  than  changing  the
environment to fit us. Let the people understand these technologies of intelligence and
consciousness. Humans need to redefine themselves. As it stands, the 21st century will
be known as the age of spiritual machines and soulless men…” 11/07/2012 (12:54pm, E-
Library, Englewood, CO) Mark Rich’s Revolutionary Methods for Political Control (2010):
“Evidence will show that several loosely connected groups have been directing a global
revolution to consolidate control of the planet. This global revolution contains a revolution
in military affairs, which is characterized by a drastic change in the methods of warfare.
Particularly, it is a transition from major theater wars to low-intensity conflict. And more
specifically, it is defined by a targeting of groups and individuals. This new war-form
brings with  it  new weapons and tactics  to  be used on civilians.  They include high-
powered microwaves and lasers which the public is told are non-lethal weapons, as well
as psychological operations. These new weapons, and the military revolution they are
part of, are helping to accomplish this planetary revolution…As they solidify control of the
planet,  they  have  extended  the  battlefield  into  your  neighborhoods.  Their  primary
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enemies are those resisting their political agenda who will be identified, isolated, and
destroyed. An inclusion of the pathological factor, however, suggests that a more general
class of  people who are considered their  natural  enemies will  be attacked as well”
(Introduction). Revolutionary Methods for Political Control(2010): “Historically, violence
has  been  the  primary  method  of  controlling  populations.  At  some point  during  the
industrial revolution, the wealthy elites of the planet made a change from the low-quality
version of power which they used to control society (violence) to a better method (the
money system)…It is now possible to control a country by its credit system because most
people depend on it. In order to control a nation, you must control its economy with a
central  bank,  which is  a  privately  owned corporation.  The central  banks of  France,
Germany, Russia, and England were not owned by their governments, but by private
interest” (p. 54-56).
It is 11-11-’12, and I draft “A Letter to the 54th Century.” I inform of the silent invasion of
21st century humanity by that familiar 4% comprised of psychopaths now equipped with
some of the most terrifying forms of political control technology ever seen in history. I
warn that history must not be forgotten, and I pray-more fervidly than ever-that they have
learned. It is November 20, 2012, two days before Americans give thanks to the Lord,
and I sit in a kitchen, the apparent target of loud, uncomfortable sounds too often paired
with acts. I  read Mark Rich’s book, Revolutionary Methods for Political Control,  and
realizations flow ceaselessly across my mind. What I had previously considered to be the
most difficult element in exposing my victimization, the social information block of “crazy,”
gains new, powerful  meaning. It  is not a simple thing; instead, the term “crazy” is a
detailed, well-discussed, and historically supported meme that serves as the foundation
of all things social in America. I begin to realize that if I truly seek change, I must not be
so complacent with control of mind; I begin to understand-grasp-the potency of what “it
looks bad” means. I begin to wonder whether someone, fearing a revelation damning and
massive,  silently  engineers  all  facets  of  my  recorded  life,  including  statements  of
thoughts, mantras during meditation, manner of dress, status of apartment, etc. I have
been so focused on God, that which rests in front of all, that I have not seen my isolation:
the manipulation of all conduits of information flowing from self. My bio-communication
signals, those perceived and interpreted by others, are now seen from a new perspective.
My central processor has been sabotaged, and many messages sent by it have been
tailored to fit the intentions of the one who created the virus. Above all, I begin to see that
popularity  may  noo  be  the  best  option,  and  a  lawsuit  filed  against  the  source  of
victimization may not-probably would not -grant me a desired awakening as history
suggests that the label of “schizophrenia,” well-supported by thousands of psychologists
promoted or funded in some way by powerful corporate entities with furtively malicious
aims, would negate and destroy whatever superficially sound opposition I may create.
The task is now seen for what it is: massive. Yet, as I write, a new vigor prompted by a
now potent desire to regain control of my processor and all of its transmitted messages
flows through my veins. It is 11-20-‘12, and I see. A day later, on November 21, 2012,
U.S. President Barack Obama issues a directive warning of covert  infiltration of the
United States government and military. None save a few know about this memorandum,
and as I read of this, the now popular petitions for the secession of states that would
likely lead to civil unrest, and F.B.I. whistle-blower Ted Gunderson’s statement of a “silent
purge of American society,” I see the great clock of human history rewinding 50 years.
11/23/2012 Events Log: “…[7:11pm, RMYHP-kitchen section, Denver, CO:] [notable] A
frequency analysis of the mysterious tone often heard (beginning in June 2012, shortly
after I moved into the unit) in the unit and unreported by anyone (according to S- M-, my
Housing case manager, who reviewed a July 11, 2012 recording of the tone) produced
the following results:  the tone averages an intensity of 20 decibels and maintains a
frequency  between  675Hz  and  724Hz  (approximately  700Hz).  This  conclusion  is
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supported by  the  following items in  the  "I`ts.Evidence"  folder  (see sub-folder  titled
"I`ts.Evidence.Tone"):  Olympus  WS601558  (shorter  &  original  version,  which  was
obtained between 7:24am and 7:35am, 11/23/2012, the smaller one running from 7:34am
to 7:35am) and "PrtSc" images of the frequency analysis, via the AVS Sound Editor, of
the tone experienced in WS601558 ("00:53" in the shorter version, corresponding to
"11:01"  in  the  original  version).  [9:30pm,  RMYHP-kitchen  section,  Denver,  CO:]
[observation] As I reviewed recent entries in the Recordings Guide for November 2012, I
observed certain trends: it appears that I have begun, as of November 22, 2012, less
than a  day after  my first  conference call  with  private  investigator  Todd Sterling  on
November 21, 2012, experiencing an increased frequency of "Sound Type III6," which I
have  considered  may  be  microwave  hearing  as  it  is  apparently  not  heard  in  the
recordings; further, as of today, 11/23/2012, new sounds of either Sound Type I6 or the
new Sound Type IV6, are being experienced; however, this new version of Sound Type I,
captured in recordings, either goes unnoticed by myself during the incident or is unheard.
Moreover, the new category of Sound Type IV include sounds that appear to be "repeats"
of anomalous but nevertheless recorded, original sounds experienced and paired with
uncomfortable events. Lastly, as I consider the increase in frequency of sudden, clown-
like  gestures  on  my  part  paired  with  realizations  and  observations  (captured  in  a
recording today), I consider that the general strategy of those who initiate harassment at
this point appears to involve a significant drive to induce the appearance of insanity and
more significantly, to convince me of insanity; mercifully, as supported by numerous,
earlier logs and my foreknowledge of tactics, I am safe in the realization that I am not
crazy, but someone close-if  not equal-to psychopathic tries very hard to induce the
delusion as I begin to speak more actively with Private Investigator Todd Sterling in a bid
to obtain an already-purchased Situational Analysis Report, which I intend to use as an
official  document when convincing my parents…” 11/24/2012 Events Log: “[9:57pm,
RMYHP, Denver, CO:] I should note that today, around 2:53pm, somebody apparently
walked from a far end of the first floor hallway, knocked thrice on my door, left a relatively
empty (save for a piece of aluminum foil tape similar to that which I used in the morning
to experiment with shielding), open cardboard box, and either walked up the stairs or
down the hall. This incident is supported by photos of the box and the tape (the latter
being on my Cricket phone; a photo of it was just taken on the computer) and an audio
log detailing the event…” 11/24/2012 (4:24pm, Smiley’s Laundromat, Denver, CO) Mark
Rich’s Revolutionary Methods for Political Control (2010): “Besides the rule of law, our
society has unwritten social rules that have been created and sustained by some very
wealthy and influential  people. When individuals violate these social  rules, they are
identified,  separated,  and  reformed…A  vast,  powerful,  bureaucratic  network  that
legitimizes the idea of schizophrenia exists to identify, separate, and regulate certain
individuals.  It  exists  at  all  levels  of  the  political  structure.  The  network  includes
institutions,  such as  legislative  bodies,  the  courts,  law enforcement,  governmental
institutions, and the medical field, which subscribe to very subtle, often unrecognized
ideologies….According to Sarbin and Marcuso,  this  bureaucracy provides behavior
regulation services for the entrenched members of our society. When a person does not
accept a role that society has assigned to them, and its corresponding location on the
social spectrum, the network is mobilized to ‘fix’ the situation…” 11/25/2012 Events Log:
“[9:26pm, RMYHP-kitchen section, Denver, CO:] …Today, I realized an important thesis:
as firstratesecurity.com's R.F. bug detector, which maintains a detection range between
0.1MHz and 6GHz, reports the existence of wireless signals in the unit (with or without
the activation of light bulbs) that appear to fluctuate in intensity at all locations throughout
the  unit,  and the  standard  Trifield  meter,  which  maintains  an  R.F.  detection  range
between 0.1MHz and 2.5GHz, reports the existence of wireless signals only when lights
are activated and only in certain locations (these locations contain common, house-hold
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appliances), there likely exist wireless signals between 2.5 GHz and 6GHz that stem from
uncommon sources within the unit. Further, this evening, shortly before testing with the
R.F. bug detector, I experienced slight, repetitive vibrations on my finger-tips when I used
them to cover my left ear (these "vibrations" were apparently very fast: more than two per
second). When I tried to repeat the experiment, I no longer experienced vibrations, and I
wondered whether the source of the vibrations could be somehow "deactivated" remotely.
This possibility would explain the fact that when firstratesecurity.com's R.F. bug detector's
antenna is placed near my head, the detector's activated lights at first increase in number
(suggesting close proximity to the source of the detected radiofrequency waves) but
eventually return, even while the antenna does not move, to a lower amount (wireless
signals are still present, but I am now apparently "farther" from the source, in spite of my
lack of movement): perhaps, someone cognizant of my use of the detector remotely
"deactivates" some detected "something" within my head…” 11/30/2012 Events Log:
“[8:06pm, RMYHP-kitchen section, Denver, CO:] Around 8:00pm, I began to experience a
significant aching/"cooking" sensation apparently prompted by some invisible object
piercing my back (around right shoulder) and affecting my stomach (it feels as though
someone's  cooking  my  innards  slowly).  This  occurs  as  I  review  all  recordings  for
November  2012  and  as  I  experience  satisfaction  in  the  knowledge  that  significant
pounding sounds and others  of  Sound Type I  (see Recordings Guide for  11/2012)
unheard by anyone else reviewing the recording and unheard by myself when reviewing
the recording without headphones are evidenced by significant fluctuations in the AVS
Sound Editor's frequency analysis window, these signatures being within the range of
human hearing (often, though, in the lower frequency range: less than 500Hz; also, these
significant  fluctuations,  sometimes  near  30  decibels,  are  at  variance  with  my
voice).[8:20am] This aching is alleviated by the placement of a metal-mesh sheet behind
my back...” 12/02/2012 (4:14pm, Rocky Mountain Youth Housing, Denver, CO) Mark
Rich’s Revolutionary Methods for Political Control (2010): “‘What is emerging,’ cautioned
the Omega Research Foundation in 1998, ‘is a chilling picture of the ongoing innovation
in the science and technology of social and political control, including semi-intelligent,
zone-denial systems using neural networks which can identify and potentially punish
unsanctioned behavior.’” (p. 408) Revolutionary Methods for Political Control (2010):
“Simplified, this system is an updated, wireless observation and feedback loop consisting
of a network of sensors, nodes, and directed-energy weapons, which is controlled by
artificial intelligence (A.I.). It is an automated, covert, efficient way of handling informants,
guiding swarms, and attacking targets.” (p. 416) Revolutionary Methods for Political
Control (2010): “The DoD has the technology to hijack a conversation. The destructive
potential  for  such  technology  is  limitless.  It  can  be  used  to  misguide  and  attack
individuals or groups in a traceless manner which seems completely natural.” (p. 416)
12/02/2012 (4:53pm, Rocky Mountain Youth Housing, Denver, CO:) Dr. Nick Begich’s
Controlling the Human Mind: The Technologies of Political Control or Tools for Peak
Performance  (2006):  “The  idea  of  controlling  the  mind-the  thoughts,  emotions,
consciousness,  and  ‘idea  centers’  of  people-is  a  subject  that  demands  serious
discussion, not just in secret government programs and science circles, but with the
public.” (p. 11)
It is December 02, 2012, and I see progress. Shortly after uploading a new version of “My
Story” to all of my websites, I see an email from victim John Finch of the F.R.O. party7
that seems too good to be true: “the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation (F.B.I.)
has agreed to an out-of-court settlement of the mass lawsuit filed jointly by nearly 500
victims  of  electronic  harassment.  The  F.B.I.  has  also  agreed  to  have  the  F.C.C.
investigate these crimes and create case-files of all individuals alleging victimization…”
Here, finally, is validation: we are not mentally ill. Dr. Nick Begich’s Controlling the Human
Mind: The Technologies of Political Control or Tools for Peak Performance (2006): “Radio
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and Television waves are created by the production of pulsing electromagnetic charges,
with each different station broadcasting on a specific frequency. This frequency is always
the same and is where the radio or television station is on the dial. It is called the carrier
wave.  It  is  the  information  transferred  on  a  carrier  wave  that  is  translated  by  the
electronics of either a radio or television receiver as either sound or sound and picture.
Over 100 years ago, Nikola Tesla discovered that a carrier wave could be used to carry
other signals called signal waves. A signal wave is what actually delivers the electronic
code that the electronic circuits sort out and deliver as the image or sound…The human
body also translates external signals through its bio-circuits in the same way.” (p. 21)
Controlling the Human Mind… (2006): “Stop for a moment and consider the impact of
what this means-the idea that human thinking can be disrupted or manipulated in a way
that can’t be resisted. The ability to impact thinking in this way comes through, according
to a leading Russian scientist, Dr. Igor Smirnov, ‘as if it were a commandment from God,
it  cannot be resisted.’  Think about this for a moment.  What else could be a greater
violation  of  our  own  individual  personhood?  These  new systems  [directed  energy
weapons] do not pierce the tissue-they violate the very essence of who we are…The idea
that some external force can now disrupt not only our emotional states, but our health as
well, should not come as a surprise. What is surprising is the volume of evidence now
available to us that documents that these technologies are here now.” (p. 29) Controlling
the Human Mind… (2006): “Is it  ever right to use ‘unwitting’ people as experimental
guinea pigs to test new technology without clear, informed consent? How many men in
Germany, after World War II, were sent to the gallows to hang by their necks for believing
that human experimentation was the right thing to do? The country largely responsible for
these  trials,  the  United  States,  would  repeat  these  violations  of  human  rights  by
experimenting on thousands of citizens without either their informed consent, or, for that
matter, their knowledge that the experiments were occurring…” (p. 45) Controlling the
Human Mind… (2006):  “In  recent  years,  the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (D.A.R.P.A.) has pursued research into brain decoding and the development of
electronic micro and nano-circuits that directly interact with the brain. A great deal of
material has been released to the public regarding these technologies…In addition to the
overview materials were a series of reports that came out of a meeting sponsored by
DARPA in November 2000. This conference, now over six years ago, indicated that
breakthrough had already been made in decoding the brain. The reports also contained a
great deal of information on the state of implant technology…New microchip implant
technology  could  be  used  for  direct  interaction  between  the  brains  of  people  and
computers.” (p. 56) Controlling the Human Mind… (2006): “The most important aspect of
the technology of energy-based systems is that they are at the speed of light-nearly
immediate. As each of these technologies evolves, the concept of ‘preemptive warfare’
needs to be reassessed in all of its implications for the world. In whose ideology, whose
religion,  whose  economic  system,  whose  reality  will  the  world  live,  when  some
government, corporation, or individual chooses to launch a preemptive war on the world
or just some part of it? Which country will master the technology and whose ideology will
be pressed into the consciousness of the people on the planet by its misuse? Will the
technology lead to a more developed human that  can manifest  his existence in the
fullness of his creative capacity, as a soul existed in the image of the Creator, or as a
slave to new, misused technologies?...According to a Department of Defense directive,
information warfare is defined as ‘an information operation conducted during a time of
crisis or conflict to achieve or promote specific objectives over a specific adversary or
adversaries…If the ultimate target of information warfare is the information-dependent
process, whether human or automated, then the definition implies that human data-
processing of  internal  and external  signals  can clearly  be considered an aspect  of
information warfare.” (p. 113-115) Controlling the Human Mind… (2006): “The trend to
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the uses of mind-control technology now would make our most private, internal thoughts,
as we wrestle with the temptations and choices of everyday life, subject to scrutiny by
government and employers. Who will define the rules for psycho-correction? Who will
decide what is ethical and right in this area as it develops over the next decade?” (p. 137-
138)  Controlling  the Human Mind… (2006):  “Sometimes referred to  as  ‘waivies’  or
‘beamers,’ victims are usually dismissed when asserting that they are the victims of mind-
control weapons testing…The history of the United States is littered with examples of
people being exploited by scientists working under the cover of darkness funded by
‘black budgets’-could these new victim reports have a factual basis? I believe that some
do. I believe that full disclosure and cessation of the misuse of these technologies should
be initiated through domestic and international law, in all countries of the world. Freedom
of thought and mind should be seen as a basic, fundamental human right. The right to
think, free of any form of technical manipulation, must be pressed into the institutions of
law and civility…The United States must be held accountable for what it has done to its
own citizens and countless people outside of U.S. boundaries. At the present time, there
are U.S. Supreme Court cases that support the suppression of even the names and
institutions involved in this kind of classified research, giving the government the right to
use the finest minds in perpetuating their crimes against humanity.Is this right? Is this the
United States that our fathers fought to preserve, engaged in this nasty work?” (p. 183-
185) Controlling the Human Mind… (2006): “I went on to read the rest of the document
which  highlighted the  grievances of  the  American people  under  King George III  of
England.  It  is  interesting  to  read  again  because  many  of  these  grievances  have
manifested under our own government today. It is a time to renew the spirit of freedom
we once shared in a way which built  our  21st  century institutions of  government to
improve the human condition. It is a time to throw off the tyranny of apathy and become
active in forming a better democratic republic that can again become the leader in human
rights based on these long-ago made declarations.” (p. 193)
These are the first 4 days of ’13, and my original journals7 that chronicled my life in ’12-
my awakening & survival-are missing. I have returned from the house of a mother as yet
unfamiliar with my victimization, and overnight, the less-than-subtle movements of a
thief’s feet and maneuverings are recorded in an overnight audio recording while I snore
in the background. As I verify, over the course of January 04, 2013, that I neither left the
journals  in  my mother’s  house,  where I  celebrated the onset  of  the New Year,  nor
misplaced them, I recall my mother’s desire for me to return home and “put the past
behind us.” I think: How can I, mama? How can I when, as Agatha Christie noted, “the
past will not be left-will not suffer itself to pass into oblivion”? How can I return when the
same unconfronted circumstances that  led to  homelessness continue to haunt  and
mock? How can I return when you still fail to believe that I am the victim-not the source?
On January 05, I am informed by a police officer that a sound file cannot be used as
evidence, but the complex’s hallway cameras can. As I hear this, I begin to see clearly a
cleverly orchestrated series of events that began on 11/24/2012, the day in which a
cardboard box virtually empty, save for a piece of aluminum foil tape similar to that which
I had used in the morning to experiment with shielding, was left at my doorstep by an
unseen stranger who apparently walked down the entire length of the first floor hallway
from  the  back  door  and  knocked  thrice  on  my  door.  This  incident8,  seemingly
insubstantial but apparently covered with the air of selective communication, gained
significance when I was informed on 12/19/2012 that no movement around my door was
seen in the video footage obtained by the cameras in the first floor hallway during the
period in question. How could this be when a photo of the box on my door-step, time-
stamped at 2:54pm, 11/24/2012, a computer’s digital voice recording revealing the three
knocks and my opening of  the door between 2:48pm and 2:56pm, the now missing
Cricket phone’s photo of the box and the tape, and two Olympus WS600 recordings
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jointly validate the experience via objective replication (the correlation between multiple
digital processors9)? In fact, if I had “conjured” the entire incident, should the cameras
not,  at  the very least,  have captured my opening of  the door to drop the fabricated
cardboard box on my door-step and photograph it as well? Further, having recorded the
apparent sophistication of my victimization, which involves encrypted audio and other
types of  apparently directed sound10, web-page spoofing and other forms of  cyber
harassment11,  remotely  delivered  shocks,  whose  signatures  are  captured  by  the
Olympus WS600 recorder when placed near the affected area in the form of “EMI Spikes-
II” (see reference “10”), and other sophisticated elements, as well as having knowledge of
the  remote  manipulation  of  RF-based  cameras  and  other  electronics  via  directed
electromagnetism12, I, unlike an innocent third-party, do not find it unlikely that the video
feed had been tampered with. Regardless, it deserves noting that this incident, detailed
on one of my blogs, edmundlogs.blogspot.com, ultimately served to diminish confidence
in my records, leaving me less likely to seek the assistance of staff members in the
complex over the apparent theft as I fear the consequences of diminished credibility. So
what do I do? I critically review the overnight audio recording, ensuring that the notable
movement of feet within the unit beginning approximately 1.5 hours after the onset of the
recording (nearly an hour after the onset of sleep) is distinguishable from movement of
feet in the first-floor hallway and is heard amidst my snores; and I delineate sound cues
that correlate with other digital processors: the ringing of the complex’s door-bell buzzer
by tenants throughout the night & human voices of tenants in the hallways (these, being
frequent  and interspersed,  would likely  correlate with hallway camera footage),  the
flushing of the toilet after I first awoke around 2:11am; the photo of my face after sleep
(typically taken in an attempt to prove sleep deprivation when eventually determined as
such)  taken  via  the  computer ’s  web-cam  and  t ime-stamped  at  2:15am,
01/04/201313(correlates with “03:01:38” in the overnight  recording,  which began at
11:13:45pm, 01/03/2013), and my statements of thought into Olympus WS600 recordings
shortly  after  I  first  awoke  (Olympus  WS60163,  2:16am,  01/04/2013,  and  Olympus
WS606164, 2:22am, 01/04/2013), which correlate with “03:02:27” and “03:08:50” in the
overnight recording (aware of the fact that I did not edit the overnight recording, a fact
that would be verified by a technician, I  consider that  this recording would serve to
question  the  credibility  of  hallway  camera  footage,  which  would  likely  validate  the
aforementioned sound cues in the overnight recording, if this footage does not reveal
someone entering or leaving my unit in possession, be it apparent or concealed, of the
missing journals and other, important items13). I have learned my lesson: I need eyes as
I sleep. Yet, how does one obtain video footage when all three cameras so far purchased
since 2012 have suddenly failed-in spite of my charging them a short while previously-
when a notable incident of harassment occurs? As I ponder this, I consider Dr. Hall’s
recommendations for a surveillance system suitable to victims, one based on infrared
imaging and hard-wired to a digital video recorder. I think: it would be better than sound
alone. Still, the fact remains that hard-copies of my journals that chronicled a cornucopia
of symptoms in 2012, as well as detailed certain key trends in victimization supported by
whistle-blowers and other official sources, cannot be found. Mercifully, I had replicated
these entries via scanned pages viewable on edmundjournal.blogspot.com and stored on
electronic storage containers, and I decide to begin printing as many as possible in order
to retain hard-copies.

P.S.  I  mainta in  the  fo l lowing  websi tes:  scr ibd.com/EdmundIgberaese,
e d m u n d o s r e h . b l o g s p o t . c o m ,  e d m u n d j o u r n a l . b l o g s p o t . c o m ,  a n d
e d m u n d l o g s . b l o g s p o t . c o m ;  a n d  I  m a y  b e  c o n t a c t e d  v i a  e - m a i l :
e d m u n d o s r e h @ g m a i l . c o m .
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0These are excerpts from my personal journals and card entries, and unless otherwise
noted, these excerpts are my constructions. 120th Century American author Virginia
Woolf’s term. See her thesis, A Room of One’s Own, for an explanation. 2See “A Flyer
(2)” (posted on scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese) for an introduction. 3 This was observed in
Bangkok, Thailand, and elsewhere. 4See J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows for details. 5See edmundlogs.blogspot.com for a video of the camera failure and
lens recoil. 6Since August 17, 2012, I have begun keeping detailed, daily Events Logs,
monthly Recordings Guides, Hours of Sleep logs, Dream Journals and other transcripts
that serve to support my claims. Further, special attention should be paid to Recordings
Guides,  which  capture  signatures  (in  the  form  of  notable  spikes  often  in  the  low-
frequency  region  with  an  intensity  of  10-20  decibels  during  Frequency  Analysis
conducted via the AVS Sound Editor) of unique sound types; curiously, such sounds,
especially  those involving human voice,  is  not  heard when reviewing the recording
without headphones and is unheard by others reviewing the recording either with or with
headphones). Other types of “sound” signatures captured by a useful Olympus WS 600
digital  voice  recorder  may  not  represent  sound  at  all  as  these  are  relatively  loud
vibrations out of pattern with common, background sounds and often experienced while
immobile. Further, I have noticed that certain sound types that cannot be captured by the
computer’s digital voice recorder are captured by the Olympus WS600 recorder, and
certain anomalous sounds, including mysterious background beeps, are captured by both
the Olympus WS600 recorder and the computer voice recorder (curiously, in November
2012, an Olympus WS600 recording captured an apparently different set of beeps: “In
November 2012…the Olympus WS 600 recorder [see Olympus WS600568, obtained
between 8:56pm and 9:02pm on November 14, 2012; sound amplification via the free
AVS Sound Editor better reveals these beeps] captured beeps with apparently longer
periods and intervals, as well as those synonymous with beeps captured in the computer
voice recorder [see the last 10 seconds Olympus WS601514, obtained between 9:07pm
and 9:21pm, November 21, 2012], leading me to consider that the length of each beep
may indicate a specific frequency captured by the digital  voice recorders”).  See the
November  2012  Recordings  Guide,  which  would  soon  be  uploaded  to
edmundlogs.blogspot.com, along with specific Olympus WS600 recordings and AVS
Sound Editor Frequency Analysis results, for a full explanation of sound types. Lastly,
attention may also be paid to Dream Journals, which detail mysterious dreams that often
seem like hackneyed, mixed bits of episodes from my memory and episodes that I have
not experienced, such as those in a military setting (a desert with white colleagues having
shaved heads), a mysterious, isolated cabin and my apparent request for a rope that
appeared discontinuous, an apparent military briefing concerning a man named “Snyder”
or  “Lockheed-Snyder,”  an  apparent  explosives  expert,  and  a  dream instructing  of
methods of reducing stress and involving professional blacks acting horrifically in private
settings, with an emphasis on a “social hierarchy.” 7 This refers to the newly established
Federation Resistance Opposition Party, an online forum and activist organization for
victims similar to Freedom From Covert Harassment and Surveillance (F.F.C.H.S.) and
the International Center Against the Abuse of Covert Technologies (I.C.A.A.C.T.), whose
leaders are notable figures among targets, including Australian vicitm John Finch, whose
popular letter  to the United Nations apparently prompted censorship of  his website,
James Walbert, whose 2008 court victory embodies the first successful lawsuit filed by a
plaintiff alleging covert implantation and microwave weaponry, Kevin Bond, whose recent
KMIR-6 news interview and Save Our Sons Campaign revealed the sudden auscultation
by hundreds of homosexual males in Palm Springs, California, of the name “Lisa” in their
heads and general brutality against these males, and others. The web forum of the FRO
party may be found here: federation.wall.fm. 7See edmundjournal.blogspot.com. 8Similar
incidents, including the apparent movement of furniture while absent from the unit into my
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pantry, my place of prayer, and the alteration of my mail-box label (the only one altered in
the complex by a stranger whose hand-writing remains documented), have occurred, but
that on 11/24/2012 is especially significant not simply for the incident itself but the lack of
support for my evidence, whose validity, if inspected by a professional, would not be
doubted. 9All evidence is stored in multiple storage containers, some of them online (a
m a r t u s . o r g  H u m a n  R i g h t s  s e r v e r ,  e m a i l  s e r v e r s :
edmundosreh@gmail.com&edmundigberaese288@gmail.com,  an  Amazon-cloud
account, a 4shared.com server, and others; the rest are dispersed on my computer, flash
drives, and elsewhere), and items are included under the “I`ts.Evidence” folder. 10See
“An Introduction to Records” on scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese for explanations on these
sound types, which are distinguished by their frequency range and their ability to be
recorded, among others. 11See “An Introduction to Computer Network Operations” on
edmundlogs.blogspot.com and netstat.exe logs in the “I`ts.Evidence.NetstatLogs” folder
for details on cyber-harassment. 12 See Dr. John Hall’s A New Breed: Satellite Terrorism
in America (2009; p. 90). Further, a form of this method is known as “Van Eck Hacking,”
the alteration of a digital processor’s information via the manipulation of the processor’s
electromagnetic field, which is the main motive, as stipulated by U.S. Department of
Defense whistle-blower Robert Duncan in Project: Soul-catcher, Volume II: Secrets of
Cyber & Cybernetic Warfare Revealed (2010), for the strict adherence to TEMPEST (The
Electromagnetic Permissible Emission Standard) standards in U.S. Military labs; and
N.S.A. whistle-blower John St. Clair Akwei revealed this capability in his lawsuit first filed
in 1999 (“How the N.S.A. Harasses Thousands…”).  13See the “I`ts.Evidence.0103-
042013.ApparentTheftofJournals”  folder  for  all  items,  including original  photos and
recordings, related to the apparent theft (the missing journals chronicled the period from
01/27/2012-12/28/2012). I have also realized that my copy of Robert Duncan’s Project:
Soul-catcher, Volume II: Secrets of Cyber & Cybernetic Warfare Revealed (2010), which
proved invaluable in comprehending my victimization,  is  also missing,  along with a
Community College Student ID card. It deserves noting that I had not used either of these
items since 12/28/2012, when I wrote an entry in one of my journals, and although I have
considered  that  these  items  were  misplaced,  my  verification  of  the  contrary  via
scrupulous searching through my mother’s house and other places in which I had resided
since 12/28/2012, along with the overnight audio recording, suggest otherwise.
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The Testimony of John Finch: Torture in Australia
Thursday, January 31, 2013
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

The Testimony of John Finch: Torture in Australia
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In this letter to the United Nations, John Finch of Australia claims strikingly similar ordeals
to that of former Utah State Prisoner David Fratus (see "Confessions of Fratus..." on this
blog). Finch's accounts of the horror of Brain-Computer Interfaces (B.C.I.s) and psycho-
tronic torture in the 21st Century, along with other accounts of ongoing ethnic cleansing
in his neighborhood (see other letters), deserve critical attention. Further, these topics,
although seemingly incredible, should not be ignored amidst a wealth of evidence for the
existence of psychotronics stemming from such wide-ranging places as Bhutan (see
act iv ist  Tek  Nath  Rizal 's  s imi lar  accounts),  Austral ia  (see  Paul  Baird's
surveillanceissues.com), the United Kingdom (see former British physicist and military
engineer Barrie Trower's accounts of a "New Cold War" involving the development of
microwave weaponry and electromagnetic weapons capable of seriously affecting the
human mind and Tim Rifat's online articles), Russia (see Russian Prime Minister Vladimir
Putin's statement of the intent to develop "zombie ray guns" and other forms of directed
energy  weaponry),  the  United  States  (see  F.B.I.  whistle-blower  Ted  Gunderson's
revelation of the deployment of directed energy weaponry on innocent civilians and U.S.
Department of Defense Whistle-blower Robert Duncan's accounts of cybernetic warfare
and the decades-long development of psychotronics in America in Project: Soul-catcher,
Volume II..., along with civilian accounts of the criminal use of the nation's most advanced
satellite-based psychotronic technologies to spy on and harass enemies in Dr. John
Hall's A New Breed: Satellite Terrorism in America [2009]). Lastly, it deserves noting that
John Finch's formerly popular website, johnfinch.wordpress.com, was involuntarily shut
down in 2010.

Here is an account of torture in the 21st Century. Please, read with an open mind; and
refrain from judgement till the end.

"...MY CASE SUMMARY:-

I sent a series of human rights activist emails to public authorities and forums beginning
in 2003 up to 2006. I came to the attention of an extremist US security organisation in
2004 for this exercising of my democratic right to free speech and since then I've had my
human rights,  liberty  and privacy  COMPLETELY VIOLATED and ALL aspects  and
degrees of my human freedom, individuality and mental and physical integrity and health
savagely attacked, tortured, mauled and deformed.

THESE CRIMINALS HAVE THE ABILITY TO :-

a. place a human subject under ceaseless satellite surveillance - no matter where he/she
is

b. ceaselessly monitor a human brain by satellite - including thought, reaction, motor
command, auditory event and visual image reading - ‘Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM)

c. ceaselessly attack directly into a human brain by satellite with voices, noises, other
disturbances, images and ‘virtual-reality scenarios’; and the ability to override, control,
and alter consciousness - ‘Electronic Brain Link (EBL)’
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d.  directly  abuse,  torture,  assault,  and  interfere  with  bodies  -  including  performing
advanced medical  procedures  -  by  satellite

e. directly interfere with electronics, alter, insert etc. data, files, communications and legal
evidence even during transmission - by satellite
....

BY THESE MEANS I HAVE BEEN :-

1. Since 2004 I’ve been under ceaseless Orwellian surveillance - 24 hours a day 7 days a
week - everywhere I go. Since 2004 my brain, body, physical space and privacy have
been ceaselessly monitored - including thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event
and visual  image reading.  I  have been under this  extremely traumatising Orwellian
surveillance and interference - and then extremely brutally and hard-core - tortured and
deformed since 2004 – and during all this time my psychological, mental, intellectual and
physical  states,  actions,  thinking,  imaginations and words have been exploited and
publicly exhibited via internet  TV and radio.

2. subjected to sleep deprivation, sensory overload, and "mind-*uck" torture.
....
3. ceaselessly perpetrators’and other voices are forced directly into my brain and they
very  aggressively  and  relentlessly  psychologically  attack,  denigrate,  interrogate,
undermine, mob and bait me. These voice attacks are forced directly into my butchered
and mangled brain. This takes the form of a running attack with a personally codified
system of comments and responses to my thoughts, activities, social and psychological
state,  and biorhythms -  both straightforwardly  and with  many different  disorienting,
infuriating and distorting effects. This sensory and mental torture and attack directly into
my  brain  has  varied  from  extreme  causing  near-complete  mental  breakdown  and
desperation, to loud, intensive and continuous, to milder, and has included numerous
mock-executions.  It  is  all  completely  and totally  unignorable  and inescapable.  The
‘circuits’ are always open – my brain, body and physical space are ceaselessly brutally
violated, monitored and interfered with - and forced into reaction and response - 24 hours
a day 7 days a week. It’s a brutal, technological, inescapable ‘Iago-bullshit-hell-machine’.
I literally haven’t had a single minutes mental rest, relaxation or privacy since 2005 – not
a single minute.
‘The Iago-Bullshit-Idiot-Hell Machine (IBHM)’ (2004/2005-present)

4. ceaselessly subjected to multiple nightly neurological experiments and interventions.
Whilst ‘sleeping’ artificial ‘virtual-reality scenarios’ (like little ‘You-Tube’ videos or cartoons
or slideshows) are forced into my brain and therein processed/experienced. Night after
night after night – every single night since 2005 - 3,4,5,6,7 or more times per night. I have
been on this sleep and brain control regime and I haven't had a natural, uncontrolled
nights sleep since 2005. Often my brain processing/experiencing these “virtual-reality
scenarios” is transmitted and exhibited by these Mengeles butchers pretending to do
“science”. Their ability to do this required extensive and very brutal neutralisation and
engineering of my normal, healthy brain – in order to effect a kind of ‘tabula-rasa’ to use
as a ‘player’ – for them to be able to force in their ‘codes’ and ‘play’ their ‘virtual-reality
scenarios’.  This  has  resulted  in  mentally  and  psycho-physiologically  exhausting,
degrading  and  deforming  me.
(2005-present)

5. relentlessly subjected to deep, hardcore and other neurological attacks on my brain
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creating a lasting lobotomised effect – very often similar to being sledge-hammered,
repeatedly stabbed, roasted, fan-forced microwaved, blow-torched, axed, bombed etc. in
and across the brain. Almost every single night since 2005, mostly multiple times, and
sometimes for hours and hours at a time – all night, all afternoon etc.. My whole creativity,
‘raw material’, senses, sensibility, feelings, thought, speech, intelligence, imagination,
emotions and organic health, range, depth and potential have been completely degraded,
butchered, mangled, wasted and/or destroyed (‘Fahrenheit 451-ed’and/or ‘Year 0-ed’).
Repeatedly subjected to multiple other experiments and interventions on other areas of
my brain.
‘Brain Mutilation/Neutralisation Work (BMNW)’ (2005-present)

6. repeatedly and relentlessly – every single day and night - subjected to electrical abuse
and torture on the genitals,  crotch,  reproductive system, glands and lymph system.
Electric currents are applied to my genitals, crotch and reproductive system at different
intensities and positions, often continuously for extended periods of time. This ranges
from mildly disturbing to extremely torturous. The cumulative affect is sickening and
constant mental and physical tension and aggravation. This electrical abuse and torture
on the genitals, crotch and reproductive system is applied at any time of the day or night.
I am often woken up by the application of electric currents to my genitals, crotch and
reproductive  system  -  night  after  night  after  night.  Often  I  am  given  erections  in
coordination with the brain butchery,  and occasionally  voided of  semen (my sperm
production  has  been  stopped).  I  AM BEING USED,  EXPERIMENTED UPON AND
BUTCHERED LIKE A LAB RAT.  My genitals  have been liposuctioned,  collagened,
vasectomied, and my scrotum subjected to repeated reductions and enlargements. I
have also been anally raped and interfered with numerous times.
‘Genital Electrocution (GE)’ (2004/2005-present)

7. My stomach, glands, abdomen, intestines, lymph system and other internal organs are
also  being  continuously,  repeatedly  and  intensively  heated  and  electrocuted  i.e.
cooked/burnt-out. Often similar to being stabbed, roasted, microwaved, blow-torched etc..
Hour upon hour or all night and/or much of the day.My heart, chest, neck, lower back,
back,  diaphragm  and  all  over  my  body.  My  torso,  face  and  buttocks  have  been
liposuctioned 2 or 3 times. My nipples are often electrocuted. Also in an extremely painful
operation they put my spine out of alignment and did extensive nerve reconfiguration
work in my spine and lower back throwing my whole body out of alignment – lower back,
pelvis, hips, muscles, limbs, balance etc. – and, I think, they are trying to ‘engineer’ my
brain to ‘fit’ this misalignment.
‘Stomach Electrocution And Heating (SEH)’ ‘Heart Scoring And Electrocution (HE)’ ‘Chest
And Diaphram Electrocution (CHE)’ ‘Lower Back Electrocution (LBE)’ etc. (2005-2011)

Huge - 10,000s of hours - amounts of electricity have been pumped through my body and
brain by these nazi butchers. (2005-present)

I believe all of this is an attempted ‘reengineering’ or ‘rendering’ of my brain and body,
and it has very seriously degraded my senses, sensibility and mental, psychological and
physical strength, range, quality and depth. My brain has been reduced in power, quality
and function by at least 70%. All my 'raw materials', psycho-physiological powers, energy,
amorphous,  undeveloped and latent  thoughts,  memories,  emotions,  passions,  and
feelings degraded, burnt-out and/or destroyed. My chest has been sunken, my lungs
collapsed, my heart and muscles atrophied, my circulation and metabolism slowed, my
stomach expanded and deformed, my genitals mutilated and deformed, and my body-
shape completely  altered and deformed.  As  one would  expect  being a  lab-rat  in  a
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concentration camp since 2004 it has caused these most profound mental and physical
ill-effects and degradation, and profound organic impairments and deformities.

8. subjected to various other mental, physical and social tortures, degradations and dirty
tricks.  This  includes  having  my privacy  invaded by,  and being  extensively  publicly
exhibited  via,  internet,  TV and Radio.

Since  2004  whenever  I  turn  on  the  TV  or  Radio  -  if  it's  live,  I  am  linked  to  the
broadcasting source. It happens any time I see or hear a live broadcast, no matter where
I am. It completely ruins live TV and radio - as you are actually like being in a video-
conference - so it's hard to remain impassive or unaffected – especially whilst being
tortured. This invasion of my privacy and my torture and abuse have thus been witnessed
by, and I have protested and appealed to, many newscasters in Australia and overseas,
and by anyone who appears live on the news - politicians, celebrities, newscasters and
many others. Initially tolerable and even amusing, this came to be extremely traumatising
– especially when combined with the relentless hardcore torture, abuse and mutilated
‘brain-broadcasting’ – and no one even reporting it!

Also the thoughts and images from my deformed, mutilated brain and and lab-rat life
have been ‘brain-broadcasted’  to  the journalists  etc.  on TV and Radio  –  and often
presented to them as if  it  was the workings of  my normal brain/mind – also a lot  of
disinformation and misrepresentation has been ‘fed’ to them. This has often resulted in
some of them – both advertently and inadvertently – actually actively participating in the
torture  and  aggravation.  Some,  I  believe,  have  actually  been  encouraged  to  elicit
responses from my lab-rat brain and thereby to assist in and facilitate the butchering of
my brain and senses to fit these nazi technologies and horrendous violations.

The media has also been flooded with dehumanising and ridiculous ‘Psychological-
Operations’, parodies and caricatures of me, my family and life – as at the same time they
are parasiting, torturing and organically destroying me, they are constructing a fiction
about  ‘me’  and  ceaselessly,  idiotically,  making  what  they  pretend  to  be  valid
psychological  and  social  observations  about  ‘me’,  my  life  and  family.
‘2-WAY TV and the ORWELLIAN MEDIA (2WTV)’ (2004-present)

9.  My  mother,  sisters  and  other  family  members  have  been  neurologically
attacked/surgically mutilated, and both of my parents and other family members have
been anally raped using these DIRECTED ENERGY AND NEUROLOGICAL WEAPONS
– causing them profound mental and physical ill-effects and degradation, and profound
organic impairment and disruption. (from 2005-2008)

10. Since 2005 colleagues, acquaintances, friends or simply anyone I come into contact
with on a day-to-day basis have been neurologically attacked/surgically mutilated, and/or
anally raped using these DIRECTED ENERGY AND NEUROLOGICAL WEAPONS –
causing them profound mental and physical ill-effects and degradation, and profound
organic impairment and disruption. Literally over 200 people. (from 2005-2009)

11. I have been relentlessly subjected to Organised Stalking/Mobbing. This consists of an
intense and highly organized persecution of an individual with the purpose of harass
her/him constantly and boycott  all  the activities, professional and of leisure that the
person develops, in order to isolate to take control of the victims life, manipulate the
victims mind and ultimately conduct him/her to a helpless situation. This conduct carried
out by a group of apparently "normal" citizens is a barbaric form of torture. People are
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purposely  engaged  to  aggravate  me,  and  to  impede  and  violate  my  physical  and
psychological  spaces,  privacy  and  freedom.  This  is  extremely  psychologically  and
physically oppressive and suffocating. This happens everywhere I go, anytime, no matter
what  I  do.  My  whole  neighbourhood  has  been  infiltrated.  Often  these  people  are
neurologically controlled like ‘neuro-puppets’ to maximise the aggravation through the
linking of their actions and movements to mine. Other times they are misguided and/or
misinformed ‘Jones-Town’ type idiots/victims. This is being done to me everywhere I go –
including in Russia and Turkey.
www.freedomfchs.com/ www.multistalkervictims.org www.gangstalkingworld.com/
‘Gang Stalking (GS)’ (from 2004 – relentlessly)

Thus my human rights, liberty and privacy have been COMPLETELY VIOLATED and
ALL aspects and degrees of my human freedom, individuality and mental and physical
integrity and health profoundly assaulted, tortured and wrecked in this ongoing totalitarian
nightmare/hell  – as I AM BEING RELENTLESSLY, REMORSELESSLY, BRUTALLY,
SAVAGELY  and  CEASELESSLY  -  since  2004  -  subjected  to  the  uninhibited  and
unchecked aggression, nastiness, ludicrousness, speciousness, and dishonesty of these
nazi bully-boys’ psycho- and sociopathic personalities, minds, actions and technologies.

They do all this to me and yet these perverted psychopaths allow – even encourage – me
to send emails all over the world publicising their sadistic crimes – "we're ass-wiping
democracy", and "you're sweeping the floor for us", they continually taunt.

The UK and Australian Government and Authorities, Humanitarian Organisations and
everybody else have completely ignored, and failed to protect me.

I'm aware that there will probably be considerable resistance to anyone who attempts to
help me – but I ask you to not shy away from such an act of bravery and principle.

It is no exaggeration to say my case is as horrendous and urgent as someone fleeing a
Nazi or Pol Pot concentration camp – specifically Dr Mengele-type butchers..."
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The Lashanda Armstrong Case Revisited: An
Unreported Aspect of Vict...
Thursday, January 31, 2013
Reader,

If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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Introduction

I slowly find them. They are black, targeted, and without legal redress. Their lives, once
brilliant  and  colorful,  have  been  ruined.  Pat  Burhan,  Damon Thompson,  Kentucky
mayoral candidate Connie Marshall, Darlene Miles, Gloria Naylor, Idriss Stelley, Mesha-
Monge Irizary, Ronette Ricketts, Yvonne Hiller, Lashanda Armstrong... (see testimonies
on this blog, especially "The Damon Thompson Case Revisited" and "Pat Burhan Gives
Words  to  Oppression")  The  list  is  endless,  and  each  item  retains  an  underlying
denominator: the attribution of the term "crazy" to that which is not understood and which
previously excelled against stereotypes and expectations (many also had filed largely
unreported harassment  reports  that  were  dismissed as  symptoms of  paranoia  and
delusion shortly before tragedies). As I put together the pieces, a terrifying mosaic comes
to life. "A typical ethnic cleansing target" (Paul Baird, Surveillanceissues.com)... "A tax-
payer funded, genocidal purge of American society...targeting women and minorities..."
(Vic Livingston, nowpublic.com/scrivener)... "I learned that more than 500 women and
minorities had filed lawsuits against the University of California for harassment..." (U.C.
Livermore Labs Whistle-blower Leuren Moret)... This, the systematic neutralization of a
"more general class of people," would be the worst form of racism and xenophobia seen
since Hitler.  Who speaks for  these victims of  a system so advanced-technology so
sophisticated-that the common man can only summarize-understand-as "crazy"? Who
speaks for those singled out by social status? Who speaks for the victims of the Silent
Holocaust? Far from the depiction of targeted individuals as middle-class victims of the
ire of powerful men in Jesse Ventura's recent and now popular "Brain Invaders" episode
(Television show: "Conspiracy Theory"), there may be far more to the Silent Holocaust-to
the very name-than meets the eye: the neutralization of large amounts of minorities and
women via covert tactics designed to induce the designation of "crazy." I ask only of the
audience to consider this possibility in light of the following review and other items on this
blog.

 The Lashanda Armstrong Case Revisted

On February 07, 2011, Lashanda Armstrong, a mother of four in Newburgh, New York,
drove her minivan full of herself & her children into New York's Hudson River:

"...Firefighters Edward Diller and Brendan Hogan, wearing cold-water suits, plunged into
the 40-degree water and began their search...Minutes later, trained divers from the fire
and police departments arrived and began a wider search, Vatter said. By 8:15 p.m., they
were joined by firefighters in the department's rescue boat and a state police helicopter
that shone a spotlight on the surface of the water...About 15 minutes later, a police diver,
Lt.  Bruce Campbell,  found the van about  25 yards from shore,  Vatter  said...Divers
hooked a steel cable to the van and hauled it to the shoreline by a winch operated by a
tow truck...The fire chief said the incident had been 'nerve-wracking. The question going
around in my head was, How many kids will we find, and is it possible somebody is still
m i s s i n g ? '  h e  s a i d . "  (
http://www.poughkeepsiejournal.com/article/20110414/NEWS05/104140337/Family-
says-LaShanda-Armstrong-acted-oddly-before-Newburgh-tragedy?nclick_check=1)

What? Why? When? These were the questions whose answers remain obscure to those
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who knew the family. Yet, a review of the case from the perspective of a target leads to
some very terrifying possibilities.

I begin with character. Who was Lashanda Armstrong? According to The Poughkeepsie
Journal,

"...neighbors of the family said they never saw any hints that such a tragedy may have
been coming....Several neighbors on Wednesday recalled Armstrong as an attentive
mother who balanced care of her children with an outside job. They were shocked by the
news...'She was a very good mom,' said Tina Claybourne, who lives nearby. 'She took
care of her kids. She always was with her kids.'...Other neighbors said they did not know
the woman's name or where she worked, but said the children seemed energetic and
happy and would play on the block and ride bikes."

Here is a "good mother." She is applauded for her graces and loved by neighbors and
acquaintances. Her children are healthy, happy, and brilliant. The scene is, for the most
part,  average,  with  a  few unhealthy aspects  surrounding an unfavorable  father  but
generally "good." That is, until the first week of February 2011, when some unknown
element cracks-rips apart-the picture:

"Family members of LaShanda Armstrong say in the weeks before Tuesday's tragedy
she had been acting oddly. LaShanda Armstrong had said she felt like someone was
watching her and that pages of her diary had been missing, sister Darice Armstrong said
in an interview with NBC News. LaShanda Armstrong also told family her lights had
flickered on and off,  her sister said..."

"Acting oddly"..."pages missing from her diary"...electric appliances displaying strange
behavior... These are nearly exact claims by targets of the Silent Holocaust that often
lead to wrongful instutionalization and the designation of "crazy." Illegal surveillance,
tampering  with  personal  documents  simply  for  the  pyschological  toll  (see  "0103-
042013.ApparentTheftofJournals"), and the manipulation of RF fields around light bulbs
via "reverse polarity electromagnetic energy" (see p. 90 of Dr. John Hall's A New Breed:
Satellite  Terrorism in America [2009],  & logs of  such tampering can be seen in my
personal storage containers) is common, if only to those "singled out" in some way or
another by psychopathic personas often of far-right leanings.

Here  is  a  "good  mother"  in  the  throes  of  some dark,  terrifying  element.  She  feels
overwhelmed-terrified. She seeks help in her last days because she knows enough to
realize  that  she  cannot  counter  this  element  by  herself.  She  reaches  out.  Nobody
believes  her.  Nobody  understands.

What  happens  next,  be  it  the  culmination  of  electronic  harassment  or  some other
phenomena, is catastrophe: a murder-suicide, with one young, black boy surviving with
no mother and no family. He is asked, "what happened?" He can only reply, repeatedly
and without ceasation, "the car drove into the river..."

Was she a target? If so, did she know? If specific pages from her diary were taken, what
had she written in them? Was she in the process of discovery? I and others reviewing
this  case may never  know the answers.  I  only  see parallels-ominous parallels  that
dovetail with my life. I offer my perspective in the hopes that it would be considered. Do
not simply dismiss Lashanda Armstrong as mentally ill  but seek to learn more of her
mentality, possibly inscribed in the available diary entries, in the days before her death.
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The Torture of Pat Burhan-02/04/2013
Tuesday, February 05, 2013

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a
system  of  harassment  using  organized
stalking and other,  more subtle means,  I
u r g e  y o u  t o  v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of my
blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news
article highlighting this system in the United
States  (can  be  seen  on  this  blog),  and
conduct independent research. Further, if
you  are  a  researcher,  the  following  blog
posts  would  prove  especially  helpful:
"Excerpt  from  Mark  M.  Rich's  Letter  to
Vict ims"  (March  2012  archive),  "An
Interview between British Secret  Service
(MI-5)  Whistle-blower  Carl  Clark  and
German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive),  "Confessions of  Fratus,  a  Utah
State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive),
"An  Account-09/2012"  (September  2012

archive), "The American Code" (September 2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records"
(October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from  Victim  Robin  Webster's  Evidence  for  the
Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1
and  2;  January  2012  and  February  2012  archives),  "Nowpublic.com News  Report
Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment" (January 2012
archive),  "  John  St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the  National  Security  Agency"
(December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011
archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011 archive) and "The Institute of
Science  and  Society's  Report  on  Bio-electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December  2011
archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts: "Excerpts from Victim Robin
Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February 2012
archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1 and 2;  January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February 2012
archive),  "Key Points for an Affidavit"  (January 2012 archive),  "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
"Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic Harassment"
(January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the National Security
Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-blower and Former
Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for Targets" (January
2012 archive),  "Safe  Community  Cooperative  for  Targets"  (January  2012 archive),
"Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist
Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
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multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

The Torture of Pat Burhan-02/04/2013
In an email sent to one of my Gmail accounts, Pat Burhan, a South African resident of
Oregon, United States, whose detailed testimony is posted on this blog ("Pat Burhan
Gives Words to Oppression" in the February 2012 archives), writes of the severity of
torture branded as non-consensual experimentation via non-ionizing electromagnetic
weaponry, evidence of which can be seen in horrific photos of significant grooves and
lesions on her scalp. She writes with fear and purpose, terrified of her life but generally
resolved to find justice. Please, read.
"Dear recipient:
This is written under extremely painful conditions. I have use of one eye now because of
the systematic dismantlement of my body by the remote electromagnetic torturers for, I
believe, refusing to be murdered and tortured in silence.

The American people welcomed me to this country, from the arms of a brutal abuse by
apartheid in South Africa, 30 yrs ago I owe it them to expose the greatest danger to their
society and and indeed, to the very character of their nation. No one should say they did
not know...

Please  share  this  information  with  as  many  persons  as  you  must,  and  retain  this
document  for  me  as  my  files  are  being  daily  compromised.

Thanks...."

Photos of the email sent are posted below:
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A Family's Testimony: The Case of the
Anamuahs
Saturday, February 09, 2013
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

A Family's Testimony: The Case of the Anamuahs
I had thought that  the situation in which myself  and Pat Burhan find ourselves was
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relatively unique with regard to demographic. I was not only wrong, but seriously so. I
begin to realize that what Ms. Burhan stated in her testimony of early 2012 (see "Pat
Burhan Gives words to Oppression" in the February 2012 archives)-that Africans would
be the ones to bear  the brunt  of  non-consensual  experimentation-may be far  more
observant than I had previously imagined. We have a black president, but it appears that
this title means little when Nazis still roam free in an underground, without oversight or
meaningful laws to protect their victims.
Here is  the testimony of  an African family  in  the United Kingdom, threatened to be
murdered like an African architectural student in the 1990s and systematically prevented
from communicating with their extended family, all the while being tortured and forced
into homelessness by state-sponsored oppression of a scale unseen since the Soviet
purges of the 1930s-1940s. Vic Livingston of nowpublic.com was not only right when he
exposed a tax-payer funded, genocidal purge of American society orchestrated by rogue
elements of the F.B.I. and private contractors in 2008, but he exposed only one piece of
an apparently global puzzle. Please, read.
From: yoziki.blogspot.com

"Thu,  19  March,  2009,  12:36:55  From:  RllKing<rl lking@yahoo.co.uk>  To:
mcmailteam@gmail.com
19/3/09 Dear Dr. Les Dove and MC Mail Team,
We found this email address on Dr. Les Dove's Blogspot. We really do know how he and
other  targeted  individuals  feel.  Thank  you  for  all  your  hard  work  and  putting  the
information  out.
We are a family of three adults, mother, son and daughter (Viviane Anamuah, mother of
Ben and Rachael). We've been reading your Blogspot. We know what you say is true and
we have been illegally subjected to a lot of things for the last 20 years.
The State-backed stalking and illegal surveillance inside our home (bathroom and toilet
included) and when we go out has been going on since 1991 to date and in this house...
Mind games are played to try and make us paranoid, via the TV, radio etc. to indicate that
persons have heard what we've said out loud. Other things were illegally done to us by
the State before 1991. We've been everywhere you can think of and more. People are
told not to assist us, especially solicitors.
We come from a very large and extended family who we've been deliberately isolated
from for many years by UK authorities who interfere with all aspects of our lives at every
opportunity from 1989.
We've had continuous housing/homeless problems - problems from landlords, estate /
letting agents, councils, housing associations, neighbours, statutory bodies of all kinds.
We've had to move home a lot, all over London (over 29 times in 16 years). We've been
evicted onto the street and deliberately prevented from finding shelter, here and abroad
because of  outside interference many times.  We've never  had a proper  home with
peaceful use and enjoyment of it because of persecution by the State and other people
used by them. We've even had people enter a previous home from next door, through the
adjoining attics at the top of the house while we slept, to cause us much stress and
distress upon discovering broken and missing things - some of them personal. We have
had many things stolen from us including 2 large holdalls full of our clothes, shoes, letters
and postcards, private documents and other irreplaceable items of personal value from
Gatwick Airport in 1999, the year we came back from abroad.
Since 1991 we've rarely been out altogether and left  our home empty to make sure
nobody has access. Indeed, one of the reasons for our arrests last year was so the police
and  whoever  else  could  have  free  reign  to  snoop  and  rummage  through  our  few
belongings. We don't take drugs, we don't even smoke and hardly drink - the worst they
would have found is vitamin supplements. We were all arrested for a water leak that did
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not  exist  and detained in  police cells  for  7  hours.  The police falsely  accused us of
committing Criminal Damage because of the alleged water leak. It was all bogus, so the
police did not charge or prosecute us, and released us after traumatising, defaming and
publically humiliating us. (This is just a brief outline of the details. The police conducted
the raid as degradingly and terrorising as possible.) They keep trying to find ways to
criminalise us when psychological torture doesn't work and the mad cycle continues
unrelenting.
We  are  currently  dealing  with  neighbours  (on  the  left)  harassing  us  with  noise  -
hammering,  banging  etc.  and  our  landlord  (on  the  right),  making  demands  for
unnecessary  intrusive  access  to  gain  control,  manipulate  and  condition  us  into
submission etc, because we are still managing despite everything many years after it all
began.  The  same  and  similar  forms  of  harassment,  persecution  etc.  is  repeated
everywhere we live to grind us down and cause us as much suffering and torment as
possible and to taunt us using all sorts of mind games also. After all these years we know
the pattern well - we know the authorities would like to kill us as examples to other people
like us.  We know our  being black is  part  of  the reason we are targeted.  The racist
element has been all too clear, we felt the Nazi/Fascist influence in our situation from the
beginning.
All this has been played out in public so long that persons, authorities behind it attack us
out of their feelings of inadequacy, embarrassment, etc. In 1992/3, we were told by Ken
Livingstone (who was then our local Member of Parliament) that what was being done to
us was being done to so many people, that they were being driven mad deliberately and
that the people behind it were vindictive. They've certainly been continuously vindictive to
us and we've done nothing to them or anyone else. We can attest to their bloodthirsty,
sadistic and perverse vindictive nature - they do all this and more to us because they are
evil and wicked.
They  lie  about  us  at  every  opportunity  to  try  to  destroy  our  personalities,  minds,
reputations and lives and when they come out looking bad, they blame and target us all
over again.
We've  not  been  left  alone  to  work  for  long  or  to  have  any  kind  of  life,  friends,
education/training, etc. However, we have survived because of our faith in God, we pray
together at home and still do what we can to deal with the situation. For instance, when
we were all illegally arrested and detained for a non-existent water leak in Sep 08, we
eventually found a solicitor to deal with it, although it's still early days. We are sensing
they would like to drop us, just as solicitors have done before.
At the moment, we have no dealings with anybody, not even our own large extended
family because they are manipulated to deal with us in as negatively, hostile and as
wicked a way as possible, or ignore us altogether to help make us mentally ill by force,
especially mother of this family, Viviane Anamuah. Some if not all of our extended family
are probably being targeted themselves but refuse to acknowledge it.
We have continually had neighbours, landlords, estate / letting agents we rent from and
other  statutory  etc.  bodies  knowingly  colluding  to  make  our  lives  as  miserable,
impossible,  unsafe  and  threatening  as  possible  to  make  us  physically  as  well  as
psychologically ill. There are motives regarding things that people want to do and get
from our bodies - the 'medical mafia' and co. have already taken blood, much more than
they needed, under the guise of investigating a health ailment they deliberately caused
(pains in the back and kidneys) with their directed energy and neurological weapons.
They  have  used  us  for  psychological  and  medical  experiments  that  we  have  not
consented to from 1991 and electromagnetic torture has presently left its mark in various
ways, especially with Viviane Anamuah, by targeting the left side of the brain to prevent
the right side of the body from functioning properly, especially the right hand with writing.
The right hand was directly targeted also with whatever device at their disposal, during
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the night when asleep. This is because persons observing especially from next door
know we keep detailed written records. We also write because we have been targeted so
long that is all we can do. We have written many letters of appeals for help to various
organisations, bodies internationally and within the UK. Our lives are not safe because of
this also. Ben and Rachael Anamuah have also been given health problems (circulatory,
skin and other conditions).
We have been physically attacked and received death threats numerous times. We've
been threatened on the bus (on our way to meet with a civil rights org.) that we would be
"f***ing stabbed like Stephen Lawrence". (Stephen Lawrence was a black student of
architecture and was 19 years old when he was murdered at a bus stop on his way
home, by a gang of 5 known racist men in 1993. Some of whom had contacts in high
places - the police, Masons, etc. The perpetrators have never been brought to justice,
despite all the key witnesses and evidence against them.)
The perpetrators behind our suffering lie about everything, especially their true motives
for why they want to use us and our bodies. We suspect the authorities are trying again
to soon illegally detain us in mental hospital and/or prison to achieve their aims and help
cover things up to prevent this present legal action against the Metropolitan Police, whom
we have been told have ignored all letters to them from the solicitor. Our mobile phones
and this email are not secure, in fact, we don't even know if you will receive this. If you
do,  can you let  us know by email  or  call  any of  the following numbers and leave a
message? Thank you and God Bless! Viviane, Ben and Rachael Anamuah 54 Hamilton
Road, Feltham, Middlesex, TW13 4PX, UK +44 (0) 7986 860 805, +44 (0) 7910 948 961,
+44 (0) 7906 139 569"
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Announcement: Fever
Saturday, February 16, 2013

Announcement: This author has recently fallen ill, as of 02/11/2013, to a fever; and my
activism is therefore limited. However, do not hesitate to contact me or view the rest of
this blog, as I have built it to be one of the more informational websites for victims around.
See the introductory letter below:

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
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difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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The Testimony of Mother & Daughter: A
Californian Family in Crisis
Thursday, February 28, 2013

Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a
system  of  harassment  using  organized
stalking and other,  more subtle means,  I
u r g e  y o u  t o  v i s i t
freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of my
blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news
article highlighting this system in the United
States  (can  be  seen  on  this  blog),  and
conduct independent research. Further, if
you  are  a  researcher,  the  following  blog
posts  would  prove  especially  helpful:
"Excerpt  from  Mark  M.  Rich's  Letter  to
Vict ims"  (March  2012  archive),  "An
Interview between British Secret  Service
(MI-5)  Whistle-blower  Carl  Clark  and
German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive),  "Confessions of  Fratus,  a  Utah
State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive),
"An  Account-09/2012"  (September  2012
archive), "The American Code" (September
2012 archive), "An Introduction to Records"
(October  2012  archive),  "Excerpts  from
Victim Robin Webster's  Evidence for  the
Existence  for  an  Invisible  Third  Degree"
(February  2012  archive),  "Research
Quotes"  (1  and  2;  January  2012  and
February 2012 archives), "Nowpublic.com
News  Report  Addressing  Organized
S ta l k i ng  and  Remo te ,  E l ec t r on i c
Harassment"  (January  2012  archive),  "
John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against the
National Security Agency" (December 2011
archive),  "  British  Activist  Les  Dove's
Torture Report" (December 2011 archive), "
Julianne McKinney's Research" (December
2011 archive) and "The Institute of Science
a n d  S o c i e t y ' s  R e p o r t  o n  B i o -
electromagnetic  Weapons"  (December
2011 archive). If you are a target, please,
view the  following  posts:  "Excerpts  from

Victim  Robin  Webster's  Evidence  for  the  Existence  for  an  Invisible  Third  Degree"
(February 2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012
archives), "Target and Former Engineer Eleanor White's Credibility Essentials" (February
2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive), "On the Need for the
Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community" (January 2012 archive),
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"Mass  Lawsuit  Pertaining  to  Organized
S ta l k i ng  and  Remo te ,  E l ec t r on i c
Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John
St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011
archive),  "Shielding  Tips  from  Whistle-
blower  and  Former  Defense  Contractor
Robert  Duncan"  (January  2012 archive),
"Tips for Targets" (January 2012 archive),

"Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Computer Security
Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and "British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

The Testimony of Mother and Daughter: A Californian Family in Crisis

On February 18, 2013, Ms. Nunez of California contacted this author in a plea for help.
She, a government whistle-blower, along with her teenage daughter Gabriella, had been
systematically  harassed and sexually  assaulted by  what  now deceased U.S.  F.B.I.
whistle-blower Ted Gunderson described in April 2011 as an "illegal, government, rogue,
criminal  enterprise  active  24  hours  a  day"  in  the  United  States  (see now targeted,
mainstream  journalist  Vic  Livingston's  website,  nowpublic.com/scrivener  and
viclivingston.blogspot.com, along with Gunderson's official testimony of April 26, 2011, for
details). Her story, like many others, although horrific and seemingly impossible, is real in
contemporary  America,  where  loop-holes  in  non-consensual  experimentation  laws
exposed  by  attorney  Cheryl  Walsh  in  her  June  2012  Essex  Review  article  and
increasingly  commercialized  non-consensual  implantation  and  torture  (see  James
Walbert's landmark 2008 court case concerning electronic harassment and "A Flyer (2)"
on  scribd.com/EdmundIgberaese  for  more  details)  have  created  a  sprawling
underground.

"Dear Edmund,

I, Tracy A. Nunez, am enrolled in the California State Safe at Home Confidential Address
Program because I  have been certified  by  the Secretary  of  State  to  be a  victim of
Domestic Violence, Stalking, and Sexual Assault. You can verify my enrollment in the
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Safe at Home program by calling: 1-877-322-5227. My ID # is:  3102. I  ask for your
assistance because my daughter and I, we are not safe at home, at school, at work, or
anywhere else we go.

I believe my teenage daughter, Gabriella, and I have both been targeted by criminals
employed in U.S. government positions, primarily FBI, NSA, CIA, DA, & DoD. Most of
them  are  international  criminals  heavily  involved  with  drug,  weapon,  and  human
trafficking as well as stalking, rape, murder, and treason. When confronted, they falsely
claim Sovereign Immunity in the name of National Security. However, if you look up the
U.S. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, Article IV,
"Sovereign Immunity" and "National Security" become VOID if  a child is involved or
abuse against an ethnic, cultural,  or religious stance is involved.

I have recently been informed that I  am a BlackOP experimental subject in a secret
shadow government program based out of a military complex called the Dulce Lab. My
contact out in the field is (or was) a man by the name of Peter Fagan. I may have been
groomed for a specific purpose, but I am considered uncooperative. I have been called a
"BlackOp Out of Control" after becoming a government whistleblower. Continuous video
and audio  surveillance of  myself  and my child  has  been accompanied  by  physical
tracking, mkultra mind control programming, non-consensual medical experimentation,
gang  stalking,  cointelpro,  electronic  harassment,  truth  serum interrogations,  theft,
vandalism, sexual harassment, rape assaults, false arrest, kidnapping, trafficking, bribes,
threats, and attempted murder. Though I keep relocating, my daughter and I continue to
be victimized by criminals employed in government positions who access our physical
address in spite of our enrollment in the California State Safe at Home program which is
supposed to keep our physical location sealed from disclosure.

The following is a partial list of assailants who have been using government resources to
commit crimes against me and my family. Many of them use fake identities. I can only
supply information on the names and types of employment they were using when they
identified themselves to me:

*David Cerna, NIH & SAIC/ Salinas Gang Member,  Los Zetas and La Familia Drug
Cartels.

*Edgar Duran (Edgar Emilio Duran Moreno), NSA/ Sinoloa, Los Zetas, & La Familia Drug
Cartels.

*Nemecio Lagunas Hernandez, Independently Contracted by NSA/ La Familia Drug
Cartel.

*Scott Whitehead (aka Mark Powers), FBI/ White Supremist Gang Member & La Familia
Drug Cartel.

*Curtis Webb, Economic Crimes Fraud Investigator for San Diego County DA/ 3rd Family
Mafia.

*Juan Juarez (John Manual MacGarvey Juarez), CPS/ La Familia Drug Cartel.

*Drew Cabral (aka Detective Taylor Sinclair, Deputy Sheriff Stevens), CIA/ KGB, Los
Zetas, & La Familia Drug Cartels.
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...and many, many, many others.

If I racked my brains, I could probably name up to 100 individuals. The problem is that
they frequently change their names and identities. For example, I think Scott Whitehead
might be using the name Marshall Spencer, Drew Cabral might be using the name Jed
Schlueter, and Curtis Webb might be using the named Jaymie Ganzaga. This constant
changing of appearance and identities makes it  impossible for me to press charges
against any of them. I've recently become aware that these syndicate criminals are part
of a false flag unit, and they may be using me for target practice or training purposes. If
they do get incarcertated for any reason, the government pays up to $200,000 in bail to
get them released.

The only trait these criminals have in common is that they all claim to be double agents
from other countries. Some of them were born in Mexico and are active members of drug
cartels. Scott Whitehead is a white supremist originally born in Zimbabwe, Africa. Curtis
Webb is a Hispanic New Yorker originally born in Puerto Rico. There is also a notorious
group of KGB/ CIA double agents from Russia. One such individual, Sacha Alexandre
Zuckov identifies himself as the "Czar of Russia" an exagerated claim for someone who
has no power or wealth in his country of origin. Regardless of who they say they are, who
they really work for, or what country they came from, they all know each other, commit
federal and international crimes on a regular basis, cover up each other's crimes, and
work together on covert missions for corrupt government officials who have absolutely no
respect for our United States Constitution.

You might wonder how I have gotten to know these criminals when most victims cannot
identify their assailants. Well, they often identify themselves to me during interrogations
and sometimes even hand me their  business cards with a verbal  request  for  me to
contact them again. For example, Curtis Webb is a government stalker, rapist, pedophile,
& sex trafficker who broke into my home with a team of men, attacked me, rendered me
unconscious, and sold me for prostitution on the floor of my own apartment. Due to drug
induced amnesia, I was not supposed to remember the incident. However, I keep the
business cards and all other evidence, and together with counseling, it has helped me to
recover my memory and put all the puzzle pieces back together again so I can see the
big picture of what has happened.

Mr. Webb's business card states the following information:

CURTIS WEBB
Public Assistance Investigator
Economic Crimes Division
Phone #: (760) 754-5872

Bonnie M. Dumanis
District Attorney
County of San Diego
9444 Balboa Avenue, Suite 200
San Diego, California 92123

I did everything in my power to seek justice. The problem is that I got retaliated against
immediately  after  reporting the sexual  assault  to  local  law enforcement.  Instead of
investigating the perpetrators of this heinous crime, police officers detained me on a 5150
Hold  (Involuntary  Psychiatric  Hold)  and  confiscated  my  daughter  (just  like  the
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government criminals threatened to do if I ever reported them to law enforcement). I did
file a complaint against Curtis Webb with Deborah Fitzgerald at the Health and Human
Services Agency (HHSA) Department of Civil Rights, but she is pretending not to know
who has jurisdiction over the matter while she consults her legal team on how to "deal"
with  me.  Every other  agency I've reported to has either  ignored me or  closed their
investigation due to lack of jurisdiction. Where is the oversight? Are there no checks and
balances to prevent or curtail government sponsored crimes? Who is monitoring the
shadow  government  while  they  commit  acts  of  terror?  Not  one  individual,  group,
business,  law  firm,  or  agency  is  taking  jurisdiction  over  this  matter.

The following YouTube Video is my Congressional Testimony for Bill Windsor's upcoming
movie called Lawless America. The focus was on CPS, POLICE, and JUVENILE COURT
CORRUPTION as they detained my daughter for four months without any justifiable
reason beyond their  own hearsay lies,  gossip,  and slander.  It's  called a  Character
Assassination, and CPS routinely uses it as evidence to steal innocent children from
loving homes.

www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=B79Jl0XNUZM

http://www.lawlessamerica.com/index.php?option=com_sobipro&pid=55&sid=1490:Tracy
-A-Nunez&Itemid=104"

Tracy A. Nunez
Safe at Home Confidential Address:
ID# 3102
P.O. Box 1318
Sacramento CA 95812"

 Photos of the full e-mail sent (click on the images to view them in detail):
P.S.

If you doubt claims of electronic harassment and electromagnetic influence of the brain, a
curt  review of  a  recent  Yahoo!  News article,  revealing the "mind-melding"  over  the
internet of rats (EEG heterodyning of brain-waves) in different countries that caused them
to initiate similar behaviors from a distance (http://news.yahoo.com/mind-melds-move-
science-fiction-science-rats-144950902.html), may reduce skepticism; military whistle-
blowers  in  the  U.S.  and  other,  predominantly  industrialized  nations,  such  as  U.S.
Department of Defense whistle-blower Robert Duncan (see his 2010 book "Project: Soul-
catcher, Volume II..."), now deceased N.A.S.A. scientist Fred Bell, Russian scientist Igor
Smirnov, and others, have jointly revealed the existence of decades-long, covert, non-
consensual experimentation on unwitting civilians with psychotronic technology, including
EEG heterodyning and human "mind-melding."
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An Account-03/02/2013
Saturday, March 02, 2013
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).

An Account-03/02/2013

"03/02/2013 ([Family Home]..., Centennial, CO)
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The time, as I turn my head towards the glare of the phone's screen, is 4:18am. I have
been awake for the past 15-30 minutes. I cannot sleep. I cannot sleep because I hear my
heart beating wildly. I am uncomfortable.I try to lean on my side, my chest towards the
bed, and the shocks near the heart begin. It is early '12 all over again: I am shocked in
my family's presence without their awareness. Having previously recorded the vibrations
induced by these shocks via an Olympus WS600 digital voice recorder in December
2012, thereby proving their externality and non-hallucinatory nature, I decide to place the
recorder near the affected area. Suddenly, almost like magic, the shocks cease to exist.
In under two minutes, however, they resume with a lower intensity but higher frequency.
At  this  point,  I  place  the  recorder  near  the  affected  area,  and  only  one  shock  is
experienced before the shocks move from the region of the heart, where I had placed the
recorder, to the shoulder in a seemingly mocking manner. I recall that the placement of
multiple folds of a blanket near the area relieved the shocks previously, and I do so
again, experiencing temporary relief. Yet, my heart's still  "dancing" apparently for no
reason as I feel no anxiety, and I feel a general, mysterious sense of unease. I have slept
for approximately 4 hours, and I feel tired and helpless amidst this terror. Where is my
grounding cord? Is there metal? Can I use it? The questions flow through my mind as I
am reluctant to stand up. I have not slept well since late February 2013 (see February
2013 Hours of Sleep log in the "T`ts.Transcripts.022013" folder), and I had learned from a
merciful doctor on the last day of February that an increase in dosage of 3-mg Melatonin
tablets from one to two per night should not lead to a significant decrease in length of
sleep, all other factors being relatively constant, as noted in the February 2013 Hours of
Sleep log (likewise, the constant dosage, with all other factors being relatively constant,
should not suddenly prompt a drastic decline in length of sleep as may be seen also in
the log: one may hear the doctor's statements in the "I`ts.Evidence.AudioLogs.02282013"
folder). As I consider this and the sudden streaming sound in my left ear that would
suddenly eliminate the drowsiness caused by Melatonin in September 2012, the situation
seems clear enough: I am being deprived of sleep. As I pick up my pen to write at this
early hour, I am certain of only one thing: there would be no more sleep tonight.

P.S.

Sleep deprivation, combined with a plethora of other symptoms, including mysterious,
sudden feelings of submissiveness an other ills (similar, I expect, to the phenomenon of
drugging)  experienced  on  12/07/2012  and  02/09/2013  during  attempts  to  initiate
important acts, are typical; and as a result, my memory, especially of things to be done, is
but a shadow of its former self. Still, I am writing. Somebody must know what happened
to us. If you read this, you must know that I, Pat Burhan, the Anamuah family, Tracy and
Gabriella Nunez, George Gavan, John Finch, Damon Thompson, and others whose
testimonies and accounts are posted on this blog, are not crazy. "

Note: the manually written copies of this and other journal entries may be viewed on
edmundjournal.blogspot.com.
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The Testimony of Mother & Daughter, Part II:
Congressional Test...
Tuesday, March 05, 2013
Reader,
If you are not convinced of the reality of a system of harassment using organized stalking
and other, more subtle means, I urge you to visit freedomfchs.com/id15.html, view all of
my blog posts, read the nowpublic.com news article highlighting this system in the United
States (can be seen on this blog), and conduct independent research. Further, if you are
a researcher, the following blog posts would prove especially helpful: "Excerpt from Mark
M. Rich's Letter to Victims" (March 2012 archive), "An Interview between British Secret
Service (MI-5) Whistle-blower Carl Clark and German Journalist Armin Goss" (July 2012
archive), "Confessions of Fratus, a Utah State Prisoner" (September 2012 archive), "An
Account-09/2012" (September 2012 archive), "The American Code" (September 2012
archive), "An Introduction to Records" (October 2012 archive), "Excerpts from Victim
Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third Degree" (February
2012 archive), "Research Quotes" (1 and 2; January 2012 and February 2012 archives),
"Nowpublic.com News Report Addressing Organized Stalking and Remote, Electronic
Harassment"  (January  2012 archive),  "  John St.  Clair  Akwei's  Lawsuit  Against  the
National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), " British Activist Les Dove's Torture
Report" (December 2011 archive), " Julianne McKinney's Research" (December 2011
archive) and "The Institute of  Science and Society's Report  on Bio-electromagnetic
Weapons" (December 2011 archive). If you are a target, please, view the following posts:
"Excerpts from Victim Robin Webster's Evidence for the Existence for an Invisible Third
Degree"  (February  2012 archive),  "Research Quotes"  (1  and 2;  January  2012 and
February  2012 archives),  "Target  and Former  Engineer  Eleanor  White's  Credibility
Essentials" (February 2012 archive), "Key Points for an Affidavit" (January 2012 archive),
"On the Need for the Adoption of a Centralized Strategy by the Targeted Community"
(January 2012 archive), "Mass Lawsuit Pertaining to Organized Stalking and Remote,
Electronic Harassment" (January 2012 archive), "John St. Clair Akwei's Lawsuit Against
the National Security Agency" (December 2011 archive), "Shielding Tips from Whistle-
blower and Former Defense Contractor Robert Duncan" (January 2012 archive), "Tips for
Targets" (January 2012 archive), "Safe Community Cooperative for Targets" (January
2012 archive), "Computer Security Tips for Targets" (both; January 2012 archive), and
"British Activist Les Dove's Torture Report" (December 2011 archive).
P.S. Beware of false information while conducting research, which may be avoided by
c h e c k i n g  t h e  v a l i d i t y  o f  s i t e s  r e l a t e d  t o  o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g  a t
multistalkervictims.org/raven1/reviews. Also, for a non-biased introduction into the area of
o r g a n i z e d  s t a l k i n g ,  v i e w  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p a g e s :  s t o p o s . i n f o ,
multistalkervictims.org/stats.htm, multistalkervictims.org/lawson (a private investigator's
r e p o r t ) ,  m u l t i s t a l k e r v i c t i m s . o r g / o s a t v . p d f ,  a n d
multistalkervictims.org/googledocspages.txt; and for a more personal introduction, view
edmundjournal.blogspot.com. Finally, I must mention that some individuals have found
difficulty  in posting comments on this  blog.  If  you become one of  these individuals,
please,  do not  hesitate to contact  me via email  (edmundosreh@gmail.com).
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The Testimony of Mother & Daughter, Part II: Congressional Testimony

On  February  28,  2013,  this  author  documented  the  harassment  and  torture  of  a
Californian family by a wealthy, now divirced father (see "The Testimony of Mother &
Daughter: A Californian Family in Crisis" in the February 2013 archive). Recently, the
matriarch of this family, Tracy Nunez, testified to Congress in request of conviction of the
father. Here is her Congressional testimony, which retains striking similarities to those of
other victims of what many have described as a Silent Holocaust:

"I am a single mother who is enrolled in the California State Safe At Home Confidential
Address Program due to Domestic Violence, Stalking, and Sexual Assault. In my junior
year of college, I terminated an unhealthy relationship with my housemate, David Cerna,
after he drugged and raped me. When I found out I was pregnate, I decided to raise my
daughter by myself. I was never married to the absent, neglectful, and abusive father of
my child. He has not exercised visitation rights or acknowledged me or my child in any
way  since  her  birth  in  1994.  Because  my  daughter  was  born  with  an  orthopedic
impairment, I postponed my own academic and career goals in order to better meet my
child’s special medical needs at home. During this time, it was very difficult to enforce
child support collection, child care reimbursement, medical care costs, and to access
disability benefits that my family was eligible to receive. This has caused me to struggle
with extreme poverty, school loan debt, and chronic unemployment.
David Cerna completed his bachelor degree in Biology and went on to graduate school to
earn his Ph.D. in Biochemistry, Cell, & Molecular Biology from the University of California,
Davis. He currently works as a Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)
funded Laboratory Chief in the Department of Oncology at the National Institute of Health
(NIH) in Washington D.C. Dr. Cerna is now a Maryland home owner who lives with his
wife and two children in an affluent neighborhood where his kids attend private school
and after school enrichment activities. While providing a luxurious life style for his current
family, Dr. Cerna has been reluctant to pay court ordered child support for his first born
child and, in fact, falsifies income and expenses to reduce monthly payments. Dr. Cerna
is a very cruel and vindictive person with a long history of harassing me by making false
tips of fraud and child abuse to numerous government agencies in order to keep me
under continuous investigation. He also wrote letters to Child Protective Services (CPS)
describing me as having a mental illness that interferes with my parenting skills,  an
allegation that was previously investigated by CPS and determined to be unfounded in
2004.
In spite of his impressive education and successful career, Dr. David Cerna has a gang
related criminal  past  in  both Mexico and in  the United States,  and he continues to
associate with international criminal networks involved in drug, weapon, and human
trafficking.  Dr.  Cerna may have committed fraud by using government resources to
instigate a drug cartel gang rape and trafficking assault on me after I  modified child
support to increase his monthly payments. I did not realize how manipulative this man
was until he pulled off a convoluted scheme to get my daughter taken away from me in
order to terminate the child support order. The following story is a series of unlawful
events that systematically destroyed our lives through the abuse of law enforcement,
child protective services agency, and the juvenile court system.
In September of 2008, the Maintenance Manager, Edgar Duran, and a team of men
drugged me and sexually assaulted me during a scheduled maintenance order inside my
HUD Housing Section 8 rental unit at Archstone Pacific View apartments in Carlsbad,
California. On the day of the assault, Mr. Duran identified himself as a Mexican drug
cartel leader who works in law enforcement. Mr. Duran admitted that he was in frequent
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phone  contact  with  the  father  of  my  child  who  was  offering  him  bribe  money  to
surveillance, gang stalk, and harass me. This Maintenance Manager was accompanied
by an FBI Agent, Scott Whitehead, and an Economic Crimes Fraud Investigator, Curtis
Webb, from the San Diego County District Attorney’s office. These corrupt government
officials forced entry into my home for what they claimed was supposed to be a criminal
interrogation on me. Mr. Duran explained, “We are looking for a reason to arrest you!”
Instead of  conducting a proper investigation,  they impaired me with multiple drugs,
prostituted me out to a large number of landscapers and maintenance men, truth serum
interrogated me, and tortured and raped me at gun point. I was also videotaped for black
market  pornography  sales.  Between  assaults,  the  Maintenance  Manager  tried  to
pressure me into an unwanted relationship. He said that the only way I could protect
myself and child was to marry him and join his gang. When I declined his offers, Mr.
Duran lost his temper and threatened to get me arrested so he could kidnap my teenage
daughter  through  the  system  and  foster  her  out  for  human  trafficking  and  sexual
exploitation.
After the attack, I suffered symptoms of post traumatic stress and immediately sought
counseling for victims of crime. Due to drug induced amnesia, I was unable to accurately
report the details of the assault to law enforcement until I fully recovered my memory,
which unfortunately, was two years after the fact. Though I was reluctant to make a crime
report so long after the incident occurred, a friend of mine, Joanna, recommended that I
go to the police for help because I continued to get victimised through gang stalking,
break-ins, vandalism, and sexual harassment by workers on the property where I lived.
She even offered to go with me as a support person to schedule a meeting with my
landlord and to give witness testimony to the police that she had seen people going in
and out of my apartment while I was not home.
In order to seek police protection for myself and child, I made a confidential report of the
2008 Rape Assault with ongoing harassment to a female officer named Lisa Hartman at
the Carlsbad Police Department on April 13, 2010. The police failed to investigate my
complaints because they claimed they did not believe me. Based on my assailant’s
retaliatory complaint against me, the police initiated a CPS investigation on April 14th and
illegally  detained my 15-year-old  daughter  on April  23rd.  They state kidnapped my
daughter within 10 days of submitting a crime report. Without a warrant, they searched,
seized, and questioned my child after I had completed a phone intake to seek refuge in a
women’s shelter for victims of domestic violence and assault. A Crisis Volunteer had only
called the police to request extra resources for victims of crime. Though there were
verbal threats to our safety, my daughter was neither a victim nor a witness to the crime I
reported to law enforcement and should not have been directly questioned about the
incident.
The only reason why CPS was able to take my child was because the police placed me
on  a  5150  Hold  (Involuntary  Psychiatric  Hold)  and  charged  me  with  “care  giver
incapacity”. After a CPS social worker named Juan Juarez drove my teenage daughter
away in an unmarked vehicle, I was cornered, harassed, and detained by three Deputy
Sheriffs and one Psychiatric Emergency Response Team (PERT) clinician. They treated
me like I  was dangerous and accused me of “paranoid and delusional  ideations” to
discredit my recent crime report. An officer confiscated my personal belongings, read me
my Miranda Rights, tightly handcuffed my hands behind my back, and transported me in
an armored police vehicle to the Tri City Emergency Room. In the ER, I was evaluated by
doctors, medically cleared, and released with apologies because hospital staff had been
misinformed by law enforcement. I was released on a Friday night at 9:30 PM with no
knowledge of where CPS had taken my child. I spent the entire weekend making phone
calls to CPS and Police as well as emailing friends and posting missing child signs to
locate my daughter. The following Monday, I received a return call from Mr. Juarez and
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faxed my discharge paperwork to  him with  my request  to  have my daughter  safely
returned.  For  reasons  not  explained,  I  was  prevented  from being  able  to  pick  my
daughter up after my hospital clearance and release. A CPS social worker put my happy,
healthy,  beautiful,  intelligent  child  in  a  locked  government  facility  called  Polinsky
Children’s Center where she was socially isolated from her friends and family. I was not
contacted, interviewed or informed of a CPS investigation prior to my child’s removal.
Without  my  knowledge  or  consent,  my  daughter  was  disenrolled  from her  college
preparatory  high school  and relocated five  times in  four  months,  temporarily  being
released by a corrupt Judge Bowman to an unfit  foster care provider who ended up
physically, psychologically, verbally, and emotionally abusing her. This inappropriate
foster  care  placement  required  a  second  CPS removal  with  placement  in  another
government foster care facility called Casa de Emparo (“House of Protection”). In spite of
the  fact  that  I  had an upcoming trial  to  recover  custody  of  my daughter,  CPS was
aggressively trying to foster her out to strangers up until the day before my hearing date
so they could quickly adopt her out and terminate my parental rights. My child adamantly
refused to meet potential foster parents because she wanted to come home to me. The
other children wondered why so many foster parents were visiting my child and not them.
I later found out that Mr. Duran was sending potential foster parents to the facility where
my child resided so they could adopt her and sell her for prostitution.
Soon after I was court ordered to release my new physical address to CPS and to the
Juvenile Court, Mr. Duran broke in and stole wiretap evidence that I had planned to use
against  him. While Mr.  Duran was there,  he complained that,  due to my daughter’s
constant refusal to cooperate with foster care staff, he could not get his hands on her.
This cartel member threatened that he was going to keep trying and that it was only a
matter of time before he would take my daughter because he exclaimed, “I could make a
lot of  money off  her!”  Trapped in this extremely unsafe government detainment,  my
daughter slipped into situational depression and was diagnosed with an adjustment
disorder, which required outside counseling by a therapist named Donna Alpner, MFT.
This counselor documented that my daughter is a completely normal teenager and that
her  only  stress  was  caused  by  the  CPS  removal  and  subsequent  placement  in
substandard foster care. It was upon this counselor’s recommendation that the CPS case
be closed with termination of all case plan services. My daughter also wrote two letters
addressed to her attorney and to the judge asking to be safely returned to me with
termination of  unhelpful  CPS services.
Though the absent father, David Cerna, never showed up for a single hearing, he was
immediately provided with an aggressive attorney at public expense who planned to roll
the Juvenile Court Case into a Family Court Case so he could take custody away from
me and block my visitation. The false allegation made against me was that I suffer from a
mental  illness  that  interferes  with  my  parenting  skills.  Because  I  had  no  specific
diagnosis,  CPS hired a psychologist  named Betty J.  Waldheim to conduct a mental
health evaluation, the statistical results of which were calculated to be within normal
limits. Because there is no documented mental illness and no true instance or risk of child
abuse or neglect, a substitute commissioner heard my two day trial and returned my
daughter to me on August 13, 2010. The Juvenile Court closed jurisdiction for failure to
properly follow court procedures on December 9th, 2010. CPS services were terminated
on the following day. The entire CPS case was appealed and dismissed by my Appellate
Attorney Jesse McGowan of Manhattan Beach on February 1, 2011. I am finally cleared
of all police and CPS allegations and have no criminal or CPS history. My daughter was
unnecessarily detained in foster care for a total of four months with no proof of abuse
and/or neglect by me. However, she was severely traumatised and abused while in
custody of the State. Now, I am seeking representation from an attorney who will take a
contingency law suit against the offending parties for repeatedly, willfully and maliciously
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violating our civil rights and liberties.
I offer this testimony to make Congress aware that CPS is out of control, kidnapping
innocent children and selling them out to child predators. I would not believe it myself if I
had not experienced this horrific injustice first hand. Because I actually recovered custody
of my child, and in a relatively short period of time, I’m told I am one of the lucky ones.
But for as long as my assailants are getting away with these crimes, my child and I are
not safe and never will be. Americans do not live in a free country when law abiding
citizens have to worry about gang rape and trafficking with government surveillance and
seizures. Every child has a constitutional right to be raised by their loving parent(s) in a
safe home environment free from crime and government intrusion. I strongly believe that
U.S. tax dollars are more wisely spent on investigating and prosecuting serious criminals
like drug,  weapon, and human traffickers who are infiltrating our county,  state,  and
federal  branches of  government.  It  should  be of  the  highest  priority  to  protect  and
preserve our national security, especially along our southern border states where cartel
violence is most prevalent. We also need to clean our government of corrupt police,
social workers, health care providers, foster care staff, and all officers of juvenile and
family courts who are habitually abusing power and destroying lives for selfish greed and
profit."
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